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Preface to the Fourth Edition 

This book originated as notes used in teaching communications at a technical college in Sydney, Australia. 
At that time, textbooks written at this level were not available. As demand for this course grew, an Australian 
text was published. Soon afterward, this text, aimed primarily at American students, was published in the 
United States. 

The text is designed for communications students at the advanced level, and it presents information about 
the basic philosophies, processes, circuits, and other building blocks of communications systems. It is intended 
for use as text material, but for greatest effect is should be' backed up by demonstrations and practicaJ work 
in which students participate directly. 

In this edition of the text, chapter objectives have been added and student exercises increased in number to 
reinforce the theory in each chapter. Further, a new chapter on fiber optic theory has been added. 

The mathematical prerequisites are an understanding of the j operator, trigonometric fonnulas of the product
of~two-sines form, very basic differentiation and integration, and binary arithmetic. 

The basic electTical-electronic prerequisite is a knowledge of some circuit theory and common active 
circuits. This involves familiarity with de and ac circuit theory, including resonance, filters. mutually coupled 
circuits and transformers, and the operation of common solid-state devices. Some knowledge of thennionic 
devices and electron ballistics is helpful in the understanding of microwave tubes. Finally, communications 
prerequisites are restricted to a working knowledge of tuned voltage and power amplifiers, oscillators, flop
flops, and gates. 

The authors are indebted to the following people for providing materials for this text Noel T. Smith of 
Central Texas College: Robert Leacock, Test and Measurement Group, Tektronix; James E. Groat, Philps 
Dodge International Corporation; and David Rebar, AMP Jncorporated. We would also like to thank the 
reviewers, Clifford Clark for ITT Technical Institute. Milton Kennedy, and Richard Zboray, for their input 
to this edition. 

George Kennedy 
Bernard Davis 



Prefnce to the Adapted Editio;, xix 

Finally, I consider myself blessed to be born In this country and am thankful to my fellow citizens for 
making high-quality education possible at such a subsidized rate. Without this, I could not have dreamt of 
studying and working in such extraordinary academic set-ups in the world. 

S RM Prasanna 

Publishers Note 

Learn more about the Adaptation Author 

SR M Prasanna is currently Associate Professor in the Electronics and Electrical Engineering Department 
at HT Guwahati. He bas over a decade of experience in teaching and research. He obtained his BE in 
Electronics Engineering from Sri Sidd.hartha Institute of Technology (then with Bangalore University, 
Karnataka), MTech in Industrial Electronics from. National Institute ofTechnology Kamataka, Surathkal (then 
Karnataka Regional Engineering College, Surathkal) and PbD in Computer Science and Engineering'from the 
Indian Institute ofTecb..nolobry Madras, Chennai. 

Dr Prasarma ·s teaching interests include signal processing and communication. He and his team pursues 
research and development works in the speech signal-processing area. He hns supervised two PhD theses and 
guided 8evcral MTech and BTecb projects. He has published/presented over 50 research mticle~ in several 
national and international journals and conferences. 

Write to Us! 

We request all users of this book to send us their feedback, comments and suggestions which we could use 
to improve the future editions of this book. Write to us at tmh.elefeedback@gmail.com mentioning the title 
and author i.n the subject line. 



xviii Prl'/im• lo Ille Adapft>d £ditio11 

long overdue. With this revision, most of the obsolete material stands removed. We can revise the remaining 
chapters in future editions, and can add new chapters on different communication systems. No revision is 
perfect and it can be taken forward only with the active feedback from teachers and the students who will 
use this adapted version. A humble request to all of you is to mail me at sompura572121@gmail.com about 
your comments and suggestions. ' 

I would like to thank Prof. Gautam Barua, Director, IlT Guwabati for engaging all his time in silently and 
tirelessly developing IIT Guwahati , against all odds. His sincere efforts aad sacrifices have made youngsters 
like me have an enjoyable beautiful campus and a nice acadeinie set-up, all of which help us pursue our goals 
with passion. I would like to thank all my department colleagues for creating a conducive and family-oriented 
environment al the workplace. My special thanks to Prof. S Dandapat, Prof. A Mnhanta. Prof. P K Bora and 
Prof. S Nandi for giving me the required support and many suggestions to shape my career and Life. 

At this juncture, We would like to thank the various reviewers who went through the earlier edition and 
provided noteworthy suggestions and comments. Their names are given below. 

Dinesh Chandra 

Imran Khan 

Debjani Mitra 
Subhankar Bhattacharjee 

Goutarn Nandl 

Ahcibam .Dinamani Singh 

Sudha Gupta 

Upena DaJal 

S C Sahasrabudhe 

Rupali Sawant 

Madhavi Belsare 

Krishna Vasudevan 

Gnanou Florence Sudha 

S!van~tnakrishnan Narayan 

JSS Academy of Technical Education, Noida, Upar Pradesh 

Kanpur Institute of Teclmology, Kanpt11; Uttar Pradesh 
Indian School of M7nes, Dhanbacl, Jharkhand 

Tee/mo India College o/Technology, Hooghly. West Bengal 
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This work would not have seen the light of day without Mr Ashes Saha and Mr Stunan Sen who, during their 
tenure at Tata McGraw Hill. had continuously and constantly worked towards the completion of this project. 
Thanks are also due to Ms Koyel Ghosh and her team members who helped bring out this adapted version 
in record time. Special thanks to Ms Koyel for providing feedback about the adaptation, so that most of the 
material of the existing fourth edition stands carefully preserved. 

My heartfelt gratitude and thanks goes to my mother, B Susheelamma; my father, S K Ra,iashekhariah; 
my brothers and their families for their unconditional support and love. I would like to thank my wife, S R 
Nim1ala, without whose unstiated support r could not have been what I am today. A spei;:ial thanks to my son 
Supreeth for his love and consideration. At time-s, he makes me revisit my childhood. 
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Chapter 6 is a new chapter on digital modulation techniques. This chapter describes the basic digital modu
lation techniques including amplitude shi~ keying, frequency shift keying and phase shift keying. The 
variants of basic digital modulation techniques termed M-ary techniques like M-ary PSI(, M-ary FSK 
and M-ary QAM are also di,scussed. ln view of this chapter, Chapter 14 on digital communications in 
the fourth edition, containingtnostly obsolete material, has been removed. 

Chapter 7 is on radio transmitters and receivers. This is a si1:,rnificantly revised version of the earlier Chapter 
6 on radio receivers in the fourth edition. Two new sections, namely, introduction to radio communication 
and radio transmitters have been added. Existing material on radio receivers has been thoroughly revised 
after removing the obsolete data. · 

Chapter 8 is on television broadcasting. This is a minor revised vers.ion of the earlier Chapter 17 on television 
fundamentals in the fourth edition. 

Chapter 9 is on transmission lines. This is a minor revised version of the earlier Chapter 7 with the same 
name in the fourth edition. 

Chapter to is on radiation and propagation of waves. This is a minor revised version of the earlier Chapter 
8 of the fourth edition. 

Chapter 11 is on antennas and is a minor revised version of Chapter 9 of the fourth edition. 

Chapter 12 is on waveguides, resonators and components, and is a minor revised version of Chapter l O of 
the fourth editiori. 

Chapter 13 is on microwave tubes and circuits. It is a minor revised version of Chapter 11 of the fourth 
edition. 

Chapter 14 is on semiconductor microwave devices and circuits. It is a minor revised version of Chapter 12 
of the· fourth edition. 

Chapter 15 is on radar system and is a rnjnor revised version of Chapter 16 of the fomth edition. 

Chapter 16 is on broadband communicatian-system and is a minor revised version of Chapter 15 of the 
fourth edition. 

Chapter 17 is on introduction to fiber optic technology and is a minor revised version of Chapter 18 of the 
fourth edition. 

Chapter 18 is on information theory, coding and data communication. The material in this chapter is taken 
from chapters 13 and 14 of the fourth edition. Since there are two separate chapters on, pulse modulation 
techniques and digital modulation techniques in the adapted version, the chapter name is as mentioned 
above. The content of this chapter is essentially an introduction to some terminologies used in the in for~ 
mation theory, coding and data communication topics. 

The primary readers of this book are engineering s~dents of degree and diploma courses, hailing from 
different electrical engineering streams and having a one-semester course on communication systems. 
The material described here aims at giving them a first-hand feel of different communication concepts and 
systems. The secondary readers of this book are conununication engineers for whom this book will serve as 
a ready reference. 

There are several organizations possible for the material presented in the adapted edition. The first eighl 
chapters is predominantly the material required for the target one-semester course. Selected chapters from 9 to 18 
may be used as parts of the aforementioned course or may altogether be clubbed for a subsequent course. 

As described above, the main motivation behind this adaptation is to provide the right path for the study 
of electronic communication systems as it stands today. In my view, an Indian adaptation of this book-was 



Preface to the Adapted Edition 

I was motivated to accept this work of adapting this hallmark book by Kennedy and Davis primarily due to 
the wonderful experience r had in reading from this book during my initial days of exposure to the area of 
elecrronic commw1ication. It wouldn't, therefore, be an overstatement to say that I have a special attachment 
towards this book. All during my student life and early career. I repeatedly came back to this book whenever 
I had to study communication systems and faced problems in getting a hold on some basic principles. 

The main merit of this book is its lucid and simple way of explaining the basic principles ofoperation behind 
different communication systems, without dwelling much into the mathematical aspects of the same. Of course, 
the rigorous mathematical treauncnt is an integral component of any communication system. However, there 
arc several good books available in the market providing the same for different communication systems. 

Among the numerous books on communication systems available in the market, this book has created a 
distinct pl.ice for itself. That is, it is a book. which explains the basic communication concepts and principles 
of operation of different communication systems in nonprofessional tem1s. l believe that this may be the reason 
for the enormous success of this book. Therefore, while updating this edition, 1 have decided to continue the 
legacy of the original authors. I have tried to come up with a thorough revision of several chapters to eliminate 
obsolete material and add new ones, in order to provide a unified view, wherever necessary. 

As a part of this, tbe total number of chapters in the adapted version is also 18, as in the fourth edition. 
Hc,wcver, the (lrganization of Lhe chapters is renewed. I have attempted to explain the rationale behind the 
proposed adaptation. To summarize, l have attempted to present Kennedy's Electronic Communication Sys. 
tems with the latest trends incorporated and with a modern perspective. [ hope that even after this adaptation, 
the book continues to give the same comfort to budding communication engineers in the years to come, as it 
has in the past 

Chapter I introduces the reader to the fascinating subject of commWlication systems. T'h is chapter is a thorough 
revision of Chapter I of the fourth edition. The revisions include adding additional material at appropriate 
places throughout the chapter for better understanding of the concepts. The electromagnetic spectrum and 
terminologies in communication systems are the two new topics added to the chapter. 

Chapter 2 is on noise fundamentals. Most of the material remains same as in the fourth edition, except removal 
of the section on noise figure measurement. 

Chapter 3 is a new chapter in the adapted version. The material for this chapter is drawn from Chapters 3 and 
4 of the fourth edition. However, the treatment is new to provide a unified view. This chapter discusses all 
the different amplitude modulation techniques in practice and hence tbe name of the chapter. 

Chapter 4 is a thorough revision of Chapter S of the fourth edition. Even though most of the material in the 
chapter is on frequency modulation, the necessary discussion with respect to phase modulation is also 
added. Hence, the name of the chapter is angle modulation techniques, to reflect both. 

Chapter Sis a new chapter on pulse modulation techniques. This chapter discusses the theory behind analog 
and digital pulse modulation techniques. The pulse analog modulation part describes pulse amplitude, 
width and position modulation techniques. The pulse digital modulation part explains pulse code, delta 
and differential pulse code modulation techniques. In view of this chapter. Chapter 13, on pulse com
munications, of the fourth edition stands deleted. 
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1 
INTRODUCTION TO 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

This chapter serves to introduce the reader to the subject of communication systems, and also this book as a 
whole. In stu<lying it you will be introduced to an information source, a basic communication system. trans
mitters and receivers. Modulation mt:thods arc introduced, and the absolute need to use tbem in conveying 
infomrntion will be made clear. The final section briefly discusses about basics or signal representation and 
analy:sis. 

Objectives Upon conipleting the material in Chapter J, the swdent will be able to: 

}> Define the wprd information as it applies to fue subject of communication. 
? Explain the term channel noise and its effects. 
);:,, Understand the use of modulation, as it applies to transmission. 
~ Know about electromagnetic spectrum. 
~ Demonstrate a basic understanding of the term bandwidth and its application in communication. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION 
The word communicate refers to pass oh and the act of communicating is tenned communication. ln everyday 
life, we are interested in communicating some infonnation which may include some thought, news, feeling 
and so on to other~. Thus, in a broad sense, the term communication refers to the transmission of infom1ation 
from one place to the other. The infommtion transmission between humans si tting very close (example, across a 
table) may take place via one or more of the following means: speech, facia l expressions and gesn1res. Among 
these, the most effective one is via speech mode. However, the speech mode of communication is also limited 
by how loud a person can produce the speech signal and is effective only over few tens of meters. 

For long-distance communication, initia lly humans employed non-electrical means like drum beats, smoke 
signals, running messengers, horses and pigeons. The electrical means of communication started with wire 
telegraphy in the eighteen forties, dcveioping with tdephony some decades later in the eighteen seventies and 
radio at the begilming of the twentieth cenntry. Later, the use of satellites and fibre optics made communication 
even more widespread with an increasing emphasis on wireless. computer and other data communications. 

Presently, in the early period of twenty-first century, we live in a modem society where several electrical 
modes of communication are at our disposal. Some of these include, landline telephone, television set, fax 
machine, mobile phone, computer with internet and personal digital assistant. All these different modes bundle 
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the information available in the whole world and provide it to us. At the same time, they al:-JO keep us connected 
to the entire world. Due to miniaturization, most of these communication aids have become gadgets in the 
hands of the current generation. After enjoying these facilities in our daily routines, we are in such a stage that 
it is difficult to imagine c1 modern society without all these modes of communication. By observing all these 
developments. it may be opt to call the progress in the communication area as Communication Revolution. 

Several new modes of electrical communication emerge from time to time due to the continuous techno
logical progress. For instance, this progress only brought us from the era of wired telegraphy to the present 
era ofwi,-eless mobile communication. Even though this change occurs, the basic objective of electrical co111-
1trnnication remain::; the same-transmission of information from one place to the other. The different steps 
involved in the transn-1ission of information may be outlined as follows: 

• Origin of information in the mind of the person who w,mts to communicate 

• Generation of message signal carrying the infonnation 

• Cunvc,ting the message sif,rnal into electrical fom1 using a suitable trans?ucer 

• Processing the message signal such that it will have the capability to travel for a long distance 

• Transmission of the processed message signal. to the desired destination 

• Reception of the processed message signal at the desired destination 

• Processing the received. message signa l in such a way to recreate the original non-electrical form 

• Finally delivering the information from the message signal to the intended person 

fhus understanding the basic issues involved in the above outlined steps, independent of the type of com
munication system. is the first step towards making an entry into the electrical communication discipline. 
Once this is done. several communication systems like telephony, radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, 
radar communication. satellite communication, fiber ciptic communication, computer communication and 
wireless communication can be studied. This book aims at giving qualitative exposure to ctifferent concepts 
in the commu.nication discipline. After this. some of the above- mentioned communication syste(!lS will be 
discussed. Any logical order may be used, but the one adopted here is basic systems, communication processes 
and circuits, and then more complex systems. 

1.2 ELEMENTS OF A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 
Figure I. I shows the generic block diagram of a communication system .. Any communication system will 
have five blocks, including the information source and destination blocks. However, f-rom the practical design 
point of view, we are intereste? in only the three blocks, namely. transmitter, channel and receiver. This i:s 
because, we have little control over the other two bkicks. Also, the communication in electrical fonn takes 
place mainly in these three blocks. The functions of each of these blocks are described b~low. 

Information 
source 

Encoding 
modulation 
(distortion) 

Transmitter 

(distortion ) 

Channel 

Noise source 

Decoding 
demodulation 

(distortion) 

~ Receiver H Destination 

Fig. 1.1 Black diagram of a comm1111icatio11 syslem. 
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1.2.1 Information Source 

As mentioned earlier, the objective of any communication system is to convey information from one point 
to the other. The infoTTTiation comes from the infom1ation source, which originates it. Information is a very 
generic word signifying at the abstract level anything intended for communication, whieh may include some 
thought, news, feeling, visual scene, and so on. The infomiation source converts this information into a physi
cal quantity. For instance, the thought to be conveyed to o~tr friend may be finally manifeste<l in the forn1 of 
speech signal, written script or picture. This physical manifestation of the infonnation is tenned as mes:.-age 
signal. Even though we use the words infonnation and message interchangeably, it is better to understand the 
basic difference between lhc two. 

In the study of electrical communication systems, we are mainly interested in transmitting the information 
manifested as the message signal to the receiving point, as efficiently as possible. However, the message signal 
also usually will be in the non-electrical fom1. For electrical communication purpose, first we need to convert 
the message signal to the electrical form, which is achieved using a suitable transducer. Trru1sducer is a device 
wh.ich converts energy in one form to the other. For instance, if I chO{>Se to convey my thought that it is m ining 
today at my place to my mend via speech mode, then the infonnation will be manifested as the speech signal. 
It is raining today at my place is the information and the speech corresponding to it is the message signal. 
The speech signal is nothing but the acoustic pressure variations plotted as a function of time. These acoustic 
pressure variations are converted into electrical fom1 using microphone as the transducer. The electrical 
version of the message signal is the actual input to the n·ansmitter block of the communication system. 

1.2.2 Transmitter 

The objective of the transmitter block is to co llect the incoming message signal and modify it in a suitable 
fashion (if needed), such that, it can be transmitted via the chosen charrnel to the receiving point. Cha111wl is a 
physical medium which connects the transmitter block with the receiver block. The functionality of the tran~
mitter block is mainly decided by the type or nature of the channel chosen for communication. For instance, 
if you are talking to your mend sitting in the next room via intercom service then the speech signal collected 
from your handset need not go through the sequence of steps needed when your friqnd is far off and you are 
reaching him/her over the mobile phone. This is because, in the first case the channel is a simple copper wire 
i.:orrnecting your handset with your friend's hand set, whereas in the second case it is the tree atmosphere. 

The block diagram of typical radio transmitter is shown in Fig. 1.2. This transmitter bl.ock involves several 
operations like amplification, generation of high-frequency carrier signal, modulation and then radiation of 
the modulated signal.,he amplification process essentially involves amplifying the signal amplitude values 
and also adding required power levels. The high-frequency signal is essential fQr carrying ot,t an important 
opt:ration called modulation. This high-frequency signal is more commonly tenned carrier and i:. generated by 
a stable oscillator. The carrier signal is characterized by Lhc three parameters amplitude, frequency and phase. 
The modulation process involves varying one of these three parameters in accordance with the variation of the 
message signal. Accordingly. ¥Je have amplitude mod11/a1ion,jreq11ency mudlilation and phase modulation. 
Even though, modulation is also a generic word indicating the operation of modifying one of the parameter, 
of a given signal

1 
we will still stick to the above context, unless specified otherwise. The modulated signal 

from the modulator is transmitted or radiated into the atmosphere using an antenna as the transducer. whii:1 1 

converts the signal energy in guided wave fom1 to free spac<:: electromagnetic waves and .,. ice Vt:rsa 
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Crystal 
oscillator 

Modulal1on in 

RF buffer 
amplifier 

Modulation 
processing 

RF voltage 
and power 
amplifiers 

Modulator 
voltage 

amplifiers 

RF output 
power amplifier 

Modulation 
,. power amplifiers 

Fig. 1.2 Block di11gr11111 of a lypicnl radio trnns111 itter. 

1.2.3 Channel 

Channel is th.e physical medium which connects the transmitter with that of the receiver. The physical medium 
includes copper wire, coaxial cable, fibre optic cable, wave guide and free space or atmosphere. The choice of 
a particuJar channel depends on the feasibility and also the purpose of communication system. For instance if 
the objective is to provide connectivity for speech commtmication among a group of people working in one 
physically localized place, then copper wire may be the best choice. Alternatively, if the information needs to 
be sent to millions of people scattered in a geographical area like radio and television broadcasting, then free 
space or atmosphere is the best choice. The nature of modification of message signal in the transmitter block is 
based on the choice of the communication channel. This is becau:;e the message signal should smoothly travel 
through the channel with least opposition so that maximum information can be delivere~ to the receiver. The 
message signal in the modified form travels through the channel to reach the entry point of the receiver. 

The fo llowing illustration may help us understand the functionality of channel: Suppose we have two water 
reservoirs connected through a mechanism (canal) for transferring water from one to the other, when needed. 
The objective of the canal is just to cany the water frorn one reservoir to the other and nothing more. ln com
munication also, the objective of the channel is just to carry the message signal from the transmitter to the 
receiver and nothing more. Of course, the amount of water which finally reaches the other reservoir depends 
on the condition of the canal. On similar lines, the amount message signal which finally reaches the receiver 
depends on the characteristics of the channel. Finally, it should b.e noted that the tem1 channel is often used to 
refer to the frequency range allocated to a particular service or transmission, such as television channel which 
refers to the allowable carrier bandwidth with modulation. 

1.2.4 Receiver 

The receiver block receives the incoming modified version of the message signal from the channel and 
processes it to recreate Lhe original (non.dectrieal) form of the message signal. There are a great variety of 
receivers in communication systems, depending on the processing required to recreate the original message 
signal and also final presentation of the message to the destination. Most of the receivers do conform broadly 
to the super heterodyne type, as does the simple broadcast receiver whose block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.3. 
The super heterodyne receiver includes proctissing steps like reception. amplification, mixing, demodulation 
and recreation of message signal. Among the different processing steps employed, demodulation is the most 
important one which converts the message signal available in the modified form ro the origina l electrical vcr· 
sion of the message. Thus demodulation is essentially an inverse operation of modulation. 
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The purpose of receiver and form of output display influence its construction as much as the type of modu
lation system used. Accordingly the receiver can be a very simple crystal receiver, with headphones, to a far 
more complex radar receiver, with its involved antenna ammgements and visual display system. The output 
ofa receiver may be fed to a loud speaker, video display un_it, teletypewriter, various radar displays, television 
picntre tube, pen recorder or computer. fn each instance different arrangements must be made, each affecting the 
receiver design. Note that the transmitter and receiver must be in agreen1ent with modulation methods used. 

RF stage 

Local oscllator 

Intermediate 
frequency 
amplifier 

Demodulator 
Audio voltage 

and 
power amplifiers 

Fig. 1.3 Block diagram of an AM s11perheterody11e receiver. 

1.2.5 Destination 

The destination is the final block in the communication system which receives the message signal and pro
cesses it to comprehend the infonnation present in it. Usually, humans will be the destination block. The 
incoming message signal via speech mode is processed by the speech perception system to comprehend the 
infonnation. Similarly, the message signal vfa video or visual scene and written sc-ript is processed by the 
visual perception system to comprehend the infonnation. Even though there are several theories put forward 
about the comprehension of the information from the message signal, the robustness exhibited by the hu~ 
man system in extracting information even under very noisy condition infers that, the entire sequence is less 
understood as of now. This may also be due the fact that human brain is the least understood part of human 
body in tenns of its functional ability. 

1.3 NEED FOR MODULATION 
The tenn modulat~ means regulate. The process of regulating is modulation. Thus, for regulation we need 
one physical quantity which is to be regulated and another physical quantity which dictates regulation. In 
electrical communication, the signal to be regulated is termed as carrier. The signal which dictates regulation 
is termed as modulating signal. Message acts as modulating signal. The modulation process is the most 
important operation in the modem communication systems. Hence before studying the modulation and its 
types, it is essential to know the need for modulation. 

The following example may help to better understand the need for modulation. Assume that there is a spe
cial and rare cultural event from a reputed artist organized at a far distant place (destination city) from your 
geographical locatiot1 (source city). lt is too far to reach the destination city by walking. However, you have 
decided to attend the event and enjoy the live perfonnance. Then what will you do? The obvious choice is you 
will take the help of transportation vehicle to carry you from the source city to the destination city. Thus there 
arc two important aspects to be observed in this example. The first one is you because you are the message 
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part. The second one is the transpmtation vehicle which is the carrier. Once you reach the destination city, 
the purpose of the carrier is served. Exactly similar situation is present in au electrical communication. The 
message signal which is to be transmitted to the receiver is like you and cannot travel for long distance by itself. 
Hence it should take the help of a carrier which has the capacity to take the message to the receiver. This is the 
basic reason why we need to do modulation; so that message can sit on U1e carrier and reach the receiver. 

In a more fonnal way, the need for modulation can be explained as follows. The distance that can be travelled 
by a signal in an open atmosphere is directly (inversely) proportional to its frequency (wavelength). Most of 
the message signals like speech and music are in the audio frquency range (20 H.z-20 kHz) and hence they 
can hardly travel for few meters on their own. FurtJ1e1·, for effici~nt ra<iiation and reception, the transmitting 
and receiving antennas would have to have length::; comparable to a quarter-wavelength of the frequency 
used. For a message at 1 MHz, its wavdength is 300 m (3 X 108/ I X 106) and hence antenna length should be 
about 75 m. AltemaLively, for a signal at 15 kHz. the antenna length will be about 5000 m. A ve11ical antenna 
of this size is impracticable. 

There is an even more important argument against transmitting signal frequencies directly; all message 
is concentrated within the same range (20 Hz-20 kHz for speech and music, few MHz for video), so that all 
signals from the different sources would be hopelessly and inseparably mixed up. In any city, only one broad
casting station can operate at a given ti.me. In order to separate Lhe various signals, it is n.eccssary to convert 
them all to different portions of the elecn·omagnetic spectmm. Each must be given its own carrier frequency 
location. This also overcome::; the difficulties of poor radialion at low frequencies and reduces interference. 
Once signals have been translated, a tuned circuit is employed in the front end of the receiver to make sure 
that the desired section of the spectrum is admitted and all unwanted ones are rejected. The tuning of such 
a circuit is nonnally made variable and connected to the tuning control, so thaL the receiver can select any 
desired transmission within a predetermined range. 

The use of modulation process helps in shifting the given message signal frequencies to a very high 
frequency range where it can occupy only negligible percentage of the spectrum. For instance, at I 000 kHz. 
the 10 kHz wide message signal represents l % of spectrum. But at I GHz. the same IO kHz represents 0.00 I% 
of spectrum. This means that more number of message signals can be accommodated at higher frequencies. 

Although this separation of signals has removed a number of the difficulties encountered in the absence 
of modulation, the fact still remains that unmodulated carriers of various frequencies cannot, by themselves. 
be used to transmit intbnnation. An unmodulated carrier has a constant amplitude, ,r constant frequency and 
a constant phase relationship with respect to some reference. A message consists of ever~varying quantities. 
Speech, for instance, is made up of rapid and unpredictable variations in amplitude (volume) and frequency 
(pitch and resonances). Since it is impossible to represent these two variables by a set of three constant pa
rameters, an unmodulated canier cannot be used to convey infonnation. 1n a continuous wave modulation 
(amplitude or frequency modulation, but not pulse modulation) one of the parameters of the carri.er is vaiied 
by the message. Therefore, at any i.nstaut its deviation from the unmodulated value (resting frequency) is 
proportional to. the instantaneous amplitude of the modulating voltage, and the rate at which th.is deviation 
takes place is equal to the frequency of this signal. In this fashion, enough informatiqn about the instantaneous 
amplitude and frequency is transmitted to enable the receiver to recreate the original message. 

1.4 ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM AND TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 
As the name indicates, an electromagnetic (EM) wave is a signal made of oscillating electric and magnelic 
fields. That is, the signal infom1ation is manifested as changing electric and magnetic field intensities at specified 
number of times per second. The ocsillations are sinusoidal in nature and measured as cycles per second or 
hertz (Hz). The oscillations can be as low as I Hz and can extend up to a very large value. The entire range of 
frequencie!- that the EM wave can produce oscillations is te~med as Electromagnetic Spel'ti-11111. 
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Table l . 1 shows the entire range of EM spectrum. For the classification purpose, the EM spectrum is divided 
into small segments and each segment is given a nomenclature. Each range is identified by end frequencies or 
wavelengths that differ by a factor of 10. Even though these are not crisp boundaries, communication fa temity 
have accepted them as convenient classjfication for all further discussions. Ln each range a typical application 
is only given as an example and is HOT exhaustive. Also, the choice of application is the one which is more 
common among the public. Apart from this detailed classification, the EM spectrnm is also broadly classified 
into two broad categories, namely, audio frequency (AF) for the frequency range 20 Hz - 20 kHz and the radio 
frequency (RF) range for frequencies more than 20 kHz. 

Table 1.1 EM .vpel·f;wn class{fied i 11 lerms differe111.freq11ency ra11ges tmd correspo,1ding wavelength ranges, 
no111e11c/ai11re and typical appllr:c,tlnn. the uhhtl!.viutions in lhq tuhle hcmJ lht:Ji)llowing l'ulues: I kJk 
= 1 X l(JJ Hz, 1 MHz= 1 X let f1z. I GHz= I X / (}9 / Jz, /Tf,Jz = I >< /01J l1z, If)./// = I X /() - J ,u 
and I µ111 = I X IO 6111. 

Frequency (f) Waveh!ngth 
l!:M Spectrum Nomenclature Typical Application 

range (A) range 

30 - 300 Hz 107 - 106 in Ex lremely low frequency (ELF) Power line communication 

0.3 - 3 kHz 101• - J05 Ill Voice frequency (VF) 
Face to face speech commw1ication 

Intercom 

3-30 kHz l0~-10' m Very low frequency (VLF) Submarine communication 

30- JOO kli z 104 - 101 m Low frequency (LF} Marine communication 

0.3 - 3 MHz IOJ - 102 m Medium frequency (MF) AM Bro11dcasling 

3 - 301vfHz 102 - 101 m High frequency (HF) l andline Telephony 
I 

30 - 300 MHz 101- 10° 01 Very high frequeticy (VHF) PM Broadcasting, TV 
·11 

0.3 - 3 GHz 10° - 10-1 m Ultra high frequency (UHF) TV, Cellular telephony 

3 - JOG!iz 10-1 - 10 2 m Super high frequency (SHF) Microwave oven, radar 

30 - 300 GHz 10-:1 - 10·1 m Extrumcly high freq uency (EHF) SalellHe communication, radar 

0.3 - 3 THz 0.1 - 1 mm Experimental for all new explorations 

43 -430THz 7 - 0.7 p.,m Inf-rared LED, Laser, TV Remote 

430- 750 THz 0.7-0.4 µ.m Visible light Optical co11m1uu.ication 

750 - 3000 THz 0.4-0. l µ.m Ultravoilet Medical application 

> 3000 THz < O. l µ.m X-rays, gamma rays, cosmic rays Medical application 

1.5 TERMINOLOGIES IN COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

Time Time (t) is·a fundamental quantity with reference to which all communications happen. It is typically 
measured in seconds (sec). For instance, the duration ofa conversation with your friend using a mobile phone 
is charged in sec based on the time duration for which you used the service of the communication system. 

Freque11.cy Frequency (j) is another fundamental quantity with ruforence to which all signals i.n a 
communication system are rnorc conunonly distinguished. Frequency is defined as the number of oscillations 
per second and is measured ill hertz (Hz). For instance, the message in a communication system is usually 
measured in tenns of the range of frequencies and the carrier is one frequency f alue. 
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Wavelength Wavelength (il) is yet another fimdamental quantity used as an alternative to frequency for 
distinguishing communication signals. Wavelength is defined as the distance travelled by an EM wave during 
the time of one cycle. EM waves travel at the speed of light in atmosphere or vacuum, that is, 3 X I 08 m/s. 

The wavelength of a signal can then bu found by using the relation il = c If • 3 x I os / f For instance, if the 

frequency of a given signal is 30 MHz, then its wavelength is ;\, "" IO m. 

Spectntnz The frequency domain representation of the given signal. 

Bandwidth Bandwidth (Bw) is that portion of the EM spectrum occupied by a signal. More specifically it 
is the range of frequencies over which the infonnation is present io the original signal and hence it may also 
be termed as signal bandwidth. 

Cham,cl Bandwidth The range of frequencies required for the transmission of modulated signal. 

Modulation In terms of signal and channel bandwidths, modulation is a process of traosfonning signal 
from signal bandwidth to channel bru1dwidth. 

Demodttlatiou On the similar lines, demodulation is the reverse process of moduJation, that is, transform-. 
ing signal from channel bandwidth to signal bandwidth. 

Baseband Sig11a.l Message sign.ii in its original frequency range. 

Baseband Tra11smission Transmission of message signal in its original frequency range. 

Broadband Signal Message signal tn its modulated frequency range. 

Broadband Transmission Transmission ofm.essage signal in the modulated frequency range. 

1.6 BASICS OF SIGNAL REPRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 
It is reasonable to expect that Lh~ frequency range (i.e., bandwidth) required for a given transmission should 
depend on the bandwidth occupied by the modulating signals themselves. A high-fidelity audio signal requires 
a range of 50 to 15000 Hz, but a bandwidth of 300 to 3300 Hz is adequate for a telephone conversation and 
is termed as nmowband speech. For wideband speech the frequency range is from O to 8000 Hz. When a 
carrier has been similarly modulated with each, a greater bandwidth will be required for the high-fidelity 
(hi-fi) trnnsrnissio.n. At this point, it is worth noting that the transmitted bandwidth need not be exactly the 
same as the bandwidth of the original signal, for reasons connected with the properties of the modulating 
systems. This will be made clear in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Before trying to estimate the bandwidth of a modulated transmission, it is essential know the bandwidth 
occupied by the modulating signal itself. If this consists of sinusoidal signals, then there is no problem, and 
the occupied bandwidth will simply be the frequency range between the lowest and the highest sine wave 
signal. However, if the modulating signals are nonsinusoidal, a much more complex situation results. Since 
such nonsinusoidal waves occur very frequently as modulating signals in communications, their frequency 
requirements will be discussed in Section l .6.2. 

1.6.1 Sine Wave and Fourier Series Review 

lt is very important in conununications to have a basic understanding of a sine wave signal. Described 
mathematically in the time domain and in the frequency domain, this signal may be represented as follows: 
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v (1) = £
111 

sin (2rr.jr + 1/)) = Em sin (wt + </J) 

where v (1) "" voltage as a function of time 

E,
11

"" peak voltage 

sin = trigonometric sine function 

.f = fi-cqucncy in hettz 

w = radian frequency (w = 2,r./) 

1 "' time 

</J "' phnse angle 

(I.I) 

lfthe voltage wavefom1 described by this expression were applied to the vertical input of an oscilloscope, 
a sine wave would be displayed on the CRT screen. 

The symbolfin Equation (1.1) represents the frequency of the sine wave signal. Next we will review the 
Fourier series, which is used to express periodic time functions ln the frequency domain, and the Fourier 
transform, which is used to express nonpcriodic time domain functions in the frequency domain. 

A periodic waveform has amplitude and repeats itself during a specific time period T. Some examples of 
wav(;fonns are sine, square, rectangular, lnangular, and sawtooth. Figure 1.4 is an example of a rectangular 
wave, where A designates amplitude, T represents time, and t indicates pulse width. This simpl.ilied review 
of the Fourier series is meant to reacquaint the student with the ba1Sics. 

The form for the Fourier series is 11s follows: 

Oo ~[ ( 21tt1/) . , ( 27rl11 )] f(t)"" 2 + ~ a11cos T +b,,sw T ( 1.2) 

f(t) 

T 
J .. ,-1-- - ~ 

Fig. 1.4 Rectrmgillnr wnve. 

Each term is a simple mathematical symbol and shall be explained as follows: 

-L = the sum of n tenns, in th.is case from I to infinity, where 11 takes on values of I, 2, 3, 4 . . . 
11=i 

a
0

, an, bH = the Fourier coefficients, determined by the type of wavefonn 

T "" the period of the wave 

f (t) "" an indication that the Fourier series is a function of time 

The expression wilJ become clearer when the firs t four tenns are illustrated: 
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( 1.3) 

Ifwe substitute w0 for 27r/T(w
0 

= 2efo = 27t/7) in Equation (l.4), we can rewrite the Fourier series in radian 
tenns: 

f(t) = [ ~] + [a1 cos w0t + bi sin w0t] 

+ [a1 cos2w0t + bi sin 2w0t] + [a3 cos3ivot + b:i sin 3Wot] + (I .4) 

Equation (1.4) supports the statement: The makeup of a square or rectangular wave is the sum of (harmonics) 
the sine wave components at various amplitudes. 

The Fourier coefficients for the rectangular waveform in Fig. 1.4 are: 
2Ar 

ao""--
T 

2Ar sin(,rnr/T) a.--- --~ 11 T(1&nr/T) 

h
11 

= 0 because t = 0 (waveform is symmetrical) 
The first four terms of this series for the rectangular waveform are: 

/(t)=[Ar]+[2A't' sin(m/T) cos(2m)J+[2A1: sin(2ITT'/T) cos(41tt)] 
T T (m/T) . T T (2m/T) T 

[2A1: sin(2m/T) (6,rt)] + ~ cos-· - + 
T (3m/T) T 

Example 1.1 should simplify and enhance students' understanding oftbfa review material. 

Example 1.1 

(1.S) 

Compute the first four terms in the Fourier series for a 1-kHz rectangular waveform with a pulse width of 
500 µsec and an amplitude of 10 V. 

Solution 

T= time =- l x 10-3 = 1/lkHz 

r =: pulse width = 500 x 1 o~ 
A • lOV 

't' 500 X 10-6 
-= - 0.5 
T Ix 10- 3 
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F(w) = Fourier trnnsforn1 

-r = pulse width 

w "' radian frequency 

A - amplitude in volts 

Example 1.2 

Evaluate a single pulse with an amplitude of 8 mV rmd a first zero crossing at U.5 kHz. 

Solution 
. . . 2 / 2rc First zero crossing pomt "" 111= n = -

'r 

I I 
r = - = 2 X J0-3 

f 0.5 x 10·' 

Vmax transfom, = F( w)m.i., = A-r 
• 3 

A - F(w)nmx 8x!O- _ 4y 
- 'l' 2 X 1()-3 -

The single pulse has a maximum voltage of 4 Vand a duration of2 s (see fig. 1.7). 

f(w) 

Fig. 1. 7 Fottrier trmzsform of a si11sle pulse. 

1.6.2 Frequency Spectra of Nonsinusoidal Waves 

If any nonsinusoidal waves, such as square waves, arc LO be transmitted by a communication system, then it is 
important to realize that t:ach such wave may be broken down into its component sine waves. The bandwidth 
required will therefore be considerably greater than might have been expected if only the repetition rate of 
such a wave had been taken into account. 

It may be shown that any nonsinusoidal, single-valued repetitive waveform consists of sine waves and! 
or cosine waves. Thefrequenc.y of rhe /owest-Ji"equency, or fundameutal, sine wave is equal to the repetition 
rate of the nonsinusnidal waveform, and all others are harmonics of the fundamental. There are an i11finire 
number of such harmonics. Some non-sine wave recurring at a rate of 200 times per second wi ll consist of 
a 200-Hz fundamental sine wave, and hannonic-s at 400, 600 and 800 Hz, and so on. For some wavefonns 
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only the even (or perhaps only the odd) hannonics will be present. As a general rule, it may be added that the 
higher the harmonic, the lower its energy level, so that in bandwidth calculations the highest hamllmics arc 
often ignored. 

The preceding statement may be verified in any one of three different ways. It may be proved mathemati
cally by Fourier analysis. Graphical synthesis may be used. In this case adding the appropriate sine-wave 
components, taken from a formula derived by Fourier analysis, demonstrates the truth of the statement. An 
added advantage of this method. is that it makes it possible for us to see the effect on the overall wavefom, 
because of the absence of some of the compoqents (for instance, the higher harmonics). 

Finally, the presence of the component sine waves in the correct proportions may be demonstrated with a 
wave analyzer, which is basically a high-gain tunable amplifier with a narrow bandpass, enabling it to tune to 
each component sine wave and measure its amplitude. Some fommlas for frequently encountered nonsinusoidal 
waves arc now given, and more may befound in handbooks. If the amplitude of the nonsinusoidal wave is A 
and its_ repetition rate is w/2n per second, then it may be represented as follows: 

Square wave: 

e;;;;. 4: (cos (I)/ - X cos3(V(-+ ){ cos5CQ/ - X cos7 wt+ .. ,) ( 1.7) 

Triangular wave: 

4A 
e""-;- (cos w - y.;' cos3CQ/ + fiscos5 mt + .. ,) 

Sawtooth wave: 

( 1.8) 

e= 2A (si.ncl)l - fisin2ca + J{sin 3cot - isin4cot+ .. ,) 
TC: 

(1.9) 

In each case several of the hannonics will be reqai.red, in addition to the fundamental frequency, if the wave 
is to be represented adequately, (i.e., with acceptably low distortion). This, of colU'se, wi ll greatly increase 
the required bandwidth. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 

Each of the following m11/tiple·choice que.);lions 
consists of an incomplete statement followed by four 
choices (a, b, c, and d). Circle the letter preceding the 
line that correctly completes each sentence. 

l. In a communication system, noise is m(?St likely 
to affect the signal 
a. at the transmitter 
b. in the channel 
c. in the information source 
d. at the destination 

2. Indicate the false statement. Fourier analysis 
shows that a sawtooth wave consists of 

a. fundamental and subham1.onic sine waves 
b. a fundamental sine wave and an infinite num

ber of harmonics 
c. fundamental and harmonic sine waves whose 

amplitude decreases with the harmonic number 
cl. sinusoidal voltages, some of which are small 

enough to ignore in practice 

3. Indicate the false statement. Modulation is used to 
a. reduce the bandwidth used 
b. separate differing transmissions 
c. ensure that intelligence may be transmitted 

over long distances 
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d. allow the use of practicable antennas 

4. Indicate the/a/se statement. From the transmitter 
the signal deterioration because of noise is usu
ally 
a, unwanted energy 
b. predictable in character 
c. present in the transmitter 
d. due to any cause 

5. Indicate the true statement. Most receivers con& 
tbm1 to the 
a. amplih1de-modulated group 
b. frcquency&modulatcd group 
c. superhetrodyne group 
d. tuned radio frequency receiver group 

6. [ndicate the false statement. The need for modula
tion can best be exemplified by the following. 
a. Antenna lengths will be approximately A/4 

long 
b. An antenna in the standard broadcast AM band 

is 16,000 ft 
c. All sound is concentrated from 20 Hz to 

20kHz 
d. A message is composed of unpredictable varia

tions in both amplitude and frequency 

7. lndicate the true statement. The process of sending 
and receiving started as early as 
a. the middle 1930s 
b. 1850 
c. the beginning of the twentieth century 
d. the 1840s 

8. Which of the following steps is not included in 
the process of reception? 
a. decoding 
b. encoding 
c. storage 
d. interpretation 

9. The acoustic channel is used for which of the 
following? 
a. UHF communications 
b. single-sideband conununications 
c. television communications 
d. person-to-person voice communications 

I 0. Amplitude modulation is the process of 
a. superimposing a low frequency on a high 

frequency 
b. superimposing a high frequency on a low 

frequency 
c. carrier interruption 
d. frequency shift and phase shift 

Review Questions 
1. Mention the elements of a communication system. Describe their functionality. 
2. Explain the need for modulation. 

3. Write the typical frequency ranges for the following classification of EM spectrum: MF, HF, VHF and 
UHF 

'4. The carrier performs certain functions in radio communications. What are they? 

5. Define noise. Where is it most likely to affect the signal? 

6. What does modulation actually do to a me;sage and carrier'? 

7. List the basic functions of a radio transmitter and the corresponding functions of the receiver. 

8. [gnoring the constant relative amplitude component, plot and add the appropriate sine waves graphically, in 
each case using the first four components, so as to synthesize (a) a square wave, (tJ) a sawtooth wave. 



2 
NOISE 

Noise is probab.ly fhe only topic in electronics and communication with which cvuryone must be familiar, no 
mauer what his or her specialization. Electrical disturbances interfer~ with signals, producing noise. It is ever 
present and limits the perfonnancc of most systems. Measuring it is very contentious: almost everybody has 
a different method of quantifying noise and its effects . 

After studying this chapter, you should oe familiar with the types and somces of noise. The methods of 
calculating the noise produced by various ::iources will be learned. and so will be the ways of adding such 
noise. The very important noise quantities, :.'lgnal~l'o•noise ratio, noise figure, and noise temperature, wi.11 have 
been covered in detail, as will methods of measuring noise. 

Objectives Upon completing the material in Chapter 2. the student will be able to: 

> Define the word noise as it applies to this material. 
> Name at least six different types of noise. 
;-. Calculate noise levels for a variety of conditions using the equations in the text. 
> Demonstrate an understanding of signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio and the equations involved. 
> Work problems involving noise produced by resistance and temperature. 

Noise may be defined, in electrical tenns, as any unwanted introduction of energy tending to interfere with the 
proper reception and reproduction of transmitted signals. Many disturbances of an electrical nature produce 
noise in receivers; modifying the sii;,,nal in an unwanted manner. In radio receivers, noise may produce hiss in 
the loudspeaker output. In television receivers "snow" or "confetti" (colored snow) becomes superimposed 
on the picture. Noise can limit the range of systems, for a given transmitted power. It affects the sensitivity 
of receivers, by placing a limit on the weakest si~als that can be amplified. It may sometimes even force a 
reduction in the bandwidth of a system. 

There are numerous ways of classifying noise. It may be subdivided according to type, source, effect, or 
relation to the receiver, depending on circumstances. It is most convenient here to divide noise into two broad 
groups: noise whose sources are external to the receiver, and noise created within the receiver itself. External 
noise is difficult to treat quantitatively, and there is often little that can be done about it, short of moving 
the system to another location. Note how radiotelescopes are always located away from industry, whose 
processes create so much electrical noise. International satellite earth station::. are also located in noise-free 
valleys, where possible. Internal noise is both more quantifiable and capable of being reduced by appropriate 
receiver design. 
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Because noise has such a limiting effect, and also because it is often possible to reduce its effects through 
intelligent circuit use and design, it is most important for all those connected with commw,ications to be well 
informed about noise and its effects. 

2.1 EXTERNAL NOISE 
The various fom1s of noise created outside the receiver come under the heading of external noise and include 
atmospheric extraterrestrial noise and industrial noi'se. 

2.1.1 Atmospheric Noise 

Perhaps the best way to become acquainted with atmospheric noise is to listen to sho11waves on a receiver 
which is not well equipped to receive them. An astonishing variety of strange sounds will be heard, all tend
ing to interfere with the program. Most of these sounds arc the result of spurious radio waves which induce 
voltages in the antertna. The majority of these radfo waves come from natural sources of disturbance. They 
represent atmospheric noise, generally called static. 

Static is caused by lightning discharges in thunderstonns and other natural electric d.isnirbances occurring 
in the atmosphere. It originates in the fonn of amplitude-modulated impulses, and because such processes 
are random in nature, it is spread over most of the RF spectrum normally used for broadcasting. Atmospheric 
noise consists of SpLtrious radio signals with components distributed over a wide range of frequencies. It is 
propagated over the earth in the same way as ordinary radio waves of th~ same frequencies, so that at ar1y point 
on the ground, static will be received from all thunderstom1S, local and distant. The static is likely to be n16re 
severe but less frequent if the storm is local. Field strength is inversely proport ional to frequency, so that th.is 
noise will interfere more with the reception of radio than that of television. Such noJse consists of impulses, 
and these nonsinuso.idal waves I.lave harmonics whose amplitude fa lls off with increase in the hannonic. Static 
from distant sources will vary in intensity actord.ing to the variations in propagating conditions. The usual 
increase in its level talccs place at night, at both broadcast and shortwave frequencies. 

Atmospheric noise becomes Jess severe at frequencies above about 30 MHz because of two separate factors. 
First, the higher frequ,encies are limited to line-of-sight propagation i.e., less than 80 kilometers or so. Second, 
the nature of the mechanism generating this noise is such that very little of it is created in the VHF range and 

I 

above. 

2.1.2 Extraterrestrial Noise 

It is safe to say that there are ahhost as many types of space noise tis there are sources. For convenience, a 
division into two subgroups wi ll suffice. 

,Solar Noise__Ihe sun radiates so many t~ings our way that we should no.t be too surprised to find that noise 
is noticeable among them, again there arc two· types. ~Jnder normal "quiet'' conditions, tht::re is a constant 
noise radiation from the sun, simply because it is a large body at a very high temperature (over 6000°C on the 
surface). It therefore radiates over a very broad frequency spectrum whjch includes the frequ_encies we use 
for communication. However, the sun is a con~tantly changing star which undergoes cycles of peak activity 
from which electrical disturbances erupt, such as corona flares and sqnspots. Even though the additional 
noise produced comes from A limited portion of the sun's surface, it may still be orders of magnitude greater 
than that received during periods of quiet sun. 

Cosmic !'Joise Since distant stars are also suns and have high temperatures, they radiate RF noise in the 
same manner as our sun. and what they lack in nearness they nearly make up in numbers which in combination 
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can become significant. The noise received is called thennal (or black-body) noise and is distributed fairly 
uniformly over the entire sky. We also receive noise from the center of our own galaxy (the Milky Way), fro1n 
other galaxies, and from other vi.rhml point sources su·ch as "quasars" and "pulsars." This galactic noise is 
very intense, but it comes from sources which are only points in the sky. 

Summary Space noise is observable at frequencies in the range from about 8 MHz to somewhat above 
1.43 gigahertz (1.43 GHz), the latter frequency corresponding to the 21-cm hydrogeu "line." Apart from 
man-made noise it is the strongest component over the range of about 20 to 120 MHz. Not very much of it 
below 20 MHz penetrates down through the ionosphere, while its eventual disappearance at frequencies in 
excess of 1.5 GHz is probably governed by the mechanisms generating it, and its absorption by hydrogen in 
interstellar space. 

2.1.3 Industrial Noise 

Between the frequencies of l to 600 MHz (in trrban, suburban and other industrial areas) the intensity ofnoise 
made by humans easily outstrips that created by any other source, internal or external to the receiver. Under this 
heading, sources such as automobile and aircraft ignition, electric motors and switching equipment; leakage 
from high-voltage lines and a multitude of other heavy electric machines are all included. Fluorescent lights 
are another powerful source of such noise and therefore should not be used where sensitive receiver reception 
or testing is being conducted. The noise is produced by the arc discharge present in all these operations, and 
under these circumstances it is not surprising that this noise should be most intense in industrial and densely 
populated areas. 

The nature of industrial noise is so variable that it is difficult to analyze it on any basis other than the sta
tistical. lt does, however, obey the general principle that received noise increases as the receiver bandwidth 
is increased (Section 2.2.1). 

2.2 INTERNAL NOISE 

Under the heading of internal noise, we discuss noise created by any of the active or passive devices found in 
receivers. Such noise is generally random, impossible to treat on an individual voltage basis i.e., instantaneous 
value basis, but easy to observe and describe statistically. Because the noise is randomly distributed over the 
entire radio sp\!ctmm there is, on the average, as much of it at one frequency as at any other. Random noise 
power is proportional to the bandwidth ove,· which ii is measured. 

2.2.1 Thermal Agitation Noise 

The noise generated in a resistance or the resistive component is random and is referred to as thermal, agitation, 
white or Johnson noise. It is due to the rapid and random motion of the molecules (atoms and electrons) inside 
the component itself. 

In thenriodynamics, kinetic theory shows that the temperature of a particle is a way of expressing its internal 
kinetic energy. Thus the "temperature" of a body is the statistical root mean square (nns) value of the veloc
ity of motion of the particles in the body. As the theory states, the kinetic energy of these particles becomes 
approximately zero {i.e., their motion ceases) at the temperature of absolute zero, which is OK (kelvins, for· 
merly ealicd degrees Kelvin) and. very nearly equals - 273°C. It becomes apparent that the noise generated by 
a re_sistor is proportional to its absolute temperature, in addition to being proportional to the bandwidth over 
which the noise is to be measured. 
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Therefore 

P ex: T 6.f= kT 11/ 
II 

where k, = Boltzmann's constant= 1.38 x 10-23 J(.ioules)/K the appropriate 

proportionality constant in this case 

T .. absolute temperature, K ... 273 + °C 

6./"" bandwidth of interest 

Pn = maximum noise power output of a resistor 

« _, varies directly 

Example 2.1 

(2. 1) 

If the resistor is operating at 27°C and the bandwidth of interest is 2 MHz, then what is tlre maximum noise 
power output of a resistor? 

Solution 

Pn = k. T. Af = 1.38 X JO ll X 300 X 2 X 106 

P. • 1.38 X 10-17 X 600 = 0. 138 X 0.6 X 10-12 

P = 0.0828 x 10-12 Watts 
" 

Tf an ordinary resistor at the standard temperature of 17°C (290 K) is not connected to any voltage source, 
it might at first be thought that there is no voltage to be measured across it. That is correct if the measuring 
instrument is a direct current ( de) voltmeter, but it is incorrect if a very sensitive electronic voltmeter is used. 
The resistor is a noise generatur, and there may even be quite a large voltage across it. Since it is random and 
therefore has a finite nns value but no de component, only the alternating current (ac) meter will register a 
reading. This noise voltage is caused by the random movement of electrons within the resistor, which consti
tutes a current. It is tnte that as many electrons arrive at one end of the resistor as at the other over any long 
period oftirne. At any instant of time, there are bound to be more electrons arriving at one particuJar end than 
at the other because their movement is random. The rate of arrival of electrons at either end of the resistor 
therefore varies randomly, and so does the potential difference between the two ends. A random voltage across 
the resistor definitely exists and may be both measured and calculated. 

It must be realized that all fonnulns referring to random noise arc applicable only to the m1s value of such 
noise, not to its instantaneous value, which is quite unpredictable. So. far as peak noise voltages are concerned, 
all that may be stated is that they are unlikely to have values in excess of 10 times therms value. 

Using Equation (2.1 ), the equivalent circuit of a resistor as a noise generator may be drawn as in Fig. 2.1 , 
and from this the resistor's equivalent noise voltage v. may be calculated. Assmne that RL is noiseless and is 
receiving the maximum noise power generated by R; under these conditions of maximum power transfer, R,. 
must be equal to R. Then 

P. = ~ ,,,. ~ = (J/1,/2)
2 

;:; V; 
11 Rl R R 4R 

V,! ""4RPn = 4RkT ,1.f 
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and 

V,,"-~4kT 6/R (2.2) 

It is seen from Equation (2.2) that the square of the nns noise voltage associated with a resistor is propor
tional to the absolute temperature of the resistor, the value of its resistance, and the bandwidth over which 
the noise is measured. Note especially that the generated noise voltage is quite independent of the frequency 
at which it is measured. This stems from the fact that it is random and therefore evenly distributed over the 
frequency spectmm. 

V 

Fig. 2.1 Resista11ce 11oise generator. 

Example 2.2 

An amplifier operating over the frequency range from 18 to 20 MHz has a 10-kilohm (10-kO) input resistor. 
What is therms noise voltage at the input to this amplifier if tlte ambient tenzpernture is 27°C? 

Solution 

Vn ""' ~ 4kT l:i.j R 

- ~4 X ) .38 X 10-23 X (27 + 273) X (20 - 18) X 106 X '104 

""'J4 X 1.38 X 3x 2 X JQ-II: 1.82 X 10-~ 

""' 18.2 microvolts (18.2 µV) 

As we can see from this example, it would be futile to expect this amplifier to handle signals unless they 
were considerably larger than 18.2 µV. A low voltage fed to this amplifier would be masked by the noise and 
lost. 

2.2.2 Shot Noise 

Thermal agitation is by no means the only source of noise in receivers. The most important of all the other 
sources is the shot effect, which leads to shot noise in all amplifying devices and virtually all active devices. 
It is caused by rando,n variations in the arrival of electrons ( or holes) at the output electrode of an amplifying 
device and appears as a randomly varying noise current superimposed on the output. When amplified, it is sup
posed to sound as though a shower of lead shot were falling on a metal sheet. Hence the name shot noise. 

Although the average output current of a device is governed by tlle various bias voltages, at any instant 
of time there may be more or fewer electrons arriving at the output electrode. In bipolar transistors, this is 
mainly a result of the random drift of the discrete current carriers across the junctions. The paths taken are 
random and therefore unequal, so that although the average collector current is constant, minute variations 
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nevertheless occur. Shot noise behaves in a similar manner to thennal agitation noise, apart from the fact that 
it has a different source. 

Many variables are involved in the generation of this noise in the various amplifying devices, and so it 
is customary to use approximate equations for it. In addition, shot-noise current is a little difficult to add 
to thennal-noise voltage in calculations, so that for all devices with the exception of the diode, shot-noise 
fonnula$ used arc generally simplified. 

The most convenient method of dealing with shot noise is to find the value or fortnula for an equivalent 
input-noise resistor. This precedes the device, which is now assumed to be noiseless, and has a value such that 
the same amount of noise is present at the output of the equivalent system as in the practical amplifier. Tbc 
noise current has been replaced by a resistance so that it is now easier to add shot noise to thermal noi.se. lt 
has also been referred to the input of the ampl.ifier, which is a much more convenient place, as will be seen. 

The value of the equivalent shot-noise resistance R.q of a device is generally quoted in the manufacturer's 
specifications. Approximate formulas for equivalent shot- noise resistances are also available. They all show 
that such noise is inversely proportional to transconductance and also directly proportional to output current. 
So far as the use of R is concerned, the important thing to realize is that it is a completely ficti.tious resistance, 

"'I 
whose sole function is to simplify calculations involving shot noise. For noise only, this resistance is treated 
as though it were an ordinary noise-creating resistor, at the same temperature as all the other resistors, and 
located in series with the input electrode of the device. 

I 

2.2.3 Transit-Time Noise 

If the time taken by an electron to travel from the emitter to the collector of a transistor becomes significant to 
the period of the signal being amplified, i.e., at frequencies in the upper VHF range and beyond, the so-called 
transit-time effect takes place, and the noise input admittance of the transistor increases. The minute currents 
induced in the input of the device by random fluctuations in the output current become of great importance at 
such frequencies and create random noise (frequency distortion). 

Once this high-frequency noise makes its presence felt, it goes on increasing with frequency at a rate 
that soon approaches 6 decibels (6 dB) per octave, and this random noise then quickly predominates over 
the other forms. The result of all this is that it is preferable to measure noise at such high frequencies, instead 
of trying to calculate an input equivalent noise resistance for it. RF transistors are remarkably low-noise. 
A noise figure (see Sect-ion 2.4) as low as 1 dB is possible with transistor amplifiers well into the UHF 
range. 

2.3 NOISE CALCULATIONS 

2.3.1 Addition of Noise due to Several Sources 

Let's assume there are two sources of thermal agitation noise generators in series: v;,1 = ~4kTAJ R1 and. 

v
112 

_. ~4kT 4{ R
2 

. The sum of two such nns voltages in series is given by the square root of the sum of their 

squares, so that we have 

Vn,tot = ~Vn2i + V}2 = ~4kT AJR1 + 4kT 6,/ R2 

= ~4kT A/ (R1 + R2) = ~4kT 6,/ Riot 
(23) 
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where 
R =R +'fl +··· 

-101 I • -i 
(2.4) 

IL is seen from the previous equations that in order to find the tota.l noise voltage caused by several somces of 
thern1al noise in series, the resistances are added and the noise voltage is calculated using this total resistance. 
The same procedure applies if one of those resistances is an equivalent input~noise resistance. 

Example 2.3 

Calculate the noise voltage at the in.put of a television RF amplific:,; using a device that has a 200-olzm (200-{l) 
equivalent noise resistance and a 300-fl input resistor. The bandwidth of the amplifier is 6 MHz, and the 
teniperatw·e is 17°C. 

Solution 

V,,,tat = ~4kT l:!.f Rtot 

= J4 X l.38 X JO-ll X (17 + 273) X 6 X 106 X (300 + 200) 

- ~4 X 1.38 X 2.9 X 6 X 5 X JO-I ) - ~48 X J0-12 

== 6.93 x 1 o-6 - 6.93 µ.v 

To calculate the noise voltage due to several resistors in parallel; find the total resistance by standard methods, 
and then substitute this resistance into Equation (2.3) as before. This means that the total noise voltage is 
less than that due to any of the individual resistors; but, as shown in Equation (2.1 ), the noise power remains 
constant. 

2.3.2 Addition of Noise due to Several Amplifiers in Cascade 

The situation ~at occu:s in recei:er~ is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. lt shows a ~umber o~ amplifying sta~es in c~s~ 
cade, each having a resistance at 1ts mput and output. The first such stage 1s very o~en an RF amplifier, while 
the second is a mixer. The problem is to find their combined effect on the re~eiver noise. 

Tt may appear logical to combine all the noise resistances at the input, calculate their noise voltage, multiply 
it by the gain of the first stage and add this voltage to the one generated at the input of the second stage. The 
process might then be continued, and the noise voltage at the output, due to all the intervening noise sources, 
would be found. Admittedly, there is nothing wrong with such a procedure. The result JJ useless because the 
argument assumed that it is important to find the total output noise voltage, whereas the important thing is to 
find the equivalent input noise voltage. It is even better to go one step further and find an equivalent resistance 
for such an input voltage, i.e., the equivalent-noise resistance for the whole receiver. This is. the resistance 
that will produce the same random noise at the output of the receiver as does the actual receiver, so that we 
have succeeded ii:'l replacing an actual receiver amplifier by an ideal noiseless one with an equivalent noise 
resistance R.q located across its input. This greatly simplifies subsequent calculations, gives a good figure for 
comparison wi~ otheu eceivers, a,nd pennits a quick calculation of the lowest input signal which this receiver 
may amplify without drowning it )Vith_noise: 
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Consider the Lwo-stage amplifier of Fig. 2.2. The gain of the first stage is A
1 

and that of the second is A
2
• 

The first stage has a total input-noise resi:stance R1, the second R2 and the output resistance is RJ. The nns 
noise voltage at the output due to R3 is 

T~,3 "" ~4kT 4f R3 

Fig. 2.2 Noise of several amplifying stages in cascade. 

The same noise voltage would be present at the output if there were no R
3 

there. Tnstead R; was present at the 
input of stage 2, such that 

v;3 = ~ = ~
4k:~· R3 = ~4kT t,.J R3 

where R; is the resistance which if placed at the input of tbe second stage would produce the same noise volt
age at the output as does R3• Therefore 

~~, ~~ 
2 

Equation (2.5) shows that when a noise resistance is "transferred" from the output of a stage to its input, 
it must be divided by the square of the voltage gain of the stage. Now the noise resistance actually present at 
the input of the second stage is R2, so that the equivalent noise resistance at the input of the second stage, due 
to the second stage and the output resistance, is 

D; R R' R R3 
' 'C "" 2 + 3 = 2 + ~ 

q Ai 
Similarly, a resistor R; may be placed at the input of the first st.age to replace R' , both naturally producing 

the same noise voltage at the output. Using Equation (2.5) and its conclusion, we have 

R'= ~ = R6+ R3 / A'f = R2 +~ 
i A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 

I I I I 2 

The noise resistance actually present at the input of the first stage is R
1
, so that the equivalent noise resis

tance of the whole cascaded amplifier, at the input of the first stage, will be 
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ll.;q = R1 + R2 
R2 R3 

=Ri+~+~ 
Ai Ai Az 

(2.6) 

It is possible to extend Equation (2.6) by induction to apply to an n-stage cascaded amplifier, but this is not 
nom1ally necessary. As Example 2.4 will show, the noise resistance located at the input of the first stage is by' 
far the greatest contributor to the total noise, and only in broadband, i.e.; low-gain amplifiers it is necessary 
to consider a resistor past the output of the second stage. 

Example 2.4 

Tltefirst stage of n two-stage amplifier has n voltage gain of 10, a 600-fl input resistor, a 1600-D. equivalent 
noise resistance and a 27-kfi output resistor. For the second stage, these values are 25, 81 kfl, 10 k!l and 1 
megaohm (1 MD.), respectively. Calculate the equivalent input-noise 1'esistance of this two-stage amplifier. 

Solution 

R1 = 600 + 1600 = 2200 0 

27 X 81 
R2 = - - + 10 -- 20.2+ 10--30.2kD. 

27 + 81 

R3 == L MD. (as given) 

R "" 2200 + 30.200 + I, 000, 000 = 2200 + 302 + 16 
~q 102 .J 02 :x 252 

== 25180 

Note that the 1-Mfi output resistor has the same noise effect as a 16-0 resistor at the input. 

2.3.3 Noise in Reactive Circuits 

If a resistance is followed by a tuned circuit which is theoretically noiseless, then the presence oftl1e tuned circuit 
does not affect the noise generated by the resistance at the resonant frequency. To either side ofresonance the 
presence of the tuned circuit affects noise in just the same way as any other voltage, so that the tuned circuit 
limits the bandwidth of the noise source by not passing noise outside its own bandpass. The more interesting 
case is a tuned circuit which is not ideal, i.e., one in which the inductance has a resistive component, which 
naturally generates noise: 

In the preceding sections dealing with noise calculations, an input (noise) resistance has been used. it must 
be stressed here that this need not necessarily be an actual resistor. if aU the resistors shown in Fig. 2.2 had 
been tuned circuits with equivalent parallel res'istances equal to R1, R2, and R3, respectively, the results obtained 
would have been idcntkal. Consider Fig. 2.3 , which shows a parallel-tuned circuit. The-series resistance of 
the coil, whlch is the noise source here, is shown as a resistor in series with a noise generator and with the 
coil. Tt i::I required to determine the noise voltage across the capacitor, i.e., at the input to the amplifier. This 
will allow us,to calculate the resistance which may be said to be generating the noise. 

:· 
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Amplifier 

Amplifier 

- jXC V 

L C 

(a) Actual circuit (b) Noise equivalent circuit 

Fig. 2.3 Noise in n tuned circuit. 

The noise current in the circuit will be 

. v,, 
I;;= z 

where Z = R., +j (XL - Xe). Thus i,, = v/ R
8 

at resonance. 

Th~ ma!,'Tlitude of the voltage appearing across the capacitor, due to v,,, will be 

\I= i X ,. "" _vJJXC."' vnQRs = Qv 
II •, R R . II 

!t !f 

~ince Xe"" QR, at resonance. 

(2.7) 

Equation (2.7) should serve as a further reminder that Q is called the magnification factor! Continuing, we 
have 

v2 = Q2v~"" Q2 4kT t:.fRs"' 4kT t:.f(Q2 Rs)= 4kT 6.J RP 

v - ~4kT 6./ R,) (2.8) 

where vis the noise voltage across a tuned circuit due to its internal resistance, and R is the equivalent parallel 
impedance of the tuned circuit at resonance. P · 

Equation (2.8) shows that the equivalent parallel impedance of a tuned circuit is its equivalent reS\stance 
for noise (as well as for otber purposes). 

2.4 NOISE FIGURE 

2.4.1 Signal-to-Noise Ratio / 

The calculation o~ the equivalent noise resist~ce of an ~mplrner, rec7iver ·o~ de~ice ma~ have on~ of tw~ 
purposes or sometimes bot~1. The fir~t purpose ~s compa~tson of two kinds ofJqt11pment m evaluatmg. the!r 
perfonnance. The second 1s companson of n01se and signal at the same point to ensure that the n01se 1s 
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not excessive. In the second instance, and also when equivalent noise resistance is difficult to obtain, the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) is very often used. It is defined as the ratio of signal power to noise power at the 
same point. Therefore 

.§_ = X, = V/ IR -( Vs )
2 

S - signal power 
N X,, v} I R V" N ="' noise power (2.9) 

Equation (2.9) is a simplification that applies whenever the resistance across which the noise is developed is 
the same as the resistance across which signal is developed, and this is almost invariable. An effort is naturally 
made to keep the signal.·to-noise ratio as high as practicable under a given set of conditions. 

2.4.2 Definition of Noise Figure 
For comparison of receivers or amplifiers working at different impedance levels the use of the equivalent 
noise resistance is misleading. For example, it is hard to determine at a glance whether a receiver with an 
input impedance of SO !land R.q = 90 n is better, from the point of view of noise, than another receiver whos~ 
input impedance is 300 0. and R.q = 400 !l. As a matter offact, the second receiver is the better one, as will be 
seen. Instead of equivalent noise resistance, a quantity known as noise figure, sometimes called noise fad or, 
is defined and used. The noise figure Fis defined as the ratio of the signal-to-noise power supplied to the input 
tenninals of a receiver or amplifier to the signal-to-noise power supplied to the output or load resistor. Thus 

F= input SIN 
output SJ N 

(2.10) 

It can be seen immediately that a practical receiver will generate some noise, and the SIN will deteriorate 
as one moves toward the output. Consequently, in a practical receiver, the output SIN will be lower than the 
input value, and so the noise figure will exceed 1. However, the noise figure will be I for an ideal receiver, 
which introduces no noise of its own. Hence, we have the altemative definition of noise figure, which states 
that F is equal to the SIN of an ideal system divided by the SIN at the output of the receiver or amplifier under 
test, both working at the same temperature over the same bandwidth and fed from the same source. In addi
tion, both must bt:: linear. The noise figure may be expressed ~ an actual ratio or in decibels. The noise figure 
of practical receivers can be kept to below a couple of decibels up to frequencies in the lower gigahertz range 
by a suitable choice of the first transistor, combined with proper circuit design and low-noise resistors. At 
frequencies higher than that, equally low-noise figures may be achieved (lower, in fact) by devices which use 
the transit- time effect or are relatively independent of it. 

2.4.3 Calculation of Noise Figure 

Noise figure may be calculated for an amplifier or receiver in the same way by treating either as a whole. Each 
is treated as a four-tenninal network having an input impedance R

1
, an output impedance Ru and an overall 

voltage gain A. It is fed from a source (antenna) of internal impedance R, which may or may not be equal to 
R, as the circumstances warrant. A block diagram of such a four-tem1in~l network (with the source feeding 
it) is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
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Generator 
(antenna) 

v, 

----Amplifier 
r-------- ~----;· (receiver) 

Voltage 
Rt gain"' A 

Fig. 2.4 Block diagram for noise figure calculation. 

The calculation procedure may be broken down into a number of general steps. Each is now shown, fol-
lQwed by the number of the corresponding equation(s) to follow: 

1,. petennine the signal input power P,
1 
(2.11, 2. 12). 

2. betennine the noise input power P.
1 
(2. 13, 2.14). 

l Calculate the input signal-to-noise ratio SIN,, from the ratio of P,
1 
and P

111 
(2.15). 

4. Determine the signal output power P,
0 

(2.16), 

5. Write P110 for the noise output power to be determined later (2.17). 

6. Calculate the output signal-to-noise ratio SIN from the ratio of P _ end P (2.18). . . ~ 

· 7. Calculate the generalized form of noise figure from steps 3 and 6 (2.19). 

8. Calculate P from R if possible (2.20, 2.2 1 ), and substitute into the general equation for F to obtain the no cq 

actual formula (2.22, 2.23). 
It is seen from Fig. 2.4 that the signal input voltage and power will be 

V - V..Rt 
.,i - R + R 

a I 

Similarly, the noise input voltage and power will be 

v2.= 4kT !).r RaRI 
11, 11 R + R 

a I 

P.. = ~,,, 4kT 4/ RaR1 1 _ 4kT fl/ Rh 
Ill Ti Ra + R, R, Ru + R, 

The input signal-to-noise ratio will be 

S ~; r~? R, 4kT 41 Ra V.2 R 
N, ""Pni = (R

0
+ R

1
)
2 + Ru+ R, = 4kT 41 R

11
(R

11
+ R,) 

The output signal power will be 

v2 ( 2 p ,,, ...EL _ AVs;) 
so R1. Rl 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 
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(2.16) 

The noise output power may be difficult to calculate. For the ti.me being, it may simply be written as 

P,,
0 

"" noise output power 

The output signal-to-noise ratio will be 

~ _ P.s0 _ A2Vz2R; 
N0 - P,,() - (R" + R,)2 RLP,,0 

Finally, the general expression for the noise figure is 

F= SIN;,., V/R1 + A2V}R,2 
S/N0 4kT4/R0 (Ra+R;) (Re1+R1 )

2RLP,,0 

= R4P,zn (Ra + Rr) 
4kT 4f A2 R,1R; 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2 .1 9) 

Note that Equation (2.19) is an intermediate result only. An actual fonnula for F may now be obtained by 
substitution for the output noise power, or from a knowledge of the equivalent noise resistance, or from 
measurement. 

2.4.4 Noise Figure from Equivalent Noise Resistance 

As derived in Equation (2.6), the equivalent noise resistance ofan amplifier or receiver is the sum of the input 
terminating resistance and the equivalent noise tesistance of the first stage, together with the noise resistances 
of the previous stages referred to the input. Putting it another way, we see that all these resistances are added 
to R,, giving a lumped resistance which is then said to concentrate all the "noise ma.king" of the receiver. 
The rest of it is now assumed to be noiseless. All this applies here1 with the minor exception that these noise 

1 

resistances must now be added to the parallel combination of R
0 

and R,. 1n order to correlate noise figure and 
equivalent noise resistance. It is convenient to define R:q , which is .i noise resistance that does not incorporate 
R, and which is given by 

R~q = R cq - R, 

The total equivalent noise resistance for this receiver will now be 

R=~+ RaR, 
R11 +R1 

(2.20) 

The equivalent noise voltage generated at the input of the receiver will be 

V11r"" ~41(I' tlf R 
Since the amplifier has an overall voltage gain A and may now be treated as though it were noiseless, the 

noise output will be 

P. 
_ v,~ _ (AV,11>2 A2 4kT N R ,w- -

RL RL RL 
(2.21) 
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When Equation (2.21) is substituted into the general Equation (2.19). the result is an expression for the 
noise figure in terms of the equivalent noise resistance, namely, 

F: R1.(R,,+R1) P. = RdRn+R1) A 2 4kT N R 
4/..'T N A 2RaRt ,w 4kT N A 2RaRt Rt, 

=RRa+R, =(~+ R11R1 )R,,+R1 

Ra Rt Ra+ R, RaR, 

=l+ R~(Rn+R,) 
RaR1 

(2.22) 

It can be seen from Equation (2.22) that if the noise is to be a minimum for any given value of the antenna 
resistance R

0
, the ratio (R,, + R

1
)/R

1 
must also be a minimum, so that R, must be much larger than RP. This is 

a situation exploited very often in prac6ce, and it may now be applied to Equation (2.22). Un<ler these mis
matched conditions, (R" + R,)I R, approaches unity, and the fonnula for the noise figure reduces to 

F=1 + ~q 
Ra 

(2.23) 

This is a most important relationship, but it must be remembered that it applies under mismatched condi& 
tions only. Under matched conditions (R, '= R) or when the mismatch is not severe. Equation (2.22) must be 
used instead. 

Example 2.5 

Cnlculnte the noise figure of the amplifier of Example 2.4 if it is driven by a generator whose outprtt impedance 
is 50 n. (Note that this constitutes n lnrgc enough mismatch.) 

Solution 

R' =- R - R == 2518 - 600 "" 1918 0 
CQ ~ I 

~ F = I + _q "" 1 + 38.4 
Ra 

= 39.4 (= 15.84 dB) 

Note that if an " equivalent noise resistance" is given without any other comment in connection with noise 
figure calculations, it may be assumed to be R;q. 

2.5 NOISE TEMPERATURE 

The concept of noise fi&'Ure, although frequently used, is not always the most convenient measure of noise, 
particularly in dealing with UHF and microwave low-noise antennas, receivers or devices. Controversy 
exists regarding which is the better all-around measurement, but noise temperature, derived from early work 
in radio astronomy, is employed extensively for antennas and low-noise microwave amplifiers. Not the least 
reason for its use is convenience, in that it is an additive like noise power. This may be seen from reexamining 
Equation (2.1 ). as fol lows: 



P, =kT~/ 

== P
1 
+ P

2 
"" kT1 t::.f + kT2 !::.f 

kT, t::.f == kTI t::.f + kT2 t::.f 

T, == T1 + T2 
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(2.24) 

where P
1 
and P

2
"' two individual noise powers (e.g., received by the antenna and generated by the antenna, 

respectively) and P, is lheir sum 

T1 and T2 "' the individual noise temperatures 

T, ,,. the "total" noise temperature 

Another advantage of the use of noise temperature for low noise levels is that it shows a greater varia· 
tion for any given noise-level cbangc than does the noise figure, so changes are easier to grasp in their true 
perspective. 

It will be recalled that the equivalent noise resistance introduced in Section 2.3 is quite fictitious, but it 
is often ernptoyed because of its convenience. Similarly, Tcq' the equivalent noise temperature, may also be 
utilized if it proves convenient. In defining the equivalent noise temperature of a receiver or amplifier, it is 

assumed that R'_ "'R . If this is to lead to the conect value of noise output power, then obviously R' must be 
"'l Cl - CQ 

at a temperan1re other than the ~tandard one at which all the components (including R,,) are assumed to be. It 
is then possible to use Equation' (2.23) to equate noise figure and equivalent noise temperature, as follows : 

F"' I+ R~<J = 1 + k~96./ R:,9 
Ru kTot:.f Ra 

T,,a 
=1+ ....;.;i. 

To 

where R~ = Rd, as postulated in the definition ofTeq 

T0 = 1 7°C = 290 [{ 

Tr,q = equivalent noise temperature of the amplifier or receiver whose noise figure is F 

(2.25) 

Note that Fbere is a ratio and is not expressed in decibels. Also, Te., may be influenced by (but is certainly 
not equal to) the actual ambient temperature of the receiver or amplifier. It must be repeated that the equiva
lent noise temperature is just a convenient fiction. Jf all the noise of the receiver were generated by R

0
, its 

temperature would have to be Tr,q. Finally we have, from Equation (2.25), 

T0F -- T11 + Too. 

T = T(F - 1) 
•q 0 

(2.26) 

Once noise figure is known, equivalent noise temperature may be calculated from Equation (2.26). 

Exa~ple 2.6 

A receiver connected to an a.11tenna whose resistance is 50 n lias an equivalent noise resistance of 30 n. 
Calculate the receiver's npise fig~re in decibels a~d its eqi~ivnlen.t noise temperature. 

. I 
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Solution 

F = I + Rcq .a I + )O = I + 0.6 = 1.6 
R0 50 

= 10 log 1.6 = 10 X 0.204 = 2.04dB 

7eq = T0(F- I) .. 290(1 .6 - 1) = 290>< 0:6 

= I74K 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the fo llowing multiple-choice questions 
consists of an incomplete statement followed by four 
choices (a, h, c, and d). Circle the letter preceding the 
line that correctly completes each sentence. 

L. One of the following types of noise becomes of 
great importance at high frequencies. It is the 
a. shot noise 
b. random noise 
c. impulse noise 
d. transit-time noise 

2. Indicate the false statement. 
a. HF mixers are general ly noisier than HF ampli

fiers. 
b. lmpuJsc noise voltage is independent of band 

width. 
c. Thermal noise is independent of the frequency 

at which it is measured. 
d. Industrial noise is usually o1 the impulse 

type. 

3. The value of a resistor creating thermal noise is 
doubled. The noise power generated is therefore 
a. halved 
b. quadrupled 
c. doubled 
d. unchanged 

4. One of the following is not a useful quantity for 
comparing the noise performance of receivers: 
a. Input noise voltage 
b. Equivalent noise resistance 
c. Noise temperature 
d. Noise figure 

5. Indicate the noise whose source is in a category 
different from that oftbe other three. 
a. Solar noise 
b. Cosmic noise 
c. Atmospheric noise 
d. Galactic noise 

6. Indicate the false statement. The square of the 
tbennal noise voltage generated by a resistor is 
proportional to 
a. its resistance 
b. its temperature 
c. Boltzmann's constant 
d. the bandwidth over which it is measmed 

7. Which two broad classifications of noise are the 
most difficult to treat? 
a. noise generated in the. receiver 
b. noise generated in the transmitter 
c. externally generated noise 
d. internally generated noise 

8. Space noise generally covers a wide frequency 
spectrum, but the strongest interference occurs 
a. between 8 MHz and 1.43 GHz 
b. below 20 MHz 
c. between 20 to 120 MHz 
d. above 1.5 GHz 

9. When dealing with random noise calculations it 
must be remembered that 
a. all calcuJations are based on peak to peak 

vaJues. 
b. calcuJations are based on peak values. 
c. calculations ¥e based on average values. 
d. calculations are based on RMS values. 



JO. Which of the following is the most reliable mea
surement for comparing amplifier noise charac
teristics? 
a. signal-to-noise ratio 
b. noise factor 
c. shot noise 
d. thennal agitation noise 

11. Which of lhe following statements is tme? 
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a. Random noise power is inversely proportional 
to bandwidth. 

b. Flicker is sometimes called demodulation 
noise. 

c. Noise in mixers is caused by inadequate image 
frequency rejection. 

d. A random voltage across a resistance cannot 
be calculated. 

Review Problems 

I. An amplifier operating over the frequency range of 455 to 460 kHz bas a 200-kfl input resistor. What is 
the rrns noise voltage at the input to this amplifier if the ambient temperature is I 7°C? 

2. The noise output of a resistor is amplified by a noiseless amplifier having a gain of 60 and a bandwidth 
of20 kHz. A meter connected to the output of the amplifier reads I mV rms. (a) ibc band_widlh of the 
amplifier is reduced to 5 kHz, its gain remaining constant. What does the meter read now? (b) If the resis
tor is operated at 80°C, what is its resistance? 

3. A parallel-tuned circuit, having a Q of 20, is resonated to 200 MHz with a I 0-picafarad {I 0-pF) capacitor. 
If this circuit is maintained at t 7°C, what noise voltage will a wideband voltmeter measure when placed 
across it? 

4. The front end of a television receiver, having a bandwidth of 7 MHz and operating at a temperature of 
27°C, consists of an amplifier having a gain of 15 followed by a mixer whose gain is 20. The amplifier 
has a 300-0 input resistor and a shot-noise equivalent resistance of 500 fl; for the converter, these values 
are 2.2 and 13.5 k.O, respectively, and the mixer load resistance is 470 kfl. Calculate R«i for this television 
receiver. 

5. Calculate the minimum signal voltage that the receiver of Problem 2.4 can handle for good reception, 
given that the input signal-to-noise ratio must be not less than 300/1. 

6. The RF amplifier of a receiver has an input resistance of l 000 n, and equivalent shot-noise resistance 
of2000 fl, a gain of 25, and a load resistance of 125 kO. Given that the bandwidth is 1.0 MHz and the 
temperature is 20°c, calcu.late the equivalent noise voltage at the input to this RF amplifier. If this receiver 
is connected to an antenna with an impedance of 75 fl, calculate the noise figure. 

Review Questions 

I. List, separately, the various sources ofrandom noise and impulse noise external to a receiver. How can 
some of them be avoided or minimized? What is the strongest source of extraterrestrial noise? 

2. Discuss the types, causes and effects of the various fonns ofnoise which may be created within a receiver 
or an amplifier. 

3. Describe briefly the forms of noise to which a transistor is prone. 

4. Define signal-to-noise ratio and noise figure ofa receiver. When might the latter.be a more suitable piece 
of information than the equivalent noise resistance? 
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5, A receiver has an overall gain A, an output resistance RL' a bandwidth 41,and an absolute (lperating tem
perature T. lfthe receiver's input resistance is equal to the antenna resistance R

0
, derive a fonnula for the 

noise figure of this receiver. One of the terms of this formula will be the noise output power. Describe 
briefly how this can be measured using the diode generator. 

6. Write the relation for maximum noise power output of a resistor. 

7. Write the expression for therms noise voltage. 

8. What is transit-time effect? How it is generated? 

9. What is ideal and practical values of noise figure? Why they arc so explain. 

I 0. What is noise temperature'? How is it related to noise figure? 

11 . Derive the relation between noise figure and temperature. 



3 
AMPLITUDE MODULATION 

TECHNIQUES 

The definition and meaning nf nmdulatinn in general, as well as the need for modulation, were introduced in 
Chapter 1. This chapter deals with amplitude modulation techniques in detail. The communication process 
can be broadly divided in to two types, namely. analog communication and digital communication. This clas
sification is mainly based on the nature of message or modulating signal. If the message to be transmitted 
is continuous or analog in nature, then such a communication process is termed as analog communication. 
Alternatively, if the message is discrete or digital in nature, then such a communication process is termed as 
digital communication. 

In analog communication, message is analog and the carrier is sine wave, which is also analog in nature. 
The modulation techniques in analog communicatiot1 can be classified into amplitude modulation (AM) and 
angle modulation techniques. The amplitude of the carrier signal is varied in accordance with the message to 
obtain modulated signal in case of amplitude modulation. The angle modulation employs variation of angle of 
the carrier signal in proportion to the message. Tbis chapter deals with the amplitude modulation techniques 
employed in analog communication. The next chapter deals with angle modu.lation techniques. 

After studying the theory of amplitude modulation techniques, the students will be able to apprec-iate that 
an AM wave is made of a number of frequency components havi1ig a Specific relation to one another. Based 
on this observation, AM can be further classified as double sideband full carrier (DSBFC), double sideband 
suppressed carrier (DSBSC), single sideband (SSB) and vestigial sideband (VSB) modulation techniques. This 
is based on how many components of the basic amplitude modulated signal are chosen for transmission. This 
is followed by a description of different methods for the generation of AM, DSBSC, SSB and VSB Signals. 

To summarize, this chaptt:!r de!'.lcribes the basic essence of all the amplill1de modulation techniques. Upon 
studying this chapter, the sn1dents will be able to understand the AM and its variants. their differences, merits 
and demerits. The students will also be able to calculate the frequencies present, plot the spectmm, the power 
or current associated with different frequency components and finally bandwidth requirements. 

Objectives Upon completing the material in Chapter 3, the student will be able to: 

)> 

t 
, 
,,. 

Describe the theory of amplitude modulation techniques 
Compute the modulation index of AM 
Draw an AM, DSBSC, SSB and VSB signals 
Anulyze and detem1ine through computation the carrier power and sideband power in AM and its variants 
Solve problems involving frequency components, power, current and bandwidth calculations 
Understand the differences between AM and its variants 
Explain different approaches for the generation of AM, DSBSC, SSB and VSB signals. 
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3.1 ELEMENTS OF ANALOG COMMUNICATION 
The basic elements of analog communication sys.tem that make them to distinguish from the digital 
communication system are shown in the block diagram given in Fig. 3.1. This block diagram is 
drawn by referring to the communication system block diagram given in Fig. 1.1 of Chapter 1. 
The infonnation source that produces message i~ analog in nature, i.e., the output of the information 

Analog 
Information 

source 

Transmitter 

Analog 
modulation 

Analog carrier 
source 

Communication 
channel 

Receiver 

Analog 
demodulation Destination 

fig. 3.1 Block diagram representation of the clements of an analog co;mm,;iicnticm system. 

source is a continuous signal. The continuous message signal is subjected to analog modulation with the help 
of a sine wave carrier at the transmitter. This results in the modulated signal which is also analog in nature. 
The analog modulated signal is transmitted via the cornmuication channel towards the receiver, after adding 
the requisite power levels. 

At the receiver the incoming modulated signal is passed through an analog demodulation process which 
extracts out the analog message signal. The analog message is passed onto the final destination. As described 
above, the nature of signal starting from the information source till the final destination is analog and hence 
the name analog commWlication system. This chapter deals with various amplitude modulation techniques 
employed in analog modulation block shown in Fig. 3.1. 

3.2 THEORY OF AMPLITUDE MODULATION TECHNIQUES 

3.2.1 Amplitude Modulation (AM) Technique 

The basic version of the amplitude modulation is also tem1ed as double sideband full carrier (DSBFC) tech
nique. The nomenclature DSBFC for the basic AM wave is to distiguisb itself from its variants, as will be 
described later. Hence in this section and later, if the abbreviation AM is used, unless specified, it refers to 
DSBFC technique. 

In amplitude modulation, the amplitude of a carrier signal is varied by the modulating voltage, whose fre
quency is invariably lower than that of the carrier. In practice, the carrier may be high frequency (HF) while 
the modulation is audio. Fonnally; AM is defined as a system of modulation in which the amplitude of the 
carrier is made proportional to the instantaneous amplitude of the modulating voltage. 

Let the carrier voltage and the modulating voltage, ve and vm, respectively, be represented by 

Ve ;:; V
0 
sin W/ 

v "' V sin m t m m m 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Note that phase angle has been ignored in both expressions since it is unchanged by the amplitude modulation 
process. Its inclusion here would merely complicate the proceedings, without affecting the result. 
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From the definition of AM, you can see that the (maximum) amplitude V of the umnodulated carrier will 
have to be made proportional to the instantaneous modulating voltage viii sin w,,,t when the carrier is amplitude 
modulated. 

Freqttettcy Spectnmi of the AM Wave We shall show mathematically that the frequencies present in the 
AM wave are the carrier frequency and the first pair of sideband frequencies, where a sideband frequency is 
defined as 

.f~fl = J,. ± nf"' (3.3) 

and in the first pair, n = 1. 
When a carrier is amplitude modulated, the proportionality constant is rnade equal to unity, and the 

instantaneous modulating voltage variations are superimposed onto the carrier amplitude. Thus when there 
is temporarily no modulation, the amplitude of the carrier is equal to its unmodulated value. When modula
tion is present, the amplitude of the carrier is varied by its instantaneous value. The situation is illustrated 
in Fig. 3.2 , which shows how the maximum amplitude of the amplitude modulated voltage is rnade to vary 
with changes in the modulating voltage. Figure 3.2 also shows that something unusual (distortion) will 
occur if V

111 
is greater than Ve. Th.is, and the fact that the ratio V,,JV,. often occurs; leads to the definition of the 

modulation index given by 

V 
m == ~ (3.4) 

VL, 
The modulation index is a number lying between O and I, and it is often expressed as a percentage and 

called the percentage modulation. From Fig. 3.2 and Equation (3.4), it is possible to write an equation for the 
amplitude of the amplitude modulated voltage. We have 

A "' V + v = V + V sin <iJ .. t "" V + m V sin W t ,.,.. m c m m e c m 

.. v:. (1 + m sin (J)mt) 

The instantaneous voltage of the resulting amplitude modulated wave is 

v,1u = A sin 8 "" A sin OJ/= V, (1 + ,n sin ©J) sin OJ/ 

V 

Fig. 3.2 Amplitude of a11 AM wnve. 

Equation (3.6) may be expanded, by means of the trigonometric relation 
sin x siny "' 1/2 {cos (x - y) - cos (x. + y)}, to give 

. _ V . mVc ( . ) mVc ) v,m - "stna>cf +-
2
- COS w e - Wm 1 - -

2
- cos(wc + w,11 I 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 
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It has thus been shown that the equation of an amplitude modulated wave contains three terms. The first 
tenn is identical to Equation (3.1) and represents the unmodulated carrier. It is apparent that the process of 
amplihtde modulation has the effect of adding to the unmodulated wave, rather than changing it. The two 
additional terms produced are the two sidebands outlined. The frequency of the lower sideband {LSB) is 
.f,, - J., and the frequency of the upper sideband (USB) isJ; + f.,. The very important conclusion to be made at 
this stage is that the bandwidth required for amplitude modulation is twice the frequency of the modulating 
signal. That is. 

B = , r +j' ) _ rr _ r) = 2 r 
AM V C' ,,, V,. Jn, :In, (3.8) 

lo modulation by several sine waves simultaneously, as in the AM broadcasting service (to be studied later), 
the bandwidth required is twice the highest modulating frequency. 

The frequency spectrum of AM wave is shown in Fig. 3.3 using the Equation (3. 7). As illustrated, AM consists 
of three discrete frequencies. Of these, the central frequency, i.e., the carrier, has the highest amplitude, and 
the other two are disposed symmetrically about it, having amplitudes which are equal to each other, but which 
can never exceed half the carrier amplitude (sec Equation (3 .7) and note that m cannot be more than unity). 

C 

LSB I USB t=,m~•i.-• fm==:i 

Fig. 3.3 Freq11e11cy speclrum of n11 AM wave. 

Example 3.1 

The tuned circuit of the oscillator in a simple AM transmitter employs n 50-microheary (S0-11H) coil and r. 
1-nanofarad (1-nF) capacitor. If the oscillator output is modulated by audio frequencies up to 10 kH.z, whnl 
is the frequency range ocwpied by the sidebands? 

Solution 

I I 
J; = 21r./LC- 2,r(5x 10-5 x I x 10-9)"2 

I l 
"" = 

2n(5x10-14
) 112 2ir~5xl0-7 

7.12 X 105 

= 712 kHz 

Since the highest modulating frequency is 10 kHz, the frequency range occupied by the sidebands will range 
from IO kHz above to IO kHz below the carrier, extending from 722 to 702 kHz, 
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Time Domain Representation of the AM Wave The appearance of the AM wnve is of great interest. 
and it is shown in Fig. 3.4 for one cycle of the modulating sine wave. Jt is derived from Fig. 3.2, which 
showed the amplitude, or what may now be called the top envelope oftbe AM wave, given by the relation 
A= v, + V,,, sin w.,t. The maximum negative amplitude. or bottom envelope, is given by - A =-{V, + Vm sin 
w

111
t). The modulated wave extends between these two limiting envelopes and has a repetition rate equal to the 

unmodulated carrier frequency. It will be recalled that I~. = m V,., and it is now possible to use this relation to 
calculate the index (or percent) of modulation from the waveform of Fig. 3.4 as follows: 

(3 .9) 

and 

V=V -V • V 
(' JniL" ,,. fflllX 

V mnx - Vm111 a Vmn.~ + V min 

2 2 
(3.10) 

Fig. 3.4 Time domain representation of the AM wnue. 

Dividing the equation of Vm by the equation of Ve, we have 

m a V,,, _ V mnx - Vmln (3.1 1) 
Ve V m11x + Vmin 

Equation(3. I I) is the standard method of evaluating the modulation index when calculating from a wavefonn 
such as may be seen on an oscilloscope, i.e., when both the carrier and the modulating voltages arc known. 
It may not be used in any other siniation. When only the root mean square (nns) values oftbe carrier and the 
modulated voltage or current are known, or when the unmodulated and modulated output powers are given, 
it is necessary to understand and use the power relations in the AM wave. 

Power Relations in the AM Wave It has been shown that the carrier component of the modulated wave 
has the same amplitude as the unmodulated carrier. That is, the amplitude of the carrier is unchanged; energy 
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is neither added nor subtracted. The modulated wave contains extra energy in the two sideband components. 
Therefore, the modulated wave contains more power than the carrier had before the modulation took plac.e. 
Since amplitude of the sidebands depends on the modulation index V IV, it is anticipated that the total power 

Ill C 

in the modulated wave will depend on the modulation index also. This relation may now be derived. 
The total power in the modulated wave will be 

112 v2 v.2 
p ::: ....!!!!!... + /,SO + USB 

AM R R R (3.12) 

where all three voltages are root mean square (m1s) values and can be expressed in tenns of their peak values 
using .Ji. factor, and R is the resistance, (e.g., antenna resistance), in which the power is dissipated. The first 
tenn of Equation (3.12) is unmodulated carrier power and is given by 

Similarly, 

p ~ p _ Vg8 _ (mV" I 2) + R _ m2V{ _ m2 Vc2 

I.SB USB R Ji. 8R 4 2R 

Substituting Equations.(3.13) and (3.14) in (3 .12), we have 

vi m2 v2 m 2 vi 
p .. .:..£...+ _.;_s_ +-- -...S..... 

A,\/ 2R 4 2R 4 2R 

PAM =I+ ,n2 

?,_. 2 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

Equation (3.16) relates the total power in the amplitude modulated wave to the unmodulated cmTier power. 
It is interesting to know from Equation (3.16) that the rnaximum power in the AM wave is Pm= 1.5Pc when 
m = I. This is important, because it is the maximum power that relevant amplifiers must be capable of handling 
without distortion. 

Example 3.2 

A 400-watt (400-W) carrier is modulated to a depth of75 percent. Calculate the total power in the modulated 
wave. 

Solution 

( m2) ( O 752) 
P AM'!!!!). P,, 1 + 2 = 400 I +-·-2- ;:;; 400 X 1.281 

""'- 512.5W 
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Example 3.3 

A broadcast radio transmitter radiates W kilowatts (10 kW) when the modulation percentage is 60. How 
much of this is carrier power? 

Solution 

P "" Pi = IO =_!Q_-8.47 kW 
~ l + m 2 / 2 I + 0.62/2 1.18 

Current Relations in the AM Wave The situation which very often arises in AM is that the modu
lated and unmodulated currents are easily measurable, and it is then necessary to calculate the modula
tion index from them. This occurs when the antenna current of the transmitter is metered, and the prob
lem may be resolved as follows. Let /c be the unmodulated current and J

1 
the total, or modulated current 

of an AM transmitter, both being nns values. If R is the resistance in which these currents flow, then 

PAM = I,2 R = ( !.i_ )2 = 1 + m
2 

I{ !JR le 2 
(3.17) 

!.J... =~I+ ,n2 
le 2 

(3.18) 

I = I 
I C 

g (3.19) 

Example 3.4 
The antenna current of an AM transmitter is 8 amperes (8 A) when only tlte carrier is sent; but it increases 
to. 8.93 A when the carrier is modulated by a single sine wave. Find the percentage modulation. Determine 
the antenna current when the percent of modulation clumges to 0.8. 

Solution 

(i.L)2 "" t + m2 
l e 2 

rt~2 = (!.i..)2 - I 
2 l e 

Here 

m= 2[(tJ'-1] (3.16) 

m = 2[ ( 8·:3 )' -1] = ~2[(1.116)
2

- I] 
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"" J2(1.246 -l )==J0.492=0.701=70.1% 

For the second part we have 

I - g- 1112 - sK0.82 - 8~).64 - / +- - +-- - I+--
1 • 2 2 2 

"" 8fil2=8X1.149 = 9.19A 

Modulatio11 by Several Sine Waves 1n practice, modulation of a carrier by several sin<.! waves simul
taneously is the rule rather than the exception. Accordingly, a way has to be found to calculate the resulting 
power conditions. The procedure consists of calculating the total modulation index and then substituting it 
into Equation (3.16) of total power relations, from which the total power may be calculated as before. There 
are two methods of calculating the total modulation index. 

Let V1, V1, V3, etc., be the simultaneous modulation voltages. Then the total modulating voltage V, will be 
equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of the individual voltages; that is, 

V, "" Jv12 + Vl + 1~12 + ... 

Dividing both sides by V,, we get 

that is, 

J,'. l V} vi 
_I_ + -.a.. + ...l.. + 

2 "" 
Ve V} V/ 

m, = Jmr + m~ + ms+ ... . 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

Equation (3.16) may be rewritten to emphasize that the total power in an AM wave consists of carrier 
power and sideband power. This yields 

m2 Pm1 
P =P(l +- ) = P + - c-=P + P. 

·IAI ,• 2 ,. 2 I -~H (3.23) 

where Ps8 is the total sideband power and is given by 

p == ~ .m2 
SB 2 (3.24) 

If several sine waves simultaneously modulate the carrier, the carrier power will be unaffected, but the to ta.I 
sideband power will now be the sum of individual sideband powers. We have 

pl p 2 p 2 p2 
cmt =~+ em?.+~+ ... 
2 2 2 2 (3.25) 

(3 .26) 

ff the square root of both sides is now taken, Equation (3 .22) will once again be Lhe result. It is seen that 
there are two approaches, both yield the same result. To calculate the total modulation index, take the square 
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root of the sum of the squares of individual modulation indices. Note also that th.is modulation index must 
still not exceed unity, or distortion will result with overmodulation. 

Example 3.5 

A certain transmitter radiates 9 kW with the carrier unmodulated, and 10.125 kW wheli the carrier is sinu
soidally modulated. Calculate the modulation index. If another sine wave is simultaneously transmitted wW1 
modulation index 0.4, detennine the total ,·adinted power. 

Solution 

m
2 

= P,-1= 10·125 -!=-.1.125-1=0.125 
2 fie 9 

,n2 
- 0.125 X 2 = 0.250 

,--
m = -.J0.25 "' 0.50 

For the second part, the total modulation index will be 

m, == m~ + mt - ~0.52 + 0.42 = ~0.25 + 0. l 6 = .Jo.41 = 0.64 

PAM = l'c ( 1 + 
1
~

2 
) = 9 ( 1 + 

0
·~

42 
)- 90 + 0.20s) = 1 o.84 kW . 

Example 3.6 

The antenna currenJ of an AM broadcasl transmitte,; 111odulated to a depth of 40 percent by an audio sine 
wave, is 11 A. It increases to 12 A as a result of simultaneous modulation. by another audio sine wave. What 
is the modulation index due to this second wave? 

Solution 

From Equation.(3 .1 5) we have 

I= I, = JI = ll -1058A 
C ~l+m2 / 2 ~1+0.42 / 2 vl+0.08 ' 

Using Equation (3. 16) and bearing in mind that here the modulation index is the total modulation il)dex m,, 
we obtain 

m, = 2[( t J-,]= 2[(i~~J 1] =J2(1.286-J) 
"" ~2 X 0.286 = 0.757 
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From Equation (3. 17), we obtain 

,n2,.. J m; - tllf -= ~0.7572 
- 0.42 "'~0.573- 0.16 = Jo.4 13 

=0.643 

3.2.2 Double Sideband Suppressed Carrier (DSBSC) Technique 

The AM signal as derived in the previous section is given by 

. mV mV 
v,., "" Vsinmt+ .:..:..:..:...£ cos(ro - m )t- _ _ c cos(ro + m )t (3.27) 

nn' C < 2 < m 2 C m 

Thus the AM signal has three components, namely, unmodulated carrier, LSB and USB. The message to 
be transmitted is present only in LSB and USB. Further, ifwe consider the power relation given by 

p "' p ( l + ,n2 ) 
A.II c 2 

Therefore, the power required for the carrier component is given by 

p .. PAM 

,. (] + 1111) 
2 

Let the modulation index be unity, i.e., m = I. 

(3.28) 

(3 .29) 

2 
P, = 3 PAM (3.30) 

Thus two-third of total AM power is utilized for the transmission of carrier component, which does not 
bear any message. A significant saving in power requirement can be achieved by supressing the carrier before 
transmission. This thought process led to the first variant of basic AM termed as double sideband suppressed 
carrier (DSBSC) technique. The instantaneous voltage of DSBSC may be related to that of AM as 

VDSBSC "' \/,/Al- Ve sinW/ (3.31) 

Substituting for v.w from Equation (3.27), we get 

_ mVc ( . ) mVc ( (JJ2) v,)S/ISC - -2- cos m, - co., I - -2- cos a>,+ OJ.,)f • 

The next question will therefore be why AM is still in use? TI1e significant power saving in case of 
DSBSC does not come without price. DSBSC technique accordingly adds complexity at the receiving point to 
recover the message. Thus depending on the application, we can go either for AM or DSBSC. Suppose your 
application requirement is cost ofreceiver needs to be significantly low, then AM is preferred, as in the. case 
of AM broadcasting (explained in later chapter). Alternatively, if the application is meant for point-to-point 
service, then DSBSC is preferable. 

Frequency Spectrum of the DSBSC Wave The situation of instantaneous value of DSBSC wave is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.5, which shows how the maximum amplitude of the DSBSC modulated voltage is made 
to vary with modulating voltage changes. {l can be observed that when there is no modulation, the instanta· 
neous value is zero and is expected, since there is no carrier component in this case. From Fig. 3.5 it is pos
sible to write an equation for the peak amplitude of the DSBSC modulated voltage. We have 

A =o v ~ V sinro t "" m V sinOJ t 
m !'I fll C "1 

(3.33) 



V 

Fig. 3.5 Amplit11de of a DSBSC wave. 

The instantaneous voltage of the resulting amplitude modulated wave is 

v,Js-Hsc "" Asin8 "" AsinW/ "' m Vfsln<d./sin<d/ 

This equation may be expanded to give 

mV., ( ) mV~ ( ) V . ··c "' --- - - COS CO - ({) 1 - -- COS W + W I 
/).\H~ , 2 o h1 2 C Iii 
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(3.34) 

(3.35) 

Tims, the equation of DSBSC wave contains two terms, namely, LSB and USB, as discussed earlier. The 
bandwidth required for DSBSC is twice the frequency of the modulating signal, as in the case of AM. That 
is, 

B . ,,,,_ rr + f)-rr_r) .,, 2r 
DSQSC: V, , m Vt' Jm ti,,; (3.36) 

The frequency spectrum of DSBSC wave is shown in Fig. 3.6 using the Equation(3.35): As illustrated, 
DSBSC consists of two discrete frequencies separated by 2/m and having equal amp Ii tu.des. 

LSB USS 

I-,. . ,.-l 
Fig. 3.6 frequency spectrum of the DSBSC wave. 

Time Domabt Representation of t1tt DSBSC Wave The appearance of the DSBSC wave is of interest 
to understand the difficulty in recovering message from it, and is shown in Fig. 3. 7 for one cycle of the modu
lating sine wave. It is derived from Fig. 3.5, which showed the amplitude, or what rnay now be called the 
top envelope of the DSBSC wave, given by the relation A "" V,., sin m.,t. The maximum negative amplitude, 
or bottom envelope, is given by - A = - V

111 
sin ro,,,t. The modulated wave extends between these two limiting 

envelopes and has a repetition rate equal to the unmodulated carrier frequency. For better distinction, the 
bottom envelope is shown as dotted li.ne. The top envelope crosses below ilie zero reference amplitude value 
and similarly, the bottom envelope crosses above the zero reference amplitude value. However, in case of AM 
wave shown in Fig. 3.4, this will never happen. At the most; the top envelope can touch the zero reference; 
but cannot cross it. Samething is true with respect of bottom envelope also. Thus the information from AM 
can be recovered uniquely either from top or bottom envelope by a simple envelope detector circuit (assume 
it as diode rectifier for time being). But this is not the case in case of DSBSC. This is tbe price we pay by 
suppressing the carrier. Of course, as will be explained later, there are ways to overcome this problem for 
recovenng message. 
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Power Relations itt the DSBSC Wave It has been shown that the carrier component is suppressed in 
DSBSC wave. The modulated wave contains energy only due to the two sideband components. Since 
amplitude of the sidebands depends on the modulation index V,,,IV,, it is anticipated that the total power in the 
DSBSC modulated wave will also depend on the modulation index . 

+ 

Fig. 3.7 Time domain representation of tlte DSBSC wave. 

The total power in the DSBSC modulated wave will be 

v2 v.2 p = LSB + USB 
DSBSC R R (3.37) 

where all the voltages are nns values and R is the resistance in which the power is dissipated. 

p .,,,_ p "" !1JJ. "" ( m Ve I 2) .;- R = ml V1} =- m
2 

V,,
2 

I.SB USB R Jz . SR 4 2R (3.38) 

Substituting Equation(3.38) in (3 .37); we have 

m2 v:2 m2 vi p = __ c_+ __ c_ 
DSBSC 4 2R 4 2R (3.39) 

2 
p - p (m ) (3.40) 

DSBSC o 2 

Equation(3.40) relates the total power in the DSBSC modulated wave to the unmodulated carrier power. 
lt is interesting to know from Equation (3.40) that the maximum power in the DSBSC wave is P ososc = 

P/2 when m = l. Thus we need only maximwn of 50% of unmodulated carrier power for the traiismision of 
DSBSC wave. This is correct also, because, in case of AM wave, two-third of total power is utilized by the 
carrier component alone and rest one-third by both the sidebands. This one-third constitutes 50% ofunmodu
lated earner power. 

Example 3.7 

A 400 W carrier is amplitude modulated to a depth of 100%. Calculate the total p9wer in case of AM and 
DSBSC techniques. How much power saving (in W) is ac;hieved for DSBSC? If the depth of modulation is 
changed to 75%, then how much power (in W) is required fol' transmitting the DSBSC wave? Compare the 
powers required for DSBSC in both the cases and comment on the reason for .change in. the power levels. 



Solution 

Case 1 Given, Pr - 400 Wand m e:2 1. 

Total power in AM, P,1M= P. (1 + ';~) = 400(1 + f )- 600 W. 

Total power in DSBSC, P ososc "' P, ( 11
:) = 400 ( i ) ,., 200 W. 

Power saving (in W) "" ~M - P osnsc • 400 W. 
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Thus we require only 200 W in case of DSBSC which is one-third of total AM power! This is the gain 
we achieve using DSBSC. 

Case 2 Given, Pc= 400 Wand m = 0,75 

Total power in DSBSC P = P ( ,,;. ) "" 400 ( <0·
75

>
2

) "" 112 5 W 
· 'DSOSC ri 2 • • 

The power required in this case is lower than m - I case. This infers that the total power in DSBSC 
also depends on the depth of modultion. It will be maximum, that is, one-third of total AM power 
when m "' 1 and less form < 1. 

Example 3.8 

A DSBSC transmitter radiates 1 kW when the modulation percentage is 60%. How much of carrier power 
(ill kW) is required if we want to transmit the same message by an AM transmitter? 

Solution 

Given, P DSfJsr = I kW and m "' 0.6. 
Carrier power, P, = P osnsc: Ci ) = I (m) a 5.56 kW. 
We require 5.56 kW to transmit the carrier component along with the existing I kW for the sidebands when 
m "' 0.6. 

3.2.3 Single Sideband (SSB) Technique 

The basic version of AM is modified by supressing the carrier component to yield DSBSC technique. The 
bandwidth requirement of DSBSC is still same as that of AM. Both the sidebands, namely, LSB and USB 
carry the same infommtion. Hence saving in bandwidth can be achieved by suppressing one of the sidebands. 
This thought process led to the development of another variant of AM, on top of DSBSC termed as single 
sideband suppressed carrier (SSBSC) technique. ln the 1.iternture, SSBSC is more commonly termed as SSB. 
In this bookj unless specified, SSB refers to SSBSC. Since only one of the sidebands is selected for transmis
sion, SSB needs a bandwidth equal to that of message. That is, 

B SSII ;= f,,. (3.41 ) 

whereJ.. is maximum frequency component in the message. 
The DSBSC signal is given by 

mV mV, 
v = ~ cos( co - co )t - - -' cos(co + co )t 

DSOSC 2 < m 2 c m 
(3.42) 

If LSB is chosen for transmission in case of SSB, then 

m Vc ( ) V558 '"' -
2
- COS W, - W m I (3.43) 
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Alternatively, ifUSB is chosen for t-ransmission, then 

mVc 
v. =-- cos(ro + ro )t (3.44) 

5SB 2 r. •11 

Compared to AM and DSBSC, SSB signficantly saves power; since carrier and one sideband are suppressed 
and saves bandwidth, since only one sideband is chosen for transmission. Then the next question is why not 
use only SSB? The answer is same as in the case of existence of AM, even after the development ofDSBSC 
technique. The SSB technique further complicates the receiver structure to recover message. As will be 
explained later, an equally important limitation ofSSB is the practical difficulty in suppressing the unwanted 
sideband, since it lies close to the wanted sideband. Therefore still all the three versions of AM, namely, AM, 
DSBSC and SSB coexist in the analog communication field. 

Frequeticy Spectnmi of the SSB Wave One way of viewing SSB is DSBSC followed by bandpass fil
tering, as illustrated in Fig. 3.8. The mathematical treatment here follows this assumption. The situation of 
instantaneous value of SSB wave is same as in DSB1 illustrated in Fig. 3.5, which shows how the DSBSC 
modulated voltage is made to vary with modulating voltage changes. From Fig. 3.5 it is possible to write an 
equation for the amplitude ufthe DSBSC modulated voltage. 

We have 

DSBSC 
r,,;;- modulation 

DSBSC 

Bandpass 
filter 

SSB 

Fig. 3.8 Block dingrnm represe11lafio11 of SSB ge11emtio11 by bandpass filtering. 

m~ ) m~ . v.. . = -- cos(ro - cv t- -- cos(m + ro )t 
/)SBSC 2 c m 2 c m (3.45) 

Now for generating the SSB, the DSBSC is passed through the bandpass filter. Dependi11g on the cut~off 
frequencies, either LSB or USB comes out of the bandpass filter. If the cut-off frequencies are if.-!,) andf., 
then LSB is chosen for transmission and instantaneous voltage 9f SSB signal is given by 

mV" ( ) v •• li "" --· cos (I) - ro I .,,, 2 < Ill (3.46) 

Aitematively, if the cut-off frequencies are J. and if. + !,,,), the _instantaneous voltage of the USB chosen 
for transmission is given by · 

mV0 ( ) 
V - - cos (I) + (I) I SS/i 2 • Ill (3 .47) 

It has thus been shown that the equation of SSB wave contains one tenn, that is, either LSB or USB. The 
bandwidth required for SSB is the frequency of the modulating signal. That is, 

B SSB = u; + !,,.)- f.. ""l - lf. -.t:,).: Im (3.48) 

The frequency spectrnm ofSSB wave is shown in Fig. 3.9 using the equations ofSSB. As illustrated, SSB 
consists ofone discrete frequency either atf.. -J., or atJ;. + .r,.,. 
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Fig. 3.9 Frequency spectrum of the SSB wave. Spectrum for (a) SSB • USB, and (b) SSB = LSB. 

Time Domain Representation of the SSB Wave Figure 3.10 shows the time domain representation of 
SSB wave for one cycle of message signal. The modulated wave will have only one sine wave. The only 
wave to distinguish is to compare with carrier signal. Its frequency will be either lower or more than carrier 
frequency by au amount of modulating signal frequency. The envelope of SSB does not contain message and 
hence a simple envelope detector circuit is not useful for recovering the message. This is the price we pay 
by suppressing the carrier and one of the sidebands. Of course, here also, there are ways to overcome this 
problem to recover message. 

Carrier 
Va 

SSB"' USB 
V I 

SSB • LSB 
V 

Fig. 3.10 Time domain rt'Prese11tntio11 of the SSB wave. 

Power Relations itt tlte SSB Wave lt has been shown that the carrier component and one sideband are 
suppressed in the SSB wave. The modulated wave contains energy only due to one sideband compcment. 
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Since amplitude of the sideband depends on the modulation index V
0
,I Ve, the total power in the tnodul~ted 

wave will depend on the modulation index also. 
The total power in the SSB modulated wave will be 

P ... Vl"n = vJ'IB 
sso R R (3.49) 

where all the voltages are rms values and R is the resistance in which the power is dissipated. 

p - p - Ylri - (mVc(2) _,_ R = m2V{ _ m2 Y.i_ 
LS8 US8 R fi BR 4 2R 

(3.50) 

Substituting Equation(3.SO) in (3.49), we have 

m i v.2 
P SSfJ ;; 4 2R (3.51) 

2 
P - P (m ) 

SS8 c 4 (3.52) 

Equation(3.52) relates the total power in the SSB modulated wave to the unmodulated carrier power. It 
is interesting to know from Equation (3.52) that the maximum power in the SSB wave is Psso = (P/ 4) when 
m"" I. Thus we need only maximum of25% of unmodulated carrier power for the transmision ofSSB wave. 
This is correct also, because, in case of SSB wave, one-sixth of the total power is utilized by the sideband and 
this constitutes 25% of unmodulated carrier power. 

Example 3.9 

A 400 W carrier is amplitude modulated to a depth of 100%. Calculate the total power in case of SSB tech
nique. How much power saving (in W) is achieved for SSB compared to AM and DSBSC of Example 3.7? 
If the depth of modulation is changed to 75%, then liow much power (in W) is required for transmitting the 
SSB wave? Compare the powers required for SSB in both the cases and comment on the reason for change in 
tile power levels. 

Solution 

Case 1 Given, Pc = 400 W and m = 1. 

Total power in SSB, P SS8 = pc ( /In = 400 (-~) = 1.00 w. 
Power saving (in W) compared to AM = E'_iu - P sso = 500 W 
Power saving (in W) compared to DSBSC '"'P osBSc - P598 = 100 W. 
Thus we require only I 00 W in case of SSB which is oneMsixth of total AM power! 

Case 2 Given, Pc"" 400 W and m ;;: 0. 75 

Total power in SSB, P SSH "" P) ~
1

) "" 400 ((o.:5)2) ""56.25W. 

The power required in this case is lower than m = 1 case. This infers that the total power in SSB also 
depends on the depth of modulation. It will be maximum, that is, one-sixth of total AM power when 
m"" land less form< 1. 
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Example 3.10 

A SSB transmitter radiates 0.5 kW when the modulation percentage is 60%. How much of carrier power (in 
kW) is required if we want to transmit the same message by an AM transmitter? 

Solution 

Given, P sso = 0.5 kW and m = 0.6. 
Carrier power, P '- P~m (_i..

2
) = 0.5 ( !,,) = 5.56 kW. 

( • . Ill o.., ' 
We require 5.56 kW to transmit the carrier component along with the existing 0.5 kW for one side- band and 
0.5 kW more for another sideband when m ,.. 0.6. In total 6.56 kW is required by the AM transmitter. 

Example 3.11 

Calculate the percentage power saving when the carrier and 011e of the sidebands are suppressed in an AM 
wave modulated to a depth of (a) 100 percent, and (b) 50 percent. 

Solution 

,n2 12) 
Pss,1 = P)4 ) =?,, ( 4 = 0.25~ 

Saving= 
1 
·
5 - 0

·
25 

"" 
1 
'
25 

= 0.833 = 83.3% 
l.5 1.5 

(b) ~ M => (t+ 0;2)= 1.125Pc 

0.52 

P SSII = Pr ( 4 )"" 0.0625Pc 

Saving ""' l .125 0.0625 = 1.0625 = 0_944 = 94.4% 
1.125 1.125 

3.2.4 Vestigial Sideband (VSB) Modulatiort Technique 

The main limitation associated with SSB is the practical difficulty in suppressing the unwanted sideband 
frequency components. It was observed in practice that such a process results in eliminating even some por
tion of the wanted sideband. This is because, in many cases the message has information starting from zero 
frequency and spreads upto a maximum off,,, Hz. ln such a scenario, the first wanted and unwanted frequency 
components lie very close to each at the carrier frequency J;. Therefore an attempt to attenuate unwanted 
component will in tum leads to attenuation of wanted component. One way to compensate for this loss is 
to allow a vestige or trace or fraction-of unwanted sideband along with the wanted sideband. This thought 
process lead to the development of yet another of AM tenned as vestigial sideband suppressed carrier (VSBSC) 
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technique. VSBSC is more commonly tenncd as VSB representing vestigial sideband and supressed carrier 
as implied. Thif book also follows the same convention. 

The DSBSC signal is given by 

mVc ( ) mVc ( 
\I • = -- cos Cl) - (0 ' - -- cos Q) + Cl) )t 

/JSBSC 2 c m 2 < m 
(3.53) 

IfLSB is wanted sideband in case ofVSB, the instantaneous voltage of the VSB signal may be expressed 
as 

.. mVc . ( F(- mVc ( ) v1150 2 
cos co, - m)t + 

2 
cos w,. + w111 )t (3.54) 

Alternatively, if USB is wanted sideband, the instantaneous voltage ofVSB may be given by 

- mVc ( F(mVc ( ) (3 55) V IISH - - -
2
- COS W, - CO. ,)t + -

2
- COS Wr - W111 )( • 

wberc F represents the fraction. The power and bandwidth requirements in case ofVSB will be slightly more 
than SSB, but less than OSB. 

Frequency Spectrum of tlze VSB Wave One way of viewing VSB is DSBSC followed by bandpass filter
ing, as iJlusLratcd in Fig. 3.8. The only difference between SSB and VSB will be in the cut-off frequencies. 
The situation of instantaneous value ofVSB wave is same as in DSBSC, illustrated in Fig. 3.5, which shows 
how the DSB modulated voltage is made to vary with modulating voltage changes. 

From Fig. 3.5 it is possible to write an equation for the amplitude of the DS8SC modulated voltage. We 
have 

- mVc ( ) mVe ( (3 56) \11;.~HSC - -
2
- COS W, - CO., I - -

2
- COS W, + (l)m)I • 

Now for generating the SSB, the DSBSC is passed through the bandpass filter. Depending on the cut•off 
frequencies, either LSB or USS comes out of the bandpasss filter, along with the vestige of the other. If the 
cut-off frequencies arc (f;-J~) and(!,,+ f.,), where};, is the vestige component rrequency, then LSB and vestige 
of USB are chosen for transmission, then 

mV ( mV ) v,rso = 
2

" cos(co. - w) t + F -~ cos(wc + wm)I (3.57) 

Alternatively, if the cut-off frequencies are (/' - /.) and rr + r ), the USB and vestige of LSB are chosen c ,. Ve J m 

for transmission, then · 

mV (mV ) v,rso = ---t" cos(co,. + w,.)t + F ~ cos(wc - w,,,)t (3.58) 

It has thus been shown that the equation ofYSB wave contains two tenns, one complete sideband and trace 
of other sideband. The bandwidth required for VSB is the frequency of the modulating signal plus vestiage, 
band. That is, 

B.,;,,;11 "" (f.. + .f"') - (fc - f) _. (I,,+/.) - if. - I,) "' (!,,, + J;,) (3.59) 

The frequency spectrum of VSB wave is shown in Fig. 3.11 using VSB equations. As illustrated, VSB 
consists of two discrete frequencies either at (ifc -J), if.,+ J;)) or at ((/,, + f,,,), if.. - f.)). 
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t j 
(a) 

j 
(b) 

Fig. 3.11 Freq11e11C1J spectrum of a VSB wave. Spcctr11m for 
(a) VSB • USB + vestige of LSB, a11d (b) VSB = LSB + vestige of USB. 

Time Domaitt Representatioti of the VSB Wave The modulated wave will have two sine waves. The 
shape of the signal in the time cloinain depends on the value of vestige frequency. lfJ., is very close to the other 
sideband, then its shape will be more like DSBSC. Alternatively, ifthef.. is significantly lower than the other 
sideband frequency, then its shape will be like SSB. 

Power Relations in the VSB Wave rt has been shown that the VSB wave contains one sideband com
pletely and a vestige of other sideband. The modulated wave contains energy due to these two components. 
Since amplitude of the sidebands depends on the modulation index VJ Vr, the total power in the modulated 
wave will depend on the modulation index also. 

The total power in the DSBSC modulated wave will be 

vi v.2 
p = lSB+ ~ 

OSDSC 2 2 (3.60) 

where all the voltages arc nns values and R is the resistance in which the power is dissipated. 

V2 v 12 i v 2 , v i p _ p "' SB = ( ~) . R _ ~ _ IW c:-

LSB USR R .fi. BR 4 2R 
(3.61 ) 

Substituling these equations in the total power equation, we have 

., ., 2 v i 
P 

...! ,n- V/ m c ---+--
f)SbSC 4 2R 4 2R 

(3 .q2) 

If LSB is wanted sideband in VSB, then 

2 . 2 
p = !!'__ p + F (~ p) 

~ /l 4 C 4 £' 
(3.63) 

Alternatively, if USB is wanted sideband in VSB, then 

m l m2 
p l'SB = F(7 Pc)+4~ (3.64) 

Equation(3.64) relates the total power in the VSB modulated wave to the unmodulated carrier power. It 
is interesting to know from this that the maximwn power in the VSB wave is P vso = P/ 4 + F(P/ 4) whe n 
m = I. Thus we need only maximum of 25% to 50% of unmodulated carrier power for the transmission 
ofVSB wave. This is correct also, because, in case ofVSB wave, one-sixth of total power is utilized by 
one sideband and a fraction of one-sixth for the transmission of the vestige. 
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Example 3.12 

A 400 W carrier is amplihide modulated to a depth o/100%. Calculate tlze total power i11 case oJVSB technique, 
if 20% of the other sideband is transmitted along with wanted sideband. How much power saving (in W) is 

, achieved for VSB compared to AM and DSBSC of Example 3.7? How much more power (in W) is required 
compared to SSB of Example 3.9? If the depth of modulatio11 is changed to 75%, then how much power (in 
W ) is required for transmitting the VSB wave? 

Solution 

Case 1 Given, P
0 
= 400 W and m = 1. 

Total power in VSB, P.,s8 = Pc( 11
~
2

) + 0.2 { Pc{ ':
2 

)) = 1.2 { 400( ~)) = 120 W. 

Power saving (in W) compared to AM= P,m- P vsB = 480 W. 
Power saving (in W) compared to DSBSC = P osflsc - P vso = 80 W. 
Extra power (in W) compared to SSB = P VSB - P sso:; 20W. 

Case 2 Given, P,. = 400W and m = 0.75 

Total power in VSB, P ssB = 1.2 Pc( of) :; l.2 ( 400{ (0,:
5
)

2 

)) = 67.5W. 

Example 3.13 

A VSB tra11smitter that transmits 25% of the other sideband along with wanted sideband, radiates 
0.625 kW when the modulation percentage is 60%. How much of carrier power (in kW) is required if we want 
to transmit the same message by an AM transmitter? 

Solution 

Given, P vsll .,. 0.625 kW and m = 0.6. 

Carrier power, Pc= P VSR (-4- ) = 0.625 { 
1 25

!0 ) = 5.56 kW. 
1.2s•,,,2 . .36 

We require 5.56 kW to transmit the carrier component along with the existing 0.625 kW for one side band 
and 0.375 kW more for rest of the other sideband when m = 0.6. In total 6.56 kW is required by the AM 
transmitter. 

3.3 GENERATION OF AMPLITUDE MODULATED SIGNALS 

3.3.1 Generation of AM Signal 

Using Analog Multiplier The conceptual way to realize the generation of AM signal is with the help of 
an analog multiplier and a summer connected as shown in Fig. 3.12. 

The output of the analog multiplier is given by 

, V . V . mV£ ( ) . mVc ( ) V = V V • SlnCI) t Sina) l = COS Cl) - (I) I - - - COS a> + CO t 
m e m m t; c 2 c m 2 " l1t 

(3.65) 

Thus at the output of the analog multiplier we have two sidebands. Now adding the unmodulated carrier 
component to thtS;-we- get the requisite AM signal and is given by 



Analog 
multiplier 

Ve , 

Amplitude Mod11/11/ior1 S3 

Fig. 3.12 Blnck diagram representation of generation of AM signal ush1g analog multiplier. 

. . mV mV 
V = V + V V == Vsmwt+ __ c cos(w - w )t - __ c cos((O + (0 )f 

c me c c 2 c ,,, 2 i-' Ht 
(3.66) 

Usittg a Nonlinear Resistance Device The relationship between voltage and current in a !near res istance 
is given by 

i = bv (3.67) 

where b is some constant of proportional Hy. If the above equation refers to a resistor, then b is obviously its 
conductance. 

In-a nonlinear resistance, the current is still to a certain extent proportional to the applied voltage, but 
no longer directly as before. I;f llie curve of current versus voltag~ is plotted, as in Fig. 3.13, it is found that 
there is now some curvature in it. The previous linear relation seems to apply to ce1iain point, after which 
current increases more (or less) rapidly with voltage. Whether the increase is more or less rapid depends 
on whether the device begins to saturate, or else some sort of avalanche current multiplication takes place. 
Current now becomes proportional not only to voltage but also to the square, cube and higher powers of voltage. 
This nonlinear relation is most conveniently expressed as 

i = a + bv + cv2 + d.JJ + higherpowers (3.68) 

Positive C 

Negative C 

t, 

Fig. 3.13 Nonlinear resistance cltamcteristics. 

The reason that the initial portion of the graph is linear is simply that the coefficient c is much smaller than 
b. A typical numerical equation might well be something like i = 5 + 15v + 0.2v2, i.n which case curvature 
is insignificant until v equals at least 3. Therefore, c in practical nonlinear resistances is much greater than 
d, which is in t:um larger than the constants preceding the higherMpower terrns. Only the square term is large 
enough to be taken into consideration for most applications, so that we are left with 

l =a + bv+ cv2 (3.69) 

where a represents some de componcnt1 b represents conductance and c is the coefficient of nonlinearity. 
Since Equation (3.69) is generally adequate in relating the output current to the input voltage of a nonlinear 
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resistance; it can be used for studying the AM signal generation process by a device that exhibit nonlinear 
resistance. The devices like diodes, transistors and field effect transistors (FET) can be biased with suitable 
voltage to constrain them to exhibit the negative resistance property, 

Figure 3.14 shows the circuit in which modulating voltage v"' and carrier voltage vc arc applied in series at 
the input of the diode. The output of the diode is collected via a tuned ci.rouit tuned to the can-ier frequency 
With bandwidth of twice the message bandwidth. 

II R 
T 

V 

l 
Fig. 3.14 Genera lion of AM sig11al using nonlinear resistance characteristic.s of diode. 

The diode is biased such that it exhibits the negative resistance property. Under this condition. its output 
current is given by 

i =a+ b(v + v \ + c(v . + v \2
"" a + b(v + v) + c(v2 + v2 + 2v v) 

HI c/ Hi rJ m tJ Ill C ftt C 
(3.10) 

Substituting for v ;;;; V sin co r and v "" V sin m t we get, 
" Ill Hf Ht '°• f" C 

i = a+ b( V sin co r + V sin a> I) + c(V 2sini m t + V 2 sin2 wt+ 2 V V sin co t sin cot°' (3. 71) 
m tti ,: r m m c - - c ltl t: m c J 

Using the trignometric expressions, silu· siny = 1/2 [cos (x - y ) - cos(x + y)] and sin2 x"" 1/2(1 - cos 2x) 
we get, 

i = a+ b( V sin<tJ t + V sinro 1) + c( V 2/2( I - cos2 m t) + V 2/2(1 - cos2w t) 
m /JI C C IH m C: C 

+ V V (cos(w - oJ )t + cos(w + co ))t 
lij l~ · t · m C m (3,72) 

i =(a + cV 212 + c V2/2) + bV sin mt+ bf/ sinw t - (l/2 ell 2cos 2ro , 
"' r m "' c- c III n, 

+ l/2c V 2 cos 2(1) I) + c V V cos( W - co )f + c V V cos( a> + OJ )I (3. 73) 
1' r m r. c m m ,. r Hf 

In the above equation the first term is the de component, second tenn is message, third term is carrier, 
fourth tenn contains the harmonics of message and carrier, fifth tenn represents the lower sideband and sixth 
tem1 represents the upper sideband, The requisite AM components can be selected by using the tuning circuit 
that resonates at the carrier frequency with a bandwidth equal to twice the me.ssage bandwidth. At the output 
of the tuning circuit the current will be 

I 

i = b V sin w t + c V V cos(ro - co )t - c V V cos(m + m )t 
r! C m e C ;u hJC' D ,,, 

(3.74) 

1f R is the load resistance, then the amplin1de modulated voltage is given by 

'R V . RV m V.. m Ve v = 1 = smco r + c -- cos(m - m )t - cRV - - cos((O + m )t 
C i" tr' 2 r m C 2 C IIJ 

(3.75) 

. . mV mV 
11"' tR == V smw l + c' _ _ c cos(ro - co )t - c1 

_ _ c cos(W + m )t 
c c 2 · c /H 2 e m I (3.76) 
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where c' ""cRV •. The above equation has the standard AM signal components. In this way we can generate 
the AM signal with the help of device that exibblts nonlinear resistance property. 

3.3.2 Generation of DSBSC Signal 

Using Analog Multiplier The conceptual way to reali'.le the generation ofDSBSC signal is with the help 
ofan analog multiplier as shown in Fig. 3.15. 

The output of the analog multiplier is given by 

v = v v "" V sinro t V sinm t ,,. mVt, cos(w - m )t- mVc cos(w + m )t 
m c IH m " ~ 2 " m 2 c ni 

Thus at the output oftl1e analog multiplier we have the DSBSC signal. 

Analog 
multiplier 

l 
Ve 

ll "Vn1 Ve 

Fig. 3.15 Block diagram representation of generation of DSBSC signal using a1111log 11111itiplier. 

(3.77) 

· Using a Bala11ced Modulator A baJanced modulator can be constructed using the non-linear devices 
like diodes and transistors. The balanced modulator using the diodes is given in Fig. 3. J 6. The diodes use 
the nonlinear resistance property for generating modulated signals. Both the diodes receive tbe carrier volt
age in phase; whereas the modulating voltage appears ! 80° out of phase at the input of diodes, since they 
are at the opposite ends of a center-tapped transfonner. The modulated output currents of the two diodes arc 
combined in the center-tapped prirnary of the output trilnsfonner. They therefore subtract, as indicated by the 
direction of the arrows in the Fig. 3.16. If this system is made cornpletely symmetrical, the carrier frequency 
will be completely canceled. No system can of course be perfectly symmetrical in practice, so that the carrier 
will be heavily supressed rather than completely removed. The output of the balanced modulator contait1s 
the two sidebands and some of the miscellaneous components which are taken care of by tuning the output 
tranfom1er's secondary winding. The final output consists only of sidebands. 

As indicated. the input voltage will be ( v + v ) at the input of diode D
1 

and ( v - v ) at the input of diode 
, C 1" . f' Ht 

D
2
• If perfect symmetry is assumed. the proportionality constants will be the same for 

o, 

Cb(RF) ;d, 1 
Cb(R~) ~~~~ /112! 

Vg 

D2 
Vo 

Fig. 3.16 Cc11emtio11 of DSBSC sig11al usi11g balanced modulator 
based 011 nonlinear resisfa11ce characteristics of diode. 
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both diodes and may be called a, b, and c as before. The two diode output currents will be 

i.,1 "" 0 + b(vc + V,.} + C(Vc + Vm) l 

it12 = a + b(v - v ) + c( v - v )2 
c m c m 

i~ - a + bv - bv + cv 2 + cv i _ 2cv v 
U-' ~ m c "' n, c 

(3 .78) 

(3 .79) 

(3 .80) 

(3 .81) 

As previously indicated, the primary current is given by the difference between the individual diode output 
currents. Thus 

I = i - i = 2bv + 4cv v 1 (/1 ,:/l Ill m C 
(3.82) 

Substituting for vm and vr and simplifying we get 

. mV mV. 
i
1 

= 2bV sma> t + 4c--c cos(ro - (JJ )t - 4c--' cos(w + m )t (3.83) 
m m 2 ~ m 2 c 111 

The output voltage v
0 

is proportional to this primary current. Let the constant of proportionality be a then 

v
0 

= <Ji, = 2baV sinm t + 4ac m Ve cos( w - w )t - 4ac m Ve cos( CtJ -I· (JJ )t 
m m. 2 c m 2 C "1 

(3.84) 

mV 
LetP=2abV andQ = 2ac-c . Then ,,, 2 

v0 = Pi.inctJ.,t + 2Qcos(mc - w .. )t - 2Qcos(mc + w .. )t (3.85) 

This equation shows that the carrier has been canceled out, leaving only the two sidebands and the modulating 
frequencies. The tuning of the output transformer will remove the modulating frequencies from the output. 

v0 "" 2Q cos(wc - 0.>..)t - 2Q cos(w, + ro.,)t (3.86) 

3.3.3 Generation of SSB Signal 

Using Analog Multiplier The conceptual way to realize the generation of SSB signal is with the help of 
an analog multiplier followed by a bandpass filter as shown in Fig. 3.17. 

-Vm 

Analog 
multiplier 

Ve 

Bandpass 
filter 

Fig. 3.17 Block-diagmm reprcse11tafio11 of ge11eratio11 of SSB signnl using analog multiplier. 

The output of the analog multiplier is given by 

, . mV mV 
v

1
' = v v ""' V stnOJ tV smro t = _ _ r cos(ro - ro )t - __ c cos(OJ + ru )t (3.87) 

m l ,u nl C C 2 C 111 2 (" m 

Thus at the output of the analog multiplier we t ave the DSBSC signal. This signal is passed through a 
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bandpass filter which, depending on the cut-off frequencies, will attenuate one sideband and allows the other 
to pass through. If the lower sideband is passed out then the output of the bandpass filter will be 

mVc 
v a -2- cos(wc - ro,.,)t. (3.88) 

Alternatively, if upper sideband is passed out, then the output of the bandpass tilter will be 

mV, 
V e - --~ COS(OJ + (0 )f. 

2 • m 
(3.89) 

This results in the generation of SSB signal. 

Using the Filter Method The basis for the filter method is that after the balanced modulator the unwanted 
sideband is removed by a filter. The block diagram for the filter method of SSB generation is given in F\g. 
3. 18. The balanced modulator generates the DSBSC signal and the sideband suppression filter suprcsses-the 
unwanted sideband and al lows the wanted sideband. 

As derived in the previous section, the output of the balanced modulator is 

\II' = 2(l'.CVmVt(cos(w, - <iJ.,)t - cos(wc + m.,)t) (3.90) 

The sidebnnd suppression filter is basically a bandpass filter that has a flat bandpass and extremely high 
attenuation outside the bandpass. Depending on the cut-off frequency values we can-represent the output of 
tbe fi Iler as 

or 

v "" 2acV.,Vc cos(co,. - ro,.)I 

Balanced 
modulator V1 

Sideband 
suppression 

niter 11 

Fig. 3.18 Block diagram reprr.se11tatio11 of gcnerntio11 of SSB signal using filter 11wt}10d. 

In this way SSB is generated in case of filter method. 

(3.9 1) 

(3.92) 

Usittg the Phase Shift Method The phase shift method avoids filters and some of tbeir inherent disad
vantages, and instead makes use of two balanced modulators and two phase sh.ifting networks, as shown in 
Fig. 3.19. One of the balanced modulators, M

1
, receives the 90° phase shifted carrier and in phase message 

signal, whereas the other, M,, is fed with the 90° phase shifted message and in phase carrier signal. Both the 
modulators produce the two-sidebands. One of the sidebands, namely, the upper sideband will be in phase in 
both the modulators, whereas, the lower sideband will be out of phase. Thus by suitable polarity for M1 output 
and addiJ.1g with M, output results in suppressing one of the sidebands. 

Let v.,-= v., sin OJm1 be the message and v, = V< sin ro.t be the carrier. The 90° phase shifted versions of them 
are V,,, cos OJ./ and V, cos OJ/, respectively. 

The output of the balanced modulator M
1 

is given by 
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v "' V V sinru t cosro t = v;,iVc (sin( ru + co )t + sin( ro - co )t) 
I ,,, r m D 2 c III t: ;,, 

Balanced 
modulator 

M, v1 
·-

90° phase 
shifter - Adder ___.,_ 

V 

Carrier ,____ +/-
source 

90° phase Balanced 
- modulator 

shifter 
M2 V2 

Fig. 3.19 Block diagram teptesentntion of generation of SSB signal using phase sit/ft methpd. 

The output of the balanced modulator M
2 

is given by 

v2 = V V cos ct> t sinru t = 
1111111

c (sin( co + cv )t - si.n(ro - ro )t) m ~ n, c 2 ,. m c m 

The output of the adder is 

In one case we have 

v ~ //
111 

f/
0 

sin( co, + wm)t 

rn· the othercasc we have 

Thus resulting in the generation ofSSB signal. 

(3.93) 

(3.94) 

(3.95) 

(3.96) 

(3.97) 

Usi,ig the Third Metltod The third method of generating SSB was developed by Weaver as a means of 
retaining the advantages of the phase shift method, such as its ability to generate SSB at any frequency and 
use of low audio frequencies, without the associated disadvantage of an audio frequency phase shift network 
required to operate over a large range of audio frequencies. 

The block diagram oftbe third method is shown in Fig. 3.20. We can see that the later part of this circuit 
is identical to that of the phase sbift method, but the way in which appropriate voltages are fed to the last two 
balanced modulators (M3 and M4) has been changed. lnstead of trying to phase shift the whole range of audio 
frequencies, tl1is method combines them with an audio frequency carrier%, which is a fixed frequency in the 
middle of audio frequency band. A phase shift is then appl ied to this frequency only, and after the resulting 
voltages have been applied to the first pair of balanced modulators (M

1 
and M

2
), the low pass filters whose 

cut-off frequency is % ensure that the input to the last pair of balanced modulatbrs results in proper eventual 
sideband suppression. 
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Balanced 
modulator 

M1 

Low 
pass filter 

F, 

Balanced us 
modulator 1----~ 

M3 

2 cos mot 2 cos OJof 

2 sin mot 2 sin <Qat 
+I-

Vm 

Audio Camu Adder 
frequency frequency 
gene rater generater + 

2 sin Wot 2 sin mot 
Balanced Low Balanced 
modulator pass filter modulator 

M2 v2 F2 V4 M4 llS 

Fig. 3.20 Block diagrnm rtpres1mtatio11 of generation of SSB signal usi11g third method. 

The output of M, is 

v1 = 2sin (i)m/ cos W/ = cos(W,. + <Va)t + cos(wm - (i)0)t 

The output of M
2 

is 

v1 = 2sin(i)m/ sin O)J = cos(w., - w)t - cos(wm + W0)t 

The output of the low pass filter F
1 

is 

v3 = sin(w .. - wJt 

The output of the low pass filter F
2 

is 

v4 "" cos( wn, - Wa)t 

The output of M
3 

is 

vs= 2cosa>J sin(w"' - wJt = sin(w, + (m,n - co0))t - sin(m, - (w,,, - Wa))t 

The output of M
4 

is 

v6 = 2sit1WJ cos(w"' - Wa)I "" sin(wc + (mm - W0))r + sin(mc - (co,. - Wa))t 

The output of the adder is 

V = v6 :!: VS 

In one case we have 

\I "" sin(ro. + (mm - %))t 

1n the otbercase we have 

v = sin(w - (w - w
0
))t ,: ,,, 

Thus resulting in the generation of SSB signal by the third method. 

(3.98) 

(3.99) 

(3.100) 

(3.101) 

(3.102) 

(3.103) 

(3.104) 

(3. 105) 

(3.106) 
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3.3.4 Generation of VSB Signal 

Usin.g Analog Multiplier The concepnial way to realize the generation ofVSB signal is with the help of 
an analog multiplier followed by a bandpass filter as shown in Fig. 3.17. Thus the basic blocks remain same 
as in the case of SS B generation and the only difference is in the cut-off frequency values of the bandpass 
filter. 

The output oftbe analog multiplier is given by 

, V . . . mV(: ( ) mVc ( ) v1 ""' vv""' smru tVsmWI "" --· cos (o - co t- -- cos ru + a> r 
. m t' lfl nl C ~ 2 (' Ill 2 C Ill 

(3.107) 

Thus at the output of the analog multiplier we have the DSBSC signal. This signal is passed through a 
bandpass filter which, depending on the cut-off frequencies, will pass one sideband completely and a vestige 
of the other sideband. If the lower sideband and vestige of upper sideband are passed out, then the output of 
the bandp11ss ~Jter will be 

· · mV (mV ) v == -· _ c cos(a> - co )t - F __ c: cos(w - w )t 
2 C Ill 2 c; /!I 

(3.108) 

A ltematively, if upper sideband is passed out, then the output of the bandpass filter will be 

mV (mV ) v = - __ c cos( ro + w )t + F .:..:..:..;_£, cos(w - w )t 2 C m 2 C Ill 
(3.109) 

This results in the generation ofVSB signal. 

Using the Filte1· Method The basis for tbe filter method is, after the balanced modulator the unwanted 
ilideband is removed by a filter. The block diagram for the filter method ofVSB generation wll also remain 
same as that of SSB case given in Fig. l 18. The balanced modulator generates the DSBSC signal and the 
sideband suppression filter supresses most oftbe unwanted sideband and allows a vestige ofit along with the 
other sideband. 

As derived in the previous section, the output of the balanced modulator is 

111' = 2ac~,.V~(cos(wt - w,,,)1- cos(ru< + ro,,,)t). (3 .110) 

The sideband suppression filter is basically a bandpass filter that has a flat bandpass and extremely high 
' attenuation outside the bandpass. Depnding on the cut-off frequency values we can represent the output of 

the filter as1 

,, • 2acVmVc cos(a.>c - ro
111
)t - F(2acV,,J' .. cos(ro,. + w,,,)t) 

or 

v "" -2acV,,,V, cos(w. + w,)t + F(2ctcV
11
,V,. cos(w. - wm)t) 

In this way VSB is generated in case offilter method. 

3.4 SUMMARY 

(3.111) 

(3.112) 

This chapter began with the definition of analog and digital communication. The block diagram description 
c>f analog communication system was described next to illustrate the fact that the signal at 11 stages will be 
analog in nature. The theory of basic amplitude modulation and its variants together DSBSC, SSB and VSB 
was presented next. The study of all the amplitude modulation techniques gives 1 better understanding about 
their nature in time and frequency domains, and power and bandwidth requil. ments. The basic technique. 
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namely, AM needs maximum power and bandwidth among all its variants. The SSB technique needs mini
mum power and bandwidth. The requirement of DSBSC and VSB is in between these l\110 cases. This was 
followed by the study of different methods for the generation of AM and its variants. The method using analog 
multiplier is concephJally simple to understand. Other methods are relatively different, but provide practical 
approaches for the generation. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the followi11g multiple-choice questions 
consists of an incomplete slateme111 followed by four 
choices (a, b, c and d). Circle the letter preceding the 
line and correctly complete each sentence. 

1. Ana.log communication involves 
a. analog message, analog carrier and analog 

modulated signal 
b. analog message, carrier can be analog or digi

tal. but the modulated signal is analog 
c. analog message, analog ca1Tier and no restric

tion on the nature of modulated signal 
d. modulated signal wh ich is analog and no 

restriction on message and carrier 

2. Amplitude modulation is defined as the system 
of rnodulation in which 
a. amplitude of carrier is varied in accordance 

w1th the modulated signal 
b. amplitude of carrier is varied in accordance 

with the message signal 
c. amplitude of message is varied in accordance 

with the carrier signal 
d. amplitude of message is varied in accordance 

with the modulated signal 

3. The peak. amplitude of the basic amplitude modu. 
lated wave is given by 
a. V + V ' .. b. V 

Ill 

C. V ,. 
d. V + V sinco I 

r HI ftl 

4. The instantaneous voltage of the AM wave is 
a. J/ + V 

C Ill 

b. V sinco t 
I" C 

c. V,. sin'ci.l,.1 + V,,.sinro,,.t 
d. VJ I + msinco

11
/)sinco/ 

5. THc modulation index of AM is given by 
a. V)V.., 

b. v;Jv. 
C. (V + V )12 
d. cV: - v;)12 

6. The AM wave will have 
a. carrier, LSB and USB 
b. LSB and VSB 
c. LSB or USB 
d . one sideband and vestige of other 

7. The bandwidth of AM wave is given by 
a .. ~ +-.(;;; 
b . .r.-!,;; 
C. 2fn

1 

d. 2f. 
8. If V c> V1 and V., are the- peak amplitudes of 

carrier, LSB and USB, then the relation among 
them in AM is 
a. v. > V,, > vi 
b. v. > v1 > v,, 
C. V

0 
= V1 = /1,, 

d. V, > V,, = - VI 

9 . .f._ >> !,,,, the frequency of AM wave can be 
approximated by 
a. f~ 
b . .r... 
C. (J,: - f.)/2 
d. (f. + /,)/2 

I 0. The expression for total power in AM wave is 
a. P ( 1 + m~/8) 
b. l(I + 1111/4) 
C. P:( I + m2/2) 
d. Pr( l + m/2) 

11 . The maximum power of AM wave under distor· 
tionless condition is 
a. I .SP 
b, p C 

C. 2P) 3 
d. P) 3 
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12. The expression for total modulation index in case 
of modulation by several sine waves is given by 

a. 1111 = ~mf + ml + mf + ... 

b f d <I 4+ . m, = ym1 + m2 + 1113 ... 

c. 1111 = Jm, + m2 + m3 + -·-

d. m, = mf + m? + mx + ... 
13. The instantaneous voltage of DSBSC can be 

related to that of AM by 
a. v ososc = v ,iu - V, sin Co/ 

b. 11TJSiJSC "' ~M 

c. v osnsc = Ve sin W,/ 
d. VDS8SC = v.. sin (J)/ V,,, sin (i),,,l 

14. The peak amplitude of the DSBSC wave is given 
by 
a. V 

< 

b. v.. 
c. V

0 
sin CO/ 

d. v., sin ro,,,t 

15. The instantaneous voltage of the DSBSC wave 
is 
a. V + V 

i.. Ill 

b. V sinro t 
< < 

c. v. sin(iJ/ + /~
11 

sinro,,,t 
d. mV. sinro.,t sin W/ 

16. The DSBSC wave will have 
a. carrier, LSB and USB 
b. LSB and USB 
c. LSB orUSB 
d. one sideband and vestige of other 

17. The bandwidth of DSBSC wave is given by 
a. f" + /. 
b ·1· - Jr 

• C - Ill 

C. 2/,,, 
d. ~r. 

18. If V and V are the peak amplitudes ofLSB and 
I " 

USB, then the relation among them in DSBSC 
is 
a. v;, > v, 
b. V, > v;, 
c. V == /I 

I II 

d. V = -V " / 

19. f. >> J.,, the frequency of DSBSC wave can be 
apporximated by 
a. fc 
b. J., 
C. (f -f.)/2 
d. if!+ J'.,)12 

20. The expre$sion for total power in DSBSC wave 
is 
a. P m2/8 
b. P:m2/4 
c. P,.m2/2 
d. P/ 1112 

21 . The maximum power of DSBSC wave under 
distortionless condition is 
a. l.5Pc 
b. P/ 2 
C. 2P/ 3 
d. P) 3 

22. IfvSll is the instantaneous voltage ofone sideband, 
then the instantaneous voltage of SSB can be 
related to that ofDSBSC by 

a. 11sso"" 11[JS8SC: - 11sa 
b. VDS8SC '- VDSBSC 

C. 11ososc;: Vf)SBSC + 11sa 
d. vososc = v. si.nw,,tVso 

23. 
1
The instantaneous voltage of the SSB=USB wave 
is 
a. - m V, 12 cos( (i)t + w.)t 
b. - m2V /2 cos(m + iv )t 

C C m 

c. - m V:./4cos( (l)c + (i))t 
d. - m V//2 cos( co. + w.)t 

24. The instantaneous voltage of the SSB=LSB wave 
iS 

a. m V /2cos( (iJ - m )t 
L' C m 

b. 1112 V) 2 cos( ro,. - w)t 
c. m V) 4cos( ro, - w.)t 
d. m V/12 cos( cue - w'")t 

25. The SSB wave wiU have 
a. carrier, LSB and USB 
b. LSB and USB 
c. LSB orUSB 
d. one sideband and vestige of other 



26. The bandwidth of SSB wave is given by 
a. I.+ Im 
b . ./, -!,,, 
C. fm 
d. fc 

27. f.: >> Im' the frequency of SSB wave can be 
approximated by 
a. f., 
b . . r., 
C. if.: - J)/2 
d. if.: + f,,,)12 

28. The expression for total power in SSB wave is 
a. Pc1n2/8 
b. P/n2/4 
C. Pcm2/2 
d. P m/2 

C 

29. The maximum power ofSSB wave under distor
tionless condition is 
a. l .5Pc 
b. P/2 
C. P/ 4 
d. P/3 

30. If F(v;;,) is the instantaneous voltage of vestiage 
of one sideband, then the instantaneous voltage 
ofVSB c~ be related to that of SSB by 
a. Vvso = vssn - F(vso) 
b. V VSB = V s.58 

c. v.~o ='Vsso + F(vsn) 
d. vsso =i V ss/'U~ts) 

31 . The instantaneous voltage of the VSB wave 
having f:JSB as wanted sideband is 
a. - 1n2V/ 2 cos(ro,. + w")t+ F(nrVp cos(m;- ro,,,)t) 
b. - m V/2 cos( roe+ ~,,)t + F(m V/2 cos( we - ro,,,)t) 
c. - 1~V/4cos(a,c + w,,,)t+ F(mVJ4cos((I), -ro,.)f) 
d. - m V 212 cos(a, + a.i )t + F(· m V2/2 cos(w - ro )t) 

C f. 11 C C" m 

32. The instantaneous voltage of the VSB wave hav
ing LSB as wanted sideband is 
a. nt V /2 cos( w - ro ,, + F(m1 V /2 cos( w + ro )t) 

C C 'ml C C' rtl 

b. mV/ 2cos(wc - Wm)t + F(mVJ 2cos(wc + (l)..)t) 
c. m V/ 4cos( we - ro,.)t + F(m V/ 4cos( we+ a)..)t) 
d. m V} /2cos( WC - ro m)t + F(m v..2 /2cos( (l)c + a, ,,,)t) 

33. The VSB wave will have 
a. carrier, LSB and USB 
b. LSB and USB 
c. LSB orUSB 
d. one .. sideband and vestige of other 
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34. If f,, is the vestige frequency, the bandwidth of 
VSB wave is given by 
a. f +f 
b. i -J.: 
c. 1:. + f., 
d. fc -J.. 

35. f . >> J., , the frequency of VSB wave c11n be 
approximated by 
a. fc --
b. Im 
c. if.: - J,,,)12 
d. {fc +.f,)12 

36. The expression for total power in VSB wave is 
a. P 1111/8 + F(P m2/8) 

C , C -, 

b . P,nr/4 + F(Ppd4) 
c. P m2/2 + F(P m1!2) 

C < 
d. P

0
m/2 + F(P/ 1112) 

37\ The maximum p()Wcr ofVSB wave under distor
tionlcss condition is 
a. I .SP,.+ F( I .5P,) 
b. P/ 2 + F(P / 2) 
c. P/4 + F(P / 4) 
d. P/ 3 + F(P/ 3) 

38. The output of analog multiplier is 
a. AM 
b. DSBSC 
C. SSB 
d. VSB 

39. The outJ)ut current of a nonlinear resistor caa. be 
related to its input voltage by 
n. i = a + bv + c1,z 
b. i = bv 
c. i = ct? 
d. i =a + bv 

40. The balanced modulator can be used for the gen
eration of 
a. DSBSC 
b. SSB 
c. VSB 
d. all of the above 

41. The basic working principle of a balanced modu
lator is to 
a. generate two DSBSC waves in a balanced way 

and swn them 
b. generate two AM waves and sum them to 

cancel carrier component 
/ ,, 
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c. generate two SSB waves and then add them 
to get DSBSC wave 

d. generate two AM waves and multiply them to 
cancelcarriercon1poncnt 

42. The basic working principle of phase shift melhod 
for SSB generation is 
a. generation of two DSBSC waves using phase 

shifted versions of message and carrier and 
combining them 

b. generation of two DSBSC waves using input 
message without phase shift and carrier with 
phase shitl and combining them 

c. generation of two DSBSC wave using carrier 
without phase shift and message with phase 
shift and combining them 

d. generation of two DSBSC waves using mes
sage and carrier having no phase shift and 
combining them 

43. The basic working principle of third method for 
SSB generation is 
a. phase shift only the audio carrier and use it for 

VSB generation 
b. phase shitl the entire message and use it for 

VSB generation 
c. phase shift only half the message and use it 

for VSB generation 
d. phase shift only the higb frequency carrier 

and mes1,age and audio carrier without phase 
shift 

Review Problems 

I. A I 000-kHz carrier is simultaneously modulated with 300-H:z, 800-Hz and 2-k.Hz audio sine waves. What 
will be the frequencies present in the output? 

2. A broadcast AM transmitter radiates 50 kW of carrier power. What will be the radiated powerat 85 percent 
modulation? 

3. When the modulation percentage is 75, an AM trai1smitter produces 10 kW. How much of this is carrier 
power? What would be the percentage power saving if the carrier and one of the sidebands were sup· 
pressed before transmission took place? 

4. A 360-W carrier is simultaneously modulated by two audio waves with modulation percentages of55 and 
65, respectively. What is the total sideband power radiated? 

5. A transistor class C amplifier has maximum permissible collector dissipation of 20 W and a collector 
efficiency of 75 percent. lt is to be collector-modulated to a depth of 90 percent, (a) Calculate (i) Lhc 
mnximum unmodulated carrier power and (ii) the sideband power generated. (b) lfthe maximum depth 
of modulation is now restricted to 70 percent, calculate the new maximum sideband power generated. 

6. When a broadcast AM transmitter is 50 percent modulated, its antenna current is 12 A. What will the 
current be when the modulation depth is increased to 0.9? 

7. The output current of a 60 percent modulated AM generator is 1.5 A. To what value will this current rise 
if the generator is modulated additionally by another audio wave, whose modulation index is 0. 7? What 
will be the percentage power saving if the carrier and one of the sidebands arc now suppressed? 
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Review Questions 

I. How do you distinguish between analog and digital communication? 

2. Define amplitude modulation? 

3. Write the expression for the peak amplitude of the AM wave? 

4. Write the expression for the instantaneous voltage of AM wave? 

5. Define modulation index of amplitude modulation? 

6. Mention the different components of AM wave? 

7. How much is the bandwidth of AM wave? 

8. lfJ; >> fm, then what is the approximate frequency of AM wave? 

9. Derive the expression for the instantaneous voltage of AM wave? 

I 0. Derive the expression for the total powur in case of AM wave? 

11. Derive the expression for the total current in case of AM wave? 

12. Derive the expression for the total modulation index in case of modulation by several sine waves? 

13. What is the difference between AM and DSBSC wave? 

14. Write the expression for the peak amplitude of the DSBSC wave? 

15. Write the expression for the instantaneous voltage of DSBSC wave? 

16. Metition the different components of DSBSC wave? 

17. How much is the bandwidth of DSBSC wave? 

18. lf.{. >> J;,,, then what is the approximate frequency ofDSBSC wave? 

19. Derive the expression for the instantaneous voltage of DSBSC wave? 

20. Derive the expression for the total power in case ofDSBSC wave? 

21. What is the difference between SSB and DSBSC wave? 

22. Write the expression for the instantaneous voltage of SSB wave'? 

23 . Mention the different components of SSB wave? 

24. How much is the bandwidth ofSSB wave? 

25. Lf/., >>.f;,,, then what is the approximate frequency of SSB wave? 

26. Derive the expression for the instantaneous voltage of SSB wave? 

27. Derive the expression for the total power in case ofSSB wave? 

28. What is the difference between SSB and VSB wave? 

29. Write the expression for the instantaneous voltage ofVSB wave? 

30. Mention the different components of VSB wave? 

31 . How much is the bandwidth of YSB wave? 

32. If/,>>./:,, then what is the approximate frequency ofYSB ~vave? 

33. Derive the expression for the instantaneous voltage of VSB wave? 

34. Derive the expression for the total power in case ofVSB wave? 

35. Describe the AM wave generation process using analog multiplier? 
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36. Describe the AM wave generation process using diode as nonlinear resistor? 

37. Describe the DSBSC wave generation process using analog multiplier? 

38. Desc1ibe the DSBSC wave generation process using balanced modulator? 

39. Describe the generation of SSB wave using analog multiplier? 

40. Describe the generation of SSB wave using frequency discrimination method? 

41 . Describe the generation of SSB wave using phase shift method? 

42. Describe the generation of SSB wave using third method? 

43 . Describe the generation of VSB wave using analog multiplier and frequency discrimination 
methods? 



4 
ANGLE MODULATION TECHNIQUES 

Jn Chapter 3 we discussed in detail about the different ampljtude modulation techniques. The other important 
form of modulation used in analog communication is angle modulation. This chapter gives a detailed treat
ment of angle modulation techniques. As mentioned in the previous chapter. the angle modulation employs 
variation of angle of the carrier signal in proportion to the message. There arc two variEmts iu angle modulation 
depending on which component of the angle is used, namely, frequency modulation (FM) and phase modula
tion (PM). The frequency and phase of the carrier are varied i11 accordance with the instantaneous variations 
of the message in case of FM and PM, repectivcly. 

Following the pattern set in Chapter 3, this chapter covers the theory of angle modulation techniques and 
their general.ion, Both the theory and the generation of angle modulation are a good deal more complex to think 
about and visualize than those of ampli tude modulation. Th.is is maoily because angle modulation involves 
minute frequency variations of the can·ier, whereas amplitude modulation results in large-scale amplitude 
variations of the carrier. Angle modulation is more difficult to detem1ine mathematically and has sideband 
behavior that is equally complex. 

After studying this chapter, the students wil l be able to undestand the similarity and importruH differences 
between FM and PM. They will also appreciate the fact that both PM and PM are similar in visual appearance, 
in fact, not possible to distinguish the two without reference message signal. 1'herefore, most of the practical 
issues ltnder angle modulation are discussed by tak.iL1g FM as reference. No doubt they equally apply to PM 
also. In th.is book we will follow the same convention. It will be seen that FM is the preferred forn, for most 
applications. UL1Uke amplitude modulation, FM is, or can be made, relatively immune to tbe effect of noise. 
This point is discussed at length. It will be seen that tbe effect of noise in FM depends on tbe lloise sideband 
frequency, a point that is bwught out under the heading of noise triangle. 1t will be shown that processing_ of 
modulating signals, known as pre-emphasis and de-emphasis, plays an important role in.making FM relatively 
immnune to noise. FM is also further classified as narwwband FM (NBFM) and wideband FM (WBFM) 
depending on the bandwidth requirement. FM and AM are then compared, on the basis that both are widely 
used practical systems. 

The final topic studied in this chapter is the generation of FM. lt will be shown tbat two basic rnetbods of 
generation exist. The :first is direct generation, in which a voltage dependent reactance varies the frequency 
of an osd llator. The second method is 011e in which basically phase modulation is generated, but circuitry is 
used to convert this to frequency modulation . Both methods are used in practice. 

To summarize, thi::; chapter describes Lhe basic essence of the angle modulation techniques. Upon studying 
this chapter, the students will be able to understand the fM and PM, their differences; similarities, meriL-. and 
demerits. The students will also be able to comment on the frequencies present, calculate frequency deviation, 
modulation index and finally bandwidth requfrements. 
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Objectives Upon completing the material in Chapter 4, the student will be able lo: 

}a- Describe the theory of angle modulation teclmiques 
.. Draw FM and PM waves 
,.. Determine by calculation, the modulation index 
}a- Analyze the frequency spectrum using Bessel functions 
), Understand the differences between AM, FM and PM 
,.. Explain the effect of noise on a frequency modulated wave 
}a- Define and explain pre-emphasis and de-emphasis 
> Understand the theory of stereo FM 
> Describe the various methods of generation of FM 

4.1 THEORY OF ANGLE MODULATION TECHNIQUES 

4.1.1 Frequency Modulation 

Frequency modulation is a system in which the amplitude of the modulated carrier is kept constant, while its 
frequency and rate of change are varied by the modulating signal. 
Let the message signal be given by 

v,,, = V," sin((O./ + t/J,,.) 

The general equation of an unmodulated carrier may be written as 

v, = V
0
sin( Ct>.' + q,c ) 

where vc"" instantaneous value (of voltage or current) 

V< = (maximwn) amplitude 

we= angular velocity, radians per second (rad/s) 

</)
0 
= phase angle, rad 

Note that W/ represents an angle in radians. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

lf any one of these parameters is varied in accordance with another signal, normally ofa lower frequency, 
then the second signal is called the modulating, and the first is said to be modulated by the second. Amplilude 
modulation, already discussed, is achieved when the amplitude V is varied. Alteration of the phase angle q, 
will yield phase modulation. If the frequency of the carrier co. is ;,ade to vary, frequency modulated wave i; 
obtained. 

It is assumed that the modulating signal is sinusoidal. This signal has two important parameters which 
must be represented by the modulation process without distortion, specifically, its amplitu.de and frequency. 
It is understood that the phase relations of a complex modulation signal will be preserve.d. By the definition 
of frequency modulatior., the amount by which the carrier frequency is varied from its unmodulated value, 
called thefreq11eney deviation, is made proportional to the insta11/aneous amplitude of the modulating volt
age. The rate at which this frequency variation takes place is equal to the modulating frequency. The situation 
is illustrated in Fig. 4. I, which shows the modulating voltage and the resulting frequency modulated wave. 
Figure 4.1 also shows the frequency variation with time. which can be seen to be identical to the variation 
with time of the modulating voltage. The result ofusing that modulating voltage to produce AM is also shown 
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for comparison. lu FM, all components of the modulating signal having the same amplitude will deviate the 
carrier frequency by the same amount, no matter what their frequencies. Similarly, all components of the 
modulating signal of the same frequency, wil.l deviate the carrier at the same rate, no matter what their indi~ 
vidual amplitudes. The amplitude of the.frequency modulated wave temafns constunt at all limes. This is the 
greatest single advantage of FM.· 

rt 
fc 1--- ---!',- -'-- -+- --+---~ r----+----+ 

I 
I 
I I 

-·-----~------- · ~- Ma 1 I 
I 
I 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

fig. 4.1 AM and FM Signals. (a) Message, (b) Carrier, (c) Freque11ciJ deviation, (d) FM nnd (e) AM. 

Mathema.tical Rer1reset1tatio1t of FM From Fig. 4.1 c, it is seen that the instantaneous frequency /of the 
frequency modulated wave is given by 

f =.f. + k
1

V,. sin wmt (4.3) 

where..( is unmodulated (ur average) carrier frequency, k
1 

is proportionality constant expressed in Hz/volt and 
V sin co t is instantaneous modulating voltage. m m 
· The maximum deviation for this signal will occur when the sine tern, has its maximum value, ± I. Under 

these conditions, the instantaneous frequency will be 
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J-1; ± kf,,,, 

so that the maximum deviation ; will be given by 

o,= k1v
111

• 

The instantaneous amplitude of the FM signal will be given by a formula of the fon11 

v F.\I = Ve sin[t( 0)
0
, (1)

111
) ] = V:, sin () 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

where f(w, (I) ) is some function of the carrier and modulating frequencies. This function represents an 
angle and will b;• called e for convenience. The problem now is to determine the instantaneous value (i.e., 
formula) for this angle. 

As Fig. 4.2 shows,() is the angle traced by the vector V
0 

in time '"' f 
t. lf V,. were rotating with a constant angular velocity, for example, 
p, this angle () would be given by pt (in radians). Ln this instance, 
the angular velocity is anything but constant. lt is governed by the 
formula for w obtained from Equation (4.3), that is, 

co "" w,. + 2nk1 V111 
sin w.,t ( 4. 7) 

In order to find 8, w must be integrated with respect to time. Thus 

() = f wdt"" f (we+ 2-;rk1 V111 sin W111t)dt 

. 2-;rk ,v,,, cos (J)/11{ 

() "" W/ + -~· - ---
W,n 

. . 81 
() = w/ + - COSW11/ 

f,,, 

e = wrl + ~coswlllt 
Im 

(J 

Fig. 4.2 Frequency morlulnterl vectors. 

(4.8) 

The deviati~n utilized, in tum, the fact ~hat co<: is consta~t, the fonnul~ f cos ,.mix= sin nx I n and Equation 
(4.5). Equauon (4.8) may now be substituted mto Equat1.0n (4.6) to give the mstantancous value of the FM 
voltage; therefore 

vFAI"' V,. sin (wc1 +!!.£..cos w,111) 
fm 

The modulation index for FM, 1111' is defined as 

m = (maximum) fi'equency deviation 

r modulating fi'eq11e11cy 

Substituting Equation ( 4.10) into ( 4.9), we obtain 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

vn, - Ve sin(CO/ + //~COS~/) (4.11) 

.It is interesting to note that as the modulating frequency decreases and the modulating voltage amplitude 
remains constant, the modulation index. increases. This will be the basis for distinguishing frequency modulaw 
tion from phase modulation. Note that m1, which is the ratio of two frequencies, is a dimensionless quantity 
in case of FM. 
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Example 4.1 

ln an. FM system, w71en the audio frcquen.ctJ (AF) is 500 Hz, and the AF voltage is 2.4 V, the deviation is 4.8 
kHz. If the AF voltage is now increased to·7.2 V, what is the new deviation? if tl1e AF voltage is further raised 
to 10 V while the AF is dropped to 200 Hz, what is the deviation? Find the modulation index in each case. 

Solution 

Case 1 /.,1 = 500 Hz, v .. 1 = 2.4 V and of I = 4.8 kHz. () 4.8 
Using this we can compute the proportionality constant k1 given by k/= V:/t "" - . = 2 kHzJV 

8 ml 2.4 
The modulation index m1 1 = ...1l = 4·

8 
"" 9.6 

/,,,1 0.5 
Case 2 r . = 500 Hz, V 

2 
= 7 .2 V J 111.t. n, 

012 "" k
1 

X V.12 = 2 X 7 .2 "' 14.4 kHz. 

Tl di . 'd .,, 812 __ 14.4=28.8 
1e mo u ahon m ex mn 

f,,,2 0.5 
Case 3 1;113 = 200 J-tz, V.,2 ~ 10 V 

0/3 = k_r X V.,3 = 2 X 10 "" 20 kHz. 

. . 013 20 
The modulation mdex m/3 - - = - "" 100 

fm3 0.2 
Note that the .change in modulating frequency made no difference to the deviation since it is inde
pendent of the modulating frequency. Altematively, the modulating frequency change did have to be 
taken into account in the modulation index calculation. 

Example 4.2 

Find the Cm'rier and modulating frequencies, the modulation index, and -t11e maximum deviation of the FM 
represented by the voltage equation v = 12 sin(6 x 108t + 5 cos 1250t). What power will this FM wave 
dissipate in a 10 Q resistor? 

Solution 

1 = 6 >< I0
8 

95.5 MHz. 
,. 2,r 

!. = 1250 
199 Hz. 

Ill 2:,r 

m1 • 5. 

0/"' m1 J,,,= 5 X 199 "" 995 Hz. 

p ""' v;;,s - ( 12 / •fzf 72 -' 7.2 W. 
R 10 JO 
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4.1.2 Phase Modulation 

Phase modulation is a system in which the amplitude of the modulated carrier is kept constant, while its 
phase and rate of phase change are varied by the modulating signal. By the definition of phase modulation, 
the amount by which the carrier phase is varied from its unmodulated vaJue, called the phase deviat/011, is 
made proportional to the instantaneous amplitude of the modulating voltage. The rate at which this phase 
variation changes is equal to the modulating frequency. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.3, which shows the 
modulating voltage and the resulting phase modulated wave. The figure also shows the phase variation with 
time, which ca11 be seen to be the phase shifted version of the variation with time of the modulating voltage. 
The result of using that modulating voltage to produce FM is also shown for comparison. ln PM, all compo· 
nents of the modulating signal having the same amplitude wiU deviate the carrier phase by the same amount. 
Similarly, all components of the modulating signal of the same frequency, will deviate the carrier phase at the 
same rate per second, no matter what their individual amplitudes. As in the case of FM; the amplitude of the 
p,hase modulated wave remains cons/ant at all times. It can also be observed from the figure that, if only either 
FM or PM waves are given without reference message signal, then it is not possible to distinguish between 
the two. This is the close proximity between the two forms of angle modulatiofl. Hence in all further studies 
only FM will be dealt in detail. The observations can be easily mapped to PM. 

Mathematical Represctttation of PM From Fig. 4.3c, it is seen that the instantaneous phase </J of the 
phase modulated wave is given by 

t/J "'" </J -+- kV COSCO/ (4.12) C p n, Ill 

where 1/1. is unmodulated (or average) can·ier phase, k is proportionality constant expressed in radians/volt 
and JI cos co t is the phase shifted version of instautan:ous modulating voltage. 

Th; maxi~utn deviation for this signal will occur when the cosine tcnn has its maximum value, 

(a) 

(b) 

(o) 

(d) 

(8) 

·Fig .. 4.3 PM and FM Sig11als. (a) Message, (b) Carrier, (c) Phnse_di'Vintirm, (d) PM rmd (i:) FM 
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± I. Under these conditions, the instantaneous phase will be 

,1, "" ,1, ± kV 
'Y 'l'r - J1 111 

so that the maximum deviation 5 will be given by 
p 

o '-' kV Ji p - HI 

The instantaneous amplitude of the PM signal will be given by a formula of the fonn 

v,,M ;;;;; Vrsin[W/ + f(I/Jc, 1/J,,,)] "" v. sine 

(4. 13 ) 

(4.14) 

(4. 15) 

where f(q,r, <P,.) is some function of the carrier and modulating phase values. This function along with W/ 
represents an angle and wi ll be called e for convenience. The problem now is to detcnnine the instantaneous 
value (i.e., formula) for this angle. It is govercned by the fom1ula for </> obtained from Equation (4.12) and 
can be directly written. 

Therefore e is given by 

0 -' cot + ,p +kV cos m 1 (4.16) 
C C p '11 m 

Equation ( 4.16) may now be substituted into Equation ( 4.15) to give the instantaneous value of the PM 

voltage; therefore 

vP ,
1 
= V sin (m 1 + ,1, + k V cos w t) 

n ! ' C 'f'(. p ltl m 
(4.17) 

The modulation index for PM, m ;;> is defined as 

111 = o p p 
(4.18) 

Note that the modulation index of PM is exprC!iSed in radians. Substituting Equation ( 4.18) into ( 4.17), we 

obtain 

vp,
1 
= V sin (ti) I + ,1, + m cos m t) 

I C ~ 'f'c p ,n 
(4.19) 

It is interesting to note that the modulation index of PM depends only on the modulating voltage and 
indpendent of the modulating frequency. Hence the basis for distinguishing phase modulation from frequency 
modulation. Note that m is measured in radians. 

p 

Example 4.3 

In a PM system, when the audio frequency (AF) i.s 500 Hz, and the AF voltage is 2.4 V, the rietJiation is 4.8 
kHz. If the AF voltage is now increased to 7.2 V, what is the new deviation? If the AF voltage is further raised 
to 10 V while the AF is dropped to 200 Hz, what is tlte deviation? Find the modulation index in each case. 

Solution 

Case 1: /. 
1 
= 500 Hz V 1 = 2.4 V and 8 1 .= 4.8 kHz. ~ 4 8 , m m JJ ti I 

Using this we can compute the proportionality constant k JJ given by k P = ....L.."" - ·- "" 2 kHz/V. 
The modulation index mP

1 
= 8P

1 
= 4.8 V1111 2.4 

Case 2: /. , =- 500 Hz, V . = 7.2 V. , m. Ill.! 

OP~ = k
1
, X V.,2 = 2 X 7.2 "' 14.4 kHz. 
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The modulation index m 
2 

= 8 ,"' 14.4. 
I' P-

CaSC 3:f. 1 = 200 Hz. V l "" 1 O V. 
" '· Hi 

8 3 = k X V j :::: 2 X IO = 20 kHz. 
/J p HI 

The modulation index m • "" 8 
3 

= 20 
p,, I' 

Note that the change in modulating frequency made no difference to the deviation and also modulation index, 
since they are independent of the modulating frequency. This is a major difference between FM and PM. 

Example 4.4 

Find the carrier and modulating freque11cies, the modulation index, nnd the maxintz.tnt deviation of the PM 
represented by the voltage equation t> • 12 sin (6 x 10St + 5 cos 1250t). 

Solution 

f = 6 x 
108 

= 95.5 MHz. 
< 2:,r 

j . = ll50 "" 119 Hz. 
/ti 2,r 

m "" S. o = m
1
.= 5 radians. 

I' I' 

4.1.3 Comparison of Frequency and Phase Modulation 

From the purely theoretical point of view, the difference between FM and PM is quite simple, the modulation 
index is defined differently in each system. However, this is not nearly as obvious as the difference between 
AM and FM, and it must be developed further. First, the similarity will be stressed. 
In phase modulation, the phase deviation is proportional to the amplitude of the modulating signal and there
fore independent of its frequency. Also, since the phase~modulatcd vector sometimes leads and sometime 
lags the reference carrier vector, its instantaneous angular velocity must be continually changing between the 
limits imposed by S ; thus some fom1 of frequency change must be taki11g place. Tn frequency modulation, 
the frequency deviaiion is proportional to the amplitude of the modulating voltage. Also, if we take a refer
ence vector, rotating with a constant angular velocity which corresponds to the carrier frequency, then the 
FM vector will have a phase lead or lag with respect to the reference, since its frequency oscillates between 
J;.- or and}.;+ 0-· Therefore FM must be a fonn of PM. With this close similarity of the two forms of angle 
modulation established, it now remains to explan the difference. 

lf we consider FM as a form of phase modulation. we must determine what causes the phase change in 
FM. The larger the frequency deviation, the larger the pbasf deviation, so th'at the latter depends at least to a 
certain extent on the amplitude of the modufo.tion, just as in PM. The difference is shown by comparing the 
definition of PM, which states in part that the modulation index is proportional to the modulating voltage only, 
with that of the FM, which states that the modulation index is also inversely proportional to the modulation 
frequency. This means that uoder identical conditions FM and PM are indistinguishable for a single modulat
ing frequency. Tbis is because, under constant modulating frequency, both frequency and phase deviations are 
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only dependent on modulating voltage. When the modulating frequency is changed the PM modulation index 
will remain constant, whereas the FM modulation index will increase as modulation frequency is reduced and 
vice versa. This is best illustrated with an example. 

As a final point, except for the way of defining modulation index, there is no difference between FM and 
PM. Hence in the rest of the chapter lhe discussion is focussed only using FM. The same can be easily mapped 
to the PM case. 

Example 4.5 

A 25 MHz cnrtier is 111od11latcd by a 400 Hz audio sine wave. If the carrier voltage is 4 V n11d the 111nxi11111111 
frequency deviat ion is 10 kHz and phase deviation is 25 radimis, write the equation of this modulated wave 
for (n) FM a11d (b) PM. If the 111odulati11g Jreq11enci; is 110w changed to 2 kHz, all else remaining constant, 
write a new eq11ationfor (c) FM, and (d) PM. 

Solution 

Calculating the frequencies in radians, we bave OJ = 2n X 256 = 1.57 X I QM rad/s and cu,,, = 2rr x 400 = 
2513 rad/s. ' 

The modulation index will be m,= 81 = IOOOOO = 25 and m = 8 "' 25. This yields the equations 
,f,,, 40 P " 

(a) v"" 4 sin ( 1.57 X I 08/ + 25 cos 25 l 3r) (FM) 
(b) v = 4 sin ( 1.57 x 10w, + 25 cos 25 I 3t) (PM) 

Note that the two expressions are identical, as should have anticipated. Now, when the modulating frequency 
is multiplied by 5, the equation will show a five fold increase in the modulating frequency. Wbilc the modula
tion index in FM is reduced fivefold, for PM the modulation index remains constant. Hence 

(e) v • 4sin ( 1.57 x Io~, + 5 cos 25 l 3r)(FM) 
(d) v = 4 sin ( 1.57 X 101s, + 25 cos 25 I 3t) (PM) 

Note that the difference between FM and PM is not apparent at a single modulating frequency. ft reveals 
itself in the differing behavior of the two systems when modulating frequency is varied. 

4.2 PRACTICAL ISSUES IN FREQUENCY MODULATION 

4.2.1 Frequency Spectrum of the FM Wave 

When a comparable stage was reached with the AM theory, that is. when we have the expression of instan
taneous voltage of AM signal, then it was possible to tell at a glance what frequencies were present in the 
modulated wave. Unfortunately. the situation is far more complex, mathematically speaking, for FM. Since 
the instantaneous voltage of FM signal is the sine of cosine. the only solution involves the use of Bessel 
functions . Using these, it may then be shown that the instantaneous voltage expression of FM signal may be 
expanded to yield 

v,., = Ve {J0(m)sin W/ 

+J
1 
(m1) [ sin( W, + OJm)I - sin( (tlr - Ctl.,,)] 

+.12 (m,)[ sin( cu, + 2ro.,)r - sin( ro,. - 2ro.,}] 
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+J
3 
(m

1
)[sin(w~ + 3m.,.)t - sin(W( - 3m.,.)] 

+J4 (m,)[sin(<t>,. + 4~,,)t - sin(a>, - 4m .. ,)] 

+J
5 
(m

1
)[sin(~, + 5m.,)t - sin(w, - Sm.,.)] . .. } (4.20) 

It can be shown that the output consists of a carrier and an apparently infinite number of pairs of sidebands, 
each preceded by J coefficients. These are Bessel functions. Here they happen to be of the first kind and of 
the order denoted by the subscript, with the argument ml' J

11
(m1) may be shown to be a solution of an equation 

ofthe fonn 

( )
2 d

2 
Y dy ( 2 2) m.r - -
2 

+ 1111 - - + m1 - 11 y =O 
dm1 dmr 

(4.21) 

This solution, that is. the formu la for the Bessel function, is 

l (4.22) 

rn order to evaluate the value of a given pair of sidebands or the value of the carrier, it is necessary to know 
the value of the corresponding Bessel function . Separate calculation from above equation is not required since 
information of this type is freely available in table fonn, as in Table 4.1, or graphical form, as in Fig. 4.4. 

Table 4.1 

.\'. I 11 or Order 

cm,> I 1, J, Jt J, J~ J, J. J, 1. J, 1,. J., J u J., 1,. J,~ J" 

0.00 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0.25 0.98 0.12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0.5 0.94 0.24 0,03 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1.0 0.77 0.44 0.11 0.02 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1.5 0.51 O.S6 0.23 0.06 0.01 - . - - - - - - - - - -

2.0 0.22 0.5!1 0.3S 0.13 0.03 - - - - - - - - - - - -

2.5 -0.05 0.50 0.45 0.22 0,07 0.02 - - - - - - - - - - -
3.0 -0.26 0.34 0.49 0.31 0.13 0.04 0.01 - - - - - - - - - -

4.0 -0,40 -0.07 0.36 0.43 0.28 0.13 0.05 o.o:i - - - - - - - - -

5.0 -0. IR -0.33 0.05 0.36 0.39 0.26 0.13 0.05 0.02 - - - - - - - -
6.0 0.15 -0.2!1 -0.24 0.11 0.36 0.36 0.25 0.13 0.06 0.02 - - - - - - -

I 

7.0 0.30 0.00 -0.30 -0. 17 0.16 0.3S 0.34 0,23 O. l3 0.06 0.02 - - - - - -

8.0 0.17 0.23 -0. 11 -0.29 -0.10 0.19 0.34 0.32 0.22 0.13 0.06 O.o3 - - - - -
9.0 •0.09 0.24 0.14 -0.18 -0.27 -0.06 0.20 0.33 0.30 0.2 1 0.12 0.06 0.03 0.01 - - -

10.0 -0.25 0.04 0.25 0.06 -0.22 -0.23 -0.01 0.22 0.3 1 O.l9 0.20 0.12 0.06 0.03 0.0 1 - -

12.0 o.os -0.22 -0.08 0.20 0.18 -0.07 -0.24 -0.1 7 0.05 0.23 0.30 0.27 0.20 0.1~ 0.07 0.03 0.01 

15.Q -0.01 0.21 0.04 -0.19 -0.1:Z 0.13 0.21 O.QJ -0.17 -0.22 -0.09 0.10 0.24 0.28 0.2S 0.18 0.12 
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Fig. 4.4 Bessel functions. 

Observations The mathematics of the previous discussion may be reviewed in a series of observations as 
follows; 

I. Unlike AM , where there are only tlU'ee frequeaicies (the carrier and the first two sidebands), FM has an 
infinite number of sidebands, as well a$ the carrier. They are separated from the carrier byf,,,, 2/,11, 3/,11, • •• , 

and thus have a recurrence frequency of r . J n, 

2. The J coefficient~ eventually decrease in value as n increases, but not in any simple manner. As seen in Fig. 
4.4, the value fluctuates on either side of zero, gradually diminishing. Since each J coefficient represents 
the amplitude of a particular pair of sidebands, these also eventually decrease, but only past a certain 
value n. The modulation index determines how many sideband components have significant amplitudes. 

3. The sidebands at equal distances from J;. have equal amplitudes, so that the sideband distribution is 
symmetrical about the carrier frequency. The J coefficient ocassionally have negative values, signifying 
a 180° phase change for that particular pai.r of sidebands. 

4. Looking down Table4. l , as m
1

increases, so does the value ofa particular J coefficient, such asJ1~. Bearing 
in mind that m

1
is inversely proportional to the modulating frequency, we see that the relative amplitude of 

distant sidebands increases when the modulation frequency is lowered. The previous statement assumes 
that deviation (i .e., the modulating voltage) has remained constant. 

5. In AM, increased depth of modulation increases the sideband power and therefore the total transmitted 
power. In FM, the total transmitted power always remains constant. but with increased depth of modula
tion the required bandwidth is increased. To be quite specific, what increases is the bandwidth required 
to transmit a relatively undistorted signal. This is true because increased deptb of modulation means 
increased deviation, and therefore an increased modulation index, so that more distant sidebands acquire 
significant amplin1des. 

6. As evidenced by Equation (.4.20), the theoritical bandwidth required in FM is infinite. In practice, the 
bandwidth used is one that has been calculated to allow for a.II significant amplitudes of the sideband 
components under the most exacting conditions. This really means ensuring that, with maximum deviaa 
tion by the highest modulating frequency, no significant sideband components are lopped off. 
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7. In FM, unlike in AM, the amplitude of the carrier component does not remain constan1. Its J coefficient 
is 10, which is a function of m1 This may sound somewhat confusing but keeping the overall amplitude 
of the FM wave constant would be very difficult if the amplitude of the carrier wave were not reduced 
when the amplitude of the various sidebands increased. 

8. It is possible for the carrier component of the FM wave to disappear completely. This happens for certain 
values of modulation index, called eigenvalues. Figure 4.4 shows that the-se are approximately 2.41 5.5, 8.6, 
11.8, and so on. These disappearances of the carrier for specific values of m/orm a handy basis for measuring 
deviatiort. 

Bandwidth and Required Spectra Using Table 4.1, it is possible to evaluate the size of the carrier and 
each sideband for each specific value of the modulation index. When this is done, the frequency spectrum 
of the FM wave for that partictilar value of 111

1 
may be plotted. This is done in Fig. 4.5, which shows these 

spectrograms first for increasing deviation if., constant), and then for decreasing modulating frequency (8t 
constant). Both the table and the spectorgrams illustrate the observations, especially points 2, 3, 4 and 5. It 
can be seen that as modulation depth increases, so does bandwidth (Fig. 4.5a), and also that reduction in 
modulation frequency increases the number of sidebands, though not necessarily the bandwidth (Fig. 4.Sb). 
Another point shown very clearly is that although the number of sideband components is theoritically infi
nite, in practice a lot of the higher sidebands have insignificant relative amplitudes, and this is why they are 
not shown in the spectro1,,rrams. Their exclusion in a practical system will nm distort I.he modulated wave 
unduly. 

m,= 0.5 m,-= 6 

m,= 1.0 m,-=3 

m,"'-2.5 m,= 1.5 

1 I I . I I 1 111 

m,"' 0.5 

I , , 
(a) Constant fm , increasing o (d) Constant o, increasing fm 

fig. 4.5 FM spectrograms. (After K. R. Stttrley, Frequency-Modttlated Rndio, 2d ed., Geo;~~I' New1111s Ltd., Lonrlo111 

1958, permission of the publisher.) 
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In order to calculate the required bandwidth accurately, the student need only look at the table to see which 
is the last J coefficient shown for that value of modualtion index. 

Example 4.6 

What is the bandwidth required for an FM signnl in which the modulating frequency is 2 kHz and the maxi~ 
mu111 deviation is 10 kHz? 

Solution 

o 10 
m - - = - -5 

i Im 2 
From Table 4.1 , it is seen that the highest J coefficient included for this value of m1 is 18. This means that 

ail higher values of Bessel functions for that modulation index have values less than 0.0 I and may therefore 
be ignored. The eighth pair ofsidebtmds is the furthest from the carrier to be included in this instance. This 
gives 

Ii = J~, x highest needed sideband x 2 

.. 2 kHz X 8 X 2 "" 32 kHz 

A mle of thumb (Carson's rule) states that (as a good approximation) the bandwidth required to pass an 
FM wave is twice the sum of the deviation and the highest modulating frequency, but it must be remembered 
that this is only an approximation. Actually, it does give a fairly accurate result if the modulation index is in 
excess of about 6. 

4.2.2 Narrowband and Wideband FM 

Depending on the bandwidth occupied by the FM for practical transmission, FM is classified into narrowband 
and wideband cases. The bandwidth is also directly proportional to the modulation index value, Therefore by 
convention, wideband FM has been defined as that in which modulation index normally exceeds unity. Since 
the maximum pennissible deviation is 75 kHz and modulating frequencies range from 30 Hz to 15 kHz. the 
maximum modulation index ranges from S to 2500. The modulation index in narrowband FM is near unity, 
since the maximum modulating frequency there is usually 3 kHz, and the maximum deviation is typically 5 
kHz. 

The proper bandwidth to use in an FM system depends on the application. With a large deviation, noise will 
be better supressed (as will other interference), but care must be taken to ensure that impulse noise peaks do 
not become excessive. On the other hand, the wideband system will occupy up to 15 times the bandwidth of 
the narrowband system. These considerations have resulted in wideband systems being used in entertainment 
broadcasting, while narrowband systems are employed for communications. 

Thus narrowband FM is used by the so called FM mobile communications services. These include police, 
ambulances, taxicabs, radio-controlled appliance repair services and short range VHF ship-to-shore services. 
The higher audio frequencies are attenuated, as indeed they are in most carrier (long distance) telephone 
systems, but the resulting speech quality is still perfectly adequate. Maximum deviation of 5 to IO kHz are 
pennitted, and the channel space is not much greater than for AM broadcasting, i.e., of the order of 15 to 30 
kHz. Narrowband systems with even lower maximum deviations arc envisaged. 
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4.2.3 Noise and Frequency Modulation 

Frequency modulation is much more immune Lo noise than amplitude modulation and is significantly triore 
immune than phase modulation. ln order to establish the reason for this and to determine the extent of the 
improvement, it is necessary to examine the effect of noise on a cansier. 

A single-noise frequency wi ll affect the output of a receiver only if it falls with.in its bandpass. The car
rier and noise voltages will mix, and if the difference is audible, iL will naturally interfere with the reception 
of wanted signals. If such a single-noise voltage is considered vectorially, it is seen that the noise vector is 
superimposed on the carrier, rotating about it with a relative angular velocity w. - co~. This is shown in Fig. 
4.6. The maximum deviation in amplitude from the average value will- be V, whereas the maximum phase 
deviation will be "' "" sitr ' ( V I V ). " 

't' " (' 

Fig. 4.6 Vector effect of 11oisc 011 carrier. 

Let the noise voltage ampli tude be one-quarter of the carrier voltage amplitude. Then the modulation index 
for this amplitude modulati.on by noise will be m = V.f Ve= 0.25/ 1 = 0.25, and the maximum phase deviation 
will be </J = sin-1 0.25/1 = 14.5°. For voice communication, an AM receiver will n.ot be affected by the phase 
change. The FM receiver will not be bothered by the amplitude change, which can be removed with an am
plitude limiter. rt is now time to discuss whether or not the phase change affects the FM receiver more than 
the amplitude change affects the AM receiver. · 

The comparison will initially be made under conditions that will prove to be the worst case for FM. Consider 
that the modulating frequency (by a proper signal, this time) is 15 kl-lz. and, for convenience, the modula· 
tion index for both AM and FM is unity. Under such conditions the relative noise-to-signal ratio in the AM 
receiver will be 0.25/ 1 = 0.25. For FM, we first conven the unity modulation index from radians to degrees 
(1 rad= 57.3°) and then calculate the noise-to-signal ratio. Here the ratio is 14.5°/57.3° = 0.253 , j ust slightly 
worse than in the AM case. 

The effects of noise frequency change must now be considered . In AM, there is no difference in the relative 
noise, carrier, and modulating voltage amplitudes, when both the noise difference and modulating frequen
cies arc reduced from 15 kHz to the Dormal minimum audio frequency of 30 Hz (in high-quality broadcast 
systems). Changes in the noise and modulating frequency do not affect the signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio in AM. 
In FM the picture is entirely different. As the ratio of noise to carrier voltage remains constant, so does the 
value of the modulation index remain constant (i.e., maximum phase deviation). It should be noted that (the 
noise voltage phase modulates the carrier). While the modulation index due to noise remains constant (as 
the noise sideband frequency is reduced), the modulation index caused by the signal will go on increasi11g in 
proportion to the reduction in frequency. The signal-to.noise ratio in FM goes on reducing with frequency. 
until it reaches its lowest value when both signal and noise have an audio output frequency uf 30 Hz. At this 
point the signal-to.noise ratio is 0.253 X 30/ 1.5,000 = 0.000505, a reduction from 25 .3 percent at 15 kHz to 
0.05 percent at 30 I-lz. 
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Assuming noise frequencies to be evenly spread across the frequency spectrum of Lhc receiver, we can 
see that noise output from the receiver decreases uniformly with noise sideband frequency for FM. In AM it 
remains constant. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.7a. The tri\Ulgular noise distribution tor FM is called 
the noise triangle. The corresponding AM distribution is of course a rectangle. It might be supposed from the 
figure that the average voltage improvement for FM under these conditions would be 2: 1. Such a supposition 
might be made by considering the average audio frequency, at which FM noise appears to be relatively half 

the size of the AM noisp. However, the picture is more complex, aud in fact the FM improvement is only 
.Jj : I as a voltage ratio. This is a worthwhile improvernent~it represents a11 increase of 3: 1 in the (power) 
signal-to-noise ratio f.or FM compared with AM. Such a 4.75-dB improvement is certainly worth having. 

It will be noted that this discussion began with noise voltage that was definitely lower than the signal 
vollage. This was done on purpose. The amplitude limiter previously mentioned is a device that is actuated 
by the stronger signal and tends to reject the· weaker signal, if two simultaneous signals are received. lf peak 
noise voltages 

FM noise 

Rectangular AM distribution) 

...----+-..,_ _ _,...., triangle.-----'-+-----, 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4.7 Noise sidebtmd distribulio11 (noise triangle), (n) m1= l at the mnximttm frequency; 
(b) m1= 5 al the maximum frequenctJ. 

exceeded signal voltages, the signal would be excluded by the limiter. Under conditions of very low signal~to
noise ratio AM is the superior system. The precise value of signal-to-noise ratio at which this becomes apparent 
depends on the value of the FM modulation index. FM becomes superior to AM at the signal-to-noise ratio , 
level used in the example (voltage ratio "" 4, power ratio = 16 = 12 dB) at the amplitude limiter input. 

A number of other considerations must now be taken into account. The firs t of these is that m "" l is the 
maximum permissible modulation index for AM, whereas in FM there is no such limit. It is the maximum 
frequency deviation. that is limited in FM, to 75 kHz in the wideband VHF broadcasting service. Thus, even at 
the highest audio frequency of 15 kHz, the modulation index in FM is permitted to be as high as 5. lt may of 
course be much higher than that at lower auc;lio frequencies. For example, 75 when the modulating frequency 
is I kHz. Tf a given ratio of signal voltage to noise voltage exists at the output of the FM amplitude limiter 
when m "" l , this ratio wJII be reduced in proportion to an increase in modulation index. When m is made 
equal to 2, the ratio of signal voltage to noise voltage at the limiter output in the receiver wilt be doubled. 
It will be tripled when m = 3, and so on. This ratio is thus proportional to the modulation index, and so the 
signal-to-noise (power) ratio in the output of an FM receiver is proportional to the square of the modulation 
index. W11en m = 5 (highest permitted when!,,,= 15 kHz), there will be a 25:1 (14.dB) improvement for FM, 
whereas no such improvement for AM is possible. Assuming an adequate initial signal- to-noise ratio at the 
receiver input, an overall improvement of 18.75 dB at the receiver output is shown al this point by wideband 
FM compared with AM. Figure 4.7b shows tbe relationship when m = 5 is used at the highest frequency. 
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This leads us to the second consideration, that FM bas properties which permit the trading of bandwidth for 
signal-to-noise ratio, which cannot be done in AM. In connection with this, one fear should be allayed. Just 
because the deviation (and consequently the system ba.ndwidth) is increased in an FM ~ystern, this does not 
necessarily mean that more random noise will be admitted. This extra random noise has no effect if the noise 
sideband frequencies lie outside the bandpass of the receiver. From this particular point of view, maximum 
deviation (and hence bandwidth) may b'e increased without fear. 

Phase modulation also bas this property and, in fact, all the noise-inummity properties of FM except the 
noise triangle. Since noise phase-modulates the carrier (like the signal), there will naturally be no improve
ment as modulatfog and noi:.e sideband frequencies are lowered, so that under identical conditions FM will 
always be 4.75 dB better than PM for noise. This relation explains the preference for frequency modulation 
in practical transmitters. 

Bandwidth and maximum deviation cannot be increased indefinitely, even for FM. When a pulse is applied 
to a tuned circuit, its peak amplitude is proportional to the square root of the bandwidth of the circuit. 1f a 
noise impulse is similarly applied to the tuned circuit in the IF section ofan FM receiver (whose bandwidth 
is unduly large through the use of a very high deviation), a large noise pulse will result. When noise pulses 
exceed about one-halfthe carrier size at the amplitude limiter, the limiter fails. When noise pulses exceed car
rier amplitude, the limiter goes one better and limits t.he signal, having been "captured" by noise. The normal 
maximum deviation permitted, 75 kHz, is a compromise between the two effects described. 

It may be sbown that under ordinary circumstances (2 V,, < Ve) impulse noise is reduced in FM to the same 
extent as random noise. The amplin1de limiter found in AM conununications receivers does not limit random 
noise at all , and it limits impulse noise by only about l O dB. Frequency modulation is better off in this regard 
also. 

4.2.4 Pre-emphasis and De-emphasis 

The noise triangle showed that noise has a greater effect on the higher modulating frequencies than on the 
lower ones. Thus, if the higher frequencies were artificially b9o~ted at the transmitter and correspondingly cut 
at the receiver, an improvement in noise immunity could be expected, thereby increasing the signal~to.noise 
ratio. This boosting of the higher modulating frequencies, in accordance with a prearranged curve, is termed 
pre-emphasis, and the compensation at the receiver is called de·emphasis. An example of a circuit used for 
each function is shown in Fig. 4.8. 

AF in 

+V 

UR"' 751,s) 

Cc 

( Pre·~mphaslzed 
AF out 

Pre-emphasized 
AF in (from 

discriminator) AF out 

C(1 nF) J 
(--<> 

Cc 

"'75µs 

(a) Pre-emphasis (b) De-emphasis 

Fig. 4.8 75-µs emphasis circuits. 
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Take two modulating $ignals having the same initial amplitude, with one of them pre-emphasized to twice 
this amplitude, whereas the other is unaffected (being al a much lower frequency). The receiver will naturally 
have to de-emphasize the first signal by a factor of 2, to ensure that both signals have the same amplitude in 
the output of the receiver. Before demodulation, i.e., while susceptible to noise interference, the emphasized 
signal had twice the deviation it would have had without pre-emphasis and was thus more immune to noise. 
When this signal is de-emphasized_ any noise sideband voltages are de-emphasized with it and therefore have 
a correspondingly lower amplin1_de than they would have had without empha..,;is. Their effect on the output 
is reduced. 

The amount of pre-emphasis in U.S. FM broadcasting, and in the sound transmissions accompanying tele
vision, has been standardized as 75 µs, whereas a number of other services. notably European and Australian 
broadcasting and TV sound transmission, use 50 µs . The usage of microseconds for defining emphasis is 
st.indard. A 75-µs de-emphasis corresponds to a frequency response curve that is 3 dB down at tl1e frequency 
whose time constant RC is 75 µs . This frequency is given by /= 1/2 n:RC and is therefore 2120 Hz. With 
50-µs de-emphasis i1 would be 3 180 Hz. Figure 4.9 shows pre-emphasis and de-emphasis curves for a 75-µs 
emphasis, as used in the United States. 

It is a little more difficult to estimate the benefits of emphasis than it is to evaluate the other FM advantages, 
but subjective BBC tests with 50 µs give a figure of about 4.5 dB; American tests have shown an even higher 
figure with 7S µs. However, there is a danger that must be considered; the higher modulating frequencies 
must not be over-emphasized. The curves of Fig. 4.9 show Lhat a 15-kHz signal is pre-emphasized by about 
17 dB; with 50 µs this figure would have been 12.6 dB. ft must be made certa in that when sucb boosting is 
applied, the resulting signal cannot over-modulate the carrier by exceeding the maximum 75-kH1- deviation, 
since distortion will be introduced. It is seen that a limit for pre-emphasis exists, and any practical value used 
is always a compromise between protection for high modulating frequencies on the one hand and the risk of 
over-modulation on the other. 

17d8 I 
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I 
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Fig. 4.9 75-µS emphasis curves. 

Jf emphasis were applied to amplitude modulation, some improvement would also result, but it is not as great 
as in FM because the highest modulating frequencies in AM are no more affected by noise than any others. 
Apatt from that, it would be difficult to introduce pre-emphasis and de~emphasis in existing AM services since 
extensive modifications would be needed, particularly in view of the huge numbers of receivers in use. 

4.2.5 Stereophonic FM Multiplex System 

Stereo FM transmission is a modulation systern in which sufficient information is sent to the receiver to 
enable it to reproduce original stereo material. lt became commercially available in 1961. several years after 
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commercial monaural transmissions. Like color TV (which of course came after monochrome TV), it suffers 
from the disadvantage of having been made more complicated than it needed to be, to ensure that it would be 
compatible with the existing system. Thus, in stereo FM, it is not possible to have a two-channel system with 
a lefl channel and a right channel transmitted simultaneously and independently, because a monaural system 
would not receive all the information in an acceptable fom1. 

Left 
Channel in Sum (L + R) 50 Hz-15 kHz 

Matrix 
Difference (L - R) 23-53 kHz 

Right 19 kHz Adder 
Channel in 

59.5 -74.5 kH~_ ... 
I 
I 

Audio I 

19 kHz I 

19 kHz Frequency 38 kHz Balanced In SCA I 

Subcarrier 0---- -I 

generator doubler modulator generator 

Fig. 4.10 Stereo FM 111i1/tiplex gemrator with optional SCA. 

_ ., Frequency 
modulator 

F M 
OU t 

C f--o 

As shown in the block diagram of Fig. 4.10, the two channels in the FM stereo multiplex system are passed 
through a matrix which produces two outputs. The sum (L + R) modulates the carrier in the same manner as 
the signal in a monaural transmission, and this is the signal which is demodulated and reproduced by a mono 
receiver tuned to a stereo transmission. The other output of the matrix is the difference signal (L - R). After 
demodulation in a stereo receiver, (L - R) will be added to (l + R) to produce the left channel, while the dif
ference between Lhc two signals will produce the right channel. In the meantime it is necessary to understand 
how the difference signal is impressed on the carrier. 

What happens, in essence, is that the difference signal is shifted in frequency from the SO- to 15,000-Hz 
range (whicb it would otherwise co-occupy with the sum signal) to a higher frequency. In this case, as in other 
multiplexing, a form of single sideband suppressed carrier(SSBSC) is used, with the signals to be multiplexed 
up being modulated onto a suhcarrier at a high audio or supersonic frequency. However, there is a snag here, 
which makes this form of multiplexing different from the more common ones. The problem is that the lowest 
audio frequency is 50 Hz, much lower than the nonnal minimum of 300 Hz encountered in communications 
voice channels. This makes it difficult to suppress the unwanted sideband without affecting the wanted one; 
pilot carrier extraction in the receiver is equally difficult. Some form of carrier must be transmitted. to ensure 
that the receiver has a stable reference frequency for demodulation; otherwise, distortion of the difference 
signal will result. 

The two problems are solved in similar ways. ln the first place, the difference signal is applied to a bal
anced modulator (as it would be in any multiplexing system) which suppresses the carrier. Both sidebands 
are then used as modulating signals and duly transmitted, whereas nonnally one might expect one of them to 
be removed prior to transmission. Since the subcarrier frequency is 38 kHz, the sidebands produced by the 
difference signal occupy the frequency range from 23 to 53 kHz. lt is seen that they do not interfere with the 
smn signal, which occupies the range of 50 Hz to 15 kHz. 

The reason that the 38-kHz subcarrier is gcncrnted by a J 9-kHz oscillator whose frequency is then doubled 
may now be explained. Indeed, this is the trick used to avoid the difficulty of having to extract the pilot car
rier from among the close sideband frequencies in the receiver. As shown in the block diagram (Fig. 4.10), 
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the output of the .19-kHz subcarri~r generator is added to the sum and difference signals in lhe output adder 
preceding the modulator. Ln the receiver, as, the frequency of the 19-kHz signal is doubled, and it can then be 
reinserted as the carrier for the difference signal. It should be noted that the subcarrier is inserted at a level 
of IO percent; which is both adequate and not so large as to take undue power from lhe sum and difference 
signals (or to cause over-modulation). The frequency of 19 kHz fits neatly into the space between the top of 
the sum signal and the bottom of the difference signal . It is far enough from each of them so that no difficulty 
is encountered in the receiver. 

The FM stereo multiplex system described here is the one used in the United States, and is in accordance 
with the standard:,; established by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in 1961 . Stereo FM bas by 
now spread to broadcasting in most olher parts of the world, where the systems in use are either identical or 
quite similar to the above. A Subsidiary Communications Authorization (SCA) signal may also be transmit
ted in the U.S. stereo multiplex system. It is the remaining signal feeding in to the output adder. It is shown
dashed in the diagram because it is not always present (See Fig. 4.11 ). Some station::; provide SCA as a second, 
medium quality transmission, used as background music in stores, restaurants and other similar settings. 

SCA uses a subcarrier at 67 kHz, modulated to a depth of ±7.5 kHz by the audio signal. Frequency modu
lation is used, and any of the methods described in Section 4.3 can be employed. The frequency band thus 
occupied ranges from 59.5to 74.S kHz and fits sufficiently above the difference signal as not to interfere wi th 
it. The overall frec:juency allocatio11 within the modulating signal ofan FM stereo mul tiplex transmission with 
SCA is shown in Fig. 4.11. The amplitude of the sum and difference signals must be reduced (generally by 10 
percent) in the presence of SCA; otherwise, over-modulation of the main carrier could result. 

Sum channel Difference channel Optional SCA 

;?J!r;, ~~ i ~~-"-T~~--: 
O 15 19 23 38 !53 59.5 67 74.5 kHz 

Audio Double-sideband. suppressed- FM 
carrier AM 

Fig. 4.11 Spectrum of stel'eo FM 111111/iple.t modulating sig11al (with optional SCA). 

4.2.6 Comparison of FM and AM 

Frequency and amplitude modulation are COJUpared 011 a different basis from that of FM and PM. These arc 
both practical systems, quite different from each other, and so the perfommnce and characteristics of the two 
systems will be compared. To begin with, frequency modulation bas the following advantages: 

(i} The amplitude of the frequency modulated wave is constant. It is thus independent of the modulation depth, 
whereas in AM modulation depth governs the transmitted power. TWs means that, in FM transmitters, 
low level modulation may be used but all the subsequent ampUfiers can be class C and therefore more 
efficient. Since all these amplifiers will handle constant power, they need not be capable of inanaging up 
to four times the average power, as they must in AM. Finally, all the transmitted power in FM is useful. 
whereas in AM most of it is in the transmitted carrier, which cont.a ins no useful infonnation. 

(ii) FM receivers can be fitted with amplitude limiters to remove the amplitude variations caused by noise; 
this makes FM.reception a goo4 deal more imm~e to noise than AM reception. 

(iii) It is possible to reduce noise still further by increasing the deviation. This is a feature which AM does not 
have; since it is not possible to exceed I 00 percent modulation without ca~sing severe distbrtion. 
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(iv) Standard -frequency allocations provide a guard band between commercial FM stations, so that there is 
less adjacent channel interference than AM. 

(v) FM broadcasts operate in the upper VHF and UHF frequency ranges, at which ther~ happens to be less 
noise than in the MF and HF ranges occupied by AM broadcasts. 

(vi) At the FM broadcast frequencies, the space wave is used for propagation, so that the radius of operation 
is limited to s lightly more than line of sight. It is thus possible to operate several independent transmitters 
on the same frequency with considerably less interference than would be possible with AM. 

(vii) The limitation of FM is a mucb wider bandwidth is required, up to IO times as that of AM. 

(viii) FM transmitting and receiving equipment tends to be more complex, particularly for modulation and 
demodulation. 

(ix) Since reception is limited to line of sight, the area of reception for FM is much smaller than for AM .. 

4.3 GENERATION OF FREQUENCY MODULATION 
The prime requirement of a frequency modulation system is a variable output frequency, with the variation 
proportional to the instantaneous amplitude of the modulating voltage. The subsidiary requirements are that the 
unmodulated frequency should be constant, and the deviation independent of the modulating frequency. U'the 
system does not produce these characteristics, corrections can be introduced during the modulation process. 

4.3.1 FM Methods 

One method of FM generation suggests itself immediately. If either the capacit~nce or inductance of an. LC 
oscillator tank is varied, frequency modulation of some fonn will result. If this variation can be made directly 
proportional to the voltage supplied by the modulation circuits, tme FM will be obtained. 

There are several controlable electrical and electronic phenomena which provide a variation of capacitance 
as a result of a voltage change. There are also some in which an inductance may be similarly varied. Generally, 
if such a system is used, a voltage-variable reactance is placed across the tank, and the tank is Llmed so that (in 
the absence of modulation) the oscillating frequency is equal to the desired carrier frequency. The capacitance 
(or inductance) of the variable element is changed wi th the modulating voltage, increasing (or decreasing) as 
the modulating voltage increases positively, and going the other way when the modulation becomes negative. 
The larger the departure of tbc modulating voltage from zero, the larger the reactance variation and therefore 
the frequency variation. When the modulating voltage is zero, the variable 'reactance will liave its average 
value. Thus, at the carrier frequency, the oscillator inductance is tuned by its own (fixed) capacitance in parallel 
with the average reactance of the variable element. 

There are a number of devices whose reactance can be va,ied by the application of voltage. The three
tenninal ones incl.ude the-reactance field-effect transistor (FET), the bipolar transistor and the tube. Each of 
them is a nonnal device which has been biased so as to exhibit the desired property. By far the most common 
of the two-terminal devices is the varactor diode. Methods of generating FM that do not depend on varying 
the frequency of an oscillator will be discussed under the heading "indirect Method." A priori generation of 
phase modulation is involved iu the indirect method. 

4.3.2 Direct Methods 

Of the various methods of providing a voltage-variable reactance which can be coru1ected across the tank 
circU-it of an 05ci1Jator, the most common are the reactaoce modulator and the varactor diode. These wi11 now 
be discussed in tum. 



Basic Reactance Modulator Provided that certain simple con
ditions are met, the impedance z, as seen at the input tenuinals A-A 
of Fig. 4. I 2, is almost entirely reactive. The circuit shown is the c 
basic circuit of a FET reactance modulator, which behaves as a three
terminal reactance that may be connected across the tank circuit of 
the oscillator to be frequency-modulated. It can be made induc- R 

tive or capacitive by a simple component change. The value of this 
reactance is proportional to the transconductance of the device, 
which can be made to depend on the gate bias and its variations. 
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Note that an FET is used in the explanation here for simplicity only. 
Identical reasoning would apply to a bipolar transistor or a vacuum Fig. 4.12 Bnsic reac:tancc madulntor. 

tube, or indeed to any other amplifying device. 

TltcortJ of Reactance Modulators In order to dctcnnine z, a voltage v is applied to the terminals A-A 
between which the impedance is to be measured, and the resulting current I is calculated. The applied volt
age is then divided by this current, giving the impedance seen when looking into the terminals. In order for 
this impedance to be a pure reactance (it is capacitive here), two requirements must be fulfilled. The first is 
that the bias network current ib must be negligible compared to the drain current. The impedance of the bias 
network must be large enough to be ignored. The second requirement is that the drain-to-gate impedance (Xe 
here) must be greater than the gate- to-source impedance (R in this case), preferably by more than 5: 1. The 
following analysis ·may then be applied: 

. R Rv 
Vg: lb = . R-jXc 

(4.23) 

The FET drain current is 

i= v = gmRv 
gm g R X - J C 

(4.24) 

Therefore, the impedance seen at the terminals A-A is 

z=~=v+ . g,,;Rv :: R- JXc "" _1_(1_jXc) 
i R- JXc gmR g,11 R 

(4.25) 

If xc >> R in Equation (4.25), the equation will reduce to 

:t.= - j Xe 
g"'R 

(4.26) 

This impedance is quite clearly a capacitive reactance, which may be written as 

X 
_ Xe . I 

eq- - . - (4.27) 
g 111 R 2nfg,,,RC 2ttfCeq 

From Equation ( 4.27) it is seen that under such conditi.ons the input impedance of the device at A-A is a 
pure reactance and is given by 

X =gRC 
eq "' 

(4.28) 

The following should be noted from Equation (4.28): 
I. This equivalent capacitance depends on the device transconductance and can therefore be varied with bias 

voltage. 
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2. The capacitance can be originally adjusted to any value, within reason, by varying the components Rand 
C. 

3. The expression gmRC has the correct dimensions of capacitance; R, measured in ohms, end gm, measured 
in sicmens (s), cancel each other's dimensions, leaving·c as required. 

4. It was stated earlier that the gate-to-drain impedance must be much larger than the.gate-to-source imped· 
ance. This is illustrated by Equation (4.27). If X/R had not been much greater than unity, z would have 
had a resistive component as well. 

If R is not much less than Xe (in the particular reactance modulator treated), the gate voltage will no longer 
be exactly 90° out of phase with the applied voltage v, nor will the drain current i. Thus, the input impedance 
will no longer be purely reactive. As shown in Equation (4.27), the resistive component for this pa11icular 
FET reactance modulator wi ll be Ilg,,,. This component contains K .. , it will vary with the applied modulating 
voltage. This variable resistance (like the variable rcactaoce) will appear directly across the tank circuit of the 
master oscillator, varying its Q and therefore its output voltage. A certain amount of amplitude modulation will 
be created. Thjs applies to all the fom1s ofreactance modulator. If the situation is unavoidable, the oscillator 
being modulated must be followed by an amplitude limiter. 

The gate-to-drain impedance is, in practice, made five to ten times the gate-to- source impedance. Let 
Xe "" nR (at the canier frequency) in the capacitive RC reactancc FET so far discussed. Then 

I 
Xc= -=nR we 

C=-'- =-1-
mnR 21tfnR 

Substituting Equation (4.29) into (4.28) gives 

C = RC= g111 R 
cq g,,, 2trfnR 

C =..Jh.. 
cq 2,cfn 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

Equation ( 4.30) is a very useful formula. In practical situations the frequency of operation and the ratio of Xe 
to R arc the usual starting data from which other calculations are made. 

Example 4.7 

Determine the value of the capacitive reactcmce ohtainable.from a react a nee FETwhose gh, is 12 millisiemens 
( 12 mS). Assume that the gate-tu-source resistance is one-ninth of the reactance of the gate~to-drain capacitor 
and that the frequenc.y is 5 MHz. 

Solution 

Xe =_!.?_ ;;;;; 
9 =750fl 

<'I g,,, 12x10-3 
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Example 4.8 

The mutual cond11ctance of an FET varies linearly witli gate voltage between the limits of O a11d 9 mS (varia
tion is large to simplifiJ the arithmetic). The FET is used as a capacitive renctance modulator, witlt Xc:,.1 = 
BRgs. and is placed across an oscillntor circuit which is tuned to 50 MHz by a 50-pF fixed capacitor. What 
will be the total frequency variation when the l:ransco11ductance of the FET is varied from zero to maximum 
by the modulaHng voltage? 

Solution 

For this example and the next, let 

Cn = minimum equivalent capacitance of reactance FET 

C:,, = maximum equivalent capacitance of rcactance FEi 

./,, = minimum frequency 

J; "" maximum frequency 
/= average frequency 

o= maximum deviation 
Then 

C "' 0 n 

c = 8111 = 9 x 10-3 = 9 x 10-11 

x 2,rfn 2trx5xl07 x8 81r 

= 3.58 x I 0- 12 = 3.58 pF 

~ = 112,Jl;c -Jc+c., -Ji+ c, 
/11 l/2n..jL(C+ Cx ) C C 

= J1 + 
3

·
58 

= ../1.0116 - 1.0352 
50 

Now 
j ~ J +c5 - =-·-
!,, J-o 

f + 0 ""'(/ - 0) X 1.0352 

= 1.0352/ - 1.()3528 

2.03529 = 0.0352/ 

0 = 0.352/ / 2.0352 = 0.0352 X 50 X )06 / 2.0352 

"" 0.865x 106 ,,,, 0 .865 MHz 

Total frequency variation is 28 ""' 2 X 0.865 
"' 1.73 MHz 
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Example 4.9 

It is required to provide a maximum deviation of 75 kHz for the 88·MHz carrie1· frequene1; of a VHP FM. 
transmitter. A FET is used as a capacitive reactance modulator, and the linear portion of its g., - vi;, curve 
lies from 320 µS (at which V RT = - 2V) to 830 J.LS (at which V

8
, .. - O.SV). Assuming that Ras is one-tenth of 

Xc
1111

, calculate 

(a) Therms value of the required modulating voltage 

(/;JF The value of the fixed capacitance and inductance oft he oscillator tuned circuit across which lhe reactance 
_.... modulator is connected 

Solution 

(a) V,,, peak to peak "' 2 - 0.5 == 1.5 V 

v;ll,m)s = 1.s12Ji. = 0.53 v 

(b) 

Now 

Now 

3.2 X 10-4 C ,,,,gm,mln 

n 2nfn --- - ----
21l'X8.8 ><107 X 

;::: 3.2 X 10-4 = 5.8 X 10- 14 
2nx 8.8 

= 0.058 pF 

C = Cngm,mox = 0.058 X 830 
x gm,min 320 

=0. 15 pF 

f y = l + I 

f,, 2:,r~ L(C + C,J 2:,r~ L(C + c .• ) 

C+Cr = ---· 
C+C,, 

( '.· J2 J.. = c+c.t 
f,1 C+C,, 

[i_ _l =c+c.r_ 1 
fn2 C+C" 

f,2 
- J; _ C + c.r - C - C,, 
,t;; C + C,, 

(/,. + f,,) Ur - In) ;::; 4 f 8 "" 4 JS = c.Y - C;; 
J,2 r Z J2 C + C 

II J>1 II 



C= (C_,.- C,,)/2. -C 
40 II 

... (0. 150 - 0.058) X 88 -0.05S 
4 X 0.075 

"' 0.092x88 "" 27 pF 
0.3 

J- I _ 1 
- 2-nJ L(C + C

11
v) - 21r.fic 

L = l - --- -------
4,r2/2C 4n2 x 8.82 x 1014 x 2.7 x 10-11 

10-3 10-5 
= =-- = l.2l x 10- 7 

39.5 X 77.4 X 2.7 82.5 

= 0.121 µH 
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(4.3 1) 

Example 4.9 is typical ofreactancc modulator calculations. Note, therefore, how approximations were used 
where they were warranted, i.e., when a small quantity was to be subtracted from or added to a large quantity. 
On the other hand, a ratio of two almost identical quantities,.//!;,, was expanded for maximum accuracy. lt 
will also be noted that the easiest possible units were employed for each calculation. Thus, to evaluare C. 
picofarads and megahertz were used, but this was not done in the inductance calculation since it would have 
led to confusion. Note finally that Equation ( 4.31 ) is universally applicable to this type of situation, whether 
the reactance modulator is an FET; a tube, a junction transistor or a varactor diode. 

Types of Reactance Modulators There are four different arrangements of the reactance modulator 
( including the one initially discussed) which will yield useful results. Their data are shown in Table 4.2, 
together with their respective prerequisites and output reactance fommlas. The general prerequisite for all of , 
them is that drain current must be much greater than bias network current. It is seen that two of the arrange
ments give a capacitive reactance, and the other t\vo give an i"nductive reactance. · 

Table 4.2 

Name Zgd Zgs Coudltlon React11ncc Formula 

RC capacitive C R X e R C,q "' gmRC 

RC inductive R X L 
RC 

R C = -C i:t1 g,11 

XL R 
L 

RL inductive L R L =-
"1 gmR 

RL capacitive R L R x,. C = g"'l 
"' R 
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In the reaclance modulator shown in Fig. 4.13, an RC capacjtivc transistor reactancc modulator, quite 
a common one in use, operates on the tank circuit of a Clapp-Gouriet oscillator. Provided that the correct 
component values are employed, any rcact,mcc modulator may be connected across the tank circuit of any 
LC oscillator (not crystal) with one provision: The oscillator used must not be one that requires two tuned 
circuits for its operation, such as the tuned-base-tuned-collector oscillator. The Hartley and Colpitis (or 
Clapp-Gourict) oscillators are most commonly used, aud each should be isolated with a buffer. Note the RF 
chokes in the circuit shown, they are used to isolate various points of the circuit for alternating current while 
still providing a de path. 

Fig. 4.13 Thmsistor reactnnce 111od11/ntor. 

rs: 
t: 
C 

Varactor Diode Modulator A varactor diode is a semiconductor diode whose junction capacitance varies 
linearly with the applied voltage when the diode is reverse-biased. It may also be used to produce frequency 
modulation. Varactor diodes arc certainly employed frequently, together with a reactance modulator, to pro
vide automatic frequency correction for an FM n·ansmitter. The circuit of Fig. 4.14 shows such a modulator. 
It is seen that the diode has been back-biased to provide the junction capacitance effect, and since this bias is 
varied by the modulating voltage which is in series with it, the junction capacitance will also vary, causing 
the oscillator frequency to change accordingly. Although this is the simplest reactance modulator circuit, it 
docs have the disadvantage of using a two-tcrminaJ device: its applications are somewhat limited. However, 
it is often used for automatic frequency control and remote tuning. 

Cc RFC 
To oscillator 0>--- ---1 1-- -rn~'-- - ~ 
tank circuit Cb{RF) 

11

c 
Varactor diode C 

Fig. 4.14 Vnractor diode modulator 
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4.3.3 Stabilized Reactance Modulator-AFC 

Although the oscillator on which a reactance modulator operates cannot be crystal- coutrolled, it must Dever
theless have the stability of a crystal oscillator if it is to be part of a commercial transmitter. This suggests that 
frequency stabilization of the reactaoce modulator is required, and since this is very similar to an automatic 

frequency control system; AFC will also be considered. The block diagram of a typical system is shown in 
Fig. 4.15. 

Master . 
oscillator Buffer Limiter ~ - -o FMoul 

R t DC correcting voltage 
eac ance i----- --1-- --- ---------1 Discriminator 

modulator 

AF in 
Crystal 

oscillalOr Mixer 

Fig. 4.15 A typical trn11s111i ffer AFC system. 

As caJJ be seen, the reactaoce modulator operates on the tank circuit of an LC oscillator. It is isolated by 
a buffer, whose output goes through an amplitude limiter to power amplification by class C amplifiers (not 
shown). A fraction of the output is taken from the limiter and fed to a mfxer, which also receives the signal 
from a crystal oscillator. The resulting difference signal, which has a frequency usually about one~ twentieth 
of the master oscillator frequency, is amplified and fed to a phase discriminator. The output of the discrimina
tor is connected to the reactance modulator and provides a de voltage to correct automatically any drift in the 

average frequency of the master oscillator. 

Operation The time constant of the diode load of the discriminator is quite large, in the order of I 00 mil
liseconds ( I 00 ms). Hence the discriminator will react to slow changes in the incoming frequency but not to 
normal frequency changes due to frequency modulation (sipce they are too fast) . Note also that the discrimi
nator must be connected to give a positive output if the input frequency is higher than the discriminator tuned 

frequency, and a negative output if it is lower. 
Consider what happens when the frequency of the master oscillator drifts high. A higher frequency wi~ 

eventually be fed to the mixer, and since the output of the crystal oscillator may be considered as stable, a 

somewhat higher frequency will also be fed to the phase discriminator. Since the discriminator is nmed to the 
correct frequency difference which should exist between the two oscillators, and its input frequet1cy is now 
somewhat higher, the output of the discriminator will be a positive de voltage. This voltage is fed in series 
with the input of the reactance modulator and therefore increases its transconductance. The output capaci

tance of the reactance modulator is given by C~ "" g.,RC, and it is, of course, increased, therefore lowering 
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the oscillator\ center frequency. The frequency rise which caused all this activity has been corrected. When 
the master oscillator drifts low, a negative correcting voltage is obtained from this circuit, and the frequency 
of the osci llator is increased correspondingly. 

This correcting de voltage may instead be fed to a varactor diode connected across the oscillator tank and 
be used for AFC only. Alternatively, a system of amplifying the de voltage and feeding it to a servomotor 
which is connected to a trimmer capacitor in the oscillator circuit may be used. The setting of the capacitor 
plates is then altered by the motor and in turn corrects the frequency. 

Rea sous for Mixi 11g If it were possible to stabilize the oscillator frequency directly instead of first mixing 
it with the output of a crystal oscillator, the circuit would be 111uch simpler but the performance would suffer. It 
must be realized that the stability of the whole circuit depends on the stability of the discriminator. I fits frequen
cy drifts, the output frequency of the whole system must drift equally. The discriminator is a passive network 
and can therefore be expected to be somewhat more stable than the master osci llator, by a factor of perhaps 3: I 
at most. A well-designed LC osciUator could be expected to drift by about 5 purts iu l 0,000 at most, or about 2.5 
kH7. at 5 MHz, so th.it direct stabilization would improve this only to about 800 I lz at best. 

When the discriminator is tuned to a frequency that is only one-twentieth of the master oscillator frequency, 
then (although its percentage frequency drift may still be the same) the actual drift in hertz is one-twentieth of 
the previous figure, or 40 Hz in this case. The master oscillator will thus be held to within approximately 40 
Hz of its 5-MHz nominal frequency. The improvement over direct stabi lization is therefore in direct propor
tion to the reduction in center frequency of the discriminator, or twenty-fold here. 

Unforrunately. it is not possible to make the frequency reduction much greater than 20: I. although the 
frequency stability would undoubtedly be improved i:ven further. The reason for this is a practical one. The 
bandwidth of the discriminator's S curve could then become insufficient to encompass the maximum possible 
frequency drift of the master oscillator, so that stabilization could be lost. There is a cure for this also. If the 
frequency of the output of the mixer is divided, the frequency drift will be divided with it. The discrimination 
can now he tuned to this divided frequency, and stability can be improved without theoretical limit. 
Although the previous discussion is concerned directly with the stabilization of the center frequency of an FM 
transmitter. it applies equally to the frequency stabilization ofany oscillator which cannot be crystal-controlled. 
The only difference in such an AFC system is that now no modulation is fed to the reactancc modulator, and 
the discriminator load time constant may now be faster. Jt is also most likely that a varactor diode would then 
bi.: used for AFC. 

4.3.4 Indirect Method 

Because a crystal oscillator cannot be successfully frequency-modulated, the direct modulators have the 
disadvantage of being based on an LC oscillator which is not stable enough for communications or broadcast 
purposes. In tum, this requires stabilization of the reactancc modulator with attendant circuit complexity. It is 
possible, however. to generate FM through phase modulation, where a crystal oscillator can be used. Since this 
method is often used in practice, it will now be described. lt is called the Armstrong system after its inventor, 
and it historically precedes the reactance modulator. 



Crystal 
oscillator 

AF In 

FM wave· Medium fg 

(very fc low and m1) low m1 

Audio 
equalizer 

First group 
or 

multipliers Crystal 
oscillator 
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High fc and m, 

Second group 
of 

multipliers 

Class C 
power amplifier 

Fig. 4.16 Block diagram of tire Ar111strongfreque11cy-mad11/atio11 system. 

The most convenient operating frequency for the crystal oscillator and phase modulator is in the vicinity 
of 1 MHz. Since transmitting frequencies are nonnally much higher tban this, frequency multiplication must 
be used, and so multipliers are shown in the block diagram of Fig. 4.16. 

The block diagram of an Annstrong system is shown in Fig. 4.16. The system terminates at the output of 
the combining network; the remaining blocks are inc-luded to show how wideband FM might be obtaincc.l. 
The effect of mixing on an FM signal is to change the center frequency only, whereas the effect of frequency 
multiplication is to multiply center frequency and deviation equally. 

' ' ,," ... ' .. 

(1) (2) (3) 

Fig. 4.17 Phase•madttlation vector diagrams. 

The vector diagrams of Fig. 4.17 illustrate the principles of operation of this modulation system. Diagram 
(I) shows an amplitude-modulated signaL It will be noted that the resultant of the two sideband frequcnQy 
vectors is always in phase with the unmodulated carrier vector, so that there is amplitude variation but no phase 
( or frequency) variation. Since it is phase ch;tnge that is needed here, some arrangement must be found which 
ensures that this resultant of the sideband voltages· is always out. of phase (preferably by 90°) with the earner 
vei;tor. (fan amplitude-modulated voltage is added to an unmodulated voltage of the same frequency-and the 
two are kept 90° apart in phase, as shown by diagram (2), some form of phase modulation wUl be achieved. 
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Unfortunately, it will be a very complex and nonlinear fonn having no practical use; however, it does seem 
like a step in the right direction. Note that the two frequencies must be identical (suggesting the one source 
for both) with a phaseashifting network in one of the channels. 

Diagram (3) shows the solution to the problem. The carrier of the amplitude~ modulated signal has been 
removed so that only the two sidebands arc added to the unmodulated voltage. This has been accomplished 
by the balanced modulator, and the addition takes place in the combining network. The resultant of the two 
sideband voltages will always be in quadrature with the carrier voltage. As the modulation increases, so will 
the phase deviation, and hence phase modulation has been obtained. The resultant voltage coming from the 
combining network is phaseamodulatcd, uut there is also a little amplitude modulation present. The AM is no 
problem since it can be removed with an amplintde limiter. 

The output of the amplitude limiter, if it is used, is phase modulation. Since frequency modulation is 
the requirement, the modulating voltage will have to be equalized before it enters the balanced modulator 
(remember that PM may be changed into FM by prior hass boosting of the modulation). A simple RL equalizer 
is shown in Fig. 4.18. In FM broadcasting, mL =Rat 30 Hz. As frequency increases above that, the output of 
the equalizer will fall at a rate of 6 dB/octave, satisfying the requirements. 

AF in o-- -.J 

'!'"'UR 
R Vout a ..B_ 

Vin mL 

Fig. 4.18 RL eq1111lizer. 

Equalized 
AF out 

Effects of Freqttcncy Changing 011 an FM Signal The previous section has shown that frequency chang
ing of an FM signal is essential in the Annstrong system. For convenience it is very otlen used with the 
reactance modulator also. Investigation will show that the modulation index is multiplied by the same factor 
as the center frequency, whereas frequency translation (changing) does not affect the modulation index. 

If a frequency-modulated signalf., ± 8 is fed to a frequency doubler, the output signal will contain twice each 
input frequency. For the extreme frequencies here, this will be 2.f.. - 28 and 2J; + 28. The frequency deviation 
bas quite clearly doubled to± 28, with the result that the modulation index has aJso doubled. In this fashion, 
both center frequency and deviation may be increased by the same factor or, if frequency division should be 
used, reduced by the same factor. 

When a frequency-modulated wave is mixed, the resulting output contains difference frequencies (among 
others). The original signal might again bef., ± 8. When mixed with a frequency J;., it wi ll yieldJ; -.fo- 8 and 
J; - .fo -l 8 as the two extreme frequencies in its output. Tt is seen that the FM signal has been translated to 
a lower center frequency f. - fo, but the maximum deviation has remained a± o. It is possible to reduce (or 
increase, if desired) the center frequency of an FM signal without affecting the maximum deviation. 

Since the modulating frequency has obviously remained constant in the two cases treated, the modulation 
index will be affe~ted in the same manner as the deviation. It will thus be multiplied together with the center 
frequency or unaffected by mixing. Also, it is possible to raise the'modulation index without affecting the 
center frequency by mulliplying both by 9 and mixing the result with a frequency eight times the original 
frequency. The difference will be equal to the initial frequency, but the modulation index will have been 
multiplied ninefold. 
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Further Co11sideratio1t in the Armstrong System One of the characteristics of phase modulation is that 
the angle of phase deviation must be proportional to the modulating voltage. A careful look at diagram (3) 
of Fig. 4. l 7 shows that this is not so in this case, although this fact was carefully glossed over in the initial 
descripdon. It is the tangent of the angle of phase deviation that is pmportional to the amplitude of the mucJu. 
fating voltage, not the angle itself. The difficulty is not impossible to re.solve. rt is a trigonometric axiom that 
for small angles the tangent of an angle is equal to the angle itself, measured in radians. The angle of phase 
deviation is kept small, and the problem is solved, but at a price. The phase deviation is indeed tiny, corre
sponding to a maximum frequency deviation of about 60 Hz at a frequency of I MHz. An amplitude limiter 
is no longer really necessary since the amount of amplin1de modulation is now insignificant. 

To achieve sufficient deviation for broadcast purposes, both mixing and multiplication are necessary, whereas 
for narrowband FM. multiplication may be sufficient by itself. ln the latter case, operating frequencies are in 
the vicinity of 180 MHz. Therefore, starting with atl initial.!.= I MHz and 0""' 60 Hz, it is possible to achieve 

C 

a deviation of I 0.8 kHz at 180 MHz, which is more than adequate for FM mobile work. 
The FM broadcasting station uses a higher maxim.um deviation with a lower center frequency, so that 

both mixing and multiplication must be used. For instance, if the starting conditions are as above and 75 kHz 
deviation is required at I 00 MHz , to must be multiplied by 100/1 = 100 times, whereas must be increased 
75,000/60 "" 1250 times. The mixer and crystal oscillator ill the middle of the multiplier chain are used to 
reconcil.e the two multiplying factors. After being raised to about 6 MHz, the frequency-modulated carrier is 
mixed with lhc output ofa crystal oscillator, whose frequency is such as to produce a difference of6 MHz/ 12.5. 
The center frequency has been reduced, but tbe deviation is left unaffected. Both can now be multiplied by 
the same factor Lo give the desired center frequency and maximum deviation . 

4.4 SUMMARY 
FM and PM are the two fonns of angle modulation, which is a fQnn of continuous- wave or analog modulation 
whose chief characteristics are as follows: 

1. The amplin1de of the modulated carrier is kept constant. 

2. The frequency of the modulated cmTi.er is varied by the modulating voltage. 
1n frequency modulation, the carrier's frequency deviation is proportional to the instantaneous amplitude 

of the modulating voltage. The formula for this is: 

D . t' . . f.1ev(rrn1x) evia 10n ratio "" - · --
.fi.Fcmnx.J 

In phase modulation, the carrier's phase deviation is propo1iional to the instantaneous amplitude of the 
modulating voltage. This is equivalent to saying that, in PM, the frequency deviation is proportional to the 
instantaneous amplitude of the modulating voltage, but it is also proportional to the modulating frequency. 
Therefore, PM played tlU'ough an FM receiver would be intelligible but would sound as though a unifonn bass 
cut (or treble boost) had been applied to all the audio frequencies. It also follows that FM could be generated 
from an essentially PM process, provided that the modulating frequencies were first passed through a suitable 
bass-boosting network. 

The major advantages of angle modulation over amplitude modulation are: 

1. The 'transmitted amplitude is constant, and ~hus the receiver can be fitted with an efficient amplitude 
limiter (since, by definition, all amplitude variations are spurious). This characteristic has the advantage 
of significantly improving immunity to noise and interference. 
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2. The formula used to derive modulation index is: 

Modulation index= /,kv 
hv 

Since there is no natural limit to the modulation index, as in AM1 the modulation index can be increased 
to provide additional noise immunity, but there is a tradeoff involved, system bandwidth must be in
creased. 

rrequency modulation additionally has the advantage, over both AM and PM, of providing greater protec
tion from noise for the lowest modulating frequencies. The resulting noise-signal distribution is here seen as 
a triangle, whereas it is rectangular in both AM and PM. A consequence of this is that FM is used for analog 
tran:m1issions, whereas PM is not. Because FM broadcasting is a latecomer compared with AM broadcasting, 
the system design has benefited from the experience gained with AM. Two of the most notable benefits are the 
provision of guard bands between adjacent transmissions and the use of pre-emphasis and de-emphasis. With 
emphasis, the highest modulating frequencies are artificially boosted before transmis:.;ion and correspondingly 
attenuated after reception, to reduce the effects of noise. 

Wideband FM is used for broadcast transmissions, with or without stereo multiplex, and for the sound ac
companying TV trru1$missions. Narrowband FM is used for communications, in competition with SSB, having 
its main applications in various forms of mobile communications, generally at frequencies above 30 MHz. 
It is also used in conjunction with SSB in }1·eque11cy division multiplexing (FDM). FDM is a technique for 
combining large numbers of channels in broadband links used for terrestrial or satellite conunw1ications. 

Two ba.~ic methods of generating FM are in general use. The reactancc modulator is a direct met.hod of gen~ 
crating FM, in which the tank circuit reactance, and the frequency of an LC oscillator, is varied electronically 
by the modulating signal. To ensure adequate frequency stabil ity, the output frequency is then compared with 
that of a crystal oscillator and corrected automatically as required. The alternative means of generating FM, 
the Armstrong system, is one in which PM is initially generated, but the modulating frequencies are correctly 
bass-boosted. FM results in the output. Because only small frequency deviations are possible in the basic 
Ann:strong system. extensive frequency multiplication and mix.i.ng are used to increase deviation to the wanted 
value. The power and auxiliary stages of FM transmitters arc similar to those in AM transmitters, except that 
FM has an advantage here. Since it is a constant-amplitude modulation system, all the power amplifiers can 
be operated in c1aS$ C, i.e., very effi.ciently. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the following multiple-choice questions 
consists of an incomplete statement fol/wed by four 
choices (a, b, c and d). Circle the letter preceding the 
litle that correctly completes each sentence. 

1. In the stabilized reactance modulator AFC 
system, 
a. the discriminator must have a fast time con

stant to prevent demodulation 
b. the higher the discriminator frequency, the 

bener the oscillator frequency stability 
c. the discriminator frequency must not be too 

low, or the system wiU fail 
d. phase 1podulation is conve~ed into FM by the 

equalizer circuit 

2. In the spectrum of a frequency-modulated wave 
a. the carrier frequency disappears when the 

modulation index is large 
b. the amplitude of any sideband depends on the 

modulation index 
e. the total number of sidebands depends on the 

modulation index 
d. the carrier frequency cannot disappear 



3. The difference between phase and frequency 
modulation 
a. is purely theoretical because they are the same 

in practice 
b. is too great to make the two systems compat

ible 
c. li es in the poorer audio response of phase 

modulation 
d. lies in tbe different definitions of the modula

tion index 

4. Indicate the fa/se statement regarding the Arm
strong modulation system. 
a. The system is basically phase, not frequency, 

modulation. 
b. AFC is not needed, as a crystal oscillator is 

used. 
c. Frcquen.cy multiplication must be used. 
d. Equalization is unnecessary. 

5. An FM signal with a modulation index 1111 is 
passed through a frequency tripler. The wave in 
the output of the tripler will have a modulation 
index of 
a. 111/3 
b. ml 
C. 3m

1 
d. 9 ,i,, 

6. An FM signal with a deviation 8 is passed through 
a mixer, and has its frequency reduced fi vefold. 
The deviation in the output of the mixer is 
a. 58 
b. indeterminate 
C. 8/5 
d. 8 

7. Since noise phase-modulates the FM wave; as the 
noise sideband frequency approaches the carrier 
frequency, the noise amplitude 
a. r-emains constant 
b. is decreased 
c. is increased 
d. is equalized 

8. When the modulating frequency is doubled, the 
modulation index is halved, and the modulating 
voltage remains constant. The modulation system 
is 
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a. amplih1de modulation 
b. phnse modulation 
c. frequency modulation 
d. any one of the three 

9. Indicate which one of the following is not an 
advantage of FM over AM; 
a. Better noise immunity is provided. 
b. Lower bandwidth is required. 
c. The transmitted power is more useful. 
d. Less modulating power is required. 

IO. One oft.he fol lowing is an indii·ect way of generat
ing FM. Thi s is the 
a. reactance FET modulator 
b. varactor diode modulator 
c. Armstrong modulator 
d. reactancc bipolar transistor modulator 

11. In an FM stereo multiplex transmission, the 
a. sum signal modulates the 19 kl-tz sub-c-arrier 
b. difference signal modulate!) Lhe 19 kHz subcar-

1ier 
c. difference signal modulates the 38 kHz subcar

rier 
d. dit'fcrcncc signal modulates the 67 kHz 

12. FM i:5 a modulation process in which the change 
in the frequency of the carrier signal and its rate 
of change arc made prortiona1 to instantaneous 
variations in 
a. messuge amplitude only 
b. message frequency only 
c. b.oth message amplitude and frequency 
d. message amplitude, frequency and phase 

13. Frequency deviation in FM refers to the extent 
by which carrier frequency is varied from its 
unmodulated value in proportion to 
a. message amplitude 
b. message frequency 
c. both message amplitude and frequency 
cl. message amplitude, frequency and phase 

14. The rate at which frequency deviation takes place 
depends on 
a. message amplitude 
b. message frequency 
c. both message amplitude and frequency 
d. message amplitude. frequency and phase 
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15. The level of frequency deviation depends on 
a. message amplitude 
b. message frequency 
c. boU, message amplitude and frequency 
d. message amplitude, frequency and pha:se 

16. The proportionality constant k1 in FM is expressed in 
a. kHz/volt 
b. kHz 
e. volt 
d. no unit 

17. The modulaton index m1 in FM is defined as 
a. ~ 
b. o/f,,, 
c. II IV m ,. 

d. v .. 
18. The instantaneous voltage repre:senting FM is 

given by 
a. v0 1 = V, sin (ru/ + m1 cos ro.,t) 
b. VJ'M == V,. sin( W/ + lllfl)ml) 

C. VFM - Vr Sin(W/ + 111/) 

d. v f',\/ = V: sin(nv + m,) 
19. PM is a modulation process in which change in the 

phase ofthc earner signal and its rate of ~hange are 
made prortional to instantaneous variations in 
a. message amplitude only 
b. message frequency only 
c. both message amplin1de and frequency 
d. message amplitude. frequency and phase 

20. Phase deviation iu PM refers to the extent by 
which carrier phase is varied from its unmodu
lated value in proportion to 
a. message amplitude 
b. message frequency 
c. both message amplitude and frequency 
d. message amplitude, frequency and phase 

2 I. The rate at which phase deviation takes place 
depends on -
a. message amplitude 
b. message frequency 
c. both message amplitude and frequency 
d. message amplitude, frequency and phase 

22. The level of phase deviation depends on 
a. message amplitude 
b. message frequency 

c. both message amplitude and frequency 
d. message amplitude, frequency and phase 

23. The proportionality constant k in PM is expressed 
• p 
m 
a. kHz/volt 
b. kHz 
c. volt 
d. radians 

24. The modulaton index m in PM is defined as 
a. op ,, 
b. o If. 
c. v /v 

iH I ' 

d. v., 
25. The instantaneous voltage representing FM is 

given by 
a. vr,, = V sin (wt + m cos w t) 

i ~ C /J 1H 

b. vr,, = V sin(w t + m ro t) 
I 4,' • C /J ttl 

c. vm "" v;. sm(W/ + m/) 
d. vP.11 = V

0 
sin(W/ + m

1
,) 

26. The FM and PM waves can be differentiated in 
tenns of their 
a. deviation values 
b. modulation index values 
c. modulating frequency values 
d. modulating voltage values 

27. In case of single tone message, FM and PM arc 
a. indistinguishable 
b. distinguishable 
c. partly indistinguishable 
d. partly distinguishable 

28. In tcm1s of bandwidth FM and AM can be distin
guished as having 
a. infit1ite and finite bandwidth, respectively 
b. both finite bandwidth 
c. finite and it1ifinite bandwidth, respectively 
d. both Inifinite bandwidth 

29. With respect. tq cbanging modulation depth, in 
• terms of transmitted power FM and AM can be 

distinguised as · 
a. varying and constant, respectively 
b. both independent of modulation depth 
c. constant and varying, respectively 
d. both dependent on modulation depth 

30. In tem,s of carrier voltage, the FM and AM can 
be distinguished as 



a. both having constant values 
b. varyiµg and constant value, respectively 
c. both varying values 
d; constant and varying value, respectively 

31. The effect of keeping modulating frequency 
constant and inrcasing frequency deviation on 
the resulting FM wave is 
a. increase in the modulation index but not band

width and sideband components 
b. increase in the modulation index, bandwidth 

and sideband components 
c. increase in bandwidth but not the modulation 

index and sideband components 
d. increase in modulation index and bandwidth, 

but not the siqeband components 

32. The effect of keeping frequency deviation coo~ 
stant and inreasing modulating frequency on the 
resulting FM wave is 
a. decrease in the modulation index but not 

bandwidth and sideband components 
b. decrease in the modulation index, bandwidth 

and sideband components 
c. decrease in bandwidth but not the modulation 

index and sideband components 
d. decrease in modulation index and sideband 

components, but not the bandwidth 

33. The Carson's rule for the approximate bandwidth 
of an FM wave is 
a. twice the freqency deviation 
b. sum of twice the frequency deviation a.nd 

maximum modulating frequency 
c. sum of frequency deviation and maximum 

modulating frequency 
d. twice the maximum modulating frequency 

34. The Carson's rule for the approximate bandwidth 
of an FM wave provides good result when the 
modulation index is 
a. around unity 
b. around zero 
c. much larger than unity 
d. much less than unity 
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35. The narrowband FM is the case where the modula
tion index value is 
a. around unity 
b. much less than unity 
c. much larger than tmity 
d. around zero 

36. The wideband FM is the case where the modula
tion index value is 
a. around unity 
b. much less than unity 
c. much larger than unity 
d. around zero 

3 7. The superior performance ofFM compared to AM 
in the presence of noise is due to 
a. constant amplitde in the modulated signal 
b. modulation index of FM can be larger than 

unity 
c. Frequency dependent effect of noise in case 

ofFM 
d. aU of the above 

38. Preemphasis deals with 
a. emphasizing low frequency components 
b. emphasizing high frequency components 
c. emphasizing a band of mid frequency compo

nents 
d. eliminating low frequency component,; 

39. Deemphasis deals with 
a. deemphasizing low frequency components 
b. deemphasizing high frequency components 
c. deemphasizing a band of mid frequency com

ponents 
d. eliminating low frequency components 

40. The usefulness ofpreemphasis and deemphasis is 
to improve the perfonnancc of modulation system 
in the presence of noise by 
a. emphasizing high frequency amplitude values 

of modulating signal 
b. emphasizing low frequency amplitude values 

of modulating signal 
c. emph~i:zing carrier frequency amplitude 

values 
d. emphasizing carrier frequency itself 
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Review Problems 

l. A 500·Hz modulating voltage fed into a PM generator produces a frequency deviation of2.25 kHz. What 
is the modulation index? If the amplitude of the modulating voltage is kept constant, but its frequency is 
raised to 6 kHz, what is the new deviation? 

2. When the modulating frequency in an FM system is 400 Hz and the modulating voltage is 2.4 V, the modu
lation index is 60. Calculate the maximum deviation. What is the modulating index when the.modulating 
frequency is reduced to 250 Hz and the modulating voltage is simultaneously raised Lo 3.2 V? 

3. The equation of an angle·modulated vollage is 11 = l O sin ( 1 ox, + 3 sin 10'1t). What fom1 of angle niodula· 
tion is this? Calculate the carrier and modulating frequencies, the modulation index and deviation, and 
the power dissipated in a 100-11 resistor. 

4. The center frequency of an LC oscillator, to which a capacitive reactance FET modulator is connected, is 
70 MHz. The FET has a gm which varies linearly froin 1 to 2 mS, and a bias capacitor whose reactance 
is IO times the resistance of the bias resistor. If the fixed tuning capacitance across the oscillator coil is 
25 pF, calculate the maximum available frequency deviation. 

5. An RC capacitive reactance modulator is used to vary the frequency ofa I 0-MHz oscillator by ;1; I 00 kHz. 
An FET whose transconductance varies linearly with gate voltage from Oto 0.628 mS, is used i.n conjunc
tion with a resistance whose value is one-tenth of the capacitive reactance used Calculate the inductance 
and capacitance of the oscillator tank circuit. · 

Review Questions 
I. Describe frequency and phase modulation, giving mechanical analogies for each. 

2. Derive the fonnu la for the instantaneous value of an FM voltage and define the modulation index. 

3. In an FM system, if m1 is doubled by halving the modulating frequency, what will be the effect on the 
maximum deviation? 

4. Describe an experiment designed to calculate by measurement the maximum deviation in mi FM system, 
which makes use of the disappearance of the carrier component for certain values of the modulation index. 
Draw the block diagram of such a setup. 

5. With the aid of Table 4.1, estimate the total bandwidth required by an FM system whose maximum 
deviation is 3 kHz, an·d in which the mod.ulati.ng frequency may range from 300 to 2000 Hz. Note that 
any sideband with a relative amplitude of 0.0 I or less may be ignored. 

6. On graph paper, draw to scale the frequency spectrum of the FM wave of Question S for (a)/~,= 300 Hz; 
(b)J,~ "" 2000 Hz. The deviat_ion is to be 3 kHz in each case. 

7. Bx.plain fully the difference between frequency and phase modulation, beginning with the definition of 
each type and the meaning of the modulation index in each case. 

8. Of the various advantages of FM over AM, identify nnd discuss those due to the intrinsic qualities of 
frequency modulation. 

9. With the aid of vector diagrams, explain what happens when a carrier is modulated by a single noise 
frequency. 
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10. Explain the effect of random noise on the output of an FM receiver fitted with an amplitude limiter. 
Develop the concept of the noise triangle. 

11 . What is pre-emphasis'! Why is it used? Sketch a typie-al pre-emphasis circuit and explain why de-e1nphasis 
must be used also. 

12. Wl1at detennines the bandwidth used by any given FM communications system? Why are two different 
types of bandwidth used in frequcncy-modulate.d transmissions? 

13. Using a block diagram and a frequency spectrum diagram, explain the operation of the stereo multiplex 
FM transmission system. Why is the difference subcarrier originally generated at 19 kHz? 

14. Explain, with the aid ofa block diagram, how you would design an FM stereo transmission system which 
does not need to be compatible with monaural FM systems. 

15. Showing the basic circuit sketch and stating the essential assumptions, derive the formula for the capaci
tance of the RL reactance FET. 

16. Why is it not practicable to use a reactance modulator in conjunction with a crystal oscillator? Draw the 
equivalent circuit of a crystal in your explanation and discuss the effect of changing the external parallel 
capacitance across the crystal. 

17. With the aid ofa block diagram, show how an AFC system will counteract a downward drift in the fre
quency of the oscillator being stabilized. 

18. Why should the discriminator tuned frequency in the AFC system be as low as possible? What lower limit 
is there on its value? What part can frequency division play here'! 

19. What is the function of the balanced modulator in the Armstrong modulation system? 

20. Draw the complete block diagram of the Armstrong frequency modulation system and explain the func
tions of the mixer and multipliers shown. ln what circumstances can we dispense with the rnixcr? 

21. Starting with an oscillator working near 500 kHz and using a maximum frequency deviation not exceed
ing± 30 Hz at that frequency, calculate the following for an Arm~trong system which is to yield a center 
frequency precisely 97 MHz with a deviation of exactly 75 kHz: (a) starting frequency; (b) exact initial 
deviation; (c) frequency of the crystal oscillator; (d) amount of frequency multiplication in each group. 
Note that there arc several possible solutions to this problem. 



5 
PULSE MODULATION TECHNIQUES 

The previous l:\vo chapters dwelved in detail about amplin1de and angle modulation techniques. Both these 
modulation techniques employ sine wave as the caiTier signal. Since sine wave is used as the carrier signal, 
they are also termed as continuous wave (CW) modulation techniques. This chapter deals with the modulation 
techniques that employ pulse train as tho carTier signal. The pulse modulation techniques are broadly grouped 
into pulse analog and pulse digital techniques. The chapter begins with an overview va1ious pulse 111odulation 
techniques and comparison with CW modulation. This is fo llowed by a detailed discussion of various pulse 
analog modulation techniques, namely, pulse amplitude. pulse width and pulse position modulation techniques. 
The last part of the chapter discusses important pulse digital modulation techniques, namely, pulse code, delta 
and differential pulse code modulation technjques. 

Objectives Upon cumpleting the material in Chapter 5, the student will be able to: 

> Differentiate CW and pulse modulation techniques 
}- Differentiate pulse analog and digital modulation techniques 
»- Define PAM, PWM, PPM, PCM, DM and DPCM 
~ Describe generation of PAM, PWM, PPM, PCM, DM and DPCM 
}- Dellcribe demodulation of PAM, PWM. PPM, PCM, DM and DPCM 
}- Describe the sampling process 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In case of analog modulation techniques described so far, sine wave is used as the carrier signal. Sine wave 
values are defined for all the instants of time and hence analog modulation is also termed as continuous wave 
(CW) modulation. Nothing prevents us from replacing the sine wave with another wave as the carrier. The most 
useful one that helped in advancing the communication field is the pulse train in place of sine wave. On the 
similar lines of sine wave being characterized in terms of its parameters amplitude, frequency and phase, the 
pulse train can also be characterized in tenns of its parameters, namely, amplitude, width and position of the 
pulse. CW modulation is obtained by varying one of the parameters of the sine wave with the instantaneous 
variations of the message. Similarly, pulse modulation can be obtained by varying one of the parameters of the 
pulse train with respect to the message. Pulse modulation is fiuther classified as pulse analog and pulse digital, 
depending on whether the parameter of the pulse is continuous or discrete in nature. Collectively all are termed 
as pulse modulation techniques. This chapter deals with studying different pulse modulation techniques. 
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In case of pulse train, the pulses by themselves occur at discrete instants of time. However, the parameters 
of the pulse, namely, amplitude, width and position are continuous in nature. If amplitude of the pulse is made 
proportional to the message, then it is termed as pulse amp/ itude modulation (PAM) . Al temativcly, if the width 
of the pulse is made proportional to the message, then it is termed as pulse width modulation (PWM). The posi~ 
tion of the pulse, i.e. , its instant of occurrence compared to its po!;ition in the reference pulse train is varied in 
proportion to the me:.sagc in case of pulse position modulation (PPM). Finally, the amplitude of the pulse can 
be approximately represented by a discrete amplitude value which leads to the pulse code modulation (PCM) . 
Further variants of PCM inclduo delta modulation (DM) and differential PCM (DPCM). To summarize, in 
case of pulse analog modulation, time is discrete, but the puls'e parameters are analog, where as, both time 
and pulse parameters are discrete in case of pulse digital modulation. 

The major difference between CW and pulse modulations need to be Ullderstood. CW modulation translates 
message from baseband to the passband-range and helps in trans111itti11g it for a longer distance as described 
in the earlier chapters. Alternatively, pulse modulation translates message from analog fom1 to the discrete 
form. That is, continuously varying message information is now represented et discrete instants of time. Both 
fon11S of the message will remain in the baseband itself! This is an important fact and should be in view when 
we are studying the various pulse modulation techniques. Thus the word modulation from the context of fre
quency translation is a misnomer in this case. ln case of pu.lse modulation, it refers to the process of modifying 
the pulse parameters with respect to message and nothing else. The natural questoin then will be why pulse 
modulation? The answer is even though it does not help in frequency translation, it helps in other aspects of 
signal processing, namely, digital representation of message signal. As will be discussed in detail later, some 
of the pulse modulation techniques are fundamental to the digital communication field. 

5.2 PULSE ANALOG MODULATION TECHNIQUES 
The pulse analog modulation techniques are of three types namely, PAM, PWM and PPM. This section 
describes each of them and also about the recovery of message from them. 

5.2.1 Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) 

Pulse amplitude modulation is defined as the process of varying the amplitude of the pulse in proportion to 
the instantaneous variations of message signal. 
Let the message signal be given by 

v = JI sinco, 
m m "' 

(5.1) 

If .\:(t) is a periodic signal with period T0, then it should satisfy the defnition stated as x(t) = x (t + T0) . The 
pulse train is a periodic signal with some f'undemental period say T0• Then the infonnation present in each 
period of the pulse train is given by 

(5.2) 

=0 (5.3) 

where 6. is the width of the pulse and the leading edge of the pulse is assumed Lo be coinciding with the start
ing of the interval in each period. 

The pulse amplitude modulated wave in the time domain is obt~ined by multiplying the message with the 
pulse train and is given by 

(5.4) 
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Substituting p in the above equation we get 

P -- V V si.nm t 
Q fl rti ,,, (5.5) 

(5.6) 

Figure 5.1 shows the message, pulse train and PAM signal. The amplitude of the PAM sii;,rnal follows the 
message signal contour and hence the name. It can be shown that the spectrum of PAM signal is a sine func~ 
tion present at all frequencies (for derivation, please refer to the topic of Fourier series in any of the signals 
and systems textbook). Of course, its significant spectral amplitude values will be in the low frequency 
range and tapers off as we move towards tbe high frequency range. The message signal is a low frequency 
signal. Multiplication of the two for generating the PAM signal results in the convolution of their spectra in 
tho frequency domain. Thus PAM signal still retains the message spectmm in thu low frequency range after 
modulation. This is the difference between amplitude modulation of sine wave and pulse train. Therefore, 
PAM is not useful like AM for communication. Alternatively, PAM is found to be useful in·tmderstand.ing the 
sampling process to be described next. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 5.1 Genernlio11 of PAM sig11nl: (n) Messnge, (b) Pulse trni111 and (c) PAM. 

Sampling Process Sampling is a signal processing operation that helps in sensing the continuous time 
signal values at discrete instants of time. The sampled sequence will have amplitudes equal to signal values 
at the sampling instants and undefined at all other times. This process can be conveniently perfonned using 
PAM described above. The sampling process can be treated as an 
electronic switching action as shown in Fig. 5.2, The continuous 
time signal to be sampled is applied to the input terminal. The 
pulse train is applied as the control signal of the switch. When the 
pulse occurs, the switch is in ON condition, that is, acts as short 
circuit between input and output terminals. The output value will 
therefore be equal to input. During the other intervals of the pulse 
train, the switch is in OFF cond.ition, that is, acts as open circuit. 
The output is therefore undefined. The output of the switch will be 
essentially a PAM signal. Any active device like diode, transistor 
or FET can be used as a switch. 

Analog Sampled - - -1 Electronic ,__ __ 

Signal 
switch 

Control signal 
"' pulse train 

Signal 

Fig. 5.2 Illus/ml ion of sn111pli11g 
Pl'OCl!$S. 
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In the context of sampling process, there are other aspects that need to be considered with respect to the 
pulse train. The first and foremost is how often the signal needs to be sampled or sensed, so that when needed 
an approximate version of the continuous time signal can be reconstructed. This is based on the well known 
sampling theorem which states that the .mmplingfrequency (f) i.e., number a/samples per second should be 
greater than or equal to twice the maximum.frequency component (F,,,) of the input signal. 

F ~2F 
;{ ,,, (5.7) 

The minimum possible value of sampling frequency is tcnned as Nyquist rate. Thus the sampling theorem 
will decide the periodicity associated with the pulse train. The second important aspect is, the width of the 
pulse 6. should not inflcunce the amplitude of the sampled value. Even though this point is not obvious in 
the time doman, it can be understood by observing the frequency domain behavior of tbe PAM process due 
to the convolution of sine function of pulse train wi th the input signal spectrum. To minimize this effect, for 
all practical processing 6. -> 0. so that the pulse train becomes on impulse train. The Fourier transform of an 
impulse train is also an impulse train in the frequency domain. Therefore convolution wi ll not affect the shape 
of the sampled signal. It only leads to periodicity of the spectrum! 

Example 5.1 

A message signal made of multiple frequenci; components has a 111a.xi111111n freque11etJ value of 4 kHz. Find out 
the minimum sampling frequency required according to the sampling tlzeorem. 

Solution 

F =4 kHz ,,, 
F ~ 2 X F "" 2 X 4 kHz := 8 kHz s ,,, 

Example 5.2 

A message sig11nl has the following Jreque11cy components: n siugle tone sine wave of 500 Hz and sound of 
freq11e11cy compo11e11 ts with lowest value o/750 Hz n11d highest value o/1800 Hz. What slro11/d be the minimum 
sampling frequenci; to se11se the information present in this signal according to the sampling tlzeorem? 

Solution 

F "" 1800 Hz 
Ill 

F 2: 2 X F = 3600 Hz 
s • • 

5.2.2 Pulse Width Modulation 

Pulse width modulation (PWM) is defined a'> the process of varying the width of the pulse in proportion to 
the instantaneous variations of message. 
Let Cl be the width of the pulse in the unmodulated pulse train. ln PWM 

Mathematically, the width of pulse in PWM signal is given by 

6,., =6.(1 -1 v..,). 

(5.8) 

(5 .9) 
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When there is no message, i.e., v.,, = 0, then the width oflhe pulse will be equ~l to the original width !J.. For 
positive values of message, the width will be proportionately increases by (J + v 

111
) factor. For negative values 

of message, the width decreases by ( I - v
111

) factor. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 5.3 Generation of PWM signal. (n) Message, (b) pulse h·ni11 and (c) PWM. 

Figure 5.3 shows the generation of PWM signal. The amplitude of the pulse remains constant in this case. 
Thus PWM is morn roubst to noise compared to PAM. This is the difference with respect to PAM signal. The 
mathematical treatement about the frequency domain aspect of PWM is an· involved process. However, the 
resulting PWM will still have the spectrum in the baseband region itself. The illustration given in Fig. 5.3 is 
made only using trailing edge of the pulse. We can also perform the same using either leading edge or both. 
Even though, the PWM signal also contains the message infonnation in the pulse train, it is seldom used as 
a sampling process to discretize the continuous time signal as in PAM case due to its indirect way of storing 
message information and also the randomness involved in the width modification. Thus PWM has limited use 
in signal pi:ocessing and communication field. Alternatively, PWM finds use in power applications like direct 
current (de) motor speed control as described next. 

Spcecl1 Cotitrol of DC Motors usi11g PWM The speed of the de motor depends on the average de volt
age applied across its tem1inals. Suppose if V volts is the voltage for running the de motor at its full speed, 
then O volt is the voltage for the rest condition of de motor. Now1 the speed of the de motor can be varied 
from its rest to full speed value by varying the de voltage. This can be conveniently performed with the help 
of PWM as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. The constant de voltage source is applied across the tenuinals of de m~tor 
through a gating circuit controlled by the PWM signal. The gating circuit will essentially convert the constant 
de source into a variable de source. Suppose when there is no modulation, the width of tbe pulse will be the 
original value A and let this run the de motor at some speed. Now when the width increases, the voltage value 
increases from its unmodulated case and hence the speed. It happens in the opposite way for the decrease in 
width. Thus, PWM provides a convenient and efficient approach for the speed control of de motors. 

de 
voltage 
source 

Gating 
circuit 

Control i/p 
=PWM 

de 
motor 

Fig. 5.4 Speed co11t-rol of de motor using PWM. 
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5.2.3 Pulse Position Modulation 

Pulse position modulation (PPM) is defined as the process of varying the position of the pulse with respect to 
the instantaneous variations of the message signal. 

Let tP indicates the timing instant of the leading or trailing edge of tbe pulse in each period of the pulse 
train. In PPM 

/ DC V p ,;, 
(5 .10) 

Mathematically, the position of the leading or trailing edge of the pulse (in each period) in PPM signal is 
given by 

t,. = j{v111 ) 
(5.11) 

When there is no message, then the position of the leading or trailing edge of the pulse will be equal to the 
original position and hence t .. 0. For positivi:: values ofme-ssage, the position will be proportionately shifte.d 

. p . 
right by tP = f{v..). For negative values of message, the position will be proportionately shifted left by - t1, - -J(v.,) 
factor. One way of generating PPM is to generate PWM and postprocess the same to get PPM. 

Figure 5.5 shows the generation of PPM signal. As illustrated in the figure, if PWM is generated by varying 
the width of the trailing edge, then this edge will be extracted to get the position of the pulse in each period. 
Once the position is extracted, the leading or trailing edge of the pulse is placed at this instant. The amplitude 
and width of the pulse remain constant as in the original pulse train. Thus PPM is equally robust to noise 
like PWM. The mathematical treatement about the frequency domain aspect of PWM is an involved process. 
However, the resulting PPM will also have the spectrum in the baseband region itselt: Alternatively, if PWM 
is generated by varying the leading edge, then this edge needs to be extracted to generate PPM and any edge 
can be used in case of modificatoin of both edges. Even though, the PPM signal also contains the message 
infonnation in the pulse train; it is seldom used due to its indirect way of storing message. information as in 
PWM and also the randomness involved in the position modification. Thus PPM is of theoretical interest only 
and bas limited use in signal processing and communication field. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Pp .f-L-_._..__.'-'-......., ....... .....___._...__.,_,_-W......__._._.__......,__.__......,1-L._ 
t (d) 

Pis, 5.5 Generation of PPM. (a) Message, (b) pulse trai11, (c) PWM nnd (d) PPM. 
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5.2.4 Demodulation of PuJse Analog Modulated Signals 

PAM, PWM and PPM stores the message ir. the baseband itself. They essentially represent the message 
infom,ation at discrete instants of time. Further the message signal is coded in one of the pulse parameters. We 
can recover the message that is, reconstruct the approximate version of the continuous time signal from them 
when needed. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. The process is stTaightforward in case of PAM. The PAM signal can 
be passed through a low pass niter which retains essentially the low frequency message signal and smooth ing 
out the pulse train information. Alternatively, demodulation of message from PWM and PPM appears to be 
difficult, since visually the message infonnation is not available as amplin1de variations. However, the same 
is available in the other forms as width and position vmiations. One simple way of thinking the possibility of 
demodulation process is to first convert PWM and PPM to PAM and then perfom, low pass filtering. 

PAM 

PWM PWM/PPM 
to 

PPM PAM converter 

Low pass 
filter 

t---

Message 
(a) 

Low pass 
filler ' Messag e 

(b) 

Fig.'5.6 Demodulatio.11 of pulse analog modulal'cd signals: (n) PAM, m'1d (b) PWM nnd PPM.' 

5.3 PULSE DIGITAL MODULATION TECHNIQUES 
The most important pulse digital modulation techniques include PCM, DM and DPCM. This section describes 
each of them and also recovering approximate analog message signal fi-orn them. 

5.3.1 Pulse Code Modulation 

The fundamental and most important pulse digital modulation teclrniquc is the pulse code modulation (PCM). 
This technique is the breakthrough for moving from analog to digital communication. PCM technique is 
essentially the resu lt of the thought process to represent message signal in digital form rather than the original 
analog forn1. The motivation is the merit of digital signal over analog signal for communication , namely, 
noise robustness. 

PCM may be treated as an extension of PAM. In PAM the time parameter is discretized, but the amplin1de 
still remains continuous. That is, within the allowable amplitude limits; the signal value can take on infinite 
values. However, all these inifinite values may not be distinct from the perception (auditory or visual) point 
of view. For instance. in case of speech signal, all amplitude values may not be important from the auditory 
perception point of view. Therefore, we may not lose intbn11atio11 by discretizii;ig the amplitudes to some finite 
values. What is essentially done is to round or approximate a group ofm;arby amplitude values and represent 
them by a single discrete amplitude value. This process is tenned as quantization. The signal with discretized 
amplitude values is termed as quantized signal. There will be error between the original analog signal and 
its quantized version which is measured and represented in tenns of quantization noise. What is preferable is 
minimum quantization noise and hence more closely quantizing signal amplitudes. This leads to more number 
of discrete levels. Hence it is a tradeotf. 
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The qunantization can be carried out either by dividing the whole amplitude range into unifonn or nonuniform 
intervals. Accordingly we have uniform and nonun.ifom1 quantization. PCM is also named aHer the same as 
unifonn or nonunifonn PCM. The nonuniform quanti:zalion and hence PCM are based on the observation of 
the nommiform distribution of signal values wiLhin the allowable limits. For instance, in case of speech, most 
of the signal values are around the zero level and few will be in the maximum range. Hence benefit can be 
achieved in terms of quantization noise by using non uni form quantization. However, nonuniform quantization 
is relatively difficult to implement compared to unifom1 quantization. 

Each of the discrete amplitude levels can be uniquely represented by a binary word. To facilitate this, the 
total number of discrete levels are decided to be in powers of 2. For instance. if the binary word is of 8 bit 
length, then we will have 256 di:,cretc levels possible. Thus each analog value is sampled by PAM process, 
quantized and represented by a bi.nary word. Hence the name pulse code modulation where the pulse modulation 
involves coding the sampled analog values. The PCM technique is illustrated in Fig. 5.7. The sampler block 
essentially performs PAM process and the only difference is the pulse width 6. ~ 0. The input of sampler block 
will have signal which is continuous both in time and amplitude. The output of sampler block wiU have the 
signal which is discrete in time and continuous in amplitude. The output of quantizer will haw signal which is 
discrete both in time and amplitude. The output of the encoder will have unique binary code for each discrete 
amplitude value. The whole process of sampling, qu_antizing and encoding is also termed as analog to digital 
conversion (ADC) operation. Thus for any analog signal, the ouput of ADC is nothing but PCM signal. 

_1_1P_-...i Sampler 
Analog PAM 

Quantizer &PCMwae, 
signal 

Fig. 5.7 Ge11erntio11 of PCM signnl. 

5.3.2 Delta Modulation 

Delta modulation (DM) is obtained by simplifying the quantization and encoding process of PCM. To enable 
this, the signal is sampled at much higher than the required Nyquist rate. This oversampling prcicess will 
result in the sequence of samples which nre very close and hence high correlation among successive samples. 
Under this condition, it may be safe to assume that any two successive samples are different by an amplitude 
of l,. That is, the cmrent sample is either larger or smaller than the previous value by 8. If it is larger, then it 
is quantized as +8 and as - 8 in smaller case. Since it is decided a prioti, only its sign is important. The sign 
information can be coded using one bit binary word, say; l represent + and O represent - . The qunatization and 
encoding blocks therefore become very simple. Thus ifwe have the first signa.l value and I bit quantization 
infonnation we can reconstruct the complete quantized signal. 

The block diagram of delta modulator is given in Fig. 5.8 dra\Vn by referring to the block diagram of PCM 
giwn in Fig. 5.7. The sampler block rernains 'same as i.n the PCM, except thati the sampling frequency is 
much higher than in PCM case (say 4 times or more). According to the principles ofDM, the quantizer needs 
to discretize the amplitude value by referring to the previous value and say whether it is larger or smaller. 
Hence an accumulator is needed to store previous sample, a summer as a comparing device and producing 
output into two discrete levels as +o and -8 . The encoder is trivial which directly maps the signs of o into I 
or 0. The sequence of l 's and O's at the output of encoder constitutes the DM wave. 
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1/P Sampler/ 2-level +/- 1-bit 0/P 
f-------;, i----.. 

Analog PAM quantizer encoder DM 
signal wave 

Fig. 5.8 Generatio11 of DM signal. 

5.3.3 Differential Pulse Code Modulation 

Differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) first estimates the predictable-part from the signal and then codes 
the unpredictable or error signal in terms of unique binary words as in PCM and hence the name. The motiva~ 
tion for the same is that most message signals have high correlation. Therefore it is possible to classify the 
information present in them into predictable and the unpredictable parts. The main merit in this approach is 
the significantly less variance among the samples in the unpredictable version of the signal compared to the 
original. Rougly the variance among the samples will be about balfof that of the original signal. As a result, 
binary words bf smaller length are sufficient for coding unpredictable pa.rt Hence the saving in the bandwidth 
requirement, measured as bit rate defined as number of kilo bits per second (kbps). For instance, if64 kbps is 
required for PCM, then DPCM requires about 48 kbps. 

The block diagram of DPCM modulator is given in Fig. 5.9 drawn again by referring to the PCM block 
diagram in Fig. 5. 7. The input analog signal is passed through the predictor block whose function is to segregate 
the information into predictable and unpredictable parts. The unpredictable part is passed through sampler, 
quantizer and encoder blocks to get PCM corre-sponding to it. The predictable part is directly passed through 
the encoder to get the codes. Both these are combined to get tbe DPCM wave representing sequence of binary 
words corresponding to both the parts. 

Unpredictable 
~~part ~ 

~Quantizer 

----+1 Predictor 
Analog 

Encoder 
1/P 

signal 

Encoder f------ + _ ____ __, 

DPCM wave 

Fig. 5.9 Generatio11 of DPCM signal. 

5.3.4 Demodulation of Pulse Digital Modulated Signals 

The demodulation of PCM is straightforward. Figure 5.10 shows the block diagram for the .reconstruction 
of analog signal in case of PCM. For obtaining PCM from analog sii;,rnal, ADC was employed. Therefore for 
obtaining analog signal from PCM, the reverse of ADC namely, digital to analog conversion (DAC) is required. 
Thus the binary words are applied one at a time to a DAC circuit to obtain equivalent analog value. How cl<;>se 
the reconstructed analog value to the original depends on the amount of approximation errors introduced due 
to ADC and DAC C{m\'crsions. By the proper choice of binary word length it has been found that the errors 
are indeed negligible from the perception point of view. 



PCM 
Digital to 
analog 

converter 
(DM) 

Analog 
signal 

Fig. 5.10 De111od11latio11 of PCM sig11nl. 
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The block diagram of demodulation in case ofDM is given in Fig. 5. 11. The DM needs to transmit the first 
sample and then the OM wave. By combining both, the analog signal can be rcconstnicted from the DM wave 
in the following way: The second sample is constructed from the first sample by adding to ±6. The second 
sample is then stored in the accumulator for future reference. The third sample is constructed from the second 
sa~ple using ±6. The process continues till the last sample is reconstructed. 

1----- - --..-- Analog 
signal 

Accumulator 

Fig. 5.11 Ge11eratio11 of DM signal. 

The reconstruction of analog signal in case ofDPCM is more involved and is illustrated in Fig. 5.12. The 
approximate analog signal of the unpredictable part is reconstructed by DAC as in PCM. This signal is used 
as input to a block constructed using the predictable pa.rt and the approximate version of the original analog 
signal is obtained at the output of the this block. 

DPCM 

5.4 SUMMARY 

Unpredictable 
part 

OAC 

Predictable 

part 

Anal og signal of 
edlctable part unpr 

Predictor 

l Anal 
of orl 

og signal 
glnal 

Fig. 5.12 Gc11eratio11 of DPCM signal. 

This chapter described various pulse modulation techniques. The PAM is described fi rst followed by PWM and 
PPM. The PCM described next followed by OM and DPCM. As illustrated PAM is nothing but the sampling 
process. PCM is nothing but the ADC. The approaches for the reconstruction of message signal in case of 
pulse modulation are relatively simple compared to the demodulation of CW modulation techniques. 
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Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the following multiple-choice questions 
consists of an incomplete statement followed by four
choices (a, b, c and d). Circle the letter preceding the 
line that correctly completes each sentence. 

I. Amplin1de and angle modulation techniques are 
also termed as CW modoJation techniques mainly 
due to the 
a. modulation of continuous signal 
b. use of sine wave as earner signal 
c. modulated signal being continuous signal 
d. all of the above 

2. In pulse analog modulation, with respect to 
message signal, the modulation is achieved by 
varying 
a. puise amplitude 
b. pulse width 
c. pulse position 
d. all the pulse parameters 

3. The main distinction between pulse analog and 
digital modulation techniques is, message is rep
resented in te-rms of 
a. pulse parameters in analog and binary words 

in digital modulation techniques 
b. pulse parameters in both 
c. binary words in both 
d. none of the above 

4. Pulse ampli tude modulation involves 
a. varying amplin1de of message signal according 

to amplitude of pulse trai.n 
b. perfonning amplitude modulation and then 

multiplying the result with pulse train 
c. varying amplitude of pulse train according to 

instantaneous variations of mes~age signal 
d. performing multiplcation of pulse train with 

message and then subjecting the result to am
plitude modulation 

5. Pulse width modulation involves 
n. varying duration of message signal according 

to width of pulse tr-ain 
b. varying width of pulses in the pulse train ac

cording to instantaneous variations of message 
signal 

c. perfonning duration modification of message 
signal and then multiplying the resu.lt with 
pulse train 

d. performing width modincation of pulse train 
with message and then subjecting the result to 
width modulation 

6. Pulse position modulation involves 
a. varying position of message signal compo

nents according to the position of pulses in 
the pulse train 

b. varying position of pulses in the pulse train 
according to the instantaneous variations in 
the message signal 

c. varying position of pulses in the pulse train ac
cording to the message components position 

d. performing position modification of pulse train 
with message and then subjecting the result to 
position modification 

7. Pulse code modulation i.nvolves 
a. PAM followed by quantization 
b. Direct encoding using binary words 
c. PAM followed by quantization and encoding 

using binary words 
d. PAM followed by encoding using binary 

words 

8. Delta modulation involves 
a. PAM followed by encoding using one-bit 

binary words 
b. PAM followed by quantization and encoding 

using one-bit binary words 
c. PAM followed by one-bit qunatization 
d. direct encoding using one-bit binary words 

9. Differential pulse code modulation involves 
a. coding of unpreditable part of message signal 

by PCM 
b. coding ofpredicalahle part of message signal 

by PCM 
c. coding of difference of message signal by 

PCM 
d. all of the above 

I 0. Sampling process is based on 
a. PAM 
b. PWM 



c. PPM 
d. PCM 

11. Sampling frequency should be 
a. lesfl than or equal to maximum frequency of 

message signal 
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b. more than or equal to maximum frequency of 
message signal 

c. equal to average frequency of message sig~ 
nal 

d. more than or equal to twice the maximum 
frequency of message signal 

Review Questions 

I. Describe the generation of PAM, PWM and PPM signals. 

2. Describe the demodulation of PAM, PWM and PPM signals. 

3. Describe the generation of PCM, DM and DPCM signals. 

4. Describe the demodulation of PCM, OM and DPCM signals. 

5. Desrcribe the sampling process. 



6 
DIGITAL MODULATION 

TECHNIQUES 

The ampli tude and angle modulation techniques help in translating the analog message from low frequency or 
baseband range to high frequency or passband range. The pulse modulation techniques deal with representing 
the me~sage at discrete instants of time. The message as a result of pulse digital modulation is termed as digital 
message. The digital message is still in the basedband range. Direct transmission of such message over long 
distance via the high frequency channels is not possible. As in the case of analog message, the digital message 
needs to be translated to the high frequency rru1ge. The techniques for achieving the same are termed as digital 
modulation techniques wh.icb is the focus of this chapter. 

The digital modulation techniques are based on the analog modulation techniques. The main difference 
between analog and digital modulation process is, the fonner involves message having infinite levels where 
as the latter involves message having finite levels. The basic digital modulation techniques include amplitude 
shift keying (ASK), frequencys.ihift keying (FSK) and phase sh.ift keying (PSK). The variants of basic modu
lation techl1~ues tenned as M-ary include M-ary PSK., M-ary FSK and M-ary QAM. This chapter descn'bes 
all these techniques in detail. 

Objectives Upon completing the material in Chapter 6, the s tudent. will be able to 

> Define ASK, FSK and PSK 
» Describe generation and demodulation of ASK, FSK and PSK 
»- Define M-ary ASK, M-ary FSK, M-ary PSK and M-ary QAM 
> Differentiate binary and M-ary digital modulation techniques 
> Describe generation and demodulation ofM-ary PSK, M-ary FSK and M-ary QAM 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The basic motivation for analog modulation is to develop techniques for shifting the analog message signal 
from low to high frequency range so that it can be conveniently transmitted over high frequency conunwtlca
tion channels. This resulted in AM, FM and PM techniques. The pulse modulation represents the message 
signal at discrete instants of time. However, the resulting message will still be in the low-frequency region. 
Thus pulse modulation is essentially used for the digitization of analog message (like PCM) and represent 
if possible in compact manner (like DPCM). The digitized message is nothing but sequence of O's and J's 
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tenned more conunonly as digital or blnaty message. Thus using a suitable pulse modulation technique, we 
can convert analog message into digital from. Alternatively, the message may be directly generated in digital 
form like in the case of computer. 

The requirement in the digital communication field is to transfer the digital message from one place to 
the other. There are broadly two approaches, namely, basedband transmission a11d passband tra11s111ission . 
Baseband digital transmission involve::; transmission of digital message in the low frequency (baseband) range 
itself. Passband transmission involves transmission of digital message in the high frequency (passband) range. 
Since, original digital message is in basedband range, it is first modulated to the bigh frequency range and then 
transmitted. The set of modulation techniques for shifting the digital message from the baseband to passband are 
tenned as dlgitlll moduation techniques. The detailed study of these techniques is the aim of this chapter. 

The digital modulation techniques are based on the conventional analog modulation techniques. Since the 
digital message will have only two levels, 0 and l, the modulation process needs to store this infonnation in 
the high frequency range. This can be done using AM, FM and PM techniques. Accordingly we have amplitude 
shift keying (ASK), frequency shift keying (FSK) and phase shift keying (PSK) as basic digital modulation 
techniques. ASK deals with shifting the amplitude of the carrier signal between two distinct values. FSK deals 
with shi fling the frequency of the carrier signal between two distinct values. Similarly/SK deals with shifting 
the phase of the carrier signal between two distinct values. / /, 

Apart from these basic digital modulation techniques, their variants are also available tem1ed as M-ary 
digital modulation techniques. These include M-ary ASK, M-ary FSK and M-ary PSK. The hybrid schemes 
involving more than one parameter variation like amplitude-phase shift keying (APK) are also present under 
M-ary digital modulation techniques. The main merit of M-ary techniques is the increased transmission' rate 
for the given channel bandwidth. From the perspective ofM-ary, the basic digital modulation techniques arc 
also termed as binary digital modulation techniques. Accordingly, we have binary ASK (BASK), binary FSK 
(BFSK) and binary PSK (BPSK). 

Depending on the nature of demodulation scheme, the digital modulation techniques arc classified as 
coherent and non-coherent detection techniques. In case of coherent detection, the carrier in the receiver 
is in synchronism with that of the transmitter and no such constraint in non-coherent detection. The digital 
modulation techniques may be further grouped as binary or M-ary signalling schemes. In binary signalling 
scheme, the parameters of the carri~r are varied between only two levels whereas they are varied between M 
levels in case ofM.ary signalling. 
1 

Thus, there are a number of digital modulation techniques for paf~band digital message transmision. The 
choice ofa particular technique is based on the two important resources ofcommunicatoinj namely, transmitted 
power and channel bandwidth. The ideal requirement is the one which uses minimum transmitted power and 
channel bandwidth. But this will be couflicting requirements, i.e., to conserve bandwidth we need to spend 
more power and hence trade off needs to be achieved. 

6.2 BASIC DIGITAL MODULATION SCHEMES 

6.2.1 Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) 

ASK is a digital modulation technique defined as the process of shifting the amplitude of the carrier signal 
between two levels, depending on whether I or O is to be transmitted. 

Let the message be binary sequence of 1 'sand O's. It can be represented as a function of time as follows: 

V = V 
fH m 

=O 

when symbol is l 

when symbol is 0 (6. l) 
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Let the carrier be defined as 

v = V cosrot 
C C, C 

The corresponding AS~signal is given by the product of v and v as 
I m C 

vAsK = VmV,cosro/ when symbol is 1 

=O when symbol is 0 

(6.2) 

Figure 6.1 shows the time domain representation of the generation of ASK signal. The digital message i.e., 
· binary sequence can be represented as a message signal as shown in Fig. 6.1 a. The carrier signal of frequency 
.f. c w/2n is generated continuously from an oscillator circuit as shown in Fig. 6. lb. When the oscillator 
ouput is multiplied by the message signal, it results in a signal as shown in Fig. 6.1 c termed as ASK signal. 
When the binary symbol is 1, the ASK signal will have information equal to the carrier multiplied by message 
amplitude and when the binary symbol is 0, it will be zero. Thus the output shifts between two amplitude 
levels, namely, v.,Vc and 0./Hcnce the name amplitude shift keying. Based on this discussion a block diagram 
for the generation of ASK signal can be written as given in Fig. 6.2. ASK modulator is essentially an analog 
multiplier that takes baseband message vm and passband carrier v

0
, and multiplies the two resulting in the 

product signal termed a ASK. 
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(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 6.1 Time domnin representation of generation of ASK signal: (n) mesagc, (b) carrier, and (c) ASK signal 

I 

Multiplier 

Carrier 
Ve 

Fig. '6.2 Block diagram of generation of ASK signal. 
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The next question is whether such a process results in the shitl of spectrum of baseband message to the 
passband? The answer is from the amplitude modulation process discussed in the earlier chapter. This can be 
illustrated pictorially as follows: Without worrying about Ute mathematical intricacies, let the spectmm of v

111 

be as shown in Fig. 6.3a: IL will be essentially a sine ftmction in the frequency domain and has information 
concentrated mainly in the low frequency range. The sinusoidal carrier vc will have impulses atf.. and-/ . as 
shown in Fig. 6.3b. The product of the two io the time domain results convolution in the frequency domain 
giving rise to the spectrum of ASK signal as shown in Fig. 6.3c. Thus the ASK signal will have the message 
shifted to the passband range. 

V,,;(f) 

f 
(a) 

f 
(b) 

f 
(c) 

Fig. 6.3 Spectra durhig genemticm of ASK signal. Spectrum of (a) message, (b) carrie,; and (c) ASK sig11a/. 

Demodulation of ASK Sigrtal The demodulation is also tem1ed as detection. There are two ways in 
which the message can be dcmodulnted, namely, coherent and non-coherent detection. Due to the requiTc
mcnt of carrier in the receiver which is in sychronism with that of the transmitter, the coherent detection 
circuit is more complex compared to non-coherent detector. However, the coherent dete.ctor provides better 
perfonnance under noisy condition. 1 

ln coherent detection, a copy of carrier used for modulation is assumed to be available at the receiver. The 
incoming ASK signal is multiplied with the carrier signal. The output of the multiplier will be a low frequency 
component representing amplitude scaled version of baseband message and ASK signal at tw ice the carrier 
frequency. The baseband message is retreived by passing this signal through a low pass filter. Figure 6.4 shows 
the block diagram of a coherent ASK detector. 

ASK signal 

Analog 
multiplier 

Carrier 
(synchronous) 

s, 
Low pass 

filter t--s-2_"" .. llm 

'---~ ~--' Baseband 
message 

Fig. 6.4 Block diagram of coliere11t ASK detector. 
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Let the synchronous carrier at the receiver be given by 

v~ = v~ COSCO/ 

The output of the multiplier is given by 

, T~,,VcV~ (I 
S1 = V,iS!( Ve '°' 

2 
+ COS 2@_1) 

= O 

The output of the low pass filter is given by 

s1 == V"'( V, v;,) 
c Q 

Thus the filter output is 

S oc V 
l m 

when symbol is I 

when symbol is 0 

Hence, the recovery of baseband message is carried out. 

when symbol is l 

when sumbol is 0 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

Ln non-coherent detection, there is no reference carrier made available at the receiver. Hence we have to 
follow other approach. In case of ASK. simple envelope detector will suffice. The incoming ASK signal is 
passed through an envelope detector which tracks the envelope of the ASK signal which is nothing but the 
baseband message. Figure 6.S shows the block diagram of non-coherent ASK detector. The output of the 
diode will be an unipolar si1:,TJ1al containing the envelope information. The high frequency variations are further 
removed by passing it through a low pass filter. The output of the low pass filter may be further refined by 
passing it through a comparator which compares the output of the envelope detector to a preset threshold and 
sets all values greater t.han or equal to the threshold to high level and rest to the low level. The waveforms at 
various stages of the non-coherent ASK detector are shown in Fig. 6.6. 

VASK Envelope 
- - - Detector Comparator 

Threshold 

Fig. 6.5 Block dingrnm of 11011-co/1ere11t ASK detector. 

6.2.2 Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) 

FSK is a digital modulation technique defined as the process of shifting the frequency of the carrier signal 
between two levels, depending on whether I or O is to be transmitted. 
Let the two carriers be defined as 

v, 1 ° Ve cosro,11 

Vr2 = V, COSW~/ 

The corresponding FSK signal is defined as 

\/ASK= V.,V,,COSWci' 

= v .. vrcoswa1 

when symbol •is I 

when symbol is 0 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 
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Fig. 6.6 Time domain represenlalio11 of signals 11/ various stages of 11011-colU!re11t ASK rktcctor. 
(n) message, (b) ASK sig11nl, ( c) 011tp11t of env!'lope detector nnd (d) 011tp11t of compamlnr. 
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Fig. 6.7 Ti111e do111ni11 represe11tntio11 of si31111/s nt v111'1011s singes of FSK ge11crnlio11 . 
{nJ 111essag(', (/1) firs t cnniet, (c) seco11d cnrrier and (d) FSK :.ig1111/. 
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Figure 6.7 shows the time domain representation of the generation of FSK signal. The digital message, 
i.e., binary sequence can be represented as a message signal as shown in Fig. 6.7a. Two carrier signals of 
frequencies a>c1 and (oc2 as shown in Figs. 6. 7 b and c. When binary symbol is I, the FSK signal wi ll have the 
carrier signal with frequency a>, 1. Alternatively, the FSK signal will have the carrier signal with frequency 
wc2 when the binary symbol is 0. This can be achieved by using a suitable combinational logic circuit which 
selects one of the two carrier signals based on the input signal value applied at its control input For instance, 

· a 2 X I multiplexer can be used for this purpose. Thus the output of the multiplexer shifts between the two 
distinct frequency values, namely, a>o1 and Wei. Hence, the name frequency shift keying. Based on this discus
sion a block diagram for the generation of FSK signal can be written as given in Fig. 6.8. FSK modulator is 
essentially a 2 X I multiplexer that takes baseband message vm at the control input and two carriers v,

1 
and vc2 

at its input, and produces the FSK signal at its output. 

i/p 
Vc1 

2x1 olp 

Ve2 
MUX FSK 

Control i/p 

Fi.g. 6.8 Block diagrnm of FSK generator. 

Vc1 

FSK 

V Modulator llFSK 
c2 -

Vm 

ASK 
Modulator 

(1) 

ASK 
Modulator 

(2) 

VFSK 

Fig. 6.9 Eq11ivnle11t representation of FSK modulntor i11 temrs of t-wo ASK 111od11/11tors. 

The next question is whether such a process results in the shift of spectrum of baseband message to the 
passband? The answer is yes. To appreciate this, we can treat the FSK modulation process conceptually as 
two ASK processes, one using carrier signal with frequency ru., and other using a>,2• This is shown in Fig. 6.9. 
Thus the first ASK modulator shifts the baseband message to passband centered around rue, and the second ASK 
modulator shifts the baseband message to passband centered around ru<2. This can be illustrated pictorially as 
follows: Let tl)e spectrum of v,,, be as shown in Fig. 6.1 Oa. The output of the first ASK modulator is shown in 
Fig. 6.1 Ob and that of second in Fig. 6.1 Oc. Tbe spectrum of FSK modulator may be viewed as given in Fig. 
6.1 Od. Thus the FSK signal wiU have the message shifted to the passband range. 
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(a) 
t 

Fig. 6.10 Spectra of various signals involved FSK generation. Spectrum (a) message, 
(b) first ASK 111od11lntor, (c) second ASK modulator and (d) FSK modulator. 

Demodulation of FSK Signal In this case also, the message cnn be demodulated either by coherent or 
non-coherent detection. Both demodulation processes can be understood easily by considering the ASK view 
of FSK as illustrated in Fig. 6.9. 

The block diagram for the coherent detection of FSK is drawn as given in Fig. 6.11 . The incomingFSKsignal 
is multiplied by the carrier signal with frequency ro

01 
in the upper channel and carrier signal with frequency 

co,2 in the lower channel. The output of the multiplier in the upper channel will be low frequency message 
and ASK signal at twice ©c1 during the intervals when the FSK is due to the carrier of frequency cod and will 
be ASK signals at (©,

1 
± roc2) during intervals when the FSK is due to the carrier of frequency ©rr Thus the 

output of the low pass filter in the upper channel will contain baseband message during intervals belonging to 
the carrier frequency w.,

1 
and zero during the intervals belonging to w,i· Exactly opposite happens in the lower 

channel. The outputs of the two channels are further passed onto a comparator. The ouput of the comparator 
will be high whea upper channel output is greater than the lower channel and low when lower channel output 
is greater than the upper channel. In this way the baseband message is retreived from the FSK signal 
Let the synchronous carriers at the receiver be given by 

v~1 := v~ cosw,,it 

V~l "" V~ COSCOJ 

The output of the multiplier in the upper channel during the interval having frequency Ct>,1 is given by 

V VV' 
s = v . v' "" m c r, ( I + cos 2co t) 

111 f SK cl 2 <I 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6. LI) 
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' 11~ , •utput of the multiplier in the upper channel during the interval having frequency <V, 1 is given by 

V V V' 
.1· .::: "1 c •· (cos(co - OJ )t + cos( m + ro )t) (6.12) '" 2 r ! r2 1 I 1•1 

The output of the low pass filter in the upper channel during the interval having frequency ro, 
1 

is given by 

.,·~,, -= v,,t,.v:. (6.13) 
2 

Upper channel 

Analog 
s,u 

Low pass 
S2u 

Multiplier filter 

vc, 
11FSK 

1•c2 

Comparator 

Analog S11 Low pass S21 

Multiplier filler 

Lower channel 

Fig. 6.11 Block rlingrn111 of cohere11/ detector of FSK. 

The output of the ll)w pass filter in the upper channel during the interval having frequency corl is given by 

s = O 2u 

Thus the filter output in the upper channel is 

during the interval having frequency rori and 

during the interval having frequency o>,.
2
• 

The output of the multiplier in the lower channel during the interval having frequency <Oc1 is given by 

V,,V .V'.. ) s = ' " • 1 cos( w - w t + cos( w + w )t) 
If 2 \ cl 1·2 r I c:-l 

The output of the multiplier in the lower channel during the interval having frequency mc
2 

is given by 

' v,,,v...v:. ( l 2 ) ,\' 11 = V F.\'k V,,1 :: 
2 

+ COS (0,i1 

(6. 14) 

(6. 15) 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 
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The output of the low pas~ niter i11 the lower channel during the interval having frequency w 11, gl\ ~· 11 111 

The output of the low pass tilter in the lower channel during the interval having frequency m . 1, \! 11 ~n '" 

V V 11 1 

~ = Ill C ( 

• 21 2 

Thus the filler output in the lower chaunel is 

s_,1 ""' 0 

during the interval having frequency~ , and 

S <>< I ' 
~I , 11 

during the interval having frequency Ct),~. 

Therefore the output or the compartor is given by 

sl ex: vm 

Hence. the recovery of baseband message i:,; carried oui. 

l'IFSK 

Upper channel 

Band pass S1t1 
filter 
Wet 

Band pass s11 filter 
Wc2 

Envelope 
detector 

Envelope 
detector 

[ Low~ channel 

fig. 6.12 Block diagram of 110;,-colwrenf detector of FSK. 

10.21, 

(6.22 ) 

(6.23) 

In case of non-coherent detection, envelope detectors can be used as shown in the arrangement given in 
Fig_ 6.12. The incoming FSK signal is passed through a filter tuned to (1) .. 

1 
and then an envelope detector in 

the upper channel. Similarly, the same FSK signal is passed throug a filter tuned to w.2 and then an envelope 
detector in the lower channel. Thus the distinction between the upper and lower channels is due to the two 
filters_ During the interval represented by the carrier signal with frequency rur1, the output the upper channel 
will be high whereas that of the lower channel is low. Exactly opposite happens during the inerval represented 
by the can"ier signal with frequency wc2. The outputs of the upper and lower channels envelope detectors are 
applied to a comparator which produces the output proportional to the message. The waveforms at various 
stages of the non-coherent FSK detector are shown in Fig. 6. 13. i 
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Fig. 6.13 Signals nt vi1rioys stages in the non-coherent detection of FSK. (n) message; (b) FSK signal 
Output of envelope detector in (c) upper dum11el and (d) lower cha,111el. Output of low 

p11Ss futer in (e) upper channel and (f) lower channel, (g) co,npara/'or output. 

6.2.3 Phase Shift Keying (PSK) 

PSK is a digital modulation technique qefined as the process of shifting the phase of the carrier signal between 
two levels, depending on whether 1 or O is to be transmitted. 
Le1 the two carriers be defined as 

v 0 -V cosrot 
'~ r. r 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 
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The corresponding PSK signal is defined as 

V /'SK "" v;11 Ve COS W) 

;: - V V COS(I) l 
m C C 

when symbol is 1 

when swnbol is 0 

0 0 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 6.14 Time domni,; representation of generation of PSK signal: (a) message, (b) carrier with 0° phase s/1ift, 
(c) carrit.'r with 180° phase shift, and (d) PSK signal. 

Figure 6.14 shows the time domain representation of the generation of PSK signal. The digital message, 
i.e., binary sequence can be represented as a message signal as shown in Fig. 6.14a. Two carrier signals of 
opposite phases generated from an oscillator and an inverter (180° phase shifter) are as shown in Figs. 6.14b 
andc. When the binary symbol is I, the PSK signal witl have the original carrier signal. Alternatively, the PSK signal 
will have the 180° phase shifted carrier signal when the binary symbol is 0. This can be achieved by using a suitable 
combinational logic circuit like 2 X l multiplexer as described in the case of FSK. Thus the output of the 
multiplexer shifts between the two distinct phase v~Lues; namely, 0° and 180°. Hence the name phase shift 
keying. Based on this discussion a block diagram for the generation of PSK signal can be written as given 
in Fig. 6.15. 

1eo• 
phase shifter 

....._ _ __ __. vc2 

2x1 

MUX o/p 

PSK 

Control lie 

Fig. 6.15 Block diagram for the geueratiott of PS!} signal. 
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We t:an al:so treat the PSK modulatk)n process conceptually ns two ASK processes, one using carrier signal 
,1·11h O" phase shift and other using l 80° phase shift. This is shown in Fig. 6. 16. Thus the first ASK modulator 
shi tis the baseband me-ssage to passband centered around m, but with phase shift of 0° and the second ASK 
modulator also shifts the baseband message to passband centered around m, but with phase shift of 180". This 
can be illustrated pictorially as fo llows: Let the spectrum ot\,, be as shown in Fig. 6. l 7a. Since the difference 
he1ween the two CdlTier signals is in terms of phase values. the magnitude spcctrnm of the output of both the 
ASK 111udulaturs will be same as shown in Fig. 6. 17b. Thus the two ASK signals are indi st inguishable in 
their magni tude spectra. Their distinction lies only in their phase spectra which are not shown. The magnitude 
spectnm1 of PSK modulator will also be same as in Fig. 6.17b. However, we can appreciate the fact that the 
PSK signal will have the message shifted to the passband range. 

\ 

Oscillator t----.... 
i'c1 

1 

ASK 
modulator 1----, 

1eo• 
phase shift@r 

(1) 

l'm 

ASK 
modulator 

(2) 

PSK r 

t----

llPSK 

Fig. 6.16 Eq11iuale11/: representation of PSK in terms of two ASK systems. 

f 
ViasK(f) -VAsK1(f) "'VAsK2(f) 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 6.17 Spectrn rt f variou~ stages i11 tlte ge1u:ral:io11 of PSK signal. Spectn,m of 
(a) message, and (b) firsl ASK, second ASK and FSK mod11/ators. 

Demodulation of PSK Signal The demodulation of PSK can also be understood eas iliy by considering 
the ASK view of PSK. However, the message can only be demodulated by coherent detection. This can be 
appreciated from the non-coherent detection of FSK signal which was made possible due to the frequency 
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selective operation of the filters present in the upper and lower channels. In PSK. die two ASK signals are 
separated in phase values, not in frequency. 

The block diagram for the coherent detection of PSK may drawn as given in Fig. 6.18. The incoming PSK 
signal is multiplied wi th the carrier signal with phase shift 0° in the upper channel and carrier signal with 
phase shift 180° in the lower channel. The output of the multiplier in the upper ehatmel will be low frequency 
message and ASK signal at twice cv, during the intervals when the PSK is due to the carrier with phase shift 0°. 
It will be 180° phase shi ft:ed versi(ms during intervals when the PSK is due to the carrier of phase shift I 80°. 
Thus the output of the low pass filter in the upper channel will contain baseband message during intervals 
belonging to 0° phase shitl and its 180 phase shifted version during the intervals hclonging to the phase shift 
of 180°. Exactly opposite happens in the lower channel. The outputs of the two channels arc further passed 
onto a comparator. The ouput of the comparator will be high when upper dianncl output is greater than the 
lower channel and Low when lower channel output is greater than the upper channel. In this way the bast:band 
message is retreived from the PSK signal 

[ Upper channel 

Analog Low pass 
Multiplier S1u filter S2u 

v::, 
t!psK 180° 

phase 
t-hifter 

Uc2 

Analog S1/ Low pess S21 

Multiplier filter 

Lower channel 

Fig. 6.18 Block di11gra111 of cohere11/ detection of PE K signal. 

Let the synchronous carriers at the receiver be given by 

v~2 ;: - v~ cosw,.t 

The output of the multiplier ia the upper cha.noel during the interval having 0° phase shift is given by 

(6.,26) 

(6.27) 

V VV' 1 
.~ '"' Vpw v',"' "' c c (I + cos2cot) (6.28) 

111 .,n C 2 C 

The output of the multiplier in the upper channel during the interval having 180° phase shift i~ given by 

v,,,vcv~ (1 2 ~· = - + COS Wr/) • 111 2 (6.29) 
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The output of the low pass filter in the upper channel during the interval having 0° phase shift is given by 

- v,,,vcv~ (6.30) 
S2u - 2 

The output of the low pass filter in the upper channel during the interval having 180° phase shift is given by 

s = - vmvcv~ 
2u 2 (6.31) 

Thus the filter output in the upper channel is 

-"211 DC Vffl (6.32) 

during the interval having 0° phase shift and 

sz,, oc - v.. (6.33) 

during the interval having 180° phase shift. 
The exact opposite phenomenon happens iu the lower channel. As a result, the filter output in the lower channel is 

s
21 

oc V 
111 

(6.34) 

during the interval having 0° phase shift and 

Su oc -v .. 

during the interval having 180° phase shift. 
Therefore the output of the compartor is given by 

s1 oc Vm 

Hence the recovery of baseband message is carried out. 

6.3 M-ARY DIGITAL MODULATION TECHNIQUES 

(6.35) 

(6.36) 

In the previous section, we described the basic digital modulation techniques which involve transmitting 
infonnation in two levels. Hence they may also be termed as bi11a1y digital mod11latio11 techniques. Accordingly, 
we can rename them as binary ASK (BASK), binary FSK (BFSK) and binary PSK (BPSK). We can extend 
the same principles to transmit information in more than two levels, in general, M levels. These modulation 
techniques are tenncd as M-a,y digital modulation techniques. As will be apparent from later description, the 
main merit of M-ary techniques is increased transmission rate on the same channel bandwidth. The signals 
with M different levels may be generated by changing the amplitude, frequency or phase of a carrier in M 
discrete steps as opposed to two levels in binary modulation scheme. Accordingly, we have M-ary ASK, M-ary 
FSK and M-ary PSK digital modulation techniques. Auother way of generating M-ary signals is to combine 
different methods of binary digital modulation schemes. For instance, M-ary amplirude-phase shift keying 
(APK) is obtained by combing ASK and PSK. A special fom1 of this hybrid modulation that exploits the 
merits of quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and M-ary scheme is M-ary QAM technique. Among all 
the M-ary digital modulation techniques the mostly used ones include M-ary PSK, M-a.ry FSK and M-ary 
QAM which are described in the rest of the section. 

6.3.1 M-ary PSK 

In BPSK, the phase of the carrier can take on only two values and most convenient being 0° and 180°. As 
opposed to this, M-ary PSK can take on M different phase shift values within 2;,r range, given by <f,

1 
"' 2m/M, 

where, i = 0, 1, ... , M ·- 1. Accordjngly, we have M carrier signals for modulation. For instance, when M"" 4, 
we haver/>,:::, 0, Td2,,r, 3tr/2. Such a scheme is termed as quaterna,y PSK, since the phase values are separated 
by Trl2. Alternatively, in BPSK, if the phase shifts are separated by '1r/2, then it is termed as quadrature PSK 
(QPSK). 
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The M different carrier signals can be defined as 

2ni 
vci = Vccos ( W cl + M ) i = 0, 1, ... , M - I (6.37) 

For ease of illustration we discuss by considering quaternary PSK. In a symbol interval we can transmit 2 
different messages, namely, vm, and v.,2 using the carriers v(,' v .a• vrJ and v ""· separated by ,r/4. This is because 
M levels can be used to transmit binary words of length n, where M "" 2". For M"" 4 we have binary words of2 
bit length and hence two independent binary sequences can be tranmitted. For instance, 00 can be transmitted 
using a carrier with phase shift¢, i::: O°, 01 with <fJ = 90°, 10 with q, =: 180° and 11 with q, = 270°. Figure 6.19 
shows the two different messages, four different carriers and corresponding quaternary PSK signal. Based on 
this a block diagram can be drawn for the generation for a quaternary PSK using 4 x I multiplexer as shown in 
Fig. 6.20. The two input message sequences are applied to the control inputs. When 00 is to be transmitted v"' 
is selected, vci for O 1, vd for 10 and 11, 4 for 11 . Hence the generation of quaternary PSK. 
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Fig. 6.19 Time domain represcntatio1t of gcuerafio11 of quaternary PSK signal: (a) first message, (b) second message, 
(c)-(f) four carriers signals witlt different phase shifts, and (g) quaternary PSK signal. 

I I 
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i/p i'c1 

4 x 1 

MUX 
o/p 

114PSK 

Control i/p 

i'm1 Pm2 

Fig. 6.20 Block diagram for g,memlio11 of q1111tenrnry PSK sig11al. 

Demodulation of M-ary PSK Signal For the demodulation. on ly coherent <lctection is possible. IJ1 

coherent detection. incoming quaternary PSK signal is multiplied with four carrier signals 11;.1• 11~2 • ,,; , 

and 11~~ which are in synchronism with those at the transmitter. In given symbol interval. the multiplier 
whose carrier phase matches with that of the PSK signal will produce maximum output compared to other 
multipliers. Accordingly. the corresponding binary word of two bits is decoded. For instance, if the multplicr 
with 11;.1 produces maximum output, then 00 is decoded. The two bit sequences can be separated to get the 
two messagel> 11 1 and v , . Figure 6.21 shows the block diagram for the demodulation of qutarne1y PSK. The ,,, m. 

purpose of maximum finder is to find the channel that provides maximum output. Accordingly the binary 
word decoder will produce the corresponding binary word. 

Analog 
mullipller 

(1) 

11C1 

Analog 
multiplier 

(2) 

V4PSK Ve2 

Analog 
multiplier 

(3) 

V~3 

Analog 
multiplier 

(4) 

v~ 

Low pass 
fil ter 
(1) 

Low pass 
filter 
(2) 

Low pass 
niter 
(3) 

Low pass 
filter 
(4) 

Maximum Binary word Binary 
finder Decoder word 

Fig. 6.21 Block diagram far coltcrent detection of quatemflry PSK sig11al. 

6.3.2 M-ary FSK 

M-ary FSK is same as M-ary PSK, except that the carriers are separated in frequency than phase. In BFSK, 
the frequency of the carrier can take only two values say, wc1 nnd wc2. As opposed to· this, M-ary FSK can 
take on M different frcouencv values. uiven bv m . where. i = 0. 1 .... . M - I. Accordin12lv we have M car~ 
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rier signals for modulation. For instance, when M = 4, we have w,, = ro,.,. ~ -l' ro,.3 and ~ 4• Such a scheme is 
termed as quaternary FSK. 
The M different carrier signals can be defined as 

v,.
1 
= V, cos(WJ) i "" 0.1 , ... ,M - I (6.38) 

For ease of illustration we discuss by considering quatemary FSK. In a symbol interval we can transmit 2 
different messages, namely. v 

I 
and 11 , using the carriers v ,. v ., v 

3 
and 11 , · For instance, 00 can be transmitted 

nJ o,_ t I ~ t (°"! 

using a carrier \vith frequency ro,
1

• 0 I with w,.2, IO with md and 11 with rorJ. Figure 6.22 shows the two different 
messages, four different carriers and corresponding quaternary FSK signal. Therefore the block diagram for 
the generation of quaternary FSK wit I remain same as that of quadraphase PSK shown in Fig. 6.20. The only 
difference is that the difforent carriers are separated in frequency than phase. The two input message sequences 
are applied to the control inputs. When 00 is to be transmitted 11c1 is selected, 0 I is to be transmitted v,

1 
is 

selected. 11 •. , for IO and v,..i for 11 . Hence the generation of quatemary FSK. 
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Fig. 6.22 Time domai11 represenatio11 of gc11cr11tio11 of quaternary FS1< sig11a/: (a) first 1111:ssage, (b) second 11,'essage, 
(c)-(f) four carrier si$?itals separated i11 frcq11e11cies, C!l) quatcmnrv FSK si$?1Lnl. 
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Demodulation M-ary FSK Signal FSK can be demodulated by either coherent or non-coherent detection. 
ln coherent detection incoming quaternary FSK signal is applied to four analog multipliers having carrier 
signals v~1 , v~2 , v;3 and v~4 which are separated in frequency. ln a given symbol interval. the analog 
multiplier whose carrier frequency matches with that of the FSK signal will produce maximum output. 
Aycord.ingly, the corresponding binary word of two bits is decoded. For instance, if the analog multiplier 

with v~1 produces maximum output, then 00 is decoded. The two bit sequences can be separated to get the 
two messages v .. 

1 
and v.,~· The block diagram for the coherent detection of qutamery FSK is same as that of 

quaternary PSK shown in Fig. 6.21, except that the carrier signals are now separated in frequency. 
The block diagram of non-coherent detection of quatemary FSK is shown. in Fig. 6.23. In non~ coherent 

detection, incoming quaternary FSK signal is applied to four correlators or matched fl lters which are by design 
matched to the four carrier signals v~1 , v~2 , v~3 and v; 4 . Thus, it avoids the requirement of referenc-e carriers 
in the receiver which is their main merit. The output of matched filter gives infonnation about the similarity of 
input wave with the matched filter design value. In a given symbol interval, the matched filter which matches 
best with that of the FSK signal will produce maximum output compared to other filters. The output of the 

matched filters are passed through the envelope detectors. The output of the enevelope detectors are compared 
and the one with maximum output is taken as the channel and its corresponding binary word is decoded. For 

instance, if the matched filter designed for v~1 produces maximum output, then 00 is decoded. 

Filter matched Envelope 
- to detector ~ 

Vc1 (1) 

Filter matched Envelope ' 
'--- to detector 

'11: Vc2 (2) 

~ Maximum Binary - word ur finder detector 
Filler matched Envelope 

- to detector 
v,~ (3) 

FIiter matched Envelope 

- to detector -
!ie4 (4) 

Fig. 6.23 Block diagra111 of non-coherent detection of q11alernanJ FSK signal. 

6.3.3 M-ary QAM 

Bina -
war 

ry 

d 

Quadrature amplin1de modulation (QAM) is a variant of AM to conserve bandwidth. The two message signals 
vm, and v mi can be transmitted on the same bandwidth using two carriers having same frequency, but separated 

/ 
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~y a phase shift of rr/2. That is, the two carrier signals are in phase quadrature and each of these carriers are 
amplitude modulated and hence the name quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). 
Let the two carrier signals be given by 

(6.39) 

and 

v c2 = v. sina.>/ (6.40) 

The corresponding QAM signal is defined as 

(6.41) 

ln the above equation, the first term is termed as in-phase component and the second tenu is termed as 
qiwdratzire component. 

The message signals can be recovered at the receiver by coherent detection. The incoming QAM is simul
taneously applied to in-phase and quadrature channels. The output of the analog multiplier in the in-phase 
channel is given by 

(6.42) 

The first tem1 is the scaled version of the message v1111 which can be retrieved by passing through a low pass 

filter. 
The output of the analog multiplier in the quadrature chan_nel is given by 

V 2VV1 
V 12VY1

, , ; . , • s "' \I V' Sll.1 Ct) l C m C C . + n < C sm 2w t + \I ,r V sin 0) t cos Q) t 
q Q,IM c ,. 2 2 a ml c c c • 

(6.43) 

The first term is the scaled version of the message v m
2 

which can be r~trieved by passing through a low 

pass filter. 
In this way we can transmit two independent message signals on the same bandwidth with the help of 

two carriers which are in phase quadrature. The conventional QAM is used for analog communication, but it 
applies equally to digital message signal also. 

The transmission rate of the M-ary PSK can be further increased by combining the QAM .concept with it 
resulting in the hybrid M-ary amplitude-phase shift keying (APK) tenned as M-ary QAM. In case of M-ary 
PSK, the M carrier signals separated in phase are used to transmit binary words oflength n bits, where M- 2". 

This transmission rate can be further increased by replacing these carriers with in-phase and quadrature com
ponents and amplitude modulating each component by a suitable in-phase and quadrature value. 

The generation of the in-phase and quadrature values can be illustrated with the help of Fig. 6.24, tenned 
more commonly as signal co11ste/latton diagram. </J1 represents the in-phase component and (/)1 represents the 
quadrature component. Any point in the constellation diagram can be identified by an unique binary word 
obtained by dividing the whdk region into smaller square blocks as shown and giving unique binary code 
for each square. For instance, the point in the second square block around the origin of the first quadrant is 
uniquely identified by IO for ¢

1 
and IO for ¢

2 
and accordingly it 1·epresents the binary word l O I 0. This can be 

uniquely transmitted by using the inphasc and quadranire components a1 and b
1
, respectively, whose values 

are as indicated in the figure. 
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Fis. 6.24 Sig11nl co11stcllntio11 din~ram for Ille gc11emtio11 of i11-pllase n11rl quadrature co111po11e11ts. 

Accordingly the transmitted signal can be written in generic fom1 as 

1';(!) ::. a, cos COJ + b, sin WJ, where i = 1,2, ... , 16 (6.44) 

As defined i.n the equation, v;(t) can tnke M distinct shapes. Each pulse can be used 10 transmit distinct binary 
word and accordingly for M a 16, we )lave 16 words, each of length 4 bits. Thus in each symbol interval. the 
bit rate has doubled compared to M-ary PSK. 

Demod11lntio11 of M-ary QAM Signal The message can be recovered by coherent demodulation based 
on QAM demodulator as shown in Fig. 6.25 . The incoming M-ary QAM is applied to the in-phase and 
quadranire phase channels.The output of in-phase channel will be proportional to the in-phase value a, which 
can be identified by comparing the same with multilevel threshold. In case of M-nry QAM, there wi ll be 

l = [ii threholds possible, one for each value of ar Based on this comparison, it is possible to identify the 
most likely a, value and corresponding binary subword. Samething is tme with respect to quadrature phase 
channel also. By combining the two outputs, the binary word can be recovered. 
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Fig. 6.25 Block diagrnm tlf co/li:rent detection of M-ary QAM sig11nl. 
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6.4 SUMMARY 
The digital modulation techniques are meant for translating the digital message from baseband to passband. As 
described in this chapter it is indeed possible to do the same with help of techniques that arc based on analog 
modulation techniques. Binary ASK stores digital message infom1ation in two amplitude levels. Bin.ary FSK 
stores the same in two frequency levels and binary PSK in two phase levels. The transmission rate possible 
is one bit per symbol interval. Alternatively, in M-ary digital modulation techniques the transmission rate can 
bl! increased signicantly. In case of M-ary schemes, the transmission rate will be n bits per symbol interval 
where M = 2°. Except for PSK and QAM, all other digital modulation schemes can employ both coherent and 
non-coherent approaches for detecting the message. PSK and QAM schemes can use only l!Ohcrent detection 
scheme. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the .following multiple-choice q1.testio11s 
consists of an i11co111plete statement followed by four 
choices (a, b. c and d). Circle the letter p1-ecedil1g the 
line that correctly completes each sentence. 

I . The basic motivation behind the development of 
digital modulation techniques is 
a. to develop digital communication field 
b. to have methods for translating digital message 

from baseband to passband 
c. to have digitized version of analog modulation 

schemes 
d. to improve upon pulse modulation schemes 

2. Baseband transmission of digital message in
volves 
a. message in baseband and channel in pass

band 
b. both message and channel in passband 
c. message may be in passband, but channel in 

baseband 
d. both message and channel in baseband 

3. Amplitude shift keying refers to 
a. keying in amplitude values to the carrier 
b. amplitude modulation of digital carrier 
c. shifting amplitude of digital message accord

ing to carrier 
d. shifting amplin1de of carrier between two 

levels according to digital message 

4. Frequency shift keying refers to 
a. keying in frequency values to the carrier 
b. shifting frequency of carrier between two 

levels according to digital message 

c. shifting frequency of digital message accord
ing to carrier 

d. frequency modulation of digital carrier 

5. Phase shift keying refers to 
a. keying in phase values to the carrier 
b. shifting phase of digital message according to 

carrier 
c. shifting phase of carrier between two levels 

according to digital message 
d. phase modulation of digital carrier 

6. The difference between binary and M-ary digital 
modulation process is 
a. message will be binary in the former and will 

have M levels in the latter 
b. choice of carrier is two in the fom1er and M 

in the latter 
c. both message and carrier will be binary in both 

the cases 
d. none of the above 

7. M-ary amplitude shift keying refers to 
a. entering a.rray of M amplitude values to the 

carrier 
b. shifting amplitude of carrier among M levels 

according to digital message 
c. shifting amplitude of digital message into M 

levels according to carrier 
d. M-level amplitude modulation of digital car~ 

rier 

8. M-ary frequency shift keyi.ng refers to 
a. entering array of M frequency values to the 

carrier 
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b. shifting frequency of digital message into M 
levels according to carrier 

c. shifting frequency of carrier among M levels 
according to digital message 

d. M-level frequency m(l_dulation of digital car
rier 

9. M-ary pha.se shift keying refers to 
a. entering array or M phase values to the car

rier 
b. M-levcl phase modulation of digital carrier 
c. shifting phase of digital message into M levels 

according to carrier 
d. shifting phase of carrier among M levels ac

cording to digital message 

10. Coherent detection involves 
a. need of reference carrier in the receiver that is 

in synchronism with carrier at the transmitter 
b. simultaneous detection of modulated signal as 

soon as generated 
c. detection of more than two modulated sign ls 

in coherent fashion 
d. demodulated message is in sychronism with 

transmitted message 

11 . Non-coherent detection involves 
a. detection of carrier and then demodulation of 

message 
b. detection of more than two modulated sign ls 

i11 a non-coherent fashion 
c. demodulated message is in not in sycbronism 

with transmitted message 
d. no need ofrcforence carrier in the receiver 

12. Quadrature amplit(ldc modulation involves 
a. two message signals which are in phase 

quadrature 
b. two carrier signals which are in phase quadra

ture 

c. both message and carrier signals are in phase 
quadrature 

d. all of the above 

13. M-arm quadrature amplitude modulation is a 

a. M-ary version of ASK 

b. M~ary version of QAM 

c. M-ary version of PSK 

d. hybrid ofQAM and M-ary of PSK 

Review Questions 
l. Explain the motivation for the development of digit.al modulation tecniques. 

2. What are the differences between analog and digital modulation techniques? 

3. What are the differences between pulse and digital mod11lation techniques? 

4. Describe the generation of binary ASK signal. 

5. Describe the coherent detection of binary ASK signal. 

6. Dc::icribe the non-coherent detection of binary ASk signal. 

7. Describe the generation of binary FSK si£11al. 

8. Describe the coherent detection of binary FSK signal. 

9. Describe the non-coherent detection of binary FSK signal. 

10. Describe the generation of binary PSK signal. 

11 . Describe the coherent detection of binary PSK signal. 

12. Describe the generation ofM-ary PSK signal. 

13. Describe the coherent detection ofM~ary PSK signal. 

14. Describe the generation of M-ary FSK signal. 

15. Describe the coherent detection ofM-ary FSK signal. 



l 6. Describe the non-coherent detection of M-ary FSK signal. 

l 7. Describe the generation of M-ary QAM. 

18. Describe the coherent detection of M-ary QAM. 
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7 
RADIO TRANSMITTERS AND 

RECEIVERS 

As described in the chapters of amplitude aHd angle modulation techniques, a signal to be transmitted is 
impressed onto the carrier wave using any of the modulation methods. The next question is whether chis 
only is sufficient for practical transmission of the signal'? The answer is no. Even though modulation is an 
important process, additional blocks are reqttired lo make it practically feasible in an application. For this, the 
modulated sig11al needs to be added with requisite power levels and then radiated via a transmitting antenna. 
The whole system, starring from modulation till the radiation. constitutes a transmitter. As will be discussed 
in later chapters. the modulated signal with enough power is radiated, propagated and a little of it collected 
by a receiving antenna. Whal must a receiver do? The signal at this point is generally qui te weak: therefore, 
the receiver must first amplify the received signal. Since the signal is quhc likely to be accompanied by lots 
of other (unwanted) signals probably at neighboring frequencies, it must b~ selected and the others rejected. 
Finally, since modulaLion took place in the transmitter, the reverse process of this, demodulation. must be 
perfom1ed in the receiver to recover rhe original modulating voltages. 

This chapter wilJ cover radio transmitters and receivers in guneral. The treatment of transmitters will be 
only at the block diagram level. This is because the important modulation block has already been explained 
ia the earlier chapters. The anterurn part will be explained in Chapter I l . ll is assumed that Lhe student has 
knowledge of power amplifiers. Alternatively, receivers will be dealt in detail. Each block of the receiver will 
be discussed in detail , as well as its functions and design limitations. This will be done for receivers corre
sponding to all the modulation systems so far studied. For case ofuoderstanding, each block will be discussed 
as though consisting of discrete circuits. 

lt is understood that a receiver ha.." the function of selecting the desired signal from all lhe other unwanted 
signals, amplifying and demodulating it, and displaying it in the desired manner. This outline of functions 
that must be performed shows that the major difference between receivers of various types is likely to be in 
the way in which they demodulate the received signal. This wiJI depend on the type of modulation employed., 
be it AM, FM, SSB, or any of the fom1s discussed in previous chapters. The topic communication receiver is 
now given is Appendix I . 

Objectives Upon completing the material in Chapter 7, the student will be able to 

>" Explain principles of radio communication, AM, SSB, pilot carrier, ISB and FM transmitters 
» Draw a simplified block diagram of an AM tuned radio frequency (TRF) receiver 
), Explain the theory and operation of a superheterodyne receiver 
>"' Define the tenns selectivity, image fi'equency and double spotting 

' 
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~ Identify and understand the tenns automatic frequency control (AFC) and automatic gain control 
(AGC) 

~ Explaing principles of AM, SSB, pil.ot carrier, TSB and FM receivers 

7.1 INTRODUCTION TO RADIO COMMUNICATION 
To appreciate the material described in this chapter, please refer to the basic block diagram of a communication 
system given in Fig. I. i of Chapter I . The three important blocks from the electrical communication point 
of view include transmitter, receiver and channel. The transmitter block collects the incoming message 
and modifies it in a suiable fashion so that it can be transmitted via the chosen channel to the receiver. The 
receiver block will essentially do the reverse operation of a transmitter to recover the message from the received 
weak signal. The channel is tbe physical medium that connects the transmitter and receiver blocks. In case of 
radio communication, the message transmission and reception take splace in the radio frequency (RF) range 
(typically, MF, HF, VHF and UHF). The block diagram of a radio communication system drawn by referring 
to Fig. 1.1 is given in Fig. 7. I. It consists of transmitters and receivers operating in the RF range and hence 
their names are derived from those. Unless specified, free·space will be the communication channel in case 
of radio communication. 

The radio transmitter ls an electronic system that accepts the incoming message and converts it into a modu
lated signal in the RF range by the modulation process, as described in the analog modulation techniques case. 
The required power levels are also added to the modulated signal so that it can travel for a longer distance. 
After adding enough power, the modulated signal is transmitted through the communication channel towards 
the receiver. In case of free space as channel, the antenna (to be described later) is used as the transducer to 
convert the modulating signal from guided to free space fonn. Thus, the important blocks of a radio transmitter 
include an oscillator to generate a high-frequency carrier signal for modulation, modulator, power amplifier 
and antenna. 

The radio receiver is an electronic system designed in such a way to recover the message from the incom
ing weak signal. The important operations of the radio receiver inlcude converting a received signal from 
free space to guided form using a receiving antenna, selecting out only the wanted signal using the available 
numerous ones in the free space, demodulating the message and delivering it to the destination in the original 
fonn. The two important aspects which the receiver system has to deal with, include, the weak signal .avail
able al its input terminal due to its travel over long distance and sev~ral signals available from many other 
transmitters at its input The radio receiver should first admit only the wanted signal. Later, it should recover 
the message without distortion from the admitted weak signal. 

Radio 
Transmitter 8 Radio 

Receiver 

Fig. 7.1 Block diagram of radio co1111111111icaticm system. 

More commonly, the radio transmitters and receivers are named after the modulation technique employed. 
Mostly, the radio transmitters and receivers employ either AM or FM and hence AM/FM transmitters/receivers 
are common and are discussed in detail in the rest of the chapter. 
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7.2 RADIO TRANSMITTERS 
The incoming message signal may be in non-electrical form, for instance, a speech signal which is nothing but 
acoustic pressure variation. The message signal is converted into electrical fonn using a suitable transducer. The 
electrical version is the one on which the radio transmitter operates further. The first objective is to eliminate 
the fundamental limitation of the message signal, that is, its inabi.lity to travel for a long distance because ofits 
low frequency nature. This is achieved with the help of suitable analog modulation technique. For performing 
modulation, a high-frequency carrier is needed. Thus, ao oscilator to generate a high-frequency carrier and 
a modulator circuit to perfom1 modulation are the two blocks in the radio transmitter. At the next level, the 
required power levels are added using power amplifiers, which is the third block. There may be multiple stages 
of power amplifiers. The fourth block is the antenna that radiates the signal into the atmosphere. 

7.2.1 AM Transmitters 

There are two types of devices in which it may be necessary to generate amplitude modulation. The first of 
these, the AM transmitter, generates such high powers that its prime requirement is efficiency, so quite com
plex means of AM generation may be used. The other device is the laboratory AM generator. Here, AM is 
produced at such a low power level that simplicity is a more important requirement than efficiency. Although 
the methods of generating AM described here relate to both applications, emphasis wilt be put on methods 
of generating high powers. 

In an AM transmitter, amplitude modulation can be generated at any point after the radio frequency source. 
As a matter of fact, even a crystal oscillator could be amplitude modulated, except that this would be an un
necessary interference with its frequency stability. lf the output stage in a transmitter is collector modulated in 
a low power transmitter, the system is called high level modulation. lf modulation is applied at any other point, 
including some other elctrode of the output amplifier, then so called low level modulation is produced. Naturally, 
the end product of both systems is the same, but the transmitter circuit arrangements are different. 
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Fig. 7.2 Block dingram of a11 AM transmitter 

Figure 7.2 shows a typical block diagram of an AM transmitter, which may be either low level or high 
level modulated. There are a lot of common features. Both have a stable RF source and buffer amplifiers fol-
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lowed by RF power amplifiers. In both types of transmitters, the audio voltage is processed, or filtered, so as 
to occupy the correct bandwidth (generally IO kHz), and compressed somewhat to reduce the ratio of maxi
mum to minimum amplitude. In both modulation systems, audio and power audio frequency (AF) amplifiers 
are present, culminating in the modulator amplifier, which is the highest power audio amplifier. In fact, the 
only difference is the point at which the modulation talces place. To exaggerate the difference, an amplifier 
is shown here following the modulated RF amplifier, i.e., class B. Remember that this would also have been 
called low-level modulation if the modulated amplifier had been the final one, modulated at any electrode 

other than the collector. 
It follows that the higher the level of modulation, the larger the audio power required to produce modulation. 

The higher-level system is definitely at a disadvantage in this regard. On the other hand, if any stage except 
the output stage is modulated, each following stage must handle a sideband power as well as the carrier. All 
these subsequent amplifiers must have sufficient bandwidth for the sideband frequencies. As seen in Fig. 7,2; 
all these stages must be capable of handling amplitude variations caused by the modulation. Such stages must 
be class A and consequently are less efficient than class C amplifiers. 

Each of the systems is seen to have one great advantage; low modulating power requirements in one case, 
and much more efficient RF amplification with simpler circuit desi.gn in the other. lt has been found in practice 
that a collector~modulated class C amplifier tends to have better efficiency, lower distortion and much better 
power-handling capabilities than a base-modulated amplifier. Because of these considerations, broadcast AM 
transmitters today almost invariably use high-level modulation. Other methods may be used in low power 
and miscellaneous applications, AM generators and test instruments. Broadcasting is the major application 
of AM, with typical output powers ranging over several kilowatts. 

7.2.2 SSB Transmitters 

A conventional SSB transmitter shown in Fig. 7.3 will be very similar to that of an AM transmitter, except 
for the replacement of an amplitude modulation block with SSB modulation block. The difficulty associated 
with the SSB is due to the supression of a carrier component. 
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Fig. 7,3 Block dir,gn1m of nn SSB transmitter 

The approach followed for demodulation at the receiver is to re-insert the carrier. As can be appreciated, this 
requires excellent frequency stability on the part of both transmitter and receiver, because, any frequency shift, 
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anywhere along the chain of events through which the infonnation must pass, will cause an equal frequency 
shift to the received signal. Imagine a 40~Hz frequency shift in a system through which three signals are being 
transmitted at 200,400 and 800 Hz. Not only will they all be shifted in frequency to 160, 360 and 760 Hz, 
respectively, but their relation to one another will also stop being bannonic. The result is tbat it is not possible 
to tranmit good qualtiy speech or music. There are two variants of SSB that help in mitigating this carrier 
stability problem, namely, pilot carrier and idependent sideband (ISB) systems. 

Pilot Carrier Transmitter The technique that is widely used to solve the frequency-stability problem is 
to transmit a pilot carrier with the wanted sideban~. The block diagram of such a transmitter is very similar 
to the conventional SSB transmitter, with the one difference that an attenuated carrier signal is added to the 
transmission after the unwanted sideband has been removed. The pilot carrier SSB system is shown in Fig. 
7.4. 
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Fig. 7.4 Block diagram of an SSB pilot carrier lra11smilter, 

The carrier is normally re-inserted at a level of I 5 or 26 dB below the value it would have had if it had not 
been suppressed in the first place, and it provides a reference signal to help demodulation in the receiver. The 
receiver can then use an automatic frequency control (AFC) circuit to control the frequency of a carrier signal 
generator inside the receiver with the help of a pilot carrier. 

ISB Transmitter Multiplexing techniques are used for high~density point-to-point communications. For 
low~or medium-density traffic, ISB transmission is often employed. The growth of modem communications 
on many routes has been from a single HF channel, through a four-channel ISB system. 

As shown in Fig. 7.5, ISB essentially consists of two SSB channels added to form two sidebands around 
the reduced carrier. Each sideband is quite independent of the other. It can simultaneously convey a totally 
different transmission, to the extent that the upper sideband could be used for telephony while the lower 
sideband carries telei;,rraphy. 
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Fig. 7.5 Block diagram of an 158 transmitter 

Each 6-kHz channel is fed to its own balanced modulator, each balanced modulator also receiving the output 
of the I 00-kHz crystal oscillator. The carrier is suppressed (by 45 dB or more) in the balanced modulator and 
the following filter, the main function of the filter sti ll being the suppression of the unwanted sideband, as in 
all other SSB systems. The difference here is that while one filter suppresses the lower sideband, the other 
suprcsscs the upper sideband. Both outputs are then combined in the adder witb the -26 dB carrier, so th.at a 
low-frequency ISB signal exists at this point, with a pilot carrier also present. Through mixing with the output 
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of another crystal oscillator, the frequency is then raised to the standard value of 3.1 MHz. Note the use of 
balanced mixers, to permit easier removal ofumvanted frequencies by the output filter. 

The signal now leaves the drive unit and enters the main transmitter. Its frequency is raised yet again, 
through mix.ing with the output of another crystal oscillator, or frequency synthesizer. This is done because 
the frequency range for such transmission line in the HF band is, from 3 to 30 MHz. The resulting RF ISB 
signai is then amplified by linear amplifiers, as mighc be expected, until it reaches the ultimate level. at which 
point it is fed to a fairly directional antenna for trnnsmission. The typical power level at this point is generally 
between IO and 60 kW peak. 

7.2.3 FM Trnnsmitters 

FM transmitters also work along the same lines as that of AM transmitters described earlier. Frequency modula
tion can be generated at any point including the radio frequency source. Accordingly, we can use either direct 
or indirect method for the generation of FM. Further, FM transmitters can also classified as low-level and 
high-level transmitters, depending on where the FM modulation is performed. An Armstrong FM transmitter 
given in Fig. 7.6 is the most frequently used one. 
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Fig. 7.6 Block diagram of nn FM transmitter 

The crystal oscilh1tor generates the stable carrier signal. The modulating signal and the carrier signal are 
applied to the phase modulator operating in the low power level to generate a narrowband FM wave. The 
narrowband FM wave is then passed through several stages of frequency multipliers to increase the frequency 
deviation and also carrier signal frequency to the required level. The several stages of frequency multiplication 
helps in choosing a suitable combination for achieving the required level of multiplication factors needed for 
deviation and carrier signal frequency. 

The output of the frequency multipliers stage will be a wideband FM, but at the low power level. The WBFM 
is then passed through one or more stages of power amplifiers to add required power levels. The WBFM with 
high power is then finally transmitted via the antenna towards the receiver. 

7.3 RECEIVER TYPES 
Of the various forms of receivers proposed at one time or another, only two have any rea I practical or com
mercial significance-the tuned radio-frequency (TRF) receiver and the superheterodyne receiver. Only the 
second of these is used to a large extent today, but it is convenient to explain the operation of the TRF receiver 
first since it is the simpler oftbe two. The best way of justifying the existence and overwhelming popularity 
of the superheterodync receiver is by showing the shortcomings of the TRF type. 
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7.3.1 Tuned Radio-Frequency (TRF) Receiver 

The TRF receiver block diagram is shown in Fig. 7. 7. The TRF receiver is a simple "logical" receiver. A person 
with just a little knowledge of communic'ations would probably expect all radio receivers to have this form. 
The virtues oftl).is type, which is now not used except as a fixed-frequency receiver in special applications. 
are its simplicity and high sensitivity. 

Two or perhaps three RF amplifiers, all tuning together, were etnployed to select and amplify the incom
ing frequency and simultaneously to reject all others. After the signal was amplified to a suitable level, it was 
demodulated (detected) and 
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fed to the loudspeaker after being passed through the appropriate audio amplifying stages. Such receivers 
were simple to design and align at broadcast frequencies (53~ to 1640 kHz), but they presented difficulties 
at higher frequencies. This was mainly because of the instability associated with high gain being achieved al 
one frequency by a multistage amplifier. ln addition the TRF receiver suffered from a variation in bandwidth 
over the tuning range. Tt was unable to achieve sufficient selectivity at high frequencies, partly as a result 
of the enforced use of single-tuned circuits. Tt was not possible to use double-tuned RF ampl.ifiers in thi::; 
receiver, altho\.1gb it was realized that they would naturally yield better selectivity. Th.is was due to the fact 
that all such amplifiers had to be tunable, and the difficulties of making several double-tuned amplifiers tune 
in unison were too great. 

Consider a tuned circuit required to have ·a bandwiath of 10 kHz at a frequency of 535 kHz. The Q of 
this circuit must be Q =.fl4f= 535/10 = 53.5. At the other end of tlie broadcast band, i.e., at 1640 kHz, the 
inducti-ve reactance (and therc(ore the (Q) of the coil should in theory have increased by a factor of 1640/535 
to 164. In practice, liowever, various losses dependent on frequency will prevent so large an increase. 'Thus 
the Q at 1640 kHz is unlikely to be in excess of 120, giving a bandwidth of!::,,/"" 1640/ 12'0 '-'. I 3. 7 kHz and 
ensuring that the receiver will pick up adjacent stations as well as the one to which it is h\ned. Consider again 
a TR.F receiver required to rune to 36.5 MHz, the upper end of the shortwave band. ff the Q required of the 
RF circuits is again calculated, sti11 on this basis of a lO~kHz bandwidth, we have Q ~ 36,500/ 10 = 3650! lt 
is obvious that such a Q is impossible to obtain with ordinary tuned circuits. 

The problems of instability, insufficient adjacent-frequency rejection, and bandwidth variation can all be 
solved. by the us~ of a superhe.terodyne receiver, whi_ch introduces relatively few problems of its own. 

7.3.2 Superheterodyne Receiver 

The block diagram of Fig. 7.8 shows a basic superheterodyne receiver and is a more practical version of 
Fig. 1.3. There are slightly different versions, but they are logical modifications of Fig. 7 .8, and most are 
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discussed in this chapter. Tn the superbcterodyne receiver, the incoming signal voltage is combined with a 
signal generated in the receiver. This local oscillator voltage is nonnally converted into a signal of a lower 
fixed frequency. The signal at this intermediate frequency contains the same modulation as the original car
rier, and it is now amplified and detected to reproduce the original information. The superhet has the same 
essential components as the TRF receiver, in addition to the mixer, local oscillator and intermediate-frequency 
(IF) amplifier. 
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Fig. 7.8 The superheterody11e receiver 

A constantfi·equency difference is maintained between the loca/
1
oscillator and the RF circuits normally through 

capacitance tuning, in which all the capacitors are ganged together and operated in unison by one control knob. 
The IF amplifier generally uses two or three transfom1ers, each consisting of a pair of mutually CO"upled tuned 
circuits. With this large number of double-tuned circuits operating at a constant, specially chosen frequency, 
the IF ampJi:fler provides most of the gain (and theref~re sensitivity) and bandwidth requirements. of the 
rec~iver. Since the charact.eristics of the IF amplifier are indep~ndent of the frequency to which the receiver 
is tuned, the selectivity and sensitivity of the superhet are usually fairly unifonn throughout its tuning ra9ge 
and not subject to the variation!$ that affect the TRF receiver. The RF c_ircuhs arc now used mainly to select 
the wanted frequency, to reject interference such as the imagejrequency and (especially at high frequencies) 
to reduce the noise figure of the receiver. 

For further explanation of the superhetero4yne receiver, refer to Fig, 7 .8. The RF stage is normally a 'f~de" 
band RF amplifier tunable from approximately 540 kI·lz to 1650 kHz (standard commercial ~ band); It is 
mechanically tied to the local oscillator to ensure _precise tuning chara~teristics. 

The local oscillator is avariable oscillator capable of generating a signal from 0.995 MHz to 2.105 MHz. 
The incoming signal f-rom the transmitter is selected and amplified by the RF stage. It is then combined (mixed) 
with a predetermined local oscillator signal in the mi:xer,stage. (During this stage, a class C nonlinear.device 
processes the signals, producing the sum, qHference, and originals.) 
- The signal from the mixer is then .supplied to the IF (intennediate-frequency) amplifier. This amplifier is a 
very-narrow-bandwidth class A device capable of selecting a frequency of 0.455 kHz ± 3 kHz and rejecting 
all others. 

The IF signal output is an amplified composite of the modulated RF from the transmitter in con:ibmati.on with 
RF from theJocal oscillator. Neither of these signals is usable without.further processing. The next process is 
in the detector stage, which eliminates one of the sidebands still present and separates the RF from the audio 
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components of the other sideband. The RF is filtered to ground, and audio is supplied orfed to the audio stages 
for amplification and then to the speakers, etc. The following example shows the tuning process: 

I. Select an AM station, i.e., 640 kHz. 

2. Tune the RF amplifier to the lower end of the AM baud. 

3. Tune the RF amplifier. This also tunes the local oscil1ator to a predetennined frequency of I 095 kHz. 

4. Mix the 1095 kHz and 640 kHz. This produces the following signals at the output oftbe mixer circuit; 
these signals are then fed to the IF amplifier: 
a. 1.095-MHz local oscillator frequency 
b. 640-kHz AM station canier frequency 
c. 445-kHz: difference frequency 
d. 1.735-MHz sum frequency 

Because of its narrow bandwidth, the IF amplifier rejects all other frequencies but 455 kHz. This rejection 
process reduces the risk of interference from other stations. This selection process is the key to the super
hcterodyne's exceptional pcrfonnance, which is why it is widely accepted. The process of tuning the local 
oscillator to a predetermined frequency for each station throughout the AM band is known as tracking and 
will be discussed later. 

A simplified fonn of the superbeterodyne receiver is also in existence, in which the mixer output is in fact 
audio. Such a direct conversion receiver has been used by amateurs, with good results. 

The advantages of the superheterodyne receiver make it the most suitable type for the great majority of 
radio receiver applications; AM, FM, communications, single-sideband, television and even radar receivers 
all use it, with only slight modifications in principle. It may be considered as today's standard form of radio 
receiver, and it will now be examined in some detail, section by section. 

7.4 AM RECEIVERS 
Since the type ofrecciver is much the same for the various forms of modulation, it has been found most con
venient to explain the principles of a superheterodync receiver in general while dealing with AM receivers in 
particular. In this way, a basis is fonned with the aid of a simple example of the use of the superheterodyne 
principle, so that more complex versions can be compared and contrasted with it afterwards; at the same time 
the overall system will be discussed from a practical point of view. 

7.4.1 RF Section and Characteristics 

A radio receiver always has an RF section, which is a tunable circuit connected to the antenna tenninals. It is 
there to select the wanted frequency and reject some of the unwanted frequencies. However, such a receiver 
need not have an RF amplifier foUowing this tuned circuit. If there is an amplifier its output is fed to the mixer 
at whose input another tunable circuit is present. In many instances, however, the tuned circuit connected to 
the antenna is the actual input circuit of the mixer. The receiver is then said to have no RF amplifier. 

The advantages of having an RF amplifier are as follows (reasons 4 to 7 are either more specialized or 
less important): 

l. Greater gain, i.e., better sensitivity 

2. Improved image-frequency rejection 

3. Improved signal-to-noise ratio 

4. Improved rejection of adjacent unwanted signals, i.e., better selectivity 
' 5.· Better coupling of the receiver to the antenna (important at VHF and above) 
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6. Prevention of spurious frequencies from entering the mixer and heterodyning there to produce ari interfer
ing frequency equal to the IF from the desired signal 

7. Prevention of reradiatiun of the local oscillator through the antenna of the receiver (relatively rare) 

The single-tuned, transfom1er-coupled amplifier is most commonly employed for RF ai11plification, as 
illustrated in Fig. 7.9. Both diagrams in the figure are seen to have an RF gain control, which is very rare 
with domestic receivers but quite common in communication receivers. The medium-fi-cquency amplifier 
of Fig. 7. 9a is quite straightfoiward, but the VHF amplifier of Fig. 7 .9b contains a number of refinements. 
Feedthrough capacitors are used as bYPass capacitors and, in conjunction with the RF choke, to decouple the 
output from the Ver. As indicated in Fig. 7.9b, one of the electrodes of a feedthrough capacitor is the wire 
mnning through it. This is surrounded by the dielectric, and around that is the grounded outer electrode. 
This arrangement minimizes stray inductance in series with the bypass capacitor. Feedthrough capacitors are 
almost invariably provided for bypassing at VHF and often have a value of 1000 pF. A single-tuned circuit is 
used at the input and is coupled to the antenna by means of a trimmer (the latter being manually adjustable 
for matching to different antennas). Such coupling is used here because of the high frequencies involved. In 
practice RF amplifiers havethe input and output tuning capacitors ganged to each other and to the one tuning 
the local oscillator. 

N\,----- --- ----+---o + Vee 
=:Tia 

(b) 

Fig. 7.9 Transistor RF m11plifiers, (n) Medium-frequency; (b) VHF 
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SensitivittJ The sensitivity of a radio receiver is its ability to amplify weak signals. It is often defined in 
terms of the voltage that must be applied to the receiver input tenninals to give a standard output power, 
measured at the output terminals. For AM broadcast receivers, several of the relevant quantiti~s have been 
standardized. Thus 30 percent modulation by a 400-Hz sine wave is used, and the signal is applied to the re
ceiver through a standard coupling network known as a dummy antenna. The standard output is 50 milliwatts 
(50 mW), and for all types ofreceivers the loudspeaker is replaced by a load resistance of equal value. 

Sensitivity is often expressed in microvolts or in decibels below I V and measmed at three points along 
the tuning range when a production receiver is lined up. It is seen frorn the sensitivity curve in Fig. 7.10 that 
sensitivity varies over the tuning band. At 1000 kHz, this pa1iicular receiver has a sensitivity of 12.7 µV, 
or - 98 dBV (dB below 1 V). Sometimes the sensitivity definition is extended, and tbe mauufacmrer of this 
receiver may quote it to be, not merely 12.7 µV, "but 12.7 µV for a signal-to-noise ratio of20 dB in the output 
of the receiver." 

For professional receivers, there is a tendency to quote the sensitivity in terms of signal power required to 
produce a minimum acceptable output signal with a minimwn acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. The measure
ments are made under the conditions described, and the minimum input power is quoted in dB below 1 mW 
or dBm. Under the heading of "sensitivity" in the specifications of a receiver, a manufacturer might quote, 
"a -85-dBm I-MHz signal, 30 percent modulated with a 400-Hz sine wave will , when applied to the input 
terminals of this receiver through a dummy antenna, produce an output of at least 50 mW with a signal-to
noise ratio not less than 20 dB in the output" 
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Pig. 7.10 Se11sitivit1j Cttt'Ve for good domestic receiver 

The most important factors determining the sensitivity ofa superheteroclyne receiver are-the gain of the IF 
amplifier(s) and that of the RF amplifier. It is obvious that the noise figure plays an important part. F igure 7. I 0 
shows the sensitivity plot of a rather good domestic or car radio. Portable and other smaLJ receivers used only 
for the broadcast band might have a sensitivity in the vicinity of 150 µV, whereas the sensitivity of quality 
commllllication receivers may be better than I µVin the }ff band. 

Selectiv.ity The selectivity of a receiver is its ability to reject wiwanted signals. It is expressed as a curve, 
such as the one of Fig. 7. I 1, which shows the attenuation that the receiver offers to signals at frequencies 
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near to the 011e to which it is tuned. Selectivity is measured at the end of a sensitivity test with conditions the 
same as for sensitivity, except that now the frequency of the generator is varied to either side of the frequency 
to which the receiver is tuned. The output of the receiver naturally falls, since the input frequency is now 
incorrect. The input voltage must be increased until the output is the same as it was originally. The ratio ofthe 
voltage required of i:esonance to the voltage required when the generator is tuned to the receiver's frequency 
is calculated at a number of points and then plotted i.n decibels to give a curve, of which the one in Fig. 7 .11 is 
representative. Looking at the curve, we see that at 20 kHz below the receiver tuned frequency, an interfering 
signal would have to be 60 dB greater than the wanted signal to come out with the same amplitude. 
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Fig. 7.11 Typical selectivity curve 

Selectivity varies with receiving frequency ifordi.nary tuned circuits are used in the fF section, and becomes 
somewhat worse when the receiving frequency is raised. lu general, it is determined by the response of the IF 
section, with the mixer and RF amplifier input circuits playing a small but significant part. It should be noted 
that it is selectiv:ity that detennines the;: adjacent-channel rejection of a receiver. 

Image frcquertcy attd its rejection ln a standard broadcast receiver (and, in fact1 in the vast majority 
of all receivers made) the local oscillator frequency is made higher than the incoming signal frequency for 
reasons that will become apparent. It is made equal at all times to the signal frequency plul$ the intermediate 
frequency. Thus.lo= J, + J;, or!,= J: -J;; no matter what the signa.1 frequency may bo. When J; andf. are mixed, 
the difference frequency, which is one of the by-products, is equal tofi. As such, it is the only one passed and 
amplified by the IF stage. 

If a frequency/,, manages to reach the mixer, such that 1;1 = 1: + J;. that is,/,, = /, + 2J;, then this frequency 
will also produce}; when mixed with_t;,. Unforttmately, this spurious intenned.iate-frequeucy ~ignal will also 
be amplified by the IF stage and will therefore provide interference.' This has the effect of two stations being 
received simultaneously and is naturally undesirable. The tenn/;, is called the image frequency and is defined 
as the signal frequency plus twice the intermediate frequency. Reiterating, we have 

(7'. I) 

The rejection ofan ima,e frequency by a single-tun~d circuit, i.e., the ratio of the· gain ar the signal frequency 
to the gain at the image frequency, is given by' , 
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where 

p= b.. - J:. 
1; 1:, 

Q"" loaded Q of tuned circuit 

(7.2) 

{7.3) 

If the receiver has an RF stage, then there are two tuned circuits, both nmed to}~. The rejection of each will 
be cakulatetl by the same formula, and the total rejection will be the product of the two. Whatever applies to 
gain calculations applies also to those involving rejection. 

Image rejection depends on the front-end selectivity of the receiver and must be achieved before the IF 
stage. Ont:c the spurious frequency enters the first IF amplifier, it becomes impossible to remove it from the 
wanted signal. It can be seen that if/;/.~ is large, as it is in the AM broadcast band, the use of an RF stage is 
not essential for good image-frequency rejection, but it does become necessary above about 3 MHz. 

Example 7.1 

Inn broadcast superheterodyne receiver having ,w RF amplifier, tire loaded Q of the anteuna coupling circuit 
(at the i11put to the mixer) is 100. If the intermediate.frequency is 455 kHz, en/cu/ate (n) the imnge frequency 
and its rejection m.tio at 1000 kHz, and (b) the image frequency a11d its rejection ratio at 25 MHz, 

Solution 

(a) / 1 "" 1000 + 2 X 455 "" 1910 kHz 

p- 1910 - lOOO = 1.910~0.524""1.386 
1000 1910 

a = ~I+ 1002 
X 1.3862 ""'Jt + 138.62 = 138.6 

This is 42 dB and is considered adequate for domestic receivers in the MF band. 

(b) f.1 = 25 + 2 X 0.455 "' 25.91 MHz 

p= 
25

·
91

- ~- l.0364-019649"" 0.0715 
25 25.91 

a=J1+1002 x 0.0715' ==~1+7.152 =7.22 

It is obvious that this rejection will be insufficient for a practical receiver in the HF band. 
Example 7.1 shows, as it was meant to, that although image rejection need not be a problem for an AM broad
cast receiver without an RF stage, special precautions must be taken at HF. two possibilities can be explored 
now, in Example 7.2. 

Example 7.2 

bi order tu make the imagefrequency re;ection of the receiver of Example 7.1 as good at 25 MHz as it was at 
1000 kRz, calculate (n) the loaded Q which an RF amplifier for this receiver would /Jave to have nnd (b) the 
new i11tenncdial·e frequency that would be needed (if there is to be no RF amplifier). 
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/ 
Solution 

(a) Since the mixer already bas a rejectioll of7.22, the image rejection of the RF stage will have to be 

a'""- IJS.6 = 19.2;;;;; JJ + Q'2 X 0.07152 

7.22 

Q'2 ""- 19.2
2 

- I 
0.0715 

Q' = Jiru ""268 
0.0715 

A well-dc~igned receiver would have the same Q for both tuned circuits. Here this works out to 164 each, 
that being th~ geometric mean of 100 and 268. 
(b) If the rejection is to be the same as initially, through a change in the intennedjate frequency, it is apparent 
that p will have to be the same as in Example 7 .1 a, since the Q is also the same. Thus 

/~ _ 1.:"" 138.6"" 1910 _ 1000 
J, h; 1000 19!0 

j~ = 1910 -d.91 
hi 1000 

25 + 2Ji' _ 1.91 
25 

25 + 2//~ 1.91 X 25 

., _ 1.91 X 25 - 25 _ 0.9] X 25 _ I l 
4 

MH 
} ; - 2 - 2 - . z 

Adjacent Channel SelectivittJ (Double Spotting) This is a well-known phenomenon, which manifests 
itself by the picking up of the same shortwave station at two nearby points on the receiver dial. It is caused 
by poor front-end selectivity, i.e., inadequate image-frequency rejection. That is to say, the front end of the 
receiver does not select different adjacent signals very well, but the 1F stage takes care of eliminating almost 
all ofthctn. This being the case, it is obvious that the precise tuning of the local oscillator is what determines 
which signal will be amplified by the IF stage. Within broad limits, the setting of the tuned circuit at the input 
of the mixer is far less important (it being assumed that there is no RF amplifier in a receiver which badly suf
fers from double spotting). Consider such a receiver at HF, having an IF of 455 kHz. If there is a strong station 
at 14. 7 MHz, the receiver will naturally pick it up. When it docs, the local oscillator frequency will be l 5.155 
MHz, The receiver will also pick up this strong station when it (the receiver) is tuned to 13.790 MHz. When 
the receiver is tuned to the second frequency, its local o::.cillator will be adjusted to 14.245 :MHz. Since this is 
exactly 455 kHz below the frequency of the strong station, the two signals will produce 455 kHz when they 
are mixed, and the lF amplifier will not reject this signal. Ift11ere had been an RF amplifier1 the {4.7.MHz 
signal might have been rejected before reaching th~ mixer, but without an RF amplifier this receiver cannot 
adequately reject 14.7 MHz when it is tuned to 13.79 MHz. 

Lack of selectivity is hannful because a weak station may be masked by lhe reception of a nearby strong 
station at the spurious point Oll the dial. As a matter of interest, double spotting may be used to calculate the 
intennediatc frequency of an unknown receiver, since the spurious point on the dial is precisely 21, below the 
correct frequency. (As expected, an improvement it1 image-frequency rejection w.ill produce a corresponding 
reduction in double sponing.) 
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7.4.2 Frequency Changing and Tracking 

The mixer is a nonlinear device having two sets of input tenninals and one set of output tenninals. The signal ' 
from the antenna or from the preceding RF amplifier is fed to one set of input tenninals, ai\o the output of 
the local oscillator is fed to the other set. Such a nonlinear circuit will have several frequencies preserit in its 
output, including the difference between the two input frequencies-in AM this was called the lower sideband. 
The difference frequency here is the intermediate frequency and is the one to which the output circuit of the 
mixer is tuned. 

Conversion Transconductance It will be recalled that the coefficient of nonlinearity of most nonlinear 
resistances is rather tow, so that the lF output of the mixer will be very low indeed unless some preventive 
steps are taken. The usual step is to make the local oscillator voltage quite large, l V rms or more to a mixer 
whose signal input voltage might be I 00 µV or less. It is then said that the local oscillator varies the bias on 
the mixer from zero to cutoff, thus varying the transconductance in a nonlinear manner. The mixer ampli_fies 
the signal with this varying g , and an IF output results. 

Like any other amplifying.device, a mixer has a transconductance. However, the situation here is a little 
more complicated, since the output frequency is different from the input fre.quency. Conversion transconduc
tance is defined as 

6.ip (at the intermediate frequency) 

gc"' Av~ (at the signal frequency) 
(7.4) 

The conversion transconductance of a transistor mixer is of the order of 6 mS, which is decidedly lower 
than the gm of the same transistor used as an amplifier. Since g

1
• depends on the size of the local oscillator 

voltage, the above value refers to optimum conditions. 

Separately Excited Mixer In this circuit, which is shown in Fig. 7.12, one device acts as a mixer while 
the other supplies the necessary oscillations. In this case, 7i, the PET, is the mixer, to whose gate is fed the 
output of T

2
, the bipolar transistor Hartley oscfllator. 
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Fig. 7.U Separately excited FET mixer 
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An FET is well suited for mixer duty, because of the square-law characteristic of its drain current. lf T, were 
a dual-gate MOSFET, the RF input would be applied to one of the gates, rather than to the source as shown 
here, with the local oscillator output going to the other gate, just as it goes to the single gate here. Note the 
ganging together of the tuning capacitors across the mixer and oscillator coils, and that each in practice has a 
trimmer (Cr,) across it for fine adjustment by the manufacturer. Note further that the output is taken through 
a double-tuned transformer (the first IF transformer) in the drain of the mixer and fed to the IF amplifier. The 
arrangement as shown is most common at bigher frequencies, whereas in domestic receivers a self-excited 
mixer is more likely to be encountered. 

Self-excited Mixer (The material in this section has been drawn from ''Germanium and Silicon Transis
tors and Diodes" and is used with pennission of PWlips Industri.es Pvt. Ltd.) The circuit of Fig. 7 .13 is b~st 
considered at each frequency in tum, but the significance of the Ls - Ll arrangement must first be explained. 
T9 begin, it is neces!lary that the tuned circuit L3 -CG be placed between collector and ground, but only for ac 
purposes. The construction of a ganged capacitor ( C0 is one ofits sections) is such that in all the various sec
tions the rotating plates are connected to one another by the rotor shaft. The rotor of the gang is grounded. 
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Fig. 7.13 Seif-excited bipolar transistor mixer 

One end of C0 must go to ground, and yet there has to be a continuous path for direct current from HT to col
lector. One of the solutions to this problem would be the use of an RF choke instead of L

4
, and the connection 

ofa coupling capacitor from the bottom of L
6 

to the top ofL3• The arrangement as shown is equally effective 
and happens to be simpler and cheaper. It is merely inductive coupling instead of a coupling capacitor, and 
an extra transformer winding instead ofan RF choke. 

Now, at the signal frequency, the collector and emitter tuned circuits may be considered as being effec
tively short-circuited so that (at the RF) we have an amplifier with an input tuned circuit and an output tlrnt is 
indeterminate . .'\t the IF, on the other hand, the base and cmiLtcr circuits are,the ones which may be considered 
short-circui ted. Thus, at the IF, we have an amplifier whose input comes from an indeterminate source, and 
whose output is nmed to the lF. Both these "amplifiers" are common-emitter amplifiers. 



At the local oscillator frequency, the RF and IF tuned circuits may 
both be considered as though they were short-circuited, so that the 
equivalent circuit ofFig. 7.14 results (at/fl only). This is seen to be a 
tuned-collector Armstrong oscillator of the common-base variety. 

We have considered each function of the mixer individually, but 
the circuit performs them all simultaneously of course. Thus, the 
circuit oscillates, the transconductance of the transistor is varied 
in a nonlinear manner at the local oscillator rate and this variable 
gm is used by the transistor to amplify the incoming RF signal. 
Hcterodyning occurs, with the resulting production of the required 
intermediate frequency. 
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Fig. 7.14 Mixer equivalent nt J,,. 

·-
Superheterodyne Tracking As previously mentioned, the AM receiver is compqsed of a group· of RF 
circuits whose main function is to amplify a particular frequency (as preselected by the tuning dial) and to 
minimize interference from all others. 

The superhctcrodync receiver was developed to accomplish this as an improvement over some of the earlier 
attempts. This type of receiver incorporated some extra circuitry to ensure maximum signal reception (sec Fig. 
7.15). Referring to the simplified block diagram in Fig. 7.15, we can follow the signal process step by step. 

The signal is received by the first-stage RF amplifier (which is a wideband class A amplifier) whose resonant 
frequency response curve can be tuned from 540 kHz to 1650 kHz (the_standard broadcast band). The modulated 
signal is amplified and fed to the mixer stage (a class C circuit capable of producing the sum, difference, and 
original frequencies), which is receiving signals from two sources (the RF amplifier and the local osci llator). 
The unmodulated signal from the local oscillator is fed to the mixer simultaneously with the modulated signal 
from the RF amplifier (these two circuits are mechanically linked, as will be explained later in this section). 
The local oscillator (LO) is a tunable circu.it with a tuning range that extends frorn 995 kHrto 2105 kHz. 

1st 

IF 
455 kHz amplifer 
±3 kHz 

Fig. 7.15 S11perheterodyne receiver 

The output from the mixer circuit is connected to the intern1ediate·frequency amplifier (IF amp), which 
amplifies a narrow band of select frequencies (455 kHz± 3 kHz). In some receivers this class A circuit acts 
not only as an amplifier but also as a filter for unwanted frequencies which would interfere with the selected 
one. Th.is new TF frequency contains the same modulated information as that transmitted from the source but 
at a frequency range lower than the standard broadcast band. This· convhsion process helps reduce unwanted 
interference from outside sources. The signal is rectified and filtered to eliminate one sideband and the carrier 
( conversion tfom RF to AF) and is finally amplified for listening. 
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To understand the process mathematically, follow these five steps: 
I. The receiver is tuned to 550 kHz 
2. The local oscillator (because of mechanical linking) wi ll generate a frequency of 1005 kHz (always 455 

kHz above the station carrier frequency) 
3. The mixer wil l produce a usable output of 455 kHz (the difference frequency ofLO- RF, 1005 kHz - 550 

kHz) 

4. The mixer output is fed to the IF amp (which can respond only to 455 kHz± 3 kHz; all the other frequen
cies are rejected 

5. The converted signal is rectified and filtered (detected), to eliminate the unusable portions, and amplified 
for listening purposes 

This procedme is repeated for each station i.n the standard broadcast band and has prnved to be one of the most 
reliable methods for receiving (over a wide band) without undue interference from adjacent transmitters. 

The snperheterodyne receiver (or any receiver for that matter) has a number of tunable circuits which 
must all be tuned correctly if any given station is to be received. The various tuned circuits are mechanically 
coupled s9 that only one nming control and dial are required. This means that no matter what tbe received 
fi-equency! the RF and mixer input tuned circuits must be tuned to it. The local osciJlator must simultaneously 
be tuned to a frequency precisely higher than this by the intermediate frequency. Any errors that exist in this 
frequency diftereoce will result in an incorrect frequency being fed to the IF amplifier, and this must naturally 
be avoided. Such errors as exist are called tracking errors, and they result in stations appearing away from 
their correct position on the dial. 
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Keeping a constant frequency difference between the local oscillator and the front-end circuits is not pos
sible, and some tracking errors must always occur. What can be accomplished nonnally is only a difference 
frequency that is equal to the IF at two preselected points on the dial, along with some errors at all other 
points. lf a coil is placed in series with the local oscillator ganged capacitor, or, more commonly, a capacitor 
in series with the oscillator coil. then threeppoint tracking results and has the appearance of the solid curve 
of Fig. 7. 16. The capacitor in question is called a padding capacitor or a padder and is shown (labeled Cp) 
in Figs, 7.12 and 7.13. The wanted result has been obtained because the -variation of the local oscillator coil 
reactance with frequency has been altered. The three frequencies of correct tracking may be chosen in the 
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design of the receiver and are often as shown in Fig. 7.16,just above the bottom end of the band (600 kHz), 
somewhat below the top end (1500 kHz), and at the geometric mean of the two (950 kHz). 

It is entirely possible to keep maximum tracking error below 3 kHz. A value as low as that is generally 
considered quite acceptable. Since the padder has a fixed value, it provides correct three-point tracking only 
if the adjustable local oscillator coil has been preadjusted, i.e., aligned, to the correct value. lf this has not 
been done, then incorrect three-point tracking will result, or the center point may disappear completely, as 

shown in Fig. 7.16. 

Local Oscillator In receivers operating up to the limit of shortwave broadcasting, that is 36 MHz, the 
most common types of local oscill.ators are the Armstrong and the Hartley, the Colpitts, Clapp, or ultra-audi
on oscillators are used at the top of this range and above, with the Hartley also having some use if frequencies 
do not exceed about 120 MHz. Note that all these oscillators are LC and that each employs only one tuned 
circuit to detennine its frequency. Where the frequency stability of the local oscillator must be particularly 
high, AFC a frequency synthesizer may be used. Ordinary local oscillator circuits are shown in Figs. 7 .12 

and 7.13. 
The frequency range of a broadcast receiver local oscillator is calculated on the basis of a signal frequency 

range from 540 to 1650 kHz, and an intermediate frequency which is generaHy 455 kHz'. For the usual. case of 
local oscillator frequency above.signal frequency, this range is 995 to 2105 kHz, giving a ratio of maximum 
to minimum frequencies of 2.2: I. ff the local oscillator had been designed to be below signal frequency, the 
range would have been 85 to 1195 kHz, and the ratio would have been 14: 1. The normal tunable capacitor has 
a capacitance ratio of approximately 10: 1, giving a frequency ratio of 3.2: 1. Hence the 2.2: l ratio required of 
the local oscillator operating above signal frequency is well within range, whereas the other system has a fre
quency range that cannot be covered in one sweep. This is the main reason why the local oscillator frequency 
is always made higher than the si.gnal frequency in receivers with variable-frequency oscillators. 

It may be shown that tracking difficulties would disappear if the frequency ratio (instead of the frequency 
difference) were made constant. Now, in the usual system, the ratio of local oscillator frequency to signal 
frequency is 995/540 = 1.84 at the bottom of the broadcast band, and 2105/1650 = 1.28 at the top of the band. 
In a local-oscillator-below·signal-frequency system, these ratios would be 6.35 and 1.38, respectively. This is 
a much greater variation in frequency ratio and would result in far more troublesome tracking problems. 

7.4.3 Intermediate Frequencies and IF Amplifiers 

Choice of Frequency The intennediate frequency (IF) of a receiving system is usually a compromise, 
since there are reasons why it should be neither low nor high, nor in a certain range between the two. The fol
lowing are the major factors influencing the choice of the intennediate frequency in any patiicular system: 

l . If the intermediate frequency is too high, poor selectivity and poor adjacentp channel rejection result un~ 
less sharp cutoff (e.g., crystal or mechanical) filters are used in the IF stages. 

2. A high value of intermediate frequency increases tracking difficulties. 

3. As the intem1ediate frequency is lowered, image~frequency rejection becomes poorer. Equations (7. 1 ), 
(7.2) and (7.3) showed that rejection is improved a::. the ratio of image frequency to signal frequency is 
increased; and this requires a high IF. It is seen that image-frequency rejection becomes worse as signal 
frequency is raised, as was shown by Examples 7.1 a and b. 

4. A very low intermediate frequency can make the se.lectivity too sharp, cutting off the sidebands. This 
problem arises because the Q must be low when the IF is low, unless crystal or mechanical filters are 
used, and therefore the gain per stage is low. A designer is more likely to raise the Q than to increase the 

number of fF amplifiers. 
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5. lfthe IF is very low, the frequency stability of the local oscillator must be made correspondingly higher 
because any frequency drift is now a larger proportion of the low IF than ofa high IF. 

6. The intermediate frequency must not fall within the tuning range of the receiver, or else instability will 
occur and heterodyne whistles will be heard, making it impossible to tune to the frequency band inune
diately adjacent to the intem1ediate frequency. 

Frequencies Used As a result of many years' experience, the previous requiTements have been translated 
into specific frequencies, whose use is fairly well standardized throughout the world (but by no means com
pulsory). These are as follows: 

l. Standard broadcast AM receivers [tuning to 540 to 1650 kHz, perhaps 6 to 18 MHz, and possibly even 
the European long-wave band (150 to 350 kHz)] use an IF within the 438- to 465-kfl :z range, with 455 
kHz by far the most popular frequency. 

2. AM, SSB and other receivers employed for shortwave or VHF reception have a Arst rF often in the range 
from about 1.6 to 2.3 MHz, or else above 30 Mi--Iz. (Such receivers have two or more different intermedi
ate frequencies.) 

3. FM receivers using the standard 88· to 108-MHz band have an 1F which is almost always 10.7 MHz. 
4. Television receivers in the VHF band (54 to 223 MHz) and in the Ul-lF band (470 to 940 MHz) use an IF 

between 26 and 46 MHz, with approximately 36 and 46 MHz the two most popular values. 
S. Microwave and radar receiver:-;, operating on fn:quencies in the 1- to l 0-GHz range, use intcnnediatc 

frequencies depending on the application. with 30, 60 and 70 MHz among the most popular. 
By and large, services covering a wide frequency range have Ifs .somewhat below the lowest receiving 

frequency, whereas other services, especially fi~ed-frequency microwave ones, may use intermediate frequen
cies as much as 40 times lower than the receiving frequency. 

Intermediate-freq,umctJ Amplifiers The IF amplifier is a fixed-frequency amplifier, with the very im
pc>rlant function of rejecting adjacent unwanted frequencies. It should have a frequency response with steep 
skirts. When the desire for a flat-topped respon!lc is added, the resulting recipe is for a doublc-ttined or 
stagger-tuned amplifier. Whereas FET and integrated circuit IF amplifiers generally are double-tuned at the 
input and at the output, bipolar transistor amplifiers often are single·tl.med . .<\ typical bipolar IF amplifier for a 
domestic receiver i:,; shown in Fig. 7.17. It is :,;een to be a two-stage amplifier, with all IF transformers single 
tuned. This deparn1.re from a single-stage, doubl.e-tuned amplifier is for the sake of extra gain, and receiver 
sensitivity. 

c,, 
r------,(----il 
I 1st IF . 
I amplifier 
! / r-'1-~H'!!: 

I 

IFT 1 

AC3C in -

Fig. 7.17 Two-stage IF amplifier 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 7.18 Simple diode ,tclcclor. (n) Cirwit diagmm; (b) input and 011tp11I voltages 

Although a double-nmed circuit, such as those shown in Figs. 7 .18 and 7.19, rejects adjacent frequencies 
far better than a single-tuned circuit, bipolar b·ansistor amplifiers, on the whole. use single-tuned circuits for 
interstage coupling. The reason is that greater gain is achieved in this way because of the need for tapping 
coils in tuned circuits. This lapping may be required to obtain maximum power transfer and a reduction of 
tuned circuit loading by the transistor. Since transistor impedances may be low, tapping is employed, together 
with somewhat lower inductances than would have been used with tube circuits. Ifa double-tuned transfom1er 
were used, both sides of it might have to be tapped, rather than just one side as with a single-tuned transfonner. 
Thus a reduction in gain would result. Note also that neutralization may have to be used (capacitors C,, in Fig. 
7 .17) in the transistor IF amplifier, depending on the frequency and the type of transistor employed. 

When double tuning is used, the coefficient of coupling varies from 0.8 times-critical to critical, overcou
pliog is not normally used without a special reason. Finally, th~ IF transformers are often all made identical 
so as to be interchangeable. 

7.4.4 Detection and Automatic Gain Control (AGC) 

Operation of Diode Detector The diode is by far the most common device used for AM demodulation 
(or detection). and its operation will now be considered in detail. On the circuit of Fig. 7. I 8a, C is a small 
capacitance and R is a large resistance. The parallel combination of R and C is the load resistance across 
which the rectified output voltage V

0 
is developed. At each positive peak of the RF cycle, C charges up to a 

potential almost equal to the peak signal voltage i,:. The difference is due to the diode drop since the forward 
resistance of the diode is small (but not zero). Between peaks a little of the charge in C decays through R. 
to be replenished at the next positive peak. The result is the voltage V •' which reproduces the modulating 
voltage accurately. except for the small amount of RF ripple. Note that the time constant of RC combination 
must be slow enough to keep the RF ripple as small as possible, but sufficiently fast for the detector circuit to 
follow the fastest modulation variations. 

This simple diode detector bas the disadvantages that Vd, in addition to being proportional to the modulating 
voltage, also has a de component, which represents the average envelope amplitude (i.e., carrier strength), and 
a small RF ripple. The unwanted components arc removed in a practical detector, leaving only the intelligence 
and some second bannonic of the modulating signal. 

Practical Diode Detector A nwnber of additions have been made to the simple detector, and its practical 
version is shown i.n fig. 7 .19. The circuit operates it1 the following manner. The diode bas been reversed, so 
that now the negative envelope is demodulated. This has no effect on detection, but it does ensure that a nega
tiv1: AOC voltage will be available, as will be shown. The resistor R of the basic circuit has been split into two 
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parts (R1 and R
2
) to ensure that there is a series de path to ground for the diode, but at the same time a low-pass 

filter bas been added, in the fom1 of R
1 

- C1• This bas the function of removing any RF ripple that might still 
be present. Capacitor C2 is a coupling capacitor, whose main function is to prevent the diode de output from 
reaching the volume control R4• Although it is not necessary to have the volume control immediately after the 
detector, that is a convenient place for it. The combination Rl - C

3 
is a low-pass filter desi1,'Tled to remove AF 

components, providing a de voltage whose amplitude is proportional to the carrier strength, and which may 
be used for automatic gain control. 

.....---.....--0 AGC out 

AF out 

Fig. 7.19 Practical diode detector 

It can be seen from Fig. 7. 19 that the de diode load is equal to R
1 
+ R2, whereas the audio load impedance 

Zm is equal to R
1 

in series with the parallel combination of R
2

, R
1 

and R
4

, assuming that the capacitors have 
reactances which may be ignored. Tbjs will be true at medium frequencies, but at high and low audio frequencies 
Z,,, may have a reactive component, causing a phase shift and distortion as well as an uneven frequency 
response. 

Principles of Simple Automatic Gaili Control Simple AOC 

NoAGC 

Incoming signal strength 

is a system by means of which the overall gain of a radio receiver 
is varied automatically with the changing strength of the received 
signal, to keep the output substantially constant. A de bias volt
age, derived from the detector as shown and explained in connec
tion with Fig. 7.19, is applied to a selected number of the RF, IF 
and mixer stages. The devid'es used in those stages are ones whose 
transconductance and hence gain depends on the applied bias volt
age or current. rt may be noted in passing that, for correct AOC 
operation, this relationship between applied bias and transconduc
tance need not be strictly Linear, as long as transconductance drops 
significantly with increased bias. The overall result on the receiver Fig. 7•20 Simple AGC cltarncteristics 
output is seen in Fig. 7.20. 

All modern receivers are furni!shed with AOC, which enables tuning to stations of varying signal strengths 
without appreciable change in the volume of the output signal. Thus AGC "irons out" input signal amplitude 
variations, and the gain control does not have to be readjusted every time the receiver is tuned from one station 
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to another, except when the change in signal strengths is enormous. In addition, AGC helps to smooth out the 
rapid fading which may occur with long-distru1ce shortwave reception and prevents overloading of the last If 
amplifier which might othetwise have occurred. 

Distortion in Diode Detectors Two types of distortion may arise in diode detectors. One is caused by the 
ac and de diode load impedances being unequal, and the other by the fact that the ac load impedance acquires 
a reactive component at the highest audio frequencies. 

Just as modulation index of the modulated wave was defined as the ratio V./Vc so the modulation index in 
the demodulated wave is defined as 

I 
tnd ""~ (7.5) . le 

The two currenLs are shown in Fig. 7 .21, and it is to be noted that the definition is in tem1s of currents 
because the diode is a current-operated device. Bearing in mind that all these are peak (rather than rrns) 
values, we see that 

V V 
1 = _!!!.. and / = .;..£. (7.6) 

m z,,, r Re 

where z •. = audio diode load impedance, as described previously, and is assumed to be resistive 

R,. = de diode toad resistance 

The audio load resistance is smaller than the de resistance. Hence it follows that the AF current/ will be m 

larger, in proportion to the de current, than it would have been if both load resistances had been exactly the 
same. This is another way of saying that the modulation index in the demodulated wave is higher than it was 
in the modulated wave applied to the detector. This, in tum, suggests that it is possible for over-modulation to 
exist in the output of the detector, despite a modulation index of the applied voltage of less than I 00 percent. 
The resulting diode output current, when the input modulation index is too high for a given detector, is shown 
in Fig. 7.21b. 

(a) Small transmitted modulation 
Index; "" clipping. 

' ,' t 
~~ 

(b) Large transmitted modulation 
Index; negative-peak clipping. 

Fig. 7.21 Detector diode currents 

It exhibits negative peak clipping. The maximum value of applied modulation index which a diode detector 
will handle without negative peak clipping is calculated as follows: 

The modulation index in the demodulated wave will be 

(7.7 ) 
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Since the maximum tolerable modulation index in the diode output is unity, the maximum pennissible 
transmitted modulation index will be 

(7.8) 

Example 7.3 

Let the various resistances in Fig. 7.19 be R, = 110 kW, R1 • 220 kW, R3 = 470 kW and R4 is 1 M!l. What is 
the maximum modulation index which may be applied lo this diode detector without causing negative peak 
clipping? 

Solution 

We have 

RC= R1 + R2 = 110 + 220 = 330 k 

Z - R2R3& R 
a, - + I 

RzR.3 + R3R.t + R.iRi 

= 220 X 4 70 X I 000 + I l O == 130 + I IO 
220 X 4 70 + I 000 + I 000 X 220 

= 240k 
Then 

Zn 240 
111 =-..l. = - = 0.73= 73% 

m
3
x Rs 330 

Because the modulation pcrc,mtage in practice (in a broadcasting system at any rate) is very unlikely to 
exceed 70 percent, this can be considered a well-designed detector. Since bipolar transistors may have a rather 
low input impedance, which would be c01mectcd to the wiper of the volume control and would therefore load it 
and reduce the diode audio load impedance, the first audio amplifier could well be made a field-effect transistor. 
Alternatively, a resistor may be placed between the moving contact of the volume control and the base of the 
first transistor, but this unfortunately reduces the voltage fed to this transistor by as much as a factor of 5. 

Diagonal clipping is the name given to the other form of trouble that may arise with diode detectors. At the 
higher modulating frequencies, Z"' may no longer be purely resistive: it can have a reactive component due 
to C and C

1
• At high modulation depths current wilt be changing so quickl}' that the time constant of the load 

may be too slow to follow the change. As a result, the current will decay exponentially, as shown in Fig. 
7.22, instead of following the waveform. This is called diagonal clipping. It does not normally occur when 
percentage modulation (at the highest modulation frequency) is below about 60 percent. so that it is possible 
to design a diode detector that is free from this type of distortion. The student should be aware of its existence 
as a limiting factor on the size of the RF filter capacitors. 
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7.5 FM RECEIVERS 

The FM receiver is a superhcterodyne receiver, and the block diagram of Fig. 7.23 shows just how similar it 
is to an AM receiver. The basic differences arc as follows: 

I. Generally much higher operating frequencies in FM 
2. Need for limiting and de-emphasis in FM 

3. Totally different methods of demodulation 
4. Different methods of obtaining AOC 

Local 
oscillator 

IF 
amplifier 

Limiter Discriminator 

AGC 
.------iOe-emphasls 

network 

AF and power 
amplifiers 

Fig. 7.22 Dingo11nl clipping Fig. 7.23 FM receiver block dingrnm 

7.5.1 Common Circuits-Comparison with AM Receivers 

A number of sections of the FM receiver correspond exactly to those of other receivers already discussed. 
The same criteria apply in the selection of tbe intcnnediate frequency, and IF amplifiers are basically similar. 
A number of concepts bave very similar meanings so that only the differences and special applications need 
be pointed out. 

RF Amplifiers An RF amplifier is always used in an FM receiver. lts main purpose is to reduce the 
noise figure, which could otherwise be a problem because of the large bandwidths needed for FM. It is also 
required to match the input impedance of the receiver to that of the antenna. To meet the second rnquirement, 
grounded gate (or base) or cascade amplifiers are employed. Both types have the property of low input 
impedance and matching the antenna, while neither require:; neutralization. This is because the input 
electrode is grounded on either type of amplifier, effectively isolating input from output. A typical FET 
grounded-gate RF amplifier is shown in Fig. 7.24. It has all the good points mentioned and the added features 
of low distortion and simple operation. 

Oscillators n11d Mixers The oscillator circuit takes any or the usual fom1s, with the Colpitts and Clapp 
predominant., being suited to VHF operation. Tracking is not normally much of a problem in FM broadcast 
receivers. This is because the tuning frequency range is only 1.25: I, much less than in AM broadcasting. 
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E 
Pig. 7.24 Grounded-gate FET RF amplifier 

A very satisfactory arrangement for the front end of an FM receiver consists of FETs for the RF amplifier 
and mixer, and a bipolar t1'ansistor oscillator. As implied by this statement, separately excited oscillators are 
nonnally used, with an arrangement as shown in Fig. 7.12. 

Intermediate Frequency and IF Amplifiers Again, the types and operation do not differ much from their 
AM counterparts. ft is worth noting, however, that the intennediate frequency and the bandwidth required 
are far higher than in AM broadcast receivers. Typical figures for receivers operating in the 88- to I 08-MHz 
band are an IF of I 0. 7 MHz and a bandwidth of 200 kHz. As a consequence of the large bandwidth, gain per 
stage may be low. Two IF amplifier stages arc often provided, i.n which case the shrinkage of bandwidth as 
stages are cascaded must be taken into account. 

7.5.2 Amplitude Limiting 

In order to rnake full use of the advantages offered by FM, a demodulator must be preceded by an ampli
tude limiter, on the grounds that any amplitude changes in the signal fed to the FM demodulator are spuri
ous. They must therefore be removed if distortion is to be avoided. The point is significant, since most FM 
demodulators react to amplitude changes as well as frequency changes. The limiter is a fonn of clipping device, 
a circuit whose output tends to remain constant despite changes in the inplll' sigoal. Most limiters behave in 
this fashion, provided that the input voltage remains within a certain range. The common type of limiter uses 
two separate electrical effects to provide a relatively constant output. There are leak-type bias and early (col
lector) san1ration. 

Ope.ratio11 of the Amplitude Limiter Figure 7 .25 shows a typical FET amplitude limiter. Examination of 
the de conqitions shows that the drain supply voltage has been dropped through resistor R/J. Also, the bias on 
the gate is leak-type bias supplied by the parallel R - C. combination. Finally, the FET is shown neutralized 
by means of capacitor CN> in consideration of the h1gh ffequency of operation. 

Fig. 7.25 Amplitude limiter 
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1 2 3 4 5 
io r->-,.,......->--,,....>-..,......->--,,....>-.. 

Fig. 7.26 Amplitude limiter transfer characteristic 

Leak-type bias provides limiting, as shown in Fig. 7.26. When input signal voltage rises, current flows in 
lhe Rt~ Ce bia$ c~rcuit, and.a negative.voltage is developed across the capacitor: It is seen tha~ the ~ias on the 
FET 1s increased m proportion to the size of the mput voltage. As a result, the gam of the amplifier 1s lowered, 
and the output voltage tends to remain constant. 

Although some limiting is achieved by this process, it is insttfficienl by itself, .the action.just described 
would occur on.ly with rather large input voltages. To overcome this, early saturation of the output current is 
used, achieved by means of a low drain supply voltage. This is lhe reason for the drain dropping resistor of 
Fig. 7.25. The supply voltage for a limiter is typically one-half of the nonnal de drain voltage. The result of 
early saturation is to ensure limiting for conveniently low input voltages. 

It is possible for the gate-drain section to become forward-biased under saluration conditions, causing a 
short circuit between input and output. To avert this, a resistance of a few hundred ohms is placed between 
the drain and its tank. This is R of Fig. 7.25. 

Figure 7.27 shows the response characteristic of the amplitude limiter. lt indicates clearly that limiting 
takes place only for a certain range of input voltages, outside which output varies with input. Referring simul
taneously lo Fig. 7.26, we see that as input increases from value I to value 2,output current also rises. Thus 
no limiting has yet taken place. However, comparison of 2 and 3 shows that they both yield the same output 
current and voltage. Thus limiting has now begun. Value 2 is the point al which limiting starts and is called 
the threshold of limiting. As input increases from 3 to 4, there is no rise in output; all that happens is that the 
output current flows for a somewhat shorter portion of the input cycle. This, of course, suggests operation 
like that of a class C amplifier. Thus the flywheel effect of the output tank circuit is used here also, to ensure 
that the output voltage is sinusoidal, even though the output current flows in pulses. When the input voltage 
increases sufficiently, as in value 5, the angle of output current flow is reduced so much that less power is fed 
to the output tank. Therefore the output voltage is reduced. This happens here for all input voltages greater 
than 4, and this value marks the upper end of the limiting range, as shown in Fig. 7.27. 
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Limiting 
Vo threshold 

5V 
3 ' '4 

' ' l ' 

~ Limiting _; 5 
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QL--- i------;-----
0.4 V 4V V; 

Fig. 7,27 Typical /i111iter respo11se c/1nrncterislic. 

Performance of the Amplitude Limiter lt has been shown that the range of input voltages over which 
the amplitude limiter will operate satisfactorily is itself limited. The limjts are the threshold point at one end 
and the reduced angle of output current flow at the other end. In a typical practical limiter, the input voltage 
2 may correspond to 0.4 V, and 4 may correspond to 4 V. The output will be about 5 V for both values and all 
voltages in between (note that all these voltages are peak-to~peak values). The practical limiter will therefore 
be fed a voltage which is normally in the middle of this range, that is, 2.2 V peak-to~peak or approximately 
0.8 V m1s. It will thus have a possible range of variation of 1.8 V (peak-to-peak) within which limiting will 
take place. This means that any spurious amplitude variations must be quite large compared to the signal to 
escape being limited. 

Further Limiting 
It is quite possible for the amplitude limiter described to be inadequate to its task, because signal-strength 
variations may easily take the average signal amplitude outside the limiting range. As a result, further limiting 
is required in a practical FM receiver. 

Double Limiter A double limiter consists of two amplitude limiters in cascade, an arrangement that in
creases the limiting range very satisfactorily. Numerical values given to illustrate limiter pertormance showed 
an output voltage (all values peak-to-peak, as before) of 5 V for any input within the 0.4- to 4-V range, above 
which output gradually decreases. It is quite possible that an output of 0.6 V is not reached until the input 
to the first limiter is about 20 V. If the range of the second limiter is 0.6 to 6 V, it follows that all voltages 
between 0.4 and 20 V fed to the double limiter will be limited. The use of the double limiter is seen to have 
increased the limiting range quite considerably. 

Automatic Gain Control (AGC) 
A suitable alternative to the second limiter is automatic gain con1rol. This is to ensure that the signal fed to the 
limiter is within its limiting range, regardless of the input signal slrength, and also to prevent overloading of 
the last IF amplifier. If the limiter used has leak-type bias, t_hea this bias voltagl! will vary i11 proportion to the 
input voltage (as shown in Fig. 7.26) and may therefore be used for AOC. Sometimes a separate AOC detector 
is used, which takes p~l of the output of tbe last fF amplifier and rectifies and filters it in the usual manner. 

7.5.3 Basic FM Demodulators 

The function of a frequency-to-amplitude changer, or FM demodulator, is to change the frequency deviation of 
the incoming carrier into nn AF amplitude variation (identical to the one that originally caused the frequency 
variation). This conversion should be done efficiently and linearly. In addition, the detection circuit should (if at 
all possible) be insensitive to amplitude changes and should not be too critical in its adjustment and operation. 
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Generally speaking, this type of circuit converts the frequency-modulated rF voltage of constant amplitude 
into a voltage that is both frequency- and amplitude-modulated. This latter voltage is then applied to a detec
tor which reacts to the amplitude change but ignores the frequency variations. [I is now necessary to devise a 
circuit which has an output whose amplitude depends on the frequency deviation of the input voltage. 

Slope Detection Consider a frequency-modulated signal fed to a tuned circuit whose resonant frequency 
is to one side of the center frequency of the FM signal. The output of this tuned circuit wilt have an amplitude 
that depends on the frequency deviation of the input signal; that is illustrated in Fig. 7.28. As shown, the 
circuit is detuned by an amount of, to bring the carrier center frequency to point A on the selectivity curve 
(note that A' would have done just as well). Frequency variation produces an output voltage proportional to 
the frequency deviation of the carrier. 

Output 
voltage 

,f,;;1 ,fc+6f 
I I I 

I 

Frequency 
deviation 

,,.- Amplitude 
change 

Frequency 

Fig. 7.28 Slope detector characteristic curve. (K. R. St'llrley, Frequenci;-Modulated Radio, 2d ed., 
George Ncwnes Ltd., London.) 

Th.is output, voltage is applied to a diode detector with an RC load of suitable time constant. The circuit is, 
in fact, identical to that of an AM detector except that the secondary winding of the IF transformer is off-tuned. 
(In a desperate emergency, it is possible, after a fashion, to receive FM with an AM receiver, with the simple 
expedient of giving the slug of the coil to which the detector is connected two turns clockwise. Remember to 
reverse the procedure after the emergency is over!) 

The slope detector does not really satisfy any of the conditions laid down in the introduction. It is inefficient, 
and it is linear only along a very limited frequency range. It quite obviously reacts to all amplitude changes. 
Moreover, it is relatively difficult to adjust, since the primary and secondary windings of the transformer must 
be tuned to slightly differing frequencies. Its only virtue is that it simplifies the explanation of the operation 
of the balanced slope detector. 

Balanced Slope Detector The balanced slope detector is also known as the Travis detector (after its inven
tor), the triple-tuned discriminator (for obvious reasons), and as the amplitude discriminator ( erroneously). 
t.s shown in Fig. 7.29, the circuit uses two slope detectors. They are connected back to back, to the opposite 
ends of a center-tapped transformer, and hence fed 180° out of phase. The top secondary circuit is tuned 
above the IF by an amount which, in FM receivers with a deviation of75 kHz, is I 00 kHz. The bottom circuit 
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is similarly tuned below the [F by the same amount. Each tuned circuit is connected to a diode detector with 
an RC load. The output is taken from across the series combination of the two loads, so that it is the sum of 
the individual outputs. 

D1 
+ 

:I;] Vo 

D2 

Fig. 7.29 Balanced slope detector. 

Let!,. be the IF to which the primary circuit is tuned, and letfc + of andfc - o/be the resonant frequencies 
of the upper secondary and lower secondary circuits r and I'' respectively. When the input frequency is 
instantaneously equal to fc, the voltage across r, that is, the input to diode D 

1
, will have a value somewhat 

less than the maximum available, since.I:; is somewhat below the resonant frequency of T. A similar condition 
exists across r•. In fact, since.I:; is just as far fromfc + of as it is fromJ; - o/thc voltages applied to the two 
diodes will be identical. The de output voltages will also be identical, and thus the detector output will be 
zero, since the output of D

1 
is positive and that of Dl is negative. 

Now consider the instantaneous frequency to be equal to J; + of Since r is tuned to this frequency, the 
output of D

1 
will be quite large. On the other band, the output of D

2 
will be very small, since the frequency 

fc + ofis quite a long way fromJ; - of Similarly, when the input frequency is instantaneously equal toJ; - 8 
f, the output of D

2 
will be a large negative voltage, and that of D

1 
a small positive voltage. Thus in the first 

case the overall output will be positive and maximum, and in Lhe second it will be negative and maximum. 
When the instantaneous frequency is between these two extremes, the output will have some intermediate 
value. It will then be positive or negat1ve. depending on which side of J; the input frequency happens to lie. 
Finally, if the input frequency goes outside the range described, the output will fall because of the behavior 
of the tuned circu it response. The required $-shaped frequency-modulation characteristic (as shown in 
Fig. 7 .30) is obtained. 

Fig. 7.30 Balanced slqpe detector characteristic. 
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Although this detector is considerably more efficient than the previous one, it is even trickier to align, 
because there are now three different frequencies to which the various tuned circuits of the transformer must 
be adjusted. Amplintde limiting is still not provided, and the linearity, although better than that of the single 
slope detector, is still not good enough. 

Pltase Discriminator This discriminator is also known as the center-tuned discriminator or the Foster
Seeley discriminator, after its inventors. It is possible to obtain the same S~shaped response curve from a circuit 
in which the primary and the secondary windings are both tuned to the center :frequency of the incoming signal. 
This is desirable because it greatly simplifies alignment, and also because the process yields far better linearity 
than slope detection. In this new circuit, as shown in Fig. 7.3 I, the same diode and load arrangement is used as in 
the balanced slope detector because such an arrangement is eminently satisfactory. The method of ensuring that 
the voltages fed to the diodes vary linearly with the deviation ()[ the input signal has been changed completely. 
It is true to say that the Foster-Seeley discriminator is derived from the Travis detector. 

a· 

fig. 7.31 Phase discriminator. 

A limited mathematical analysis will now be given, to show that the voltage applied to each diode is the 
sum of the primary voltage and the corresponding half-secondary voltage. It will also be shown that the 
primary and secondary voltages are: 

l. Exactly 90° out of phase when the input frequency is i 
2. Less than 90° out of phase when.J;

0 
is higher tlmnfc 

3. More than 90° out of phase when.J;n is below fc 
Thus, although the individual component voltages will be the same at the diode inputs at all frequencies, 

the vector sums will differ with the phase difference between primary and secondary wi11dings. The result will 
be that the individual output voltages will be equal only atfc. At all other frequencies the output ofone diode 
will be greater than that of the other. Which diode has the larger output will depend entirely on whether/,. is 
above or below fc. As for the output arrangements, it will be noted that they are the same as in the balanced 
slope detector. Accordingly, the overall output will be positive 
or negative according to the input frequency. As required) the 
ll)agnitude of the output will depend on the deviation of the 
input frequency from.t:. 

The resistances forming the load are made much larger 
than the capacitive reactances. Tt can be seen that the circuit 
composed of C, L

3 
and C4 is effectively placed across the 

primary winding. This is shown in Fig. 7 .32. The voltage 

across L J' Vu will then bet 

C1 

2 

Fig. 7.32 Discriminator pri111a1y voltage. 
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(7.9) 

L
3 

is an RF choke and is purposely given a large reactance. Hence its reactance will greatly exceed those of 
C and C4, especially since the first of these is a coupling capacitor and the second is an RF bypass capacitor. 
Equation (7 .9) will reduce to 

(7.JO) 

The fast part of the analysis has been achieved-proof that the voltage across the RF choke is equal to the 
applied primary voltage. 

The mutually coupled, double-tuned circuit has high primary and secondary Q and a low mutual induc
tance. When evaluating the primary current, one may, therefore, neglect the impedance (coupled in from the 
secondary) and the primary resistance. Then IP is given simply by 

I = ..!JL ,, Jcoli (7.1 l) 

As we recall from basic transfonner circuit theory, a voltage is induced in series in the secondary as a result 
of the current in the primary. This voltage can be expressed as follows: 

V -±;·wMJ 
s p 

(7.12} 

where the sign depends on the direction of winding. 
It is simpler here to take the connection giving negative mutual inductance. The secondary circuit is shown 

in Fig. 7.33a, and we have 

V =-jcoMJ "" -J'COM_!u._,,,, M ~1 2 
.v • P }WL1 £. (7.13) 

The voltage across the secondary winding, ~,h' can now be calculated with the aid of Fig. 7.33b, which 
shows the secondary redrawn for this purpose. 

' 

1 

~ 
J 
2 

(a) 

a 

a 

b b 
(b) 

Fig. 7.33 Discrimi11ator secondary circuit a11d volt11ges1 (a) Priman;-secondary relations; 
(b) secondary redrawn 
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Then 

Zc - j Xc, (- V12 M I li) 
V = V 

2 
"" 

11b s zc 2+ZL2 +Ri R2+j(XL2-Xc2) 

JM v,2Xc 2 =-
Li R2 + }Xz 

(7.14) 

where 

(7.15) 

and may be positive, negative or even zero, depending on the frequency. 
The total voltages applied to D

1 
and D2, V.., and V ""' respectively, may now be calculated. Therefore 

(7. 16) 

V =V + V:;; - V +V ~ -112V +V 
bo Ix; L oc l ah 12 (7.17) 

As predicted, the voltage applied to each diode is the sum of the primary voltage and the corresponding 
half-secondary voltage. 

The de output voltages crumot be calculated exactly because the diode drop is unknown. However, we know 
that each will be proportional to the peak value of the RF voltage applied tu the respective diode: 

(7.18) 

OQ V - V 
ilr) bo 

Consider the situation when the input frequency J;,, is instantaneously equal to J;. In Equation (7 .15), 
X

2 
will be zero (resonance) so that Equation (7.14) becomes 

V b""" _JM_ J'i2Xc;2 ; V12Xc1 ML90° 

a Li Rz R2L. (7.19) 

From Equation (7. 19), it follows that the secondary voltage ~
6 

leads the applied primary voltage by 90°. 
Thus 1/2~,b will lead V12 by 90°, and - 112i-:,b will lag V12 by 90°. It is now possible to add the diode input 
voltages vectorially, as in Fig. 7.34a. It is seen that since V

00
"" V ""' the discriminator output is zero. Thus there 

is no output from this discriminator when the input frequency is equal to tbe unmodulated carrier frequency, 
i.e., no output for no modulation. (Actually, this is not a particularly surprising result. The clever part is that 
at any other frequency there is an output.) 

Now consider the case whenJ;n is greater tbanJ;. lo Equation (7.15), X 1_2 
is now greater than Xcl so that 

X
2 

is pos_itive. Equation (7 .14) becomes · 

JM V12Xc1 Vi2Xc ML90° Vj 2Xc, M 

vab =r: R2+ jX2 = Lil;2ILOO = ii1z:1 L(90-9)0 (7.20) 

From Equation (7.20), it is seen that ~b leads V11 by Jess than 90° so that - 1/2~
6 
must lag V11 by more than 

90°. It is apparent from the vector diagram of Fig. 7.34 I.hat VU<) is now greater than V"". The discriminator 
output will be positive when!,. is greater thanJ;. 
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.lvai, 
2 

(b) f,,.,> fc 

,-

Fig. 7.34 Phnse discriminator phasnr diagrams. (a) ft. eqrrnl to f; (b) J,
11 

greater //11111 f.; (c) f.. less l.ha11 f... (After 
Samuel Seely, Rndin Electrouics, McGra.w-Hi/1, New York.) 

Similarly, when the input frequency is smaller than f., X
2 

in Equation (7. 15) will be negative, and the 
angle of the impedance 22 will also be negative. Thus fl,,b will lead V12 by more than 90°. This time V

00 
will 

be smaller than Vho' and the output voltage v;,.b' will be negative. Th~ appropriate vector diagram is shown in 
Fig. 7.34c. 

If the frequency response is plotted for the phase discriminator, it will follow the required S shape, as in 
Fig. 7.35. As the input frequency moves farther and farther away from the center frequency, the disparity be
tween the two diode input voltages becomes grearcr aud greater. The output of the discriminator will increase 
up to the limits of the useful range, as indicated. The limits correspond roughly to the half-power points of 
the discriminator tuned transformer. Beyond these points, the diode input voltages arc reduced because of the 
frequency response of the transfonnel', so that the overall output falls. 

The phase discriminator is much easier to align than the balanced slope detector. There are now only tuned 
circuits, and both are tuned to the same frequency. Linearity is also better, because the circuit relies less on 
frequency response and more on the primary-secondary phase relation, which is quite linear. The only defect 
of this circuit; if it may be called a defect, is that it does not provide any mnplirude limiting. 
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Fig. 7.35 Discriminator responstt 

7.5.4 Ratio Detector 

In the Foster-Seeley discriminator, changes in the magnitude of the input signal will give rise to amplitude 
changes in Lhe resulting output voltage. This makes prior limiting necessary. It is possible to modify the 
discriminator circuit to provide limiting, so that the amplitude limiter may be dispensed with. A circuit so 
modified is ca11ed a ratio detector. 

If Fig. 7.35 is reexamined, the sum V + V, _ remains constant, although the difference varies because of 
(l(J lltl 

changes in input frequency. This assumption is not completely true. Deviation from this ideal does not result 
in undue distortion in the ratio detector, although some distortion is undoubtedly introduced. It follows that 
any variations in the magnitude of this sum voltage can be considered spurious here. Their suppression will 
lead to a discriminator which is unaffected by the amplitude of Lhe incoming si!,rnal. It will therefore not react 
to noise amplitude or spurious amplitude modulation. 

Jt now remains to ensure that the sum voltage is kept constant. Unfortunately, this cannot be accomplished 
in the phase discriminator, and the circuit must be modified. This bas been done in Fig. 7.36, which presents 
the ratio detector in its basic fom1. This is used to show how the circuit is derived from the discriminator and 
to explain itlJ operation. lt is seen that three important changes have been made: one of the diodes has been 
reversed., a large capacitor ( C

5
) has been placed across what used to be the oµtput, and the output now is taken 

from elsewhere. 

a · 

Ca Rs 

Vo o· Cs 

Rs 

b' 

Fig. 7.36 Basic ratio detector circuit 
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Operation With diode D2 reversed, o is now positive with respect to b'. so that v;,.
11

• is now a sum voltage, 
rather than the difference it was in the ·discriminator. his now possihle to connect a large capacitor between 
a' and b' to keep this sum voltage constant. Once C:J has been connected, it is obvious that r,;,.b. is no longer 
the output voltage; thus the output voltage is now taken between o and 0

1
• It is now necessary to ground one 

of these two points, and o happeas to be the more convenient, as will be seen when dealing with practical 
ratio detectors. Bearing in mind that in practice R

5
"" R

6
, i,;, is calculated as follows: 

Va'b' Va'11 + V1;·,, 
Vo - Vb'o' - Vb'o ""-

2
- - Vb'u = 

2 
- V1;•0 

= i,:,.,, - Vi,•,. 
2 

(7.21) 

Equation (7 .2 l) shows that the ratio detector output voltage is equal to half the difference between tbe output 
voltages from the individual di.odes. Thus (as in the phase discrimi.nator) the output voltage is proportional to 
the difference between the individual output voltages. The ratio detector therefore behaves identically to the 
discriminator for input frequency changes. The S curve of Fig. 7.35 applies equally to both circuits. 

Amplitude Limiting by tlie Ratio Detector [t is thus established that the ratio detector behaves in the 
same way as the phase discriminator when input frequency varie." (but inpul voltage remains constant). The 

· next step is to explain how the ratio detector reacts to amplitude changes. If the input voltage V
12 

is constant 
and has been so for some time, C5 has been able to charge up to the potential existing between a' and b'. Since 
this is a de voltage if V12 is constant, there will be no current either flowing in to charge the capacitor or flow
ing out to discharge it. In other words, the input impedance of C

5 
is infinite. The total load impedance for the 

two diodes is therefore the sum of R3 and R
4

, since these are in practice much smaller than R5 and R6• 

If V12 tries to increase, C
5 

wiU tend to oppose any rise in ~. The way in which it docs this is not, however, 
merely to have a fairly long time constant., although this is certainly part of the operation. As soon as the input 
voltage tries to rise, extra diode current flows, but this excess current flows into the capacitor C5, charging it. 
The voltage ~ ,-i. · remains constant at first because it is noi possible for the voltage across a capacitor to change 
instantaneously. The situation now is that the current in the diodes' load bas risen, but the voltage across the 
load has not changed. The conclusion is that the load impedance has decreased. The secondary of the ratio 
detector transfonner is more heavily damped, the Q falls, and so does the gain of the amplifior driving the 
ratio detector. This neatly counteracts the initial rise in input voltage. 

Should the input voltage foll , the diode current will fall, but the load voltage will not, at first, because of 
·the presence of the capacitor. The effect is that of an increased diode load impedance; the diode current has 
fallen, but the Load voltage bas remained constant. Accordingly, damping is reduced, and the gain o.ftbe driv
ing amplifier rises, this time counteracting an initial fall in the input voltage. The ratio detector provides what 
is known as diode variable damping. We have here a system of varying the gain of an amplifier by changing 
the damping of its tuned circuit. Th.is maintains a constant output voltage despite changes in the amplin1de 
of the input. 

7.5.5 FM Demodulator Comparison 

The slope detectors-single or balanced-are not used in practice. They were described so that their dis
advantages could be explained, and also as an introduction to practical discriminators. The Foster-Seeley 
discriminator is very widely used in practice, especially in FM radio receivers, wideband or nan-owband. It 
is also used in satellite station receivers, especially for the reception ofTV carriers. 
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The ratio detector is a good FM demodulator, also widely used in practice, especially in TV receiver:,, for 
the sound section, and sometimes also in narrowband FM radio receivers. Its advantage over the discriminator 
is that it provides both limiting and a voltage suitable for AGC, while the main advantage .of the discrimina
tor is that it is very linear. Thus, the discriminator is preferred in situations in which linearity is an important 
characteristic ( e.g., high-quality FM receivers), whereas the ratio detector is preferred in applications in which 
linearity is not critical, but component and price savings are (e.g., in TV receivers). 

It may be shown that, under critical noise conditions, even the discriminator is not the best FM demodula
tor. Such conditions are encountered in satellite station receivers, where noise reduction may be achieved by 
increasing sii:;,,nal strength, receiver sensitivity, or receiver antenna size. Since each of these can be an expen
sive solution, demodulator noise perfrmnance does become very significant. In these circumstances, so-called 
threshold extension demodulators are preferred, such as the FM feedback demodula1or or the phase-locked 
loop demodulator. 

7.5.6 Stereo FM Multiplex Reception 

Assuming there hnve been no losses or distortion in transmission, the demodulator output in a stereo FM mul
tiplex receiver, tuned to a stereo transmission. Increasing in frequency, the signal components will therefore be 
sum channel (L + R), 19-kHz subcarrier, the lower and upper sidebands of the difference channel (L - R), and 
finally the optional SCA (subsidiary communication authorization- telemetry, facsimile, etc.) signal, frequency
modulating a 67.k.Hz subcarrier. Figure 7.37 shows how these signals are separated and reproduced. 

As shown in this block diagram, the process of extracting the wanted infonnation is quite straightforward. 
A low-pass filter removes all frequencies in excess of 1 S kHz and has the sum signal (L + R) at its output. 
In a monaural receiver, this would be the only output processed further, through n de·emphasis network to 
audio amplification. The center row of Fig. 7.37 shows a bandpass filter selecting the sidebands which cor
respond to the difference signals (L - R) and also rejecting the (optional) SCA frequencies above 59.5 kliz. 
The sidebands are fed to a product detector or to a balanced modulator, which also receives the output of 
the frequency doubler. The doubler converts the transmitted 19-kl-Iz subcarrier, which was selected with a 
narrowband filter, to the wanted 38-kHz carrier signal, whi.ch is then amplified. It will be recalled that the 
subcarrier had been transmitted at a much reduced amplitude. The two inputs to the SSB demodulator result 
in this circuit's producing the wanted difference signal (L - R) when fed to the matrix along with (L + R), 

from FM In 

Dem odulator 

I 
Low-pass Add / subtract 

Left Channa 
(L + Fl) Audio 0 - filter matrix Audio Out 

(0·15 kHz) 50 Hz-15 kHz and Right Chan!" 
de-emphasis 

Audio Out 

(L- R) Audiol 
Bandpass 

Wideband filter (L-R) SSB 
amplifier .,.. (23-53 kHz) 23·53 kHz demodulator 50 Hz-15 kHz 

and SCA trap 

el 

; 59.5· 
i 11-§ !<!:i~1 SCA (FM) SCA SCA 

-- --- -----0 
demodulator 38 kHz de-emphasis Audio Out 

Narrowband 19 kHz Frequency 
L.. filter doubler 

(19 kHz) Subcarrler and 
amplifier 

Fig. 7.37 Stereo FM ;mtltiple;r demodulation witlr optional SCA output. 
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produces the left channel from an adder and the right channel from a subtractor. After de-emphasis, these are 
ready for further audio amplification. Finally lhe SCA signal is selected, demodulated, also de-emphasized, 
and produced as a separate audio output. 

7.6 SINGLEN AND INDEPENDENT-SIDEBAND RECEIVERS 
Single- and independent-sideband receivers are normally used for professional or commercial communications. 
There arc of course also a lot of amateur SSB receivers, but this section will concentrate on the professional 
applications. Such receivers are almost invariably required to detect signals in difficult conditions and crowd~d 
frequency bands. Consequehtly, they are always multiple-conversion receivers. The special requirements of 
SSB and TSB receivers are: 

l. High reliability (and simple maintenance), since such receivers may be operated continuously 
2. Excellent suppression of adjacent signals 
3. Ability to demodulate SSB 
4. Good blocking perfomiance 
5. High signal-to-noise ratio 
6. Abil.ity to sep11rate the independent channels (in the case ofISB receivers) 

The specialized aspects ofSSB and ISB receivers will now be investigated. 

7.6.1 Demodulation of SSB 

Demodulation ofSSB must obviously be different from ordinary AM detection. The basic SSB demodulation 
device is the product detector, which is rather similar to an ordinary mixer. The balanced modulator is almost 
always used in transceivers, in which it is important to utilize as many circuits as possible for dual purposes. It 
is also possible to demodulate SSB with the complete phase-shift network. The complete third&method system 
can similarly be used for demodulation. 

Prod11ct Demodulator The product demodulator (or detector), as shown in .Fig. 7.38, is virtually a m_ixer 
with audio output. Jt is popular for SSB, but is equally capable of demodulating all other fonns of AM. 

··:D 

~~~~~--~~~~~~+v~ 

Ct 
~--<1>--~-u---~,AA,__.~......,.,AF 

out 

Ro 

Crystal 
oscillator 

in 

Fig. 7.38 Product demodulator. 

c,, 
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In the circuit shown, the input SSB signal is fed to the base via a fixed-frequency IF transfom1cr, and the signal 
from a crystal oscillator is applied to the unbypassed emitter. The frequency of this oscillator is either equal 
to the nominal carrier frequency or derived from the pilot frequency, as applicable. 

If this is a fairly standard double-conversion .receiver, like the one shown in Fig. 7.41 , the IF fed to the 
product detector will be 455 kHt. lf the USB is being received, the signal will cover the frequency band 
from 455.3 to 458.0 kHz. This signal is mixed with the output of the crystal oscillator, at 455 kHz. Several 
frequencies will result in the output, including the difference frequencies. These range from 300 to 3()00 Hz 
and are the wanted audio frequencies. All other signals present at this point will be blocked by the low-pass 
filter consisting of capacitors CF and resistor RF in Fig. 7.38. The circuit has recovered the wanted intelligence 
from the input signal and is therefore a suitable SSB demodulator. 

If the lower sideband is being received, the missing carrier frequency is at 458 kHz, and the sideband 
stretches from 457.7 to 455 kHz. A new crystal must be switched in for the oscillator, but apart from that, the 
operation is identical. 

Detection witlt tlte Diode Bala1tced Modulator In a portable SSB transmitter- receiver, it is naturally 
desirable to employ as sma11 a number of circuits as possible to save weight a.nd power consumption. If a 
particular circuit is capable of perfonning either function, it is always so used, with the aid of appropriate 
switching when changing from transmission to reception. Since the diode balanced modulator can demodu
late SSB, it is used for that purpose in transceivers, in preference to the product demodulator. A circuit of the 
balance9 modulator is shown in Fig. 7.39 but the emphasis here is on demodulation. 

2 3 

Utt ffi" 
f iL 2· 3' 

osc1lla.tor 
in 

Fig. 7.39 Balanced modrtlntor used.for demodulation of SSB. 

As in carrier suppression; the output of the local crystal oscillator, having the same frequency as in the 
product detector (200 or. 203 kHz, depending on the sideband being demodulated), is fed to the te11ninals 1-1 ' . 
Where the carrier-suppressed signal was taken from the modulator at tem1inals 3-3 ', the SSB signal is now 
fed in. The balanced modulator now operate-s as a.nonlinear resistance and, as in the product detector, sum and 
difference frequendes appear at the primary winding of the AF transformer. This trausfonner will not pass 
radio frequencies and therefore acts as a low-pass filter, delivering only the audio frequencies to the terminals 
2-2', which have now become the output tenninals of the demodulator. It is seen that this circuit recovers the 
information from the SSB signal, as required, and works very similarly lo the product demodulator. 

7.6.2 Receiver Types 

We shall describe a pi lot-carrier receiver and a suppressed-carrier receiver; the suppressed carrier receiver incor. 
porates a frequency syn.thesizer for extra stability and also is used to show how !SB may be demodulated. 

Pilot-carrier Receiver As shown in Fig. 7.40, in block fonn, a pilot-carrier receiver is n fairly straight
forward communications receiver with trimmings. It uses double conversion, and AFC based on the pilot 
carrier. AFC is needed to ensure good frequency stability, which must be at least I part of 107 (long-term) for 
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long-distance telephone and telegraph communications. Note also the use ofone local crystal oscillator, with 
multiplication by 9, rather than two separate oscillators; this also improves stability. 

RF 
amplifier4 
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HF 
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1030 MHz 

HF 
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to32 MHz 

HF IF LF 
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LFIF 
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200 kHz 
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AF 
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Carrier 
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AG~ 11; amplifiers 

Multiplier 200 kHz ~~--, x 9 re---,-~-, 

AFC line Variable 
reactance 

Phase 
comparator 

Buffor 
200 kHz 

LF crystal 
oscillator 
200 kHz 

Fig. 7.40 Block diagram of pilot-carrier si11gle-sideba11d receiver. 

The output (lfthe second mixer contains two components-the wanted sideband and the weak carrier. They 
are separated by filters, the sideband going to the product detector, and the carrier to AOC and AFC circuits 
via an extremely narrowband filter and amplifier. The output of the carrier amplifier is fed; together with the 
buffered output of the crystal oscillator, to a phase comparator. This is almost identical to the phase discrimina
tor and works in a similar fashion. The output depend on the phase difference between the two applied signals, 
which is zero or a positive negative do voltage,just as in the discriminator. The phase {lifferencc between the 
inputs to the pha..;,;e-sensitive circuit can be zero only if the frequency difference is zero excellent frequency 
stability is obtainable. The output of the phase comparator actuates a varactor diode connected across the tank 
circuit of the VFO and pulls it into frequency as required. 

Because a pilot carrier is transmitted, automatic gain control is not much of problem, although that part of 
the circuit may look complicated. The output of the carrier filter and amplifier is a carrier whose amplitude 
varies with the strength of the input signal, so that it may be used for AOC after rectification. Automatic gain 
control is also applied to the squelch circuit. rt should also be mentioned that receivers of this type often have 
AOC with two different time constants. This is helpful in telegraphy reception, and iu coping to a certain 
extent with signal-strength variations caused by fading. 

Suppressed-carrier Receiver A typical block diagram is shown in Fig. 7.41. The receiver has a number of 
very interesting features, of which the first is the fixed-frequency RF amplifier. This may be wideband, cover
ing the entire 100-kHz to 30-MHz receiving range; or, optionally, a set of filters may be used, each covering a 
portion of this range. The second very interesting feature is the very high first intermediate frequency; 40".455 
MHz. Such high frequencies have. been made possible by the advent of VHF crystal bandpass filters. They 
are increasingly used by SSB receivers, for a number of reasons. One, clearly, is to provide image frequency 
rejections much higher than previously available, Another reason is to facilitate receiver tuning. In the RA 
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1792, which is typical of high-quality professional receivers, a variety of nt.ning methods are available, such 
as push-button selection, or even automatic selection of a series of wanted preset channels stored in the 
microprocessor memory. However, an important method is the orthodox continuou:i tuning method, which 
utilizes a nming knob. Since receivers of this type are capable ofremote tnni.ng, the knob actually adjusts the 
voltage applied to a varactor diode across the VFO in an indirect frequency synthesizer. There is a I imit to the 
tuning range. If the first ff is high, the resulting range (70.455 MHz .;.-40.555 MHz = 1.74:1) can be covered 
in a single sweep, with a much lower first rF it cannot be tuned so easily. 

Proll!ciion 30 MHz 
clreull! and low-pass 
RF amplilier llller 

First 
mixer 

40.555 • 70.455 Ml-It ) 

40.455 MHz 
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~ amplifiers deieclor 
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Iffier and IF 
amplifier 
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Ptoduet . USB 

delecior Qui 
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- synthesizer --- --------

455 kHz LSB 
bandpass 

filter and IF 
amplifier 

LSB 

out 

Pig. 7.41 /SB receiver with frequency synthesizer. (This is a simplified block diagram of the RA 1792 receiver in tlie 
ISB mode, adapted by permission of Racal Electronics Ptt;. Ltd.) 

It will be seen that this is, nonetheless, a double-conversion superbeterodyne receiver, up to the low
frequency IF stages. After this the main differences arc due to the presence of the two independent sidebands, 
which are separated at this point with mechanical filters. If just a single upper and a single lower sideband are 
transmitted, the USB filter will have a bandpass of 455.25 to 458 kHz, and the LSB filter 452 to 454. 75 kHz. 
Since the carrier is not transmitted, it is necessary to obtain AOC by rectifying part of the combined audio 
signal. From this a de voltage proportional to the average audio level is obtained, This requires an AGC circuit 
time constant of sufficient length to ensure that AGC is not proportional to the instantaneous audio voltage. 
Because of the presence of the frequency synthesizer, the frequency stability of such a receiver can be very 
high. For example, one of the frequency standard options of the RA 1792 will give a long-tenn frequency 
stability of 3 parts in l 09 per day. 

7.7 SUMMARY 
This chapter presented material related to radio transmitter and receivers. First, it briefly discussed 
about most frequently used AM·, FM, and SSB transmitters. The radio receivers, namely, TRR and superhet
erodyne were presented next. This was followed by a detailed treatment of AM, FM and SSB receivers. 
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Multiple-Choice Questjons 
Each of the following multiple-cl,oice quesli?ns 
consists ofan incomplete statement followed by_four 
choices (a, b, c, and d). Circle the let/er preceding the 
line that correctly completes each sentence. 

1. Radio transmitters and receivers are named so 
hecause they operate in 
a. radio frequency range 
b. frequency range includes MF, HF, VHF and 

UHF 
c. use atmosphere as channel 
d. all of the above 

2. Important blocks of a radio transmitter wihout 
which correct transmission is not possible in~ 
elude 
a. oscillator, modulator and power amplifier 
b. modulator and power amplifier 
c. modulator and antenna 

3. Important blocks of a radio receiver without which 
correct reception is not possible include 
a. RF tuner, mixer and demodulator 
b. RF tuner, mixer, oscillator and demodulator 
c. RF nmer and demodulator 
d. mixer and demodulator 

4. High-level modulation refers to the modulation 
process in which 
a. modulation is performed in the last stage of 

the transmitter 
b. modulation is performed in any stage earlier 

than the last stage of the transmitter 
c. modulation index is very high 
d. modulation is done at-the oscillator itself 

5. Low-level modulation refers to the modulation 
process in which 
a. modulation is performed in the last stage of 

the transmitter 
b. modulation is performed in any stage earlier 

than the last stage of the transmitter 
c. modulation index is very low 
d. modulation is done at the oscillator itself 

6. The difference between AM and SSB u·ansmitters 
will occur 
a. only in the power amplifier block 

b. both in the power amplifier and modulator 
blocks 

c. only in modulator block 
d. all blocks 

7. lo a pilot can·ier system 
a. the orginal carrier is sent along with the side

band 
b. the other sideband carries pilot infommtion 
c. significantly attenuated version of carrier is 

sent along with the sideband 
d. otber message termed as pilot is sent along 

with sideband 

8. In ISB transmitter 
a. USB and LSB are transmitted independently, 

but carry the same information 
b. USB and LSB are transmitted independently, 

but carry different infonllation 
c. t-ransmission ofUSB and LSB are interdepen

dent, but carry the same infonnation 
d. transmission ofUSB and LSB are interdepen

dent, but cany different infonnation 

9. An FM transmitter can have 
a. high-level and low-level modulation 
b. direct and indirect FM generation 
c. NBFM followed by WBFM and power ampli

fication 
d. all of the above 

JO. Indicate which of the following statements about 
the advantages of the phase discriminator over the 
slope detector isfa/se: 
a. Much easier alignment 
b. Better linearity 
c. Greater limiting 
d. Fewer tuned circuits 

11 . Show which of the following statements about 
the amplin1de limiter is untrue: 
a. The circuit is always biased in class C, by 

virtue of the leak~type bias. 
b. Wben the input increases past the threshold of 

limiting, the gain decreases to keep the output 
constant. 



c. The output must be tuned. 
d. Leak-type bias must be ui,;ed. 

12. ln a radio receiver with simple AGC 
a. an increase in signal strength produces more 

AGC 
b. the audio stage gain is nonnally controlled by 

tbeAGC 
c. the faster the AOC time constant, the more 

accurate the output 
d. the highest AGC voltage is produced between 

stations 

13. Jn a broadcast superheterodyne receiver, the 
a. local oscillator operates below the signal 

frequency 
b. mixer input must be tuned to the signal 

frequency 
c. local oscillator frequency is nonnally double 

the IF 
d. RF amplifier normally works at 455 kHz above 

the carrier frequency 

14. To prevent overloading of the last lF amplifier in 
a receiver, one should use 
a. squelch 
b. variable sensitivity 
c. variable selectivity 
d. double conversion 

15. A superhetcrodyne receiver with an IF of 450 
kHz is tuned to a signal at 1200 kHz. The image 
frequency is 
a. 750 kHz 
b. 900 kHz 
C. J650 kHz 
d. 2100 kHz 

16. In a ratio detector 
a. the linearity is worse than in a phase discrimi

nator 
b. stabiliz.ation against signal strength variations 

is provided 
c. the output is twice that obtainable from a 

similar phase discriminator 
d. the circuit is the same as in a discriminator, 

except that the diodes are re_versed 
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17. Indicate which of the following circuits could not 
demodulate SSB: 
a. Balanced modulator 
b. Product detector 
c. BFO 
d. Phase dL :riminator 

18. Jf an FET is used as the :first AF amplifier in a 
transistor receiver, this will ha;c the effoct of 
a. improving the effectiveness of the AGC 
b. reducing the effect of negative-peak clipping 
c. reducing the effect of noise at low modulation 

depths 
d. improving the selectivity of the receiver 

19. Indicate the false statement. The superheterodyne 
receiver replaced the TRF receiver because the 
latter suffered from 
a. gain variation over the frequency coverage 

range 
b. insufficient gain and sensitivity 
c. i11adequate selectivity at high frequencies 
d. instability 

20. The image frequency of a superheterodyne 
receiver 
a. is created within the receiver itself 
b. is due to insufficient adjacent channel rejec

tion 
c. is not rejected by the IF tuned circuits 
d. is independent of the frequency to which the 

receiver is tuned 

21. One of the main functions of the RF amplifier in 
a superhetcrodyne receiver is to 
a. provide improved tracking 
b. pennit better adjacent-channel rejection 
c. increase the tuning range of the receiver 
d. improve the rejection of the image frequency 

22. A receiver has poor lF selectivity. It will therefore 
also bave poor 
a. blocking 
b. double-spotting 
c. diversity receprion 
d. sensitivity 
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23. Three-point tracking is achieved with 
a. variable selectivity 
b. the padder capacitor 
c. double spotting 
d. double conversion 

24. The local osc illator of a broadcast receiver is 
tuned to a frequency higher than the incoming 
frequency 
a. to help the image frequency rejection 
b. to permit easier tracking 
c. because otherwise an intem1ediatc frequency 

could not be produced 
d. to allow adequate frequency coverage without 

switching 

25. If the intem1ediate frequency is very high (indicate 
false statement) 
a. image frequency rejection is very good 
b. the local oscillator need not be extremely 

stable 
c. tho selectivity will be poor 
cl. tracking will be improved 

26. A low ratio of the ac to the de load impedance of 
a diode detector results in 
a. diagonal clipping 
b. poor AGC operation 
c. negative-peak clipping 
d. poor AF response 

27. One of tbe following cannot be used to demodu
late SSB: 
a. Product detector 
b. Diode balanced modulator 
c. Bipolar transistor balanced modulator 
d. Complete phase-shift generator 

28. Indicate the false statement Noting tbat no carrier 
is transmined with J3E, we see that 
a. the receiver cannot use a phase comparator for 

AFC 
b. adjacent-channel rejection is more difficult 
c. production of AGC is a rather complicated 

process 
d. the transmission is not compatible with A3E 

29. When a receiver has a good blockingperformarice, 
this means that 
a. it docs not suffer from double-spotting 
b. its image frequency rejection is poor 
c. it is unaffected by AOC derived from nearby 

transmissions 
d. its detector suffers from burnout 

30. An AM receiver uses a diode detector for demodu
lation. This enables it satisfactorily to receive 
a. single-sideband, suppressed-carrier 
b. single-sideband, reduced-carrier 
C. lSB 
d. single-sideband, full-carrier 

Review Problems 

l. When a supcrheterodyne receiver is tuned to 555 kHz, its local oscillator provides the mixer witb an input 
at IO IO kHz. What is the image frequency? The antenna of this receiver is connected to the mixer vi11 a 
tuned circuit whose loaded Q is 40. What will be the rejection ratio for the calculated image frequency? 

2. Calculate the image rejection of a receiver having an RF amplifier and an LF of 450 kHz, if the Qs of the 
releyaut coils are 65, at an incoming frequency of(a) 1200 kHz; (b) 20 MHz. 

3. A superheterodyne receiver having an RF amplifier and an IF of 450 kHz is tuned to 15 MHz. Calculate 
the Qs of the RF and mixer input tuned circuits, both being the same, if the receiver 's image rejection is 
to be 120. 

4. Calculate the image-frequency rejection of a double-conversion receiver which has a first lF of 2 MHz 
and a second IF of 200 kHz, an RF amplifier whose tuned circuit has a Q of 75 (the same as that of the 
mixer) and which is tuned to a 30-MHz signal. The answer is to be given in decibels. 
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Review Questions 

I. Describe the radio communication system briefly wilh Lhe necessary block diagram. 

2. Explain the operation of an AM transmitter with the necessary block diagram. 

3. Mention the difference between AM and SSB transmitters. 

4. Explain the operation of a pilot carrier system with the necessary block diagram. 

5. Explain the operation of an ISB system with the necessary block diagram. 

6. Explain the operation of an FM transmitter with the necessary block diagram. 

7. With the aid of the block diagram of a simple receiver, explain the basic superheterodync principle. 

8. Briefly explain the function of each of the blocks in the superhetcrodyne receiver. 

9. What are the advantages that the superhcterodyne receiver has over the TRF receiver? Are there any 
disadvantages? 

10. Explain how the constant intermediate frequency is achieved in the superheterodyne receiver. 

11. Explain how the use of an RF amplifier improves the signal-to-noise ratio of a superhetcrodyne receiver. 

12. Define the terms sensitivity, selectivity and image frequency. 

13. Of al l the frequencies Lhat must be rejected by a superheterodyne receiver, why is the image frequency 
so important? What is the image frequency, and how docs it arise? If the image-frequency rejection of a 
receiver is insufficient, what steps could be taken to improve it? 

14. Explain what double spotting is and how it arises. What is its nuisance value? 

15. Describe the general process of frequency changing in a superhcterodyne receiver. What are some of the 
devices that can be used as frequency changes? Why must some of them be separately excited? 

16. Using circuit diagrams, explain the operation of the self-excited transistor mixer by the three-frequency 
approach. 

17. What is three-point tracking? How do tracking errors arise in the first place? What is the name given to 
the element that helps to achieve three-point tracking? Where is it placed? 

18. Wliat are the functions fulnlled by the intermediate-frequency amplifier in a radio receiver? 

19. List and discuss the factors influencing the choice of the intermediate frequency for a radio receiver. 

20. With the aid of a circuit diagram, explain the operation of a practical diode detector circuit, indicating 
what changes have been made from the basic circuit. How is AGC obtained from this detector? 

2 1. What is simple automatic gain control? What are its functions? 

22. Sketch a practical diode detector with typical component values and calculate the maximum modulation 
index it will tolerate without causing negative peak clipping. 

23. Describe the differences between FM and AM receivers. bearing in mind the different frequency ranges 
and bandwidths over which they operate. 

24. Draw the circuit or an FET amplitude limiter, and with the aid of the transfer characteristic explain the 
operation of this circuit. 

25. What can be done to improve the overall limiting performance of an FM receiver? Explain. describing 
the need for, and operation of, the double limiter and also AGC in addition to a limiter. 

26. Explain the operation of the balanced slope detector. using a circuit diagram and a response characteristic. 
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Discuss. in particular, the method or combining the outputs qf the individual diodes. In what ways is this 
circuit an improvement on the slope detector, nod, in tum, what are its disadvantages? 

27. Prove that the phase discriminator is an FM demodulator. 

28. With circuits, explain how, and for what reason, the ratio detector is derived from the phase discriminator, 
listing the properties and advantages of each circuit. 

29. Explain how the ratio detector demodulates an FM signal, proving that the output voltage is proportional 
to the difference between the individual input voltages co the diodes. 

30. Draw the practical circuit of a balanced ratio detector, and show how it is derived from the basic circuit. 
Explain the improvement effected by each of the changes 

31. Using circuit diagrams, show how the Foster-Seeley discriminator is derived from the balanced slope 
detecl{)r, and how, in turn, the ratio detector is derived from the discriminator. ln each step stress the com
mon characteristics, and show what it is that makes each circuit different from the previous one. 

32. Compare and contrast the perfonnance and applications of the various types of frequency demodulators. 

33. Dr.iw the block diagram of that portion of a stereo FM multiplex receiver which lies between the main 
FM demodulator and the audio amplifiers. Explain the operation of the system, showing how each signal 
is ex tracted and treated. 

34. List the various methods and circuits that can be used to demodulate J3E transmissions. Can demodulation 
also be perfonned wi th an AM receiver that has a BFO? Ifso, how? 

35. Use a circuit diagram to help in an explanation of how a balanced modulator is able to demodulate SSB 
signals. 

36. Explain the operation of an SSB receiver with the aid of a suitable block diJf,rram. Stress, in particular, 
the various uses to which the weak transmitted carrier is put. 

37. Compare the method of obtaining AOC in a pilot-carrier receiver with that employed in a SSB receiver. 

38. Redraw the block diagram of Fig. 7.40, if this receiver is now required for USB SSB reception. 
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TELEVISION BROADCASTING 

Everyone has !)een the front of a television (TV) receiver. ft is important for students of communication to 
look at the inside of a television set and the television system as a whole. This chapter cleats wi th television 
broadcasting- a wide-rangi11g and extansive topic. This chapter begins with a brief overview of the require
ments and standards of a quality television system. Students wi ll lea.l'n about line,_f,-ames,.fields, and interlaced 
sca1111i,1g. Speeds and means of transmitting Lhe picture and the sound information in the television system 
will also be described in this chapter. 

The element~ or monochrome transmission arc: discussed next, beginning with tbe fundamenta ls. whicl1 
include a block diagram or a monochrome transmitter. Scanning is then covered. and finally we look at all 
the various pulses that must be transmitted and the rea .. ons for their eiustence, characterist ics, and repetition 
rates. 

The next section deals with black-and-white TV reception in detail, again beginning with a typical block 
diagram. Students will find rhat this is a rather large and complicated block diagram, and yet there are a num
ber of blocks and functions with which they a.re already fami liar. It will also be seen thal TY receivers are 
invariably superl1eterodyne in design and function. 

After familiar circuits (but in a new context) have been discussed, we begin the study of circuits specific 
to television receivers. The first of these are sync separation circ:uits, in which the sy11chro11izing information 
transmitted along with video information is extracted and correctly applied to ocher portions of receivor circuitry. 
The vertical dejl.eclio11 circuits come nexi. They generate a11d supply to the picture tube the wave forms which 
are needed to make U1c electron beam move vertically up and down L.he mbe as required. The horizomal circuits 
follow- their function is similar. but in the horizontal plane. It is here that the very high voltage for the anode 
of the piclllre tube is generated along with some of the lower voltages. 

Having dealt with monochrome television, the chapter now takes a look at its color countt:rpart. For this 
purpose. it will be assumed that students are already fam iliar wi th color and real ize that it is not necessary to 
transmit every color of the rainbow to obtain a satisfactory reproduction in the receiver. Three fundamental 
colors are traasmittiUI , and in the receiver all others a.re recons!nlcted from them. We shall be looking al what 
a TV system must transmit and receive, ill addition to monochrome information, in order to reproduce correct 
colors in the receiver. 

Objectives Upon c:ompleting the material in Chapter 8, the student will he able to: 

)lo Understand the basic TV system 
> Draw a block diagram of a monochrome receiver. 
)> Explain the operation of the horizontal and vertical scanning process. 
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>,, Name the horizontal deflection waveform and explain its function. 
~ Describe the basic process for lransmitting color information. 
, Identify the component parts of a color TV picture tube. 

8.1 REQUIREMENTS AND STANDARDS 
The main body of this chapter deals witb the transmission and reception of television signals. However, before 
concentrating on that, it is necessary to look at what information must be transmitted in a TV system and how 
it can be transmitted. The work involves an examination of the most important television standards and their 
reasons for existence. 

8.1.1 Introduction to Television 

Television means seeing at a distance. To be successful, a television system may be required to reproduce 
faithfully: 

I . The shape of each object, or strnctural content 

2. The relative brightness of each object, or tonal content 

3. Motion, or kinematic content 

4. Sound 

5. Color, or chromatic content 

6. Perspective, or stereoscopic content 
If only the structural content of each object in a sceue were shown, we would have truly black-and-white 

TV (without any shades of gray). If tonal content were added, we would have black-and-white still pictures. 
With items 3 and 4 we would have, respectively, "movies" and "talkies." The last two items are essential for 
color TV. 

The human eye contains many millions of photosensitive elements, in the shape of rods and cones, which 
are connected to the brain by some 800,000 nerve fibers (i.e., channels). A similar process-by the camera tube 
is used at the transmitting station and the picture tube in the TV receiver. Some 150,000 elTective elements 
are displayed in each scene. The use of that nwnber of channels is out of the question. A single channel is 
used instead, each element heing scanned in succession, to convey the total information in the scer1e. This 
is done at such a high rate that the eye sees the whole scene, without being aware of the scanning motion. A 
single static picture results. 

The problem of showing motion was solved long ago in the motion picture industry. A succession of pictures 
is shown, each with the scene slightly altered from the previous one. The eye is fooled into seeing continuous 
motion through the property known as the persistence of vision. There are 30 pictures (or "frames,'' as they 
are called) per second in the U.S. television system. The number of frames is related to the 60-Hz frequency 
of the ac voltage system and is above the minimum required (about 18 frames per second) to make the eye 
believe that it sees continuous motion. Commercial nlms are run at 24 frames per second; while the percep
tion of smooth motion still results, the flicker due 10 the light cutoff between frames would be obvious and 
distracting. ln motion pictures, this is circwnvented by passing the shutter across the lens a second time, while 
the frame is still being screened, so that a light cutoff occurs 48 times per second. This is too fast for the eye to 
notice the flicker. The same effect could be obtained by running film at 48 frames per second, but this would 
result in all films being twice as long as they need be (to indicate smooth motion). 

To explain how flicker is avoided in TV, it is first necessary to look at the scanning process in a little detail. 
The moving electron beam is subjected to two motions simultaneously. One is fast and horizontal, and the 
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other is vertical and slow, being 262~ times slower than the horizontal morion. The beam gradually moves 
across the screen; from left to right, while it simultaneously descends almost imperceptibly. A complete frame 
is covered by 525 horizontal lines, which are traced out 30 times per second. However. if each scene were 
shown traced thus from top to bottom (and left to right), any given area of the picture tube would be scanned 
once every one-thirtiath of a second, too slowly to avoid flicker. Doubling the vertical speed, to show 60 frames 
per second, would do the trick but would double the bandwidth; 

The solution, as will b~ explained, consists in subdividing each frame into tw o fields. One field rovers 
even-numbered lines, from top to bottom, and the second field fills in tbe odd-numbered lines. This is known 
as interlaced scanning, and all the world's TV systems use it. We still have 30 frames per second, bul any 
given area of the display tube is now illuminated 60 times per second, and so flicker is too fast to be registered 
by the eye. 

The scene elements at the transmitting station are prodt1ccd by a mosaic ofphotoseDsitive particles within 
the camera tube, onto which the scene is foe-used by optical means. They arc scanned by an electronic beam, 
whose intensity is modulated by the brightness of th.e scene. A varying voltage output is thus obtained, propor
tional to the instantaneous brigbn1ess of each element in turn. The varying voltage is amplified, impressed as 
modulation upon a VHF or UHF carrier, and radiated. At tbe receiver, after amplificaLion and demodulation, 
the received voltage is used to modulate the intensity of the beam of a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT). If this beam 
is made to cover each element of the display screen area exactly in step with the scli:n of the trnnsmitter, the 
originaJ scene will then be synthesized at the receiver. 

The need for the receiver picture tube to be exactly in step with that of the transmitter requires that 
appropriate information be sent. This is synchronizing, or sync information , wbich is transmitted m addition 
to the picture infonuation. The two sets of signals are interleaved in a kind of time-division multiplex, and 
the picnire carrier is amplitude-modulated by this total information. At the receiver, signals derived from the 
transmitted sync control the vertical and horizontal scanning circuits, thlls ensuring that the receiver picture 
tube is in step with the transmitter camera tube. 

Black-and-white television can be transmitted in this manner, but color TV requires more information. As 
well as indicating brightness or luminance, as is done i.n black-and-white TV, color (or actually hue) must 
also be shown. That is, for each picture element we must show not only how bright it is, but also what hue 
th.is element should have, be it white, yellow, red, black or any other. The hue is indicated by a chromina11ce, 
or chroma, signal. 

The colors actually indicated are red, green and blue, but all other colors can be synthesized from these 
three. Separate signals for each of the three colors are produced by the transmjtter camera tube. In the receiver, 
these signals are applied to the three guns of the picture tubc1 or kinescope. The screeu consists of adjacent 
green, blue and red dots, which luminesce in that color when the scanning beam falls on them. Needless to 
say, the beams themselves are not colored! They merely indicate to each.colored dot on the screen how bright 
it should be at any instant of time, and the combination of brighlnesses of these three colors reproduces the 
actual hues we see. Because of the smallness of the color dots and our distance from the screen, we see colos: 
combinations instead of the individual dots. 

Color TV will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter, but it is wortµ mentioning at this stage 
that Frequency Division Multipli11ing (FDM) is used to interleave the chrominance signal with luminance. 
The process is quite complex. The chroma signal is assigned portions of the total frequency spectrum which 
luminance does not use. The situation is complicated by the fact that color and black-aDd-white TV must be 
compatible. That is to say, the chroma signals must be codep in such a way that a satisfactory picture will 
be produced (in black and whit4) by a monochrome receiver tuned to that channel. Conversely, color TV 

- receivers must be designed ~o that they are able to reproduc~ satisfactorily (in black and white) a=:transmitted 
\ monochrome signal. I 
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The simplest item has been left until last; this is the sound transmission. A separate transmitter is used 
for sound, connected to the same antenna as the picture transmitter .. However, it is a simple matter to have 
a receiver with common amplification for all signals up to a point, at wluch the various signals go to their 
respective sections for special processing. This separating point is almost invariably the video detector, whose 
output consists of picnu-e, sync and sound information. The sound signal is amplified, applied to its own 
detector, amplified agaiJJ and fed to a loudspeaker. The modulating system used for sound in the U.S. system, 
and most other major systems around the world, is wideband FM. It is not quite as wideband as in FM radio 
transmissions, but it is quite adequate fur good sou11d reproduction. The transmitting frequency for the sound 
transmitter is quite close to the picnLre transmitting frequency. The one tuning mechanism and amplifiers can 
handle both. A block diagram of a rudimentary television system is now shown in Fig. 8. I, indicating basically 
how the requirements of monochrome TV transmission and reception may be met. 
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Fig. 8.1 Basic monochrome television system, (a} Transmitter; (b) recelve1: 

8.1.2 Television Systems and Standards 

It is clear that a large amount of infonnation must be broadcast by a television transmitter and that there are a 
variety of ways in which this can be done. Accordingly, a need exists for uniform standards for TV transmis
sion and reception. Regrettably, no agreement has been reached for the adoption of worldwide standards; and 
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it seems unlikely in the extreme that such a standard will ever be reached. Thus several different systems exist, 
necessitating standards conversion for many international television transmissions. 

TV Systems Although agreement in certain respects is in some evidence, there are five essentially different 
television systems in use around the world. The two main ones are the American [Federal Cqmmunications 
Commission (FCC) system for monochrome and National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) system 
for color] and the European [Comite Consultatif lntemational de Radio (CCJR) system for monochrome and 
Phase Alternation by Line (PAL) system for color.] 

The American system is used in the whole of North and South America ( except for Argentina and Ven
ezuela) and in the Philippines and Japan. With some exceptions, the European system is used by the rest of 
the world. One of these exceptions is France, which, together with a part of Delgium, uses its own system, 
SECAM (sequential technique and memory storage), for color. The USSR and Eastem Europe use a system 
for monochrome that is almost identical to CCJR, but they use SECAM for color. With its greater li11e fre
quency, the French system has superior definition, but it requires a bandwidth twice as great as for the major 
systems. Table 8. l shows the most important standards in the American and European systems. This is clone 
for comparison. All subsequent detailed work will refer to the American system exclusively. 

TABLEB.1 Se/ec:terl Stn11dnrds of Mnjor Televisio11 Systems 

STANDARD AMERICAN SYSTEM EUROPEAN SYSTEM 

Number of lines per frame 525 625 

Number of frames per second 30 25 

Field frequency, Hz 60 50 

Line frequency, Hz 15,750 15,625 

Channel width, MHz 6 7 

Video bandwidth, MHz 4.2 5 

Color subc;irrier, MHz 3.58* 4.43* 

Sound syi;tem FM FM 

Maximum sowid deviation, kHz 25 50 

lntercarrier frequency. MHz 4.5 5.5 

*As a good approximation. The precise frequency in the American system is 3.579545 MHz. for reasons that will be 
explained in Section 8.4.1 . 

Apart from the differences, the two major TV system::. have the following standards in common. 

1. Vestigial sideband amplitude modulation for video, with mos.t of the lower sideband removed. This is 
done to save bandwidth. 

2. Neg.itive video modulation polarity. In both systems black corresponds to a higher modulation percentage 
than white. 

3. 2: 1 interlace ratio. This can be seen from the table, which shows that the field frequency is twice the frame 
frequency. Interlacing will be described fully in Section 8.2.2. 

4. 4:3 aspect ratio. This is the ratio of the horizo11tal to the vertical dimension of the receiver picture ( or 
transmitter camera) tube. The absolute size is not limited_, but the aspect ratio must be. Otherwise the 
receiving screen would not reproduce all the transmitted picture ( or else a portion of the receiving screen 
would have nothing to show). 
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Notes on the Major American Standards The field frequency is purposely made equal to the 60-Hz 
frequency of the ac supply system, so that any supply interference will produce stationary pattems, and wiJl 
thus not be too distracting. This automatically makes the frame frequency equal to 30 per second The number 
of lines per frame, 525, was chosen to give adequate definition without taking up too large a portion of the 
frequency spectrum for each channel. The line frequency is the product of30 frames per second and 525 lines 
per frame, i.e. , 15,750 Hz. 
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Fig. 8.2 Vestigial sideband as used for TV video trnnsi111issio11. (n) Spec/rum of tnmsmittcd signals (NTSC); 
(b) correspo11di11g receiver video amplifier Jreq11e11cy response. 

As shown in Fig. 8.2b, the channel width of 6 MHz is required to accommodate the wanted upper side
band, the necessary portion of the unwanted lower sideband, the FM sound frequency spectrnm and. the color 
subcarrier and its sidebands. The difference in frequency between the picture carrier and the sound carrier 
is precisely 4.5 MHz. This was shown in Fig. 8.2a and is given in Table 8.1 as the lntercarrier frequency. 
The fact that this frequency difference is 4.5 MHz is used in extracting the sound information from the video 
detector. This will be explained in Section 8.3.2. 

In each TV channel, the picture carrier frequency'is 1.25 MHz above the bottom edge of the channel, and the 
color subcarrier frequency is 3.58 MHz higher still. The sound carrier frequency if 4.5 MHz above the picture 
carrier frequency. Channels 2 to 13 are in the VHF band, with channels 2 to 6 occppying the frequen~y range 

~ 
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54 to 88 MHz, while channels 7 to 13 occupy the 174- to 216-MHz range. Note that tht: frequencies between 
88 and 174 MHz are allocated to other services, including FM broadcasting. Channels 14 to 83 occupy the 
continuous frequency range from 470 to 890 MHz, in the UHF band. 

Video Bandwidth Requirement The frequency band needed for the video frequencies may be estimated 
(actually, overestimated) as follows. Consider at firs t that the lowest frequency required corresponds to a line 
across tbe screen which is ofuniform brightness. This represents a period of 1/15,750 = 0.0000635 = 63.5 µs 
during which the brightness of the beam does not change. If a large number of lines of that brightness fol
lowed in succession, the frequency during the time would be zero. This is too awkward to arrange, since it 
requires de coupling. Thus the lowest frequency transmitted in practice is higher than zero. approximately 60 
Hz in fact. As regards the highest required frequency, this will of course correspond to the highest possible 
variation in tbe brightness of the beam along a line. 

Consider now that the picture has been divided into 525 lines from top to bottom, so that the maximum 
resolut-ion in the vertical direction corresponds to 525 changes (e.g., from black to white) down the picture. It 
is desirable that horizontal and vertical resolution bt: the same. However, because of I.he 4:3 aspect ratio, the 
picture is 4/3 times ns wide as it is high, so that 525 x 4/3 = 700 transitions from black to white during the 
length of a horizontal line is the maximum required. This, of course, corresponds to 700/2 => 350 complete 
(black-white-black) transitions along the line, occurring in 63.5 µs. The period of this maximum transition is 
thus 63.5/350 = 0.1814 µs . If each transition is made gradual (i.e., sine wave), rather than abrupt (square wave), 
0.01814 µsis the period of this sine wave, whose frequency therefore is 1/0. 1814 x 10-1

• = 5.51 MHz. 
This figure is an overestimate, and the video bandwidth of 4.2 MHz quoted in Table 8. I is quite enough. 

The reason for the difference is mainly that not all the 525 lines are visible. Several of them occur during the 
vertical retraces and are blanked out. ThJs wiU be explained in Section 8.2.2. Neither the vertical nor the hori
zontal resolution needs to be as good as assumed above, and so the maximum video frequency may be lower 
than the rough 5.51-M Hz calculation. However, this calculation yields a reasonable approximation, and it does 
show that the bandwidth required is very large. This explains why vestigial sideband modulation is us~d. 

8.2 BLACK-AND-WHITE TRANSMISSION 
The significant aspects of monochrome television transmission will now be described in some detail. During 
this examination, the reasons for and the effects and implications of, the most important TV standards will 
emerge. 

8.2.1 Fundamentals 

As shown in the block diagram of Fig. 8.3, a monochrome TV transmission system is quite unlike any of 
the transmission systems studied previously. This section will deal with the fundamental, ·'straightfoiward" 
blocks, while the functions specific to television transmitters are described in more detail in the succeeding 
sections. 

I 
Camera Tu.bes The video sequence at the transmitting station begins with a transducer which converts 
light into (video) electric signals, i.e., a camera tube. Detailed descriptions of the various camera tubes are 
outside the scope of this chapter. Very basically, a camera tube has a mosaic screen, onto which the scene is 
focused through the lens system of the television camera. An electron gun forms a beam which is accelerated 
toward this photoelectric screen. The beam scans the screen, from left to right and top to bottom, covering 
the entire screen 30 tiJnes per second. The precise manner will be described in detail in the next section, and 
magnetic deflection is covered in Section 8.3, in connection with receiver picture tubes. The beam intensity is 
affected by the charge on the screen at that point, and this in turn depends on the brightness of the point. The 
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current-modulated beam is collected at a target electrode. located at or just beyond the screen. The output 
voltage from this electrode is a varying (video) voltage, whose amplitude is proportional to the screen bright~ 
ness at the point being scanned. This voltage is now applied to video amplifiers. 
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Fig. 8.3 Simplified 111011oclrro111e television tra11s111itter block diagram. 

In color transmission, light is split into the three basic colors and applied to either three separate tubes or 
a single tube which has different areas sensitized to the different colors. Three separate signals result and are 
processed as will be described in Section 8.4. The camera tubes most likely to be used are the vidicon or the 
plumbicon, in both of which separate tubes are required for the three colors. It is also possible to use a single 
camera tube which is constrncted with a stripe filter or whjch uses three electron guns to produce all three 
colors at once. 

Video Stages The output of the camera is fed to a video switcher which may also receive videotape or 
outside broadcast video signals at other inputs. The function of this switching system is to provide the many 
video controls required, It is at this point that mixing or switching of the various inputs, such as fading in of 
one signal and fading out of another, will take place. Videotapes corresponding to advertisements or station 
identification patterns will be inserted here, as well as various visual effects involving brightness, contrast 
or hue. 

The output of this mixing and switching amplifier goes to more video amplifiers, whose function is to 
raise the signal level until it is sufficient for modulation. Along the chain of video amplifiers, certain pulses 
are inserted. These are the vertical and horizontal .blanking and synchronizing pulses, which are required by 
receivers to control their scanning processes. The details will be discussed in Section 8.2.3. The final video 
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amplifier is the power amplifier which grid-modulates tbe output RF amplifier. Because certain amplirude 
levels in the composite video :;ignal must correspond to specific percentage modulation values, this amplifier 
uses clamping to establish the precise values of various levels of the signal which it receives. 

RF a11d Sound Circuif:1'!J Essentially, the sound transmitter is a frequency-modulated transmitter. The 
only difference is that maximum deviation is limited to 25 kHz, instead of the 75-kHz limit for FM broadcast 
transmitters. The RF aspects of the picture transmitter are again identical Lo those already discus$ed, except 
that the output stage must be broadband, in view of the large bandwidth of the transmitted video modulated 
signals. 

The output stage is followed by a vestigial sideband filter, which is a bandpass filter having a response 
shown in Fig. 8.2a. This is an LC filter, capable ofhandliug the high power at this point. Its frequency response 
is critical and carefully shaped. 

The output or the sound and picture transmitters is fed Lo the antenna via a combining network. 

}t\ 
~ 
H/magnetic field 

Vertical signal Input + 

Fig. 8.4 Deflect ion coils (yoke). 

+ 

Horizontal 
signal input 

Its function is to ensure that, although both the picture and sound transmitters are connected to the antenna 
with a minimum of loss. neither is connected to the other. 

8.2.2 Beam Scanning 

As previously discus!icd, one complete frame of a TV picture is scanned 30 times per second, in a manner 
very similar to reading this page. As our eyes are told where to look by our brain, eye muscles, and nerves, 
the electron beam is directed to move by deflection coils (yoke), which are located arnund the neck of the 
picture tube (Fig. 8.4). The infonnation applied to the deflection coils is in the fonn of a sawtooth wave 
(Fig. 8.5), generated by the horizontal oscillator, which occurs at a rate or frequency detennincd by the number 
or lines (525) to be scanned and the scanning rate (30 frames per second). The electron beam generated by 
the picture tube (standard vacuum tube theory) is accelerated toward the anode by a combination of elements 
and extreme high voltage (difference of potential) w1til it strikes the anode (which contains a phosphorous 
coating). The high~energy impact emits light or a dot in the center of the picture tube which is visible to our 
eyes. The dot would never move without some type of deflection process. This is where the deflection coils 
and the sawtooth wavefonns come into play. 
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Fig. 8.5 Sawtooth waveform. 

Horizontal Scanning The sawtooth applied to the horizontal portion of the deflection coils (there are t\VO 

sets of coils- horizontal and vertical) creates a magnetic field which mimics the shape of the sawtooth and 
deflects the beam to the extreme left side of the picture tube at the start of each cycle. 111e beam moves evenly 
across the tube face as the wave increases in amplitude (because of the linear ramp effect) until maximum 
amplitude is reached and tbc voltage drops immediately to its original starting point (retrace period). Up to 
this point we have traced (illuminated) one line from left to right across the picture tube face. Now the pro
cess starts over again on the next cycle. lt must be noted that during the horizontal scanning process, vertical 
scanning is also taking place with similar results; i.e., the vertical deflection coils are being fed information 
which creates magnetic deflection from the center dot point to the top of the rube. The combination and 
sync lfronization of these two processes start the scanning process at the top left and, line by line, complete 
the frame at the lower right of the picture rube. The scanning process is, in the author's opinion, the most 
important part of the TV system and is unique in its application. The rest of the TV system is composed of 
somewhat standard electronic circuits which have been assembled to support the scanning process and visu
ally displayed infonnacion. This explanation is over simplified to enhance students· basic UJtderstanding of 
the process, not to confuse them with details and the electronics involved. A more detailed explanation will 
follow. 

Vertical Scanning Vertical scanning is similar to horizontal scanning, except for the obvious difference in 
the direction of movement and the fact that everything happens much more slowly, (i.e., 60 rather than 15,750 
times per second). However, interlacing introduces a complication which will now be explored. 
The sequence of events in vertical scanning is as follows (see Fig. 8.6): 

I. Line l starts at the top left-baud comer of the picture, at point F. At this line and the succeeding lines are 
scanned horizontally, the beam gradually moves downward. This continues until, midway through line 
242, vertical blanking is applied. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 8.6. Note that active horizontal lines 
are solid, the horizontal retraces arc dashed, and the point at which vertical blanking is applied is labeled A. 

2. Soon, but not immediately, after the application of vertical blanking, the vertical scanning generator 
receives a (vertical) sync puls.e. This causes vertical retrace to commence, at point Bin Fig. 8.6. 

3. Vertical retrace continues, for a time corresponding to several H, until the beam reaches-the top of the 
picture, point C in Fig. 8.6. Note that horizontal scanning continued during the vertical retrace~it would 
be hannful to stop the horizontal oscillator just because vertical retrace is taking place. 

4. The beam, still blanked out, begins its descent. The precise point is detcrminectjby the time constants in 
tbe vertical scanning oscillator, but it is usually 5 or 6H between points B and C. The situation is shown 
in Fig. 8.6. 
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Fig. 8.6 Interlaced scanning. 

5. Precisely 21H after it was applied, i.e., midway through line 263, vertical blanking is removed. The first 
(odd) field is now completed, and the second (even) field begins. This is also illustrated in Fig. 8.6; note 
that D is the point at which vertical blanking is removed. 

6. The visible portion of li.ne 263 begins at the same height as did line l , i.e., at the top of the screen. Line 
263, when it becomes visible, is already halfway across the screen, whereas line 1 began at the left-hand 
edge of the screen. Line 263 lies above line I, line 264 is between lines 1 and 2, and so on. This is illus
trated in Fig. 8.6. 

7. The second field co11tinues, until vertical blanking is applied at the beginning of the retrace after Line 504. 
This is point E in Fig. 8.6. 

R. The sequence of events which now takes place is identical to that already described, for the end of the 
first field. The only difference is that, after the 21 lines of vertical blanking, the beam is located at the 
top left~hand corner of the picture tube, at point F. When vertical blanking is now removed, the next odd 
field is traced out, as in Fig. 8.6. 

Regrettably, the vertical scanning procedure is complicated by the use of interlacing. However, it is basi
cally simple, in tbat blanking is applied some time before retrace begins and removed some time after it has 
ended. Both margins are used for safety and to !,rive individual designers of receivers some flexfoility. As 
explained, borizontal scanning continues during vertical retrace, complicating the drawings and the explana
tion, but actually simplifying the procedure. To stop the horizontal oscillator for precisely 21 lines, and then 
to restart it exactly in sync, would simply not be practical. Finally, beginning one field at the start of a line and 
the next field at tho midpoint of a I ine is a stratagem that ensures that interlacing wi II take place. [f this were 
not done, the lines of the second field would coincide with those of the first, and vertical resolution would 
immediately be halved! 
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Please note that the scanning waveforms themselves are sawtooth. The means of generating them and 
applying then, to the picture tube arc discussed in Section 8.3 . 

8.2.3 Blanking and Synchronizing Pulses 

Blanking Video volLage is limited to certain amplitude limits. Thus, for example, the white level corre
sponds to 12.5 percent(± 2.5 percent) modulation ofilie carrier, and the black level corresponds to approxi
mately 67.S percent modulation. Thus, at some point along the video amplifier chain, the voltage may vary 
between l.2S and 6. 75 V, depending on the relative brightness of the picture at that instant. The darker the 
picture, the higher will be the voltage, within those limits. At the receiver, the pichrre tube is biased to ensure 
that a received video voltage corresponding to 12.5 percent modulation yields whiteness at that particular 
point on the screen, and an equivalent arrangement is made for the black level. Besides, set owners are sup
plied with brightness and contrast controls, to make final adjustmentS as they think fit. Note that the lowest 
12.5 percent of the modulation range (the whiter-than-white r~gion) is not used, to minimize the eftects of 
noise. 

When the picnue is blanked out; before the vertical or horizontal retrace, a pulse of suitable amplitude and 
duration is added to the video voltage, at the correct instant of time. Video superimposed on top of this pulse 
is clipped, the pulses are clamped, and the result is video with blanking, shown in Fig. 8.7. As indicated, the 
blanking level corresponds lo 75 percent (± 2.5 percent) of maximum modulation. The black level is actually 
defined relatively rather than absolutely. [tis 5 to 10 percent below the blanking level, as shown in Fig. 8.7. 
Ifin a given transmission the blanking level is exactly 75 percent, then the black level will be about 7.5 percent 
below this, i.e., approximately 67.5 percent as previously stated. At the video point mentioned previously, we 
thus have white at 1.25 V, black at about 6.75 V and the blanking level at 7.5 V. 

The difference between the blanking level and the black level is known as the setup interval. This is made 
ofsufficient amplitude to ensure that the black level cannot possibly reach above the blanking level. Tfit did, 
it would intrude into the region devoted exclusively to sync pulses, and it might interfere with the synchro
nization of the scanning generators. 

100% 

75% 

Hori:i:ontal blanking interval (0.16 H) 

--l""f-

Vertical blanking 
,--- Interval (21H) 

Fig. 8.7 TV video waveform, showi11g video i11Jon11ntion a11d horizo11tar 
1111d vertical blnnking pulses (at the end of nn even field) . 

Synchroniziltg Pulses As shown in Fig. 8.8, tbe procedure for inserting synchronizing pulses is filnda
mentally the same as used in blanking pulse insertion. Horizontal and vertical pulses are added appropriately 
on top of the blanking pulses, and the r~sulting waveform is again clipped and clamped. lt is seen that the tips 
of horizontal and vertical synchronizing pulses reach a level that corresponds to 100 percent modulation of 
the picture carrier. At the hYPothetical video point mentioned previously, we may thus have video between 
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1.25 and 6.75 V, the bla~ing level at 7.5 V and the sync pulse tips at 10 V. The overall arrangement may be 
thought of as a kind of voltage-division multiplex. 
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1 OO% . - rever -
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Fig. 8.8 TV video waveform; showing horizontal and /Jasic vertical sync pulses, at the e11d of an ( a) ,'Ven field; 
(b) odd field. (Note: Tlte width of tlte lwrizontal blanking intervals and sync pt1/ses is e:rnggcratcd.) 

Although this will be explored in further detail in Section 8.3.3, it should be noted that the horizontal sync 
infom1atio11 is extracted from the overall wavefom1 by differentiation. Pulses corresponding to the differenti
ated leading edges of sync pulses are actually used to synchronize the horizontal scanning oscillator, This is 
the reason why, in Figs. 8.7 to 8.9, all time intervals are shown between pulse leading edges. Receivers often 
use monostable-type circuits to generate horizontal scan, so that a pulse is req11ired to initiate each and every 
cycle of horizontal oscillation in the receiver. With these points in mind, it should be noted that there arc two 
things terribly wrong with the sync pulses shown in Fig. 8.8. 

The first and more obvious shortcoming of the wavefonns shown may be examined with the aid of Fig. 8.8a. 
After the start of the vertical blanking period, the leading edges of the three horizontal sync pulses and the 
vertical sync pulse shown will trigger the horizontal oscillator in the receiver. There are no leading edges 
for a time of 3H after that, as shown, so that the receiver horizontal oscillator wi.11 either lose sync or stop 
oscillating, depending on the design. 

It is obvious that three leading edges are required during this 3Hwperiod. By far the easiest way hf provid
ing these leading edges is to cut slots in the vertical sync pulse. The beginning of each slot has no effect, but 
the end of each provides the desired leading edge. These slots are known as serrations. They have widths of 
0.04H each and are shown exaggerated in Fig. 8.9 (to ensure that they are visible). Note that, at the end of 
an even field, serrations 2, 4 and 6 or, to be precise, the leading edges following these tlu·ee serrations, are 
actually used to trigger the horizontal oscillator in the receiver. 
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Fig. 8.9 Composite TV video waveforill at the e11d of n11 odd field. (Nole: The widths of the horiio11tal blanking periods 
n11d sync p1-1lses, eq11nlizi11g pulses nnd scrmtio11s are exaggerated.) 

The situation after an odd field is even worse. As expected, and as shown in Fig. 8.8b the vertical blank
ing period at the end of an odd field begi11s midway through a horizontal line. Looking further along this 
waveform, we see tbat the leading edge of the vertical sync pulse comes al Lbe wrong time to provide syn
chronization for the horizontal oscillator. The obvious answer is to have a serration such that the leading edge 
following it occurs at time Hafter the leadmg edge of the last horizontal sync pulse. Two more serrations 
will be required., at H intervals after the first one. In fact, this is the reason for the existence of the first, third 
and fifth serrations in Fig. 8.9. The overall effect, as shown, is that there are six serrations altogether, at 0.5 
H intervals from one another. 

Note that the leading edges which now occur midway through horizontal lines do no hann. Ail leading 
edges are used sometime, either at the end of an even field or at the end of an odd one. Those that are not 
used in a particular instance come at a time when they cannot triggct the hQrizontaJ waveform, and they are 
ignored. This behavior will be further discussed in Section 8.3.5. 

We must now turn to the second shortcorning of the waveforms of Fig. 8.8. First, it must be mentioned that 
synchronization is obtained in the receiver from vertical sync pulses by integration. The intogrator produces 
a small output wben it receives horizontal sync pulses, and a much larger output from vertical sync pulses, 
because their energy content is much higher. What happens is that as a result of receiving a vertical pulse, 
the output level from the integrator ~ventually rises enough to cause triggering of the vertical oscillator in the 
receiver. This will be discussed further in Section 8.3. 

We must note at this stage that the residual charge on this integrating circuit will be different at the start 
of the vertical sync pulses in Figs. 8.8u and 8.8b. In the fonner, the vertical sync pulse begins a time Hafter 
the last horizontal pulse. In the latter, this difference is only 0.5H, so that a higher charge will exist .across 
the capacitor in the inteb'Tating circu-it. The equaliz ing pulses shown in the composite v ideo waveform of 
Fig. 8.9 take care of this situation. IL is seen that the period immediately preceding each vertical pulse is 
the same, regardless of whether this pulse follows an even-or an odd field. Charge is equalized and jitter is 
prevented. 
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Observant students will have noted that the vertical sync pulse begins 3H after the start of the vertical 
blanking period, although Fig. 8.6 showed the vertical retrace beginning four lines (i.c.1 4H) after the start of 
vertical blanking. The discrepancy can now be explained. It is simply caused by the integrating circuit taking 
a time approximately equal to H, from the moment when the vertical sync pulse begins to the instant when 
its output is sufficient to trigger the vertical retrace. 

SummanJ It is seen that the provision of blanking and synchronizi11g pulses, to ensure that TV receivers 
scan correctly. is a very involved process. [tis also seen how important it is to have adequate television trans
mission standards. In retrospect, Table 8.1 is seen as decidedly incomplete, and this is why it was entitled 
"selected standards." The composite video wavefom1s in other TV systems are different from those shown, 
but they arc as carefully defined and observed. 

All systems have the same general principles in common. In each, blank.ing is applied before, and removed 
after, synchronizing pulses. A front porch precedes a horizontal sync pulse, and a back porch follows such a 
pulse, in all the systems. All systems have equalizing pulses, though not necessarily the same number as in 
the FCC system. In all cases serrations are used to provide horizontal sync during vertical pulses, with some 
minor differences as applicable. The widtµ of a vertical pulse in the CCIR system is 2.SH, and the H itself is 
different from Hin the American system. 

Three final points should now be mentiC)ncd. The first is that many people refer to a set of six vertical sync 
pulses, which this section has been consistent in referring to a single pulse with six serrations. The difference 
in tennit1ology is not very significant, as long as the user explains what is meant. Second, it is a moot point 
whether the vertical pulse has five or six serrations. This section has referred to the no-pulse region between 
the trailing edge oftbe vertical pulse and the first postequalizing pulse as a serration. This is done because, if 
there were no serrations, this period would be occupied by the final portion of the vertical sync pulse, whose 
trailing edge has now been cut into. Other sources do not consider this as a serration, but again the point is 
not significant, as long as the tem1s are adequately defined. 

The third item is related to the fact that the one crystal-controlled source is used for all the various pulses 
transmitted. It operates at 31,500 Hz; this is twice the horizontal frequency and is also the repetition rate of the 
equalizing pulses and serrations. The horizontal frequency is obtained by dividing 31 ,500 Hz by 2. Similarly, 
the 60-Hz field frequency is achieved by dividing 31,000 Hz by 525 (i.e., 7 X 5 x 5 x 3). This point acquires 
added significance in color television. 

Finally; the methods of produ,cing and applying the scanning waveforms are discussed in Section 8.3. 

8.3 BLACK-AND-WI-UTE RECEPTION 
Lu this section we will study the receiver portions of the transmission processes. Circuits com1non to both 
transmitters and receivers are also reviewed. 

8.3.1 Fundamentals 
As shown in Fig. 8.10 and previously implied in Fig. 8.lb, TV receive!'$ use the superheterodyue principle. 
There is extensive pulse circuitry, to ensure that the demodulated video is displayed correctly. To that exteut 
the TV receiver is quite similar to a .radar receiver, but radar scan is generally simpler, nor are sound and 
color nonnally required for radar. It is also worth mak.ing the general comment that TV receivers o( current 
manufacture are likely to be solid-state. All stages are transistor or integrated~circuit, except for the high
power scanning (and possibly video) output stages. It is now proposed to discuss briefly those stages which 
television receivers have in common with those types of receivers already discussed in previous chapters, and 
then to concentrate on the stages that are peculiar to TV receivers. 
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Fig. 8.10 Block diagram of typicnl mo11oc/1ro111e television receiver. 

8.3.2 Common, Video and Sound Circuits 

Tuners A modem television receiver bas two tuners. Th.is a1Tangement was left out of Fig. 8.10 for 
simplification but is shown in detail in Fig. 8.11. 

The Vl-lF tuner must cover the frequency range from 54 to 216 MHz. The antenna most frequently used for 
reception is the Yagi-Uda, consisting at its simplest of a reflector, 11 folded dipole for the five lower channels 
and a shorter dipole for the upper seven channels. More elaborate Yagis may have a reflector, four dipoles 
and up to six directors. 

The frequency range covered by the UHF tuner is the 470-to 890-MHz band, and here the antenna used is 
quite likely to be a log-periodic, with the one antenna covering the whole band. It is also possible to cover the 
VHF and UHF bands with the one antenna. This is then likely to be similar to the discone antenna but with 
the disk bent out to fom1 a second cone. This hico11ical antenna is then used for UHF, with wire extensions 
for the two cones increasing the antenna dimensions for VHF. 

VHF tuners often use II turret principle, in which 12 sets of(RF, mix.er and local oscillator) coils am mounted 
in spring-loaded brackets around a central shaft. The turning knob is connected to this shaft, and channels are 
changed by means of switching in the appropriate set of coils for the fixed tuning capacitor. This automatically 
means that the tuned circuits for these three stages are ganged together, as shown in Fig. 8. 11. Fine tuning is 
achieved by a slight variation of the tuning capacitance in the local osci.llator. Most newer-model television 
receivers use PLL (phase-locked loop) circuitry to replace switch-type nmers with electronic tuners. Reliability 
is much better with these tuners, which have no mech11nical parts. 
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Fig. 8.11 VHF/UHF television tuner detailed block diagram. VHF section shown receiving channel 7 
(UHF local oscillator is tf1cn disabled). UHF section s/ioum receiving clrn11nel 37 (VHF local 
oscillator is then disnbled, and frequencies in pare11these5 apply). Note that, wl1cre applicable, 

only picture (not sound) carrier frequencies are sliown (see text). 

The UHF tuner's active stages are a diode (point-contact or Schottky-barrier) mixer and a bipolar or FET 
local oscillator. This, like its VHF counterpart, is likely to be a Colpitts oscillator. That section also explained 
why VHF or UHF RF amplifiers are likely to be grounded-gate ( or base). The diode mixer is used here as 
the first stage to lower the UHF noise figure- adequate gain is avai lable from the remaining Rf circuits. 
Coaxial transmission lines are used instead of coils in the UHF tuner, aud they are tuned by means of vari
able capacitors. These arc continuously variable (and of course ganged) over the whole range, but click stops 
are sometimes provided for the individual channels. Since the IF is quite small compared to the frequency at 
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which the UHF local oscillator operates, AFC is provided. This talces the form of a de control voltage applied 
to a varactor diode in the oscillator circuit. 

An alternative means of UHF tuning consists of having varactor diodes to which fixed de increments arc 
applied to change capacitance, instead of variable capacitors. One of the advantages of this arrangement is 
that il facilitates remote-control channel changing. The remainder oftbe circuit is unchanged, but a UHF RF 
amplifier is nonnally added. The reason for this is the low Q of varactors, necessitating en additional tuned 
circuit to sharpen up the RF frequency response. 

Figure 8. 11 shows the VHF channel 7 being received. When any VHF channel is received, the UHF local 
oscillator is disabled, sci that the output of the UHF mixer is a rectified UHF signal (channel 37 in this case), 
applied to the VHF tm1er. This signal is a long way from the VHF radio frequency and has no effect. The 
significant carriers appearing at the input to the VHF RF amplifier are the picn1re (P), chroma (C) and sound 
(S) carriers of channel 7, of which only P is shown in Fig. 8.10. 

We have P "' 175.25 MHz, C = 178.83 MHz and S "' 179.75 MHz applied to the RF amplifier, and hence 
to the mixer. These three are then mixed with the output of the local oscillator operating at the standardized 
frequency of 45.75 MHz ahove the picture carrier frequency. The resulting carrier signals fed to the first 
IF amplifier are P = 45. 75 MHz, C = 42.17 MHz and S ::::i 41.25 MHz. The IF bandpass is large enough to 
accommodate these signals and their accompanying modulating frequencies. 

When the VHF tuner is set to the UHF position, the following three things happen: 

I. The UHF local oscillator is enabled (de supply voltage connected). 

2. The VHF local oscillator is disabled (de removed). 

3. The VHF tuner RF and mixer tuned circuits are switched to (a picture carrier frequency of) 45.75 MHz. 
The UHF tuner is now able to process the channel 37 signal from its antenna. The relevant frequencies, 

P= 609.25 MHz, C "' 612.83 MHz and S= 613.75 MHz, are mixed with the local oscillator frequency of655 
MHz. The resulting outputs from the mixer diode are P = 45.75 MHz, C "" 42.17 MHz and S == 41.25 MHz, 
being of course identical to the TF signals that the VHF tunl!r producers when receiving chaimel 7 (or any 
other channel). These are now fed to the VHF amplifier, which, together with the VHF mixer, acts as an IF 
amplifier for UHF. lt is to be noted that the VHF mixer uses a transistor and not a diode and therefore becomes 
an amplifier when its local oscillator signal is removed. Since the UHF tuner has a (conversion) loss instead 
of a gain, this extra CF amplification is convenient. 

The block diagram of Fig. 8.11 was drawn in a somewhat unorthodox fashion, tuned circuits being shown 
separately from the active stage.s to whose inputs they belong. This is not due to any particular quirk of TV 
receivers. Rather, it was done to show precisely what circuits are ganged together and to enable all relevant 
(picture carrier and local oscillator) frequencies to be shown precisely where they occur with either VHF or 
UHF reception. This means that it was possible to show the sum and difference frequencies at the outputs of 
the two mixers, with only the difference signals surviving past the next tuned circuit. 

As shown in Fig. 8.12, the frequency response of a tuner is quite wide, being similar to, but broader 
than, the picture lF response. Note that the frequencies in Fig. 8.12a apply for channel 7, although those of 
Fig. 8. 12b are of course fixed. 

Pichtre IF Amplifiers The picture ( or common) IF amplifiers are almost invariably double4uned, because 
of the high percentage bandwidth required. As in other receivers, the IF amplifiers provide the majority of 
the sensitivity and gain before demodulation. Three or four stages of amplification are nonnelly used. The 
IF stage~ provide amplification for the luminance, chrominance and sound information. As shown in Fig. 
8.12b1 th: IF bandwid~1 is somewhat lower than mi_ght.be ex~ected, three factors govern this. _A,t the upper 
end, relative response 1s down to 50 percent at the picture camer frequency, to counteract the higher powers 
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available at the lowest video frequencies because of the vestigial sideband modulation used. This is shoWTI 
in Fig. 8.12b. At the lower end, relative amplin1de is also down to 50 percent at the chroma subcarrier 
frequency, to minjmize interference from this signal. At the sound carrier frequency of 41.25 MHz, response 
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Fig. 8.12 1elevisia11freque11cy responses, (a) RF (shown/or channel 7); (b) IF. 

is down to about 10 percent, also to reduce interference. J fa TV receiver is misaligned or purposely rnistuned 
(with the fine-nming control), the sound carrier may correspond to a point higher on the IF response curve. If 
this happens, the extra gain at this frequency will counteract the subsequent4.5 MHz filtering, and some of the 
sound signal will app~ar in the output of the video amplifier~. This will_ result in the appearance of distracting 
horizontal sound bars across the picture, moving in tune with sound frequency changes. 

The result of the previous explanations is that the picnrre IF bandwidth is approximately 3 MHz, as compared 
with the transmitted video bandwidth of 4 .2 MHz. There is a consequent slight reduction in definition because 
of this compromise, but interference from the other two c.arriers iu the channel is reduced, as is interference 
from adjacent channels. As anyone who has watched a good TV receiver will know, the resulting picture is 
perfectly acceptable. 
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Video Stages It will be seen that the last picn1re IF amplifier is followed by the video detector and (cus
tomarily) two video amplifiers, whose output drives the (cathode of the) picture tube. At various pain.ts in 
this sequence, signals are taken OFF for sound IF, AOC and sync separation. The circuit of Fig. 8.13 shows 
these arrangements in detail. 

+V 

Sync Cc Ge 
out o---1 t-----i.--- - _.-l f--

AGC 
delay 
adjust 

Out to 2d 
o video 

amplifier 

Fig. 8.13 TV receiver video detecto1; first video amplifier and AGC detector. 

Delayed 
AGC out 

The circuit has a lot in common with detector-AOC circuits described previously. Only the differences 
will be mentioned here. The first of these is the presence of coils L

1 
and L

2
• They are, respectively, series and 

shunt peaking coils, needed to ensure an adequate frequency response for the video amplifier shown. The 
second video amplifier also uses such an arrangement. Note that all CT capacitors in Fig. 8.13 arc fixed run
ning capacitol'S, with values of a few picofarads. The coils are adjustable for alignment. All components witb 
F subscripts are used for (in th.is case, low-pass) filtering; 

The transfonncr in the emitter of the first video amplifier. tuned to 4 .5 MHz, has two functions. The more 
obvious of these is to provide the sound IF takeoff point. Since the video detector is a nonlinear resistance, the 
FM sound signal beats with the picture carrier, to produce the wanted 4.5-MHz frequency difference. This is 
extracted across the 4.5-MHz tuned transformer and applied to the first sound IF amplifier. At 4.5 MHz, this 
t110ed circuit represents a very high unbypassed emitter impedance, much higher than the load resistance R,,. 
The first video amplifier has a very low gain at the sound intermediate frequency. In fa.ct, this is the second 
function of this arrangement. The sound IF transfonner acts as a trap1 to attenuate 4.5~MHz signals in the 
video output, preventing the appearance of the previously mentioned sound bars. Note finally that a portion of 
the video output voltage is also taken from here and fed to the sync separator, and another portion is rectified 
for AOC use. Since the AGC is delayed, a separate diode must be used. Other AGC systems are also in use, 
including keyed AGC. 

The video amplifiers of the TV receiver have an overall frequency response as shown in Fig. 8.2b. The 
second stage drives the picture tube1 adjusting the instantaneous voltage between its cathode and grid in 
proportion to the video voltage. This modulates the beam current and results in the correct degree of white-
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ness appearing at the correct point of the screen, which is detennined by the deflection circuits. The blanking 
pulses of the composite video signal drive the picture tube beyond cutoff, co11·ectly blanking out the retraces. 
Although the sync pulses are still present, their only effect is to drive the picture tube even further beyond 
cutoff. This is quite hannlcss, so that the removal of the sync pulses from the composite video signal is not 

warranted. 
The contrast and brightness controls are localed in the circuitry of the output video amplifier. The contrast 

control is in fact the direct video equivalent of the volume control in a radio receiver. When contra:..t is var
ied, the size of the video output voltage is adjusted. either directly or through a variation in the gain of the 
video output stage. Note that a typical picture tube requires about I 00 V peak to peak of video voltage for 
good contrast. When an elderly picture tube begins to fade away, it is because it has lost sensitivity, and even 
maximum contrast is no longer sufficient to drive it fully. The brightness control varies the grid-cathode de 
bias on the picture tube, compensating for the average room brightness. 

Some receivers perfom, this function automatically, using a photodiode which h~ sensitive to ambient 
brigh1ness, in addition to an adjustable potentiometer. Receivers with a single ''picnire" control normally have 
twin potentiometers for brightness and contrast. mounted on the one shaft and therefore adjustable together. 
This arrangement should not be decried too much. It bas the advantage of giving the customer fewer knobs 

to adjust (i.e., mi.we/just) . 

Tlt.e Sound Section As shown in the block diagram of Fig. 8.11. the sound section of a television receiver 
is identical tu the corresponding section of an FM receiver. Note that the ratio detector is used for demodulation 
far more often than not. Note further that the intercarricr system for obtaining the FM sound infonnation is 

always used, although it is slightly modified in color receivers. 

8.3.3 Synchronizjng Circuits 

The task of the synchronizing circuits in a television receiver is to procc:ss received infonnation, in such a 
way as to ensure that the vertical and horizontal oscillators in the receiver work at the correct frequencies. As 
shown in Fig. 8. 10, this task is broken down into three specific functions, namely : 

1. Extraction of sync information from the composite waveform 

2. Provision of vertical sync pulse (from the transmitted vertical sync pulses) 

3. Provision of horizontal sync pulses (from the transmitted horizontal, vertical and equalizing pulses) 
These individual functions are now described, in that order. 

Sync Separation (frotn Composite Waveform) The "clipper'' portion of the circuit in Fig. 8. 14a shows 
the normal method of removing tl1e sync infonnation from the composite wavefonn received. The clipper 
Ulies le_ak~type bias and a low drain supply voltage to perform a function that is rather similar to amplitude 

limiting. 
lt is seen from the waveforms of Fig. 8.14b that video voltage has been applied to an amplifier biased be

yond cutoff, so that only the tips-of the sync pulses cause output current to flow. It would not be practicable 
to US<: fixed bias for the sync clipper, because of possible si£11al voltage variation at the clipper input. If this 
happened, the fixed bias could alternate between being too high to pass any sync, or so low that blanking and 
even video voltages would be present in the output for strong signals. A combination of fixed and leak-type 

bias is sometimes used. 
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Fig. 8.14 Sync separato,; (11) Cirrnit; (b) dipper wnveforms. 

Horizontal Sync Separation Th$ output of the sync clipper is split, as shown in Fig. 8.14a, a pmtion of 
it going to the combination of Cj and R2• This is a differentiating circuit, whose input and output wavefonns 
are indicated in Fig. 8.15. A positive pulse is obtained for each sync pulse leading edge, and a negative pulse 
for each trailing edge. When the input sync waveform has constant amplitude, no output results from the 
differentiating circuit. The time constant of the differentiating circuit is chosen to ensure that, by the time a 
trailing edge arrives, the pulse due to the leading edge has just about decayed. The output does not consist of 
pulses that are quite as sharp as the simplified ones shown. 

The output of the differentiator, at the junction of C
3 
and~ in Fig. 8.15, is seen to contain negative pulses 

as well as the wanted positive ones. Tl1ese negative.going triggern may be removed with a diode such as the 
one shown. ln practice, lhc problem is taken care ofby the diodes in the horizontal AFC circuit. Note that 
not all the positive triggers at the end of a vertical field are actually needed each time. If Fig. 8.15 is redrawn 
to show the $iluation at the end ofan odd field, it will be seen that the pulses not used at tbe end of the even 
field will be needed then. 
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Fig. 8.15 Dijfere11tiating waveforms, (a) Pillses at c11d of even field; (b) (simplified) diffcre11tiator output. 
{Note: The pulses mal'kcd (x) arc the only ones 1weded at the end of this field.} 

Vertical Sync Separation The coupling capacitor Cc in Fig. 8. 14a is taken to a circuit consisti.ng of C1 R 1 

and C,, which should be recognized as a standard integrating circuit. Its time constant is ma<le such as to yield 
the wavefonns of Fig. 8. 16. That is, its time constant is made long compared with the duration of horizontal 
pulses but not with respect to the width of the vertical sync pulse. When one considers that the former have 
width.s of about 8 µs, and the width of the latter is just over 190 µs, the task is not seen as a very difficult one. 
This situation just goes to show how much thought went into the design of the standards themselves. The 
integrating circuit may be loC)ked upon as a low-pass filter, with a cutoff fi'equeuc.y such that the horizontal 
sync pulses produce very little output, and the vertical pulses have a freque1lcy tbat falls into the bandpass 

of the filter. 
The waveforms of fig. 8.16 explain the operation of the vertical integrator, but they do not represent a 

real-life situation. They have purposely been drawn to show what would happen if there were no equalizing 
pulses. As shown by means of the dotted line in Fig. 8.16c, without pre-equalizing pulses the charge remaining 
in the integrating circuit WC)uld be greater at the end of the odd field; because the preceding horizontal pulse 
would have been significantly closer than at the end ofan even field . · 

An oscillator is triggered not because an infinjtely thin sync· pulse atTives, but when a sync pulse of suf
ficient width reaches a particular amplitude. This is shown in Fig. 8.16c. It is also seen that the integrated 
pulse at the end of an odd field would reach this level sooner than the pulse produced at the end of an even 
field. lf this were allowed, the odd field would become somewhat sho1ter (rhe even field somewhat longer) 
than the required 262 ~ lines. A glance at Fig. 8.6 reveals that this would bave a harmful effect on the inter
lace mechanism. The lines of one field would no longer be midway between the lines of the other field. The 
problem could possibly be solved by using an integrating circuit with a much longer time constant, to ensure 
that it was virtually uncharged by the horizontal pulses. This would have the effect of significantly reducing 
the integrator output for vertical pulses, so that a vertical sync amplifier would have to b~ used. 

In a broadcasting siniation, there are always thousands of receivers for every transmitter. It is much more 
efficient to cure a potential problem in one transmitter than in thousands of receivers. This is achieved here by 
transmitting pre-equalizing pulses. Because they are transmitted, the appearance of the pulse train immediately 
preceqing the vertical pulse is now the same at the end of either field, and the re.suiting output is the sm~e in 
both cases. Prior to tl:ie pre-equalizing pulses there is still an imbalance at the end of the two fields. This is so 
far upstream that any charge due to this imbalance is dissipated by the time the vertical sync pulse arrives. 
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Fig. 8.16 /11te~rati11g wav~fo1w.v. (a) P11lses at end of even field; (b) pulses ut end of odd field; M integrator olllputs. 
(Note: These 1/Jliveforms hnue pm71ost!ly been drnto11 ns though 1/tel·e were no cq11cdizatio11 pulses.) 

The function of the pre-equalizing pulses is seen as the equalization of charge on the integrating circuit 
capacitors just before the arrival of the vertical sync pulse. The function of the postequalizing pulses is some
what less clear. Figure 8. 15 shows that the first postequalizing pulse is needed for horizontal synchronization 
at the end of an even field, and one supposes that the remaining ones are inserted for symmetry. 

8.3.4 Vertical Deflection Circuits 

As shown in thll block diagram of Fig. 8.10, the deflection circuits include the vertical oscillator and amplifier 
for vertical scanning at 60 Hz and a similar horizontal arrangement for scanning at 15,750 Hz. For either scan
ning, the oscillator provides a deflection voltage at a frequency determined by its time constants and corrected 
by the appropriate sync pulses. This voltage is used to drive the corresponding output amplifier, which provides 
a current of the correct waveform, and at the right frequency, for the deflection coils. Magnetic deflection is 
always used for TV picture tubes and requires a few watts of power for..the complete 90° or 110° (measured 
diagonally) deflection across the tube. Two pairs of deflection coils are used, one pair for each direction, 
mounted in a yoke around the neck of the picture tube, just past the electron gun. 

This section is devoted to the vertical deflection circuits in a TV receive~ but, before these can be discussed, 
it is necessary to look at the waveforms required and the means of producing them. 

Sawtooth Deflection Wavefom-1- The scanning coils require a linear current change for gradually sweep· 
ing the beam from one edge of the screen to the other. This must be followed by a rapid (not necessarily 
linear) return to the original value for rapid retrace. The process must repeat at the correct frequency, and the 
av1::rnge value must be zero to ensure that the picture is correctly centered. The wavefonn just described is in 
fact a sa11•1ooth current. obtainable from a saw1001/1 voltage generator. 'It is shown in Fig. 8. 17a. 
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If a capacitor is allowed to charge through a resistance to some high voltage (solid line in Fig. X. I 7d. the 
voltage rise across it will at first be linear. As the voltage rises across the capacitor, so the remaining voltage 
to which it can charge is diminished, and the charging process slows down (da:shed line in Fig. 8. 17c). The 
process is useful because it shows that linear voltage rise can be achieved if the clrnrging process can be inti:r• 
mpted before its exponential portion. If, at this point, the capacitor is discharged through a resistor smalh::r 
than the charging one, a linear voltage drop will result (solid line in Fig. 8. 17c). Although linearity is not quite 
so important for the discharge, speed is important, so that the di:schargc process is not allowed to continue 
beyond its linear region, as shown in Fig. 8.17c. If the ratio of charge time to discharge timers made about 
8: 1, we have the. correct relationship for sweep and flyback of the vertical scanning wavefom1. 

Figure 8.17b shows the simplest method uf obtaining the charge/discharge sequence just described. Note 
that the charge process is not actually intem1pted. The capacitor continues to charge (slowly} while it is be
ing discharged, but this presents no problem. All that happens is that the discharge resistor is made slightly 
smaller to speed up discharge than it would have been if charge had been interrupted. To stop the slow charg
ing during discharge would require a second switch :synchronized with the first one, a needless complication. 
Note that Cblock in Fig. 8.17 b ensures that an ac sawtooth voltage is obtained from this circuit, being identical 
to Fig. 8. 17a. 
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Fig. 8.17 Tlte sawtooth wave, (n) W(ltieform; (b) simple generntor; (c) capncilor dinrxt!-disc/i11tgt' w11wfor111s. 

Blockiug Oscillafor Having detennined what wavefonn is required for scanning, and the basic process 
for obtaining it, we must now find a suitable switch. A multivibr-ator wi ll fill the bill, but not really at a 
frequency as low as 60 Hz. The blocking ot,;cillator, which, as shown in Fig. 8. 18a, uses an iron-cored tnm:-
fonner, is perfectly capable of operating at frequencies even lower than 60 Hz. It i~ almost invariably used as 
the vertical oscillator in TV receivers and is also sometimes used as the horizontal oscillator. 

The blClcking oscillator, unlike a multivibrator, uses only one amplifying device, with the transformer 
providing the necessary phase reversal (as indicated by the dots in Fig. 8.18a). As a re~.ull, there cannot really 
be a bistable version of such a circuit, but monostable and astable vel'sions are common. Like the correspond
ing multi vibrator, the free-mouing blocking oscillator is capable of being synchronized. The circuit shown is 
an astable blocking oscillator. A careful look reveals its similarity to the Armstrong oscillator. Although the 
operation could be explained from that point of view, it is more common, and probably easier, to understand 
the operation from a step-by-step, pulse-type treatment. 

The blocking oscillator uses an iron-cored pulse transfom1er, with a turns ratio having an 11: I voltage :_,;tep
down to the base, and a I : 11

1 
voltage stepup to R,. R,. is the load resistor with the subsidiary function of damping 

out undesired oscillations. Such oscillations ,1re likely to break out al the end of each collector pu l~e. 
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Fig. 8.18 Blocking oscillator, (a) Basic circuit; (b) emitter waveform; (c) collector waveform. 

The circuit diagram shows the base winding returned to a positive voltage Vil. It is evident that this oscilla
tor must be frce-nmning, since there is no potential present which could cut the base OFF pemmnently. Note 
that the circuit can be converted to a triggered or monostable blocking oscil.lator by the si.mple expedient of 
n1ming V8 into a negative voltage. Trigger pulses are then required to n,ake the circuit oscillate. 

Assume, initially, that there is a voltage on C, v,, larger than Vil - V" where f/
1 

is the cut-in base-to-em.itter 
voltage. Such a situation is in fact shown at the beginning of the waveform in Fig. 8.18b. Since this is the 
emitter-ground voltage of the transistor at that instant, the transistor is quite clearly OFF, and C is therefore 
discharging exponentially toward ground, with a time constant RC. When v. is reduced to equal V

8 
- V

1 
the 

base starts to draw current, as does the collector, and regenerative action begins. 
The increase (from an initial value of zero) in collector current lowers collector voltage, which in tum 

raises the base voltage. Still more collector current flows; resulting in a further drop in collector current. In 
practical circuits loop gain exceeds unity, so that regeneration takes place and the transistor is very quickly 
driven into saturation. (The base wavefonn, which is not shown here. has exactly the same appearance as the 
collector waveform of Fig. 8. 18c. It is inverted and scaled down by the factor 11 : I.) 

The very short period of time just described marks the· beginning of the c6Uector output pulse. The base 
voltage is positive and san1rated, while the collector voltage is at its minimum and also saturated. This cannot 
be a permanent state of affairs. After the transition to ON, the transistor collector impedance is low, and it 
fonns an integrating circuit with the magnetizing inductance of the transfom1er (v = L di/dt, so that i = 1/L Jvdt). 
The collector current begins to rise and continues to do so linearly, white the collector voltage remains low 
and constant After a time t<, nonlinearities prevent collector current from increasing any further, and there
fore the voltage across the transformer starts to fall (since v == L dildt, and di/dt is dropping). Tbis makes the 
collecmr more positive and the base less positive. The transistor is quickly switched OFF by regenerative 
action. Although the pulse duration is determined basically by the magnetizing inductance of the transformer 
and the total resistance across it, the calculation is decidedly complex. This is because the resistance itself is 
compkx. lt includes the trnnsistor output resistance, its input resistance reflected from the secondary and the 
load resistance reflected from the tertiary winding. 

The voltage across C cannot change instantaneously, and so it was unaffected by the rapid switching on of 
the transistor. Although v< remains saturated, charging current tlows through C, wh.ich becomes more positive 
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gradually. It reaches its maximum as the switching OFF transient begins. In a nom,al blocking oscillator it 
is not the rise in emitter voltage v

0 
which cuts OFF the transistor. This is because, even when v, reaches its 

maximum during the transistor on period, the base voltage is higher still, being the inverse of the low collector 
voltage, as previously mentioned. What initiates the switching OFF transient is quite definitely the drop 
di!dt, as described above. C charges toward Vh, but this charging is abruptly tem1inated by the disappearance 
of collector current when the transistor switches OFF. The maximum vii lue of 11

0 
is the top of the sawtooth 

shown in Fig. 8.18b. After the switching OFF transient, C discharges through R, eventually reaching once 
again the value v. = 11

0 
- V,; then the base cuts in and the process repeats. It is seen that the OFF period, t,r 

and the pulse repetition rate is governed by the time constant RC to a large extent. 
The period of the sawtooth free-running oscillation is T - tc + td. As with other relaxation oscillators, the 

period may be shortened, making the oscillator a synchronized one, by the application of positive pulses to 
the base just before the transistor would have switched on of its own accord. Like rnultivibrators, blocking 
oscillators have periods that can be shortened, but not lengthened, by trigger pulses. A switching- cm pulse 
arriving at the base just qfter the transistor has switched itself on is of no use whatever. 

The rapid current change through the transfonner at the end of the switching OFF transient induces a large 
overshoot in the collector wavcfonn. Because oftransfonner action, a large negative-going ove.rsboot is also 
induced in the base waveform. U11less properly darnped, this can cause ringi11g (decaying oscillations at the 
resonant frequency of the transfonner and stray capacitances), as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 8.18c. It is 
the function of RL to damp this oscillation, so that it does not persist after the first half-cycle. If this were not 
done, the transistor could switch itself on too early. Care must be taken to ensure that the half-cycle overshoot 
that does occur is not so large as to exceed the base or collector breakdown voltage. A diode across the primary 
winding of the blocking oscillator trru1sformer is sometimes used to provide limiting. 

Vertical Oscillator A television receiver vertical oscillator, together with a typical output stage, is shown 
in Fig. 8.19. lt is seen to be a blocking oscillator quite similar to the one just discu:-sed, but with some ,.. __ _____ _ 

I Yoke 
+18 V 

~ T2 
vh~1gh1 

T,1 
T1 0 

Ca l--------
+130 V 

Fig. 8.19 TV receiver basic vertical oscillator and 011t:p11t stage. 

components added to make it a practical proposition. The first thing to notice is the resistor which, together 
with the capacitor C, has been shifted to the collector circuit. This resistor has been made variable in part, and 
this part is labeled V.h . h. This is in fact the vertical heigi,, control in the TV receiver' and is virtually a vertical 

c1g_ t -
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:;ize gain control. It will be recalled that the charging period ofC is govemed by the blocking oscillator trans
former Tr1 and it.~ associated resistances. By adjusting R. we vary the charging rate of the capacitor C. during 
the conduction ti.me of the transistor T

1
• If R is adjusted to its maximum, a long RC time constant will result, 

and consequently C will not charge very much during this time. The output or the blocking oscillator will be 
low. Since this is the voltage driving the vertical output stage, the yoke deflection current will also be low, 
yielding a s1nal l height. Ir the value of R is reduced, Cwill charge to a higher voltage during conduction time. 
and a greater height will result. The height control is generally located around the back of the TV receiver. to 
reduce misadjustments by its owner. 

V11,,1d is the vertical hold cn11/ro/, with which positive bias on the base of T1 is adj_usted. A glance at Fig. 8.18 
shows that thi:-. has the effect of adjusting V11 - v,. In this fashion the vol tage through which RC must discharge 
is varied, and so is the discharge period (indirectly). The vertical frequency, i.e., vertical hold, is varied. 

As envisaged in the preceding section, the blocking oscillator transformer tertiary winding is used for the 
application of sync pulses. They aro positive-going and used to initiate prematurely the conduction period of 
T,. This has the effect of controlling the period of the sawtooth, so that this is made equal to the time differ
ence between adjoining vertical sync pulses. Note finally that a protective diode is used across the primary 
winding or Tr

1
• in lieu of the load resist0r across the tertiary in Fig. 8.18. 

Vertical Output Stnge The vertical output stage is a power output stage with a i:ransfonner-coupled 
output, as shown by r, and its associated circuitry in Fig. 8.19. An additional amplifier is often used between 
the vertical oscillator ·and output stage. This driver generally takes the fom, of an emitter-follower, whose 
function is to isolate the oscillator and provide additional drive power for the output stage. 

The deflection voltage from the vertical oscillator provides a linear rise in base voltage for the output stage, 
to produce a linear rise in collector current during trace time. The drive voltage cuts OFF the amplifier during 
retrace, causing the output current Lo drop to zero rapidly. The result is a sawtooth output current in the primary 
and secondary windings of the vettical output transfom1er Tr

2
, and this induces the sawtooth deflection current 

in the vertical coils in the yoke. In actual practice, the situation is a linlc more complicated. The inductance 
of the coils and transfonners must be taken into account, so that a certain arnou.nl of wave shaping must take 
place, with R- C components which have not been shown. Their function is to predistort the driving wavefom1. 
to produce the co1Tect sawtooth deflection ctU"rent in the yoke coils. 

The //1111 potentiometer is the vertical linearity control of the receiver, again located at the back of the receiver. 
Its adjustment varies the bias on ·the output transistor to obtain the optimum operating point. ihe thennistor 
across the primary winding of Tr2 stabilizes the collector of T

2
, and the resistors across the yoke coils have the 

function of preventing ringing immediately atler the rapid retrace. Their values are typically a few htmdred 
ohms. I fringing is not prevented, the beam will trace up and down in the (approximately) top one-third of the 
screen, producing broad, bright ho1izoutal bars in that area of the screen. 

Note lastly the high supply voltage for the output transi~tor. This is needed to provide the large deflection 
swing required, of the order of I 00 V peak to peak. 

8.3.5 Horizontal Deflection Circuits 

The function performed by these circuits is exactly the same as already described for the verticaJ deflection 
circuits. There are some practical differences. The major one is the much higher horizontal frequency. This 
makes a lot or difference to the circuitry used by the horizontal osciUator and amplifier. Another important 
<lifference, as shown in the block diagram or Fig. 8. 10, is that the horizontal output stage is used to provide 
the anode voltage for the picture tube. The current requirement is quite low, of the order of 800 µA. The volt
agt: required is 10 to J 8 kV. It must be produced somewhere in the receiver, and the horizontal output stage 
happens lo be the most convenient point. The final difference between this and the vertical output section is 
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quite minor but worth mentioning here. This is the fact that, since the aspect ratio of the picture tube favors 
the horizontal side by 4:3, the horizontal deflection current must be greater by the same amount. 

Horizontal Oscillator and AFC Being much narrower than vertical sync pulses. and occurring m a 
much higher rate, horizontal pulses are a lot more susceptible to noise interference than vertical sync pulses. 
The latter contain a. fair amount of power (25 percent modulation for just over l 90 µs) , and it is unlikely that 
random or impulse noise could duplicate this. The output of the vertical sync separator may be used directly 
to synchronize the vertical oscillator. as wiis shown in the preceding section. Here the situation is difter· 
ent. A noise pulse arriving at the horizontal oscillator could quite easily upset its synchronization, through 
being mistaken for a horizontal sync pulse. The horizontal oscillator would be put out of synchronism, and 
the picture would break up horizontally. This is clearly undesirable. It is avoided in a practical TV receiver 
by the use of an AFC system which isolates the horizontal oscillator so that neither sync nor noise pulses 
actually reach it. 

The AFC loop uses a Foster-Seeley discriminator. The output of the horizontal sync separator is i.:omparetl 
with a small portion of the signal from the horizontal output stage. If the two frequencies differ. a de cori·ect
ing voltage is present at the output of the discriminator. When the two frequencies are the same, the output is 
zero. Note that the system depends on average frequencies instead of individual pulses. 

Since the output of the horizontal AFC system is a de voltage, the horizontal oscillator must be capable of 
being de-controlled. This is certainly true of the blocking oscillator, which is one of the forms of the horizonlal 
oscillator. If. in this so-called s_vnchro"p/,ase system, a de vol tage is applied instead of+ 18 Vat the top of the 
V,",

1
~ control in Fig. 8.19. frequency control with a de voltage wi ll be obtained. The reasoning is identical to 

lhat used in explaining the operation of the vertical hold control. 
Multi vibrators are also quite used as horizontal oscillators, and their manner of synchronization by a de 

voltage is very similar to the blocking oscillator's. The system is called synchro-guide. Recognizing thal 
sinusoidal oscillators are somewhat more stable in frequency than pulse oscillators, some receivers use them. 
The system is then called sy11chro"lock, and the control voltage is applied to a varactor diode in the oscillator's 
tank circuit. 

Horizontal Output Stage As in the vertical system, there is generally a driver between the horizontal 
oscillator and the horizontal output stage. Its function is to isolate the oscillator and to provide drive power 
for the horizontal amplifier. It also matches the relatively high output impedance of the oscillator to the very 
low input impedance of the horizontal output stage, which is a high-power (about 25 W output) amplifier. The 
circuit diagram ofa very simplified horizoutal output amplifier is shown in Fig. 8.20. 

This is a highly complex stage, whose operation is now briefly indicated. TI1e output transistor is biased 
in class C, so as to conduct only during the latter two-thirds of each line. rt is driven with a sawtooth vol tage. 
which is large enough to drive the output transistor into conduction from roughly one-third along the horizon
tal line to just be)1ond the start of the flyback. While the output stage is conducting, a sawtooth current flows 
through the output transfonner and the horit ontal yoke coils, so that the beam is linearly deflected. Meanwhile 
the damper diode, D

1
, is nonconducting, since its cathode is positive with respect to its anode. 

The onset of the flyback promptly and vigorously switches OFF the output amplifier. If it were nol for the 
damper diode; ringing would now begin, as previously ex.plained in connection with the blocking osci llator. 
The typical frequency in the horizontal output transformer wmild be of the order of 50 kHz. What happens 
instead is that, as soon as flyback begins, the damper diode begins to conduct. This does not prevent the initial, 
negative-going half-cycle of oscillations. Since D

1 
is conducting, the capacitor C is charged, and in this manner 

energy is stored in it, instead of being available for the ringing oscillations. The damper diode prevents all but 
the first half-cycle of oscillations and charges the capacitor C. The fact that the initial oscillatory swing took 
place is all to the good, because it helps to speed up the retrace. 
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Fig. 8.20 Simplified TV receiver l1oriz,mt11l tmlput stn8e. 

At the end of the ftyback C begins to discharge, through D
1 

and the primary of the horizontal output 
transfonner. lf condJtions are suitably arranged, tJ1e current due to the discharge of this capacitor provides the 
scanning current to the horizonta l yoke coils for the "missing'' first one-third of each line. The adva.ntage of 
doing this, instead ofletting the output stage handle the whole scan (as was done in the vertical output stage), 
is that the maximum voltage rating and power handled by the horizontal output transistor are reduced by about 
one-third. Bearing in mind that, because of the 4:3 aspect ratio, more horizontal than vertical scanning power 
is needed, This system, though in practice somewhat more complicated than just described, is invariably used 
in practical TV receivers. Note that, just as in the vertical output stage, the horizontal amplifier takes a large 
de supply voltage, and that a small winding is provided on the output transforn1er for a comparison signal 
used in the horizontal AFC system. 

The first half-cyc le of oscillations after the tlyback (the one not stopped by the damper diode) may reach 
a value in excess of 5 kV peak. This is boosted lo 15 kV or more with the overwind~ which is the additional 
winding in the output transfonuer, connected to D 2• Tb.is HV (high-vt;,ltage) diode rectifies the pulse and 
derives a de voltage from it which i$ applied to the anode of the picture tube. The filament voltage for this 
rectifier, as shown in Fig. 8.20, is obtained from another (generally single- turn) winding on the horizontal 
output transfomJer. Note that the current requirement is under 1 mA, and consequently the power removed 
from the output stage in this 11:ianner is under 1.5 W. 

The filtering of the HV rectifier output is obtained in a rather cunning manner. The filter resistor RF is generally 
very small, of the order of a few ohms. The filter capacitance CF is typically about 800 pF. Although these 
are quite small values, it must be remembered that the frequency is 15,750 Hz, and so these small values are 
sufficient. The cuw1ing part of the proceedings is that CF is not a capacitor. It is in fact the stray capacitanc.c 
between the inner and outer (earthed) aluminized coatings of the picture tube. Note that ifany of the horizontal 
stages fails, so will this scheme, and the picture will disappear, since the picture tube anode voltage will have 
disappeared also. 
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8.4 COLOR TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION 
The subject of color transmission and reception was introduced in Sections 8. L. I and 8.2; I; It was seen thut 
the color TV system requires the transmission and reception of the monochrome signals that have already been 
discussed, and in addition specific color infonnation must be sent and decoded. [t now remains to specify th.: 
requirements in more detail and to show how they are mel. 

8.4.1 Introduction 
If color TV had come before monochrome TV, the system would be for simpler than it actually is now. Since 
only the three additive prima,:v colors (red., blue and green) need be indicated for all colors to be reproduced, 
one visualizes three channels, similar to the video channel in monochrome. transmitted and received. One 
further visualizes FDM rather than three separate transmissions, with signal!. corresponding to the three 
hues side by side in the one channel. Regrettably, color TV does not work that way. Ir it did. it would not be 
compatible. However. there is nothing to prevent a nonbroadcasl color TV system, such as closed·circuit TV. 
from working this way. 

Compatibility Color television must have two-way compatibility with monochrome television. Either 
system must be able to handle the other. Color transmissions must be reproducible in black and white on a 
monochrome receiver, just as a color.receiver must be capable of displaying monochrome TV in black and 
white. The day all monochrome transmissions are superseded, which has already arrived in the industrialized 
countries, it wi ll still not be possible to simplify transmission systems, because too many sets arc already 
using the existing ones. 
In order to be compatible, a color television system must: 

I. Transmit, and be capable of receiving, a luminance signal which is either identical to a rnonochroml:' 
transmission. or easily converted to it 

2. Use the same 6-MHz bandwidth as monochrome TV 
3. Transmit the chroma in.formation in such a way that it is sufficient for adequate color reproduction, but 

easy Lu ignore by a monochrome receiver in such a way that no interference is caused to it 

Color Combitiatio11s White may be synthesized by the addition of blue (B), green (G) and red (R). It may 
equally well be synthesized by the addition of voltages that correspond to these colors i.n the receiver picture 
tube. It is not just a simple matter of saying white (Y) equals 33 ,Yi percent each of B. G and R. This is 
because, optically, our eyes have a color frequency response curve which is very similar to the response curve 
or a single-tuned circuit. Red and blue are at the two edges, and green is right in the middle of the response 
curve. Our eyes are most sensitive to green. They arc about twi.ce as sensitive to green as to red, and three 
times as sensitive to red as to blue. The result is that "I 00 percent white'' is given by 

Y = 0.30R + 0.59G + 0.1 lB (8. l) 

Equation (8.1) in fact gives the proportions of the three primary colors in the luminance transmission or 
an NTSC color TV transmitter. Note that it refers to the proportions, not absolute value.~. That is to say. ifY. 
as given by Equation (8. 1 ). has an amplin1de that corresponds to 12.5 percent modulation of the carrier, the 
receiver will reproduce white. lfthe amplitude of the Yvideo voltage yields 67.5 percent modulation, a black 
image results. Any value in between gives varying shades of gray. 

Since three primary colors must be capable of being indicated, two more signals must be sent: These clearly 
cannot be pure colors, since Y is already a mixture. In the NTSC system, the remaining two signals are 

I=- 0.60R - 0.28G - 0.328 (8.2) 
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Q = 0.2 lR - 0.52G + 0.3 lB (8.3) 

/ stands for ' 'in phase," and Q for "quadrature phase." Both tenns are related to the manner of transmission. 
Figure 8.21 shows how the Y, I and Q signals are generated, and Fig. 8.22a is a color disk (in monochrome!) 
showing how the various signals and colors are interrelated. The color disk shows that if the received Q matrix 
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Fig. 8.21 Color camera 111be and matrli; arnmgements, showing typical resistor values for the Q 
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Fig. 8.2.2 (a) Color p/tase relations/tips 1111d NTSC ch,:oma vectors. (b) Color co111binatio11s. 

signal is instantaneously zero and I is maximum, a saturated reddish~orange will be reproduced at that instant. 
Had I been less than maximum, a paler (i.e., less saturated), color of the same reddish-orange would have 
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l;ieen reproduced. To take another example, consider / = O and Q = negative maximum. The resulting color 
is a saturated yellowish-green. Most ;;olors are in fact obtait)able from vector addition. It may be checked by 
vector addition on the color: disk that 0.8Q- 0.6/ yields saturated, almost pure blue. Various combinations of 
the transmitted 1 and Q signals may be sent to repi;esent whatever color is desired (see Fig. 8.22b). 

In addition to showil}g the phase relations of the I and Q signals of either polarity, the color disk also 
indicat~s three other vectors, The first of these is the color burst, which, as the name suggests, is a short burst 
of color subcarrier. It is sent once each horizontal line and is used in the receiver as a phase reference. This is 
required to ensure that the absolute phase of the/ and Q vectors is correct lf it were not sent and a spurious 
+90° phase shift of the color subcarrier in the receiver occurred, !would be mistaken for Q, and Q for-!. The 
resulting reproduced colors would have the correct relationship to each other, but they would be absolutely 
wrong. The (R - Y) and (B - Y) vectors are not transmitted but are often used in the receiver. 

8.4.2 Color Transmission 

Having discussed the manner of indicating luminance and the two components of chrominance in color TV, it is 
now necessary to investigate how they may be modulated and sent in the 6-MHz channel, without interference 
to monochrome TV. 

Color Subcarrier atid Chroma Modulation The actual transmission methods used for the chroma 
components of the color TV system were detennined by the following requirements and observations:· 

I. The sou11d carrier frequency must remain 4.5 MHz above the picture carrier frequency, because all TV 
receivers used the intercarrier system of sound detection, as explained in Section 8.3.2. 

2. The energy dispe~sai of monochrome TV was found to be concentrated, clustcrcd.in fact, at harmonics of 
the li"e frequency. Significant video energy would be found at frequencies such as 15,750, 31 ,500, 47,250, 
63,000 Hz, . . . I .575000, 1.59075,0 MHz, and so on to the 4.2-MHz upper frequency limit for video. 

3. There was very little video energy at frequencies midway between adjoining line frequency sidebands, 
such as 39,375 Hz (midway between the second and third sidebands) or at 1.582875 MHz (midway 
between the I 00th and IO I st sidebands). Note that these are odd hannonics of one-half the horizontal 
scanning frequency. 

4. To arrange for the video voltages due to the chroma signals to fall within these ''vacant slots,'' it would be 
necessary to have a color subcarrier frequency which was also an odd multiple of one-half the horizontal 
scanning frequency. 

5. To minilnize further any possible interference between the chroma and luminance video voltages, it would 
be a good idea to have the color subcnrrier frequency as high as possible. 

' -

6. Th·e color subcarrier frequency must not be too high, or else: 
(a) It would tend tb i~terfere with the sound subcarrier at 4.5 MHz. 
(b) the video voltages due to chroma would fall outside the 0- to 4.2~MHz video passband of the TV 

system. 
7. To reduce further the possibility of interference betwe.en the sound subcarrier and video voltages due 

to color, it would be a gopd idea to make the sqund s~bc_arrier frequency a multiple of the horizontal 
scanning frequency. 

8. Since the 4.5-MHz frequency was "untouchable," it would be necessary to work the other way. The 286th 
submultiple of 4.'5 MHz is 4,500,000/286 = 15,734.26 Hz. This is in fact the horizontal scanning frequency 
of color TV transmitters and receivers. It is within 0.1 percent of 15,750 Hz as used in monochrome TV 
and ·quite acceptable to that system. 
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(.) Since the vertical field frequency is derived from the same oscillator as the horizontal line frequency. 
this would have to be altered correspondingly. The vertical frequency used in practice by col.or systems 
is 59.94 Hz. This is so close to the monochrome frequency as to be perfectly acceptable. 

I 0. The eye has much poornr resolution for color than for brightness. It is able to distinguish brightness variatiun 
between two adjacent points which are too dose for it to be able to note a hue variation between them ( a:; 
long as their brightness is the same). The chroma video bandwidth need not be as large as the luminance 
bandwidth. 

I I . The eye ;s rc::solution for colors along the Q axis (reddish-blue-yellowish-green) is only about one-eighth of 
its luminance resolution. so that a 0.5-MHz bandwidth for the Q signal would suffice. It is able to resolve 
the colors along the / axis (yellowish-red-greenish-blue) about three times better than that. A 1.5-MHz 
bandwidth for the I signal would be needed. 

12. Bandwidth could be saved, and interference minimized, if the/ signal were sent by using vestigial-sideband 
modulation. with the top I MHz of its upper sideband suppressed. 

I J . Interference would be further reduced if the color subcarrier frequency were suppressed. 

14. The best method of combining the / and Q signals seemed to be the modulation of the same subcarrier 
by them, with a 90° phase difference between the/ and Q signals. 

I ,:; The (suppressed) color subcarrier should be located so high that the upper sidebands of the signals 
modulating it (both extending 0.5 MH2 from this subcarrier) should come just below the 4.2-MHz upper 
frc4ucncy limit of the video channel. 

I 6 Since the colot subcarrier is suppressed, some other form of color synchronization will have to be em
ployed. to ensure correct absolute phases of the / and Q signals in the receiver (as explained in Section 
8.4.1 ). 

The foregoing considerations have resulted in the use of a color subcarricr frequency that is· the 455th har
monic of half the horizontal scanning frequency. Another way of putting it is to say that the color subcarrier 
frequency is the 277th hannonic of the horizontal frequency plus one~halfof the horizontal frequency. Either 
way, we have 

/' = IS, 
734

·
26 

x 455 = 3,579.545- 3.579545 MHz 
• I 2 

This is the actual frequency generated. For simplicity, it is nom1ally quoted as 3.58 MHz. 
The 3.58-Mllz reference signal is sent in the fom, of a brief pulse; or burst. It is superimposed on top of the 

back porch of each horizontal sync pulse. It will be recalled that the duration of this period of horizontal blanking 
is approximately 6 µs. The burst of3 .58 MHz consists of8 to 11 complete cycles. These occupy a period not 
lunger tha11 3.1 µ s, so that adequate time is available for its sending. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the burst 
signal is approximately 15 percent of the percentage modulation ra11ge of video. Since it is superimposed on 
1he 75 percent modulation blanking level, its peak-to-peak amplitude range stretches from 67.5 percent at the 
lowest point (lup of the black level) to 82.5 percent at the highest point (one-third of the way from blanking Lo 
sync tops). It does not interfere with monoehrorne 1'V and is usable by a color receiver, as will be seen. Note 
that the color burst is not sent during the vertical blanking period, during which it is not needed. 

Color T1·a1tsmitters The block diagram of a color TV transmitter is shown in Fig. 8.23. This is a simplified 
block diagram, in which the sections not directly related to color TV (and hence previously discussed in 
Section 8.2 ) have been ''attenuated." Note that each block represents a function, not just a single circuit. 
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The Y, I and Q outputs from the color matrix are fed to thc_ir respective low-pass fi hers. These filters attenuate 
the unwanted frequencies, but they also introduc~ unwante'd phase shifts.lhase-compensating networks (not 
shown) are inserted after the filters, to produceJhii correct phase relationshjps at the balanced modulators. 

The output of the color subcarr:icr generator i"uent in three directions. One of the three outputs is used to 
synchronize the blanking and sync pulse generators. Their output, in tum, is transmitted as in monochrome 
TV, and a portion of it is used to synchronize the transmitter cameras, as well as introducing blanking into the 
transmitted video. Tbe second path for the 3.58-MHz oscillator output is to the color burst generator, which 
is a fairly complex piec1:: of equipment that ensures the correct transmission (and phase preservation) of the 
color burst The last output from this oscillator is fed to a 57° phase shifter, to provide the necessary sh ift for 
the/ signal. A further 90° phase shift is produced, giving a total of 147° (180° - 33° in Fig. 8.22a) for the Q 
signal. Note the 90° phase difference between the land Q signals. 

The / balanced modulator produces a double-sideband (suppressed-carrier) signal stretching 1.5 MHz on 
either side of the 3.58-MHz subcarricr. The vestigial-sideband tilter then removes the top I MHz from that. 
The output of the Q balanc1::d modulator is a signal occupying the range of 0.5 MHz below and above the 
suppressed 3.58-MHz subcarricr. The added 90° phase shift puts this signal in q .... ..,drature with the/ component; 
hence the name ''Q signal." 
All these signals are fed to the adder, whose output therefore contains: 

1. The }' luminance signal, occupying the band from Oto 4.2 MHz, and virtually indistinguishable from the 
video signal in monochrome TV 

2. Synchronizing and blankfrlg pulses, identical to those in monochrome TV, except that the scanning 
frequencies have been slightly shifted as discussed, to 15,734.26 Hz for the horizontal frequency and 
59.94 Hz for the vertical frequency. 

3. (Approximately) 8 cycles of the 3.579545-MHz color subcarrier reference burst superimposed on the 
front porch of each horizontal sync pulse, with an amplitude of ±7.5 percent of peak modulation 

4. An / chroma signal, occupying the frequency range from 1.5 MHz below to 0.5 MHz above the color 
subcarr:ier frequency, and an energy dispersal occupying the frequency clusters not used by the luminance 
signal 

5. A Q chroma signal, occupying the frequency range from 0.5 MHz below to 0.5 MHz above the color 
subcarrier frequency, and an energy dispersal occupying the same frequency clusters as the/ signal, but 
with a 90° phase shift with respect to the / signal 

The output of the adder then undergoes the same amplifying and modulating processes as did the video signal 
at this point in a black-and-white transmitter. The signal is finally combined with the output of an FM sound 
transmitter, whose carrier frequency is 4.5 MHz above the picture carrier frequency, as in monochrome TV. 

It is worth pointing out at this stage that one of the main differences between the PAL system and the NTSC 
system so far described is that in the PAL system the phase of the land Q sib'llals is switched after every line. 
This tends to average out any errors in the phase of hue that may be caused by distortion or noise and tends 
to make this system somewhat more noise-immune. This phase alternation by line is what gives this system 
its name. 

8.4.3 Color Reception 

There are a large number of circuits and functions which monochrome and color television receivers have iri 
common. A color TV receiver (like ils monochrome counterpart) requires a tuner, picture and sound IF stages, 
a sound demodulator section, horizontal and vertical deflection currents through a yoke, a picture tube anode 

I 

high de voltage, and finally video amplifiers (luminance ampliners in this cas~). Where the construction and 
I 
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operation of these circuits are virtually the same as in monochrome receivers. If they differ somewhat from 
their black-and-white counterparts, the differences will be explained. Those circuits that are specific to color 
TV receivers will be described in some detail. 

The sections of lhe color TV receiver that are most likely to be quite new are the picture tube and the circuits 
associated with it. Although tbe picture tube is the final point in the color receiver, it actually makes an ideal 
starting point in the discussion of c-0lor receivers. 

Color Picture Tube attd its Requirements A color picture tube requires correct sweep currents, input 
voltages and drive voltages. Having said this very quickly, il is now a good idea to examine the circuit block 
of Fig. 8.24, to gauge the complexity of those requirements. The tube has three catl1odes, or electron guns; 
they may be in~line or in a delta formation. It is the ftmction of each cathode to produce an electron beam 
which, having been affected by various voltages and magnetic fields along its path, eventually reaches the 
correct part of the screen at precisely the right time. The main difference between this tube and a mono
chrome tube is that three beams are formed, instead of just one. 
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Some cnlor TV receivers. such as the one whose partial block is shown in Fig. 8.24, use lhc picture tuhc 
as a matrix. In others, voltages fed to each of the three hue amplifiers correspond to the pure primary colors. 
blue, green and red. In the receiver type shown, the output ufthe color demodulators has two channels, with 
voltages corresponding to (B - Y) provided in one of the channels. while the other channel provides (R - Y). 

The next section will show how and why these two signals are obtained. Each of the signals is amplified 
separately, and they are then added in the correct proportions to produce the ( G - Y) video voltages. Referencr: 
to the color vector disk of Fig. 8.22a will show that, as a good approximation, the vector addition of -0.5R 
and -0.2B produces the G vector. If the same voltage, Y, is subtracted from all three, the relationship still 
holds. and we have · 

(G - Y) = -0.5(R - n- 0.2(8 - Y) (8.4) 

The ( G - n adder of Fig. 8.24 performs the function ~f Equation (8.4) with the aid of circuits similar to 
those of Fig. 8.21. The three primary color voltages (with the luminance voltage, Y, subtracted from c11ch) arc 
now applied to their respective grids, as shown in Fig. 8.24. There 1s a potentiometer in each path (not shown). 
to provide adjustment ensuring that the three drive voltages have the correct amplitudes. 

If this were not done, one of the colors on the screen could predominate over the others. 
In a monochrome transmission, all three grid voltages would be zero, and the only voltage then modulating 

the beam currents would be the -Y luminance signal applied to all three cathodes in parallel. In a color trans
mission. the four drive voltages will all be produced. The luminance signal applied to the cathodes will add 
to each of the grid voltages. canceling the Y component of each and ensuring that only the R. G or B video 
voltages modulate the respective beams from this point onward. Note that usual 180° phase reversal between 
grid and cathode takes place here also. The -Y voltage ap~lied to the cathodes is equivalent to + Y at a grid. 
and addition does take place. 

The three beams now pass the color purity magnets. These are small, adjustable petmanent magnets, which 
have the task of ensuring that each resultant color is as pure as possibl.e. Adjustment is made to produce minimum 
interference between the bea'ms. 

The next port of call for the beam is a series of three screen grids. Aside from accelerating the beam, as in 
any other vacuum tube, these screen grids have a very important function. Each is connected to a positive de 
voltage via a potentiometer, which is adjusted to give the same cutoff characteristic for each beam. There will 
be the same input-voltage-beam-current relationship for the small-drive nonlinear portion or each electron 
gun's operating region. This is necessary to ensure that one beam does not predominate over the others in 
this low-drive portion of the curve. Otherwise white could not be obtained at low Light levels. Control of the 
cutoff characteristics at the screen grid is convenient and common. 

It is then necessary to focus each beam. :,;o that it has the correct small diameter. This ensures that fineness 
of detail is obtainable, like painting a canvas with a fine brush. Focusing is perfonned with an electrostatic 
lens, in the form of a grid to which a de potential of about 5 kV is applied. The current requirement is very 
low, so that it is possible to obtain the focusing voltage by rectifying the flyback pulse in the horizontal output 
stage. The operation of the focus rectifier is identical to that of the HY rectifier in monochrome receivers. as 
described in Section 8.3.5. 

We must now switch our attention to the color screen end of the picture tube. This is a large glass surface 
with a very large number of phosphor dots on it. Three types of medium-persistence phosphor are used, one 
for each of the three colors. Dots (or sometimes small stripes) of one of the phosphors will glow red when 
stmck by the beam from the "red gun,'' with an intensity depending on the instantaneous beam current. 
Dots of the second phosphor will similarly glow green, and those of the third will glow blue. The dots are 
distributed i .. mifom1ly all over the screen, in triplets, so that under a powerful magnifying glass one would see 
three adjacent dots, then a small space, three more adjacent dots, and so on. A correct picture is obtained if 
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the beam for each gun is able to strike only the dots that belong Lil 11. Students will appreciate what an unreal 
picture would be obtained if. for example. the beam from the ··blue gun" were able to strike phosphor <lots 
which could glow green or red. 

The shadow mask is used to ensure that a beam strik1.:s only the appropriate phosphor dots on the screen 
(see Fig. 8.25). It is a thin metal plate with about 200.000 small holes. corresponding to th1.: \approximately) 
200,000 screen dots of each color. The holes. or !slots, in the shadow mask are arranged so that there is one 
of them for each adjacent trio of phosphor dot::. ( or stripes). Smee ea..:h beam strikes fro in a slightly different 
angle. it is possible to position the shadow mask so that each beam i:an strike unly the l'.orrect dots. 

The shadow mask is bonded into place during the manufacture of the tube. so there is no l1ttestion of adjust mg 
it to ensure correct physical alignment. Any adjustments that ar~ performed during thl'." lmeup ut' the receiver 
must be on the beams themselves. The process is known as adjustment 111" the co1111P1:!!1'111 t ' It 1s performed 
with the c:011verge11ce yoke. situated just before the deflection yoke a . ., ,;hown in Fig. X.24. 1'11e rnnvergencc 
yoke has a set of three coils, each with its own pem1anent magnet. which is adjustablt:. <. ·om·crgence for thi: 
undeflected beam. or static convergence, is obtained by adjusting the pennimcnt mngnets. /)_1•11m11fr· co111 •ergenee. 

when the heam is being deflected, is provided by varymg the currents through the convergence coils. These 
currents are derived from the horizontal and vertical deflection amplifiers. 

F.ig. 8.25 Shndow mask. 

The beams, now more than halfway to the screen, then encounter the vertical and horizontal coils in the 
deflection yoke. What happens then is exactly what happened at the corresponding point in a monochrome 
receiver, except that here three beams are simultaneously deflected, wherea~ previously there had been only 
one beam. The methods of providing the requisite deflection currents are also as already described. 

It is worth mentioning at this point that most color picture tubes now, like their monochrome counterparts 
for some time, have deflections of the order of 110°, whereas these previously had been 90°. This deflection, 
it will be recalled, is given as the total comer-to-corner figure, and it corresponds to 55° beam deflection away 
from center, when the beam is in one of the four comers of the picture tube. The greater the deflection, the 
shorter need the tube be. 

Since the length of the picture tube detennines the depth of the cabinet, large deflection is advantageous. 
It does have the disadvantage of requiring greater deflection currents, since more work must be done on the 
beams to deflect them 55° from center, instead of 45°. The problem is somewhat alleviated by making the 
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110° deflection tube with a uarrower neck, so that the deflection coils are closer to the beams themselves, The 
magnetic field can be rnade more intense over the smaller area. 

The shadow mask, through which the beams now pass, ensures that the correct dots are activated by the 
right beams, but it also produced three side effects. The first is a reduction in the number of electrons tbat 
hit the screen. This results in reduced brightness but is compensated by the use of a higher anode voltage. 
Color tubes require typically 25 kV for the anode, where monochrome tubes needed about J 8 kV. In hybrid 
receivers the higher voltage is obtained by having a larger overwind in the horizontal output transformer, and 
a rectifier with an appropriately higher rating. ln solid-state receivers an additional winding is oftet1 used for 
this pttrpose, with silicm, diodes in a doubling or tripling rectifier configuration. Because color tubes are rather 
sensitive to anode voltage variations, this voltage is regulated. 

Those electrons that do not hit the screen quite obviously hit the shadow mask. With the high anode accel
erating voltage, such electrons am traveling at relativistic velocities (i.e., at velocities sufficiently appreciable 
when compared with the velocity of light that relativity cannot be entirely ignored). When striking the shadow 
mask, these electrons are liable to produce x-ray emissions from the steel in it. Tbis is problem number two. It 
is not a very serious one, because the soft (low-energy) x~rays emitted are stopped by most solid materials. A 
metal hood around the picture n1be is sometimes used to contain the x-rays, but the aquadag coating is generally 
sufficient. With a properly constructed faceplate, the radiation is negligible unless the anode voltage exceeds 
the design value. Receivers generally have a circuit designed to disable the horizontal output stage (where 
this voltage is generated) if anode voltage becomes excessive. Heallh authorities set limits on the maximum 
permissible radiation for color TV receivers. 

The third problem results from the presence of large metallic areas, especially the shadow mask, near the 
screen of the picture tube. These can become pem1anently magnetized by the earth 's magnetic field, producing 
a local magnetic field which can deflect the beam. Such a spurious deflection may not be very large, but even 
so it is likely to affect the convergence. The standard method used for demagnetization, or degaussing, is 
the application of a gradually reducing ac magnetic field. This explains the presence of the degaussing coil 
around the rim of the picture tube near the screen. A spiral coil is used, and has the mains ao voltage applied 
to il wben the set is switched on. This takes place automatically, and a thermistor is used in such a way that 
the current soon decays and eventually drops to zero, Meanwhile the tube has been degaussed, in more or less 
the time it takes to warm up. The coiJ is shielded for safety. 

Comnion Color TV Receiver Circuits Figure 8.26 shows the block diagram of a color television receiver, 
but for simplicity the circuits shown in Fig. 8.24 are omitted. Interconnection points are shown on both dia~ 
grams, so that th.ere should be no difficulty in reconciliug the two figures. It is now proposed to look first al 
the (remain.ing) common circuits in the color receiver, i.e., those circuits which have direct counterparts in 
monochrome receivers, commenting on those differences that exist 
, A color TV receiver almost invariably has an AFC circuit;_.as indicated in Fig. 8.26. It is often called auto
matic fine tuning (AFT) and is used automatic.ally to minimize 1n.istuning, particularly to too high a frequency. 
This would produce added amplification of tbc sound earner, and hence 920-kHz interference between the 
chroma and sound carriers. If the receiver is m.isadjusted to too. lqw a frequency, insufficient gain will be avail
able in the LF amplifiers at the chroma subcarrier frequency, and the output will be lacking in color. The AFT 
circuit consists basically of a 45 .75-MHz filter, whose output is fed to a phase discriminator. This produces 
a de correcting voltage whenever it::, input frequency differs from 45.75 MHz, and this voltage is appHed to 
a varactor diode i11 the circuit of the appropriate local oscillator in the tuner. lt is norm~lly possible to switch 
out the AFT circuit, so as to pem1it manual fine tuning. ·- · . 

The next point of difference from monClchrome receivers arises in connection with SQUnd demodulation. The 
intercarrier system is still used, but this time sound is extracted at an earlier point, again to reduce interference 
between it and chroma. The output of the last IF amplifier is fed to three separate, but more or less identical, 
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diode detectors. Each of these acts as a non I inear resistance, with the usual difference frequencies appearing in 
its output. The frequency selected from the output of the sound detector is 4.5 MHz. and this is then followed 
by exactly the sam1;. circuitry as in a monochrome receiver. 

The output of the video detector undergoes the same h·eatment as in black-and-white receivers, with two 
differences. The first of these is that additional sound traps are provided, and the bandwidth of the video ampli
fiers is somewhat narrower than in a monochrome receiver. The other is to reduce interference between the Y 
signal. which these amplifiers handle, and the lowest/ sidebands of the chroma signal. The second difference 
is denoted by the presence of the delay line in Fig. 8.26. It will be recalled that the Y signal is subtracted from 
R. Ci and B in or just before the picture. so that a correct phase relation there is essential. In the next section. 
the chroma signal undergoes more phase delay than the luminance signal before reaching the picture tube. 
and so a correction is required. The simplest method of equalizing the phase differences is by introducing a 
delay into the Y channel. This delay is nonnally just under 1 1,s. 

Color Circuits We have reached the stage where we know how the luminance signal is delivered to the 
cathode of the picture tube, and the sound signal to the loudspeaker. We also know what deflection currents 
are required, and how they are obtained. We know what other inpul;.; the picture tube requires and at what 
point the chroma subcarrier is divorced from the luminance voltages. What we must now do is to determine 
what happens in the circuit-ry between the chroma takeoff point and the (B - Y) and (R - Y) inputs to the 
appropriate amplifiers preceding the picture tube grids in Fig. 8.24. 

The output of the chroma detector is fed to a bandpass amplifier, having a frequency response designed to 
reject the lower video frequencies representing Y sii.,'llals, as well as the 4.5·MHz sound carrier. In more elabo· 
rate receivers •,he bandpass stretches from 1.5 MHz below lo 0.5 MHz above the 358-MHz chroma subcarrier. 
In most receivers this bandpass is only 3.58 ± 0.5 MHz, so that some of the transmitted I information is lost. 
The resulting loss in color definition is not tc'lo serious, and the advantage is a reduction in interference from 
the distant }'sidebands. The use of this arrangement is widespread. Thc·chroma signal is now amplified again 
and l'cc.1 to the color demodulators. Because the chroma amplifiers have a much narrower bandwidth than the 
Y video amplifiers, a greater phase delay is introduced here hence-the delay line used in the Y channel. 

It was shown in the preceding section that two color signals, such as (B -- Y) and (R - Y), are sufficient, 
because the third one can be obtained from them by vector addition. It is necessary to decide which two color 
signals should be obtained, by the appropriate demodulation of the chroma output. At first sight, it would 
seem obvious that the two signals should be / and Q, for which R, G and B would be obtained by a matrixing 
process that is likely to be the reverse of the one shown in Fig. 8.21 . This is rather awkward to do and requi.res 
sufficient bandwidth to make all of the/ signal available in the first place-an wtlikely situation. The next 
logical thought is to try to obtain the R. G and B signals directly, but this is also awkward, because the required 
phase differences between these three vectors and the reference burst (77°, 299° and 193°) are also difficult 
to produce. These values are, incidentally, obtainable from the color disk of Fig. 8.22a. 

The result of the foregoing considerations is that most receivers produce the (R - Y) and (B - Y) voltages 
from their color demodulators. This results in the loss of a little color tnfonnation; but this loss is outweighed 
by two important considerations. The first is the easy production of the requisite phase differences with respect 
to the color burst, being 90° for (R - Y) at?-d 180° fur (B - Y). The second reason for using this arrangement is 
that the resulting signals can be matrixed,by the picture tube without any further processing. 

Synchronous demodulators are used for detecting the (R - Y) and (B - Y) signals. As shown in the block 
diagram of Fig. 8.26. each such detector has two input signals. The chroma which it is required to demodulate 
and the output of the local 3.58-MHz crystal oscillator. The second signal is used to gate the detector, producing 
the correct output when the chroma signal is in phase with the local oscillator. If the phase of the local oscil
lator corresponds to the (B - Y) vector, the demodulated voltages wi ll also be (B - Y). As in the other color 
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demodulator offig. 8.26. a 90° phase change is introduced into the 3.58-MHz oscillator signal, Its phase will 
now correspond to that of the (R - Y) vector. and (R - Y) chroma voltages will be the only ones produced. In 
this fashion, the 90° phase difference between the two sets ofvc•ltagcs is used to separate them in the outputs 
of theii' respective demodulators. 

The burst separator has the function of extracting the 8 to l l cycles of reference color burst which are 
transmitted on the back porch of every horizontal sync pulse. This is done by having an amplifier biased so 
that only signals having amplitudes corresponding to the burst level (or higher) are passed. This amplifier 
is capable of amplifying only during the back porch, so that only the burst infonnation is amplified. This is 
achieved by keying it with pulses derived from the horizontal output stage. The si tuation then is that the burst 
separator wi ll amplify only when such a keying pulse is present, and then it will amplify only signals whose 
level is as high as the 67.5 percent modulation point, so that ordinary video voltages arc rejected. 

The output of the burst separator is applied to the 3.58-MHz phase discriminator, as is a portion of the signal 
trom the,local 3.58-MHz crystal oscillator. With the aid of the APC circuits. the phase discriminator output 
controls the phase and frequency of this local oscillator. This is done to provide the correct signals for the color 
demodulators. Note that the phase of the chroma carrier oscillator must be controlled, because the color TV 
system depends on absolute phase relationships to ensure that correct colors are reproduced at all times. 

The final circuit that must be considered is the color killer. This circuit is used by the color television 
receiver to prevent video voltages received in a black-and-white program from entering the chroma amplifier. 
If they were amplified, the result would be the appearance of random color voltages. or confetti, which would 
clearly be unwanted. 

The function of the color killer is to disable the chroma amplifir.r by c..itting it off during monochrome 
reception. It is done by noting the presence or absence of the color burst and acting accordingly. As shown 
in Fig. 8.26. the color killer receives the same keying pulses from the horizontal output stage as did the burst 
separator. Here the pulses are used as the de supply for the transistor in the color killer stage. It cari conduct 
only when these pulses are present. During color reception, color bursts are present at the same time as the 
gating pulses. This results in a de output from the 3.58-MHz phase discriminator. which is used to bias off 
the color killer. This circuit does not conduct at all during color reception. During monochrome reception. the 
color burst is absent, no de issues forth from the phase discriminator. and the color killer is able to conduct. 
Its output is used to bias off the second chroma amplifier, or sometimes the color demodulators, so that no 
spurious signals in the chroma channel are amplified during monochrome program reception. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the .following 11111/tiple-choice q11estio11s 
co11sists ofa11 i11co111plete statement Jo/lowed l~rfo11r 
choices (a, b, c, and d). Circle the letter preceding tlw 
line that correct~y completes each sentence. 

I. The number of lines per field in the United States 
TV system is 
a. 262Yz 
b. 525 
C. 30 
d. 60 

2. The number of frnmes per second in the United 
States TV system is 
a. 60 
b. 262Yz 
c. 4.5 
d. 30 

3. The number of lines per second in the United 
States TV system is 
a. 31,500 
b. 15,750 
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C. 262Y2 
d. 525 

4. The channel width in the United States TV system, 
in MHz, is 
a. 41.25 
b. 6 
C. 4.5 
cl. 3.58 

5. fntcrlacing is used io television tv 
a. produce the illusion of motion 
b. ensure that all the lines on the screen arc 

scann~d, not merely the alternate ones 
c. simplify the vertical sync pulse train 
d. avoid flicker 

6. The signals sent by the TV transmitter to ensure 
correct scanning in the receiver are called 
·a. sync 
b. chroma 
c. luminance 
d. video 

7. In the United States color television system, the 
intercarrier frequency, in MHz, is 
a. 3.58 
b. 3.57954 
C. 4.5 
d. 45.75 

8. Indicate which vo ltages are ,wt found in the 
output of a normal monochrome receiver video 
detector. 
a. Sync 
b. Video 
c. Sweep 
d. Sound 

9. The carrier transmitted 1.25 MHz above the botw 
tom frequency in a United States TV challilel is 
the 
a. sound carrier 
h. chroma can·ier 
c. intercarrier 
d. picture carrier 

10. In television, 4:3 represents the 
a. interlace ratio 
b. maximum horizontal deflection 
c. aspect ratio 

d. ratio of the two diagonals 
• 

11. Equalizing pulses in TV are sent during 
a. horizontal blanking 
b. vertical blanking-
c. the serrations 
d. the horizontal retrace 

l 2. An odd number of lines per frame fom1s part of 
every one of the world's TV systems. This is 
a. done to assist interlace 
b. ptu·ely an accident 
c. to ensure that line and frame frequencies can 

be obtained from the same original source 
d. done to minimize interference with the· chrorim 

subc·arrier 

I 3. The function of the serrations in the composite 
video waveforn1 is to 
a. eq1ialize the charge in the integrator before the 

:start of vertical retrace 
b. help vertical synchronization 
c. help horizontal synchronization 
d. :5imP,lify the generation of the vertical sync 

pulse 

14. The widtJtofthe vertical sync pulse in the United 
States TV system is 
a . 21H 
b. 3H 
c. H 
d. 0.5H 

15. Indicate which of the following frequeooies wiU 
not be found in the output of a normal TV receiver 
tuner: 
a. 4.5 MH:z 
b. 41.25 MHz 
c. 45.75 MHz 
d. 42.17 MHz 

16. The video voltage applied to the pict1tre tube of 
a television receiver is fed in 
a. between grid and ground 
b. to the yoke 
c. to the anode 
d. between grid and cathode 

17. The circuit that separates sync pulses from the 
composite video wavefonu is 
a. the keyed AGC amplifier 



b. a clipper 
c. an integrator 
d. a differentiator 

18. The output of the vertical amplifier, applied to the 
yoke in a TV receiver, consists of 
a. direct current 
b. amplified vertical sync pulses 
c. a sawtooth voltage 
d. a sawtooth current 

19. The HY anode supply for the picture tube ofa TV 
receiver is generated in the 
a. mains transformer 
b. vertical output stage 
c. horizontal output stage 
d. horizontal deflection oscillator 

20. Another name for the horizontal retrace in a TV 
reccivel' is the 
a. ringing 
b. burst 
c. damper 
d. flyback 
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2 1. indicate which o'f the following signals is 1101 

transmitted in color TV: 
a. y 
b. Q 
C. R 
d. l 

22. The shadow mask in a color picture tube is used 
to 
a. reduce x-ray emii.sion 
b. ensure that each beam hits only its own dots 
c. increase screen brightness 
d. provide degaussing for the screen 

23. In a TV receiver, the color killer 
a. cuts off the chroma stages during monochrome 

reception 
b. ensures that no color is transmitted to mono

chrome receivers 
c. prevents color overloading 
ti. makes sure that the color burst is not mistaken 

for sync pulses, by cutting off reception during 
the back porch 

Review Questions 
I. Explait1 how television is capable of displaying complete moving pictures, despite the fact that at any 

instant of time only a tiny portion of the picn1re tube screen is active. 

2. Briefly describe camera and picture tubes, nnd explain what actually happens in them when a picntre is 
being scanned. Why is sync transmitted? 

3. Explain briefly the difference between chrominance and /u111i11a11ce. How is a color picture tube able to 
display white'? 

4. Explain (a) how television sound is transmitted; (b) what is mennt by saying that color television must 
be compatible. 

5. Why are television standards required? What are the major U.S. TV standards? What other TV systems 
are there in other parts of the world? 

6. Draw the block diagram of a monochrome TV transmitter, and describe the camera tube, video amplifiers 
and sound circuits shown. 

7. Fully explain what happens in horizontal scanning, giving a step-by-step account of all events from the 
time when the beam starts at the left-hand edge of the screen to the instant when it is ready to repeat the 
journey. 

8. With appropriate sketches showing lines scanned and the vertical retrace, explain fuUy what happens from 
the beginning of the first field to the start of scanning for the second field. 

9. Draw n waveform al the end of one of the vertical fields, showing a horizontal and a vertical blanking 
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pulse. Indicate the durations and relative amplitudes of the two pulses. and explain their functions. Does 
it matter that there are no horizontal blanking pulses during vertical blanking period? 

I 0. With the aid of a sketch; explain lhe function of the serrations in the vertical sync pulse. 

11 . Draw the composite video waveform at the end of either field, labeling all the pulses shown. 

12. Draw a block diagram of the tuner arrangement in a VHF/UHF television receiver, and fully explain how 
the arrangement works. Indicate the various frequencies present at all points in both tuners when the 
receiver is tuned to (a) channel 3. and (b) channel 15. 

13. Draw the block diagram ofa monochrome tclevil:iion receiver, and explain the function and operation of 
all the blocks other than those corresponding to the tuners and the pulse circuits. 

14. Using a circuit diagram, explain how sync pulses are obtained from the composite video waveform, and 
how, i.n tum, horizontal sync pulses are extracted. 

15. Use wavefom1s in an explanation of how vertical sync pulses are obtained and then used to trigger the 
vertical oscillator in a TV receiver. 

16. With the aid of a circllit diagram and the appropriate wavefonns, explain how a sawtooth voltage mriy be 
obtained in a simple manner. 

17. Sketch the circuit of a simple blocking oscillator, and explain how it may be synchroni:zed with either 
sync_ pulses or a de voltage. 

18. Draw the circuit diagram of a TV receiver vertic-al defle.ction oscillator and amplifier. Use it to explain 
how the vertical hold, height and linearity controls operate. 

19. Draw the circuit diagram. and explain the operation of the horizontal output stage of a television 
receiver. 

20. How is the high-voltage supply for the anode of the picture tube generated in a television receiver? \ 

21. Explain what is meant by the Y; I and Q signals in color TV, and why they are generated. 

22. With the aid of the circuit diagram ofa simple matrix, show how the/, Q and Y signals are generated in 
a color TV transmitter. Show typical values for the }' and / components on your matrix. 

23. Draw a simplified color disk. showing only the colors around the periphery. Using the appropriate vec
tors, indicate on your disk the location of fully saturated magenta, 50 percent saturated cyan, 25 percent 
saturated orange, and pure white. 

24. Explain why 3.58 MHz was selected as the color subcarrier frequency. 

25. Why and how is the color burst transmitted? When is it not sent? Why not? 

26. Draw the basic block diagram of a .color television transmitter, and briefly explain the function of each 
block. 

27. Sketch a color picn1re tube, and indicate its signal voltage inputs. Explain how the tube may be used as 
a matrix for the R, G and B voltages. 

28. Explain fully what is done to em;ure that the beams in a col.or picture tube all fall on only the correct 
phosphor dots or strips on the screen. lncludc in your explanation the function of the shadow mask. What 
precautions should be taken to ensure that the beams do not interfere with one another as they simultane
ously scan different portions of the screen? In other words. what prevents beam criss.crossing? 

29. Draw the block diagram of a color TV receiver, showing all the important functions from the tuners to 
the picture tube. 

30. Describe the functions of the dtroma stages in a television receiver, from the chroma detector to the picture 
tube inputs. 



9 
TRANSMISSION LINES 

In many commtmications systems, it is often necessary Lo interconnect point!. that are some distance apart 
from each other. The connection between a transmitter and its anlcnnn is a typical example of this. Jf the 
frequency ili high euough. such a dfatance may well become an appreciable fraction of the wavelength being 
propagated. It then becomes necessary lo consider the properties of the interconnecting wires, since these 
no longer behave as short circuits. IL will become evident that the size, separation and general layout of the 
system of wires becomes significant under tht:se conditions. 

We will analyze wire systems which have properties that can affect signal characteristics. The discussion wiJI 
begin with fundamentals and go on to study such properties as lhc clwracterisrfr: impedance of transmission 
lines. The Smith c:hurr and its applications will be studied next and examples given of the many problems that 
can be solved with its aid. Finally, the chapter looks at the various transmjssion-line components in common 
use, notably swhs. directional couplers and bala11ce-to-1111bala11ce trCJnsformers (hal1111s). 

Objectives Upon completi11g the 111CJterial in Chapter 9, the student will be able to 

}> Understand the theory of transmission lines in general 
:i,,. Calculate the characteristic impedance of a transmission line 
~ Define the terms standing waves, standing-wave rat.lo (SWR), and 11ormalizatio11 of impedance 
);,, Determine the requirements for impedance matching 
~ Analyze the properties of impedance matching stubs 
~ Become familiar with the Smith chart and its use 

9.1 BASIC PRINCIPLES 
Transmission lines (in the context of th.is book) are considered to be impedance-matching circuits designed to 

deliver power (RF) from the transmitter to the antenna, and maximum signal from the antenna to the receiver. 
From such a broad definition, any system of wires can be considered as forming one or more transmission 
lines. If the properties of these lines must be taken into account, the lines might as weJJ be arranged in some 
simple, constant pattern. This will make the properties much easier to calculate, and it will also make them 
constant for any type of transmi$sion line. All practical transmission lines are arranged in some uniform 
pattern. This simplifies calculations, reduces costs and increases convenience. 



9.1.1 Fundamentals of Transmission Lines 

There are two types of commonly used transmission lines. The parallel-wire (balanced) line is shown in Fig. 
9.la. and the coaxial (unbalanced) line in Fig. 9.lh. 

Conductors 

-_----------------.1 j' 
Outer casing 

(a) Parallel-wire (balanced) line 

Flg.9.1 

Outer Outer 

"'"'":)_ _ -""_'~~' ft{''''cl"" 
-Cf--- -·· ---- - -· 

- - - - - . ~n~e-r 
0

conductor} 

(b) Coaxial (unbalanced) line 

Transmission lines. 

Thi: parallel-wire line is employed where balanced properties are required: for instance. in connecting a 
Jolded-clipole antenna to a TV receiver or a rhombic antenna to an HF transmitter. The coaxial line is used 
when unbalanced properties are needed, as in the interconnection of a broadcast transmitter to its grounded 
antenna. It is also employed at UH.F and microwave frequencies. io avoid the risk of radiation from the trans
mission line itself. 

Any system of conductors is likely to radiate RF energy if the conductor separation approaches a half
wavelength at the operating frequency. This is far more likely to occur in a parallel-wire line than in a coaxial 
line, whose outer conductor surrounds the inner one and is invariably grounded. "Parallel-wire lines are never 
used for microwaves. whereas coaxial lines may be employed for frequencies up to 18 GHz. It wiU be seen in 
Chapter 12 that waveguides also have frequency limitations. From the general point of view the limit is on the 
lowest usable frequency; below about I GHz. wavegujdc cross-sectional dimensions become inconveniently 
large. Between 1 and 18 GHz, either waveguides or coaxial lines are used, depending on the requirements 
and application. whereas waveguides are not n01mally used below I GHz, and coaxial lines are not normally 
used above 18 GHz. 

Equivt1le1tt Circuit RepYeseutation Since each conductor has a certain length and diameter, it will have a 
rc.<.;istance and an inductance. Since there are two wires close to each other, there will be capacitance between 
them. The wires arc separated by a medium called the dielectric:, which cannot be perfect in its insulation: 
the current leakage through it can be represented by a shunt conductance. The resulting equivalent circuit is 
as shown in Fig. 9.2. Note that all the quantities shown are proportional to the length of the line, and unless 
measured and quoted per unit length. they are meaningless. 

Fig. 9.2 General eq11ivnle11/ circttit of trn11s111issio11 line. 

At radio frequencies, the inductive reactance is much larger than the resistance. The capacitive susccp
tance is also much larger than the shunt conductance. Both R and G may be ignored, resulting in a line that is 
considered lossless (as a very good approximation for RF calculations). The equivalent circuit is simplified 
as shown in Fig. 9.3. 



/1 is 10 be noted that the quantifies L. R, C. and G. slw,rn in Figs. 9.1 ,111d 9.3, arl' all h1el/Sll/'C'd pr!r 1111i1 
length. e.g. , per 111ete1: because they occur periodically along the line. Thc~r are rhus distributd tliro11glw11t 
the le11g1/, of 1he line. Under no circ11111su111ces can they he as.rnmed to he lumped at c111_1· nne point. 

Fig. 9.3 Tr11115111issic111-/i11r l<F ,·q11iil(l/e11/ cirrnil. 

9.1.2 Characteristic Impedance 

Any circuit that consists of series and shunt impedances must have an input impedance. For the transmission line 
this input impedance will depend on the type of line, its length and the termination at the far end. To simplify 
description and calculation, the input impedance under certain standard. simple and easily reproducible 
conditions is taken as the reference and is called the characteristic impedance of that line. By definition, the 
characteristic Impedance of a tra11smisslo11 /i11e, Z11 is the impedwu:e measured at 1he input (?/this line when its 
length is i11fi11ite. Under these conditions the type of tcnnination at the far end has no effect. and consequently 
is not mentioned in the definition. 

Methods of Calculation It can now be shown that the characteristic impedance ofa line-will be measured 
at its input when the line is terminated at the far end in an impedance equal to 20 (Zin= z.,., max power tTansfer). 
no matter wbat length the line has. This is important, because such a situation is far easier to reproduce for 
measurement purposes than a line of infinite length. 

If a line has infinite length, all the power fed into it will be absorbed. lt should be fairly obvious that as one 
moves away from the input, voltage and current will decrease along the line. as a result of the voltage drops 
across the inductance and cun·ent leakage through the capacitance. From the meaning of infinity, the points 
I '- 21 of Fig. 9.4 are just as far from the far end of this line as the points l- 2. Thus the impedance seen at l' - 2' 
(looking to the right) is also Z

0
, although the current and voltage are lower than at 1-2. We can thus say that 

the input tem1inals sec a piece of line up to l'-2' followed by a circuit which has the input impedance. equal 
to Z

0
• ll quite obviously does not matter what the circuit to the right of I'- 2' consi:,;L-. of. provided that it has 

an input impedance equal to the characteristic impedance of the line. Z0 will be measured at the input of a 
transmission line if the out pill is terminated In Z

0
• Under these conditions Z0 is considered purely resistive. 

1 / 1' /' 

r J, 
I' a, ac 

l t-- --·"" 2' 2 
V Zo=-1' 

V' 
Z=I' 

Fig. 9.4 Infinite line. 

It follows from filter theory that the characteristic impedance of an iterative circuit consisting of series and 
shunt elements is given by 
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z_ ... rz 
0 Vr 

where Z =: series impedance per section 

Therefore 

= R + jwl (0./m here) and is the series impedance per unit length 
Y "" shunt admittance per section 

= G +jOJC (S/m here) and is the shunt admittance per unit length 

(9. l) 

(9.2) 

From Equation (9 .2) it follows that the characteristic impedance of a transmission line may be complex, 
and indeed it very often is, especially in line communications, i.e. , telephony at voice frequencies. At radio 
frequencies the resistive components of the equivalent circuit become insignificant, and the expression for 
Z0 reducesto 

z = ~jwl 
0 .f o:C 

=~ (9.3) 

L is measured in benrys per meter and C in farads per meter; it follows that Equation (9.3) shows the 
characteristic impedance of a line in ohms and is dimensionally correct. It also shows that this characteristic 
impedance is resistive at radio.frequencies. 

Physically, characteristic impedance is determined by the geometry, size and spacing of the conductors, and 
by the dielectric constant of tbe insulator separating them. It may be calculated frorn the following fommlas, 
the various tem1s haviug meanings as shown in Fig. 9.5: 

(a) Parallel-wire (b) Coaxial 

Fig. 9.5 1ra11s111isslon-/ine geometry. 

For the parallel-wire line, we have 

zo = 276 log ls !l 
d 

For the coaxial line, this is 

138 D 
Z = -log-!l 

0 Ji d 

where k = dielectric constant of the insulation. 

(9.4) 

(9.5) 

Note that the figure 138 is equal to 1207Jr!e, where 120 ~ ;;;; 377 n is the impedance of free space, and e is 
the base of the natural logarithm system; 276 is 2 x 138. 
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Equation (9.4) appears to take no account of the dielectric constant of the insulating material. This is because 
the material is very often air for parallel-wire lines, and its dielectric constant is unity. The formula for the Z

0 

ofa balanced line with solid dielectric is almost identical, except that the first tem1 becomes 276!../i.. 
The usual range of characteristic impedances for balanced lines is 150 to 600 .n, and 40 to 150 n for coaxial 

lines, both being lim.ited by their geometry. This, as well as the method of using the characteristic impedance 
formulas, will be shown in the next three examples. 

Example 9.1 

A coaxial cable ltas a 75-.0 characteristic impedance and a nominal capacitance of 69 pF/111. What is its 
inductance per meter? If the diameter of the inner conductor is 0.584 mm, and the dielectric constant of the 
insulation is ·2.23, what is the outer conductor diameter? 

Solution 

Z0 = ~ 
l = Z5C = 752 X 60 X 10- 12 = 3.88 X 10-7 = 0.388 µ.Him 

2 = ~ logD 
o vk d 

D 20 = 75 =0.8l 
logd = 138/Ji 138/.J2.23 

D = D X anrilog 0.81 = 0.584 X 6.457 = 3.77 mm 

Example 9.2 

What is the minimum value that the characteristic impedance of an air-dielectric parallel-wire line could have? 

Solution 

Minjmum impedance will occur when 2s!d is also minimum, and this is reached when the two wires of 
Fig. 9.5a just touch. It is then seen that s "" d, so that we have 

Zn.min= 276 \og 2 X I "" 276 X 0.3010 "" 83 !l 

Example 9.3 

A coaxial cable, having an inner diameter of 0.025 mm and 11si11g an insulator with a dielectric constant of 
2.56, is to have a characteristic impedance of 2000 n. What must be the outer conductor diameter? 

Solution 

log D "" Zo : 2,000 = 2 000 X .!.j_ 
d 138/Ji 138/J2.56 ' 138 
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= 23.1884 

D = cl X anti log 23.1884 ::::i 0.025 X 102·
1 X 1.543 = 3.86 X I 011 mm 

~ 3.86 X 1015 km 

3.86 X 1015 • 
=. = 409 light-years 

9.44 X 101! 

A light-year. as tbe name suggests, is the distance covered by light in I year at a velocity of 300,000 km per 
second. The figure of 409 light-years is almost exactly I 00 rimes the distance of the nearest star (Proxima 
Centauri) from the solar system, and this example tries to show conclusively that such a high value of char
acteristic impedance is just not possible! 

If a high value of characteristic impedance is needed, it is seen that the conductors must be very small to 
give a large inductance per unit length. The distance between them must be very large to yield as small a shunt 
capacitance per unit length as possible. One eventually runs out of distance. At the other end of the scale, the 
exact opposite applies. That is, distances between conductors become inconveniently small for coaxial lines. 
They become impossible for parallel-wire lines, since overlapping of conductors would occur if a Z

0 
less than 

83 fl were attempted. 

9.1.3 Losses in Transmission Lines 

Types of Losses There are three ways in which energy, applied to a transmission line, may become dis
sipated before reaching the load: radiation, conduc:tor heatillf! 0!1d dielectric heating. 

Radiation losses occur because a transmission line may act as an antenna if the separation of the conduc. 
tors is an appreciable fraction of a wavelength. This applies more to parallel-wire lines than to coaxial lines. 
Radiation losses are difficult to estimate, being nonnally measured mther than calculated. They increase with 
freq•Jency for any given trant,;mis1Sion line, eventually ending that line's usefulness at some high frequency. 

Conductor heating, or rR loss, is proportional to current and therefore inversely proportional to charac
teristic impedance. It also increases with frequency, this time because of the skin q!Ject. Dielectric heating is 
proportional to the voltage across the dielectric and hence inversely proportional to the characteristic impedance 
for any power transmitted. It again increases with rrequency (for solid dielectric lines) because of gradually 
worsening properties with increasing frequency for any given dielectric medium. For air, however, dielectric 
heating remains negligible. Since the last two losses are proportional LO length, they are usually lumped to
gether and given by manufacturers in charts, expressed in decibels per I 00 ~cters. 

Velocity Factor The velocity oflight and all t>ther electromagnetic waves depends on the medium through 
which they travel, It is very nearly 3 X I OK rn/s in a vacuum and slower in all other media, The velocity of 
light in a medium is given by 

I' "' ..l 
Ji (9.6) 

where v = velocity in the medium 
v

0 
- velocity of light in a vacuum 

k = dielecn·ic constant of the medium ( 1 for a vacuum and very nearly I for air) 

The velocity .factor of a dielectric substance, and thus of a cable, is the velocity reduction ratio and is 
therefore given by 
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(9.7) 

The dielectric constants of materials commonly used in transmission lines range from about 1.2 to 2.8, 
giving corresponding velocity factors from 0.9 to 0.6. 

11.f and ). are related using 

v =f). (9.8) 

vf is constant. the wavelength A is also reduced by a ratio equal to the velocity factor. This is of particular 
importance in stub calculations. If a sect.ion of 300-0 twin hc:ad has a velocity factor of 0.82, the speed of 
energy transferred is 18 percent slower than in a vacuum. 

9.1.4 Standing Waves 

If a lossless transmission line has infinite len1,11h or is tem1inated in its characteristic impedance. all the power 
applied to the I inc by the generator at one end is absorbed by the load at the other end. If a finite piece of I ine 
is terminated in an impedance not equal to the characteristic impedance, it can be appreciated that some (but 
not all) of the applied power will be absorbed by the tennination. The remaining power will be refitictetl. 

R.cflectio,ts from nu Imperfect Termiuation When a transmission line is incorrectly terminated; the. 
power not absorbed by the load is sent back toward the generator, so that an obvious inidficiency exists. The 
greater the difference between the load impedance and the characteristic impedance of the line, the larger is 
this inefficiency. 

A line tenninated in its characteristic impedance is called a 11011re.1·011a11t, resistive, or fiat; line. The volt.age 
and current in such a line are constant in phase throughout its length if the line is lossless, or are reduced 
exponentially (as the load is approached) if the line bas losses. When a line is tellllinated in a short circuit or 
an open circuit, none of the power will be dissipated in such a tem1ination, and all of it will be reflected back 
to the generator. If the line is lossless, it should be possible to send a wave out and then quickly replace the 
generator by a short circuit. The power in the line would shunt back and forth, never diminishing because 
the line is lossless. The line is the11 celled resonant because of its similarity to a resonant LC circuit, in which 
the power is transferred back and forth between the electric and magnetic fields (refer to Fig. 9.3). If the load 
impedance has a value between O and Z0 or between Z0 and c.o, oscillations still take place. This time the am
plitude decreases. with time, more sharply as the value of the load impedance approaches Z

0
• 

Sta1tdit1g Waves When power is applied to a transmission line by a generator, a voltage and a current 
appear whose values depend on the characteristic impedance and the applied power. The voltage and current 
waves travel to the load at a speed slightly less than v,. depending on the velocity factor. lf z,. = Z0, the load 
absorbs all the power. and none is reflected. The only waves then present are the voltage and current (in 
phase) traveling waves from generator to load. 

If ZL is not equal to Z
0

, some power is absorbed, and the rest is reflected. We thus have one set of waves, V 
and I , traveling toward the load, and the reflected set traveling back to the generator. These two sets of traveling 
waves, going iJ.1 opposite directions ( 180° out of phase). set up an interfer~nce pattern known as standing 
waves, i.e., beats, along the line. This is shown in Fig. 9.6 for a short-circuited line. It is seen that statio11a1J' 
voltage and current minima (nodes) and maxima (antinodcs) have appeared. They arc separated by half the 
wavelength of the signal, as will be explai11ed. Note .that voltage nodes and current anti nodes coincide on the 
line, as do current nodes and voltage antinodes. 
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Fig. 9.6 Lossil!ss line termi1111/l!d i11 11 short circuit. 

Consider only thi, forward traveling voltage and current waves for the moment. At the load, the voltage will 
be zero and the current a maxiJ11um because the load is a short circuit. Note that the cu.rrcnl has a finite •1alue 
since the line has an jmpedance. At that instant of time, the same conditions also apply at a point exactly one 
wavelength on the generator side of the load, and so on. The current at the load is always a maximum, although 
the size ofihis max.imu_m varies periodically with time, since the applied wave is sinusoidal. 

The reflection that takes place at the short circuit affects both voltage and current. The current now starts 
traveling back to the generator, unchanged in phase (series circuit theory), but the llo/tage is reflected with a 
180° phase reversal. At a point exactly a quarter-wavelength from the load, the current is permanently zero 
(as shown in Fig. 9.6). This is because the forward and reflected current waves are exactly J 80° oul of phase, 
as the reflected wave bas had to travel a distance of A.14 + ,:V4 = JJ2 farther than the forward wave. The two 
cancel, and a current node is established. The voltage wave has also had to travel an extra distance of Al2, but 
since it nndeiwent a 180° phase reversal on reflection, its total phase change is 360°. Reinforcement will take 
place, resulting in a voltage antinode al precisely the same point as the current node. 

A half-wavelength from the load is a point at which there will be a voltage zero and a current maximum. 
This arises because the forward and reverse current waves are now in phase ( current has had to travel a total 
distance ofonc wavelength to return to this point). Simultaneously the voltage waves will cancel, because the 
J 80° phase reversal on reflection must be added to the extra distance the reflected wave has to travel. All t11ese 
conditions will repeat at half-wavelength distances, as shown in Fig. 9.6. Every time a point is considered that 
is ),)2 farther from the load than some previously considered point, the reflected wave has had to travel one 
whole wavelength farther. Therefore it has the same :relation to the forward wave as it had at the first point. 

It must be emphasized that this situation is permanent for any given load and is determined by it; such waves 
are truly standing waves. All the nodes are permanently fixed; and the positions of all antinodes are constant. 
Many of the same conditions apply if the load is an open circuit~ except that the first current minimum (and 
voltage maximum) is now al the load, instead ofa quarter-wavelength away from it. Since the load determines 
the position oftlzefirst current node, the type uf load may be deducedji·om the knowledge of this position. 

Standing-wave Ratio (SWR) The ratio of maximum current to minimum current along a transmission 
line is called the sta11ding-walle mtio, as is the ratio of maximum to 111i11i11111111 voltage, which is equal to the 
current ratio. The SWR is a measme of the mismatch between the load and the line, and is the first and most 
important quantity calculated for a particular load. The SWR is equal to unity (a desirable condition) when 
the load is perfectly matched. When the line is tem1inatcd in a purely resistive load, the standing.wave ratio 
is given by 
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or SWR = R/Z
0 

(whichever is larger) (9.9) 

where Rt is the load resistance. 
ft is customary to put the larger quantity in the numerator of the fraction, so that the ratio will always be 

greater than I . Regardless of whether tile load resistance is half as large or twice as large as the line charac
teristic impedance, the ratio of a voltage maximum to a voltage minimum is 2: I, and the degree or mismatch 
is the same in both cases. 

If the load is purely reactive. SWR will be infinity. The same condition will apply for a short-circuit or an 
open-circuit tcnnination. Since in all three cases no power is absorbed, the reflected wave has the same size 
as the forward wave. Somewhere along the line complete cancellation will occur, giving a voltage zero. and 
hence SWR must he in.finite. When the load is complex, SWR can still be computed, but it is much easier to 
determine it from a trnnsmission-line calculator, or to measure it. 

The higher the SWR, the greater the mismatch between line and load or, for that matter, between genera
tor and line. In practical lines, power loss increases with SWR, and so a low value of standing-wave ratio is 
always sought, except when the transmission line is being used as a pure reactnnce or as a tuned circuit. This 
will be shown in Section 9.1.5. 

Normalization of Impedance It is customary to normalize an impedance with respect to the line to which 
it is connected, i.e., to divide this impedance by the characteristic impedance of the line, as 

z 
z = _b_ (9.10) 
' Zo 

thus obtaining the nonnalized impedance. (Note that the normalized impedance is a dimensionless quantity, 
not to be measured or given in ohms.) This is very useful because the behavior of the line depends not on 
the absolute magnin1de of the load impedance, but on its value relative to Z

0
• This fact can be seen from 

Equation (9.9); the SWll on a line will be 2 regardless of whether 2
0

"' 75 n and RL • 150 nor 211 "" 300 n and 
RL = 600 n. The nommlizing of impedance opens up possibilities for transmission-line charts. lt is similar to 
the process used to obtain the universal response curves for tuned circuits and RC-coupled amplifiers. 

Consider a pure resistance connected to a transmission line, such that RL ¢ 200 Since the voltage and 
current vary along the line, as shown in Fig. 9.7, so will the resistance or impedance. However. conditions do 
repeat every half-wavelength, as already outlined. The impedance at P wiJI be equal to that or the load, if P 
is a half-wavelength away from the load and the line is lossless. 

p 
I 

' 
' I ' 

\ \ I , ' ,,, 
: ;t 

Load (RL > Z0) 

' , 
' ' 

·- ----' 2 

0 Distance along llne 

Fig. 9.7 Lossless line terminated i1111 pure resistance greater than Z0 
(note /hat voltage SWR equals c11rre11t SWR). 
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9.1.5 Quarter- and Half-Wavelength Lines 

Sections of transmission lines that are exactly a quarter-wavelength or a half-wavelength long have important 
impedance-transfomling properties, and are often used for this purpose at radio frequencies. Such lines will 
now be discussed. 

Impedance Inversion by Quarter-wavelength Liti.es Consider Fig. 9.8, which shows a load of imped
ance Z1_ connected to a piece of transmission line of length s and having Z0 as its characteristic impedance. 
When the lengths is exactly a quarter-wavelength line (or an odd number of quarter-wavelengths) and the 
line is lossless, then the impedance Z,, seen when looking toward the load, is given by 

Z "' ZJ 
• zl (9.11) 

This relationship is sometimes called reflective impedance; i.e., the quarter-wavelength reflect~ the 
opposite of its load impedance. Equation (9.11) represents a very important and fundamental relation, which 
is somewhat too complex to derive here, but whose truth may be indicated as follows. Unless a load is resis
tive and equal to the characteristic impedance of the line to which it is connected, standing waves of voltage 
and current are set up along the line, with a node (and antinode) repetition rate of )J2. This has already been 
shown and is indicated again in Fig. 9.9. Note that here the voltage and current minima are not zeroj the load 
is not a short circuit, and therefore the standing-wave ratio is not infinite. Note also that the current nodes arc 
separated from lhc voltage nodes by a distance of )J4, as before. 

~~s _-----~~;_o-_-_-_-_-~-rl_z_L -,I 

Fig. 9.8 Loaded line. 
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Fig. 9.9 Standing waves 11/011g a mismatched tra11smissiot1 li11e; impedance inversion. 

It is obvious that at thu point A (voltage.: node, current antinode) the line impedance is low, aad at the point 
B (voltage anti node, current node) it is the reverse, i.e., high. In order to change the impedance al A, it would 
be necessary to change the SWR on the line. If the SWR were increased, the voltage minimum at A would 
be lower, and so would be the impedance at A. The size of the voltage maximum at 8 would be increased, 
and so would the impedance al B. Thus an increase in Z

8 
is accompanied by a decrease in z ... (if A and B are 

.i\/4 apart). This amounts to saying that the impedance at A is inversely proportional to the impedance at B. 
Equation (9 .11) states this relation mathematically and also supplies the proportionality constant; this happen:; 
to be the square of the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. The relation holds just as well when 
the two points are not voltage nodes and antinodes, and a glance at Fig. 9.9 shows that it also applies when 
the distance separating the points is three, five, seven and so on, quarter-wavelengths. 
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Another interesting property of the quarter-wave line is seen if, in Equation (9. 11 ), the impedances are 
nomrnlized with respect to Z

0
• Dividing both sides by Z

0
, we have 

but 

and 

z .• = Z0 

Zo ZL 

z 
...la. - .,. z -,. 

0 

whence Z/ Z,,"" VzL. 
Substituting these results into Equation (9.12) gives 

""Y,. 
where Yi is the nonualized adminance of the load . 

(9.12) 

(9.13) 

.Equation (9 .13) is a very important relation. It states that if a quarter-wavelength line is connected to an 
impedance, then the nonualized input impedance of th.is line is equal to the nonnalized load admittance. Both 
must be nonnalized with respect to the line. Note that there is no contradiction here, since all normalized 
quantities are dimensionless. Note also that this relation is quite independent of the characteristic irnpedance 
of the line, a property that is very useful in practice. 

Quarter-wave Transformer and Impedance Matching In nearly all transmission-line applications, it 
is required that the load be matched to the line. This involves the tuning out of the unwanted load reactance 
(if any) and the transformation of the resulting impedance to the value required. Ordinary RF transfonners 
may be used up to the middle of the VHF range. Their performance is not good enough at frequencies 
much higher than this, owing to excessive leakage inductance and stray capacitances. The quarter-wave line 
provides unique opportunities for impedance transformation up to the highest frequencies and is compatiblt: 
with transmission lines. 

Equation (9. 11 ) shows that the impedance at the input of a quarter-wave line depends on two quantities; these 
are the load impedance (which is fixed for any'load at a constant frequency) and the characteristic impedance 
of the interconnecting transmission line. If this Z

0 
can be varied, the impedance seen at the input to the A./4 

transformer will be varied accordingly, and the load may thus be matched to the characteristic impedance of 
the main line. This is similar to varying the turns ratio of a transformer to obtain a required value of input 
impedance for any given value of load impedance. 

Example 9.4 

it is required to match a 200-fl load to a 300-!l transmission line, to reduce the SWR along the I ine to 1. Wlmt 
must be the characteristic impedance of tlie quarter-wave transformer used for this pwyose, if it is connected 
directly to the load? 
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Solution 

Since the condition SWR"' I is wanted along the main line, Lhc impedance Zs at the input to the N'4 transformer 
must equal the characteristic impedance Z0 of the main line. Let the transformer characteristic impedance be 
Z0; then, from Equation (9 .11 ), 

2 , 2 

Z, = __q_= Z0 (of main line) 
ZL 

Z0 = Jzoz,. 
= ~200 X 300 = 245 0 

Equation (9.14) was derived for this exercise, but it is universal in application and quite important. 

(9.14) 

lt must be understood that a quarter-wave transformer has a length of N'4 at only one frequency. It is 
thus highly frequency-dependent, and is in this respect similar to a bigh-Q tuned circuit. As a matter of fact, 
the difference between the transmission-line transfom1er and an ordinary tuned transfom1er is purely one 
of construction, the practical behavior is identical. This property of the quarter-wave transformer makes it 
useful as a filter, to prevent undesirable frequencies from reaching the load, often an antenna. If broadband 
impedance matching is required, the transformer must be constructed of high-resistance wire to lower its Q. 
thereby increasing bandwidth. 

1t should be mentioned that the procedure -becomes somewhat more involved if the load is complex, rather 
than purely resistive as so far considered. The quarter-wave transformer can still be used, but it must now be 
connected at some precalcuJated distance from the load. It is generally connected at the nearest resistive point to 
the load, whose position may be found with the aid of a transmission-Line calculator, such as a Smith chart. 

Halfwavele11gt11 Lille As was mentioned previously, the reflected impedance is an important charac
teristic of the matching process; the half-wavelength line reflects its load impedance directly. A half-wave 
transformer bas the property that the input impedance must be equal to the impedance of the load placed at 
the far end of the half-wave line. This property is independent of the characteristic impedance of lhi::; line, but 
once again it is frequency-dependent. 

The advantages of this property arc mimy. For instance, it is very often not practicable to measure the 
impedance ofa load diJectly. This being the case, the impedance may be measured along a transmission line 
connected to the load, al a distance which is a half-wavelength (or a whole number of half-wavelengths) from 
the load. Again, it is sometimes necessary to shorHircuit a transmission line at a point that is not physically 
accessible. The same results will be obtained if the short circuit is placed a half-wavelength (etc.) away from 
the load. Yet again, if a short-circuited half-wave transmission line is connected across the main line, the main 
line will be short-circuited at that point, but only at the frequency at which the shunt line is a half-wavelength. 
That frequency will not pass this point, but others will, especially if they are farther and farther away from 
the initial frequency. The short-circuited shunt half-wave line has thus become a band-stop filter. Finally, if 
the frequency of a signal is known, a short-circuited lTansmission line may be connected to the generator of 
this frequency, and a half-wavelength along this line may be measured very accurately. From the knowledge 
of frequency and wavelength., the velocity of the _wave along the line can be calc.uh1ted. 

9.1.6 Reactance Properties of Transmission Lines 

Just as a suitable piece of transmission line may be used as a transfom1er, so other chosen transmission-line 
configurations may be used as series or shunt inductive or capacitive reactances. This is very ad~antageous 
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indeed. Not only can s~ch circuits be employed at the highest frequencies, unlike LC circuits, but also they 
are compatible with transmission lines. 

Open- a11d Slwrt-circuited Lines as Tuned Circuits The input impedance of a quarter-wave piece of 
transmission line, short-circuited at the far end, is infit1ity1 and the line has transformed a short circuit into 
an open circuit. This applies only at the frequency at which the piece of line is exactly il/4 in length. At 
some frequency near this, the line will be just a little longer or shorter than il./4, so that at this frequency the 
impedance will not be infinity. The further we move, in frequency, away from the original, the lower will be 
the impedance of this piece of line. We therefore seem to have a parallel-tuned circuit, or at least something 
that behaves as one. Such a line is often used for this purpose at UHF, as an oscillator tank circuit or in other 
applications. 

If the quarter-wave line is open-circuited at the far end, then, by a similar process of reasoning, a series
tuned circuit is obtained. Similarly, a short-circuited half-wave l.ine will behave as a series-tuned circuit. in 
the manner described in the preceding section. Such short- or open-circuited lines may be employed at high 
frequencies in place of LC circuits. In practice, short-circuited lines are preferred, since open-circuited lines 
tend to radiate. 

Properties of Lines of Various Lengths Restating the position, we know that a piece of transmission 
line il/4 long and short-circuited at the far end (or )J2 long and open- circuited at the far end) looks like an 
open circuit and behaves exactly like a parallel-tuned circuit If the frequency of operation is lowered. the 
shunt inductive reactanec of this nmed circuit i5 lower and the shunt capacitive reactance is higher. Inductive 
current predominates, and therefore the impedance of the circuit is purely inductive. Now, this piece at the 
new frequency is less than il/4 long, since the wavelength is now greater and the length of line is naturally 
unc-hanged. We thus have the important property that a short-circuited line less than )J4 long behaves as 
a pure inductance. An open-circuited line less than A/4 long appears as a pure capacitance. The various 
possibilities are shown in Fig. 9.10, which is really a table of various line lengths and tcnninations and their 
equivalent LC circuits. 

Equivalent 
Line 

I ----''ollo"- --

I 

- - --''ollo"~--

,t 
4 

Fig. 9.10 Transmission-line sect-io11s and 1'11cil' LC eq11iv11/euts, 
I 
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Stubs lf a load is connected to a transmission line and matching is required, a quarter"wave transfonner 
may be used if z,. is purely resistive. [fthc load impedance is complex, one of the ways of matching it to the 
line is to tune out the reactance with an inductor or a capacitor, and then to match with a quarter-wave trans
former. Short-circuited transmission lines are more often used than lumped components at very high frequen
cies; a transmission line so used is called a stub (sec Fig. 9.J I). The procedure adopted is as follows: 

1. Calculate load admittance. 

2. Calculate stub suscepta!lce. 

3. Connect stub to load, the resulting admittance being the load conductance G. 

4. Transfom1 conductance to resistance, and calculate Z0 oftbe quarter-wave transfom1er as before. 

Example 9.5 

A (200 + j75)-ll lond is to be matched to a 300-.0 line to give SWR • 1. Calculate the reactance of the stub and 
the characteristic impedance of the quarter-wave transforme1~ both connected directly to lhe load, 

Solution 

I. y = _J = l :.: 200 - }75 
l Z1, 200 + }75 40,000 + 5625 

.= 4.38 X Io-~ - jl.64 X tow3 

-1 
B~ub - + 1.64 X 10-3s X8111b = 

3 
- - 610 !l 

•• . 1.64 X 10-
2. 

3. With stub connected, 

4. 

Then 

Y,. = GL = 4.38 x 10-JS 

I l 
R = - = :.a 2280 

L GL 4.38 X 10-3 

Zo "' JzuZL = J300 X 228 = 262 f! 

Impedance Varia.tion a.long a Mismatched Line When a CCJmplex load is c01mected to a transmission 
line, standing waves result even if the magnitude of the load impedance is equal to the characteristic imped& 
ance of the line. If zL is the normalized load impl!dance, then as impedance is investigated along the line; zL 
will be measured }J2 away from the load, and then at successive ?./2 intervals when the line is lossless. 

A nom1alized impedance equal to YL will be measured N'4 away from the load (and at successive ?./2 intervals 
from then on). Ifz1. - r + jx. the nonnalized impedance measured A/4 farther on will be given by 

1 r- Jx 
z - Y c --=- -- -· , /, r + jx ,.2 + x2 

l 
(9. 15) 
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Fig. 9.11 Stub tuning. (a) a11d (c)_Stub tuning of tr,msmissio,i. lines. (b) and (d) Stub liming f(! r coax in/ lines. 
Z

0 
is t/te cltaracteristic impedance of the line; Zii represents the nntemin input impedance.:..:.. 

The normalized load impedance was inductive, and yet, from Equation (9.15), the normalized impedance 
seen ;v4 away from the load is capacitive. It is obvious Umt, somewhere between these two points, it must 
have been purely resistive. This point is not necessarily .;\J8 from the load, but the fact that it exists at all is of 
great importance. The position of the purely resistive point is very difficult to calculate without a chart such 
as the Smith chart previously mentioned. Many transmission-line calculations are made easier by the use of 
charts, and none more so than those-involving lines with complex loads. 

9.2 THE SMITH CHART AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
The various properties of transmission lines may be represented graphically on any of a large number of charts. 
The most useful representations are those that give the impedance relations along a lossless Line for different 
load conditions. The most widely used calculator of this type is the Smith chart. 

9.2.1 Fundamentals of the Smith Chart \ 
Description The polar impedance diag;am, or Smith chart as it is more co1mnonly !mown, is illustrated 
in Fig. 9.12. It consists of two sets of circles; or arcs of circles, which are so arranged that various important 
quantities connected with mismatched transmission lines may be plotted and evaluated fairly easily. The 
complete circles, whose centers lie on the only straight line on the chart, correspond to various values of 
normalized resistance (r - R/Z

0
) along the line. The arcs of circles, to either side of the straight tine, similarly 

correspond to various values of normalized line reactance jx ~ jXJZ0 . A careful look at the way in which the 
circles intersect shows them to 'be orthogonal. This means that tangents drawn to the circles at the point of 
intersection would be mutually perpendicular. The various circles and coordinates have been chosen so that 
conditions on a line with a given load (i.e., constant SWR) correspond to a circle drawn on the chart with its 
center at the center of the chart. This applies only to lossless lines. In the-quite rare case of lossy RF lines, 
an inward spiral must be drawn instead of the circle, with the aid of the scales shown in Fig. 9.12 below the 
~rt I, . . 
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IMPEDANCE OR ADMITTANCE COORDINATES 

;1 a & . . 
Cf'-'1(11 

Fig. 9.12 Smitlt chart. 

If a load is purely resistive, R/Z0 not only represents its nonnali2ed resistance but also corresponds to thi: 
standing-wave ratio, as shown in Equation (9.9). Thus, when a particular circle has been drawn on a Smith 
chart, the SWR corresponding to it may be read off the chart at the point at which th,e drawn circle intersects 
the only straight line on the chart, on the right of the chart center. This SWR is thus equal to the value of!r±jO 
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at that point; the intersection to the left of the chart center corresponds to 1/r. It would be of use only if it had 
been decided always to use values of SWR less than I. 

The greatest advantage of the Smith chart is that rravel along a lossless line corresponds to movement 
along a correctly drawn constant SWR circle. Close examination of the chart axes shows the chart has been 
drawn for use with normalized impedances and admittances. This avoids the need to have Smith charts for 
every imaginable value of line characteristic impedance. (lf a particular value of Z0 is employed widely or 
exclusively, it becomes worthwhile to constrnct a chart for that particular value of Z0• For example, the General 
Radio Company makes a 50-!l chart for use with its transmission equipment It may also be used for any other 
50-!l situations and avoids the need for normalization.) Also note tliat the chart covers a distance of only a 
half-wavelength, since conditions repeat exactly every half-wavelength on a lossless line. The impedance at 
17. 716 A away from a load on a line is exaccly the same as tbe impedance 0.216 11. from that load and can be 
read from the chart. 

Bearing these two points in mind, we see that impedances encountered at successive points along a lossless 
line may easily be found from the chart. They lie at corresponding successive points along the correct drawn 
(this word is repeated to emphasize the fact that such a circle must be drawn by the user of the chart for each 
problem, as opposed to the numerous circles already present on the Smith chart) constant SWR circle on the 
chart. Distance along a line is represented by (angular) distance around the chart and may be read from the 
circumference of the chart as a fraction of n wavelength, Consider a point some distance away from some 
load. Ifto detem,inc the line impedance at 0.079 A away from this new point. it quickly becomes evident that 
there are two points at this distance, one closer to the load and one farther away from it. The impedance at 
these two points will nol be the same. This is evident if one of these points just happens to be a voltage node. 
The other point, being 2 X 0.079 = 0.158 A away from the first, cannot possibly be another voltage node. The 
same reasoning applies ill all other situations. The direction of movement around a constant SWR circle is also 
of importance. The Smith chart has been standnrdizcd so that movement away from the load, i.e., coward the 
generator, corresponds to clockwise motion on the chart. Movement toward the load corresponds LO counter
clockwise motion; this is always marked on the rim of commercial Smith charts and is shown in Fig. 9.12. 

For any given load, a correct constant SWR circle may be drawn by nom,alizing tbe load impedance, 
plotting it on the chart and then drawing a circle through this point, centered at 0. The point Pin Fig. 9.12 
represents a correctly plotted nonnalized impedance ofz = 0.5 + j0.5. Since it lies on the drawn circle which 
intersects the r axis at 2.6, it corresponds to an SWR of2.6. If the line characteristic impedance had been 300 n, 
and if the load impeda11ct: had been ( 150 + j I 50) n. then P would correctly represent the load on the chan. 
and the resulting line SWR would indeed be 2.6. The impedance at any other point on this line may b~ found 
as described, by the appropriate movement from the load around the SWR ="·2.6 circle. As shown in Fig. 9.1 2. 
the normalized impedance at P' is 1.4 +J l .1, where P' is 0.100 ;t away from the load. 

Applications The following arc some of lhc more important applications of the Smith chan: 

1. Adminance calculations. This application is based on the fact that the impednnce measured at Q is 
equal to the admittance at P, if P and Q arc )J4 apart and lie on the same SWR circle. This is shown in 
Fig. 9. 12. The impedance at Q is I -JI. am.I a very simple calculation shows that if the impedance is 0.5 
+ J0.5, as it was at P, then the corresponding admittance is indeed 1 -.il. as read off at Q. 
Since the complete circle of the Smith chart represents a h;i lf-wavelength along the line. a quarter
wavelength co1Tesponds to a semicircle. It is not necessary to measme A.14 around the circle from P, but 
merely to project the line through P and the center of the chart until it intersects the drawn circle at Q on 
the other side. (Although such an application is not very important in itself, it has been found of great 
value in familiarizing students with the chart and with the method of converting it for use as an admittance 
chart, this being essentinl for srub calculations.) 
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2. Calculation of the impedance or admittance at any point, on any transmission line, with auy load, and 
simultaneous calculation of the SWR on the line. This may be done for lossless or lossy lines, but is much 
easier for lossless lines. 

3. Calculation of the length of a short-circuited piece of transmission line. to give a required capacitive or 
inductive reactance. This is done by starting at the point O,jO on the left-hand side rim of the chart, and 
traveling toward the generator until the correct value ofreactance is reached. AJtematively, ifa susceptance 
of known value is required, start at the right-hand rim of the chart at the point oo,Joo and work toward the 
generator again. This calculation is always perfonned in connection with short-circuited stubs. 

Example 9.6 

(Students arc expected to perform part of the example on their own charts.) Calculate the Length of a short
circuited line required to hwe out tlze susceptance of a load whose Y"' (0.004 - j0.002) S, placed on an air
dielectric transmission line of characteristic admittance Y0 = 0.0033 5, at a frequency of 150 MHz. 

Solution 

Just as z = ZIZ
0
, soy== YIY0; this may be very simply checked. 

Therefore 

= 0.004 - )0.002 = 1.21 _ ·0.61 
y 0.0033 J 

Hence the normalized susceptance required to cancel the load's normalized susceptance is +)0.61. From 
the chart, the length of line required to give a nonnalized input admittance of 0.61 when the line is short
circuited is given by 

Length = 0.250 + 0.087 "" 0.337 A 
Since the line has air as its dielectric, the velocity factor is I . 
Therefore 

V =fA 
C 

A.= vc = 300 X 10
6 = 2m 

f !SOX 106 

Length == 0.337 A.= 0.337 x 200=67.4 cm 

9.2.2 Problem Solution 

ln most cases, the best method of explaining problem solution with the Smith chart is to show how an actual 
problem of a given type is solved. ln other cases, a procedure may be established without prior reference to 
a specific problem. Both methods of approach will be used here. 

Matching of Load to Line with a Quarter-wave Transformer 

Example 9.7 
Refer to Fig. 9.13. A load ZL = (100 - j50) n is connected ton line wlzose Z

0 
.. 75 0. Calculate 

(a). The point, nearest to the load, at which a quarter-wave transformer may be inserted to provid~1~otrect 
matching 



(b). Tfte Z0 of the transmission line to be used for the transformer 

Solution 
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(a) Normalize the load impedance with respect to the Line; thus (100 - j50)/75 "" 1.33 - J0.67. Plot this point 
(A) on the Smith chart. Draw a circle whose center lies at the center of the chart, passing through the 
plotted point. As a check, note that this circle should correspond to au SWR of just under L.9. Moving 
toward the generator, i.e., clockwise, find the nearest point at which the line impedance is purely resistive 
(this is the intersection of the drawn circle with the only straight line on the chart). Around the rim of the 
chart, measure the distance from the load to this point (B); this distance= 0.500 - 0.316 = 0. 184 il. Read 
off the nonnalized resistance at B, here r = 0.53, and convert this nonna1ized resistance into an actual 
resistance by multiplying by the Z0 of the line. Here R = 0.53 x 75 = 39.B!l. 

Fig. 9.13 Smith dwrt sol11tio11 of Example 9.7, matching with a quarter-wave transformer. 
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(b) 39.8 n. is the resistance which the ?J4transformer will have to match to tbe 75-!l line, and from this point 
the procedure is as in Example 9.4. Therefore 

Zo "" Jz0zg -= ~75 X 39.8 = 54.5 !l 

Students at this point arc urged to follow the same procedure to solve an example with identical requirements; 
but now ZL = (250 + j450) 0 and Zo - 300 n. The answers are distance ._ 0.080 .t and Zo = 656 n. 

Matching of Load to Line with a Short-circuited Stub A stub is a piece of transmission line which 
is normally short-circuited at the far end. It may very occasionally be open-circuited at the distant end, but 
ei ther way its impedance is a pure reactance. To be quite precise, such a stub has an input admittance which 
is a pure susceptancc, and it is used to tune out the susccptance component of the line admittance at some 
desired point. Note tbat short-circuited stubs arc preferred because open-circuited pieces of transmission line 
tend to radiate from the open end; 

As shown in Fig. 9.14, a stub is made of the same transmission line as the one to which it is connected. 
It thus has an advantage over the quarter-wave transformer, which must be constructed to suit the occasion. 
Furthennore, the stub may be made rigid and adjustable. This is of particular use at the higher frequencies 
and allows the stub to be used for a variety of loads, and/or over a range of frequencies. 

- To generator Z0 

f..--oistance to stub-I 

Fig. 9.14 Stub co1111ected lo lo11ded trans111issio11 lim1. 

Matching Procedure 

I. Normalize the load with respect to the line, and plot the point on the chart. 

2. Draw a circle through this point, and travel around it through a distance of )./4 (i.e., straight through) to 
find the load admittance. Since the stuh is placed in parallel with the main line, it is always 11ecessa1y to 
work with admittances when making stub calculations. 

3. Starti11g j1wn this new point (now using the Smith chart as an admittance chart), find the point nearest 
to the load at which the normalized admittance is l ±jb. This point is the intersection of the drawn circle 
with the r "' 1 circle, which is the only circle through the center of the chart. This is the point at which 
a stub designed to tune out the ::l!jb component will be placed. Read off the distance traveled around the 
circumference of the chart; this is the distance to the stub. 

4. To find the length of the short-circuited stub, start from the point «i,jrl)on the right-hand rim of the chart, 
since that is the admittance of a short circuit. 
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5. Traveling clockwise around the circumference of the chart find the point at which the susceptance tunes 
out the ±jb su:sceptance of the line al the point at which the sLub is to be connccLcd. For example, if the Line 
admittance is 1 + j0.43, the required susceptance is-J0.43. Ensure thaL Lhe correct polariLy ofsusceptancc 
has been obtained; this is always marked on Lhe chart on the left-hand rim. 

6. Read off the distance in wavelengths from the starting point cl';J, j oo to the new point, (e.g., b = -0.43 as 
above). This is Lhe required length of the stub. 

Example 9.8 

(Refer to Fig. 9.15.) A series RC combinatio11, havi11g an impedance ZL = (450-j600) Hat 10 MHz, is con
nected to n 300-n line. Calculate the position and lengtlt of a short-cirwited sl rib designed to match this 
load to the line. 

Fig. 9.15 Smith chart so/11tio11 of Ex.ample 9.8, matching with a short-circuited stub. 
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Solution 

1n the following solution, steps are numbered as in the pro~cdure: 

I. ZL = (450 -)600)/300 = L5 - )2. 
Circle ~lotted and has SWR "' 4.6. Point plotted, Pin Fig. 9.15. 

2. Y1."" 0.24 + J0.32, from the chart. 
This, as shown in Fig. 9.14, is A.14 away and is marked Q. 
3. Nearest pointofy-"" l±Jbisy= I +jl.7. 

This is found from the chart and marked R. The distance of thfa point from the !(lad, Q Lo R, is found along 
the rim of the chart and given by 
Distance to stub a 0.181 - 0.051 = 0.130 A 

Therefore the stub will be placed 0.13 .:t from the load and will have to Lune out b = + 1.7; thus the stub 
must have a susceptance of - 1. 7. 

4, 5, and 6. Starting from oo, ja'J, and traveling clockwise around the rim of the chart, one reaches the point 
0, - Jl.7; it is marked Son the chart of Fig. 9.15. From the chart, the distance of this point from the short
circuit admittance point is 
Stub length = 0.335 - 0.250 = 0.085 A 

Effects of Frequency Variation A stub will match a load to a transmission line only at the frequency at 
which it was designed to do so, and this applies equally to a quarter-wave transformer. If the load impedance 
varies with frequency, this is obvious. However, it may be readily shown that a stub is no longer a perfect 
match at the new frequency even if the load impedance is unchanged. · 

Consider the result of Example 9.8, in which it was calculated that the loada stub separation should be 0.13 A. 
At the stated frequency of 10 MHz the wavelength is 30 111, so that the stub should be 3.9 m away from the 
load. If a frequency of 12 MHz is now considered, its wavelength is 25 111. Clearly, a 3.9-11'1 stub is not 0.13 .:t 
away from the load at this n.ew frequency, nor is its length 0.085 of the new wavelength. Obviously the stub 
has neither the correct position nor the correct length at any frequency other than the one for which it was 
designed. A mismatch will exist, although it must be said that if the frequency change is not great, neither is 
the mismatch. 

It often occurs that a load is matched Lo a line at one frequency, but the setup must also be relatively 
lossless and efficient over a certain bandwidth. Thus, some procedure must be devised for calculating the 
SWR on a transmission line at a frequency f' if the load has been matched correctly to the line at a frequency f'. 
A procedure will now be given for a line and load matched by means of a short-circuited stub; the quarter
wave t:ransfonncr situation is analogous. 

Example 9.9 

(Refer to Fig. 9.16.) Calculate the SWR at 12 MHz for tl1'e problem of Example 9.8. 

Solution 

For the purpose of the procedure, it is assumed that the calculation involving the position and length ofa stub 
has been made at a frequency/', and it is now necessary to calculate the SWR on the main line atf'1• Matter 
referring specifically to the example will pe shown. 
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Fig. 9.16 Smith chart sol11tio11 of Example 9.9, effects of freqr1e11cy clta11ge on a stub. 

If data are given as to how the load impedance varies with frequency, calculate load Impedance for the 
new frequency. [A series RC combination having Xi c 450 - j600 at l O MHz will have ZL = 450 - ]600 

X 1,o/i2 = 450 -j500 at 12. MHz.] Nonnalize this impedance [here zi =(450 - JS00)/300 "" 1.5 - jl6n 

Note that if the load impedance is known to be constant, this step may be omitted, since it wouJd have 
been performed in the initial stub calculation. 

2. Plot this point P' on the chart, draw the us~al circle through it, and findQ', the nonnaUzed load admi/
tance [her~ Q' is 0.30 + }9.33]' from the Smith chart. 
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3. Calculate the distance to the sn1b at the new frequency in tenns of the new wavelength. [Here, since the 
frequency has risen, the new wavelength is shorter, and therefore a given distance is a larger fraction of 

it. The disiance to the sn1b is 0.130 x 17io c 0.156 A.1
.) 

4. From the load admittance point Q', travel clockwise around the constant SWR circle through the distance 
just calculated [here 0.156 A' J and read off the nonnalized admittance at this poi11tR' [lterey

1100
"" 2.1 +JI. 7], 

This is the admittance at the new frequency, seen by the main li.ne when looking toward the load at R', 
which is the point at which the stub was placed at the original frequency. 

5. Calculate the length of the sn1b in tenns of the new wavelength [length -- 0.085 X 1}{0 "" 0.102 .:\,']. 

6. Starting at oo,Jr:/'j as usual, this time find the susceptance of the piece of short- circuited Line whose length 
was calculated in the preceding step. [Here the length is 0.102 )..' , and thus the susceptance from the chart 
of Fig. 9.16 is (at S' ) Y~n,b """ - JI .34.) 

7. The situation at the new frequency is that we have two a~mit:tances placed in parallel across the main 
line. At the original frequency, their values added so that the load was matched to the line, but at the new 
frequency such a match is not obtained. Having found each admittance, we may now find the total admit
tance at that point by addition. [Herc y

101 
= Y ,iuh + Y1inc"" -J l .34 + 2. I +j l. 7 ca 2.1 + J0.36.] 

8. Plot the total admittance on the chart (point Ton Fig. 9.16), draw the constant SWR circle through it, 
and read of;ithe SWR. This is the standing-wave ratio on the main line a[j" for a line-load~stub system 
that was matched atf' . [Here the SWR is 2.2. lt might be noted that this is lower than the unmatched 
SWR of 3.9. Although a mismatch w1doubted(y exists at l2 MHz, some improvement has been effected 
through matching at 10 MHz. This is a rule, rather than an exception, if the two frequencies are reasonably 
close.) 

Another example is now given, covering this type of procedure from the very be&11nning for a situation in 
which the load impedance remains constant. 

Example 9.10 

( Refer to Fig. 9.17) (a) Calculate the position and length of a short-circuited stub designed to match a 200·0. load 
to a transmission li11e whose characteristic impedance is 300 D.(/1) Calculate the SWR on the mr'lin line when 
the frequency is increased by 10 percent, assumh1g thnl /:lie load and line impedances remain constant. 

Solution 

(a) z1_"" 
20-9{00 = 0.67. Plotting Pon the chart gives an SWR ""' 1.5 circle; Q (admittance of load) is plotted. 

Point of intersection with r ;; I circle, R, is plotted. Distance frorn load admittance, Q - R, is found equal 
lo 0. 11 l ; this is the distance to the stub. 

At R, Y,;0 0 = I - / 0.4 J; hence b,,ub, = J0.41. Plotting Sand measuring the distance.: of S from co, joo gives stub 
length = 0.311 A. 

(b) .l' ,_ 110 percent off', so that)..' "" All. I. Thus, the distance to stub is 0.11 x t. l = 0.121 ..1.1, and the length 
of stub is 0.311 x I. I = 0.342 ?.' . 

Starting from Q and going around the drawn circle through a distance of O. Ji I ;v yields the po inf R', the 
distance to the stub attachment point at the new frequency. 
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Fig. 9.17 Smith d111rt solttlion of Example 9.10, st11l1 matching with frequency change. 

From the chart. the admittance looking toward the load at that point is read off asylino = 0.94-j0.39. Similarly, 
starting at oo, }«> on the rim of the chart, and traveling around through a distance of0.342 A' gives the point 
S' . Here the stub admittance at the new frequency is found, from the chart of Fig. 9.17, to be Ysn,b "'+j0.65. 

The total admittance at the stub attachment point at the new frequency is y = Jl,iub + Y,; •• "" +j 0.65 + 0.94 -
j0.39 = 0.94 + j0.26. Plotting this on the Smith chart, i.e., the point T of Fig. 9.17, and swinging an arc of a 
circle through T give SWR "" 1.3. This is the desired result. 
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9.3 TRANSMISSION-LINE COMPONENTS 
A number of situations, connected with the use of transmission lines, require components that are far easier 
to manufacture or purchase than to make on the spur of the moment. One very obvious requirement is for 
some sort of adjustable stub, which could cope with frequency or load impedance changes and still give 
adequate matching. Another situation oflen encountered is one in which it is dc:;ired to sample only the forward 
(or perhaps only the reverse) wave on a transmission line upon which standing waves exist. Again, it often 
l1appens that a balanced line must be connected to an unbalanced one. Finally, it would be very handy indeed 
to have a transmission line, for measurement purposes, on which the various quantities such as nodes, anti
nodes, or SWR could be mca~ured at any point. All such eventual iti~.s are covered by special components, 
which will now be discussed. 

9.3.1 The Double Stub 

If a transmission-line matching device is to be useful in a range of different matching situations, it must have 
as many variable parameters, or degrees of freedom, as the standing-wave pattern. Since the pattern has two 
degrees of freedom (the SWR and the position of the first maximum), so must the stub matcher. A single stub 
of adjustable position and length will do the job very well at frequencies below the microwave range. At such 
high frequencies coaxial lines are employed instead of parallel-wire lines, and difficulties with screened slots 
are such that stubs of adjustable position are not considered. 

To provide the second degree of freedom, a second stub of adjustable positjon is added to the first one. 
This results in the double smb of Fig. 9. 18 and is a commonly used matcher for coaxial microwave lines. 
The two stubs arc placed 0.375 A apart (l corresponding to th~ center frequency of the required range), since 
that appears to be the optimum separation. Two variables are provided, and very good matching is possible. 
Not all loads can be matched under all conditions, since having a second variable stub is not quite as good as 
having a stub of adjustable position. 

.,. 

To -
generator 

Fig, 9.18 Double-stub matc/1e1: 

To 
load 

Such a matcher is normally connected between the load and the main transmission line to ensure the 
shortest possible length of mismatched line. It naturally has the same characteristic impedance as the main 
line, and each stub should have a range of variation somewhat in excess ofhalf a wavelength. The method of 
adjustment for matching is trial and error, which may or may not be preceded by a preliminary calculation. 
When trial and error is used, the stub nearest to the load is set at a number of points along its range, and the 
farther stub is racked back and forth over its entire range (at each setting point of the first stub) until the best 
possible match has been achieved. The SWR is, of course, monitored constantly while adjustµlent is taJ<lng 
place. Unless the load is most unusual, for example, almost entirely reactive, it should be possible to reduce 
the SWR on the main line to below about 1.2 with this matcher. 

If almost perfect matching under~Jll!' conceivable conditions of SWR a_nd load i)llped~~e is required, a 
triple-stub tuner should be used. This is similar to the double- stub tuner but consists of three stubs, adjustable 
in length and placed 0.125 A. apart (the optimum separation in this case). 
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9.3.2 Directional Couplers 

It is often necessary to measure the power being delivered to a load or an a11ten11a through a transrnjssion line. 
This is often done by a sampling technique, in which a known fraction of the power is measured, so that the 
total may be calculated. It is imperative, under these conditions, that only the forward wave in the main line 
is measured, not the reflected wave (if any). A number of coupling units are used for such pu.rpo.ses and are 
known as directio11al couplers, the two-hole coupler shown in Fig. 9.19 being among the most popular. This 
particular one is discussed because it is a good illustTation of transmission-Hue techniques and has a direct 
waveguide counterpart (see Section 9.5). 

As indicated in Fig. 9. 19, the two-hole directional coupler consists of a piece of transmission line to be 
connected in series with the main line, together witb a piece of auxiliary line coupled to the main line via two 
probes through slots in the joined outer walls of the two coaxial Lines. The probes do not actually touch the 
inner conductor of the auxiliary line. They couple sufficient energy into it simply by being near it. lf they did 
touch, most of the energy (instead of merely a fraction) in the ma.in line would be coupled into the auxiliary 
line; a fraction is all that is needed. The probes induce energy flow in the aux.i.liary line which is mostly in the 
same direction as ia the main I inc, and provision is made to deal with eneri:,,y flowing in the ''wrong" direction. 
The distance between the probes is A/4 but may also be any odd number of quarter~wavelengths. The auxiliary 
line is terminated at one end by a resistive load. This absorbs all the energy fed to it and is often tenned a 
nonreflecting termination. The other end goes to a detector probe for measurement. 

Forward wave components proceed 
Renected wave components subtract at B 

All waves absorbed Auxilia line 

Nonreflecting 
termination 

To 
rr---:;::=======:::;:::~.::::::::;~- - detector 

probe 

To A To generator ____ _,.__......_ _ _,_ ______ __.. 

Forward wave Reflected wave load 

Main line 

Fig. 9.19 Coaxial two-hole directional coupler. 

Any wave launched in the auxiliary line from right to left will be absorbed by the load at the left and will 
not, therefore, be measured. Jt now remains to ensure that only the forward wave of the main line can travel 
from left to right in the auxiliary Line. The outgoing wave entering the auxiliary line at A, and proceeding 
toward the detector, wi II meet at B another sample of the forward wave. Both have traversed the same distance 
altogether, so that they add and travel on to the detector to be measured. There will also be a small fraction of 
the reverse wave entering the auxiliary line and then traveling to the right in it. However small, this wave is 
undesirable and is removed here by cancellation. Any of it that enters at B will be fully· canceled by a portion 
of the reflected wave which enters the auxiliary line at A and also proceeds to the right. This is so because 
the reflected wave which passes B in the main line enters the auxiliary line at A and then goes to B, having 
traveled through a distance which is 2 x ?J4 = ?J2 greater than the reflected wave that entered at B. Being 
thus exactly 180° out of phase, the two cancel if both slots and probes are the same size and shape, and are 
c-0rrectly positioned. 

Since various mechanical inaccuracies prevent ideal operation of this ( or any other) directional coupler, 
some of the unwanted reflected wave will be measured in the auxiliary line. The directivity of a directional 
coupler is a standard method of measuring the extent o(this unwanted wave. Consider exactly the same power 
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of forward and reverse wave entering the auxiliary line. If the ratio of forward to reverse power measured by 
the detector is 30 dB, then the directional coupler is said to have a directivity of 30 dB. This value is common 
in practice. 

The other important quantity in connection with a directional coupler is its directional coupling. This is 
defined as the ratio of the forward wave in the main line to the forward wave in the auxiliary line. It is mea
sured in decibels, and 20 dB ( I 00: 1) is a typical value. 

9.3.3 Baluns 

A balun, or balance-to-unba/cmce transformer, is a circuit element used to connect a balanced line to an unbal
anced line or antenna. Or, as is perhaps a little more common, it is used to connect an unbalanced ( coaxial) line 
to a balanced antenna such as a dipole. At frequencies low enough for this to be possible, an ordinary tuned 
transformer is employed. This has an unbalanced primary and a center-lapped secondary winding, to which 
the balanced antenna is connected. It must also .have an electrostatic shield, which is earthed to minimize the 
effects of stray capacitances. 

For higher frequencies, several transmission-line baluns exist for differing purposes and narrowband or 
broadband applications. The most common balun, a narrow~band one, will be described here, as shown in 
cross section in Fig. 9.20. It is known as the choke, sleeve, or bazooka balun. 

Dipole 
antenna 

Balanced 
line y 

-1 
Sleeve }, 

2 

l 
X 

Coaxial line 

Fig. 9.20 Choke (bazooka) bt1/u11. 

As shown, a quarter-wavelength sleeve is placed around the outer conductor of the coaxial line and is 
connected to it at x. At the point y, therefore, ..V4 away from x, the impedance seen when looking down into 
the transmission line formed of the sleeve and the outer conductor of the coaxial line is infinite. The outer 
conductor of the coaxial line no longer has zero impedance to ground at y. One of the wires of the balanced 
line may be connected to it without fear of being short-circuited to ground. The other balanced wire is con
nected to the inner conductor of the coaxial line. Any balanced load, such as the simple dipole antenna shown 
in Fig. 9.20, may now be placed upon it. 

9.3.4 The Slotted Line 

It can be appreciated that a piece of transmission line, so constructed that the voltage or current along it can be 
measured continuously over its length, ·would be of real use in a lot of measurement situations. At relatively 
low frequencies, say up to about 100 MHz, a pair of parallel-wire lines may be used, having a traveling detec
tor connected between them. This detector is easily movable and has facilities for determining the distance 
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of the probe from either end of the line. The Lecher line is the name given to this piece of equipment; whose 
high-frequency equivalent is the slotted line. 

The slotted line is a piece of coaxial line with a long narrow longitudinal slot in the outer conductor. A flat 
plate is mounted on the outer conductor, with a corresponding slot in it to carry the detector probe carriage. 
Uhas a rule on the side, wi th a vernier for microwave frequencies to indicate the exact position of the probe. 
The probe extends into the slot, coming quite close to the inner conductor of the line, but not touching it, as 
shown in Fig. 9.21. In this fashion, loose coupling between line and probe is obtained which is adequate for 
measurements, but small enough so as not to interfere unduly. The slotted line must have the same characteristic 
impedance as the main line to which it is connected in series. It m~t also have a length somewhat in excess 
of a half~wavelength at the lowest frequency of operation. 

Slot y 
Plal01: 

Inner 

Fig. 9.21 Cruss sectio11 of n slotted line. 

The slotted line simply pem,its convenient and accurate measurement of the position and size of the first 
voltage maximum from the 16ad, and any subsequent ones as may be desired, without interfering significantly 
with the quantities being measured. The knowledge of these quantities permits calculation of 

I . Load impedance 

2. Standing-wave ratio 

3. Frequency of the generator being used 

The practical measurement and calculations methods are nom1ally indicated in the instructions that come 
with a particular slotted line. Measurement methods for the,-;e parameters that do not involve the slotted line 
also exist. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 

Each of the following multiple-choice questions 
consists of an incomplete statement Jo/lowed by four 
choices (a, b, c, and d). Circle the letter preceding the 
line that correctly completes each sentence. 

I . Indicate the false statement. The SWR on a trans
mission line is infinity; the line is terminated in 
a. a short circuit 
b. a complex impedance 
c. an open circuit 
d. a pure reactance 

2. A (75:/50)-n load is connected to a coaxial trans
mission line of 2

0 
~ 75 n, at 10 GHz. The best 

method of matching consists in connecting 
a. a short-circuited stub at the load 
b. an inductance at the load I 

c. a capacitance at some specific distance from 
the load 

d. a short-circuited stub at some specific distance 
rrom the load 
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3. The velocity factor of a transmission line 
a. depends on the dielectric constant of the mate

rial used 
b. increases the velocity along the transmission 

Line 
c. is governed by the skin effect 
d. is higher for a solid dielectric than for air 

4. Impedance inversion may be obtained with 
a. a short-circuited stub 
b. an open-circuited stub 
c. a quarter-wave line 
d. a half-wave line 

5. Short-circuited stubs are preferred to open
circuited stubs because the latter are 
a. more difficult to make and connect 
b. made of a transmission line with a different 

characteristic impedance 
c. liable to radiate 
d. incapable of giving a full range of reactaoces 

6. For transmission-line load matching over a range 
of frequencies, it is best to use a 
a. balun 
b. broadband directional coupler 
c. double stub 
d. single stub of adjustable position 

7. The main disadvantage of the two-hole directional 
coupler is 
a. low directional coupling 
b. poor directivity 
c. high SWR 
d. narrow bandwidth 

8. To couple a coaxial .line to a parallel-wire line, it 
is best to use a 
a. slotted line 
b. balun 
c. directional coupler 
d. quarter-wave transfonncr 

9. Indicate the three types of transmission line 
energy losses. 
a. PR, RL, and temperature 
b. Radiation, PR, and dielectric heating 
c. Dielectric separation, insulation breakdown, 

and radiation 

d. Conductor heating, dielectric heating, and 
radiation resistance. 

I 0. indicate the true statement below. The directional 
coupler is 
a. device used to connect a transmitter to a 

directional antenna 
b. a coupling device for matching impedance 
c. a device used to measure transmission line 

power 
d. an SWR measuring instrument 

11 . Indicate the true statement. Simplified equiva
lent circuit representation of transmission at RF 
frequencies consists of 
a. R, L, C and G 
b. Rand G 
c. Land 0 
d. either R and G or L and C 

12. Which of the fo llowing statements is true? 
Characteristic impeodance at RF frequencies is 
purely 
a. resistive 
b. inductive 
c. capacitive 
d. conductive 

13. Radiation loss of a transmission line 
a. increases with frequency 
b. decreases with frequency 
c. increases and then decreases with frequency 
d. independent of frequency 

14. Conductor heating loss is 
a. directly proportional to current and inversely 

proportioanl to cbaracateristic impendance 
b. directly proportional to both current and char

acteristic impedance 
c. inversely proportional to current and directly 

proportional to characteristic impedance 
d. directly proportional to current and indepen

dent of characteristic impedance 

15. Radiation, conductor heating and dielectric heat
ing losses 
a. increase with frequency 
b. decrease with frequency 
c. firs t two increase with frequency and last one 

remains constant 



d. first one increases and the last two decrease 
with frequency 

16. The amount of reflected power in a transmission 
line is 
a. directly proportional to the difference between 

the load impe.dance and characteristic imped~ 
ance 

b. i.nvrersely proportional to the difference be
tween the load impedance and characteristic 
impedance 

c. directly proportional to the product of load 
impedance and characteristic· impedance 

d. directly proportional to sum of the load imped
ance and characteristic impedance 
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l 7. Quarter-wave transmission line has a len1:,rth of 
)..\4 at 
a. only one frequency 
b. all frequencies 
c. for many frequencies 
d. indeperii;lent of frequency 

18. Which of the following statements is true for a 
short-circuit load? 
a. one '!T/2 impedanace of both .:V4 and )./2 trans

mission lines and short9 circuit 
b. )./4 is open circuit and that of 'JJ2 is short 

circuit 
c. .il/4 is short circuit and that of 'JJ2 is open 

circuit 
d. both A/4 and A/2 are open circuit. 

Review Problems 

1. A lossless transmission line has a shunt capacitance of 100 pF/rn and a series inductance of 4 JlH/m. What 
is its characteristic impedance? 

2. A coaxial line with an outer diameter of 6 nun has a 50-fl characteristic impedance. lf the dielectric 
constant of the insulation is 1.60, calculate the inner diameter. 

3. A transmission line with a characteristic impedance of300 .0 is terminated in a purely resistive load. It 
is found by measurement that the minimum value of voltage upon it is 5 µV, and the maxin1Um 7.5 µV. 
What is the value of the load resistru1c-e? 

4. A quarter-wave transformer is connected directly to a 50-n load, to match this load to a transmission line 
whose Z0 = 75 n.What must be the characteristic impedance of the matching transfon-ner? 

5. Using a Smith chart, find the SWR on a 150-fl line, when this line is terminated in a (225 -j75)"fl imped
ance. Find the nearest point to the load at which a quarter-wave transfonner may be connected to match 
this load to the line, and calculate the Z0 of the line from which the transfonner must be rttade. 

6. Calculate the length of a piece: of 50-fl open-circuited line if its input admittance is to bej80 X 10-3 S. 

7. (a) Calculate the SWR on a 50-fl line, when it is tenninatcd in a (50 + j50)9 H impedance. Usiug a Smith 
chart, detcnnine the actual load admitJance. 

(b) It is desired to match this load to the line, in either of two ways, so as to reduce the SWR on it to unity. 
Calculate the point, nearest to the load, at which one may place a quarter-wave transformer ( calculate 
also the Z0 of the transformer line). 

8. Using a Smith chart, calculate the position and length of a stub designed to match a l 00 n load to a 50-0 
line, the stub being short-circuited. If this matching is correct at 63 MHz, what will be the SWR on the 
main line at 70 MHz? Note that the load is a pure resistance. 

9. With the aid of a Smith chart, calculate the position and length of a short9 circuited stub matching a (180 
+ }120)-fl load to a 300-fl transmission line. Assuming that the load impedance remains constant, find 
the SWR on the main line when the frequency is ( a) increased by 10 percent; (b) doubled. 
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Review Questions 

l. What is a transmission line? Give two examples'! 

2. When coaxial cable is preferred over parallel-line? 

3. When parallel line is preferred over coaxial cable? 

4. Draw the general equivalent circuit ofa transmission line and the simplified circu.it for a radio-frequency 
Hue. What pennits t11is simplification? 

5. Define the characteristic impedance ofa transmission line. When is the input impedance of a transmission 
line equal to its characteristic impedance? 

6. Write the expressions for characteristic impedance and its simplified fonn for RF frequencies. 

7. Discuss the types of losses that may occur with RF transmission lines. In what units are these Losses 
nonnally given? 

8. Write the relation between velocities of light in vacuum and a medium. 

9. What do you mean by velocity factor'? Write the expression to calculate it. 

I 0. With a sketch, explain the difference between standing waves and traveling waves. Explain how standing 
waves occur in an imperfectly matched transmission line. 

11. Define and explain the meaning of the term standing-wave ratio. What is the formula for it if the load is 
purely resistive'? Why is a high value ofSWR often undesirable? 

12. What do you mean by node and anlinode in case of standing wave? 

13. Explain fully, with such sketches as are applicable, the concept of impedance inversion by a quarter~wave 
line. 

14. For what purposes can short lengths of open- or short-circuited transmission line be used? What is a stub'? 
Why arc short-circuited sn1bs preferred to open~circuited ones? 

15. When matching a load to a line by means of a stub and a quarter-wave transfonner (both situated at the 
load), a certain procedure is followed. Whal is this procedure? Why are admittances used in connection 
with stub matching? What does a stub actually do? 

16. What is a Smith chart? What are its applications? . 
17. Why must impedances (or admittances) be normalized before being plotted on a standard Smith chart? 

18. Describe the double-sn1b matcher, the procedure used for matching with it, and the applications of the 
device. 

19. What is a directional coupler? For what purposes might it be used? 

20. Define the terms directivity and directional coupling as used wi th directional couplers, and explain their 
significance. 

21 . What is a balun? What is a typical application of such a device? 



10 
RADIATION AND PROPAGATION 

OF WAVES 

The very first block diagram in Chapter I showed ll "channel'' between the transmitter and receiver ofa com~ 
munication system. and sugge.-:ted that signals (after they have been generated and processed by the transmit
ter) are conveyed through this medium to the receiver. In radio communication. the channel is simply the 
physiclll space between the transmitting and recl!iving antennas, and the behavior of signah. in that medium 
forms the body of this chapter. 

The objective of this chapter is to prnmote the understanding of this behavior. The chapter is divided into 
two distinct parts. The first is electromagnetic radiatron; it deals with the natwe and propagation of radio 
waves, as well as the attenuation and absorption they may undergo along the way. Under the subheading of 
"effects of the environment,'' reflection and refraction of wav1c:s are considered, and finally interference and 
diffraction arc explained. 

The second part of the chapter will cover the practical aspects of the propagation of waves. lt is quickly 
seen that the trequency used plays a significant: part in the method of propagation , as do the existence and 
proximity of the earth. The three main methods of propagation- around the curvature of the earth, by reflection 
from the ionized portions of the atmosphere, or in straight lines (depending mainly 011 frequency)- are also 
discussed. Certain a:,;pecls of microwave propagation are treated as welL notably so-called superrefraction, 
tropospheric scatter and the effects of the ionosphere on waves trying to travel through iL 

Objective.'f Upon completi11g the material in Chap1e;- 10, the stttdent will be able to 

lo> Understand the thetlfY of electromagnetic energy radiation principles 
,. Calculate power deusity, characteristic impedance of free space, and field strength 
);., Identify the environmental effect on wave propagation 
};> Explain how ionization effects radio wave transmission 
~ Define the various propagation layers 
);,, Explain the tenns maximum usable frequency, critical frequency, and skip distan,·e 

10.1 ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 
When electric power is appl.ied to a circuit, a system of voltages and currents is set up in it, with certain rela
tions governed by the properties of the circuit itself. Thus, for instance, the voltage may be high (compared 
to the current),if the impedance of the circuit is high, or perhaps the voltage and current are 90° out of phase 
because the circuit is purely reactive. In a similar manner, any power escaping intofi·ee space is govcmed by 
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the characteristics of free space. If such power " c::;capes on purpose," it is said to have been radiated, and it 
then propagates in space in the shape of what is known as an electromagnefic wave. 

Free space is space that docs not inte1ferc with the nonnal radiation and propagation of radio waves. Thus, 
it has no magnetic or gravitational fields, no solid bodies and no ionized particles. Apart from the fact that.free 
space is unlikely to exist a.nywhere, it certainly does not exist near the earth. However, the concept of free 
space is used because it simplifies the approach to wave propagation, since it is possible to calculate the condi
tions if the space were free, and then to predict the effect of its actual properties. Also, propagating conditions 
sometimes do approximate th.ose of free space, particularly at frequencies in the upper UHF region. 

Since radiation and propagation of radio waves c.innot be seen, all our descriptions must be based on theory 
which is acceptable only to the extent that it has measurable and predictive value. The theory of electromag~ 
netic radiation was propounded by the British physicist James Clerk Ma.xwell in 1857 and finalized in 1873. 
It is the fundamental mathematical explanation of the behavior of electromagnetic waves. The mathematics 
of Maxwell's equations is too advanced to be used berc. The emphasis will be on description and explanation 
of behavior, with occasional references to the mathematical background. 

10.1.1 Fundamentals of Electromagnetic Waves 

Electromagnetic waves are energy propagated through free space at the velocity oflight, which is approximately 
300 meters per microsecond. Visualize yourself standing on a bridge overlooking a calm body of water. If you 
were ro drop an object (which did not float) into the pond, you would sec this energy process in action. 

As the object traveled downward, there would be a path of bubbles generated in the same direction (vertical) 
as the object, but there would also be a circular wave pattern radiating from the point of impact and spreading 
horizontally across the body of water. These two energy reactions approximate (at a very simplistic level) the 
electromag11etic and eleco·ostalic radiation pattern in free space. 

The energy created by the displacement of the liquid is converted into both a vertical and a horizontal com
ponent. The energy level of these components varie.s inversely to the distance; i.e., the horizontal wavefront 
covers a larger area (considering no losses due to friction obstacles, etc.) and spreads the total energy gener
ated over this expanding wavefront, reducing the energy in any given section dramatically as the wavefront 
expands and moves away from the point of contact. 

z 

Fig. 10.1 1'rnnsverse electl'Olllf'lg11etic wavt! in free space. 

This action can be related to the term power density. If power density is defined as radiated power per 
unit area, it follows that power density is reduced to one-quarter of its value when distance from the source 
is doubled. 
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Also the dil'ection of the electricfield; lh_e magnetic.field and propagation are muwa/ly perpendicular i11 
electromagnetic waves, as Fig. 10.1 shows. This is a theoretical assumption which cannot be "checked," since 
the waves are invisible. It may be used to predict the behavior of electromagnetic waves in all circumstauces, 
such as reflection, refraction and diffraction, to be discussed later in the chapter. 

Waves in Free Space Since no interference or obstacles arc present in free space, electromagnetic waves 
will spread unifom1ly in all directions from a point source. The wavefront is thus spherical, as shown in cross 
section of Fig. I 0.2. To simplify the description even further, "rays" are imagined which radiate from the 
point source in all directions. They are everywhere perpendicular to a tangential plane of the wave-front,just 

like the spokes of a wheel. 
At the distance corresponding to the length of ray P. the wave has a certain phase. lt may have left the source 

at an instant when its voltage and current were maximum in the circuit feeding the source, i.e. , at an instant 
of maximum electric and magnetic field vectors. ( f the distance traveled corresponds to exactly I 00,000.25 
wavelengths, the instantaneous electric and magnetic intensities are at that moment zero at all such points. 
This is virtually the definition of a wavefront; it is the plane 

Wavefront Q 

Fig. 10.2 Spherical wavefronts. 

joining all points of identical phase. Here, of course, it is spherical. If the length of ray Q is exactly twice 
that of ray P, then the area of the new sphere will be exactly four limes the area of the sphere with radius P. 
It is seen that the total power output of the source has spread itself over four times the area when its distance 
from the source has douhled. If power density is defined as radiated power per unit area, it follows that power 
density is reduced to one-quarter of its value when distance from the source has doubled. 

It is seen I hat power density is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the source. This 
is the inverse-square law, which applies universally to all forms of radiation in free space. Stating this math

ematically, we have 

P. 
(JI'= -' (IO.I) 
· 4m·2 

where <lJ> = power density at a distance r from an isotrophic source 
P, .a transmitted power 

An isotropic source is one that radiates unifonnly in all directions in space. Although no practical source 
has this property, the concept of the isotropic radiator ill very useful and frequently employed. As a matter of 
interest, it may be shown quite simply that the inverse-square law applies also when the soi.1rce is not isotro
pic, and students are invited to demonstrate this for themselves. However, for wavefronts to he spherical, the 
velocity of radiation must be constant at all points (as it is in fre~ space). A p.ropagatic;m medium in which this 
is true is also called isotropic. 
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The electric and magnetic field jntensities of electromagnetic waves arc also important. Tbe two quantities 
arc the direct counterparts of voltage and current in circuits; they arc measured in volts per meter and amperes 
per.:meter, respectively. Just as for electrical circuits we have V- Zl, so for electromagnetic waves 

where 

ci "" '!f."Je 

rg = m1S value of field strength, or intensity, V/m 

ile = nns value of magnetic field strength, or intensity, Alm 

<!l'.. = characteristic impedance ofthc medium. n 
The characteristic impedance ofa medium is given by 

where µ = pem1eability of medium 

E = electric permittivity of medium 

For free space, 

p = 41t x IO 1
""' 1.257 x 10-11 Him 

E = 1/367t X 10'1 = 8.854 X f0- 11 f /m 

(10.2) 

(l 0.3) 

It will be recalled that permeability is the equivalent of inductance and pennittivity is the equivalent of 
capacitance in electric circuits; indeed the units used above are a reminder of this. It is now possible to calculate 
a value for the characteristic impedance of free space. We have, from Equation ( 10.3) 

~ ... /µ = 4
1rx 10•

1 
""'~144,r2 x 100 V7 l/36;i X 109 

= J 20,r = 3 77 .a (I 0.4) 

This makes it possible to calculate thejie/d intens ity (field strength) at a distance r from an isotropic source. 
Just as P "' J/2/Z in electrical circuits, so (}J> =<fl} f.l for electromagnetic waves. We may now invert this relation 
and substitute for 0> from Equation (I 0.1) and for '!! from Equation (10.4), obtaining 

'f>= <JJl x~ 

== _.!L X 120n = JOP, 
4.7r,.2 ,.2 

Therefore 

(10.5) ,. 
lt is seen from Equation (l 0.5) that field intensity is inversely pfoportional to the distance from the source, 

since it is proportional to the square root of power density. 
The wavefront must be considered once again. It is spherical in an isotropic medium, but any small area 

of it at a large distance from the source may be considered to be a.plane wavefront. This can be explained by 
looking at an everyday example. We know that the earth is spherical as a very close approximation, but we 
speak of a football field as flat. rt represents a finite area of the earth's surface but is al a consid~rable distance 
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from its center. The concept of plane waves is very useful because it greatly simplifies the treatment of the 
optical properties of electromagnetic waves, such as reflection and rerraction. 

Radiation and Receptio11 Antermas'rndiate elecn·omagnetic waves. Radiation will result from electron 
flow in a suitable conductor. This is predicted mathematically by the Maxwell equations, which show iliat 
current flowing in a wire is accompanied by a magnetic field around it. If the magnetic field is changing, as it 
docs with alternating current, an electric field will be present also. As will be described in the next chapter, 
part of the electric and magnetic field is capable of leaving the current-carrying wire. How much of it leaves 
the conductor depends on the relation <.>fits length Lo the wavelength of the current. 

Polarization It was illustrated in Fig. I 0.1 that electromagnetic waves are transverse, and the electric and 
magnetic fields arc at right angles. Since the magnetic field surrounds the wire and is perpeudicular to it, it 
follows that the electric field is parallel to the wire. 

Polari1.ation refers to the physical orientation of the radiated waves in space. Waves are said to be polarized 
(actually Linearly polarized) if they all have the same alignment in space. It is a characteristic of most antennas 
that the radiation they emit is Linearly polarized. A vertical antenna will radiate wave-s whose electric vectors 
will all be vertical and will remain so in free space. Light emitted by incoherent sources, such as the sun, has 
a haphazard arrangement of field vectors and is said to be-randomly polarized. 

The wave of Fig. 10. l is, of course, linearly polarized and is also said to be vertically polarized, since all 
the electric intensity vectors are vertical. The decision to label polarization direction after the electric inten· 
sity is .not as arbitrary as it seems; this makes the direction of polarization the same as the direction of the 
antenna. Thus, vertical antennas radiate vertically polarized waves, and similarly horizontal antennas produce 
waves whose polarization is horizontal. There has been a tendency, over the years, to transfer the label to the 
antenna itself. Thus people often refer to antennas as vertically or horizontally polarized, whereas it is only 
their radiations that are so polarized. 

It is also possible for antenna radiations to be circularly or even elliptically polarized, so that the polariza· 
tion of the wave rotates contiuuously in corkscrew fashion. This will be discussed further in Section 11 .8 in 
connection with heli.cal antennas. 

Reception Just as a wire carrying HF current is surrounded by electric and magnetic fields, so a wi.re 
placed in a moving electromagnetic field will have a current induced in it (basic transformer theory). This 
is another way of saying that this wire receives some of the radiation and is therefore a receiving anten.na. 
Since the process ofreception is exactly the reverse of the process of transmission, transmitting and receiving 
antennas are basically interchangeable. Apart from power-handling considerations, the two types of antennas 
are virtually identical. ln fact, a so-called principle of reciprocity exists. This principle states that the charac
teristics of antennas, such as impedance and radiation pattem, are identical regardless of use for reception or 
transmission, and this relation may be proved mathematically. lt is of particular value for antennas employed 
for both functions. 

Attenuation and Absorption The inverse-square law shows thal power density diminishes fairly rapidly 
with distance from the source of electromab'lletic waves. Another way of looking at this is to say thal electro
magnetic waves are attenuated as they travel outward from their source, and this attenuation is proportional to 
the square of the distance traveled. Attenuation is nom1ally measured in decibels and happens to be the same 
numerically for both field intensity and power density. This may be shown as follows. 

Let<Y' 
1 
and <ti be the power density and field intensity, respectivelyi at'a distance r 1 from the source of elec

tromagnetic waves. Let similar conditions apply to ~ 2, <fii2 and r2 with r2 being the greater of the two distances. 
The attenuation of power density at the farther point (compared with the nearer) will be, in decibels. 
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P. P. /4nr i (,., )
2 

ap <= 10 log-L,,, IO log 1 1
2 

= 10 log ..1. 
P,_ P, I 41rr2 Ii 

I' 
= 10 log..1. ( 10.6)-

,i 
Similarly, for field intensity attenuation, we have 

~ I r, r 
a 5 <= 20 Jog 'P"l 1 20 log..1. J3oP, hz 'i (10.6') 

The two formulas are seen to be identical and., in fact. are used in exactly tbe same way. Thus, at a distance 
2r from the source of waves, both field intensity and power density are 6 dB down from their respective values 
at a distance r fi-om the source. 

In free space, of course, absorption of radio waves does not occur because there is nothing there to absorb 
them. However, the picture is different in the atmosphere. This tends to absorb some radio waves, because some 
of the energy from the electromagnetic waves is transferred to the atoms and molecules of the atmosphere. 
This transfer causes the atoms and molecules to vibrate somewhat, and while the atmosphere is warmed only 
infmitesimally, the energy of the waves may be absorbed quite significantly. 

Fortunately, the atmospheric absorption of electromagnetic waves of frequencies below about 10 GHz 
is quite insignificant. As shown in Fig. 10.3, absorption by both the oxygen and the water vapor content of 
the annosphere becomes significant at that frequency and then rises gradually. Because of various molecular 
resonances, however, certain peaks and troughs of attenuation ex.ist. As Fig. I 0.3 shows, frequencies such as 
60 and I 20 GHz are not recommended for long-distance propagation in the atmosphere. It is similarly best 
not to use 23 or 180 GHz either, except in very dry air. So-called windows exist at which absorption is greatly 
reduced; frequencies such as 33 and J 10 GHz fall into thir; category. 
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Fig. 10.3 Atmospltcric absorption ~f elechm11agnetic waves. 
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Figure 10.3 shows att11ospheric absorption split into its two major components, with absorption due to the 
water vapor content of the atmosphere taken for a standard value of humidity. If humidity is increased or if 
there is fog, rain or snow, then this fonn of absorption is increased tremendously, and reflection from rainwater 
drops may even take place. For example, a radar system opera.ting at l O GHz may have a range of 75 km in 
dry air, 68 k.tn in light drizzle, 55 km in light rain, 22 km in moderate rain and 8 km in heavy rain, showing 
effectively how precipitation causes severe absorption at microwave frequencies, It must be repeated that such 
absorption is insignificant at lower frequencies, except over very long radio paths. 

10.1.2 Effects of the Environment 

When propagation near the earth is examined, several factors which did not exist in free space must be 
considered. Thus waves will be reflected by the ground, mountains and buildings. They will be refracted as 
they pass through layers of the atmosphere which have differing densities or differing degrees of ionization. 
Also, electromagnetic waves may be diffracted around tall, massive objects. They may even interfere with 
each other, when two waves from the same source meet after having traveled by different paths. Waves 
may also be absorbed by different media, but it was more convenient to consider this topic in the preceding 
section. 

Reflection of Waves There is much similarity between the reflection of light by a mi1Tor and the reflec. 
tion of electromagnetic waves by a conducting medium. In both instances the angle of reflection is equal 
to the angle of incidence, as illustr-ated in Fig. 10.4. Again, as with the reflection of light, the incident ray, 
the reflected ray and the normal at the point of incidence are in one plane. The concept of images is used to 
advantage in botb situations. 

Normal 

6'6' ,,,6' 

,::::.,,::::,,,'',,' 

Image ,,//, 
sourc 

Reflecting 
surface 

Pig. l0,4 Rejleclio11 of waves; image formation. 

The proof of the equality of the angles of reflection and incidence follows the conespondiug proof of what 
is kn.own as the second law of reflection for light. Both proofs are based on the fact that the incident and 
reflected waves travel with the same velocity. There is yet another similarity here to the reflection oflight by 
a mirror. Anyone who has been to a barber shop, in which there is a mirror behind as well as one in front, will 
have noticed not only that a huge number of images are present, but also that their brightness is progressively 
reduced. As expected, this is due to some absorption at each reflection; this also happens with radio waves. 
The reflection coefficient pis defined as the ratio of the electric intensity of the reflected wave to that of 
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the incident wave. It is unity for a perfect conductor or re:flector, and less that1 that for practical coo.ducting 
surfaces. The difference is a result of the absorption of energy (and also its transmission) from the wave by 
the imperfect conductor. Transmission is a result of currents set up in the imperfect conductor, which in tum 
pennit propagation within it, accompanied by r<4/h1ction. 

A number of other points connected with reflection must now be noted. First, it is important that the electric 
vector be perpendicular to the conducting surface; otherwise surface currents will be set up, and no reflec· 
tion will result, (this is discussed further in connection with waveguides). Second, if the conducting S\lrface 
is curved, reflection will once again follow the appropriate optical laws. Finally, if the reflecting surface is 
rough, reflection will be much the same as from a smooth surface, provided that the angle of incidence is in 
excess of the so-called Rayleigh critetion. 

Refraction As with light, refraction takes place when electromagnetic waves pass from one propagating 
medium to a medium having a different density. This si tuation .causes the wavefront to acquire a new direc
tion in the second medium and is brought about by a change in wave veloc\ty. The simplest case of refraction, 
co~ceming two media with a plane, sharply defiued botmdary between them, is shown in Fig. I 0.5. 

Nonnal 

Medium A 
(rarer) 

.fi.g. 10.5 Refraction at a plane, sharply dcjinl!d boundary. 

Consider the situation in Fig. 10.5, in which a wave passes from medium A to the dem;cr medium B; and 
the incident rays strike the boundary at some angle other than 90°. Wavefront P -Q is shown at the instant 
when it is about to penetrate the denser medium, and wavefront P' - Q' is shown just as the wave has finished 
entering the second medium. Meanwhile, ray b has traveled entirely in the rarer medium, and has covered 
the distance Q- Q' proportional to its velocity in this medium. ln the same time ray a, which traveled entirely 
in the denser medium, has covered the distance P-P ' This is shorter than Q - Q' because of the lower wave 
velocity in the denser medium. The in-between rays have traveled partly in each medium and covered total 
·distances as shown; the wave.front has been rotated. 

The relationship between the angle of incidence O and the angle of refraction O' may be calculated with 
the aid of simple trigonometry and geometry: Considering the two 1ight-angled triangles PQQ; and PP'Q, 
we have 

QPQ'-8 and PQ1P1 = 81 (10.7) 



Therefore 

where 

sin 8 1 Ppi/ PQ' PP' v8 --- . ---=-
sin t9 QQ'! PQ' QQ' v;1 

v,; = wave velocity in medium A 
v

11 
= wave velocity in medium B 
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( I 0.8) 

It will be recalled, from Equation (9-7) and the accompanying work, that the wave velocity in a dielectric 
medium is inversely proportional to the square root of the dielectric constant of the medium. Substituting this 
into Equation ( I 0.8) gives 

where 

s:i:~I ~JI;=; (10.9) 

k "' dielectric constant of medium A 
k' ~ dielectric constant of medium B 
tt "" refractive index 

Note, once again, that.the dielectric constant is exactly l for a vacuum and very nearly l for air. 
When ttje boundary between the lwo media is curved, refraction still takes place, again following the optical 

laws. If the change in density is gradual, the situation is more complex, but refraction still takes place. Just as 
Fig. I 0.5 showed that electromagnetic waves traveling from a rarer to a denser medium are rerracted toward 
the normal, so we see that waves traveling the other way are bent away from the nom1al. However. if there is 
a linear change in density (rather than an abrupt change), the rays will be curved away from the normal rather 
than bent, as shown in Fig. I 0.6. 
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Fig. 10.6 l{efrnc.tion i,1 a 111edi11111 hnvi11g linearly decreasing density (the Enrtlt is s/um.m flat for simplicity). 

The situation arises in the atmosphere just above the earth, where atmospheric dens ity changes (very 
slightly, but linearly) with height. As a result of the slight refraction that takes place here, waves are bent 
down somewhat instead of u·aveling strictly in straight lines. The radio horizon is thus increased, but the 
effect is noticeable only for horizontal rays. Basically, what happens is that the top of the wavefront travels 
in rarer atmosphere than the bottom of the wavefront and therefore travels faster, so that it is bent downward. 
A somewhat similar siruation arises when waves encow1tcr the ionosphere. 

Interference of'Electromagttetic Waves Conti11uing with the optical properties of electromagnetic waves, 
wen.ext consider interference. Interference occurs when two waves that left one source and traveled by dif~ 
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terent paths arrive at a point. This happens very often in high-frequency sky-wave propagation (see Section 
I 0.2.2) and in microwave space-wave propagation (see Section I 0.2.3). The latter case will be discussed 
here. lt occurs when a microwave antenna is located near the ground, and waves reach the receiving point not 
only directly but also after bei.ng reflected from the ground. This is shown in Fig. 10.7. 
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Ground surface 

Fig. 10.7 Interference of direct and gro1111d-rejlecled mys. 

It is obvious that the direct path is shorter than the path with reflection. For some combination of frequency 
and height ofantetina above the ground, the difference between paths 1 and I' is bound to be exactly a half
wavelength. There will thus be complete canceUation at the receiving point P if the ground is a perfect reflector 
and partial cancellation for an imperfect ground. Another receiving point, Q, may be located so that the path 
difference between 2 and 2' is exactly one wavelength. Tn this case reinforcement of the received waves will 
take place.at this point and will be partial or total, depending on the ground reflectivity. A succession of such 
points above one another may be found, giving an intetferencc pattern consisting of alternate cancellations 
and reinforcements. A pattern of this fonn is shown in Fig. 10.8. 

Ground surface 

Fig. 10.8 Radiation pnttem with interference. 

The curve of Fig. I 0.8 joins points of equal electric intensity. The pattern is due to the presence of an 
antenna at a height above the ground of about a wavelength, with reflections from the ground (assumed to 
be plane and perfectly conducting) causing interference. A pattern such as the one shown may be calculated 
or plotted from actual field-strength measurements. The "flower petals" of the pattern are called lobes. They 
correspond to reinforcement points such as Q of Fig. I 0. 7, whereas the nulls between the lobes correspond 
to cancellations such as P of Fig. I 0.7. 

At frequencies right up to the VHF range, this interference will not be significant because of the relatively 
large wavelengths of such signals. In the UHF range and above, however, interference plays an increasing 
part in the behavior of propagating waves and must definitely be taken into account. It is certainly of great 
significance in radar and other microwave systems. For instance, if a target is located in the direction of one of 
the null zones, no increase in the transmitted radar power will make this target detectable. Again; the angle Uiat 
the first lobe makes with the ground is of great significance in long-range radar. Here the trans~Jtti~g antinpa 
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is horizontal and the maximum range may bi, limited not by the transmitted power and receiver sensitivity, but 
simply because the wanted direction corresponds to the first null zone. It must be mentioned that a solution to 
this problem consisL'i of increasing the elevation of the antenna and pointing it downward. 

Diffraction of Radio Waves Diffraction is yet another property shared with optics and concerns itself 
with the behavior of electromagnetic waves, as affected by the presence of small slits in a conducting plane 
or sharp edges of obstacles. It was first discovered in the seventeenth century and put on a finn footing with 
the discovery of Huygens' principle fairly soon afterward. (Francesco Grimaldi discovered that no matter 
how small a sli t was made in an opaque plane, light on the side opposite tbe source would spread out in all 
directions. No matter how small a light source was constructed, a sharp shadow could not be obtained at the 
edge of a sharp opaque obstacle. The Dutch astronomer Christian Huygens, the founder of the wave theory 
of Light, gave an explanation for these phenomena that was published in 1690 and is still accepted and used.) 
Huygens ' principle states that every point on a given (spherical) wavefront may be regarded as a source of 
waves from which further waves arc radiated outward, in a manner as illustrated in Fig. I 0.9a. The total fie ld 
at successive points away from the source is then equal to the vector sum of these secondary wavelets. For 
nom.1al propagation, there is no need to take Huygens' principle into account, but it must be used when dif
fraction is to be accounted for. Huygens' principle can also be derived from Maxwell's equations. 
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Fig. 10.9 Dijfraclin11, (a) Of spherical 111av1t/ront; (b) of a plane wavejiw1t; (c) thro11gh .1·,na/1 slot. 
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lfa plane wave is considered, as in Fig. 10.9b, the question that arises immediately is why the wavefront 
continues as a plane, instead of spreading out in all directions. The answer is that an ilifinire plane wave has 
been considered, and mathematics shows that cancellation of the secondary waveleLq will occur in all directions 
other than the original direction of the wavefront; thus the waverront does continue as a plane. When a finite 
plane is considered, the cancellation in spurious directions is no longer complete; so that some divergence or 

I 

scattering will take place. For this to be noticeable, however, _the wavefront must be small, such as that ob-
tained with the aid of the slot in a conducting plane, as in Fig. 10.9c. It is seen that instead of being "squeezed 
through,; as a single ray, the wave spreads out past the slot, which now acts as Huygens; point source on a 
wavefront and radiates in all directions. The radiation is maximum (but not a sharp maximum if the slot is 
small) in front of the slot and diminishes gradually away from it. 

Figure l 0.10 sbows what happens when a plane wave meets the edge of an obstacle. Although a sharp 
shadow might have been expected, diffraction takes place once again for precisely the same reasons as before. 
If two nearby points on the wavefront, P and Q, are again considered as source-s of wavelets, it is seen that 
radiation at angles away from the main direction of propagation is obtained. Thus the shadow zone receives 
some radiation. Ifthc obstacle edge had not been there> this side radiation would have been canceled by other 
point sources on the wavefront. 1 

Radiation once again dies down away from the edge, but not so gradually as with a single slot because some 
interference takes place; this is the reason why two point sources on the wavefront were shown. Given a certain 
wavelen1,,rth and poi11t separation, it may well be that rays a and a', coming from P and Q, respectively, have 
a path difference ofa half-wavelength, so that their radiations cancel. Similarly, the path difference between 
rays band b' may be a whole wavelength, in which case reinforcement takes place in that direction. When 
all the other point sources on the wavefront are taken into account, the process becomes less sharp. However, 
the overall result is still a succession of interference fringes ( each fringe less bright than the previous) as one 
moves away from the edge of the obstacle. 
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Fig. 10.10 Diffrnction arou11d the edge of an obstacle. 
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This type of diffraction is of importance in two practical situations. First, signals propagated by means of 
the space wave may be received behind tall buildings, mountains and other similar obstacles as a result .of 
diffraction. Second, in the design of microwave antennas, diffraction plays a major part in preventing the 
narrow pencil of radiation whi.ch is often desired, by generating unwanted side lobes. 

10.2 PROPAGATION OF WAVES 

In an earth environment, electromagnetic waves propagate in ways that depend not only on their own properties 
but also on those of the environment itself; some of this was seen in the preceding section. Waves travel in 
straight lines, except where the earth and its atmosphere alter their path. Except in unusual circumstances, 
frequencies above the HF generally travel in straight lines ( except for refraction due to changing atmospheric 
density, as discussed in the previous section). They propagate by means of so-called space waves. These are 
sometimes called tropospheric waves, since they travel in the troposphere, the portion of the atmosphere 
closest to the ground. Frequencies below the HF range travel around the curvature of the earth, sometimes 
right around the globe. The means are probably a Cl>mbination of diffraction and a type of waveguide effect 
which uses the earth's surface and the lowest ionized layer of the atmosphere as the two waveguide walls. 
These ground waves, or surface waves as th_ey are calJed, are one of the two original means of bcyond.the
horizon propagation. All broadcast radio signals received in daytime propagate by means of surface waves. 

Waves in the HF range, and sometimes frequencies just above or below it, are reflected by the ionized layers 
of the atmosphere (to be described) and are called sky waves. Such signals are beamed into the sky and come 
down again after reflection; returning to earth well beyond the horizon. To reach receivers on the opposite side 
of the earth, these waves must be reflected by the ground and the ionosphere several times. 

Two more means ofbeyond-the•horizon propagation are tropospheric scatter and stationary satellite com
munications. Each of these five methods of propagation will now be described in turn. 

10.2.1 Ground (Surface) Waves 

Ground waves progress along the surface of the earth and, as previously mentioned, must be vertically 
polarized to prevent shoit circuiting the electric component. A wave induces currents in the ground over 
which it passes and thus loses some energy by absorption. This is made up by energy diff-racted downward 
from the upper portions of the wavefront. 

There is another way in which the surface wave is attenuated: because of diffraction, the wavefront gradu
ally tilts over, as shown in Fig, l 0.11. As the wave propagates over the earth, it tilts over more and more, and 
the increasing tilt causes greater short circuiting of the electric field component of the wave and hence field 
strength reduction. Eventually, at some distance (in wavelengths) from the antenna, as partly determined by 
the type of surfaceover which the ground wave propagates, the wave "lies down and dies." ft is important 
to realize this, since it shows that the maximum range ofsueh a 'transmitter depends ou its frequency as well 
as its power. Thus, in the VLF band, insufficient range of transmission can be cured by increasing the trans. 
mitting power. This remedy will not work near the top of the MF range, since propagation is now definitely 
limited by tilt. 

Field Strettgt1t at a Distance Radiation from an antenna by means of the ground wave gives rise to a field 
strength at a distance, which may be calculated by use of Maxwell's equations. This field -strength, in volts 
per meter, is given in Equation (10.10), which differs from Equation (10.5) by taking into account the gain 
of the transmitting antenna. 

(10.10) 
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fig. 10.11 Ground-wave propagation. 

!fa receiving antenna is now placed at this point, the signal it will receive will be, in volts, 

V= 120nhi'7c 1 
J..d 

where l 207t = characteristic impedance of free space 

(I 0.11) 

h
1 
= effective height (this is not quite the same as the actual height, for reasons dealt with in Sec

tion 114) of the transmitting antenna 

h, "" effective height of the receiving. antenna 

I "" antenna current 

d c distance from the transmitting antenna 

A O wavelength 

If the distance between the two antennas is fairly long, the reduction of field strength due to ground and 
atmospheric absorption reduces the value of the voltage received, making it less than shown by Equation 
( I 0.11 ). Although h is possible to calculate the signal strength reduction which results, altogether too many 
variables are involved to make this worthwhile. Such variables include the salinity and resistivity of the ground 
or water over which the wave propagates and the water vapor content of the air. The normal procedure is to 
estimate signal strength with the aid of the tables and graphs available. 

VLF Propagation When propagation is over a good conductor like seawater, particularly at frequencies 
below about 100 kHz, surface absorption is small, and so is attenuation due to the atmosphere. Thus the, 
angle of tilt is the main determining factor in the long-distance propagation of such waves. The degree 
of tilt depends on the distance from the antenna iJ.1 wavelengths, and hence the early disappearance of the 
surface wave in HF propagation. Conversely, because of the large wavelengths of VLF signals, waves in 
this range are able to travel long distances before disappearing (right around the globe if sufficient power i~ 
transmitted). 

At distances up to 1000 km, the ground wave is remarkably steady, showing little diurnal, seasonal or 
annual variation. Farther out, the effects of the E layer 's contribution to propagation are felt. (See also the 
next section, bearing in mind that the ground and the bottom of the E layer are said to form a waveguide 
through which VLF waves propagate.) Both short- and long-term signal strength variations take place, the 
latter including the 11-year solar cycle. The strength of low-frequency signals cha11ges only very gradually, 
so that rapid fading does not occur. Transmission at these wavelengths proves a very reliable means of com
munication over long distances. 

I The most frequent users of long&distance VLF trrnsmissions are ship communications\ and time and fre
quency··n·,hsmissions. Ships use the frequencies allocated to them, from IO to 110 kHz, \for radio navigation 
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and maritime mobile communications. The time and frequency transmissions operate at frequencies as low 
as 16 kHz (GBR. Rugby, United Kingdom) and 17.8 kHz (NAA, Cutler. Maine). They provide a worldwide 
continuous hourly transmission of stable radio frequencies, standard time intervals, time announcements, 
standard musical pitch, :;;tandarcl audio frequencies and radio propagation notices. Since VLF antennas are 
certafr1 to be inefficient, high powers and the tallest possible masts are used. Thus we find powers in excess of 
I MW transmitted as a rule, rather than an exception. For example, the U.S. Naval Communications Station 
at North-West Cape (Western Australia) has an anten.na fann consisting of 13 very tall masts, the tallest 387 m 
high; the lowest transmitting frequency is 15 kHz. 

10.2.2 Sky Waves 

Even before Sir Edward Appleton's pioneering work in 1925, it had been suspected that ionization of the 
upper parts of the earth's atmosphere played a part in the propagation of radio waves, particularly at high 
frequencies. Experimental work by Appleton showed that the atmosphere receives sufficient energy from fhe 
sun for its molecules to split into positive and negative ions. They remain thus ionized for long periods of 
time. He also showed that thetc were several layers of ionization at differing heights, which (under certain 
conditions) reflected back to earth the high-frequency waves that would otherwise have escaped into space. 
The various layers, or strata, of the ionosphere have specific effects on the propagation of radio waves, and 
must now be studied in detail. · 

Tlie Iottosp1tere and its Effects The ionosphere is the upper portion of the atmosphere, which a~sorbs 
large quantities of radiant e11ergy from the sun, becoming heated and ionized. There are variations in the 
physical properties of the atmosphere, such as temperature, density and composition. Because of this and the 
different types of radiation received, the ionosphere tends to be stratified, rather than regular, in its distribu
tion. The most important ionizing agents are ultraviolet and a, {3, and yradiation from the sun, as well as 
cosmic rays and meteors. The overall result, as shown in Fig. 10.12, is a range of four main layers, D, E, F 1 

and F2; in ascending order. The last two combine at night to form one single layer . 

F1 (equinox) F2 (June) 

Elayer 
100 ~ :.:- .:.- .:.--:.i=::::::::::::::t=:=======:::j:.:-..:.-:.--:.:-:..::...i 

D layer ------+-~~--;,.......~~-+------

• I 

Fregion 

Eregion 
D region 

2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 Approximate limits 

Houfri, local time 

Fig. 10.12 lonosplwric layers and tlteir regular vqriations. (F. R. East, ''The Proper.ties of the Ionosphere 
Wliiclt Affect HF Transmission ,;) 
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The D layer is the lowest, existing at an average height of 70 km, with an average thickness of l O km. The 
degree of its ionization depends on the altitude of the sun above the horizon, and thus it disappears at night. 
It is the least important layer from the point of view of HF propagation. It reflects some VLF and LF waves 
and absorbs MF and HF waves Lo a certain extent. 

The E layer is next in height, existing at about I 00 kn1, with a thickness of perhaps 25 km. Like the D 
layer, it fill but disappears at night; the reason for these disappearances is the recombination of the ions into 
molecules. This is due to the absence of the sun (at night), when radiation is consequently no longer received. 
The main effects of the E layer are to aid MF surfoceawave propagation a little and to reflect some HF waves 
in daytime. ., 

The E, layer is a tb.in layer of very hjgh ionization density, sometimes making an appearance with the E 
layer. It is also called the sporadic E layer; when it does occur, it often persists during the night also. On the 
whole, it does not have an important prut in long-distance propagation, but iL sometimes permits unexpectedly 
good reception. Its causes arc not well understood. 

The F 1 layer, as shown in Fig. 10.12, exists at a height of 180 km in daytime and combines with the F
2 

layer at night, its daytime thickness is about 20 km. Although some HF waves are reflected from it, most pass 
through to be reflected from the F2 layer. Thus the main effect of the F

1 
layer is to provide more absorption 

for HF waves. Note that the absorption effect of this and any other layer is doubled, because HF waves are 
absorbed on the way up and also on the way down. 

The F2 layer is by far the most important reflec-ting medium for highafrequency radio waves. Its approximate 
thickness can he up to 200 km, and its height ranges from 250 to 400 km in daytime. At rught it falls to a height 
of about 300 km, where it combines with the F 1 layer. ltS height and ionization density vary tremendously, as 
Fig. I 0.12 shows. They depend on the time of day, the average ambient temperature and the sunspot cycle (see 
also the following sections dealing with the nonnal and abnonnal ionospheric variations). It is most notice
able that the Flayer persists at night, unlike the others. This arises from a combination of reasons; the first is 
that since this is the topmost layer, it is also the most highly ionized, and hence there is some chance for the 
ionization to remain at night, to some extent at least. 1l1e other main reason is that although ionization density 
is high in this layer, the acwal air density is not, and thus most oftbe molecules in it are ionized. Furthermore, 
this low actual density gives the molecules a large mecmfree path (the statistical average distance a molecule 
travels before colliding with another molecule). This I.ow molecular collision rate in turn means that, in this 
layer, ionization does not disappear as soon as the sun sets. Finally, it must be mentioned that the reasons for 
better HF reception at night are the combination of the F

1 
and F

2 
layers into one Flayer, and the virtual disap

pearance of the other two layers, which were causing noticeable absorption during the day. 

Reflection Mechanism Electromagnetic waves returned to earth by one of the layers oftbe ionosphere ap
pear to have been reflected. ln actual fact the mechanism involved is refraction, and the situation is identical 
to that described in Fig. 10.6. As the ionization density increases for a wave approaching the given layer at an 
angle, so the refractive index of the layer is reduced. (Altematively, this may be interpreted as an increase in 
the conductivity of the layer, and therefore a reduction in its electrical density or dielectric constant.) H~nce 
the incident wave is gradually bent farther and farther away from the nom1al, as in Fig. I 0.6. 

If the rate of change ofrefractive index per unit height (measured in wavelengths) is sufficient, the refracted 
ray wiU eventually become parallel to the layer. It will then be bent downward, finally emerging from the 
ionized layer at an angle equal to the angle of incidence. Some absorption has taken place, but the wave has 
been returned by the ionosphere (well over the horizon if an appropriate angle of incidence was used). 

Tenns attd Definitions The tenninology that has grown up around the ionosphere and sky-wave propaga
tion includes several names and expressions whose meanings are not obvious: The most important of these 
tem,s will now be explained. . · ·, .: 1 I 
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The virtual height of an ionospheric layer is best understood with the aid of Fig. 10.13. This figure shows 
that as the wave is refracted, it is bent down gradually rather than sharply. However, below the ionized layer, 
the incident and refracted rays follow paths that are exactly the same as they would have been if reflection 
had taken place from .a surface located at a greater height, called the virhtal height of this layer. lf rhe virtual 
height of a layer is known, it is then quite simple to calculate the angle of incidence required for the wave to 
retum to ground at a selected spot. 

Projected path 

Actual 
height 

i 
Ground surface 

Virtual 
height 

Fig. 10.13 Actual 1111d virtual heiglits of 1111 ionized layer. 

The critical Ji·equency if;) for a given layer is the highest frequency that wil l be returned down to earth by 
that layer after having been beamed straight up at it. It is important to realize that there is such a maximum, 
and it is also necessary to know its value under a given set of conditions, since this value changes with these 
conditions. It was mentioned earlier that a wave will be bent downward provided that the rote of change of 
ionization density is sufficient, and that this rate of ionization is measured per unit wavelength. It also follows 
that the closer to being vertical the incident ray, the more it must be bent to be returned to earth by a layer. 
The result of these two effects is twofold. Fi.rst. the higher the frequency, the shorter the wavelength, and 
the less likely it is that Lhe change in ionization density will be sufficient for refraction. Second, the closer 
to vertical a given incident ray, the less likely it is to be returned to ground. Either way, this means that a 
maximum frequency must exist, above which rays go through the ionosphere. When the angle of incidence 
is nonnal, the name given to this maximum frequency is critical,frequency ; its value in practice ranges from 
5 to 12 Ml--!z for the F

2 
layer. 

The maximum usableji'equen,y, or MUF, is also a limiting frequency, but this time for some specific angle 
of incidence other than the normal. In fact, if the angle of incidence (between the incident ray and the normal) 
is 8, it follows that 

MUF = _c,_·it_ic_·a_l ... fi_re..,•q_u_en_CJ.:....' 
cosB 

= fcsec e (10.12) 

This is the so-called secant law, and it is very useful in making preliminary calculations for a specific MUF. 
Strictly speaking, it applies only to a flat earth and a flat reflecting layer. However, the angle of incidence is 
not of prime importance, since it is detennined by the distance between the points that are to be joined by a 
sky-wave link. Thus MUF is defined in terms of two such points, rather than in terms of the angle of inci
dence at the ionosphere, it is defined at the highest frequency that can be used for sky-wave communication 
between two given points on earth. It follows that there is a different value ofMUF for each pair of points on 
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the globe. Nonna I values of MUF may range from 8 to 35 MHz, but after unusual solar activity they may rise 
to as high as 50 MHz. The highest working frequency between a given pair of points is naturally 111ade less 
than the MUF, but it is not very much less for reasons that will be seen. 

The skip distance is the shortest distance from a transmitter, measured along the surface of the earth, at 
which a sky wave of fixed frequency (more than};) wlll be returned to earth. That there should be a minimum 
distance may come as a shock. One expects there to be a maximum distance, as limited by the curvature of the 
earth, but nevertheless a definite minimum also exists for any fixed transmitting frequency. The reason for this 
becomes apparent if the behavior of a sky wave is considered with the aid of a sketch, such as Fig. l 0.14. 

When the angle of incidence is made quite large, as for ray l of Fig. 10.14, the sky wave returns to ground 
at a long distance from the transmitter. As this angle is slowly reduced, naturally the wave returns closer and 
closer to the transmitter, as shown by rays 2 and 3. If the angle of incidence is now made significantly less 
than that of ray 3, the ray will be too close to the nonnal to be returned to earth. It may be bent noticeably, as 
for ray 4, or only slightly, as for ray 5. In either case the bending will be insufficient to return the wave, unless 
the frequency being used for communication is less than the critical frequency (which is most unlikely); in 
that case everything is returned to earth. Finally, if the angle of incidence is only just smaller than that of ray 
3, the wave may be ren1rned, but at a distance farther than the return point of ray 3; a ray such as this is ray 6 
of Fig. I 0. 14. This upper ray is bent back very gradua.lly, because ion density is changing very slowly at this 
angle. IL thus returns to earth at a considerable distance from the transmitter and is weakened by its passage. 

-....--:~- Lower 
rays 

i-- - --,-- Skip distance- ---- ~ 

Fig. 10.14 Effects of io11ospherc 011 mys of vnn1i11g incidence. 

Ray 3 is incident at an angle which results in its being retumed as close to the transmitter as a wave of this 
frequency can be. Accordingly, the distance is the skip distance. 1t thus follows that any higher frequency 
beamed up at the angle of.ray 3 will not be returned to ground. It is seen that the frequency which makes a 
given distance correspond to the skip distance is the MUF for that pair of points. 

At the skip distance, only the nonnal, or lower, ray can reach the destination, whereas at greater 'distances 
the upper ray can be received as well, causing interference. This is a reason why frequencies not much below 
the MUF are used for transmission. Another reason is the lack of directionality of high-frequency antennas. 
which is discussed io Section 11.6. If the frequency used is low enough, it is possible to receive lower rays 
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by two different paths after either one or two hops, as shown in Fig. I 0.15, the result of this is interference 
once again. 

Beam angle 

T 

Fig. 10.15 Multipatl, skt;-wnve propagation. 

Two-path 
reception 

The transmission path is limited by the skip distance at one end and the curvature of the earth at the other. 
The longest single-hop distance is obtained when the ray is transmitted tangentially to the surface of the earth, 
as shown in Fig. I 0.16. For the F, layer, this corn:sponds to a maximum practical distance of about 4000 km. 
Since the ~emicircumference of the earth is just over 20,000 km, multiple-hop paths arc often required, and 
Fig. 10.16 shows such a situation. No unusual problems arise with multihop norlh-south paths. However, 
care must be taken when planning long east-west paths to realize that although it is day "here," it is night 
''there," if"there" happens to be on the other side of the terminator. The result of not taking this into account 
is shown in Fig. l 0.16b. A path calculated on the basis of a constant height of the FJ layer will, if it crosses 
the terminator, undershoot and miss the receiving area as shown- the F layer over the target is lower than 
the F, layer over the transmitter. 

Fading is the fluctuation in signal strength at a receiver and may be rapid or slow, genenil or frequency
selective. In each case it is due to interference between two waves which left the same source but arrived at 
the destination by different paths. Because the signal received at any instant is the vector sum of al I the waves 
received, alternate cancellation and reinforcement will result if there is a length variation as large as a half
wavelength between any two paths. ft follows that such fluctuation is more likely with smaller wavelengths, 
i.e., at higher frequencies. 

Fading C811 occur because of intertercnce between the lower and the upper rays of a sky wave; between 
sky waves arriving by a different number of hops or different paths; or even between a ground wave and a 
sky wave especially at the lower end oftbe HF band. lt may also occur if a single sky wave is being received, 
because offiuctuations of height or density in the layer reflecting the wave. One of the more succt!ssful means 
of combating fading is to use space or frequency diversity. 

Because fading is frequency-selective, it is quite possible for-adjacent portions of a signal to fade inde· 
pendently, although their frequency separation is only a few dozen hertz. This is most likely to occur pt the 
highest frequencies for which sky waves are used. It can play havoc with the reception of AM signals, which 
arc seriously distorted by such frequency-selective fading. On the other hand, SSB signals suffer less from 
this fading and may remain quite intelligible under these conditions. This is because the relative amplitude 
of only a portion of the received signal is changing constantly. The effect of fading on radiotelegraphy is to 
introduce errors, and diversity is used here wherever possible. 
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Fig, 10.16 l ong"di.~tanc:e sky-wave transmission paths, (a) Norfh•south; (b) east-west. 

10.2.3 Space Waves 

Space waves generally behave_ with merciful simplicity. They travel in (more or less) straight lines! However, 
since they depend on line-of-:sight conditions, space waves are limited in tbe_ir propagation by the curvature 
of the earth, except in very unusual circumstances. Thus they propagate very much like electromagnetic 
waves in free space, as discussed in Section l 0.1. l . Such a mode of behavior is forced on them because their 
wavelengths are too short for reflection from the ionosphere, and because the ground wave disappears very 
close to the transmitter, owing to tilt. 

Radio Horizon The radio horizon for space waves is about four-thirds as far as the optical horizon. This 
beneficinl effect is caused by the varying dcn$ity of the atmosphere, and because· of diffraction around the 
curvature of the earth. The radio horizon of an antenna is given, with good approximation, by the empirical 
fonnula 

d, ,,,4r,;; ( 10.13) 

where d, "" distance from transmitting antenna, km 

h, "" height of transmitting antenna above ground, m 
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The same formula naturally applies to the receiving antenna. Thus the total distance will be given by ad
dition, as shown in Fig. I 0 . t 7, and by the empirical fom1ula 

d = d
1 
+ dr - 4$, + 4.jh,. (10.14) 

A simple calculation shows that for a transmitting antenna height of 225 m above ground level, the radio 
horizon is 60 km. lfthe receiving antenna is 16 m above ground level, the total distance is increased to 76 km. 
Greater distance between antennas may be obtained by locating them on tops of mountains, but links longer 
than I 00 km arc hardly ever used in commercial communications. 

Fig. 10.17 Radio horizon for space waves. 

General Co11sideratio1is As discussed in detail in Section IO. l.2, any tall or massive objects will ob
struct space waves, since they travel close to the ground. Consequently, shadow zones and diffraction will 
result. This is the reason for the need in some areas for antennas higher than would be indicated by Equation 
(10.14). On the other hand, some areas receive such signals by reflection-any object large enough to cast 
a radio shadow will, if it is a good conductor. cause back reflections also. Thus, in areas in front of it a fonn 
of interference known as "ghosting'' may be observed on the screen of a television receiver. lt is caused by 
the difference in path length (and therefore in phase) between the direct and the reflected rays. This situation 
is worse near a transmitter than at a distance, because reflected rays are stronger nearby. Finally, particularly 
severe interference exists at a distance far enough from the transmitter for the direct and the ground-reflected 
rays to be received simultaneously. 

Microwave Space-wave Propagation All the effects so far described hold true for microwave frequen
cies, but some are increased, and new ones are added. Atmospheric absorption and the effects of precipitation 
must be taken into account. So rnust the fact that at such short wavelengths everything tends to happen very 
rapidly. Refraction, interference and absorption tend to be accentuated. One new phenomenon which occurs 
is superre/i'action, also known as ducting. 

As previously discussed, air density decreases and refractive index increases with increasing height above 
ground. The change in refractive index is normally linear and gradual, but under certain atmospheric condi
tions a layer of warm air may be trapped above cooler air, often over the surface of water. The result is that 
the refractive index will decrease far more rapidly with height than is usual. This happens near the ground. 
often within 30 m of it. The rapid reduction in refractive index (and therefore dielectric constant) will do 10 

microwaves what the slower reduction of these quantities, in an ionized layer, does to HF waves; complete 
bending down takes place, as illustrated in Fig. I 0.18. Microwaves are thus continuously refracted in the 
duct and reflected by the ground, so that they are propagated arow1d the curvature of the earth for distances 
which sometimes exceed 1000 km. The main requirement for the formation of atmospheric ducts is the so
called temperature inversion. This is an in-crease of air temperature with height, instead of the usual decrease 
in temperature of 6 .5°C/km in the "standard atmosphere." Superrefraction is. on the whole, more likely in 
subtropical than in temperate zones. 
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Fig. 10.18 Supcnefrnction it1 (1/mospheric duct. 

10.2.4 Tropospheric Scatter Propagation 

Also known as troposcaller, or forward scatter propagation, tropospheric scatter propagation is a means of 
beyond-the-horizon propagation for UHF signals. It uses certain properties of the troposphere, the nearest 
portion of the atmosphere (within about 15 km oflhe ground). 

Properties As shown in Fig. I 0.19, two directional antennas are pointed so that thei.r beams intersect mid
way between them, above the horizon. If one of these is a UHF transmitting antenna. and the other a UHF 
receiving one, sufficient radio energy will be directed toward the receiving antenna to make this a useful com
munication system. The reasons for the scattering arc ·not fully understood, but there are two theories. One 
suggests reflections from ''blobs" in the atmosphere, similar to the scattering of a searchlight beam by dust 
particles, and the other postulates reflection from atmospheric layers. Either way, this is a permanent state of 
affairs, not a sporadic phenomenon. The best frequendes, which ire also the most often used, arc centered. on 
900, 2000 and 5000 MHz. Even here the actual proportion of f~ard scatter to signals incident on the scatter 
volume is very tiny-between - 60 and -90 dB, or one- millionth to one-billionth of the incident power. High 
transmitting powers are obviously needed. 

Practical Consideratio11s Although forward scatter is subject to fading, with little signal scattered for
ward, it nevertheless fonns a very reliable method of over-the- horizon communication. ft is not affected by 
the abnormal phenomena that afflict HF sky-wave propagation. Accordingly, this method of propagation is 
often used to provide Jong-distance telephone and other communications links, as an alternative to micro
wave Hnks or coaxial cables ovtir rough or inaccessible terrain. Path links are typically 300 to 500 km long. 

Lost No scattering 

scatter~',,, /YT 
-..,), ', ,.,' ,,,,, 

' , -~ , 

Longest path 

Shortest path 

Fig. 10.19 TroJ'OSpheric scatter propnf<nlio11. 
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Tropospheric scatter propagation is subject to two forms of fading. The first is fast. occurring several times 
per minute at its worst, with maximum signal strength variations in excess of20 dB. ll is often called Rayleigh 
fading and is caused by multipath propagation. As Fig. I 0.19 shows. scattering is from a volume, not a poinl, 
so that several paths for propagation exist within the scatter volume. The second form of fading is very much 
slower and i:.; caused by variations in atmospheric conditions along the path. 

It bas been found in practice that the best results are obtained from troposcattcr propagation ifantennas are 
elevated and then directed down toward the horizon . Also, because of the fading problems, diversity systems 
arc invariably employed, with space diversity more common than frequency diversity. Quadruple diversity 
systems are generally employed, with two antennas at either end of the link (all used for transmission and 
reception) separated by distances somewhat in excess of 30 wavelengths. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the following multiple-choice questions 
consists of an incomplete statement followed by four 
choices (a, b, c, and d). Circle the letter preceding 
the line thut correctly completes each sentence. 

l. lndicate which one of the following tenns applies 
to troposcaner propagation: 
a. SIDs 
b. Fading 
c. Atmospheric stonns 
d. Faraday rotation 

2. VLF waves arc used for some types of services 
because 
a. of the low powers required 
b. the transmitting antenrtas are of convenient 

size 
c. they are very reliable 
d. they penetrate the ionosphere easily 

3. Indicate which of the following frequencies 
cannot be used for reliable beyond-the- horizon 
terrestrial communications without repeaters: 
a. 20 kHz 
b. 15 MHz 
c. 900MHz 
d. 12 GHz 

4. High-frequency waves are 
a. absorbed by the F2 layer 
b. reflected by the D layer 
c. capable of use for long-distance communica

tions on the moon 
d. affected by the solar cycle 

5. Distances near the skip distance should be used 
for sky-wave propagation 
a. to avoid tilting 
b. to prevont sky-wave and upper ray interfer

ence 
c. to avoid the Faraday effect 
d. so as not to exceed the critical frequency 

6. A ship-to-ship communications system is plagued 
by fading. The best solution seems to be the use 
of 
a. a more directional antenna 
b. a broadband antenna 
c. frequency diversity 
d. space diversity 

7. A range of microwave frequencies more easily 
passed by the atmosphere than are the others is 
called a 
a. window 
b. critical frequency 
c. gyro frequency range 
d. resonance in the atmosphere 

8. Frequencies in the UHF range nom,ally propagate 
by means of 
a. ground waves 
b. sky waves 
c. surface waves 
d. space waves 

9. Tropospheric scatter is used with frequencies in 
the following range: 
a. HF 
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b. VHF 
C. UHF 
d. VLF 

10. The ground wave eventually disappears, as one 
moves away from the transmitter, because of 
a. interference from the sky wave 
b. loss of line-of-sight conditions 
c. maximum single-hop distance limitation 
d. Lilting 

11 . ln electromagnetic waves, polarization 
a. is caused by reflection 
b. is due to the transverse nature of Lhe waves 
c. results from the longitudinal nature of the 

waves 
d. is always vertical hi an isotropic medium 

12. As electromagnetic waves travel it, free space, 
only one oftbe following can happen to them: 
a. absorption 
b. attenuation 
c. refraction 
d. reflection 

13. The absorption of radio waves by the atmosphere 
depends on 
a. their frequency 
b. Lheir distance from the Lransmittcr 
c. the polarization of the waves 
d. the polarization of the atmosphere 

14. Electromagnetic waves are refraeled when they 
a. pass into a medium of different dielectric 

constant 
b. arc polarized al right angles to the direction of 

propagation 
c. encounter a perfectly conducting surface 
d. pass through a small sloL in a conducting 

plane 

15. Diffraction of electromagnetic wnves 
a. is caused by reflections from the ground 
b. nrises only with spherical wavefronts 
c. will occur when the waves pass through a lnrge 

slot 
d. may occur around the edge of a sharp ob

stacle 

16. When microwave signals follow the curvature of 
the earth, th.is is known as 
a. the F.araday effect 
b. ducting 
c. tropospheric scatter 
d. ionospheric reflection 

J 7. Helical antennas are often used for satelliLc track
ing at VHF because of 
a. troposcatter 
b. superrefraetion 
c. ionospheric refraction 
d. the Faraday effect 

Review Problems 

I. At 20 km in free space from a pojnt source, the power density is 200 µW/m2• What is the power density 
25 km away from this source? 

2. Calculate the power density (a) 500 m from a 500-W source and (b) 36_;000 km from a 3-kW source. Both 
are assumed to be onmidirectional point sources. 

3. A deep-space high~gain antenna and receiver system have a noise figure such that a minimum received 
power of 3. 7 x 10-1R is required for satisfactory conununication. What must be the transmitting power 
from a Jupiter probe. sin1ated 800 million km from the earth? Assume that the transmitting antenna is 
isotropic, and the equivalent area of the receiving antenna lies an area of 8400 m2• 

4. A wave traveling in free space undergoes refraction after entering a denser medium, such that the original 
30° angle of incidence at the boundary between the two media is changed 20°. What is the velocity of 
electromagnetic waves in the second medium? 
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S. A tSO-m antenna, transmitting at 1.2 MHz (and therefore by ground wave), has an antenna current of 8 A. 
·What voltage is received by a receiving antenna 40 km away, witb a height of 2 m? Note that this is a 
typical MF broadcasting situation. 

6. Two points on earth are 1500 km apart and are to communicate by means of HF. Given that this is to be a 
singie-hop transmission, the critical frequency at that time is 7 MHz and conditions are idealized, calculate 
the MUF for those two points if the height of the ionospheric layer is 300 1cm. 

7. A microwave link consists of repeaters at 40~k.Jn intervals. What must be the minimum height of trans
mitting and receiving antennas above ground level (given that they are the same) to ensure line-of-sight 
condition:;'? 

Review Questions 

I . Electromagnetic waves are said to be transverse; what docs this mean? In what way are u·ansverse waves 
different from longitudinal waves? Illustrate each type with a sketch. 

2. Define the tenn power density, and explain why it is inversely proportional to tbe square oithc distance 
from the source. 

3. Explain what is meant by the terms isotmpic source and isotropic medium. 

4. Define and explain field intensity. Relate it to power density with the concept of characteristic impedance 
of free space. 

5. Explain folly the concept of linear polarization. Cao longitudinal waves be polarized? Explain. 

6. Why does the atmosphere absorb some power from waves propagating through it? At what frequencies 
does this absorption become apparent? 

7. Prove that when electromagnetic waves are reflected from a perfectly conducting medium. the angle of 
reflection is equal to the angle of incidence. Hint: Bear in mind that all parts of the wavefront trave-1 with 
the same velocity, and consider what would happen if the two angles were not equal. 

8. What is rej i·action'! Explain under what circumstances it occurs and what causes it. 

9. Pmve; with a diagram, that electromagnetic waves passing from a denser to a rarer medium are bent away 
ft:om the normal. 

I 0. What is interference of.radio waves? What are the conditions necessary for it to happen? 

11. What is meant by the diffraction of radio waves? Under what conditions docs it arise? Under what condi~ 
tion does it not arise'! 

12. Draw up a table showing radio-frequency ranges, the means whereby they propagate and the maximwn 
terrestrial distances achievable under normal conditions. 

13. Describe grmmd-wave propagation. What is the angle of tilt'? How docs it affect field strength at a distance 
from the transmitter? 

14. Describe briefly the strata of the ionosphere and their effects on sky-wave propagation. Why is this propa
gation generally better at night than during the day? 

15. Discuss the reflection mechanism whereby electromagnetic waves are bent back by a layer of the iono
sphere. Include in your discussion a description of the vil'lt/{l/ height of a layer. The fact that the virtual 
height is greater than the actual height proves something about the reflection mechanism. What is this? 
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16. Show, with the aid of a suitable sketch, what happens as the angle of incidence of a radio wave, using 
sky.wave propagation, is brought closer and closer to the vertical. Define the skip distance, and show 
bow it is related to the maximum usable frequency. 

17. What is fading? List its major causes. 

18. Briefly describe the following tenns connected with Sky·wave propagation; virtual height, critical fre· 
quency, maximum usable.frequency, skip distance andfading. 

19. In connection with space-wave propagation, what is the radio horizon? How does it differ from the optical 
horizon? 

20. Write the characteristic impedance relation in terms of permeability and electric penncability of a me
dium. 

21 . What is the relation between field intensity and distance from the source? 



11 
ANTENNAS 

The preceding chapter dealt at length with the various methods of propagation of radio waves, while only 
briefly mentioning how they might be transmjtted or received. This chapter acquaints the s111dent with antenna 
fundamental s and continues with a consideration of simple wire radiators in free space. Several import.ant 
antenna characteristics are defined and discussed. Among them are antenna gain. resistance, bandwidth, 
and beamwidth. Just as the ground has a significant effect on the propagation of waves, so it modifies the 
properties of amennas-hence the effects of ground are discussed in detail. Then, antenna coupling and HF 
antenna arrays are discussed. The fi.nal two major topics are microwave antennas, which are generally the 
most spectacuilar, and wideband antemrns, wb.ich are generally the most complex in appearance. Tbese last 
two subjects occupy more than one-third of the chapter and include antennas with parabolic reflectons. horn 
antennas, lenses, helical antennas, and log-perindic arrays. 

Objectives Upon completing the material in Chapter 11, the student will be able to: 

> Explain the evolution of the basic dipole antenna. 
};, Define the tenn elementa,y doublet (Hertzian dipole). 
~ Cornpute the field strength of the doublet. 
» Determine current and voltage distributions. 
,. Calculate the physical and/or electrical length of an antenna system. 
> Understand the terms antenna gain, effective radiated powe1;field intensity 1•adiation1 resistance band-

width, beamwidth. and polarization. 
»- Recognize the effect of ground on the antenna and antenna height. 
~ Compare the optimum length of an antenna with its effective length. 
» Understand antelllla coupling and its importance to the system. 
,. Recognize the eha.racterisfics of various high-frequency antenna systems. 

I . . 
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11.1 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 
The study of antennas must include a quick review of impedance matching and resona11t circuits. It was 
pointed out that maximum power transfer could be achieved only when the source matched the load. The 
antenna must have the ability to match the transmission line (source impedance 70 fl, coax 300-0 twin lead) 
and the load (the atmosphere, 377 f!) . At radio frequencie-s, and depending on physical length, a wire can be 
an impedance-matching device. 

The antenna also must act somewhat as a resonant circuit; i.e., it must have the ability to transfer energy 
alternately from electrostatic to electromagnetic. If the impedance match is correct, the energy being trans
ferred will radiate energy into the aLmosphere in the same way a transfonncr traasfonns energy from primary 
to secondary. This discussion is an oversimplification of the process encountered in RF transmission but can 
serve as a visual basis for further discussion (sec Fig. 11. I). 

An antenna is a stmcture that is generally a metallic object, often a wire or group of wires, used to convert 
high-frequency current into electromagnetic waves, and vice versa. Apart from their di tferent functions, trans
miuing and receiving antennas have similar characteristics., which means that their behavior is reciprocal. 

The spacing, length, and shape of the device are related to the wavelength :>.. of the desired transmitter 
frequency; i.e., mechanical length is inversely proportional to the numerical value of the frequency. 

T=l/J 

where T "" time 
f - frequency 

(I I.I) 

3XJQ8 
Therefore, for an antenna operating at 50 MHz. t - 1/f"" 0.02 µs, and wavelength = elf = ---

50 X 106 

= 300 m x time µs = 6 m. 

Example 11.1 

If the operntiug frequency of an antenna is 1 MHz then what is its mec,hmtical length? If the operating fre
quenC1J is changed to 10 kHz then by how many times will the mechanical length increase? 

Solution 

Let.J; = I MHz and.fz "" 10 kHz 
Case 1: Mechanical length = 11. - elf; "" 3 X 108/1 X I 06 - 300 m 
Case 2: Mechanical length == :>.. = c~f,_ = 3 x 1 os11 X I 03 = 30,000 m 

Increase in length ~ 30000/300 = 100 times 

11.1.1 Electromagnetic Radiation 

When RF energy is fed into a mismatched transmission line, standing waves occur. See Chapter 10 for more 
details. Energy is lost or radiated into the space surrounding-the line. This process is considered unwanted in 
the transfer of energy to the radiation device. lf we examine this process and expand upo.n it (Fig. 11.2a), we 
can see, by separating the ends of the tr-ansmission line, that more surface area of the wire is exposed to the 
atmosphere and enhances the radiation process. 



(a) 

Primary Secondary 

Fig. 11.1 Tra11smitter-receiver energi; h'ansfer system. 

(b) 
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Fig. 11,2 Evolution of the dipole. (n) Ope11ed-011t transmission line; 
(b) co11d11ctors in li11e; (c) half-wave dipole (cc1tterJed). 
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The radiation efficiency of this system is improved even more when the two wires are bent at 90° (right 
angles) to each other (Fig. 11 .2b). The electric and magnetic fields are now fully coupled to the surrounding 
space instead of being confined between the two wires, and maximum radiation results. This type of radiator 
is called a dipole. When the total length of the two wires is a half wavelength, the antenna is called a half
wave dipole. 

This configuration has similar characteristics to its equivalent length transmis::.ion line (114 A). It results in 
high impedance (Hi Z) at the far ends reflected as low impedance (Lo Z) at the end connected to the trans
mission line. This causes the antenna to have a large current node at the center and large voltage nodes at the 
ends, resulting in maximum radiation. 

11.1.2 The Elementary Doublet (Hertzian Dipole) 

The doublet is a theoretical antenna shorter than a wavelength (Fig. l 1.3a).1t is used as a standard to which 
all otber antenna characteristics can be compared. 

The field strength of this antenna can be cal.culated as follows: 

E; 60n Le I sine 
;t,. 

E ~ magnitude of field strength (µs/m) 
r "" distance 

( ll .2) 
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le "" antenna length 
1 - current amplitude 
8 = the angle of the axis of the wire and the point of maximum radiation 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 11.3 Radiation pattern of the elementan; doublet (Hertzitm dipole). (a) Side vieu.1; 
(b) angle of maximum radiation; (c) lop view. 

As shown in Fig. 11 .3b, the radiation is a double circular pattern, with maximum radiation al 90° to the 
axis of the wire. 

Example 11.2 

If a 1 MHz current flowing in Hertzian dipole of 30-m length is 5 A then what will be the field strength at a 
distance of 1 km and at an angle of 90°? 

Solution 

Let 8 = 90°, Le-30 m,/= I MHz,/= 5 A, r= I km 

Then ')..=elf= 3 X 108/ 1 X 106 = 300 m 

E = [(601tlel)/ lr] sin 0 = [(601t X 30 X 5)/300 X I X 103] sin 90° 
E "" 31t X I 0-3µs/m 

11.2 WIRE RADIATOR IN SPACE 
The following sections discuss the characteristics of antennas isolated from surfaces which will alter or change 
their radiation pattems and efficiency. 

11.2.1 Current and Voltage Distribution 

When an RF signal voltage is applied at some point on an antenna., voltage and current will result at that point. 
Traveling waves are then initiated, and standing waves may be established, which means that voltage and 
current along the anten.na arc out of phase. 

The radiation pattem depends chiefly on the antenna length measured in wavelengths, its power losses, and 
the terminations at its end (if any). In addition, the thickness of the antenna wire is of importance. For this dis
cussion such antennas may be assumed to be lossless and made of wire whose diameter is it1finitely small. 
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Figure J 1.4 shows the voltage and current distribution along a half~wave dipole. We can recognize the 

similarity to the distribution of voltage and current on a section of 3: transmission line open at the far end. 
4 

These voltage and current characteristics are duplicated every ')J2 length, along the antenna (Fig. 11.5). 

I 
"-----.( , • c -, 

~ -------_-) 
Freepolnt -...___/ 

2 

(a) 

V 73'1 

(b) 

Fig. U.4 Voltage and current distrilmtion on a half-wave dipole. 

, • - , I ,. _,_ ..... 

'"'"' 
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Fig. 11.5 Current distribution 011 resonant dipoles. 

By referring to Fig. 11.4, it will become apparent that to connect a transmission line to this antenna 
configuration, we must observe the impedance at the connection points. The impedance varies along the 
length of the antenna, being highest where the current is lowest, and lowest where the current is highest 
(at the center). At the center of a half-wave antenna the impedance is approximately 73 D. and increases to 
about 2500 n at either end. ln order to achieve maximum power transfer, this antenna must be connected 
to a 72-D. transmission line. This method of connection1 the transmission line to the antenna, is sometimes 
referred to as center or current fed. 

11.2.2 Resonant Antennas, Radiation Patterns, and Length Calculations 

Basic resonance theory has taught us that a high Q resonant circuit has a very narrow bandwidth. The same 
holds true for the resonant antenna. The narrow bandwidth establishes the-useful limits for this type of radiator. 
This will be fully covered in Section l I .6.2. 

The radiation pattern of a wire radiator in free space depends mainly on its length. Refer to Fig. 11.6a for 
the standard figure eight pattern of a half wave. Figure l I .6b shows a full wave, Fig. 11.6c a l Vi wavelength, 
and Fig. 11.6d three wavelengths. 

The half-wave antenna has distributed capacitance and inductance and acts like a resonant circuit. The volt
age and current will uot be in phase. If an RF voltmeter is connected from the end of the antenna to ground, a 
large voltage will be mt:asured. lfthe meter lead is moved toward the center, the voltage will diminish. 
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Fig. 11.6 Radiation pn/tcms of various r!!sonantdipolcs. 

The length of the antenna can be calculated using Equation ( 11.3) (the velocity factor of wire is ::::95 percent 
compared to air, which is l ). Then 

L = vel 
< .r 

Example 11.3 

Determine the length of an antenna operating at n frequenC1J of 500 kHz. 

Solution 

where 

L = vet X 0.95(V) • I t 

L. = length in meters 

vel = speed of light 3 X I 08 m)s (or 300 m/µs) 

f - frequency in hertz 

V1 "'" velocity factor 0.95 (sometimes called end effect) 

L = 3 x io& X0.95= 3 x to
8

X 0.95=570m 
• f 5Xl05 

Converted to feet = 3.9 x 570 = 2244 ft 

(l !..3) 
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This value is equal to one complete wavelength, and we can see that an antenna capable of transmitting, 
even at ').)2 (1111.5 ft) or A.14 (555.75 ft), can be quite a structure. This size can become a problem at these 
lower frequencies. Note that ifwe use the value 300 m/MHz (the speed of light), we can quickly calculate the 
physical length of a full-wave antenna in meters by recognizing that frequency and wavelength are inversely 
proportional. 

300/ J.LS 

100 
MHz = 3 m x 0.95 = 2.85 m 

2.85 x 3.9 = 11 . 11 5 ft (FM broadcast band 88 to I 08 MHz) 

This antenna, even at one full wavelength, is an easy structure to erect. 
A half-wave dipole (Fig. I l.6a) is like the elementary doublet (Fig. 11.3), but somewhat flattened. The 

slight flattening of the pattern is due to the reinforcement at right angles to the dipole ( called a figure eight 
pattern). 

When the length of the antenna is one complete wavelength, the polarity of the current in oue·half of the 
antenna is opposite to thaL on the other half (Fig. 11 .6b). As a result of these out-of-phase currents, the radia
tion at right angles rrom this antenna will be zero. The field radiated by one-half of the antenna alters the field 
radiated by the other half. A direction of maximum radiation still exists, but it is no longer at right angles to 
the antetma. For a full-wave dipole, maximum radiation will be at 54° to the antenna. This process has now 
generated extra lobes . There are four in this situation. 

As the length of the dipole is increased to three half wavelengths, the current distribution is changed to 
that of Fig. 11.6c. The radiation from one end of the antenna adds to that from the other, at right angles, but 
both are partially canceled by the radiation from the center, which carries a current of opposite polarity. There 
is radiation at right angles to the antenna, but it is not reinforced; therefore lobes in this direction are minor 
lobes. The direction of maximum radiation, or of major lobes, is closer to the direction or axis of the dipole 
itself, as shown in Fig. 11.6d. 

As we continue increasing the length, we increase the number of lobes, and the direction of the major to hes 
is brought closer or more aligned in the direction of the dipole. By looking closely at the patterns emerging, 
we can see that there are just as many radiation lobes on one side of the dipole as there are current lobes of 
both polarities. The I Vi (3/2 11.,) wavelength has three radiation lobes on each side, and a 3-t.. antenna bas six 
(Fig. 11 .6d). 

11.2.3 Nonresonant Antennas (Directional Antennas) 

A nouresonant antenna, like a properly tenuinated transmission line, produces no standing waves. They are 
suppressed by the use of a correct termination resistor and no power is reflected, ensuring that only forwarding 
travel ing waves will exist. In a correctly matched transmission line, all the transmitted power is dissipated in 
the tenni.nating resistande. When an antenna is terminated as in Fig. l l.7a, about two-thirds of the fotward 
power is radiated; the remainder is dissipated in the antellila. 

As seen in Fig. 11. 7, the radiation patterns of the reson.ant antenna and a nonresonant one are similar 
except for one m3:jor difference. The nonresonant antenna is unidirectional. Standing waves exist on the 
resonant antenna, caused by the presence of both a reflected traveling wave and the forward traveling incident 
wave. The radiation pattern of the resonant ante1rna consists of two parts, as shown in Fig. 11 .Ba and b, due 
to the forward and reflected waves. When these two processes are combined1 the results are as shown in Fig. 
11 .8c, and the familiar bidit·ectionaf pattern results. 
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Antenna 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11.7 Nonreson,mt ante111111. (a) Layout and current distribution; (b) radiation pattern. 

(a) (b) 

(C) 

Fig. 11.8 Synthesis of resonant antenna radiation pattern. (n) Due to forward wave; 
(b) due to revm;e wave; (c) combined pattern. 

11.3 TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 
The preceding section showed that the radiation pattern of a wire anten.na is complex, and some way must be 
found of describing and defining it. Again, something must be said about the effective resistance of antennas, 
their polarization and the degree to which they concentrate their radiation. We will now describe and define a 
number of important terms used in connection with ante~nas and their radiation panems. 

11.3.1 Antenna Gain and Effective Radiated Power 

Certain types of antennas focus their r-adiation pattern in a specific direction, as compared to an omnidirectional 
antenna. Another way of looking at this concentration of the radiation is to say that some antennas have gain 
(measured u-1 decibels). 

Directive Gain Directive gain is defined as the ratio of the power density in a particular direction of one 
antenna to the power density that would be radiated by an omnidirectional antenna (isotropic antenna). The 
power density of both types of antenna is measured at a specified distance, and a comparative ratio is est~b
lished. 
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The gain of a Hertzian dipole with respect to an isotropic antenna = 1.5: I. Gain in dB == IO log10 1.5 
= 1.76 dB. 

The gain of a half-wave dipole compared to the isotropic antenna = 1.64: 1. Gain in dB = IO log10 1.64 
= 2.15 dB. 

The wire antennas discussed in the preceding section have gains that vary from 1.64 (2 .15 dB) for a half
wave dipole lo 7.1 (8.51 dB) for an eight-wave dipole. These figures are for resonant antennas in free space. 
Similar nonresonant antennas have gains of 3.2 (5.05 dB) and 17.4 ( 12.4 dB) respectively. 1\vo sets of char
acteristics can be obtained from the previous infonnation: 

l. The longer the antenna, the higher the directive gain. 

2. Nonrcsonant antennas have higher directive gain than resonant antennas. 

Directivity attd Power Gain (ERP) Another form of gain used in connection with antennas is power 
gain. Power gain is a comparison of the output power ofaa antenna in a certain direction to that ofan isotro
pic antenna. The gain of an antenna is a power ratio comparison between an omnidirectional and unidirec
tional radiator. This ratio can be expressed as: 

A(dB) = 10 log'°(Pi ) 
Pi 

where A(dB) = antenna gain in decibels 

P1 = power of unidirectional antenna 

P2 = power of reference antenna 

Example 11.4 

(11.4) 

A half-wave dipole a11te1ma is capable of radiating 1-kW and has a 2.15-dB gain over a,1 isotropic antenna. 
How much power must be delivered to the isotropic (omnidirectional) a11te1111a, to match the field-strettgth 
directional antcm,a? 

Solution 

A(dB) = 10 Jogui(Pi) 
fl 

2.15 '"' 10 log10(~) 
1000 

- ( Pz ) 0.2 ( 5 - Jog
10 

- -
1000 

I 0 0.21s = (_!i_) 
1000 

1.64 = (-1.) 
1000 

P1 = 1.64 X 1000 

P l:= 1640W 
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Another set of tenns is also used in describing the performance of a transmitting system. One tenn is 
effective radiated power (e1p). It applies to the field gain of the antenna and the efficiency of the transmitter. 

Example 11.5 

{fan antenna. has a field gain ( expressed in voltage) of 2, and the transmitter has an overall efficienct; of 50 
percent (the circuit and transmission line losses) then, if n 1-kW signal is fed to the finals, this will result in 
500 W being fed to the antenna. What is the erp? 

Solution 

erp "' P0 X field gain2 

erp "" 500 X 2i 

erp =- 2000 W 

11.3.2 Radiation Measurement and Field Intensity 

The voltages induced in a receiving anterma are very small, generally in the microvolt range. Field strength 
measurements are thus given in microvolts per meter. 

Field llltensit1J The field strength (field intensity) of an antenna~ radiation, at a given poit1! in ::.pace, is 
equal to the amount of voltage ind11ced in a wire antenna 1 m long, located al that given po inf. 

The field strength, or the induced voltage, is affected by a number of conditions such as the time of day, 
atmospheric conditions, and distance. 

11.3.3 Antenna Resistance 

Radiation resistance is a hypothetical value which, if replaced by an equivalent resistor, would dissipate exactly 
the same amount of power that the anten.na would radiate. "" 

Radiation Resistance Radiation resistance is the ratio of the power radiated by the w1tenna to the square 
of the current at the feed point. 

Antenna Losses and Efficiency In addition to the energy radiated by an antenna, power losses must be 
accounted for. Antenna losses can be caused by ground resistance, corona effects, imperfect dialectric near 
the antenna, energy loss due to eddy currents induced into nearby metallic objects, and flR losses in the 
antenna itself. We can combine these losses and represent them as shown in Equation ( I LS). 

P • P + P In d rod 

where Pin"" power delivered to the feed point 

Pd "" power lost 

P md "" power actually radiated 

Example 11.6 

(1 1.5) 

If an antenna with a total loss of 25% ·is fed with a signal of 800 watts, how much of it-is ac4ially radiated? 



Solution 

Input power = Pin = 800 W 

Power lost Pd = 0.25 X 800 = 200 W 

Hence, power radiated= P;. - Pd= 800 W - 200 W "" 600 W 

Converting Equation (11.5) to PR tenns, we may state the equation as follows. 

PR;.= /2Rd + /2Rr•d 

R;. =Rd+ R,.d 

From this expression we can now develop an equation for calculating antenna efficiency. 

fl "" Rrnd X 1 00% 
~,d + Rt1 o 

Rd """ antenna resistance 

Rrnd "" antenna radiation resistance 
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( 11.6) 

Low~and medium-frequency antennas are least efficient because of difficulties in achieving the proper 
physical (resonant) length. These antennas can approach efficiencies of only 75 to 95 percent. Antennas at 
higher frequencies can easily achieve values approaching I 00 percent. Radiation resistance values may vary 
from a few ohms to several hundred ohms depending on the choice of feed points and physical and electrical 
characteristics. 

Example 11.7 

If antenna radiation resistance is 100 n and tlte radiation efficienC1J is 75%, what is the antenna resistance? 

Solutlon 

fl = (R,./Rr•d + Rd) X 100% 

Rrad + Rd = R,./TJ 

Rd= R'"jTJ - Rrad = (100/0.75)- 100 

Rd= 33.33 !1 

11.3.4 Bandwidth, Beamwidth, and Polarization 

Bandwidth, beamwidth, and polarization are three important terms dealing respectively with the operating 
frequency range, the degree of concentration of the radiation pattern, and the space orientation of the radiated 
waves. 

Battdwidt1t T he term bandwidth refers to the range of frequencies the antenna will radjate effectively; 
i.e., the antem1a. will pe1form satisfactorily throughout this range of frequencies. When the antenna power 
drops to Yi (3 dB), the upper and lower extremities of these frequencies have been reached and the antenna 
no longer pe,jorms satisfactorilA 
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Antennas that operate over a wide frequency range and still maintain satisfactory performance must have 
compensating circuits switched into the system to maintain impedance matching, thus ensuring no deteriora
tion of the transmitted signals. 

Beamwidtlt The beamwidth of an antenna is described as the angles created by comparing the half-power 
points (3 dB) on the main radiation lobe to it:s maximum powe-r point. J_n Fig. I I .9, as an example, the beam 
angle is 30°, which is the sum of the two angles created at the points where the.field strength drops to 0.707 
(field strength is measured in µJV/m) of the maximum voltage at the center of the lobe. (These points are 
known as the half-power points.) 

Polarization Polarization of an antenna refers to the direction in space of the E field ( electric vector) por
tion of the electromagnetic wave being radiated (Fig. 11 . 10) by the transmitting system. 
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Fig.11.9 Beamwidth. 
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Low-frequency antennas are usually verticaJly polarized because of groillld effect (reflected waves, etc.) 
and physical construction methods. Highpfrequency antennas are generally horizontally polarized. Horizontal 
polarization is the more desired of the two because of its rejection to noise made by people, which is, for the 
most part, vertically polarized. 

11.4 EFFECTS OF GROUND ON ANTENNAS 
The interaction of ground with antenna impedance and radiation characteristics has been touched on previ
ously. Now is the time to go into a. more detailed discussion of the interaction (see Fig. l 1 . 11 ). 

_Q_ 

Fig. 11,11 Radiatio11 patterns of a11 1111gro1.mded /ialf-wave dipole located at varying heights above the ground. 
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Fig. 11.12 Ungrounded antcrma a11d image. 

11.4.1 Ungrounded Antennas 

As was shown in the preceding chapter, when a radiation source is placed near a reflecting surface, the signal 
received at any distant point is the vector sum of the direct (sometimes called the incident) wave and the 
reflected wave. To simplify the explanation, an image antenna is visualized to exist below the earth's surface 
and is a true mirror image of the actual antenna (Fig. 11.12). 

When a wave is reflected, its polarity i.s changed by 180°. If direct and reflected waves of equal magnitude 
and phase angle arc ~eceived at exactly the same time, the two signals will cancel each other out (the vector 
sum is equal to zero). This condition is rarely achieved in reality, but combinations of this effect can cause 
reception to fade (if the signals are out o_f phase) or increase (if the reflections happen to be in phase, i.e., 
voltage vector addition). 
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11.4.2 Grounded Antennas 

If an antenna is grounded, the earth still acts as a mirror and becomes pari of the radiating system. The 
ungrounded antenna with its image fo111:1s a dipole array, but the bottom of the grounded antenna is joined to 
the top of the image. The system acts as an antenna of double size. Thus, as shown in Fig. 11.13a, a grounded 
quarter-wave vertical radiator effectively has a quarter-wavelength added to it by its image. The voltage and 
current distributions on such a grounded ')J4 antenna (commonly called the Marconi antenna), are the same 
as those of the half-wave dipole in space and are shown in Fig. 11.13b. 

The Marconi antenna has one important advantage over the ungrounded, or Hertz antenna: to produce any 
given radiation pattern, it need be only half as high. On the other hand, since the ground here plays such an 
important role in producing the required radiation patterns, the ground conductivity must be good. Where it 
is poor, an artificial ground is used, as described in the next section. 

The radiation pattern of a Marconi antenna depends on its height, and a selection of patterns is shown in 
Fig. 11.14. ft is seen that horizontal directivity improves with height up to a certain point (5/8 A), after which 
the pattern " lifts off' the ground. 
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Fig. 11.13 Grounded n11te1111ns. (a) Antenna. and image; (b) voltage rind current 
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The effect is caused by cancellation of the wave in the horizontal direction because of opposing curre.nrs 
in the various parts of an antenna at this effective height. 

11.4.3 Grounding Systems 

The earth has generally been assumed to be a perfect conductor so far. This is often not the case. For this reason 
the best ground system for a vertical grounded radiator is a network of buried wires directly under the antenna. 
This network consists of a large number of "radials" extending from the base of the tower, like spokes on a 
wheel, and placed between 1 S and 30 cm below the ground. Each radial wire has a length which should be at 
least ,J4, and preferably Al2. Up to 120 such wires may be used to good advantage, and the whole assembly is 
then known as a ground screen. A conductor joining all the radials, at a distance ofabout half the radial length, 
is often employed. The far end of each radial is grounded, i.e., attached to a metal stake which is driven deeply 
into the subsoil (especially if this is a better conductor than the topsoil, as in sandy locations). 

A good ground screen will greatly improve the field strength and distance of Marconi an tennas, especially 
those used for medium- frequency broadcasting. The improvement is most pronounced for short antennas 
(under ,J4 .in height), ancl(or with soils of poo~ conductivity. Even an antenna between '}./4 and V)., on soil 
with good conductivity, will have its radiation pattern improved noticeably. 

Where a ground screen is not practical, a counte1poise is used.Acounterpoisc consists ofa systern of radials, 
supported aboveground and insulated from it. The supports should be few and far between and made of a mate~ 
ria(suc_h as metal rods, with low dielectric losses. The counterpoise would be a substitute for a groun.d screen 
in areas of low ground conductivity, i.e., rock, mountains, and antennas on top of buildings (Fig. 11 .15). 

Ground 
. screen 

Metal 

Fig. 11.15 Radin/ ground system for vertical ante1111n systems. 

11.4.4 Effects Qf Anten_na Height 
I 

At low and medium frequencies, where wavelengths are long, it often becomes impracticable to use an antenna 
ofre~onant length. The vertical antennas used at those frequencies are too short electrically. This creates situ-
ations which' will be discussed next. . . . ' : 

Top Loading The actual antenna height should be at· least a quarter-wavelength, but where this is not 
possible, the effective height should corrospond,to 'JJ4. An antenna much shorter than this is not an efficient 
radiator and has a poor input impedance with a low resistance and a large capacitive reactance component. 
The-input impedance at the base-of a ,Jg Marconi antenna is only abo4t (8 - j500)!1. With this low value of 
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radiation resistan-ce, antenna efficiency is low. Because of the large capacitive component, matching to the 
feeder transmissioll line is difficult. This second problem can be partly overcome by an inductance placed in 
series with the antenna. This does not increase the resi stive component of the impedance but docs effectively 
lengthen the antenna. 

t 

Height"'~ . 4 

t 
l 

Height under ! 
4 

Fig. 11.16 Top loading. 

A good method of increasing radiation resistance is to bave a horizontal portion at the top of the antenna. 
The effect of such top loading, as shown in Fig. 11 .16, is to increase the current at the base of the antenna, 
and also to make the current distributi01.1 more uniform, Top loading may take the form of a single horizontal 
pi~ce, resulting in the inverted-Land T antennas of Fig. 11'. l 6. It may ·also take the form of a "to·p· hat," as 
shown in Fig. 11.1 7. The top hat also has the effect ·of addi!"lg capacitance in series with the anterum, thus 
reducing its total capacitive input reactance. 

The radiation pattern of a top-loaded antenna is similar to that of the basic Marconi, because the current 
distribution is almost the same, as shov.rn in Fig. 11 .16. Since the current in the horizontal portion is much 
smaller than in the vertical part, the antenna is stiU considered to be vertically polarized. More often than not, 
the decision as to what type of top load to use and how much of it to bave is dictated by the facilities avail
able and costs, rather than by optimum design factors. We might add that design in this case is often inspired 
guesswork, especially in the case of top-loaded tapering towers. 

Optimum Length When considering MF (medium-frequency) antennas, we should note that there 
are times when an antenna is too tall. Fig. 11.14 rev_eals this. An antenna whose height is a wavelength is 
useless for ground-wave propagation, because it radiates nothing along the ground. An optimum height must 
exist somewhere between "too short" and a full wavelength. A further check of Fig. l L.14 reveals that the 
horizontal field strength increases with height, up to about 5/8 11.. Unfortunately, when the height of the 
antenna exceeds Al2, other lobes a.re formed . Depending on their strength and angle, their interaction will 
cause objectionable sky-wave interference. This holds true for all vertical rad.i~tors taller than about 0.53 A, 
so that this height is not exceeded in practice for antennas used in ground-wave propagation. 

Effective Lengtl, The term effective electrical length has been used on a number of occasions and must 
now be explained. It refers to the fact that antennas behave as though (electrical.ly) they were taller than their 
physical height. The first reason for this is the effect of top loading. The second reas_on is generally called 
end effects, the result of P.hysical antennas h,avi,ng finite thickness, inst~ad of being infinitely thin, In conse
quei'tco1, the_.12ropagatiqn velocity within the antenna is some 2 to 8 percent less than in free space, so that the 
wavelengt_h wifh1.n thl>-e.nrcri!na is sht>rter-.-by th~.sitme amount The antenna thus appears longer than if wave
length had be~n calculated 011 the basis of velocity- i:ii free'space;''Fi-nally,. if the'cross section.of the antenna is 
nonuni fom,, as in Lapered towers, this last ~ituation is further complicated. 

For all the preceding reasons, it is standard procedure to build these antermas slightly taller tha11 needed and 
Lhen to trim them down ro she. This procedure is generally more effective than length calculation or from ch'arts 
available in antenna handbooks and can be accomplished by using an SWR meter and a trimming tool. 
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11.5 ANTENNA COUPLING AT MEDIUM FREQUENCIES 
' Low-and medium-frequency antennas are the ones least likely to be of resonant effective height and are 

therefore the least likely to have purely resistive input impedances. This precludes the connection of such an 
antenna directly, or via transmission line, lo the output tank circuit of a tnmsmitter. Some sort of matching 
network will have to be used. 

'I 

11.5.1 General Considerations , .. 
A co11pling network, or antenna co11pler, is a network composed of reactances anti transformers, which may 
be lumped or distributed. The coupling network is said to provide impedance matching and is employed for 
any or all of the followingTeusons: 

l. To lune out the reactive component of the antenna impedance, making the impedance appear resistive to 
the transmitter; other.vise detuning wi ll take place when the antenna is connected. This function invol,ves 
the provision of variable reactances. ' . , , 

2. To provide the transmitter (and also transmission line, if used) with the correct value of load resistance. 
This involves baving one or n~qry ,adjustap.le u·m1~fonners. , ,, 

3. To prevent the illegal radiation of spurious freque11cies from the system as a whole. This function req1.1-ires 
the presence offiltering, generally low-pass, since the spurious frequencies are most likely to be hannon
ics of the transmitter's frequency. 

It should be noted that tbe first two functions apply to low- and medium- frequency tramsmitters.,.Thc 
last requirement applies equally at all frequencies. One other consideration sometimes applies, specifically 
to transmitters in which U1c output tank is series-fed and single-tuned. Here the antenna coupler must also 
prevent' the de supply from reachi ng the antenna. If this is nol done, two serious problenis wi ll ari'se; antdpna 
insulation difficulties and danger to operators. The danger will be cau.i;ed by the fact that, where RF bums are 
serious and painful, those coming from the de high-voltage supply to the power amplifi~r are fatal. 

..-,1 

11.5.2 Selection of Feed Point 

The half-wave dipole antennas presented so far have mostly been drawn with the feeding generator connected 
to ihe center. Although many practical antennas are fed in this way, the arrangement is by no means essential. 
The point at which a particular aotenna is fed is detennined hy several considerations, of which perhaps the 
most impotiant is the antenna impedance. This varies frorn point to point along the antenna, so that some 
considerati(ln of different options is necessary. 

Voltage and Current Feed When a dipole has an effective length lhal is resonant (equal lo physical length), 
tbe impedance at its center will be purely resistive. This impedance will be high if !here is a curre11111ode at 
the center, as with a full-wavelength antenna, or low if th~rc is a voltal(e node at the center, as with a half
wave dipole. An antenna is said to be current-fed if it is fed at a point of current maximum. A center-fotl half
wave dipole or Marconi antenna is current-fed. A center-fed fu ll-wave antenna is said to be voltage-fed. 

Feed-point Impeda11ce The current is maximum in the center and zero at the ends of a half-wave dipole in 
space, or a grounded quarter-wave Marconi , whereas the voltage is just the reverse. In a practical antenn.1 thl: 
voltage or current values will be low (not zero) so that the ante1ma impedance will be fi nite at those points. 
We have several thousands of ohms at the ends, and 72 5 l in the center, both values purely resistive. Broadcast 
antennas are often center-fed in prnctice, 72 ,0 being a useful Impedance from the point of view of tmnsmis
sion lines. It is for this reason that antennas, although called grounded, are often insulated from the ground 
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electrically. The base of the antenna stands on an insulator close to the ground and is fed between ~asc and 
ground, i.e., at the center of the antenna-image system. 

11.5.3 Antenna Couplers 

Although all antenna couplers must fulfill the three requirements outlined in Section 11.5.1 , there are still 
individual differences among them, governed by how each antenna is fed. This depends on whether a trans
mission line is used, whether it is balanced or unbalanced and what value of standing-wave ratio is caused 
by the antenna. 

Directly Fed Antennas These antennas are coupled to their transmitters without transmission lines, gen
erally for lack of space. To be of use, a line connecting an antenna to its transmitter ought to be at least a 
half-wave in length, and at least the first quarter-wave portion of it should come away at right angles to the 
antenna. This may be difficult to accomplish, especially at low frequencies, for shipboard transmitters or 
those on tops of buildings. 

Figure 11.17 a shows the simplest method of direct coupling. The impedance seen by the tank circuit is 
ad}usted by ·moving coil L1, or by changing the number of turns with a traveling short circuit. To tune out the 
antenna reactance1 I.lither C1 or L1 is shorted out1 and the other component is adjusted to suit. This is the simplest 
coupling network, but by no means the best, especially since it does not noticeably attenuate harmonics. 

The pi (1t} coupler of Fig. 1 I .17b is a much better configuration. It·affords a wider reactance range and is 
also a low-pass filter, giving adequate harmonic suppression. It will notprovide·satisfactory coupling if the 
'antenna is very short, due to its capacitive input impedance. lt is better, under those conditions, to increase 
the height of the antenna. 

Coupling w#h a Transmission Line The requir~ments are shnilar to those already discussed. Balanced 
lines, and therefore balanced coupling networks, are often used, as Sh!)wn in Fig. 11 .18. The output tal,lk i_s _tuned 
accordi.ngly, and facilities must be provided to ensure that the two legs of the coupler can be kept balanced. At 
higher frequencies distributed components such as quarter-wave transformers and stubs can be used. 

c, 

(a) 

RFC 

.. 
(b) 

, , 

Fig. 11.17 An.ten1111 coupling. (a) Qirect coupler; (b) 1t coupler. 
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11.5.4 Impedance Matching with Stubs and Other Devices 

When the characteristic impedance of a transmission line is not equal to the impedance of an antenna, quar
ter- or half-wave stubs can be utilized as matching transforn1ers. These stubs are generally constructed from 
a low-loss metallic material of predetermined length and arc connected as shown in Fig. 11 .19a. 

· This method ofrnatching the antenna to the feed line is accomplished simply by connecting the coax, or 
the twin lead, to the stub and sliding the connections up or down the stub until the proper SWR is indicated 
by a meter connected in the system. 

To detennine the characteristic impedance of the matching section, Equation ( 11 . 7) can be used. 

Z=-ZZ 
• r 

Fig. 11.18 Symmetrical 1t coupler. 

Full wave 
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Delta matchir:ig 
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Transmission 
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Fig. 11.19 (a) Stub mid (b) delta mntchiltg. 

Example 11.8 

I 
(11.7) 

,1 

If the impedance of the transmission line is 5 n and tlte impedance of the antenna is 1d then what is the 
characteristic impedance of the'1natching fectiott? 
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Solution 

• I 

where 

z ... ztz, 
Z = 5 X 70 .,. 350 0. 

z. = impedance of the transmission line 
· , z,i,,,, impedance of the antenna 

r. . • - . 

It should be noted that tJ1e Lenn reflected impedance is commonly used with these matching devices. 
Figure l L 19a shows a quarter-wave OJ4) sh1b acting as a matching transformer between a coaxial feed 

line an,d m1 end fed half-wave ()J2) antenna. As shown in the figure, when the feed line end is shorted (0 H), 
it is said to reflect the opposite of its termination impedance, each A./4, i.e., oo, which can match the high end 
impedance of the antenna. 

Another comrnonly used method of impedance matching, especially where cost may be a factor. is the 
delta (/1) match. This method is accomplished by spreading the ends of the feed line (Fig. 11 .19b) and adjust
ing the spacing until optimum perfonnance is reached.. This method has some disadvantages but is quick and 
inexpensive. 

11.6 DIRECTIONAL HIGH-FREQUENCY ANTENNAS 
HF antennas are likely to differ from lower-frequency ones for two reasons. These are the HF transmission/ 
reception requirements and the ability to meet them. Since much of HF communication is likely to be point
to-point. the requirement is for fairly concentrated beams instead ofomnidirectional radiation. Such radiation 
patterns are achievable at HF, because of the shorter wavelengths. Antennas can be constructed with overall 
dimensions of several wavelengths while retaining a 11).anageable size. 

11.6.1 Dipole Arrays 

An antenna. array is a radiation system consisting of grouped radiators, or elements (Fig. I 1.20). These are 
placed close together su as to be within each other's induction field. They therefore interact with one another 
to prodw.:e a resulting radiation pattern that is the vector sum of the in<lividual ones. Wl1ether reinforcement or 
canceUation take:,; place in any given direction is determined not only by the individual characteristics of each 
clement, but also by the spacing between clements, as measured in wavelengths, and the phase difference (if 
any) between the various feed points. By suitably arranging an array, it is possible to cause panem cancella
tions and reh1forcements of a nature that will res·ult in tlje array's having strongly directional characteristics. 
Gain1:; well i.n excess of 50 are not uncommon, especially at the top end of the high-frequency ban<l.. It is also 
possible ~o use an array tp obtain~ .onmidirectio1~al rad'.ation pattern in the horizontal. plane, as with tun'.stile 
arrays (Fig. 11.20b) used for televtston broadcastmg. It 1s generally true to say that HF arrays are more ltkely 

I 

to be used to obtain directional behavior rather than to create omnidirectional patterns. 

Parasitic Elements It is not necessary for all the elements of an array to be cmrnected to the output of the 
transmitter, al though this docs, in fact, happen in quite a number of arrays. A radiating element so connected 
is called a driven element, whereas an element not connected is called a parasitic element. Such a parasitic 
element receives energy through tbe induction field created by a driven element, rather tban by a direct con
nection to the n·,msrnissi.on line. As a generalization, a parasitic element longer than the driven one and close 
to it reduces signal strength in its own direction and ,i11creascs it in the opposite direction . rt acts in a manner 
:similar to fl conoav,e rni1wr in optics and is called a r~flectot (Fig. 11.20) .. A parasitic element shorter than 
the drive~ one from which it receives ener~ te~ds to incrpase radiati~n. i~ its own d!rec~ion aud therefore 
behaves like the convergent convex lens, wh1.ch 1s called a ti/rector. Tlus ts illustrated 111 Fig. 11 .20. 
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Fig. 11.20 (n) Driven n11d pamsilic elements in n11 nrray 1111d (b) ho1·izo11t11l dipole t11mslile, 
rndintion pnttem, and slncked nrray. 

The large variety of types of arrays consist as a rule of dipoles arranged in specific physical patterns and 
excited in various ways, as the conditions require. 

Broadside Array Possibly the simplest array consists of a nwnber of dipoles of equal size, equally spaced 
along a straight line (i.e., collinear), with all dipoles fod in the same phase from the same source. Such an 
arrangement is called a broadside array and is shown in Fig. 11 .21 , together with the resulting pallcm. 

The broadside array is strongly directional al right angles to the plane of the array, while radiating very 
little in the plane. The name comes from the naval term broadside. If some point is considered along the line 
perpendicular to the plane of the array, it is seen that this distant point is virtually equidistant from all the 
dipoles forming the array. The individual radiations, already quite strong in that direction, are reinforced. In 
the direction of the plane, however, there is little radiation, because the dipoles c;io notrndiate in the direction 
in wl~icb they point, and because of cancellation in the direction of the line joining the center. This happens 
because any distant point along that line is no longer equidistant from all the dipoles, which wilrtbcrefore cancel 
each other's radiation in that di.rcction (all the more so if thei.r separation is ')J2, which it very often is). 

I 
(a) (b) 

Fig.11.21 (n) Broadsid~ nrmy and (b) concep/11aliud rndiatio11 pattern. 
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Typical antenna lengths in tbe broadside array are from 2 to 10 wavelengths, typical spacings are ')J2 or A., 
and dozens of elements may be used in the one array. Note that any an'8y that is directional at right angles to 
the plane of the array is said to have broadside action. 

End-fire A1't'ay The physical arrangement of the end-fire array is almost the same as that of the broadside 
array. However, although the magnitude of the current in each element is still the same as in every other ele
ment, there is now a phase difference between these currents. This is progressive from left to right in Fig. 
11.22, as there is a phase lag between the succeeding clements equal in hertz to their spacing in wavelengths. 
The pattern of the end-fire array, as shown is quite different from tbat of the broadside array. It is in the plane 
of the array, not at right angles to it, and is unidirectional rather than bidirectional. Note that any array with 
that pattern arrangement is :,,aid to have end-fire action. 

There is no radiation at right angles to the plane of the array because of cancellation. A point along the line 
perpendicular to the plane of the array is still equidistant from al! the elements, but now the first and third 
dipoles are fed out of phase and therefore cancel each other's radiation, as do the second and fourth dipoles, 
and so on. With the usual dipole spacing of ').)4 or 3')J4, not only will there be cancellation at right angles to 
the plane of the array, as just described, but also in the direction from right to left in Fig. 11.22. Not only is 
the first dipole closer by ')J4 to some distant point in that direction (so that its radiation is 90° ahead of that 
from the second dipole) but it also leads the second dipole by 90°, again by virtue of lhe feed method. The 
radiations from the first two dipoles will be 180° out of phase in this direction and will cancel, as wHI the 
radiations from the third and fourth dipoles, and so on. In the direction from left to right, the physical phase 
difference between the dipoles is made up by the phase difference in feeding. Therefore addition takes place, 
resulting in strong unidirectional radiation. 

Dipoles 

j~l 111 i 1 
/'~it~ 111 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11.22 (a) End-fire array and pattern and (b) conceptttalized radiation. • I 

Both the end-fire and broa'dside arrays are called linear, and both are resonant since they consist of resonant 
elements. Similarly, as with any high Q resonant circuit,. both arrays have a narrow bandwidth, which makes 
each of them particularly suitable for single-frequency transmission, but not so useful for reception where the 
requirement is generally the ability to receive over a wide frequency range. 

11.6.2 Folded Dipole and Applications 

As shown in Fig. 11 .23, the folded dipole is a single antenna, but it consists of two elements. The first is fed 
directly while the second is coupled inductively at the ends. The radiation pattern of the folded dipole is the 
same as that of a straight dipole, but its input impedance is greater. This may be shown by noting (Fig. 11.23) 
that if the total current fed in is / and the two anns have equal diameters, then the current in each arm is //2. 
lfthls had been a straight dipole, the total would have flowed in the first (and only) am1. Now with the same 
power applied, only half the ~urrent flows in the first ann, and thus the input impedance is four times that of 
the stra1g~t dipole. Hence R, -=> 4 X 72 = 288 fl for a half-wave folded dipole with equal diameter am1s. 
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Fig. 11.23 Folded dipole. 

If elements of unequal diarnetcrs are used, traosfonnation ratios from 1.5 to 25 are practicable, and if 
greater ratios are required, more anns can be used. Although the folded dipole has the same radiation pallem 
as the ordinary dipole, it has many agvantages: its higher input impedance and its 1:,1Tcater bandwidth, as well 
as ease and cost of constrnction and impedance matching. 

The Yagi-Uda Antenna A Yagi-Uda antenna is an array consisting of a driven element and one or more 
parasitic clements. They are arranged collinearly and close together, as shown in Fig. 11 .24, together with the 
optical equivalent and the radiation pattcm. 

Since it is relatively unidirectional, as the radiation pattem shows, and has a moderate gain in the vicin
ity of 7 dB, the Yagi antenna is used as an HF transmitting antenna. rt is also employed at higher frequen
cies, particularly as a VHF television receiving antenna. The back lobe of Fig. 11.24b may be reduced, and 
thus the fi'ont-to -back ratio of the antenna improved, by bringing the radiators closer. However, this has the 
adverse effect of lowering the input impedance of the array, so that the separation shown, 0.1 A, is an optimum 
value. 

Reflector 

T 
Director 

;. ). 
Radlati~n pattern 

10 10 c{=:) 0.55). 0.45).. 

l l 
Driven (a) 
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Mirror IT··~-~ Lens 
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Fig. 11.24 Yngi m1te111111. (a) Allte1111n nnd p11Hem; (b) optical eq11ivnlc11t. 

The precise effect of the parasitic element depends on its distance and tuning, i.e., on U1c magnitude and 
phase of the current induced in it. As already mentioned, a parasitic element resonant at n lower frequency 
than the driven element (i.e., longer) will act as a mild rnflector, and a shorter parnsitic will act as a mild 
''director' ' of radiation. As a parasitic element is brought closer to the driven element, it will load the driven 
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element more and reduce its input impedance. This is perhaps the main rea.<:on for the almost invariable use 
of a folded dipole as the driven element of such an array. 

The Yagi antenna admittedly does not have high gain, but it is very compact, relatively broadband because 
of the folded dipole used and has quite a good unidirectional radiation pattern. As used in practice, it has one 
reflector and several directors which ·arc either of equal length or decreasing slightly away from the driven ele
ment. Finally, it must he mentioned that the folded dipole, along with one or two other antennas, is sometimes 
called a supergain antenna, because of its good gain and beamwidth per unit area of array. 

11.6.3 Nonresonant Antennas-The Rhombic 

A major requirement for HF is the need for a multiband antenna capable of operating satisfactorily over 
most or all of the 3- to 30-MHz range, for either reception or transmission. One of the obvious solutions is 
to employ an array ofnonresonant antennas, whose characteristics will not change too drastically over this 
frequency range. 

A very interesting and widely used antenna array, especially for point-to-point communicabons, is shown 
in Fig. 11.25. Th.is is the rhombic antenna, which consists of nonre~onant elements arranged differently fi:orn 
any previous arrays. It is a planar rhombus which may be tbought of as a piece of parallel-wire transmission 
line bowed in the middle. Tbe lengths of the (equal) radiators vary from 2 to 8 A, and the radiation angle, qi, 
v.aries from 40 to 75°, being mostly detem1ined by the leg length. 

The four legs are considered·as nonresonant antennas. This is achieved by treating the two sets as a trans
mission line correctly tem1inated in its characteristic impedance at the far end; thus only forward waves are 
present. Since the termination ab:iOrbs some power, the rhombic antenna must be terminated by a resistor which, 
for transmission, is capable of absorbing about one-third of the power fed to the antenna. The terminating 
resistance is often in the vicinity of800 0, and the input impedance varies from 650 to 700 .0.. The directivity 
of the rhombic varies from about 20 to 90°, increasing with leg length up to about 8 A.. However, the power 
absorbed by the tem1ination must be taken into account, so that the power gain of this antemrn ranges from 
about 15 to 60°. The radiation pattern is unidirectional as shown (Fig. 11.25). 

Radiation pattern 
in plane of antenna 

Rt ~ 

Fig. 11.25 Rhombic n11te1111a a11d radiation patterns. 

Because the rhombic is nonresonanf., it does not have to be an integral number ofhaJt':..wavclcngths long. rt 
is thus a broadbanr antenna, with a frequency range at least 4: I for both input impedance and radiation panem. 
The rhombic is ideally suited to HF transmission and reception and is a very popular antenna in commercial 
point-to-point communications. 

11.7 UHF AND MICROWAVE ANTENNAS 

Transmitting and receiving antennas designed for use it1 the UHF (0.3-3 GHz) and microwave ( 1- 100 GHz) 
regions tend to be directive-some highly-so. This condition results from a combination of factors, of which 
the first is undoubtedly feasibility. The dimensions of an antenna must generally be several wavelengths in 
order for it to have high gain. At the frequencies under discussion, antennas need not be physically large to 
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have multiple-wavelength dimensions, nnd consequently several arrangement,; and concepts are possible 
which might have been out of the question at lower frequencies. A number of UHF and microwave applica
tions, such as radar, are in the direction-finding and measuring field, so that the need for direetional antennas 
is widespread. Several applications, such as microwave communications links, are essentially point-to~point 
services, often in areas in which interference between various services must be avoided. The use of directional 
antennas greatly helps in this regard. As frequencies are raised. the performance of active devices deteriorates. 
That is to say, the maxim urn achievable power from output devices falls off, whereas the noise of receiving 
devices increases. [t can be seen that having high-gain (and therefore directional) antennas helps greatly to 
overcome these problems. 

The VHF region, spanning the 30- 300 MHz frequency range, is an "overlap" region. Some of the HF tech
niques so far discussed can be extended i.nto the VHF region, and some of the UHF aod microwave antennas 
about to be discussed can also be used at VHF. It should be noted that the majority of antennas discussed in 
Section 11.8 are VHF antennas. One of the most commonly seen VHF antennas used around the world is the 
Yagi~Uda, most often used as a TV receiving antetma. 

11.7.1 Antennas with Parabolic Reflectors 

The parabola is 1:1 plane curve, defined as the locus of a point which moves so that its distance from another 
point (called the/ocus) pill$ its distance from a straight line (directrix) is constant. These geometric properties 
yield an excellent microwave or light reflector, as will be seen. 

Geometry of the Parabola Figure 11 .26 shows a parabola CAD whose focus is at F and whose axis i1> AB. 
It follows from the definition of the parabola that 

FP -l" PP1 =FQ+QQ'=FR + RR'=k (11.8) 

where 

p 

Parabola 

D 

I 

~----,'R' 
I 

k---+--.... ' Q' 
I 
I 

- ,P' 

Focus 

Fig. 11.26 Geomet1'y of tlie parabola. 

k = a constant, which may be changed if a different shape of parabola is required 

AF = focal le1tgth of the parabola 

Note that the ratio of the focal length to the mouth diameter (AF/CD) is called the aperture of the parabola, 
just as in camera lenses. 

Consider a source of radiation placed at the focus. All waves coming from the source and reflected by 
the parabola will have traveled the same distance by the time they reach the directrix, no matter from what 
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point on the parabola they are reflected. All such waves will he in phase. As a result, radiation is very strong 
and concentrated along the AB a.xis1 but cancellation will take place in any other direction, because of path
length differences. The parabola is seen to have properties that lead to the production of concentrated beams 
of radiation. 

A practical reflector employing the properties of the parabola will be a three-dimensional bowl-shaped 
surface, obtained by revolving the parabola about the axis AB. The resulting geometric surface is the paraboloid, 
often called a parabolic reflector or microwave dish. When it is used for reception, exactly the same behav
ior is manifested, so that this is also a high-gain receiving directional antenna reflector. Such behavior is, of 
course, predicted by the principle of reciprocity, which states that the properties of an antenna are independent 
of whether it is used for transmission or reception. The reflector is dfrectional for reception because only the 
rays arriving from the BA direction, i.e., no.rn,al to the directrix, are brought together at the focus. On the 
other hand, rays from any other direction are canceled at that point, again owing to path-length differences. 
The reflector provides a high gain because, like the mirror of a reflecting telescope, it collects radiation from 
a large area and concenu·ates it all at the focal point. 

Properties of Paraboloid Reflectors The directional pattern of an antenna using a paraboloid reflector 
has a very sharp main lobe, surrounded by a number of minor lobes which are much smaller. The three
dimensional shape of the main lobe is like that of a fat cigar (Fig. 11 .26), in the direction AB. If the primmy. 
orjeed, antenna is nondirectional, then the paraboloid will produce a beam of radiation whose width is given 
by the fom,ulas. 

where 'A. = wavelength, m 

(j> = beamwidth between half-power points, degrees 

(j>0 = beamwidth between nulls, degrees 

D = mouth diameter, m 

(11.9) 

(I I .9') 

Both equations are simplified versions of more complex ones, but they apply accurately to large apertures, 
that is, large ratios of mouth diameter to wavelength. They are thus accurate for small beamwiclths. Although 
Equation ( 11 .9 ;) is fairly universal, Equation {11 .9) contains a restriction. It applies in the specific, but com
mon, case of illumination which falls away unifonnly from the center to the edges of the paraboloid reflector. 
This decrease away from the center is such that puwer density at the edges of the reflector is IO dB down 
on the power density at its center. There are two reasons for such a decrease in illumination: (I) No primary 
antenna can be truly isotropic, so that some reduction in power density at the edges must be accepted. (2) Such 
a uniform decrease in illumination has the beneficial effect of reducing the strength of minor lobes. Note that 
the whole area of the reflector is illuminated, despite the decrease toward the edges. If only ha.If lhe area of 
the reflector were i.lluminated, the reflector might as well have been only half the size in the first place. 

Example 11.9 

Calculate the beamwidf/t between nulls of a 2-m pamboloid reflector used at 6 Gfu. Note: Such reflectors ·are 
often used at that frequency as antennas.in outside broadcast teler ision microwave links. 
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Solution 

(/> = 2 X ?Q,l:::, 140 X ~ 
0 D 2 

::;: 3.5° 

The gain ofan antenna using a paraboloid reflector is influenced by the aperture ratio (Dl'A) and the unifor~ 
mity (or otherwise) of the illumination. If the antenna is lossless, and its illumination falls away to the edges 
as previously discussed, then the power gain, as a good approximation, is given by 

where 

AP= 6(~)2 
AP= directivity (with respect to isotropic antenna) 

D = mouth diameter of reflector, m 

(11. 10) 

It will be seen later in this section how Lb.is relationship is derived from a more fundamental one. It is 
worth pointing out that Lhc power gain of an antenna with a unjfonnly illuminated paraboloid, with respect to 
a half-wave dipole, is given by a formu la approximately the same as Equation ( I 1.10). 

Example 11.10 

Cnlculate tire gni11 of the a11 /c11na of Example 11.4. 

Solution 

Example 1 I.IO shows that the e.tfective rt1diated power (ERP) of such nn antenna wou ld be 9600 W if 
the actual power fed to the primary antenna were I W. The ERP is the product of power fod to the antenna 
and its power gain. It is seen that very large gains and narrow beamwidths are obtainable with paraboloid 
reflectors-excessive size is the reason why they are noL used at lower frequencies, such as the VHF region 
occupied by television broadcasting. ln order to be fully effective and useful, a paraboloid must have a mouth 
diameter of at least IO 11.. At the lower end of the television band, at 63 MHz, this diameter would need to 
be at least 48 m. These figures illustrate the relative ease of obtaining high directive gains frorn practical 
microwave antennas. 

Feed Mechanisms The primary antenna is placed at the focus (lfthe paraboloid for best results in transmis
sion or reception. The direct radiatioll from the feed, which is not reflected hy the paraboloid, tends to spread 
out in all directions and hence pa11ially spoiJs the directivi ty. Several methods are used to prevenl this, one or 
them being the provision of a small spherical reflector. as shown in Fig. 11.27, to redirect all such radiation 
back to the paraboloid. Another method is to use a small dipole array at the focus, such ai:; a Yagi-Uda or an 
end-fire array, pointing at the paraboloid rejlectur. 
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Paraboloid 
reflector 

Spherical reflector 

Primary antenna 
at the focus 

Fig. 11.27 Center-Jed pnrnbo/oid reflector wifh sphericn/ site/I. 

fig. 11.28 Paraboloid reflector with horn feed. (Courtes-y of till! A11dtew A11te111111s of Auslrnlia.) 

Figure J 1.28 shows yet another way of dealing with the problem. A horn a111en11a pointing at the main 
reflector. It has a mildly directional pattern, in the direction in which its mouth points. Direct radiation from 
the feed antenna is once again avoided. It should be mentioned at this point that, although the feed antenna and 
its reflector obstruct a certain amount of reflection from the paraboloid when they are placed al its focus, this 
obstruction is slight indeed. For example, if a 30-cm-diameter reflector is placed at the center of a 3-m dish, 
simple ari thmetic shows that the area obstructed ts only I percent oftbe total. Similar reasoning is applied to 
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the horn primary, which obscures an equally small proportion of the total area. Note that in conjunction with 
Fig. 11.28, that the actual horn is not shown here, but the bolt~holes in the waveguide flange indicate where 
it would be fitted. 

Another feed method, the Cassegrainfeed; is named after an early-eighteenth-century astronomer and is 
adopted directly from astronomical reflecting telescopes; it is illustrated in Pig. 11 .29. [t uses a hyperboloid 
secondary reflector. One of its foci coincides with the focus of the paraboloid, resulting in the action shown 
(for transmission) in Fig. 11.29. The rays emitted fi-om the feed horn antenna are reflected from the paraboloid 
mirror. The effect on the main paraboloid reflector being the same as that of a feed antenna at the focus. The 
main reflector then collinates (renders parallel) the rays in the usual manner. 

Paraboloid primary 
reflector 

Waveguide 

Hyperboloid 
·secondary reflector 

Fig. 11.29 Geometry of the Cnssegrain feed. 

The Cassegrain feed is used when it is desired to place the primary antetrna in a convenient position and to 
shorten lhc 1.ength of the transmission line or waveguide connecting the receiver (or transmitter) to the primary. 
This requirement often applies to low-noise receivers, in which the losses in the line or waveguide may not be 
tolerated, especially over lengths which may exceed 30 m in large antennas. Another solution to the problem 
is to place the active part of the transmitter or receiver at the focus. With transmitters this can almost never be 
done because of their size, and it may also be difficult to place the RF amplifier of the receiver there. This is 
either because of its size or because of the need for coo).ing apparatus for very low~·noise applications (in which 
case the RF amplifier may be small enough, but the ancillary equipment is nqt). Such placement of the RF 
amplifier· causes servicing and replacement difficulties, ru,d the Cassegrain feed is often the best solution. 

As shown in Fig. 11.29, an obvious difficulty results from the use of a secondary reflector, namely, the 
obstruction of some of the radiation from the main reflector. This is a problem, especially with small reflectors, 
bcc;ause the dimensions of the hyperboloid are determined by its distance from the horn primary feed and the 
moutl1 dian1eter of the horn itself, which is govemed by the frequency used. One of the ways of overcoming 
this obstruction is by means ofa large primary reflector (which is not always economical or desirable), together 
with a horn placed as close to the sub reflector as possible. This has the effect of reducing tl1e required diameter 
of the secondary reflector. VerticaUy polarized waves are emitted by the feed, are reflected back to the main 
mirror by a hyperboloid consisting of vertical bars and have their polarization twisted by 90° by a mechanism 
at the surface of the paraboloid. The reflected waves arc now horizontally polarized and pass freely through 
the ve1tical bars of the secondary mirror. 
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Otlier Parnbolic Refleotors The full paraboloid is not the only practical reflector that utilizes the proper
ties of the parabola: Scveral others exist, and three of the most common are illustrated in Fig. 11.30. Each of 
them has an advantage over the full paraboloid in that it is much smaller, but in each instance the price paid 
is that the beam is not as directional in one of the planes as that of the paraboloid. With the pillbox reflector, 
the bClan, is very narrow horizontally, but not nearly su directional vertically. First appearances might indicate 
that this is a very serious disadvantage, but there are a number of applications where it does not matter in 
the least. In ship-to-ship radar, for instance, azimuth directivity must be excellent, but elevation selectivity is 
immaterial- another ship is bound to be on the surface of the oceanr 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. ll.30 Pnrabolic reflectors. (n) Cttt pnrnbo/oid; (b) paraboloid cyli11der; (c) "pill/1ox." 

Another form of the cut paraboloid is shown iu Fig. 11.31 , in cross section. This is the offset paraboloid 
reflector, in which the focus is located outside the aperture (just below it, in this case). !fan antenna feed is now 
placed at the focus, the reflected and collimated rays will pass hannlessly above it, removing any interference. 
This method is often used if, for some reason, the feed antenna is rather large compared with the reflector. 

Another development of the offset reflector is the torus antenna, similar to the cut paraboloid, but parabolic 
along one axis and circular along the other. By placing several feeds at the focus point, it is possible to radiate 
or receive several beams !iimultaneously, to or from the (circular) geostationary satellite orbit. 

Two other fairly common reflectors which embody the parabolic reflector exist the hoghorn and the Cass
hom. They will both be discussed with other horn antennas. 

Sl1ortcomings and Difficulties The beam from an antenna with a paraboloid reflector should be a narrow 
beam, but in practice contains side lobes. These have several unpleasant effects. One is the presence of false 
echoes in radar, due to reflections from the direction of side lobes (particularly from nearby objects). AnoL~er 
problem is the increase in noise at the antenna terminals, caused by reception from sources in a direction 
other than the main one. This can be quite a nuisance in low-noise receiving systems, e.g., radioastronomy. 

· niere arc a nuu1ber of causes for this behavior, the first and most obvious being imperfections in the 
rtAector itself.' Deviations from a true paraboloidal shape should not exceed one-sixteenth of a wavelength. 
Such tolerances may be difficult to achieve in large dishes whose surface is a network of wires rather than 
a smooth, continuous skin. A mesh surface is often used to reduce wind loading on the antenna and extra 
strain on the supports and also to reduce surface distortion caused by uneven wind force distribution over the 
surface. Such surface strains and distortion cannot be eliminated completely and will occur as a l~ge dish is 
pointed in different directions. 
· Oiffraction is another cause of side lobes and will occur around the edges of the paraboloid, producing 

interference as· described in the preceding chapter. This is the reason for having 1·effoctors with a mouth 
diameter preferably in excess of IO wavelengths. Some diffraction may also be caused by the waveguide horn 
support, as in Fig. 11 .28. 

( 
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Fig. 11.31 Offset paraboloid reflector. 
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The finite size of the primary antenna also influ~nces the beamwidth of antennas using paraboloid reJfoctors. 
Not being a true point source, the feed antenna can.not all be located at the focus. Defects known as aberrations 
are therefore produced. The main lobe is broadened and side lobes are reinforced. Increasing the aperture of 
the reflector, so that the focal length is about one-quarter of the mouth diameter, is of some help here. So is the 
use of a Cassegrain feed, which partially helps to concentrate the radiation of the feed antenna to a point. 

The fact that the primary antenna does not radiate evenly at the reflector will also introduce distortion. If 
the primary is a dipole, it will radiate more in one plane than the other, and so the beam from the reflector will 
be somewhat flattened. This may be avoided by the use ofa circulat· horn as the primary, but difficulties arise 
even here. This is because the complete swface of the paraboloid is not unifom1ly illuminated, since there 
is· a gradual tapering of illumination toward the edges, which was mentioned in connection with Equation 
( 11 . I 0). This has the effect of giving the antenna a virtual area that is smaller than the real area and leads, in 
the case of receiving antennas, to the use of the tenn capture area. This is the effective receiving area of the 
parabolic reflector and may be calculated from the power received and its comparison with the power density 
of the signal being received. The result is the area of a fully and evenly illuminated paraboloid required to 
produce that signal power at the primary. The capture area is simply related to the acnml mouth area by the 
expression 

( 11. 11) 
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where A0 "" capture area 

A = actual area 

k = constant depending on the antenna type and configuration • 0.65 (approximately) for a 
paraboloid fed by a half-wave dipole 

Equation ( 11.11) may be used to indicate how Equation ( I I. I 0) is derived. from a more fundamental 
relation, 

A = 4trA0 = 4:rrkA 
p ..:1..2 ).. 2 (11.11 ') 

Substituting for the area of the paraboloid mouth, we have 

(11.10) 

11.7.2 Horn Antennas 

As we will see in the next chapter, a waveguide is capable of radiating energy into open space if it is suitably 
excited at one end and open at the other. This radiation is much greater than that obtained from the two-wire 
transmission line described at the beginning of this chapter, but it suffers from similar difficulties. Only a 
small proportion of the forward energy in the waveguide is radiated, and much of it is reflected back by the 
open circuit. As with the transmission line, the open circuit is a discontinuity which matches the waveguide 
very poorly to space. Diffraction around the edges will brive the radiation a poor, nondirective pattern. To 
overcome these difficulties, the mouth of the waveg11ide may be opened out, as was done to the transmission 
line, but this time an electromagnetic horn results instead of the dipole. 

Basic homs When a waveguide is terminated by a horn, such as any of those shown in Fig. 11.32, the 
abrupt discontinuity that existed is replaced by a gradual transformation. Provided that impedance matching 
is correct, all the energy traveling forward in the waveguide will now be radiated. Directivity will also be 
improved, and diffraction reduced. 

(a) 

Fig. 11.32 Hom antennas. (a) Sectoral; (b) pyramidal; (c) circular. 
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There are several possible ho111 configurations; three of the most common are shown here. The sectoral 
horn flares out in one direction only and is the equivalent of the pillbox parabolic reflector. The pyramidal horn 
flares out in both directions and has the shape of a truncated pyramid. The conical horn is similar to it and is 
thus a logical termination for a circular waveguide. If thejiare angle~ of Fig. 11 .32a is too small, resuJting 
it1 a shallow horn, the wavefront leavi.ng the horn will be spherical rather than plru1c, and the radiated beam 
will not be directive. The same applies to the two flare angles of the pyramidal horn . If the$ is too small, so 
will be the mouth area of the ho,111, and directivity will once again suffer (n.o.t to mention that diffraction is 
now mm:e likely). It is therefore apparent that the" flare angle has an optimum value and is closely related to 
the length L of fig. l I .32a, as measured in wavelengths. 

ln practice, ~ varies from 40° when Ll'A = 6, at which the beamwidth in the plane. of the horn in 66° Md the 
maximum directive gain is 40, to 15° when L/').. == 50, for which beamwidth is 23° and gain is 120. The use of 
a pyramidal or conical horn will improve overall dfrectivity because flare is now in more than one direction. 
Ln connection with parabolic reflectors, this is not always necessary. The horn antenna is not nearly as direc
tive as an antenna with a parabolic reflector, but it does have quite good directivity, an adequate bandwidth 
(in the vicinity of IO percent) and simple mechanical construction. It is a very convenient antenna to use with 
a waveguide. Simple horns such as the ones shown (or with exponential instead of :straight sides) are often 
employed, sometimes by themselves and sometimes as primary radiators for paraboloid reflectors. 

(a) 
Fig. 11.33(a) Lmge Cnss hum Jot sntellite c01tm11micaticm 
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Some conditions dictate the use of a short, shallow horn, in which case the wavefront leaving it is curved, 
not plane as so far considered. When this is unavoidable, a dielectric lens may be employed to correct the 
curvature. Lens antennas are described in the next section. 

Specia.l Homs There are two antennas in use which are rather difficult to classify, since each "is a cross 
between a horn and a parabolic reflector. They are the Cass.horn and the triply folded horn reffector. the latter 
more commonly called the hoghorn antenna. 

In the Cass-horn antenna, radio waves are collected by the large bottom surtace shown in Fig. 11 .33, which 
is slightly (parabolically) curved, and are reflected upward at an angle of 45°. Upon h.itting the top surface, 
which is a large hyperbolic cylinder, they are reflected downward to the focal point which, as indicated in 
Fig. 11.33b, is situated in the center of the bottom surface. Once there, they are collected by the conical horn 
placed at the focus. 111 the case of transmission the exact reverse happens. 

(b) 

(a) 

Fig. ll.33(b) Cass-horn nrrtennn. 

Aperture 

(b) 

Paraboloid focus and 
horn center 

Fig. 11.34 Hoghom antenna. (a) Perspective view; (/J ) ray paths. 

This type of horn reflector antenna has a gain and beamwidth comparable to those of a paraboloid reflector 
of the :same diameter. Like the Cassegrain feed, after which it is named, it has the geometry to allow the place
ment of the receiver (or transmitter) at the focus; tltis time without any obstruction. It is therefore.a low-noise 
antenna and is used i.n satellite tracking and conununication stations. 
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The hoghorn antenna of Fig. 11.34 is another combination of paraboloid and horn. It is a low-noise 
microwave antenna like the Cass-horn and has similar applications. 1t consists of a parabolic cylinder joined 
to a pyramidal horn, with rays emanating from, or being received at, the apex of the horn. An advantage of the 
hoghom antenna is that the receiving point does not move when the antenna is rotated about its axis. 

11.7.3 Lens Antennas 

The paraboloid reflect(Jr is one example of how optical principles may be applied to microwave antennas, and 
the lens antenna is yet another. It is used as a collimator at frequencies well in excess of3 GHz and works in 
the same way as a glass lem; used in optics. 

Principles Figure 11.35 illustrates the operation of a dielectric lens antenna. Looking at it from the optical 
point of view, as in Fig. 11 .35a, we see tbat refraction takes place, and the rays at the edges are refracted more 
Lhan those near the center. A divergenl beam is collimated, as evidenced by the fact that the rays leaving the 
lens are parallel. It is assumed that the source is at the focal point of the lens. The reciprocity of antennas is 
nicely illustrated. If a parallel beam is received, it will be converged for reception at the focal point. Using an 
electromagnetic wave approach, we note that a curved wavefront is present on the source side of the lens. We 
know that a plane wavefronL is required on the opposite side of the lens; to ensure a correct phase relation
ship. The function of the lens must therefore be to straighten out the wavefront. The lens does this, as shown 
in Fig. 11 .35h, by greatly slowing down the portion of the wave in the center. The parts of the wavefront 
near the edges of the Jens an: slowed only slightly, since those parts encounter only a small thickness oftbe 
dielectric material in which velocity is reduced. Note that, in order to hove a noticeable effect on the velocity 
of the wave, the thickness of the lens at the center must be an appreciable number of wavelengths . 

•. ,". ~, ra,::,;:~~ ;·j··"i'II 
~ Curved W II 

Radiating L wavefront L rays ens ens 

(a) (bl 

Fig. 11.35 Opemfio11 of the lens n11te1tna. (a) Optical expla11atio11; (b) wavefront explanation. 

Practical Considerations Lens antennas are often made of polystyrene, but other materials are also em· 
ploy,ed. All suffer from the same problem of exce.'lsivc thickness at frequencies below about IO GHz. Mag
nifying glasses (the optical counterparts) are . in everyday use, but what is not often realized is how thick 
they are when compared to the wavelength of the "signal" they pass. The thickness in the center of a typical 
magnifying glass may well be 6 mm, which, compared to the 0.6~µ.m wavelength of yellow light, is exactly 
10,000 wavelengths! Dielectric antenna lenses do not have to be nearly as thick, relatively, but it is seen that 
problems with thfokness and weight can still arise. 

Figure 11 .36 shows the zoninR, or stepping, of dielectric lenses. This is often used to cure the problem of 
great thickness required of lenses used at lower microwave frequencies or for strongly curved wavefronts. 
Not only would the lens be thick and heavy without zoning, but it would also absorb a large proportion of the 
radiation passing through it. This is because any diel~ tric with a large enough refractive index must, for that 
very reason, absorb a lot of power. 

The function of a lens is to ensure that signals are in phase after they have passed through it. A stepped 
lens will ensure this, despite appearances. What l1appens simply is that the phase difference between the rays 
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passing tlu·ough the center of the lens, and those passing through the adjacent sections, is 360° or a multiple 
of360°- this still ensures correct phasing. To rephrase it. we see that the curved wavofi-ont i:s so affected that 
the center portion of it is slowed down, not enough for the edges of the wavefront to catch up, but enough for 
the edges of the previous wavefront to catch the center portion. A disadvantage of the zoned .lens is a narrow 
bandwidth. This is because the thi ckness of each step, I , is obv iously related to the wavelength of the signal. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11.36 Zoned le11ses. 

However, since it effects a great saving in bulk, it is often used. Of the two zoning methods, the method of 
Fig. 11 .36b is preferable, since it yields a Jens that is stronger mechanically than that of Fig. 1 I .36a. 

The lens antenna has two major applications. It may he employed to correct the curved wavefront from a 
shallow horn (in which case it is mounted directly over the mouth of the horn) or as an antenna in its own right. 
In the latter instance, lenses may be used in preference to parabolic reflectors at millimeter and submillimeter 
frequencies. They have the advantages of greater design tolerances and the fact that there is no primary antenna 
mount to obstruct radiation. The disadvantages are greater bulk, expense and design difficulties. 

11.8 WIDEBAND AND SPECIAL-PURPOSE ANTENNAS 
It is often desirable to have an antenna capable of operating over a wide frequency range. This may occur 
because a number of widely spaced channels are used, as in short-wave transmission or reception, or because 
only one channel is used (but it is wide), as in television transmission and reception. In TV reception, the 
requirement for wideband properties is magnified by the fact that it is desirable to use the same receiving 
antenna for a group of neighboring channels. A need exists for ante n_nas whose radiation pattern and i.nput 
impedance characteristics rema"in ·constant over a wide frequency range. 

Of the antennas d
0

iscussed so far, the horn (with or without paraboloid reflector), the rhombic and the folded 
dipole exhibit broadband prnperties for both impedance and radiation pattern. This- was stated at the time for 

\ 

the first two, but the folded dipole will now be examined from this new point ofv'iew. 
The special antennas to be described include tl1e di scone, helical and log-periodic antennas, as well as some 

of the simpler loops used for direction fin.ding. 
I 

11.8.1 Folded Dipole (Bandwidth Compensation) 

A simple compensating network for increasing the bandwidth or a dipole ante1rna is shown in Fig. l l.37u. 
The LC circuit is parallel-resonant at the half-wave dipole resonant frequency. At this frequency its i.mpedance 
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is, therefore, a high resistance, not affecting the total impedance seen by the transmission line. Below this 
resonant frequency the antenna reactance becomes capacitive, while the reactance of the LC circuit becomes 
inductive. Above the resonant frequency the opposite is true, the antenna becoming inductive, and the tuned 
circuit capacitive. Over a small frequency range near resonance, there is thus a tendency to compensate for the 
variations in antenna reactance, and the total impedance remains resistive in situations in which the impedance 
of the antenna alone would have been heavily reactive. This compensation is· both improved and widened 
when the Q of the resonant circuit is lowered. Moreover, it can be achievedjust as easily with a short-circuited 
quarter-wave transmission line, as in Fig. 11.37b. The folded dipole provides the same type of compensation 
as the transmission-line versioi;i of this network. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11.37 lmpedance-ba11dwidtlt compensation for half-wave dipole. (a) LC cirwit; (b) transmissibn line. 
(Fimdamentals of Radio and Electronics, 2d ed., Primtice"Hall, lrrc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.) 

Reference to Fig. 11 .38 shows that the folded dipole may be viewed as two short-circuited, quarter-wave 
transmission lines, connected together at C and fed in series. The transmission line currents are labeled I/ 
whereas the antenna currents are identical to those already shown for a straight half-wave dipole and are labeled 
la. When a voltage is applied at a and b, both sets of currents flow, but the antenna currents are the only OMS 

contributing to the. radiation. The transmission-line currents flow in opposite directions, and their radiations 
cancel. However, we do have two short-circuited quarter-wave transmission lines across a - b, and, explained 
in the preceding paragraph, the antenna impedance will remain resistive over a significant frequency range. 
Indeed, it will remain acceptable over a range in excess of 10 percent of the center frequency. 

It should be noted that the antenna is useless at twice the frequency. This is because the short-circuited 
transmission-line s.e.ctions are each a half-wavelength long now, short-circuiting the feed point Note also that 
the Yagi-Uda antenna is similarly broadband, since the driven el~ment is almost .always a folded dipole. 

a . 
+ 

b 

,, 

Fig. 11.38 Folded dipole showing antenna and line ci,nents. (Ftmdamenta/s of Radio and 
Electronics, 2d ed., Pre,ttice-Ha/1, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.].) 
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11.8.2 Helical Antenna 

A heUcal antenna, is a broadband VHF nnd UHF antenna which is used when it is desired to provide circular 
polarization characteristics. 

The antenna consists of a loosely wound helix backed up by a ground plane, which is simply a screen 
made of"chicken" wire. There are two modes of radiation, normal (meaningperpendiculai) and axial. Ln the 
first, radiation is in a direction at right angles to the axis of the helix. The second mode produces a broadband, 
fairly directional radiation in the axial direction. If the helix circumference approximates a wavelength, it 
may be shown that a wave travels around the turns of the helix, and the radiant lobe in this end-fl.re action is 
circularly polarized. Typical dimensions of the anterma arc indicated in Fig. 11.39. 

Ground plane 

Helix 

r 

4 

Axial 
radiation 

Fig. 11,39 Di111e11sio11s of end-fire he lien/ rm te111111. 

When the helical antenna has the proportions shown, it has typical value..~ of directivity close to 25, bearnwidth 
of 90° between nulls and frequency range of about 20 percent on either side of center frequency. The energy 
in the circularly polarized wave is divided equally between the horizontal and vertical components; the two 
are 90° out of phase, with either one leading1 depending on construction. The transmission from a circularly 
polarized antenna will be acceptable to vertical or horizontal antemrns, and similarly a helical ante1111a will 
accept either vertical or horizontal polarization. 

The helical antenna is used either singly or in an array, for transmission and reception of VHF signals 
through the ionosphere, as has already been· pointed out. lt is thus frequently used for satellite and probe 
communications, particularly for radiotelem'etry. 

When the helix circumference is very small compared to a wavelength, the radiation is a combination 
of that of a small. dipole located along the helix axis, and that of a small loop placed at the helix turns (the 
ground plane is then not used). Both such antennas hove identical radiation patterns, and they are here at right 
angles, so that tlte normal radiation will be circularly polarized if its two components are equal, or elliptically 
polarized if one of them predominates. 

11.8.3 Discone Antenna 

Pictured in Fig. 11.40, the discone antenna is, as "the name aptly suggests, a combination of a disk and a cone in 
close proximity. It is a ground plane antenna evolved from the vertical dipole and having a very similar radiation 
pattern. Typical dimensions are shown in Fig. 11.41 , where D "" ')J4 at the lowest frequency of operation. 

The discone antenna is characterized by an enormous bandwidth for both input impedance and radiation 
pattern. It behaves as though the disk were a reflector. As shown in Fig. 11.42, there is an inverted cone image 
above the disk, reflcctecJ by the disk. Now consider a line perpendicular to the disk, drawn from lhe bottom 
cone to the top image cone. ff this line is moved to either side of the center of the disk, its length will vary 
from a minimum at the center (/ni,n) to a maximum at the edge (Im • .) 9fthe cone. The frequ~ncy of operation 
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corresponds to the range of frequencies over which this imaginary line is a half-wavelength, and il can be seen 
that the ratio of/"'"' to /min is very large. The discone is thus a broadband antenna because it is a constant-angle 
antenna. For the proportions shown in Fig. 11.41, the SWR on the coaxial cable connected to the discone 
antenna can remain below 1.5 for a 7: l frequency range. Overall perfonnance is still satisfactory for a 9: I 
frequency ratio. 

Fig. 11.40 Discone antenna. (Courtesy of Andrew Antennas of Australia.) 
' 

The discone is a low-gain antenna, but it is omnidirectional. Lt is otlen employed as a VHF and UHF 
receiving and transmitting antenna, especially at airports, where communication must be maintained with 
aircraft that come fi:'om·any direction. More recently, it has also been used by amateurs for reception in the HF 
band, in which case it is made of copper or aluminum wire, along the lines of an upside-down waste basket. 
A typical frequency range, under these conditions, may be 12 to 55 MHz. 

1 • Fip. 1l41 Di111e11sio11s of discone a11te1111a. 
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Fig. 11.42 Disco11e behavior. 

11.8.4 Log-Periodic Antennas 

,, 

I max 

Log-periodic antennas are a class of antennas which vary widely in physical appearance. Their main feature is 
frequency independence for both radiation resistance and pattern. Bandwidths of 10: l are achievable with ease. 
The directive gains obtainable are low to moderate, and the radiation patterns may .be uni- or bidirectional. 

It is not possible to cover all log-periodic antennas here. The most common one, the log-periodic dipole 
array of Fig. 11.43, will be discussed. This can also be µsed to introduce the characteristics of log-periodic 
antennas. 

Beam direction 

--------) "- -

Fig. 11.43 Log-periodic tlip_ole array. (Antennas, John Wiley & Sous, Inc., New York, N. Y.) 

It is seen that there is a pattern in lhc physical structure, which results in a repetitive behavior of the elec
trical characteristics. The array consists of a number of dipoles of different lengths and spacing, fed from a 
two-wire line wbich is transposed between each adjacent pair of dipoles. Tbe array is fed from the narrow 
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end, and maximum radiation is in this direction, as shown. The dipole lengths and separations are related by 
the formula 

R1 _ R2 _ R3 _ 1: _ !J.. _ Ii _ !J_ 
R2 R3 R4 12 /3 14 

(11.12) 

where 'C (torsion of a curve) is called the design mtio and is a number less than l. Tt is seen that the two lines 
drawn to join the opposite ends of the dipoles will be straig11t and convergent, fm,ning an angle a (varies 
directly). Typical design values may bet "" 0.7 and a= 30°. As with other types of antennas; these two design 
parameters are not independent of ea'ch other. The cutoff frequencies are approximately those at which the 
shortest and longest dipoles have a length o0./2. (Note the similarity to the discone antenna!) 

!fa graph is drawn of the antenna input impedance (or SWR on the feed line) versus frequency, a repetitive 
variation will be noticed. If the plot is made against the logarithm of frequency; instead of frequency itself, 
this variation will be periodic, consisting of identical, biit not necessarily sinusoidal, cycles. All the other 
prope1ties of the antenna undergo similar variations, notably the radiation pattern. lt is this behavior of the 
log-periodic antenna that has given rise to its name. 

Like those of the rhombic, the applications of the log-periodic antc1ma lie mainly in the field of high
frequency communications, where sucb multiband steerable and fixed antennas are very often used. lt has 
an advantage over the rhombic in that there is no tenninnting resistor to absorb power. Antennas of this type 
have also been designed for u.<::e in television reception, with one antenna for all channels including the UHF 
range. It must be reiterated that the log~periodic dipole array is but one of a large number of antennas of this 
class- there are many other exotic-looking designs, including arrays of log-periodics. 

11.8.5 Loop Antennas 

A loop antenna is a single-turn coil carrying RF cutTent. Since its dimensions are nearly always much smaller 
than a wavelength, current throughout-it may be a('lsumed to be i.u phase. Thus the loop is surrounded by a 
mar,,rnetic field everywhere perpendicular to the loop. The directional pattern is independent of the exact shape 
of tnc loop and is identical to that of an elementary doublet. The circular and square loops oH'ig. 11.44 have 
the same radiation pattern as a short horizontal dipole, except that, unlike a horizontal dipole, a vertical loop 
is vertically polarized. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11.44 Loop nnte1111as. (a) Circular: (b) square. [Note: The direction of maximum rndialioll is perpimdiculnr to the 
plane of tlie looii; the shape of the radiation pattern is very similar to that in Fig. l1.6 (a).J 

Because the radiation pattern of the loop antenna is the familiar doughnut pattern, norndiation is received 
that is normal to the plane of the loop. This, in turn, makes the loop antetum suitable for direction finding (DF) 
applications. For DF, it is required to have an antenna that can indicate the direction of a particular radiation. 
Although any of the highly directional antennas of the previous section could be used for this purpose (and 
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arc, in radar), for nonnal applications they have the disadvantage of being very large, which the loop is not. 
The DF properties of the loop are just as good at medium frequencies as those of the directional microwave 
antennas, except that the gain is not comparable. Also, the direction ofa given radiation corresponds to a null , 
rather than maximum signal. Because the loop is small, and OF equipment must often be portable, loops have 
direction finding as tbeir major application. 

A small loop, vertical and rotatable about a vertical axis, may be mounted on top of a portable receiver 
whose outpu.t js co1mected to a meter. This .makes a very good simple direction finder. Having tuned to the 
desired transmission, it is then necessary to rotate the loop until the received _signal is rnfoimum. The plane 
of the loop is now pcrpendicufar to the direction. of the radiation. Siqcc the loop is bidirectional,· two bearings 
are required to determine the precise direction. If the distance between them is large enough, th~ distance of 
the source of this transmission may be found by calculation. 

Loops are sometimes provided with several tum.sand also with ferrite cores, these, being magnetic, increase 
the effective diameter of the loop. Such antennas are con:unonly built into portable broadcast receivers. The an
tenna con.figuration explains why, if a receiver tuned to any station is rotated, a definite null will be noticed. 

11.8.6 Phased Arrays 

A pb.ased array is a group of antennas, connected to the one transmitter or receiver, whose radiation beam can 
be adjusted electronically without any physically moving parts. Moreover, this a~justment can be very rapid 
indeed. More often than not, transmission or reception in several directions at once is possible. The antennas 
may be actual radiators, e.g., a large group of dipoles in-an array (or array of arrays) pointing i1J the general 
wanted direction, or they may be the feeds for a reflector of some· kind. 

There are two basic types of phased arrays. In the first, a single, high-power output tube (in a transmit phased 
array) feeds a large number of antennas through a set of power dividers and phase shifters. The second type 
uses generally as many (semiconductor) generators as there are radiating elements. The phase relation between 
the generators is maintained through phase shifters, but this time they are low-power devices. In both types 
of phased arrays the direction of the beam or beams is selected by adjusting the phase difference provided by 
each phase shifter. This is generally done with the aid of a computer or microproccs.sor. The main application 
of phased arrays is in radar satenite communications. 

11.9 SUMMARY 
An alllenna is a structure-generally metallic and sometimes very complex-designed to provide an efficient 
coupling between space and the output of a transmitter or the input to a receiver. Like a transmission line, an 
antenna is a device with distributed constants, so that current, voltage and impedance all vary from one point 
to the next one along it. This factor must be taken into account when considering important antenna prope1t ies, 
such as impedance1 gain and shape of radiation pattern. 

Many antenna properties are most conveniently expressed in terms of those of compatison antennas. Some 
of these antennas are entirely fictitious but have properties that are easy to visualize. One of the important 
comparison antennas is the isotropic antenna. This cannot exist in practice. However, it is accorded the property 
of totally omnidirectional radiation, (i .e., a perfectly spherical radiation pattern), which makes it very useful 
for describing the gain of practical antennas. Another useful comparison antenna is the elementary doublet. 
This is defined as a piece of infinitely thin wire, witb a length that is negligible compared to the wavelength of 
the signal being radiated; and having a constant current along ,it. This antenna is very useful in that its proper
ties assist in understanding those of practical. dipoles, i.e., long, thi11 wires, which are often used in practice. 
These may be resonant, whi.ch effectively means that their length is a nmltiple of-a half-wavelength of the 
signal, or nont'esontml; in which case the reflected. wave has been suppressed (fo~ example

1 
by terminating 
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the antenna in II resistor at the point farthest from the feed point). Whereas the radiation pattems of resonant 
antennas are bidirectional, being due to both the forward and reflected waves, those of nonresonant antennas 
are unidirectional, since there is no reflected wave. 

The directive gain of an antenna is a ratio comparing the power density generated by a practical antenna 
in some direction, with that of an isotropic antenna radiating the same total power. It ii. thus a measure of the 
practical antenna 's ability to concentrate its radiation. When the direction of maximum radiation of the practi
cal antenna is taken, the directive gain becomes maximum for that antenna and is now called its directivity. 
Ifwe now compare the input rather than radiated powers, the gain of the practical antenna drops, since some 
of the input power is dissipated in the antenna. The new quantity is known as the power gain and is equal to 
the directivity multiplied by the antenna efficiency. 

An antenna has two bandwidths, both measured between half-power poi:1ts. One applies to the radiation 
resistance and the other to radiation pattern. The radiation resistance is the resistive component of the antenna's 
ac input impedance. The beamwidth of an antenna is the angle between the balf~power points of the main 
lobe of its radiation pattern. Because the electromagnetic waves radiated by an antenna have the electric and 
magnetic vectors at right angles to each other and the direction of propagation, they are said lo be polarized, 
as is the antenna itself. The direction of polarization is taken to be the same as orientation of the electric vec
tor of the radiated wave. Simple antennas may thus be horizontally or vertically polarized, (i.e., themselves 
horizontal or vertical), respectively. More complex antennas may be circularly polarized, both vertically and 
horizontally polarized waves are radiated, with equal power in both. Where these powers are unequal, the 
antenna is said lo be elliptically polarized. 

Many antennas are located near the ground, which, to a greater or lesser extent, will reflect radio waves 
since it acts as a conductor. Thus, antennas which rely on the presence of the ground must be vertically polar
ized, or else the ground will short circuit their radiations. When the ground is a good conductor, it converts a 
grounded dipole into one of twice the actual height, while converting an ungrounded dipole into a two-dipole 
array. When its presence is relied upon, but it is a poor reflector, a ground screen is often laid. consisting of a 
network of buried wires radiating from the base of the antenna. 

For grounded vertical dipoles operated at frequencies up to tbe MF range, tbe optimum ,effective height is 
just over a balf-wavelengtb, although the radiation pattem of antennas with heights between a quarter- and 
half-wavelength is also acceptable. If the antenna is too high, objectionable side lobes which interfere with 
the radiated ground wave are formed. 1f the antenna is too low, its directivity along the ground and radia
tion resistance are likewise too low. A method of overcoming this is the provision of top loading. This is a 
horizontal portion atop the antenna, whose presence increases the current along the vertical portion. Together 
with the finite thickness of the antenna, top loading influences the effective height of the antenna, making it 
somewhat greater than the actual height. 

Reactive networks known as antenna couplers are used to connect nntennas to transmitters or receivers. 
Their main functions arc to tune out the reactive component of the antenna impedance, to transform the 
resulting resistive component to a suitable value and to help tune out unwanted frequencies, particularly in a 
transmitting antenna. A coupler may a.lso be used to connect a grounded antenna to a balanced transmission 
line or even to· ensure that a transmitting antenna is isolated for de from a transmitter output tank circuit. 

Point-to-point communications are the predominant requirement in the MF range. requiring good direc
tive antenna properties. Directional MF antennas are generally arrays, in which the properties of dipoles are 
combined to generate the wanted radiation pattern. Linear dipole an·ays are often used, with broadside or end
fire radiation patterns, depending on how the individual dipoles in the array are fed. Any dipoles in an array 
which are not fed directly are called parasitic elements. These elements receive energy from the induction 
field surrounding the fed elements; they are known as directors when they are shorter than the driven element 
and reflectors when longer. The Yagi-Udo antenna employs a folded dipole and parasitic elements to obtain 
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reasonable gain in the HF and VHF ranges. A much bigger antenna, the rhombic, is a nonreasonant antenna 
providing excellent gain in the HF range. It consists of four wire dipoles arranged in a planar rhombus, with 
the transmitter or receiver located at one end; a resistor placed at the other end absorbs any power that might 
otherwise be reflected. 

High gains and m1rrow beamwidths are especially required of microwave amennas. There are many reasons 
for this, with the chfof ones being receiver noise, reducing power outpµt p_er device as freq\Jency is raised, and 
the desire to minimize the power radiated in unwanted directions. Because multiwavelength antennas arc quite 
feasible at these frequencies; these requirements can readily be met. A large number of microwave antennas 
incorporate the paraboloid reflector in their constmction. Such a reflector is made of metal and has the same 
properties for radio waves that an optical mirror has for light waves. That is to say, if a source is placed at the 
focus of the paraboloid, all tbe reflcctl:ld rays are collimated, i.e., rendered paralkJ, and a very strong lobe in the 
axial direction is obtained. Several different methods of il lurninating the paraboloid reflector are used, includ
ing the Cassegrainfeed, in which the source is behind the reflector, and a secondary, hyperboloid reflector in 
front of the main one is used to provide the desired illumination. Because paraboloid reflectors can be bulky, 
especially at the lower end of the microwave range, cut paraboloids or parabolic cylitlders are sometimes used 
as reflectors. Although this reduces the directivity in some directions, often this does not matter, for example, 
in applications such as some fonns or radar. 

Other microwave antennas are alf.lo in use. The c~ief ones are horns and (enses. A horn is an ideal antenna 
for terminating a waveguide and may be conical, rectangular or sectoral. More complex forms of the horns 
also exist, such ~ the hoghom and the Cass-horn, which are really combinations of horns and paraboloid 
reflectors. Dielectric lenses act on microwave radiation as do ordinilry lenses on light. Because of bulk, they 
may qe stepped or zoned, but in any case they are most likely to be used at the highest frequencie-s. Like horns, 
they have good broadband properties; unless they ar~ zoned. 

Wideband antennas are required either when the transm issions themselves are wideband (e.g., televi
sion) or when working of narrow channels over a wide frequency range is the major application, as in HF 
communications. Horns, the folded dipole (and hence the Yagi-Vda antenna) and the rhombic all have good 
broadband Pfoperties. So does the helical antenna, which consists of a loosely wound helix backed up by 
a metal ground plane. This antenna has the added feature of being circularly polarized, and hence ide~l for 
transionospheric communications. When rnultioctave bandwidths are required, _the an.tcnnas used often have 
·a constant-angle feature. Once such antenna is the discone, consisting of a metal disk ~urmounti.ng the apex 
of a metal cone. The di:..cone is a low-gain, 001I1idireeLional, multioctave antenna, used normally in the UHF 
range and above, but occasionally also at HF. The log-periodic principle is employed to obtain very large 
bandwidths with quite good directivity. Jn a log-periodic, dipoles or other ba$iC elements are arranged i11 some 
fonn of constant.angle array in which the active part of the antenna effectively moves from one end to the 
other as the operating frequency is changed. 

SmaJI loop antennas are often used for direction finding, because they do not radiate ill (or receive radia
tion.from) a direction:at rigbt angles to the plane of th.e loop. Accordjngly, a nuJI is obtained in this direction. 
Loops have many shapes and generally consist ofa single turn of wire. They may also consist of several turns 
with a ferrite co.re and then make quite reasonable antennas for portable domestic receivers. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the following multiple~chuice questions 
consists of an incomplete statement followed by four 
choices (a, b, c, and d). Circle the letter preceding Jhe 

line that cormct{y completes each sentence. 

I. An ungrmmded antenna near the ground 
a. acts as a single antenna or twice the height 



b. is unlikely to need a grou.nd screen 
c. acts as an antenna array 
d. must be horizontally polarized 

2. One of the following consists of nonresonant 
antennas: . 
a. The rhombic antenna 
b. 'fhc folded dipole 
c. The end-fire array 
d. The broadside array 

3. One of the following is very usefu 1 ail a multiband 
HF receiving antenna. This is the: 
a. conical horn 
b. folded dipole 
c. log-periodic 
d. square loop 

4. Which of the following antennas is best excited 
from a waveguide? 
a. Bicortical 
b. Horn 
c. Helical 
d. Discone 

5. lndicate which of the following reasons for using 
a counterpoise with antennas is false: 
a. Impossibility of a good ground connection 
b. Protection of personnel working underneath 
c. Provision of an earth for the antenna 
d. Ro~kiness of the ground itself 

6. One of the following is not a Teason for the use 
of an antenna coupler: 
a. To make the antenna lqok resistive 
b. To provide the output amplifier with the correct 

load impedance 
c. To discriminate against harmonics 
~. To prevent teradiation of the local oscillator 

7. Jndieate the antenna that is not ~ideband: 
a. Discone 
b. Folded dipole 
c. Helical 
d. Marconi 

8. Indicate which one of the following reasons for the 
use of a ground scr.~en Vfith antennas is false: 
a. Impossibility ofa good ground connection 
b. Provision of an earth for the antenna 

' . 
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c. Protection of personnel working underneath 
d. Improvement of the radiation pattern of the 

antenna 
9. Which one of the followiog terms does not apply 

to the Yagi~Uda array? 
a. Good b~ndwidth 
b.• Parasitic elements 
c. Folded dipole 
d. High gain 

10. An antenna that is circularly polarized is the 
a. helical 
b. small circular loop 
c. parabolic reflector 
d. Yagi-Uda 

11. The standard reference antenna for the directive 
gain is the 
a. infinitesimal dipole 
b. isotropic antenna 
c. elementary doublet " 
d. half-wave dipole 

12. Top loading is sometimes used with an antenna 
in order to increase its 
a. effective height 
b. bandwidth 
c. be!lrnwidth 
~ input capacitance 

13. Cassegrain feed is used with a parabolic reflector to 
a. increase the gain of the system 
b. increase the beamwidth of the system 
c. reduce the size of the main reflector 
d. allow the feed to be placed at a convenient 

point 

14: Zoning is used with a dielectric antenna in order to 
a. reduce the bulk' of the lens 
b. increase the ba~dwidth of the lens 
c. permit pin-point focusing 
d. correct the curvature of the wavefront from a 

horn that is too short 

15. A helical antenna is used for satellite tracking 
bcc'ause of its 
a. circular polarization 
b. maneuveral;>ility 
c. broad bandwidth 
d. go~d front:-to-back ratic_> 
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16. The discone antenna is 
a. a useful direction-finding antenna 
b. used as a radar receiving antenna 
c. circularly polarized like other circular anten

nas 
d. useful as UHF receiving antenna 

17. One of the following is not an omnidirectional 
antenna: 
a. Half-wave dipole 
b. Log-periodic 
c. Discone 
d. Marconi 

18. The radiation pattern of an antenna depends on 
its 
a, power loss 
b. len1:,rth and temination load 
c. only (b) 
d. botb (a) and (b) 

19. Voltage and current along the antenna are 
a. in-phase 

b. out of phase 
c. 90° phase shift 
d. 45° phase shift 

20. The number of lobes(both major and minor) in 
case of half-wave resonant dipole are 
a. 2 
b. 4 
C. 6 
d. 8 

21. Which of the following statements is NOT tme? 
a. The larger the antenna, the higher is the direc

tive gain. 
b. Non-resonant antennas have higher directive 

gain. 
c. Resonant antennas have higher directive 

gain. 
d. Directive gain is the ratio of the power density 

in a particular direction of one antenna to the 
power density that would be radiated in an 
omnidirectional anterurn. 

Review Problems 
I. Ao elementary doublet is IO cm long. If the l 0-MHz current flowing through it is 2 A, what is the field 

stren1:,rth 20 km away from the doublet, i.n a direction of max_imum radiation? 

2. To produce a power density of I mW/m2 in a given direction, at a distance of2 1cm, an antenna radiates 
a total of 180 W. An isotropic antenna would have to radiate 2400 W to produce the same power density 
at that distance. Wliat, in decibels, is the directive gain of the practical antenna? 

3. Calculate the radiation resistance of a 'N 16 wire dipole in free space. 

4. An antenna has a radiation resistance of 72 n, a loss resistance of 8 n, and a power gain of 16. What 
efficiency and directivity does it have? 

5. A 64-m diameter paraboloid reflector, fed by a nondirectional antenna, is used at 1430 Mllz. Calculate its 
beamwidth between half-power points and between nulls and the power gain with respect 'to a half-wave 
dipole, assuming even ilJurninatioo. · 

6. A 5-m parabolic reflector, suitably ill~inated, is used for 10-cm radar and is fed with 20-kW pulses. 
What is the effective (pulse) radiated power? 

Review Questions 

l . What functions does an antenna fulfill? What does the principle of reciprocity say about the properties of 
the antenna? 

2. What is an elementary doublet? How does it differ from the infinitesimal dipole? 
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3. Why is the maximum radiation from a hnlf-wave dipole in a direction at right angles Lo the antenna? 

4. Explain fully what is meant by the term resonant {l/1lenna. 

S. What. in general, is meant by the gain of a.n antenna? What part does the isotropic antenna play in its 
calculation? How is the isotropic radiator defined? 

6. To describe the gain ofan antenna, any of the tem,s directive gain directivity or power gain may be used. 
Define each of them, and explain bow each is related to the other two. 

7. Define the radiation resistance ofan antenna. What is the significance of this quantity? 

8. Discuss bandwidth, as applied to the two major parameters ofan antenna. Also define beamwidth. 

9. In what way does the effect of the ground on a nearby grounded antenna differ from that on a grounded 
one? Wl1at is a basic Ma,.coni antenna? Show its voltage and current distribution, !l!i well as its radiation 
pattern. 

l 0. Describe the various factors that decide what should he the "optimum length" of a grounded medium
frequency antenna. 

11. There are four major functions that must be fulfilled by antenna couplers (the fourth of which does not 
always apply). Wl1at arc they? 

12. What factors govern the selection of the feed point of a dipole antenna'? How do current feed and voltage 
feed differ? 

13. ' Draw the circuits of two typical antenna couplers, and briefly explain their operation. What extra require
ments are there when coupling to parallel-wire transmission lines? 

14. For what reasons are high-frequency antennas likely to differ from antennas used at lower frequencies? 
What is an antenna array? What specific properties does it have that make it so useful at HF? 

15. Explain the difference between driven and parasitic elements in an anterma array. What is the difference 
between a director and a reflector? 

16. Describe the end-fire array and its radiation pattern. and explain how the pattern can be made unidirec
tional. 

17. With the aid of appropriate sketches, explain fully the operation of a Yagi-Uda array. List its applications. 
Why is it called a super gain ante,ma? 

18. In what basic way does the rhombic antenna differ from arrays such as the broadside and end-fire? What arc 
the advantages and disadvantages of this difference? What are the major applications of the rhombic? 

I 9. What is a parabola? With sketches, show why its geometry makes it a suitable basis for anterma reflectors. 
Explain why an antenna using a paraholoid reflector is likely to be a highly directive receiving antenna. 

20. With sketches, describ(;; two methods C)f feeding a paraboloid reflector in which the primary antenna is 
located at the focal point. Under what conditions is this method of feed unsatisfactory? 

2 1. Describe fully the Cossegrain method of feeding a paraboloid reflector, including a sketch oftbe geometry 
of this feeding an·angement. 

22. Discuss in detail some shortcomings and difficulties connected with the Casscgrain feed of parabolic 
reflectors. How can they be overcome? 

23. What is a born antenna? How is it fed? What arc its applications? 

24. Explain the basic principle-s of operation of dielectric lens antennas, showing how they convert curved 
wavefronts into plane ones. 
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25 . What is the major drawback oflens antennas, restricting their use to the highest frequencies? Show how 
zoning improves matters, while introducing a drawback of it(; own. 

26. With suitable sketches, do a survey of microwave antennas, comparing their perfonnance. 

27. For what applications are wideband antennas required? List the various broadband anten.nas, giving t-ypical 
percentage bandwidths for each. 

28. Sketch a helical antenna, and briefly explain its operation in the axial mode. ln what very impottant way 
does this antenna differ from the other antennas studied? 

29. Sketch a discone antenna, and use the sketch to describe its operation. For what applications is it suitable'? 
Why do its applications <lifter from those ofa rhombic antenna? 

30. Explain how log~periodic antennas acquire their name. 



12 
WAVEGUIDES9 RES01\JATORS AND 

COMPONENTS 

It was seen in Chapter 10 that electromagnetic waves will travel from one point to another, if suitably radiated. 
Chapter 9 showed how it is possible to guide radio waves from one poinl Lu another in an enclose<l system by 
the use of transmission lines. This chapter will deal with waveguides. Any system of conductors and insulators 
for carrying electromagnetic waves could be called a wai,eguide, but it is cmaomary to reserve this name for 
specially constructed hollow metallic pipes. They are used at microwave Frequencies. for the same purposes 
as transmission lines were used at lower frequencies. Waveguides are preferred to transmission lines because 
they are much less lossy at the highe:,;l frequencies aud for other reasons thal will become apparent through 
this chapter. 

The objective of this chapter is to acquaint l'he studunl with the genernl principles of waveguide propaga& 
tion and rectangular, circular and odd-shape<l waveguides. Methods of exciting waveguides as well as basic 
waveguide components are then <lcscribed, as are impedance malcbing and attenuation. Cavity resonatofs 
ru:e the waveguide equ.ivalents of tuned transmission lines but are somewhat more complex because of their 
three-dimensional shapes. The final major section of the chapter deals with aclcl.itional waveguide components, 
such as directional couplers, isolators, citcu/ators, diodes, diode mounts and switches. 

Having studied this chapter. students should have a very good understanding ofwavegui<les and associated 
components, their physical appeanmce, behavior and propetties. They sh(>ul<l also have a clear underslan<ling 
of how microwaves are guided over long distance-s. 

Objectives Upon completing the material in Chapter I 2, the student wt/I be able to: 

)>- Explain the basic theory of operation and construction of a waveguide. 
);;> Define the tenn skin effect. 
> Calculate the(,\,), the cutoff wavelength. 
:i;.. Name the various energy modes and understand their meanings. 
),> Discuss the advantages of the numerous waveguide shapes. 
J.> Understand coupling techniques and where they arc used. 
};- Calculate waveguide attenuation. 

12.1 RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDES 
The student may recall from Chapter 9 that the tcm1 skin effect (see Section 9. 1 .3) indicated that the majority of 
the current flow (at very high frequencies) will occur mostly along the surface of the conductor and very little 
at the center. Th.is phenomenon has led to the development of hollow conductors known as waveguides. 
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Fig. 12.1 Creati,ig n waveguide. 

To simplify the understanding of the waveguide action, we refer to Section 9.1.5, which explained how the 
quarter-wave shorted stub appeared as a parallel resonant circuit (Hi Z) to the source. This fact can be used 
in the analysis of a waveguide; i.e., a transmission line can be transfom1ed i.nto a waveguide by connecting 
multiple quarter-wave shorted stubs (see Fig. 12. l ). These multiple connections represent a Hi Z to the source 
and offer minimum attenuation of II signal. 

In a simi l11r way, a pipe with any sort of cross section could be used 11s II w11veguide (see Fig. 12.2), but 
the simplest cross sections are preferred. Waveguides with constant rectangular or circular cross sections ere 
nonnally employed, although other shapes may be used from time to time for special purposes. With regular 
transmission lines and wavehruides, the simplest shapes are the ones easiest to manufacture, and the ones 
whose properties are simplest to evaluate. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 12.2 Waveguides, (a) Rec/11ng11lar; (b) circ11/a1'. 

12.1.1 Introduction 

A rectangular waveguide is shown in Fig. 12.2, also a circular waveguide for comparison. In a typical system, 
there may be an antenna at one end of a waveguide and a receiver or transmitter at the other end. The antenna 
generates electromagnetic waves, which travel down tl1e waveguide to be eventually received by the load. 

The walls of the guide are conductorsi and therefore reflections from. them take place, as described in 
Section 10.1 .2. It is of the utmost importance to realize that conduclion of energy takes place not throz,gh the 
walls, whose ftmction is only to confine this energy, but through the dielectric filling the waveguide, which is 
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usually air. in discussing the behavior and properties of waveguides, it is 11e,·essmy to .1peak of electric and 
magnetic fields, as in wave propagation, instead of voltages and currents, as in transmission lines. This is the 
only possible approach, but it does make the behavior of waveguides more complex to grasp. 

Applications Because the cross-sectional dimensions of a waveguide must be of the same order as those 
of a wavelength, use at frequencies below about I GHz is not 11om1ally practical, unless special circun;
stances warrant it. Some selected waveguide sizes, together with their frequencies of operation, arc presented 
in Table 12. 1. 

The table shows how waveguide dimensions decrease as the frequency is increased (and therefore wavelength 
is shortened). rr is seen that waveguides have dimensions that arc convenient in the 3- to I 00-GHz range, and 
somewhat inconvenient nmch outside this range. Within the range, waveguides are generally supurior to coaxial 
transmission lines for a whole spectrum of microwave applications, for either power or low-level signals. 

Both waveguides and transmission lines can pass several signals simultaneously, but in waveguides it is 
sufficient for them to be propagated in different modes to be separated. They do not have to be of different 
frequencies. A number of waveguide components are similar if not identical to their coaxial counterparts. These 
components include stubs, quarter-wave transformers, directional couplers, and taper sections. Finally, the 
Smith chrut may be used for waveguide calculations also. The operation of a very large number of waveguide 
components may best be understood by first looking at their tranr,;mission-linc equivalents. 

TABLE 12.1 Selected Rectm1g11la1· Waveguides 

USEFUL OUTSIDE WALl:. H llWREl'ICAL THEORETICAL 
FREQUENCY DIMENSIONS, TWCKNESS, AVERAGE AVERAGE (CW) POWER 
RANGE GHz mm mm ATIENUATION, dB/w 

1.1 2-J.70 [69 X 86.6 2.0 0.0052 

1.70-2.60 11 3 X 58.7 2.0 0.0097 

2.60- 3.95 76.2 X 38.1 2.0 0.019 

3.95- 5.85 50.8 X 25.4 1.6 0.036 

5.85- 8.20 38.1 X 19.1 1.6 0.058 

8.20-12.40 25.4 X 12.7 1.3 O.LIO 

12.40- 18.00 17.8 X 9.9 l.O 0.176 

18.0-26.5 12.7 X 6,4 1.0 0.37 

26.5-40.() 9.l X 5.6 1.0 0.58 

40.()-60.0 6.8 X 4.4 1.0 0.95~ 

60.0- 90.0 5.1 X 3.6 1.0 l.50~ 

90.0- 140 4.0 (diam.)I 2.0 X 1.0§ 2.60, 

140- 220 4.0 (diam.) 1.3 X 0.64 5.20' 

220-325 4.0 (diam.) 0.86 X 0.43 8.80~ 

tWaveguides of this size or smaller are circular on the outside. 
§lnlemal dimensions given instead of wall thickness for this waveguide nnd the smaller ones. 
1Approx.i.matc mcasurcmcats. , 

RATING,kW 

14,600 

6400 

2700 

1700 

635 

245 

140 

SI 

27 

13 

5.1 

2.2 

0.9 

0.4 

Ad11antages The first thing that strikes us about the appearance of a (circular) waveguide is that it looks 
. I 

like a coaxial line with the insides remov~dl This illustrates the advantages that waveguides possess . Since il 
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1s easier to leave out the inner conductor than to put it in, waveguides are simpler to manufacture than coaxial 
lines. Similarly, because there is neither an inner conductor nor the supporting dielectric in a waveguide, 
flashover is less likely. Therefore tbe power-handling ability of waveguides is improved, and is about I 0 
times as high as for coaxial ai.r-dielectric rigid cables of siJ.nilar dimension (and much more when compared 
with flexible solid-dielectric cable). 

There is nothing but air in a waveguide, and since propagation is by reflection from the walls instead of 
conduction along them, power losses in waveguides are lower than in comparable n·ansniission lines (see 
Fig. L2.3). A 41-mm air-dielectric cable has an attenuation of 4.0 dB/ l 00 rn at 3 GHz (which is very good for 
a cu axial line). This rises to 10.8 dB/ I 00 m for a similar foam-dielectric flexible cable, whereas the figure for 
the copper WR284 waveguide is only 1.9 dB/ 100 m. 

Everything else being equal, waveguides have advantages over coaxial lines in mechanical simplicity and 
a much higher maximum operating frequency (325 GHz as compared with 18 GH2) because of the different 
method of propagation. 

• ,, 

' . -.. -, 
' :( ,, 

, 1 

' ' , I 

-.-~-··: ', I 

' ' 

Fig. 12.3 Method of wave propagation /1111 waveguide. 

12.1.2 Reflection of Waves from a Conducting Plane 

In view of the way in which signals propagate in waveguides. it is now necessary to consider what happens 
to electromagnetic waves when they encounter a conducting surface. This is an extension of the work in Sec
tion I 0- 1. 

Basic Be1zavio1· An clectroma&rnctic plane wave iII space is transverse-electromagnetic, or TEM. The elec
tric field , the magnetic field and the direction of propagation are mutually perpendicular. lf such a w.ave were 
sent straight down a waveguide, it would not propagate in it. This is because the electric field (no matter what 
its direction) would be short-circuited by the walls, since the walls arc assumed to be perfect c.onductors, and 
a potential cannot exist across them. What must be found is some method of propagation which doe.s not 
require an electric field to exist near a wall and simultaneously be parallel to it. This is achieved by sending 
the wave down the waveguide in a zigzag fashion (sec Fig. 12.3), bouncing it off the walls and setting up 
a field that is maximum at or near the center of the guide, and zero at the walls. ln this case the walls have 
nothing to sho1t-circuit, and they do not interfere with the wave pauem set up between them. Thus propaga~ 
tion is not hindered. 

Two major consequences of the zigzag propagation are apparent. The first is that the velocity of propaga
tion in a waveguide must be less than in free space, and the second is that waves can no longer be TEM. The 
second situation arises because propagation by reflection requires not only a normal component but also a 
component in the direction of propagation (as shown in Fig. 12.4) for either the electric or the magnetic field, 
depending on the way in which waves are set up in the waveguide. This extra component in the direction of 
propagation means that waves are no longer transverse-electromagnetic, because there is now either an 
electric or a magnetic additional component in the direction of propagation. 
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Fig. 12.4 Reflectio11 from n conducting s111face. 

Since there are two different basic methods of propagation, names must be given to the resulting waves to 
distinguish them from each other. Nomenclature of these modes has always been a perplexing question. The 
American system labels modes according to the field component that behaves as it did in free space. Modes in 
which there is no component of electric field in the direction of propagation are called tmnsverse-electric ( TE, 
see Fig. 12.5b) modes, and modes with no such component of magnetic field are called transverse•mag11etic 
(TM, see Fig. 12.Sa). The British and European systems label the modes according to the component that has 
behavior different from that in free space, thus modes arc called H instead of TE and E instead of TM. The 
American system will be used here exclusively. 

8 I 8 ----+-I 

ll @ 11 l f I I I I I 
Transverse magnetic (TM) 

(a) 
Transverse electric (TE) 

(b) 

Fig. 12.5 TM and TE prop11galio11. 

Dominant Mode of Operation 'fhc natural mode of operation for a waveguide is called the dominant 
mode. This mode is the lowest possible frequency that can be propagated in a given waveguide. In Fig. 
l2.6, half-wavelength is the lowest frequency where the waveguide wil l still present the properties discussed 
below. The mode of operation of a waveguide is further divided into two submodes. They arc as follows: 

1. TE for the transverse electric mode (electric field is perpendicular to the direction of wave 
pro

0

p;gation) 

2. TM,,,_,, for th.e transverse magnetic mode (magnetic field is perpendicular to the direction of wave 
propagation) 

m = number of half-wavelengths across waveguide width (a on Fig . . 12.6) 
n "" number of half-wavelengths along the waveguide height (b on Fig. 12.6) 

Plane Waves at a Co,iducting Surface Consider Fig. 12. 7, which shows wave- fronts incident on a 
perfectly conducting plane (for simplicity, reflection is not shown). The waves travel diagonally from left to 
right, as i.ndicated, and have an angle of incidence 8. 
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If the actual velocity of the waves is vc, then simple trigonometry shows that the velocity of the wave in a 
direction parallel to the conducting surface, v~, and the velocity normal to the wall, v,,, respectively, are given by 

v = v sin 8 (12.l ) 
!I • 

v,, = "· cos e (J 2.2) 
Magnetic 

fields 

--- ------~ '""" ---- -. - - . - ----
-- ----- --- - - -~ ------~ ---- -- - - ~ _____ ___ _ _... ,, .. ,,, 

°' ~""'f _ __ _ _____ .. __ __ - : 

' 

Electrostatic 
fields 

Fig. 12.6 D0111i11a11t mode of waveguide! operation. 

As should have been expected, Equations ( 12.1) and (12.2) show that waves travel forward more slowly in a 
waveguide than in free space. 

Direction or 
propagation 

Troughs ,~ -- ,' , I Ap,' , 
, ' 

' ' 

'),. ,,, 

' , 
' , 

' ' 

, 
' 

, 

Fig. 12.7 Plane waves at a conducting s11rfnce. 

Exa1nple 12.1 

{f Ve is the velocihJ of the EM wave incident at 30· at the input of the waveguide the11 what will be velocities 
in a direction parallel and normal to the conducting surface? 

Solution 

Velocity in the parallel direction v = v sin (J = v sin 30' = (..J3/2) v 
J: C" C" ~ 

Velocity in the nonnal direction 11
11 

- ,,. cos 6 .,,, v, cos 30° = v) 2 
1• and v are smaller than v 

\.' II • 
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Parallel and Normal Wavele11gtl1 The concept of wavelength has several descriptions or definitions, 
all of which mean the distance between two successive identical points of the wave, such as two successive 
crests. ll is now necessary to add the phrase in the direction of measure111em, because we have so far always 
considered measurement in the direction of propagation (and this has been left unsaid). There is nothing to 
stop us from measuring wavelength in any other direction, but there has been no application for this so for. 
Other practical applications do exist, as in the cutting of corrugated roofing materials at an angle to meet other 
pieces of corrugated material. 

In Fig. 12.7, it is seen that the wavelength in the direction of propagation of the wave is shown as ,t, being 
the distance between two consecutive wave crests in this direction. Tbe distance between two consecutive crests 
in the direction parallel to the conducting plane, or the wavelength in that direction, is it , and the wavelength 
at right angles to the surface is itµ. Simple calculation again yields P 

it 
it= -

p sine 

it 
il= -

11 cose 

( 12.3) 

( 12.4) 

This shows not only that wavelength depends on the direction in which it is measured, but also that it is 
greater when measured in some direction other than the direction of propagation. 

Example 12.2 

If it is the wavelength of the EM wave incident at 30' then what is its wavelength i11 the direction parallel and 
also 11on11nl to the conducting surface? 

Solutlon 

Wavelength in the parallel direction 

"' 11, = )J sin fJ "' }J sin 30° "' (2/'v3 )A. p 

Wavelength in the normal direction 

= }J cos e"" Ai cos 30· = n 
,'.l and A cau be larger than A. 

p n 

Phase VelocittJ Any electromagnetic wave has two velocities, the one with which it propagat~s and the 
one with which it changes phase. In free space, these are ''naturaUy" the same and are called the velocity of 
light, v

0
, where v,. is the product of the distance of two successive crests and the number of such crests per 

second. It is said that the product of the wavelength and frequency ofa wave gives its velocity, and 

"· .. f?,.. 

,.. 3 x I 08 mis in free space (I 2.5) 

For Fig. 12.7 it was indicated that the velocity of propagation in a direction parallel to the conducting 
surface is v

9 
= v~ sin fJ, as given by Equation (12. 1). It was also.shown that the wavelength in this di.rection 

is A-
1
, ; Aisin (), given by Equation (I i.3 ). If the frequency is/, it follows that the velocity ( called the plwse 
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velocity) with which the wave changes phase in a direction parallel to the conducting surface is given by the 
product of the two. Thus 

V =f}.. 
/! /! 

ft = --· 
sine (12.6) 

"' --3:_ 
sine (12.7) 

where v = phase velocity. 
/1 

Example 12.3 

If the wnvelength of EM wave and the nngle of incidence to a waveguide is 60° then what is its phase 
velocity? 

Solution 

Phase velocity v ;; v I sin 9= v I sin 60" = (2/-V3) v 
p t' C . i.' 

A most surprising result is that there is an apparent velocity, associated with an electromagnetic wave at a 
boundary, which is greater than either its velocity of propagation in that direction, v ., or its velocity in space, 
v0 lt should be. mentioned that the theory of relativity has not been contradicted her~, since neither mass

1 
oor 

energy, nor signals can be sent with this velocity. It is merely the velocity with which the wave changes phase 
at a plane boundary, not the velocity w ith which it travels along the boundary. 

12.1.3 The Parallel-Plane Waveguide 

It was shown in Section 9. 1.4, in connection with transmission lines, that refl':'ctions and standing waves are 
produced if a Line is terminated in a short circuit, and that there is a voltage zero and a current maximum at 
this termination. This is illustrated again in Fig, l 2.8, because it applies directly fo the situation described in 
the previous section, involving electromagnetic waves at a conducting boundary. 

A rectangular waveguide has two pairs of walls, and we shall be considering their addition one pair at a 
time. It is now necessary to investigate whether the second wall in a pair may be added at any distance from 
the first, or whether there are any preferred positions and, if so, how to detennine them. Transmission-line 
equivalents will continue to be used, because they definitely help to explain the situation. 

Addition of a Second Wall If a second sho1t circuit is added to Fig .. 12.8, c~re must be taken to ensure 
that it does not disturb the existing wave paltem (the feeding source must somehow be located between the 
two short-circuited ends). Three suitable positions for the second short circuit are indicated in Fig. 12.9. rt is 
seen that e.ach of them is at a poinl of zero voltage on the line, and each is located at a distance from the first 
short c ircuit that is a multiple of half-wavelengths. 

The presence of a reflecting wall does to electromagnetic waves what a short circuit did to waves on a 
transmission line. A pattern is set up and will be destroyed unless the second wall is placed in a c01Tect posi
tion. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 12.10, which shows the second wall, .placed three half-wavelengths 
away from Lhe first wall , and the resulting wave pattern between the two walls. 
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Fig. 12.8 Slwrt-cirwited transmission line with st~nding waves. 

Second 
short circuit 

Possible short-circuit f positions ~ 
I 

s/c 
V 

Fig. 12.9 Placemettt of second sltort cimlit ott transmission. line. 

Direction of propagation 

Fig. 12.10 Reflections in a parallel-plane waveguide. 

A major difference from the behavior of transmission lines is that in waveguides the wavelength nonnal to 
the walls is not the same as in free space, and thus a= 3 A/2 here, as indicated. Another important difference 
is that instead of saying that ' 'the second wall is placed at a distance that is a multiple of half-wavelengths," we 
should say that "the signal arranges itself so that the distance between the walls·becomes an integral number 
of half-wavelengths, if this is possible." The arrangement is accomplished by a change in the angle of inci
dence, which is possible so long as this angle is not required to be "more perpendicular than 90°.'' Before we 
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begin a mathematical investigation, it i~ important to point out that the second wail might have been placed 
(as indicated) so that a'= 2'Ji.,,12, or a" = )..J 2, without upsetting the pattern created by the first walL 

Cutoff Wavclcrtgtlt IJ a second wall is added to the first at a distance a from it, then it must be placed at a 
point where the electric intensity due to the first wall is zero, i.e., at an integral number of half-wavelengths 
away. Putting this mathematically, we have 

m?.,; 
a = --

2 

where a= distance between walls 

(12.8) 

A.-
11 

= wavelength in a direction nonnal to both walls 
m = number of half-wavelengths of electiic intensity to be established between the walls (an integer) 

Substituting for .:l.
11 

from Equation ( 12.4) gives 

m(?../cose) m.:l. 
a = =--

m.:\. 
cos 0= -

2a 

2 2cose 

(12.9) 

The previous statements are now seen in their proper perspective: Equation ( 12.9) shows that for a given 
wall separation, the angle of incidence is detennined by the free-space wavelength of the signal, the integer 
111 and the distance between the walls. It is now possible Lo use Equation (12.9) to eliminate\ from Equation 
(12.3), giving a more useful expression for .1.

1
,, the wavelength of the traveling wave which propagates down 

the waveguide. We therl have 

A.=~= A. "' A. 
P sin/9 Jt -cos2 e J1 -(m)../2a)2 

( 12.10) 

From Equation ( 1.2. 10). it is easy to see that as the free-space wavelength is increased, there comes a point 
beyond which the wave can no longer propagate ill a waveguide with fixed a and m. The free-space wavelength 
at which this takes place is called the cutoff wavelength and is defined as the smallest free-space wavelength 
that is Just unable to propagate in the waveguide under given conditions. This implies that any larger free
space wavelength certainly cannot propagate, but that all smaller ones can. From Equation ( 12. I 0), the cutoff 
wavelength is that value of .1. for which \ becomes infinite, under which circumstance the denominator of 
Equation ( l 2.10) becomes zero, giving 

I ( 
m,\i )2 - - =O 
2a 

mAq "" 1 
2a 

k= 2a 
u ,n 

(12.11) 

where\= cutoff wavelength. 

,. 
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Example 12.4 

A rectangular waveguide is 5.1 crn by 2.4 cm (inside 111easureme11t), and the number of lta~f-wauelc11gt/1s to 
be es tab/ ished is 2. What is the cut-off wavele11gth? 

Solution 

a = 5.1 cm, m = 2 

Cut-off wavelength A.
0 

= 2a/m = 5.1 cm 

The largest value of cutoff wavelength is 2a, when m = I. This means that the longest free-space wavelength 
t~at a signal may have and still be capable of prupagating in a parallel-plane waveguide, is just less than twice 
the wall separation. When m is made unity, the slgnal is said to be propagated in the dominant mode, 111hich 
··;s the method ofpropagation that yields the longest cutoff wavelength of the guide. 

It follows from Equation ( 12.10) that the wavelength of a signal propagating in a Waveguide is always 
greater than its.free-space wavelength. Furthennore, when a waveguide fails to propagate a signal. it is because 
its free-space wavelength is too great. If this signal must be propagated, a mode of propagation with a lar~er 
cutoff wuvelcngth should be used, that is, m should be made smaller. If III is already equal to I and the signal 
still cannot propagate, the distance between the walls must be increased. 

Finally, Equation ( 12. I I) may be substituted into Equation (12.10) to give the very important universal 
equation for the guide wavelength, which does not depend on either waveguide geometry or the actual mode 
(value of 111) used. The guide wavelength is obtained in tenns of the free-space wavelength of the signal, and 
the cutoff wavelength of the waveguide, as follows: 

A "" il ). 
P Ji -[A(m/2a)]2 = J1 - (A.(l/ AQ)]2 

). = A 
/I J1 -(.V AQ)2 

(12. 12) 

Cutoff Frequency For those who are more familiar with the tenn cutojf fi·equency instead of cutuff\vave
fength, the following information and examples will show how to use these terms to calculate the lowest 
cutoff frequency. 

The lower cutoff frequency for a mode may be calcuJated by Equation ( 12.13). 

1c ~ 1.s x 1os (:)2+{i)2 
wherefc "" lower cutoff frequency in hertz 
a and b "' waveguide measurements in meters 
m and n = integers indicating the mode 

Example 12.5 

( 12 . 13 ) 

.A rectangular waveguide is 5.1 cm by 2.4 cm (inside measurements). Cnlc11 lnte the cutoff frequency of the 
dominant mode. 
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Solution 

The dominant mode in a rectangular waveguide is the TE,.0 mode, with m = I and n ""- 0. 

8 ( -111 )2 + ( _n )2 f = l.5X 10 
C Q b 

= l.S X I os ( 0.~51 )2 + ( 0.i24 )2 
"' 2.94 X 109

1!1 2.94 GHz 

Example 12.6 

Calculate the lowest frequency and determine the mode closest to the dominant mode for the waveguide in 
Example 12.5. 

Solution 

TM mo~es with m '"' 0 or n = 0 are not possible in a rectangular waveguide. The TE0,1, TE2,0 and TE0.2 modes 
are possible. The cutoff frequencies for these modes are as follows: 

TE
0
,
1 
= 6.25 GHz TE2•0 = 5.88 GHz TE0•2 = 12.5 GHz 

Therefore the TE
2
_0 mode has the lowest cutoff frequency of all modes except the dominant TE1,o mode. 

The 'v(aveguide could be used over the frequency range of2.94 GHz to 5.88 GHz in the dominant mode. 
The recommended range of operation for a waveguide having these measurements would be somewhat less, 
to provide a margin for manufacturing tolerances and changes due to temperature, vibration, etc. 

Groi,p and Phase Veloc-ity ill tl1e Wa.veguide A wave reflected from a conducting wall has two velocities 
in a direction parallel to the wall, namely, the group velocity and the phase velocity. The fonner was shown as 
vi in Equation ( 12.1 ), and the latter as vP in Equations ( 12.6) and ( 12. 7). These two velocities have exactly the 
same meanings in the parallel-plane waveguide and must now be correlated and extended further. 

If Equation!l (l 2.1) and ( 12. 7) are multiplied together, we get 

v_v = v si118..2'.L 
K p C Sine 

VV "' V 2 
Jl p .. 

(12.14) 

Thus the product of the group velocity and the phase velocity of a signal propagating in a waveguide is the 
square of the velocity of light in free space. Note that, in free space, phase and group velocities exist also, but 
they are then equal. It is now possible to calculate the two velocities in terms of the cutoff wavelength, again 
obtaining universal equations. From Equatjon (12.6) we have 

V "" jA. 
P r 
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= f Ve 

J1 - ()./ t.o)2 
(12.15) 

Substituting Equation (12.15) into (12.14) gives 

V '- V ~] - ( A, )
2 

g C \, 

(12.16) 

Equation ( 12.16) is an important one and reaffirms that the velocity of propagation (group velocity) in a 
waveguide is lower than in free space. Group velocity decreases as the free-spai;c wavelength approaches the 
cutoff wavelength and eventually becomes zero when the two wavelengths are equal. The physical explana
tion of this is that the angle of incidence (and reflection) has become 90°, there is no traveling wave and all 
the energy is reflected back to the generator. There is no transmission-line equivalent of this behavior, but the 
waveguide may be thought of as a high-pass filter having no attenuation in the bandp~s (for wavelengths 
shorter than \), but very high attenuation in the stop band. 

Example 12.7 

A wave is propagated in a parallel-plane waveguide, under conditio11s as just discussed. The frequency is 6 
GHz, and tlle plane separation is 3 cm. Calculate 
(a) The cutoff wavelen.gth for the dominant mode 
(b) The wavelength in a waveguide-, also for the dominant mode 
(c) The c1mesponding group and phase velocities 

Solution 

2a 3 
(a) \ 1::::.- -2X -:- -6cm 

m l 

(b) Ao- "e - _3_X_l_Oi_o = 30 = 5cm 
f 6 X 109 6 

Since the free-space wavelength is less than the cutoff wavelength here, the wave will propagate, and all 
the oth~r quantities ma~ be calcul~ted. Since ~I -(M .\i)2 appears in all the remaining calculations, it js 
convement to calculate 1t first. Let tt be p; then 

p = ~1-( ~ )2 
= ~t -( ~ )2 

- J 1 - 0.695 = 0.553 

Then 

). 5 
it - - - ---9.05cm 

P p 0.553 
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(c) v_ = v p = 3 x tOK X 0.553 = l.66 x 108m/s 
,: r 

II 108 •- I 

v = _£, = 3 x -- = 5.43 x I 08 111 /s 
P p 0.553 

Example 12.8 

It is necessary to propagate a 12.GHz signal in a waveguide whose wall separation is 6 cm. What is the great
est 1111111ber of lwlf-waves of electric intellsity which it will be possible to establish betwee11 the two walls, 
(i.e., what is the largest value of m)? Calculate the guide wavelength for this mode of propagation. 

Solution 

A"" "c = 3X 1010 =3cm 
f 10 X l09 

The wave wi ll propagate in the waveguide as Jong as the waveguide's cutoff wavelength is greater than the 
free-space wavelength of the signal. We calculate the cutoff wavelengths of the guide for increasing values 
ofm. 

When m= I . 

6 
A= 2X - = 12cm 

o I 

When Ill "" 2, 

A = 2X~=6cm 
0 2 

When 111 = 3. 

6 
A. "' 2 X - = 4cm 

0 3 

When m = 4, 

6 
..:t = 2 X - = 3cm 

0 4 

(This mode will propagate.) 

(This mode will propagate.) 

(This mode will propagate.) 

(This mude will no/ propagate, because the cwoffwave/ength is no longer 
larger than the.free-space wavelength.) 

It is seen that the greatest number of half-waves of electric intensity that can be established between the 
walls is three. Since the cutoff wavelength for them= 3 mode is 4 cm, the guide wavelength will be 

3 3 3 
A. = = = --"" 4.54cm 
,, J1 - ( ~)2 ~I - 0.562 0.66 1 

12.1.4 Rectangular Waveguides 

When the top and bottom walls arc added to our parallel-plane waveguide, the result is the standard rectangular 
wa.veguide used in practice. The two new walls do not really affect any of the results so far obtained and are. 

I 
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not really needed in theory. In practice, their presence is required to confine the wave (and to keep the other 
two walls apart). 

Modes h bas already been found that a wave may travel in a waveguide in any of a number of configura
tions. Thus far, this has meant that for any given signal, the number of half-waves of intensity between two 
walls may be adjusted to suit the requirements. When two more walls exist, between wbich there may also 
be half· waves of intensity, some system must be established to ensure a universally understood description 
of any given propagation mode. The situation had been confused, but after the 1955 lRE (Institute of Radio 
Engineers) Standards were published, order gradually emerged. Modes in rectangular waveguides are now 
labeled TE

111
_
11 

if they are transver-se-electric, and ™"'·" i.f they are transverse-magnetic. ln each case m and n 
are integers denoting the number of half-wavelengths of intensity ( electric for TE modes and magnetic for 
TM modes) between each pair of walls. Them is measured along the x axis of the waveguide (dimension a), 
this being the direction along the broader wall of the waveguide; the n is measured along they axis ( dimen
sion b). Both are shown in Fig. 12.11 . 

y 

T 
----},/2------ ---a- -~~ 

Fig. 12.11 TE,.0 111ode inn rectangular waveguide. 

The electric field configuration is shown for the TE, 0 mode in Fig. 12.11 ; the magnetic field is left out for 
the sake of simplicity but will be shown in subsequent figures. It is important to realize that the electric field 
extends in one direction, but changes. in this field occ::ur at right angles to that direction. This is similar to a 
multi lane highway with graduated speed lanes. All the cars are traveling in the same direction, but with dif
ferent speeds in adjoining lanes. Although all cars in any or1e lane travel n~)rth at high speed, along this lane 
no speed change is seen. However, a definite change in speed is noted in the east-west direction as one moves 
from one lane to the next. In the same way, the electric field in ~he TE,.0 mode extends in the y direction, but 
it is constant in that direction while undergoing a half-wave intensity change in the x direction. As a result, 
m "' l 1 ,1 ,. 0, and the mode is thus TE1•0• 

The actual mode of propagation is achieved by a specific arrangement of antennas as described in Section 
12.3,1'. 

T1te TE""
0 

Modes Since th~ TE,,,,
0 

modes do not actually use the broader walls of the waveguide (the 
reflection takes place from the narrower walls), they are not affected by the addition of the second pair of 
walls. Accordingly, all the equations so far derived for the parallel-plane waveguide apply to the rectangular 
waveguide carrying TE 

O 
modes, without any changes or reservations. The most important of these are Eqna. 

tions ( 12.11 ), ( 12.12), (h.15) and ( 12.16), of which all except the first are universal. To these equations, one 
other must now be added: this is the equation for the characteristic wave impedance of the waveguide. This 
if obviously related to Z, the characteristic impedance of free space, and is given by 
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~ 
Z =-"""' .... == 0 

~l-(A/~)2 
(12.17) 

where Z0 = ch~aracteristic wave impedance of the waveguide 

~ = 120,r= 377.fl, cbar-acteristic impedm1ce of free space, as before [Equations (10.3) and (10.4)) 

Example 12.9 

What is the cltnractetistic impedance of the waveguide ·if the wave travelling through it /las a wavelength of 
2 cm and the wt~off wavelength is 4 cm? 

Solution 

Characteristic impedance 

Z0 ;; 377/..J[l - (All/],., 377/.../[1 -(0.5)2] 

:; 377/V[I - 0.25] "" 377/.../0.75 = 377/0.866 = 435 

Although Equation ( 12.17) cannot be derived here, it is logically related to the other waveguide equations 
and to the free-space propagation conditions of Chapter 9. It is seen that the addition of walls has increased the 
characteristic impedance, as compared with that of free space, for these particular modes of propagation. 

It will be seen from Equation ( 12.17) that the characteristic wave impedance of a waveguide, for TE.,_
0 

modes, increases as the free-space wavelength approache-s the cutoff wavelength for that particular mode. 
This is merely the electrical analog of Equation (12.16), which states that under these conditions the group 
velocity decreases. lt is apparent that v

11 
"" 0 and Z~ • oo not only occur simultaneously, when ,t = \, but are 

merely two different ways of stating the same thing. The waveguide cross-sectional dimensions are now too 
small to allow this wave to propagate. 

A glance at Equation (12.11) will serve as a remin~er that the different TE,,,_
0 

modes all have different 
cutoff wavelengths and therefore encounter different characteristic wave impedances. Thus a given signal 
will encounter one value of 20 when propagated in the TE3•0 mode, and another.when propagated in the TE2,0 

mode. This is the reason for the name "characteristic wave impedance." Clearly its value depends here on 
the mode of propagation as well ·as on the guide cross-sectional dimensions._Some of the following examples 
will illustrate this. 

Tlte TE,,.," Modes The TE.,,;; modes are not used in practice as often as the TEm,o modes (with the possible 
exception of the TE, 1 mode, which does have some practical application::;). All the equations so far derived 
apply to them except for the equation for the cutoff wavelength, which must naturally be different, since the 
other two walls are also used. The cutoff wavelength for TE modes is given by 

111,JJ 

l • 2 
" ~l(mla)2 +(nlb)2 

(12.18) 

Onc-e again the derivation of this relation is too involved to go into here, but its self-consistency can be 
shown when it is considered that this is actually the universal cutoff wavelength equation fo,r rectangula~ 
waveguides; applying equally to all modes, including the TEm,o· In the TE.,,

0 
mode, n = 0 , so that Equation 

( 12.18) reduces to 
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l = 2 2 2 2a 
0 Jcm1 a)i + (0/ b)2 = J(ml a)2 ;::: mla;;;;--;;; 

Since this is identical to Equation (12.11), it is seen that Equation (12.18) is consistent. To make calcula
tions involving TE modes, Equation ( 12.18) is used to calculate the cutoff wavelength, and then the same 

111,n 

equations are used for the other calculations as were used for TE,,,
0 

modes. 

Tltc TM Modes The obvious difference between the TM modes and those described thus far is that the 111.n -- m,11 

magnetic field here is transverse only, and the electric field has a component in the direction of propagation. 
This obviously will require a different antenna arrangement for receiving or setting up such modes. Although 
most of the behavior of these modes is the same as tor TE modes, a number of differences do exist. The first 
such difference is due to the fact that lines of magnetic force are closed loops. Consequently, if a magnetic 
field exists and is changing in the x direction. it must also exist and be changing in they direction. Hence 
TM., 0 modes cannot exist (in rectangular waveguides). TM ntodes are governed by relations identicai to 
those regulating TE,,,,,, modes, except that the equation for characteristic wave impedance is reversed, because 
this impedance tends to zero when the free-space wavelength approaches the cutoff wavelength (it tended to 
infinity for TE modes). The situation is analogous to current and voltage feed in antennas. The fonnula for 
characteristic wave impedance for TM modes is 

( 12.19) 

Equation ( 12.19) yields impedance values that are always less than 377 !l, and this is the main reason why 
TM modes are sometimes used, especially TM,.,· It is sometimes advantageous to feed a waveguide directly 
from a coaxial transmission line, in which case the waveguide input impedance must be a good de-al lower 
than 377 n. 

Just as the TE,., is the principal TE'",n mode, so the main TM mode is the TM,,,· 

Example 12.10 

Calculate the formula.for the cutoff wavelength, in a standard rectangular wavcguide,for the ™u mode. 

Solution 

Standard rectangular waveguides have a 2: 1 aspect ratio, so that b = 'a/2. Therefore 

l ,.. 2 = . 2 = 2a 

O Jcmla)2 +(nlb)2 J(ml a)2 +(2nl a)2 ~m2 +4n2 

·But here m ~ tt "" 1, Therefore, 

2a 2a . 
t"" _,,,, ,. =0.894a 

0 1+4 v5 

It is thus seen that the cutoff wavelength for the TE1., and TM,., modes in a rectangular waveguide is less 
than for the TE2•0 mode, and, of course, for the TE1.o mode. Accordingly, a bigger waveguide is needed to 
propagate a given frequency than for the dominant mode. In all fairness, however, it should be pointed out 
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that a square waveguide would be used for the symmetrical modes, in which case their cutoff wavelength 

becomes Fa , which is some improvement. 
We must not los~ sight of the fact that the dominant mode is the one most likely to be used in practice, with 

the others employed only for special applications. There are several reasons for this. For instance, it is much 
easier to excite modes such as the TE

1
•
0
, TEi.o or TM1•1 than modes such as the TE1_7 or TM9s The earlier modes 

.also have the advantage that their cutoff wavelengths are larger than those of the later modes (the dominant 
mode is best for this). therefore smaller waveguides can be used for any given frequency. The dominant mode 
has the advantage that it can be propagated in a guide that is too small to propagate any other mode~ thus 
ensuring that no energy loss can occur through the spurious generation of other modes. The higher modes do 
have some advantages; it may actually be more convenient to use'iarger waveguides at the highest frequcnciis 
(see Table 12. l ), and higher modes can also be employed if the propagation of several signals through the one 
waveguide is contemplated. Examples are now given to illustrate the major points made so far. 

Example 12.11 

Calculate the characteristic wave impedance for the data of Examples 12.7 and 12 .8. 

Solution 

Ln Example 12.7, p was calculated to be 0.553. Then 

Z = '!l - "" <fl, - l20n: = 682 fl 
0 

~1- ()./ Ao )2 p 0.553 

Similarly, for Example 12.8, 

z .. ctl: 120n =570n 
0 p 0.661 

Example 12.12 

A rectangular waveguide measures 3 x 4.5 cm internally and has a 9-GHz signal propagated in it. Calcu
late the cutoff wavelength, the guide wavelength, the group and phase velocities and the characteristic wave 
impedance for (a) the TE1.IJ mode and (b) the ™u mode. 

Solution 

CalcuJating the free-space wavelength gives 

;t= ~= 3 X 1010 =3.33cm 
f 9 X 1010 

(a) The cutoff wavelength will be 

). .,, 2a :.:. 2 x 4.5 = Qcm 
0 m 1 



Calculating p, for convenience, gives 

p = ~l -( ~ )2 = J~1--(-3:_3_t = ~1-0.137 = 0.93 

Then tbe guide wavelength is 

?i. "' ~ ~ 3·
33

:::: 3.58cm 
,, p 0.93 

The group and phase velocities are simply found from 

V = v p r:= 3 X 10~ X 0.93 =2.79 X 108 m/s 
8 C 

V , 3 X 108 

V "' --£. = --- = 3.23 X J08m/s 
P p 0.93 

The characteristic wave impedance i.s 

Z = 'ti:.= 120
1r =405!1 

0 p 0.93 

(b) Continuing for the TM,,, mode, we obtain 

A, = 2 ,,, 2 
0 

J<ml a)2 + (n / b)2 J(l/4.5)2 + (1 /3)2 

2 2 
""' =-=5cm 

~0.0494 + 0.1111 0.4 

P"" J1-e·:3)2 
== ~1 - 0.444=0.746 

?i. = ~ = 3
·
33 = 4.6cm 

P p 0.746 

V = v p • 3 X 108 X 0.746 "" 2.24 X 108 m/s 
B C 
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v "" 
11

c = 3 x 
168 

= 4.02 x I08m/s 
P P.· .' ?:746 . 

Because this is a TM .mode, Equation ( l 0.19) must be used to calculate the characteristic wave impedance; 
hence 

Z
0 

== ~ X p = 120,r X 0 .745 • 281 !1 

Example 12.13 
A waveguide has an internal width a of3 cm, and carries the dominant mode of a signal of unknown frequency. 
If the characteristic wave impedance is 500 fl, ·what is tltis freqi,ency? 
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Solutlon 

2a 2X3 
.it"" - .:-- =6cm 0 m I 

'!l = ~1 _ ( ,t )2 
Zu Ao 

( '!l )2 _ l -( A. )2 = I - ( 120n )2 = O.S7 
Z0 A() 500 

( ~ )2 "' I - 0.57 = 0.43 

~ = Jo.43 "'o.656 
,\i 

A.= 0.656.i\.
0 

= 0.656 X 6 '- 3.93 cm 

f= vc "'JXIO'o =7.63XI09 .:7.63GHz 
..l 3.93 

Field Pattems The electric and magnetic field pattems for the dominant mode are shown in Fig. 12.12a. 
The electric field exists only at right angles to the direction of propagation, whereas the magnetic field has a 
componet1t in the direction of propagation as well as a nonnal component. The electric field is maximum at 

the center of the waveguide for this mode and drops off sinusoidally to zero intensity at the walls, as shown. 
The magnetic field is in the form of (closed) loops, which lie in planes nonnal to the electric field, i.e., paral
lel to the top and bottom of the guide. This magnetic field is the same in aU those planes, regardless of the 
position of such a plane along they axis, as evidenced by the equidistant dashed lines in the end view. This 
applies to all TEm.o modes. The whole configuration travels down the waveguide with the group velocity, but 
at any instant of time the whole waveguide is filled by these fields. The distanc<! between any two identical 
points in the t direction is ,l , as implied in Fig. 12.12a. 

The field patterns for the TE2 0 mode, as shown in Fig. l2.l 2b, are very similar. Indeed, the only differences 
are that there are now two half-\vave variations of the electric (and magnetic) field in theX- Yplane, as shown. 
The field patterns for the higher TE,,,.0 modes are logical extensions of those for the first two. 

Modes other than the TE O tend to be complex and difficult to visualize; they are, after all, three-dimensional. 
Tn the TE1.1 mode, the electr'fc field looks like cobwebs in the comers of the guide. Examination shows that there 
is now one half-wave change of c~cctric intensity 111 both the x and y axes, with an electric intensity maximum 
in the exact center of the waveguide. The magnetic field at any given cross section is as for the TE,,,,

0 
modes, 

but it now also varies along they axis. For the™,., mode, the electric field is radial and the magnetic field 
annular in the X- Yplane. Had the waveguide been circular, the electric field would have consisted of straight 
radial lines and the ma&,>netic field of concentric circles. Also, it is now the electric field that has a component 
in the direction of propagation, where the magnetic' field had one for the TE modes. Final.ly, it will be noted 
from the.end view ofFig. 12.12c that wherever the ele\)tric field touches a wall, it does so at right angles. Also, 
all intersections 'between electric and magni::tic field lines are perpendicular. 
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Side view 
-

).p_,,. 
2 

(a) TE,.0 mode 

(c) TE,.1 mode 

To 

(b) TE1,0 mode 

- --Electric field llnes 
•• • •• • . Magnetic field lines 

Side ,. 
(d) TM,,, mode 

Fig. 12.12 Field patterns of common modes In rectangular waveguides. (After A, 8. Bronwe/1 and 
R. E. Beam, Theory and Applicatio11 of Microwm,es, McGraw-Hill, New York.) 

12.2 CIRCULAR AND OTHER WAVEGUIDES 

U.2.1 Circular Waveguides 
It should be noted from the outset that in general tenns the behavior of waves in circular waveguides is the 
same as in rectanbrular guides. However, since circular waveguides have a different geometry and some dit':. 
ferent applications, a separate investigation of them is still necessary. 

Analysis· of Beltavior The laws goveming the propagation of waves in waveguides are independent of 
t.be cross-sectional shape and dimensions of the guide. As a result, all the parameters and definitions evolved 
for rectangular waveguides apply to ci.t:cular waveguides, with the minor modification that modes are labeled 
somewhat differently. All the equatious also apply here except.. obviously, the fonnula for cutoff wavelength. 
This must be different because of the different geometry, and it is given by 

2trt 
A= - -

0 (kr) 
( 12.20) 

where r = radius (internal) of waveguide 

(kr) "' solution of a Besliel function equation 
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To facilitate calculations for circular wavebruides, values of (kr) are shown in Table 12.2 for the circular 
waveguide modes most likely t~ be encountered. 

TABLE12.2 Values of (k,) Jo;- the Principal Modes i11 Cirrtilnr Waveguides 

TE TM 
MODE (kr) MODE (kr) MODE (kr) MODE (kr) 

TEO.I 3.83 TEo.2 7.02 ™u.1 2.40 ™u.2 5.52 

TEl,I 1.84 TE1.2 5.33 TEI.I 3.83 ™1.l 7.02 

TE2,I 3.05 TE2; 6.71 TE2,I 5.14 ™2.2 8.42 

Example 12.14 

Calculate the cutoff ii,;avelength, the guide wavelength and the characte;-istic wave impedance of a circular 
waveguide whose internal diameter is 4 cm, for n 12.Grlz signal propagated in it in the TE 

I
i mode. 

Solution 

;\, ; v., = 3X1010 ""3em 
f IOX 109 

;\, = 2tc r "" 2n: X ;J{ 
0 (kr) 1.84 

4n: 
~ -=6.83cm 

1.84 

,t 3 3 
4
" "" J1 -().,/~>)2 ""'JI - (3/6.83)2 = ~1 - 0.193 

:a 3 
--:.3.34cm 
0.898 

Z= ~ ::;l20n:=420fl 
0 

J1-(A1~)2 0.898 

(1 .84 from table) 

One of the difforences in behavior between circular and rectangular waveguides ·is shown i.J1 Table 12.2. 
Since the mode with the largest cutoff wavelength is the one with the smallest value of (kr), the TE

1
,i mode 

is dominant in circular waveguides. The cutoff wavelength for this mode is\= 27nr/l .84 =-3.4lr =. l.7d, 
where dis the diameter. Another difference lies in the different method of mode labeling, which must be used 
because of the circular cross section. The integer m now denote-s the number of /11//-wave intensity variations 
around the circumference, and n represents the number of half:.wave intensity change::; radially out from the 
center to the wall. It is seen that cylindrical coordinates are used here. 

Field Patterns Figure 12.13 shows the patterns of electric and magnetic intensity in circular waveguides 
for the two most common modes. The same ·general rules apply as for rectangular guide patterns. There 
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arc the same travel down the waveguide and the same repetition rate ;i.,,. The same conventions have been 
adopted, except that now open circles are used to show lines (electric or magnetic, depending on tbe mode) 
coming out of the page, and full dots are used for lines going into the page. 

C 
I 

. . . . . . . . 
•• 

d (a) TE1.1 mode 
C 
' 

:i: . : ... 
:l•°(/ A -

Section through c-d ' d (b) TMo.1 mode 

Fig. 12.13 Field pallems 0/11110 common modes In circular waveguides. (From A.B. Bro11well a11d 
R. E. 13ea111, Theory and Applicntio11 of Microwaves McGraw-Hill, NL'w York.) 

Disadwmtages The first drawback associated with a circular waveguide is that its cross section will be 
much bigger in area than that ofa corresponding rectangular waveguide used to carry the same signal. This 
is best shown with an example. 

Example 12.15 

Calculate the rntio of the cross section of a cit"c11lar waveguide to that of a recta1tgular one if each is to have 
the snme cutoff wavelength Jot its dominant mode. 

Solution 

For the dominant {TE,) mode in the circular waveguide, wc have 

A = 21tr _ 2:,rr _ 3.4 l r 
0 (kr) 1.84 

The area ofa circle with a rndiui. r is given by 

A "" m.2 
< 

In the rectangular waveguide, for the TE,.0 mode, 

2a 
A.= - = 2a 

o I 
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lfthe two cutoff wavelengths are to be the same, then 

2a = 3.41r 

a= 3.4 Ir = l.705r 
2 

The area of a standard rectangular waveguide is 

A "" ub =a:!."" a 2 = (1.705r)2 ""l.45r2 
' 2 2 2 

The ratio of' tht! areas will thus be 

A ,.,.2 
.;.:;f. = -- ""2 17 2 • 
A,. I .4Sr 

lt fo llows from Example L2. I 5 that (apart from any other consideration) the space occupied by a rectangular 
waveguide system would be considerably less than that for a circular system. This obviously weighs against 
the use of circular guides iil some applications. 

Another problem with circular waveguides is that it is possible for the plane of polarization to rotate dur
ing the wave's travel through the waveguide. This may happen because of roughness or discontinuities in 
the walls or depa1tme from true circular cross section. Taking the TE

1 1 
mode as an example, it is seen that 

the electric field usually sta1ts out being horizontal, and thus the receiving mechanism at the other end of the 
guide will be arranged accordingly. If this polarization now changes ut1predictably before the wave reaches 
the far end, as it well might, the signal will be reflected rather than received, with the obvious consequences. 
This mitigates against the use of the TE

1
,
1 

mode. 

Advantages attd Special Applications Circular waveguides are easier to manufacture than rectangular 
ones. They are also easier to join together, in the usual plumbing fashion. Rotation of polarization may be 
overcome by tbe use of modes that are rotationally symmetrical. TM

0
_
1 
is one such mode, as seen in Fig. 12. 13 

and TE0_1 (not shown) is another. The principal current application of circular waveguides is in rotational 
couplings, as shown in Section 12.3.2. The TM0_1 mode is likely to be preferred to the TE

0
_
1 

mode, since it 
requires a smaller diameter for the same cutoff wavelength. 

The TE0 1 mode does have a practical application. It may be shown chat, especially at frequencies iu excess 
of l O GHz,' this is the mode with significantly the lowest attenuation per uni t length of waveguide. There .is 
no mode in either rectangular or circular waveguides (or any others. for that matter) for which attenuation is 
lower. Although that prope1ty is not of the utn1ost importance for short runs of up to a few meters, it becomes 
significant if longer-distance waveguide transmission is considered. 

12.2.2 Other Waveguides 

There are situations in which properties other than those possessed by rectangular or circular waveguides are 
desirable. For such occasions, ridged or flexible waveguides may be used, and these are now described. 

Ridged Waveguides Rectangular waveguides are sometimes made with sit1gle or double ridges. as shown 
in Fig. 12.14. The principal effect of such ridges is to lower the value of the cutoff wavelength. In turn , this al
lows a guide with smaller dimensions to be used for any given frequency. Another benefi t of having a ridge in 
a waveguide is to increase the useful frequency range of the guide. It may be shown that the dom)n_ant mod~ is 
the trnly one to propagate in the ridged guide over a wider frequency range than in any other waveguide. lihe 
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ridged waveguide has a markedly greater bandwidth than an equivalent rectangular guide. However. it shoul<l 
be noted that ridged waveguides generally have more attenuation per unit length than rectangular waveguides 
and are thus not used in great lengths for standard applications. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 12.14 Ridged waveguides, {a) Si11gle ridse; <b) double ridge. 

Flexible Waveguides It is sometimes required to have a waveguide section capable of movement. This 
may be hen<ling~ twisting, stretching or vibration, possibly continuously, and this must not cause undue dete
rioration in performance. Applications such as tlae::;e call for flex.ible waveguides, of which there are several 
types. Among the more popular is a copper or aluminum h1be having an elliptical cross section, small trans
verse corrugations and transitions to rectangular waveguides at the two ends. These transfonn the TE1.1 mode 
in the flexible waveguide into the TE

1
,
0 
mode at either encl. This waveguide is of continuous construction, and 

joints and separate bends arc not required. It may have a polyethylene or rubber outer cover and bf:nds ea.;;;. 
ily but cannot be readily t\11isted. Power-ha11dling ability and SWR are fairly similar to those ofrectangular 
waveguides of the same size, but attenuation in dB/mis about five times as much. 

12.3 WAVEGUIDE COUPLING, MATCHING AND ATTENUATION 
Having explored the theo1y of waveguides, it is now necessary to consider the practical aspects of their use. 
Methods of launching modes in waveguides will now be described in detail, as will waveguide coupling and 
interconnection, various junctions, accessories, methods ofimpedancc matching and also attenuation. Auxiliary 
components are considered in Section 12.5. 

12.3.1 Methods of Exciting Waveguides 

In order to launch a pa1ticular mode in a waveguide, some arrangement or combination of one or more anten
nas is generally used. However, it is also possible to couple a coaxial line directly to a waveguide, or to couple 
waveguides to each other by means of slots in common walls. 

Atitennas When a short anteruia, in the form of a probe or loop, is inserted intn a waveguide, it will radiate, 
and if it has been placed correctly, the wanted mode will b1;: sel up. The correct positioning of such probes for 
launching common modes in rectangular waveguides is shown in Fig. 12.15. 

If a comparison is made with Fig. 12.12, it is seen that the placement of the antenna(s) corresponds to the 
position of the desired maximum electric field. Since each such a11te1ma is polarized in a plane parallel to the 
antenna itself, it is placed so as to be parallel to the field which it is desired to set up. Needless to say, the same 
arrangement may be used at the other end of the waveguide to receive each such n,ode. When two or more 
antennas are employed, care must be taken to ensure that they are fed in co1Teci phase; otherwise thu desired 
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mode will not be set up. Thus, it is seen that the r.vo antennas used for the TE
1
•
1 

rnode arc in phase (in feed, 
not in actual ori.entation). However, the two antennas used to excite the TE.

2
_
0 

mode are fed I 80° out of phase, 
as requirc<l by the field panem of Fig. 12.12b. Phase differences between antennas are nonnally achieved by 
means of additional pieces of transmission line, as shown here. Higher TE 

O 
modes would be radiated by an 

extension of the principle shown. The antenna placement for tbe TE
3
.,
1 
mode,';cquiring one anterma in the center 

of the guide, would almost certainly radiate some TE
1
,
0 
mode also. Again, the antenna used le) radiate the TM 

1
•
1 

mode is at right angles to the antennas used to radiate the TE mode.~, because oftbe different orientation of 
the electric field. Finally, nore that the depth of insertion of such a probe will cletem1i ne the power it couples 
and the impedance it encounters. Hence adjustment of this depth may be used for impl:ldance matching as an 
allenrntive to a stub on the coaxial line. 

(a) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 12.15 Methods of excitiltg common modes in rectmigulnr waveguides, (a) TF.
1
,,i (b) TE

1
,,; (c) TM,.

1
; (d) TE

1
•
1 

The TM0•1 mode may be launched in a circular waveguide, as shown in Fig. I 2. l5c, or else by means of a 
loop antenna located in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the probe, so as to have its area intersected by a 
maximum number of magnetic field lines. ft is thus seen that probes couple primarily to an electric field and 
loops to a magnetic field, but in each case both an electric and a magnetic field wi.11 be set up because the two 
are inseparable. Figure 12. 16 shows equivalent circuits of probe and loop coupling and reinforces the idea of 
both fields being present regardless of which one is being primarily coupled to. 

~Loop 

(a) 

~ 
rc;-1 

l _L 
-~TI __ _ 

Fig. 12.16 Loop and probe co11pli11g, (a) Loop coupli11g and eq11.ivalenl circuil; ¥~{1 pro/le co11pli11g a1Zd equivalent drc11it. 
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Slop Coupling It can be appreciated thnt current must flow in the walls of a waveguide in which electro
magnetic waves propagate. The pattern of such current flow is shown in Fig. 12.17 for the dominant mode. 
Comparison with Figs. 12.11 and l2. l 2a shows that the current originates at points of maximum electric field 
intensity in the waveguide and flows in the walls because potential djfferences exist between various points 
along the walls. Such currents accompany all modes, but they have not been shown previously, to simplify 
the field pattern diagrams. 

lf a hole or slot is made in a waveguide wall, energy will escape from the waveguide through the slot or 
possibly enter into the waveguide from outside. As a result, coupling by means of one or more slot.s seems 
a satisfactory method of feeding energy into a waveguide from another waveguide or cavity resonator (or, 
alternatively, of taking eneri,ry out). 

When coupling doe::; take place, it is either because electric fie ld lines that would have been terminated by a 
wall now enter the second waveguide or because the placement of a slot interrupts the flow of wall current, and 
therefore a magnetic field is ::;ct up extending into the second guide. Sometimes, depending on the orientation 
of the slot, both effects ta.kc place. In Fig. 12.17 slot I is situated in the center of the top wall, and therefore 
al a point of maximum electric intensity; thus a good deal of electric coupling takes place. On the other hand, 
a fair amount of wall current is interrnpted, so that there will also be considerable magnetic coupling. The 
position of slot 2 is at a point of zero electric field , but it interrupts sizable waJI current Aow; thus coupling 
here is primarily through the magnetic field . Slots may be situated at other points in the waveguide walls, and 
in each case coupling will take place. It will he determined in type and amount by the position ,md orientation 
of each slot. and also by the thickness of the walls. 

A11 I-+----- 2 _ ___ .. 

Fig. 12.17 Slol co11pli11g n,u/ c11rre11I flow 111 waveguide wall~ /01· the dominant mode. 
(Arlnpted from M. H. C1iffli11, Tlte H0. , Mode 111,rl Co1111111111icatio11s, Poi11l-lo-Poi11t Telcco1111111111icntio11s. ) 

Slot coupling is very often used between adjoining waveg11ides, as in directional couplers (see Section 
12.5. l ), or between waveguides and cavity resonators (see Section 12.4). Because radiation will take place 
from a slot, such slots may be used as antennas, and in fact they very often are. 

Direct Coupling to Coaxial Lines When a particular microwave transmission system consists of partly 
coaxial and partly waveguide sections, there are two standard methods of interconnection, as shown in Fig. 
12. 18. Diagram a shows a slot in a common wall, whereby energy from the coaxial line is coupled into the 
waveguide. In diagram b, coupling is by means ofa taper section, in which the TEM mode in the coaxial line 
is transformed into the dominant mode in the waveguide. In each instance an impedance mismatch is likely 
to exist, and hence stub matching on the line is used as shown. 
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12.3.2 Waveguide Couplings 

When waveguide pieces or components are joined together, the coupling is generally by means of some sort 
of fl ange. The function of such a flange is to ensure a smoo~1 .mechanical juncti011 and suitable electrical 
clrnracteristics, particularly low external radiation and low internal reflections. The same considerations apply 
to a rotating coupling. except tbat lhe mechanical conslrnction of it is more complicalcd. 

Coaxial line 

Coaxial line 

Stub 

Adjustable stub 

(a) 

(b) 

Rectangular waveguide 

Circular 
waveguide 

Fig. 12.18 Co11pli11g to wnveguidesfrom coaxial li11es by 111ea11s of (a) a slot; (b) 11 taper Sc!Ctio11. 

Flanges A typical piece of waveguide will have a flange at either end, such as illustrated in Fig. 12.19. 
At lower frequencies the flange will be brazed or soldered onto the waveguide, whereas at higher frequencies 
a much. flatter butted plain flange is used. When two pieces arc joined, lh<.: flanges are bolted together, care 
being taken to ensure perfecl mechanical alignment if adjustment is provided. This prevents an unwanled 
bend or step, either of which would produce undesirable reflections. H follows that the guide ends and flanges 
must be smoothly fi nished to avoid discontinuities at the junction. 

/ 

0 0 

D 
0 0 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 12.19 (n) Plain fln 11ge; (b) flange co1.1pli11g. 
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ft is obviously ensier to align individual pieces correctly if there is some adjusbnent, so that waveguides 
with smaller dimensions are sometimes provided with threaded flanges, which can be screwed together with 
ring nuts. 

With waveguides nnturnlly reduced in size when frequencies are raised, a coupling discontinuity becomes 
larger in proportion to the signal wavelength and the guide dimensions. Thus discontinuities nt higher frequen
cies become more troublesome. To counteract this, a small gnp may be purposely left between the waveguides, 
as shown in Fig. 12.20. The diagram shows a choke coupling consisting of an ordinary flange and a choke 
flange connected together. To compensate for the discontinuity which would otherwise be present, a circular 
choke ring of L cross section is used in the choke flange, in order to reflect a shon circuit at the junction of the 
waveguides. This is possible because the total length of the ring cross section, as shown, isl /21 and the far 
end is short-circuited. Thus an electrical short circuit is placed at a surface where a mechanital sho1t circuit 
would be difficult to achieve. 

Unlike the plain flange, the choke flange is frequency-sensitive, but optimum design can ensure a reasonable 
bandwidth (perhaps IO percent of the center frequency) over which SWR does not exceed 1.05. 

Plain Choke 
nangel'l'h:~~~ nange 

ta) 

g 
,o 0 

(b) 

Fig. 12.20 (a} Cross section of cltoke ro11pling; (b) end view of cl toke Jln11ge. 

Rectangular waveguide 

(TE1.o mode) 
~~~~~~~~ 

Circular waveguide 
(TMo.1 rnOde) 

Half-wave choke 

.,,v;,.,.;.a.. (TE1.1 mode) 

filter rings 

Rectangular waveguide 
(TE1.o mode) 

Fig. 12.21 l{olaling co11µ/i11g sfwwil!g electric field patterns. 
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Rotating Couplings As previously mentioned, rotating coupling:,; are ofl:on usctl1 ns in radar, where a 
waveguide is connected to a horn antenna feeding a paraboloid reflector which must rotate for tracking. A 
rotating coupling involving circular waveguides is the most common and will be the one described here. 

A typical rotaiy coupling is shown in Fig. 12.21, which (for simplicity) shows the electrical components 
only. The mechanical components may have varying degrees of complexity but are of subsidiary interest here. 
The rotating part of the waveguide is circular and carries the TM0 1 mode, whereas the rectangular waveguide 
pieces leading in and out ofthe coupling carry the dominant TE1 0 mode. The circular waveguide has a diameter 
which ensures that modes higher than the TM

0
,
1 

caiu10t propagate. The dominaut TE1.'1 mode in the circular 
guide is suppressed by a ring filter, which tends to short-circuit the electric field for that mode, while not af
fecting the electri.c field of the TM

0
•1 mode (which is everywhere perpendicular to the ring). A choke gap is 

left around the circular guide coup.ling to reduce any mismatch that may occur and any rubbing of the metal 
area during the rotation. Some sort of obstacle is often placed at each circular-rectangular waveguide junction 
to compensate for reflection, such obstacles are described in Section 12.3 .5. 

12.3.3 Basic Accessories 

A manufacturer's catalog shows a very large number of accessories which can be obtained with waveguides 
for any number of purposes. Fig. 12.22 shows a typical rectangular waveguide run which illustrates a number 
of such accessories; some of them are now described. 

1 

,(k~ 
:-1 
:i A-m 

J 

A Straight secuon, rectangular 
B Flex-twist section 
G Rigid hangar 
H Sliding t,~nger 
/ Spring hanger 
J Faed-1hrough 
D Pressure adaptor 

Pressure window and gas Inlet 

Fig. 12.22 Rectangular waveguide run. (Courtesy of Andrew Ante1111as of A11slrali11.) 
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Bends and Corners As indicated in Fig. 12.22, changes of direction are often required, in which case a 
bend or a corner may be used. Since these are discontinuities, SWR will be increased either because ofretlec. 
tions from a comer, or because of a different group velocity in a piece of benL waveguide. 

An H~plane bend (shown in Fig. 12.23a) is a piece of waveguide smoothly bent in a plane parallel to the 
magneLic field for the dominant mode (hence the name). ln order to keep the reflections in the bend small, its 
length is made several wavelengths. If this is undesirable because of size, or if the bend must be sharp, it is 
possible to minimize reflections by making the mean length of the bend an integral number of guide wave
lengths. In that case some cancellation of reflections takes place. lt must be noted that the sharper the bend, 
the greater the mismatch introduced. 

For the larger wavelengths a bend is rather clumsy, and a comer may be used instead. Because such a corner 
would introduce intolerable reflections if it were simply a 90° comer, a part of it is cut, and the comer is then 
said to be mit.ered, as in Fig. 12.23b. The dimension c depends on wavelength, buL if it is correctly chosen, 
reflections will be almost completely eliminated. An H-plane corner is shown. With an E-plane comer, there 
is a risk of voltage breakdown across the distance c; which would naturally be fairly smaU in such a comer. 
Thus if a change of direction in the E plane is required, a double-mitered comer is used (as in Fig. 12.23c). 
Ln this botb the inside and outside comer surfaces are cut, and the thickness of the corner is the same as thaL 
of the straight portion of waveguide. If the dimension dis made a quarter of a guide wavelength, reflections 
from comers A and B will cancel out, but that, in turn, makes the corner frequency-sensitive. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 12.23 Waveguide bend mid earners, (a) H-plane bend; (b) H-plane 111ite1'ed earner; 
(c) E-plane do11ble-mitered corner. 
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Taper and Twist Sections When it is necessary to couple waveguides having different dimensions or 
dffferent cross-sectional shapes, tnper sections may be used. Again, some reflections will take place, but they 
can be reduced if the taper sectimris made gradual, as shown for the circular~rectangular taper of Fig. 12.24a. 
The taper shown may have a length· of two or more wavelengths. and if the rectangular section carries the 
dominant mode, the TE1., mode will be set up in the circular section, and vice versa. 

·, 
(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 12.24 Waveguide tmnsitio11s1 (11) Circular lo rect11ng11/11r taper; (li) 90° twist. 

Finally, if a c.hange of polarization direction is required, a twist section may be used (as shown in 
Fig. 12.24h), once again extending over two or more wavelengths. As an alternative, such a twist may be 
incorporated in a bend, such as those shown in Fig. 12.22. 

12.3.4 Multiple Junctions 

When it is required to combine two or more signals (or split a signal into two or more parts) in a waveguide 
system, some fom, of multiple junction must be used. For simpler interconnections T-shaped junctions are 
used, whereas more complex junctions may be hybrid Tor hybrid rings. In addition to being junctions, these 
components also have other applications, and he1Jce they will now be described in some detail. 

T Junctions Two examplus of the T junctiQn, or tee, are shown in Fig. 12.25, together with their transmis
sion-line equivalents. Once again they are referred to as E-or H-plane trees, depending on whether they are 
in the plane of the electric field or the magnetic field. 

All three atoms of the H-plane tee lie in the plane of the magnetic field, which divides among the arms. 
This is a current junction, i.e., a parallel one, as shown by the transmission·line equivalent circuit. In a similar 
way1 the E-plane tee is a voltage or series juuctiqu, as indicated. Each junction is symmetrical about the central 
arn1, so tbat the signal to be split up is fed into it (or the signals to be combined arc taken from it). However, 
some fom1 of impedance matching is generally required to prevent unwanted reflections. 

T junctions (particularly the E-plane tee) may themselves be used for impedance matching, in a manner 
identical to the short-circuited transmission~line stub. The vertical arm is then provided with a sliding piston 
to produce a short circuit al any desired point. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 12.25 T jurictio11s (tees) and their equivalent circuits, (a) H-pltme tee; (b) E- plane tee. 

Hybrid Junctions If another arm is added to either of the T junctions, then a hybrid T junction, or magic 
tee, is obtained; it is shown in Fig. 12.26. Such ajunction is symmetrical about an imaginary plane bisecting 
arms 3 and 4 and has some very usefol and interesting properties. 

Output to 
mixer and IF 

(RF) signal from----~ 
antenna 

->=--- Local oscillator 
input 

Fig. 12.26 Hybrid T junction (magic tee). 
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The basic prope1iy is that arms 3 and 4 are both connected to arms l and 2 but not to each other. This 
applies for the dominant mode only, provided each arm is terminated in a correct load. 

ff a signal is applied Lo ann 3 of the magic Lee, it will be divided at the junction, with some entering ann 
l and some entering am, 2, but none will enter arm 4. This may be seen with the aid of Fig. 12.27, which 
shows that the clt:cLric field for the dominant mode is evenly symmetrical about the plane A-B in arm 4 but is 
unevenly symmetrical about plane A-Bin ann 3 (and also in arm:s I and 2, as it happens). That is to say, the 
electric field in arm 4 on one side of A-Bis a mirror image of the electric field on the other side, but in arm 3 
a phase change would be required to give such even symmetry. Since nothing is there to provide such a phase 
change, no signal applied to ann 3 can propagate in arm 4 except in a mode with uneven symmetry about the 
plane A-B (such as a TE0 1 

or TM
1 
J The dimensions being such as to exclude the propagation of these higher 

modes, no signal travels down arm 4. Because the arrangement is reciprocal, application of a signal into ann 
4 likewise results in no propagation down arm 3. 

Electrfc fleld 
in arm 3~ 

Electric field 
in arm 4 '-.,, 

1 
' 

A 
:,....-- Plane of symmetry 

3, 

l.) : 
I 
I 
I 

' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

i"4. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

4 

B 

2 

Fig. 12.27 Cross sectio11 of magic tee, showing plnne of sy1111netry. 

Matched 
termination 

Antenna 

3 

Magic tee 

4 

2 Mixer 
IF 

Out 

Fig. 12.28 Magic tee applicatio11 (front end of micmwave receiver). 

Since arms l and 2 are symmetrically disposed about the plane A~B, a signal entering either ann 3 or ann 
4 divides even ly between these two lateral anns if they are correctly terminated. This means that it is possible 
to have two generators feeding signals, one into ann 3 and the other into arm 4. Neither generator is coupled 
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to the othe,: but both are coupled to the load which, in Fig. 12.28, is in arm 2, (while ann 1 has a matched ter
mination connected to it). The arrangement shown is but one of a number of applications of the magic tee. 

It should be noted that quite bad reflections will take place at the juncti.on unless steps are taken to prevent 
them. From a transmission-line viewpoint, arm 3 sees an open circuit in place ofann 4 and, across this infinite 
impedance, it also sees two correctly matched impedances u.1parallel. To avoid the resulting mismatch, two 
obstacles are normally placed at the junction, in the form of a post and an iris, each of which will be described 

in the next section. 

4 

3 

(a) 

Fig. 12.29 Hybrid ring (mt race), (a) Pictorial vif.:w; (b) plan and di111e11sio11s. 

Figure 12.29 shows a waveguide arrnnge111ent which looks quite different from the hybrid T and yet has 
very similar functions, it is the hybrid ring, or rat race. The arrangement consists of a piece of rectangular 
wavebruide, bent in the E plane to fonn a complete loop whose median circumference is 1.5)..,. It has four 
orifices, with separation distances as shown in Fig. 12.29b, from each of which a waveguide emerges. 
If there are no reflections from the terminations in any oftbe arm5, any one arm is coupled to two others but 

not to the fourth one. 
If a signal is applied to arm I, it will divide evenly, with half of it traveling clockwise and the other half 

counterclockwise. The signal reaching arm 4 will cover the same distance, whether it has traveled clockwise 
or counterclockwise, and addition will take place at that point, resulting in some signal traveling down ann 
4. Similarly, a signal reaching the input of arm 2 will have traveled a distance of A /4 if traveling clockwise, p 

and I~\ if traveling counterclockwise. The two portions of signal will add at that point, and propagation 
down arm 2 will take place. The signal at the mouth of arm 3 will have traveled a distance of A /2 going one p 

way and.?.., going the other, so that these two out-of-phase portions will cancel; and no signal will enter am1 
3. rn a sim

1
ilar way. it may be shown that ann 3 is connected to arms 2 and 4, but not to am1 1. It is thus seen 

that behavior is very similar to that of the magic tee, although for a different reason. 
The rat race and the magic tee may be used interchangeably, with the latter having the advantage of smaller 

.bulk but the disadvantage of requiring internal matching. This is not necessary.in the rat race if the thickness 
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of the ring is correctly chosen. The hybrid ring seems preferable at shorter wavelengths, since its dimensions 
are less critical. 

12.3.5 Impedance Matching and Tuning 

It was found in Sections 9.1.5 and 9.1 .6 that suitably chosen series or parallel pieces of transmission line had 
properties which made them useful for providing resistive or reactive impedances. It is the purpose of this 
section to show how the same effects are achieved in waveguides, and again transmission-line equivalents of 
waveguide matching devices will be used wherever applicable. Actually, some impedance matching devices 
have already been mentioned, and some have even been discussed in detail , notably the choke ring. 

Obstacles Reflections in a waveguide system cause impedance mismatches. When this happens, the cure 
is identical to the one that would be employed for transmission lines. That is, a lumped impedance of required 
value is placed at a precalculated point in the waveguide to overcome the mismatch, canceling the effects 
of the reflections. Where lumped impedances or stubs were employed with transmission lines, obstacles of 
various shapes are used with waveguides. 

The various irises (also called waveguide apertures or diaphragms) of Fig. 12.30 are a class of such 
obstacles. They may take any of the fonus shown (or other similar ones) and may be capacitive, inductive or 
resonanl The mathematical analysis is complex, but fortunately the physical explanation is not. Consider the 
first capacitive iris of Fig. 12.30a. It is seen that potential which existed between the top and bottom walls of 
the waveguide (in the dominant mode) now exists between surfaces that are closer. and therefore capacitance 
has increased at that point. Conversely, the iris in Fig. 12.30b allows current to flow where none flowed before. 
The electric field that previously advanced now has a metal surface in its plane, which permits current flow. 
Energy storage in the magnetic field thus talces place, and there is an increase in inductance at that point of 
the waveguide. 

(a) 

1 
I 

U CIJ I 
(b) 

0 

Fig. 12.30 Waveg111d1• irises and eq11ivnle11t circuits, (n) Capacitive; (b) i11d11ctivc; (c) reso11a11t (perspective view). 
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lf the iris of Fig. 12.30c is correctly shaped and positioned, the inductive and capacitive rcactanCl!S intro
duced will be equal, and the aperture will be parallel-resonant. This means that the impedance will be very 
high for the dominant mode. and the shunting effect for this mode will be negligible. However, other 111odes or 
frequencies will be attenuated, so that the resonant iris acts us both a bandpass filter and a mode jilter. Because 
irises are by their nature difficult to adjust, they are normally used to correct permanent mismatches. 

A cylindrical post, extending into the waveguide from one of the broad sides, bas the same effect as an iris 
in providing lumped reactance at that point. A post may also be capacitive or inductive, depending on how 
far it extends into the waveguide, and each type is shown in Fig. 12.31a. 

The reasons for the behavior of such posts are complex, but the behavior itself is straightforward. When 
such a post extends slightly into the waveguide, a capacitive susceptance is provided at that point and increases 
until the penetration is approximately a quarter-wavelength, at which point series resonance occurs. Further 
insertion of the post results in the providing of an inductive susceptance, which decreases as insertion is more 
complete. The resonance at the midpoint insertion has a sharpness that is inversely propottional Lo the diameter 
of the post, which can once again be employed as a filter. However, this time it is used as a band-stop filter. 
perhaps to allow the propagation of a higher mode in a purer fonn . 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 12.31 (n) Waveguide posts n11d (b) two-screw 111ntcher. 

The big advantage which the post has over the iris is that it is readily adjustable, A combination of two 
such posts in close pro~imity, now called screws and shown in fig. 12.31 b, is often used as a very effective 
waveguide matcher, similar to the double-stub tuner (Fig. 9.18). 

Finally, it will be remembered that an E-plane tee may also be used in a manner identical to an adjustable 
transmission-line stub, when it is provided with a slid.fog, short-circuiting piston. 1\vo such tees in close 
proximity are then analogous to a double-stub matcher. 

Resistive loads and attenuators Waveguides, like any other n·ansmission system, sometimes require perfectly 
matching loads, which absorb incoming waves completely without reflections, and which are not frequency
sensitive. One application for such terminations is in making various power rneasurements on a system without 
actually radiating any power. 

The most common resistive tennination is a length of lossy dielectric fitted in at the end of the waveguide 
and tapered very gradually (with the sharp ehd pointed at the incoming wave) so as not to cause reflections. 
Such a lossy vane may occupy the whole width of the waveguide, or perhaps just the center of the wave
guide end, as shown in Fig. 12.32. The taper may be single or double, as illustrated, otlen having a length of 
,l /2, with an overall vane length of about two wavelengths. It is often made of a dielectric slab such as glass, 

p 
with an outside coating of carbon film or aquadag. For high-power applications, such a te1mination may have 
radiating fins external to the waveguide, through which power applied to the termination may be dissipated 
or conducted away by forced-air cooling. 

• I 
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Fig. 12.32 Waveguide resistive loads, (a) Sin.gle taper; (b) double taper. 

Fig. 12.33 Movable vane attenuator. 

The vane may be made movable and used as a variable attenuator, as shown in Fig. 12.33. It will now be 
tapered at botJ1 ends and situated in the middle of a waveguide rather than at the end. It may be moved laterally 
from the center of the waveguide. where it will provide maximum attenuation, to the edges, where attenuation 
is considerably reduced because the electric field intensity there is much lower for the dominant mode. To 
minimize reflections from the mounting rods, they are made perpendicular to the electric field, as shown, and 
placed ;t /2 apart so that reflections from one will tend to cancel those from the other. 

p 

Fig. 12.34 Flap attenflator. 

The .flap attenuator. shown in Fig. 12.34, is aJso adjustable and may be employed instead of the moving 
vane attenuator. A resistive element is mounted on a hinged arm, allowing it to descend into the center of the 
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waveguide through a suitable longitudinal slot. The support for the flap attenuator is simpler than for the vane. 
The depth of insertion governs the attenuation, and the dielectric may be shaped to make the attenuation vary 
linearly with depth of insertion. 

Tbis type of attenuator is quite often used in practice, especially in situations where a little radiation from 
the slot is ·not considered significant. Both vanes and flaps are capable of attenuations in excess of 8o" dB. 

Attenuation i11 Wa1.1cg11ides Waveguides below cutoff have attenuation for any or fill of the following 
causes: 

I . Reflections from obstacles, discontinuities or misaligned waveguide sections 
2. Losses due to cu.rreuts flowing in the waveguide walls 
3. Losses in the dielectric filling the waveguide 

The last two are similar to, but significantly less than, the corresponding losses in coaxial lines. They 
are lumped together and quoted in decibels per I 00 meters. Such losses depend on the wall material and its 
roughness, the dielectric used and the frequency (because of the skin ej)ect). Typical lossys for standard, rigid 
air-filtered rectangular waveguide-s are shown in Table 12.1. For brass guides they range from 4 dB/ I 00 mat 
5 GHz, to 12 dB/ I 00 m at IO GI:-Iz, although for aluminum guides they are somewhat lower. Fw silver-plated 
waveguides, losses are typically 8 dB/I 00 m al 35 GHz, 30 dB/100 m at 70 GHz and nearly 500 dB/100 m 
at 200 GHz. To reduce losses, especially at the highest frequencies, waveguides are sometimes plated (on the 
inside) with gold or platinum. 

As already pointed out, the waveguide behaves-as a high-pass filter. There is heavy attenuation for frequen· 
cies below cutoff, although the wavef,,uide itself is virtually lossless. Such attenuation is due to reflections 
at the mouth of the guide instead of propagation. Some propagation does take place in so-called evanescent 
modes, but this is very slight. 

For a waveguide operated well below cutoff, it may be shown that the attenuation :ii, is given by 

and 

where 

dl = ea~ 

e = base of natural logarithm system 

a "" attenuation factor 
ii = length of waveguide 
\"" cutoff wavelength of waveguide 

Under these conditions, attenuation is substantially independent of frequency and reduces to 

40n • 
$lan = 20 log eu5 = 20~loge=--0 loge 

401t X 0.434 X ~ 

54:56 dB 
Ao . 

,\i 

(12.21) 

( 12.22) 

(12.23) 

where .!ii.du is rhe r~tio, expressed in decibels, of the input voltage to the outp~t voltage from a waveguide 
operated substantially below cutoff. 
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Example 12.16 

Calculate the voltage allenuation provided by a 25-cm length of waveguide having a e 1 cm and b = 0.5 cm, 
in tvhich a I-GHz signal is propagated in the dominant mode. 

Solution 

2a 2 
}. ~ - = I X- =2cm 

0 ,n 1 

3X 1010 

). "' = 30cm 
109 

The waveguide is thus well below cutoff, and therefore 

· a 25 
sil~8 = 54.5-= 54.5 X - = 68 ldB 

L
0 

2 

Large though it is, this figure is quite realistic and is representative of the high Q possessed by a waveguide 
when used as a niter. 

~ waveguide below cutoff is often used as an adjustable, calibrated attenuator for UHF and microwave 
applications. Such a piston attenuator is a piece of waveguide to which the output of the generator is con
nected and within which a coaxial line rnay slide. TI1e line is terminated in a probe or loop, and the distance 
between this coupling element and the generator end of the waveguide may be varied, adjusting the length of 
the waveguide and therefore its attenuation. 

12.4 CAVITY RESONATORS 
At its simplest, a cavity resonator is a piece of waveguide closed off at both ends with metallic planes. Where 
propagation in the longitudinal direction took place in the waveguide, standing waves exist in the resonator, 
and oscillations can take place if the resonator is suitably excited. Various aspects of cavity resonators will 
now be considered. 

12.4.1 Fundamentals 

Waveguides are used at the bighe-st frequencies to transmit power and signals. Similarly, cavity resonators are 
employed as tuned circuits at such frequencies. Their operation follows directly rrom that of waveguides. 

Operation Until now, waveguides have been considered from the point of view of standing waves between 
the side walls (see Figs. 12.8 to 12.10), and traveling waves in the longitudinal direction. If conducting end 
walls arc placed in the waveguide, then standing waves, or oscillations, will take place if a source is located 
between the walls. This assumes that the distance between the end walls is nl 12, where 11 is any integer. The 
situation is illustrated in Fig. 1235. P 

As shown here and discussed in a ~lightly different context in Section 12. 1.3, placement of the first wall 
ensures standing waves, and placement of the second wall permits oscillations, provided that the second wall 
is placed so that the panern due to the first wall is left undisturbed. Thus, if the second°wall is A/2 away from 
the first, as in Fig. 12.36, oscillations between the two walls will take place. They will then continue until 
all the applied energy is dissipated, or indefinitely if energy is constantly supplied. This is identical to the 
behavior of an LC tuned circuit. 
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It is thus seen that any space enclosed by conducting walls must have one (or more) frequency at which the 
conditions just described are ful.fi \led. In other words, any such enclosed space must have at least one resonant 
frequency. lndeed, the completely enclosed waveguide has become a cavity resonator with its own system of 
modes, and therefore resonant_fi·equencies. The TE and TM mode~numbering system breaks down unless the 
cavity has a very simple shape, and it is preferable to speak of the resonant frequency rather than mode. 

Suitable positions for second wall (mli(•I 
Fig.12.35 

111[11 I ~!11~11 !]:~::~:~·"' 
Transformation from rectangular waveguide propagating TE1 0 mode to cavihJ 

resonator oscillatiltg itt (a) TE 1•0•1 111ode; (b) TE,,0,2 mode. · 

Each cavity resonator has an infinite number ofresonant frequencies. This can be appreciated ifwe consider 
that with the resonator of Fig. 12.35 oscillations would have been obtained at twice the frequency, because 
every distance would now be ,ti', instead of A/2 Several other resonant frequency series will also be present, 
based on other modes of propagation, all permitting oscillations to take place within the cavity. Naturally such 
behavior is not really desired in a resonator, but it need not be especially hannful. The fact that the cavity can 
oscillate at several frequencies does not mean that it will. Such frequencies are not generated spontaneously; 
they must be fed in. 

[LJJ C)==Q 
(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 12.36 Ree1Jtrnr1t cavity resonators. 

Types The simplest cavity resonators may be spheres, cylinders or rectangular prisms. However, such 
cavities are not often used, because they all share a common defect;• their various resonant frequencies are 
hannonically related. This is a serious drawback in all those situations' in which pulses of energy are fed to 
a cavity. The cavity is supposed to maintain sinusoidal oscillations through the flywheel effect, but because 
such pulses contain harmonics and the cavity is able to oscillate at the hannonic frequencies, the output is still 
in the fonn of pulses. As a result, most practical cavities have odd shapes to ensure that the various oscillating 
frequencies -are not hannonically related, and therefore that hannonics are attenua:ted. 
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Some typical irregularly shaped resonators are illustrated. Those of Fig. 12.36a might be used with reflex 
kly.1·trons, whereas the resonator of Fig. 12.36b is popular for use with mognetrons. They are known as 
reentrant resonators, that is, resonators so shaped that one of the walls reenters the resonator shape. The first 
two an: figun:s of revolution about a central vertical nx.is, and the third one is cylindrical. Apart from being 
useful as tuned circuits, they are a1so i;,iivcn such shapes so that they can be integral parts of the above·named 
microwave devices, being therefore doubly useful. However, because of their shapes, they have resonant 
frequencies that are not at all easy to calculate. 

Note that the general size ofa cavity resonator, fur a given dominant mode. is similar to the cross-sectional 
dimensions of a waveguide carrying a dominant mode of the same signal (this is merely an approximation, 
not a statement of equivalence). Note further that (as with quartz crystals) the lowest frequency of oscillations 
of a cavity resonator is also one of most intense oscillation, as a general rule. 

Applica.tions Cavity resonators are employed for much the same purposes as tuned LC circuit~ or resonant 
transmission lines, but naturally at much higher frequencies sinc.e they have the same overall frequency cov
erage as waveguides. They may be input or output tuner! circuits of amplifiers, nmed circuits of oscillators; 
or resonant circuits u_scd for filtering or in conjunction with mixers, 1n addition, they can be given shapes that 
make them intC!,>TaJ parts of microwave amplifying and oscj))ating devices, ::io that almost all such devices use 
them, as will be discussed in the next chapter. 

One uf Lhe many applications of the cavity resonator is as .a cavity wavemeter, used as a micrm-vave 
frequency-measuring device. Basically it is a simple cavity of cylindrical shape, usually with a plunger whose 
insertion vari~s the resonant frequency. Adjustment is by means c:,f a calibrated micrometer. 'rhe plu.nger has 
absorbent material on one side of it (the back) to prevent oscillations in the back cavity, and the micrometer 
is calibrated directly in terms of wavelength, from which frequency may be calculated . 

A signal is fed to a cavity wavemeter through an input loop, and a detector is co1mectcd to it through an 
output loop. The size of the cavity is adjusted with the plunger until the detector indicates that pronounced 
oscillations arc taking place, whereupon frequency or wavelength is read from the micrometer. Coaxial line 
wavemeters also exist, but they have a much lqwer Q than cavity wavemctcrs, perhaps 5000 as compared 
with 50,000. 

12.4.2 Practical Considerations 

Having considered the m(lre fundamental aspects of cavity resonators, we must now concentrate on two prac
tical matters concerning them. Since tuned circuits cannot be used in prnctice unless it is possible to couple 
energy to or from them and are not of much practical use unless they are tunable, coupling and nming must 
now be discussed. 

Coupling to Cavities Exactly the same methods may be used for coupling to cavity resonators as arc em
ployed with waveguides. Thus, various slots. loops and probes are used to good advantage when coupling of 
power into or out of a cavity is desired. It must be realized, however, that taking an output from a cavity nut 
only loads it but also changes its resonant frequency slightly, just as in other tuned circuits. For a cavity, this 
can be e:xp\ained by the f~ct that the ins~n;ion ofa loop distorts ~he field that would otherwise hav~ exis!ed in 
the reson_atqr. Heney a cavity may require retuning j f such a loop is inserted or rotat~d to change the degre~ of 
coupling. It should also be mentioned that the one position of loop, probe or slot is quite capiibtc of ex~iting 
several modes other than the desired one. This is unlikely tu be a problem in practiq:, however, becat,se the 
frequencies corresponding to these spurious modes are hardly likely to ~e present in the inj~ctcd signal. 

There is one fonn of coupling which is unlikely with waveguides, but quite common with cavity resona
tors, especially thc)se lUiCd in conjunction with klystrons; this is coupling to an electron beam. The situation 
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is illustrated in Fig. 12.37, which shows a typical klystron cavity, together with Lhc c.listribution of some of 
the electric field. 

Modulated c=yGap 
electron beam 

---+ Beam direction 
Grids 

Electric field 
Resonator 

fig. 12.37 Co11pli11g of cavity to c!li:ctro11 b,wm. 

The beam passes through the center orthe cavity. This is usually a figure of revolution about ,maxi~ coin
ciding with the center of the beam. with holes or mesh at its narrow gap to allow the passage of the beam. If 
the cavity is oscillating but the beam itself is unnwdulated (hnving a uniform current density), then the pres
ence of the electric field across the gap in the cavity wi ll have an effect on the beam. This field wi ll accelerate 
some electrons in it and retard other::,, depending on the size and polarity of the gap voltage nt the time when 
electron:s pass the gap. Tfthe current of the beam is modulated and flows in pulses. as often happens in practice. 
the pulses will deliver energy to the cavity. This will cause oscillation if the pulse repetition rate corresponds 
to a resonant frequency of the cavity. 

Tuniltg of Cavities Precisely the same methods arc used for nming cavity n:sonators as were used for 
impedance matching of waveguides. with the adjustable screw, or post, perhaps the most popular. However. 
it is important to examine the effects of such tuning. and also loading, on the bandwidth and Q of the cavity 
resonator. 

Q has the same meaning for cavity resonators as for any other tuned circuits and may be defined as the 
ratio of the resonant frequency to the bandwidth. However. it is perhaps more useful to base the definition of 
Q here on a more fundamental relation, i.e., ' · 

0 
.,. 

2
n energy stored 

- energy lost each cycle 
( 12.24) 

Roughly speaking, energy is stored in the volume of the resonator and dissipated through its .m1face. Hence 
it fo llows that the shape giving the highest volume-to-surface-area ratio is likely to have the highest Q, all else 
being equal. Thus the sphere, cylinder and rectangular prism are used where high Q is the primary require
ment. lf a cavity is well desi1:,'11cd and constructed, and plated on the inside with gold or silver. its unloaded Q 
will range from about 2000 for a reentrant cavity to I 00,000 for a spherical one. Values somewhat in excess 
of 40.000 are also attainable for the !.>'Pherical cavity when it is loaded. 

When a cavity is nmed by means of a screw or sliding piston, its Q wi ll suffer. and this shou ld be taken 
into account. The Q decreases because of the extra area due to the presence of the runing elements, in which 
cun·ent can flow, but this state of aITairs is not always unc.lesirable because wideband applications exist in the 
microwave range also. 

The introduction ofa solid dielectric material will have the cITcct of changing the resonnnt frequency, since 
the signal wavelength in the resonator is afTected. Because the velocity of light in such a dielectric is Less than 
in air, the wavelength will be reduced, and so wi ll the Sl'Ze of the cavity required at any given frequency. 1 f such 
a dielectric is introduced gradually, the frequency of the resonance wi ll depend on the depth of the insertion. 
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so that this is a useful method of tuning a cavity. However, since dielectric materials have significant losses 
at microwave frequencies, the Q of.the cavity will be reduced by their introduction. Once again, this may or 
may not be desirable. 

Still another method of tuning a cavity consists in having a wall that can be moved in or out slightly by 
means of a screw, which operates on an arm that in tum tightens or loosens small bellows. These move this 
wall to a certain extent. This method is sometimes used with permanent cavities built into reflex klystrons 
as a form of limited frequency shifting. Other methods of tuning include the introduction of ferrites, such as 
yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG), into the cavity. (See Section 12.5.2.) 

It is generally difficult to calculate the frequency of oscillation of a cavity, for the dominant or any other 
mode, especially for a complex shape. Tuning helps because it makes design less critical. Another aid is the 
principle of similitude, which states that if two resonators have the same shape but a different size, then their 
resonant frequencies are inversely proportional to their linear dimensions. lt is thus possible to make a scale 
model of a desired shape of resonator and to measure its resonant frequency. If the frequency happens to be 
four times too high, all linear dimensions of the resonator are increased fourfold. This also means that it may 
be convenient to decide 011 a given shape for a particular application and to keep changing dimensions for 
different frequencies. 

12.5 AUXILIARY COMPONENTS 
In addition to the various waveguide components described in Section 12.3, a number of others are often 
used, especially in measurements and similar applications. Among these are directional couplers, detector and 
thennistor mounts, circulators and isolators, and various switches. They differ from the previously described 
components in that they are separate components, and in any case they are somewhat more specialized than 
the various internal elements so far described. 

12.5.1 Directional Couplers 

A transmission-line directional coupler was described in Section 9.3 .2. lts applications were indicated at the 
time as being unidirectional power flow measurement, SWR measurement and unidirectional wave radiation. 
Exactly the same considerations apply to waveguides. Several directional couplers for waveguides exist, and 
the most common ones will be described, including a direct counterpart of the transmission-line coupler, whi~h 
is also commonly used with waveguides. ft should also be mentioned that the hybrid T junction and hybrid 
ring of Section 12.3.4 are not oonnally classified as directional couplers. 

Matching resistive tom,;,_. r;:'"" wa,eg,ld, 

_ To detector probe 

Generator Gaps c::;;;t To load 

Main waveguide 

Fig. 12.38 Two-hole directio1111/ coupler. 

Two-hole Coupler The coupler of Fig. 12.38 is the waveguide analog of the transmission-line coupler of 
Fig. 9.19. The operation is also almost iclentical, the only exceptions being that the two holes arc now A/ 4 
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apart, and a different sort of attenuator is used to absorb backward wave components in the auxiliary guide. 
Students are referred to Section 9.3 .2 for detai ls of the operation. 

This is a very popular waveguide directional coupler. lt may also be used for direct SWR measurements 
if the absorbing attenuator is replaced by a detecting device, for measuring lhe components in the auxiliary 
guide that are proportional to the reflected wave in the rnain waveguide. Such a directional coupler is called a 
rejlectometer, but because it is rather difficult to match two detectors, it is often preferable to use two separate 
directional couplers to form the reflectometcr. 

Otlter Types Other directional couplers include one type that employs a single slot (with two waveguides 
having a different orientation). There arc also a directional coupler with a single long slot so shaped that 
directional properties are preserved and another type which uses two slots with a capacitive coaxial loop 
through them. There are a series of couplers similar to the two-hole coupler, but with three or more holes in 
the common wall. If three holes are used, the center one generally admits twice as much power as the end 
holes, in an attempt to extend the bandwidth of such a coupler. The two-bole coupler is directional on ly at 
those frequencies at which the hole separation is n~/4, where II is an odd integer. 

12.5.2 Isolators and Circulators 

It often happens at microwave frequencies that coupling must be strictly a one-way affair. This applies for most 
microwave generators, whose output amplitude and frequency could be affected by changes in load impedance. 
Some means must be found to ensure that the coupling is unidirectional from generator to load. A number of 
semiconductor devices used for microwave amplification and oscillation are two-tenninal devices, in which 
the input and output would interfere unless some means of isolation were found. As a result, devices such as 
isolators and circulators arc frequently employed. They have properties much the-same as directional couplers 
and hybrid junctions, respectively, but witb different applications and constmction. Since variousferrites are 
often used in isolators and circulators, these materials must be studied before the devices themselves. 

lntroductiou to Ferrites A ferrite is a nonmetallic material (though often an iron oxide compound) which 
is an insulator, but with magnetic properties similar to those of ferrous metals. Among the more common 
ferrites are manganese Jerl'ite (MnFcp3), zinc ferrite (ZnFe20 3) and associated fe1;omagueti<; pxides such 
asyffrium-iron-garnet [Yle2(Fc04)3], orYIG for short. (Garnets are vitreous mineral substances of various 
colors and composition, several of them being quite valuable as gems.) Since all these materials are insulators, 
electromagnetic waves can propagate in them. Because the fenites have strong magnetic prpperties, external 
magnetic fields can be applied to them with several interesting results, including the Faraday rotation. 

When electromagnetic waves trav~I through a ferrite, they produce an RF m~gnetic field in the material, at 
right angles to the direction of propagation if the mode of propagation is correctly chosen. If an axial magnetic 
field from a pennanent magnet is applied as well, a complex interaction takes place in the ferrite. The situation 
may be somewhat simplified if weak and strong interactions are considered separately. 

With only the axial de magnetic field present, the spin axes of the spi1ming e!ectrons align themselves 
along the lines of magnetic force, just as a magnetized needle aligns itself with the earth's ri1aguetic 'field. 
Electrons spin because this is a magnetic material. fo other materials spin is said to take place also, but each 
pair of electrons bas individual members spinning in opposite directions, so that there is an overall cancellation 
of spin momentum. The so-called unpaired spin of electrons in a ferrite causes individual electrons to have 
angular momentum and a magnetic moment along the axis of spin. Each electron behaves very much like a 
gyroscope. This is shown in Fig. 12.39a. 
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Fig. 12.39 Effect of magnetic fields 011 spinning dectra,11 (a) de field only; (b) de and RF 11111g11el ic fields. 

When the RF magnetic field due to the propagating electromagnetic waves is also applied, it is perpen
dicular to the axial de magnetic field, so that the electrons precess about their original spin axis. This is due 
to the gyroscope forces involved and occurs at a rate th.it depends on the strength of the de magnetic field. 
Furthennore, it is identical to tbe behavior that an ordinary gyroscope would exhibit under these conditions. 
Because of the precession, a magnetic component at right angles to the other two is produced, as shown in 
Fig. L2.39h. This has the effect uf rotating the plane of polarization of the waves propagating through the 
ferrite .ind is similar to the behavior of light, whicb Michael Faraday discovered in 1845. 

The amown by which the plane of polarization of the waves will be rotated depends on the length and 
thickness of the ferrite material, and on the strength of the de magnetic field. The field must provide at least 
saturation magnetization, which is the minimum value required to ensure that the axes of the spjnning elec
trons are suitably aligned. In tum, this is tied up in a rather complex fashion with the lowest usable frequency 
of the ferrite. This property of fcrrites, whereby tbe plane of polarizatjon of propagating waves is rotated, is a 
basis for a number of nonreciprocal devices. These are devices in which the properties in one direction differ 
from those in the other direction. Metallic magnetic materials cannot be used for such applications because 
they are conductors. Thus electromagnetic waves cannot propagate in them, whereas they can in ferritcs, with 
relatively low losses. 

The rate of precession is proportional to the strength of the de magnetic field and is 3.52 MHz per ampere 
per meter for most fcrrites. For example, if this field is 1000 Alm, the frequency of precession will be 3.52 
GHz. Such a magnetic field strength is well above saturation and therefore higher than would be used if 
merely a rotation oftbe plane of polarization were required. lftbe de magnetic field is made as strong as this 
or even stronger, the possibility of the preccssional frequency being equal to the frequency of the propagated 
electromagnetic waves is introduced. When this happens, gyromagnetic resonance interaction tnkes place 
between the spinning electrons and the magnetic field of the propagating waves. If both the electrons and this 
magnetic field are rotating clockwise, energy is delivered to the electrons, making them rotate more violently. 
Absorption of energy frpm the magnetic field of the propagating waves thus takes place, and the energy is 
dissipated as heat in the crystalline structure of the ferrite material. If the two spins are in the opposite sense, 
energy is alternately exchanged between the electrons and the RF n1agnetic field. Since the net effect is zero, 
the eiectromagnetic propagating waves are unaffected. This behavior also forms the basis for devices with 
nonreciprocal properties. 

Two other quantities of importance must now be mentioned. The first is line width, which is the range of 
magnetic field strengths over which absorption will take place and is defined between tbc half-power points 
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for absorption. A wide line indicates that the material has wideband properties, and materials call be modi
fied to possess it . but generaily at the expense of other properties. Y JG has the narrowest li11c width known, 
corresponding to Q's over l 0,000. The other quantity is the Curie temperature, at which a mag11etic material 
loses its magnetic properties. It ranges up ro 600°C for forrites but may be as low as [00°C for materials with 
special properties such as broad line width. Tt is 280°C for YIG. This places a limitation on the maximum 
temperanire at which a ferrite may be operated, and therefore on the power di ssipated. However, with external 
cooling, ferrite devices are available that can handle powers as high as 150 kW CW and 3 MW pulsed. · 

The final limitation to which ferrites may be·subject is their maximum frequency of operation. For a device 
utilizing resonance absorption, this is dependent 01; the maximum magnetic field strength that can be gener· 
ated and is offset somewhat by the general reduction i.n the size of waveguides as frequency is increased. The 
present upper frequency limit for commercial devices is in excess of220 GHz. 

Isola.tors Ferrite isolators may be based either on Faraday rotation, which is used for powers up tu a few 
hundred watts, or on resonant absorption, used for higher powers. The Faraday rotation isolator; shown in 
Fig. 12.40, will be dealt with fu-st. 

Rectangular 
waveguide 

Taper turned 
through 45° ~ 

Resistive attenuator 

(b) 

Fig. 12.40 Faraday rotation isolator. (a) Cutaway view; (b) method of operalio11, 
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The isolator consists of a piece of circular waveguide carrying the TE, 
1 

mode, with transitions to a stan
dard rectangular guide and TE1•0 mode at both ends (the output end transition being twisted through 45°). 
A thin "pencil" of ferrite is located inside the circular guide, supported by poly foamj and the waveguide is 
surrolirlded by a permanent magnet which generates a magnetic field in the ferrite that is generally about 
160 Alm. A typical practical X-band (8.0 to 12.4 GHz) device may have a length of 25 mm and a weight of 
I 00 g without the transitions. 

Because the de magnetic field (well below that required for resonance) is applied, a v1ave passing through 
the ferrite in the forward direction will have its plane of polarization sllifted clockwise (through 45° in practical 
isolators) by the time it reaches the output end. This wave is then passed through the suitably rotated output 
transition,, and it emerges with an insertion loss (attenuation in the forward direction) between 0.5 and l dB in 
practice. It has not been affected by either of the resistive vanes because they are at right angles to the plane 
of its electric field; this is shown in Fig. J 2.40b. 

A wave that tries to propagate through the isolator in the reverse direction is also rotated clockwise, because 
the direction of the Faraday rotation depends only on the de magnetic field. Thus, when the wave emerges 
into the input transition, not only is it absorbed by the resistive vane, but also it cannot propagate in the input 
rectangular waveguide because of its dimensions. This situation is shown in Fig. 12.40b. It results in the 
returned wave being attenuated by 20 to 30 dB in practice (this reverse attenuation of an isolator is called its 
Isolation) , Such a practical isolator will have an SWR not exceeding 1.4, with values as low as 1.1 , which is 
sometimes obtainable, and a bandwidth between 5 and 30 percent of the center frequency. 

This type of isolator is limited in its peak power-handling ability to about 2 kW, because of nonlineari
ties in the ferrite resulting in the phase shift departing from the ideal 45°. However, it has a very wide range 
of applications in the low-power field, since most microwave amplifiers and oscillators have output powers 
considerably lower than 2 kW. 

The other popular type of isolator is the resonant absorption isolator, which is commonly used for high 
powers. It consists of a piece of rectangular waveguide carrying the TE1.o mode, with a piece of longitudinal 
ferrite material placed about a quarter of the way from one side of the waveguide and halfway between its 
ends. A pennanent magnet is placed around it and generates a much stronger field than in the Faraday rotation 
isolator. The arrangement of the resonant absorption isolator is shown schematically in Fig. 12.41 . 

Examination of the field patterns for the TE,,
0 

mode in rectangular waveguides shows that the ferrite has 
been placed at a point where the magnetic field is strong and circularly polarized . This polarization will be 
clockwise in one direction of propagation, and counterclockwise in the other. There will thus be unaffected 
propagation in one direction but resonance (and hence absorption) if waves try to propagate in the other direc
tion, Once again unidirectional characteristics have been achieved, 

Permanent magnet 

Ferrite Waveguide 

Fig. 12.41 Resonance nbsorption isolntor (end view). 
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The maximum power~handling ability of resonance isolators is limited by temperature rise, which might 
bring the ferrite close to its Curie point. The one described and shown in Fig. 12.41 is a typical medium~ 
power resonance isolator, weighing about 300 g. It can handle up to I 00 W average and IO kW peak in the X 
band

1 
having an SWR of t.15. T'he isolation is typically 60 dB, and the insertion loss I dB. When this type of 

isolator is modified, it can handle powers in excess of300 kW pulsed in the X band, and much more at lower 
microwave frequencies. 

Circula.tors A circulator is a ferrite device somewhat li.ke a rat race. It is very often a/our-port (i .e., four
terminal) device, as shown in Fig. 12.42a, although other fonns also exist. It has the property that each termi
nal is connected only to the next clockwise terminal. Thus port I is connected to port 2, but not to 3 or 4; 2 is 
connected to 3, but not to 4 or 1; and so on .. The main applications of such circulators are either the isolation 
of transmitters and receivers connected to the same antenna (as in radar), or isolation of input and output in 
two-tenninal amplifying devices such as parametric amplifiers. 

Taper 

2 

,<), 
4 

(a) 

Circular 
waveguide 

F1mite 

(b) 

Magnet omitted 
for simplicity 

Fig. 12.42 Ferrite circulator, (a) Schematic diagram; (b) Faraday rotation four-port circ11/a.tor. 

A four-port Faraday rotation circulator is shown in Fig. 12.42. It is similar to the Faraday rotation isolator 
already described. Power entering port I is converted to the TE1,1 mode in the circular waveguide, passes port 
3 unaffected because the electric field is not significantly cut, is rotated through 45" by the ferrite insert (the 
magnet is omitted for simplicity), continues past port 4 for the same reason that it passed port 3, and finally 
em~rges from port 2, just as it did in the isolator. Power fed to port 2 will undergo the same fate that it did 
in the isolator, but now it is rotated so that although it still cannot come out of port l , it has port 3 suitably 
aligned and emerges from it. Sim.iJarly, port 3 is coupled only to port 4 , and port 4 to port 1 . This type of 
circulator is power~limited to the same extent as the Faraday rotation isolator, but it is eminently suitable as 
a low-power device. However, since it is bulkier than ·the Y (or wye) circulator (to be described), its use is 
restricted mostly to the highest frequencies, in the millimeter range and above. rts characteristics are similar 

to those of the isolator. 
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Effect of biased rerrlle 
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(b) 

Fig. 12.43 Y ferrite circuln/01; (n) Sche111nlic diagram; (b) exploded t1iew of sttip/i1w 
circulator 1Qilh coaxinl ten11innls. 

High-power circulntors are fairly similar to the resonance isolator and handle powers up to 30 MW peak. 
Figure 12.43 shows n miniature Y (or wye) circulator. There are waveguide, coaxial. and stripline versions 

of it. A three-port version is shown-a four-port circulator of this type is obtained by joining two wyes together. 
This is seen in Fig. 12.50. in a slightly different context. 

With the magnet on one side of the ferrite only, and with a suitable magnetic field strength, a phase shift 
will be applied tu any signal fed in to the circulator. lfthe three striplines and coaxial lines are arrnnged 120° 
apart as shown, a clockwise shift and correct terminations wi ll ensure that each si&,nal is rotated so as to emerge 
from the next clockwise port, without being coupled to the remaining port. In this fashion , circulator proper
ties are obtained. A practical Y circulator of the typc shown is typically 12 mm high and 25 mm in diameter. 
It handles only small powers hut n,ay have an isolatiCJn over 20 dB, a.n insertion loss under 0.5 dB and an 
SWR of 1.2, all in the X band. A similar four-port circulator, consisting of two joined wyes, will be housed 
in a rectangular box measuring 45 X 25 X 12 mm. It will have similar perfom1ance figures, except that the 
isolation is now in excess of 40 dB, and the insertion loss is about 0.9 dB. 

12.5.3 Mixers, Detectors and Detector Mounts 

As will be seen in Chapters 13 and 14, ordinary trru:Jsistornnd tube RF amplifiers eventually fail at microwave 
frequencies, bec_ause of greatly increased.noise, compared with their low-frequency performance. Unless a 
receiver is to be very low-noise Qnd extrernt;ly sensitive (in which case special RF amplifiers will be used, as 
explained in Chapter 14), then a mixer is the fi.rst stage encountered by the incoming signal in such a receiver. 
Silicon point-contact diodes (called ''crystal diodes") have been used as mixers since before World War II, 
because of their relatively low noise figures at microwave frequcncics (not in excess of 6 dB at 10 GHz). 
Schottky barrier diodes have m(lre recently been employed as microwave mixers and arc described in Chapter 
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14. They have similar applications but even lower noise figures (below 4 dB at IO GH£). These diodes will 
now be described briefly. However, what is of greater significance here is how mixer nnd detector diodes are 
mounted and used in waveguide$, and the rest of this seclion will be devoted to that subject. 

Point-contact Diodes The construction of a typical point-contact si licon diode is shown in Fig. 12.44 
an identical construction would be used for other semiconductor materials. It consists of a (usually) brass 
base on which a small pellet of si licon, gem,anium, gallium arsenide or indium phosphide is mounted. A fine 
gold-plated tungsten wire, with n diameter of80 to 40011111 and n sharp point, makes contact with the polished 
top of the semiconductor pellet and is pressed down on it slightly for spring contact. This "cat's whisker," as 
it is known, is connected to the top brass contact. which is the cathode of the device. The semiconductor and 
the cat's whisker arc surrounded by wax to exclude moisture and are located in a metal-ceramic housing, as 
shown in Fig. 12.44. 

Metal contact 
(cathode) 

Gold-plated tungsten .-"'"i'hWr..__, 

"whisker" 
Ceramic envelope 

Metal contact 
(anode) 

f ig. 12.44 Diode co11str11clio11. 

Such diodes can be fitted into coaxial or waveguide mounts and arc available at frequencies in excess of 
I 00 GHz, altlmugh they arc then noisier than at X band. As already mentioned, they arc used as microwave 
mixers or detectors, there being some dilTerences in diode characteristics betv,ecn the two applications. 

Diode Mounts A diode must be mounted so that it provides a complete de path for rectification, without 
unduly upsetting the Rf fie ld in the waveguide. That is, the mount must not constitute a mismatch which 
causes a high SWR. For example, the diode cannot be connected across the open end of a waveguide, or a 
mismatch wi ll exist because of reflections. The diode must be connected across the waveguide for RF but 
not for de (nor the IF, as the case may be). Any reflections from it must be canceled. This suggests mounting 
the diode ?../ 4 from the short-circuited end of a guide and ,1ttaching ii to rhe bottom wall of the waveguide 
via a half-wave choke rather than directly. This will provide an RF connection but a de open circuit, as 
required. Such nn arrangement is indicated in cross section in Fig. 12.45a, Hnd 12.45b shows a more practical 
arrangement. Herc a tuning plunger is used, instead of relying on a fixed wall A,/4 away to prevent mis· 
match-- broadband operation is thus ensured. Other versions of this arrangement also exist, in which the 
diode is connected across the waveguide by means other than the half-wave choke. Tuning screws are also 
often provided on the RF input side of the diode for further matching, as shown here. 
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In 
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Fig. 12.45 Diode waveguide mounts, (a) Simple; (b) tunable. 

When a diode is used as a mixer, it is necessary to introduce the local oscillator signal into the cavity or 
waveguide, as well as the RF signal. That such a local oscillator signal was already present was assumed in 
Fig. 12.45; a frequently used method of introducing it is shown in Fig. 12.46. 

RF in 

Local oscillator In 

Tuning sere~ 

Dielectric RF 
bypass capacitor 

Mixer diode 

IF out via co-ax 

Fig. 12.46 Mctltod of local oscillator injection in a microwave diode mixer. 

It is sometimes important to apply automatic frequency control to the local oscillator in a microwave 
receiver, particularly in radar receivers. Under these circumstances, a separate AFC diode is pr~ferred. The 
result is a balanced mixer, one form of which uses a magic tee junction to ensure that both diodes are coupled 
to the RF and local oscillator signals, but that the two signals are isolated from each other. A balanced mixer 
such as this is shown in Fig. 12.47. 
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Fig. 12.47 Hybrid T (magic tee) balanced mixer. 

12.5.4 Switches 

It is often necessary to prevent microwave power from following a particular path, or to force it to follow 
another path; as at lower frequencies, the component used for this purpose is called a switch. Waveguide (or 
coaxial) switches may be mechanical (manually operated) or electromechanical (solenoid-operated). They 
can also be elecrrical, in which case the switching action is provided by a change in the electrical properties of 
some device. The electrical type of switch will be tbe only one described here. It is conveniently categorized 
by the device used, wbich may be a gas tube, a semiconductor diode, or a piece of ferrite material. A very 
common application of such switches will be described, namely, the duplexer (as used in radar). 

Gas-tube Switcl1es A typical gas-tube switch, or TR (transmit-receive) cell, is shown in Fig. 12.48. lt 
consists basically ofa piece of waveguide filled with a gas mixture, such as hydrogen, argon, water vapor and 
anm1onia, kept at a low pressure of a few millimeters of mercury to help ionization and tenninated at either 

(a) 
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Electrodes 

Waveguide 

(b) 

Glass 
sheath 
Keep-alive 
electrode 

Fig. 12.48 Gas (TR) tube, (a) Modern commercial tube; (b) simplified cross section. (By permission of Ferranti, Ltd.) 
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end by resonant windows. 1-hcsc are often made of glas:,;, which is virtually trnnspareut to microwaves but 
which prevents any gas from escaping. In Lhe center of the waveguide U1ere i:,; a pair of electrodes, looking 
faintly like a stalactite and a stalagmite and hiwing the function of helping the ionization of the gns by virtue 
of being close together. thus increasing the electric field at this point. 

At lnw applied powers, such as those coming from the antenna ora microwave receiver, the gas tube be
haves much like an qrdinary piece of waveguide, .ind the signal passes through it with an insertion loss that 
is typically about 0.5 dB. When a high-power pulse arrives, however, the gas in the tube ionizes and becomes 
an almost perfect conductor. This has the effect of placing a short circuit across the waveguide leading to the 
gas n1be. Thus thi:: power Lhat passes through it does so with an attenuation that can exceed 60 dB in practice. 
The tube acts as a self-triggered switch, since n() bias or synchronizing voltage need be applied to change it 
trom an open circuit to a short circuit. 

A switch such as this must act very rapidly, From the gas tube's point of view, this means that quick ioniza
tion and deionization are required. Ionization must be quick to en:,ure that the initial spike of power cannot 
pass through the TR cell and possibly damage ru1y equipment on the other side of it. Quick deionization is 
needed to ensure Lhat the receiver connected to the other end of the tube does not remain disconnected from 
the antenna for too long. The first requirement i$ helped by the inclusion of a keep-alive eleclTode, t(l which a 
de voltage is applied to ensure that ionization occurs as soon as any significant microwave power is applied. 
The second requirement may be helped by a suitable choice of gas. Finally, present-day gas tubes are capable 
of switching very high powers indec<l (in excess of 10 MW pulsed if required). 

Seniiconductor Diode Switches A number of semiconductor diodes may be used as switches, by virtue 
of the fact that their resistance may be changed quickly, by a change in bias, from forward to reverse and back 
again. Point-contact diodes have been used for this purpose, but their power-handling ability is very low, and 
the most popular switching diode is the PIN diode. Not only docs its resistance change significantly with the 
applied bias, but also it is capable of handling appreciable amounts of power. Several diodes may be used in 
parallel to increase the power-handling ability even further. 

A P1N (or any other) diode switch n,ay be mounted as shown in Fig. 12.45, except that there i~ now no 
wall on the right-hand side of the waveguide. Lt1stead, the guide continues and is eventually connected to some 
device such as a receiver. Such a diode switch may be passive or active. The passive type is simpler bec.ause 
it just has the diode connected across the waveguide. It then relics on the incidence of high microwave power 
to cause the diode to conduct and therefore to become a short circuit which reflects the power so as to prevent 
its further passage down the wavegi1ide. An active diode switch has a reverse bias applied to it in the absence 
of inci.dent power. Simultaneously with Lhe application of high pliwer, the bias is changed to forward, and 
the diode once again short-circuits that portion of waveguide. Back bias is the1l applied at the same time as 
the pulse en<ls. The advantage of this somewhat more complex arrangement is a reduction in the fo1ward and 
reverse loss (so that they arc both comparable to those of the TR tube), and a very significant increase in the 
maximum power lrnndled. 

A practical PrN diode switch is shown in Fig. 12.49 and is seen to consist of a numbeI" of diodes in parallel. 
Such an an·angcrncnt allCJws peak powers of several hundred kilowatts to be switched. The advantages of the 
PIN diode switch, compared with the TR tube, arc its greater life and reliability, as well as smaller size and 
the removal of the initial spike of power coinciding with the beginning of the pulse. It handles less power, 
however, and is sl(lwer in high-power applications, although in low-power switching and pulse modulation 
PIN diodes are capable of switching times under l O ns. 

Ferrite Switches The properties of fcrri tcs, as dc:scribe<l in Section 12.5.2, make them suitable also for 
switching operations. A typical switch is the pair of Y circulators shown in Fig. 12.50, in which _the direc
tion of the magnetic field can be reversed for the second circulator. This is accomplished by providing bias 
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changes in the form of current reversals through the solenoid which is used to geimrate the magnetic field for 
thi::i circulator. ll can be seen, from the previous discussion of circulators and the signal paths ~hown in Fig. 
12.50, that in the "transmit" condition very little power from the transmitter will enter the second circulator1 
and most of the powJ;:r that does will be dissipated in the matched load. ln the "receive" state, the magnetic 
bias will be (externally) reversed for the second circulator, so that the signal from the antenna will be coupled 
to the receiver. The action of the first circulator will prevent this sig11al from entering the transmitter. Ferrite 
switches are capable of switching hundreds of kilowatts peak, with low losses, long life and high reliability, 
but they are not yet as fast as gas tubes. 

Output 

Fig. 12.49 PIN diode switch. 

Transmitter Load Transmitter Load 

(a) 

Fig. 12.50 Schematic diagram of jel'rite switch, (n) Tra11s111issio11; (b) reception. 

Duplexers A duplexer is-a circuit designed to allow the use of the same antenna for both transmission and 
reception, with minimal interference between the transmitter and the receiver. From this description it fol
lows that an ordinary circulator is n duplexer, but the emphasis here is on a circuit using switching for pulsed 
(not. CW) transmission. 

The branch·type duplexer- shown in Fig. 12.5 L is a type often used in radar. It has two switches, the TR and 
the ATR (anti-TR), arranged in such a manner that the receiver and the transmitter are alternately cot1Dected 
to the antenna, without ever bei.r)g connetted to each other. The operation is as t~llows. 

Whett the transmitter produces an RF impulse, both switches become short-circuited either because of the 
presence of the pulse, as in TR cells, or because of an external synchronized b.ias change. The ATR switch 
reflects an open circuit across the main waveguide, through the quarter~wave section connected to it, and so 
does the TR switch, for the sarne reason. Therefore, neither of them affects the transmission, but the short
circuiting of the TR switch prevents RF power from entering the receiver or at least reduces any such power 
down to a tolerable level. At the termination of the transmitted pulse, both "Switches open-circuit by a reversal 
of the initial short-circuiting process. The ATR switch now throws a short circuit 

1
across the waveguide lead-
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ing to the transmitter. lfthis were not done, a significant loss of the received signal would be incurred. At the 
input to the guide joining the TR branch to the main waveguide, this short circuit has now become an open 
circuit and hence has no effect. Meanwhile, the guide leading through the TR switch is now continuous and 
correctly matched. The signal from the antenna can thus go directly to the receiver. 

Transmitter 

ATR 
switch 

AP 
4 

fig. 12.51 Branch-type duplexer for radar. 

The branch~type duplexer is a narrowband device, because it relies on the length of the guides connecting 
the switches to the main waveguide. Single-frequency operati.on is very often sufficient, so that the branch
type duplexer is very common. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each .of the following multiple-choice questions 
consists of an incomplete statement followed by four 
choices (a, b, c, and d). Circle the letter preceding the 
line that con·ectly completes each sentence. 

l. When electromagnetic waves are propagated in 
a waveguide 
a. the:; travel along the broader walls of the 

guide 
b. they are reflected from the walls but do not 

travel along them 
c. they travel through the dielectric without 

touching the wal ls 
d. they travel along all four walls of the wave

guide 

2. Waveguides are used mainly for microwave sig~ 
nals because 
a. they depend on straight-line propagation which 

applies to microwaves only 
b. losses would be too heavy at lower frequen· 

c1es 

c. there are no generators powerful enough to 
excite them at lower frequencies 

d. they would be too bullcy at lower frequen
cies 

3. The wavelength ofa wave in a waveguide 
a. is greater than in free space 
b. depends only on the waveguide dimensions 

and the free-space wavelength 
c. is inversely proportional to the phase velocity 
d. is directly proportional to the group velocity 

4. The main difference between the operation of 
transmission lines and waveguides is that 
a. the _latter arc not distributed, like transmission 

lines 
o. the form:er can use stubs and quarter-wave 

transfonners, unlike the latter 
c. transmission· lines use the principai rriode of 

propagation, and therefore do not suff~r from 
low-frequency cutoff 



d. terms such as impedance matching and 
standing-wave ratio cannot be applied to 
waveguides 

5 .. Compared witb equivalent transmission Lines, 
3-GHz waveguides (indicate-false statement) 
a. are less lossy 
b. can carry higher powers 
c. are less bulky 
d. have lower attenuation 

6. When a particnlar mode is excited in a waveguide, 
there appears an extra electric component, in the 
direction of propagation. The resulting mode is 
a. transverse~electric 
b. transverse-magnetic 
c. longitudinal 
d. transverse-electromagnetic 

7. Wben electromagnetic waves are reflected at an 
angle fi-orn a wall, their wavelength along the wall 
is 
a. the same as in free space 
b. the same as the wavelength perpendicular to 

the wall 
c. shortened because of the Doppler effect 
d. greater than in the actual direction of propaga

tion 

8. As a result ofreflections from a plane conducting 
wall, electromagnetic waves acquire an apparent 
velocity greater than the velocity of light in space. 
This is called the 
a. velocity of propagation 
b. nonnal velocity 
c, group velocity 
d. phase velocity 

9. indicate the false statement. When the fi-ee-space 
wavelength of a signal equals the cutoff wave
length of the guide 
a. the group velocity of the signal becomes 

zero 
b. the phase velocity of the signal becomes 

infinite 
c. the characteristic impedance of the guide 

becomes infinite 
d. the wavelength within the waveguide becomes 

infinite 
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I 0. A signal propagated in a waveguide has a full 
wave of electric intensity change between the two 
fu1iher walls, and no compom:nt of the electric 
field in the direction of propagation. The mode is 
a. TE11 

b. TEI .O 
C. TM:2 
d. TE2 ~ 

11. The domi11ant mode of propagation is preferred 
wi th rectangular waveguides because (indicate 
false statement) 
a. it leads to the srnallest waveguide dimen

sions 
b. the resulting impedance can be matched di· 

rectly to coaxial lines 
c. it is easier to excite than the other modes 
d. propagatidn of it without any spurious genera, 

tion can be ensured 

12. A choke flange m·ay be used to couple two wave
guides 
a. to help in the alignment of the waveguides 
b. because it is simpler than any other join 
c. to compensate for discontinuities at the join 
d. to increase the bandwidth of the system 

13. ln order to couple two generators to a waveguide 
system without coupling them to each other, one 
could not use a 
a. rat-race 
b. E·plane T 
C. hybrid ring 
d. magic T 

L4. Which one of the following waveguide tuning 
components is not easily adjustable? 
a. Screw 
b. Stub 
c. Cris 
d. Plunger 

1 S. A pistqn attenuator is a 
a. vane attenuator 
b. waveguide below cutoff 
c. mode filter 
d. flap attenuator 
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16. Cylindrical cavity resonators are not used with 
klystrons because they have 
a. a Q that is too low 
b. a shape whose resonant frequency is too dif

ficult to calculate 
c. harmonically related resonant frequencies 
d. too heavy losses 

17. A directional coupler with three or n1ore holes 
is sometimes used in preference to the two~hole 
coupler 
a. because it is more efficient 
b. to increase coupling of the signal 
c. to reduce spurious mode generation 
d. to increase the bandwidth of the system 

18. A ferrite is 
a. a nonconductor with.magnetic-properties 
b. an i.ntermetallic compound with particularly 

good conductivity 
c. an insulator which heavily attenuates magnetic 

fields 
d. a microwave semiconductor invented by Fara

day 

19. Manganese fe1Tite may be used as a.(indicate false 
answer) 
a. circulator 
b. isolator 
c. garnet 
<i phase shi ftcr 

20. The maximum power that may be handled by a 
ferrite component is limited by the 
a. Curie temperature 
b. saturation magnetization 
c. line width 
<i gyromab'lletic resonance 

21. A PIN diode is 
a. a metal semiconductor point-contact diode 
b. a microwave mixer diode 

c. often used as a microwave detector 
d. suitable for use as a microwave switch 

22. A duplexer is used 
a. to couple two different antennas to a transmit

ter without mutua.l interference 
b. to allow the one antenna to be used for recep

tion or transmission without mutual interfer
ence 

c. to prevent interference between two antennas 
when they are connected to a receiver 

d. to increase the speed of the pulses in pulsed 
radar 

23 . For some applications, circular waveguides may 
be preferred to rectangular ones because of 
a. the smaller cross section needed at any fre-

quency 
b. lower attenuation 
c. freedom from spurious modes 
d. rotation of polarization 

24. Indicate which of the following cannot be fol
lowed by the word "waveguide": 
a. Elliptical 
b. Flexible · 
c. Coaxial 
d. Ridged 

25. In order to reduce cross-sectional dimensions, the 
waveguide to use is 
a. circular 
b. ridged 
c. rectangular 
d. flexible 

26. For low attenuation, the best transmission medium 
is 
a. flexible waveguide 
b. ridged waveguide 
c. rectangular waveguide 
d. coaxial line 

Review Problems 

I . Wbat will be the cutoff wavelength, for the dominant mode, in a rectangular waveguide whose breadth 
is IO cm? For a 2.5-GHz sigoal propagated in this waveguide i.n the dominant mode, calculate the guide 
wavelength, the group and phase velocities, and the characteristic wave impetlance. 
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2. A 6-GHz signal is to be propagated in a waveguide whose breadth is 7.5 cm. Calculate the characteristic 
wave impedance of this rectangular waveguide for the first three TE

111
•
0 

modes m1d, if b = 3.75 cm, for the 
TM 1,1 mode. 

3. A 6-GHz signal is to be propagated in the dominant mode in a rectangular waveguide. If its group velocity 
is to be 90 percent of the free-space velocity of light, what must be the breadth of the waveguide? What 
impedance will it offer to this signal, if it is correctly matched? 

4. It is required to propagate n 12-GHz signal in a rectangular waveguide in such a manner that 2
0 

is 
450 fl. If the TE

1
•
0 

mode is used, what must be the corresponding cross-sectional waveguide dimension? 
If the guide is 30 cm long, how many wavelengths does that represent for the signal propagating in it? 
How long will this signal take to travel from one end of the waveguide to the other? 

5. Calculate the bandwidth of the WR28 waveguide, i.e .• the rrcquency range over which only the TE
1
,
0 

mode 
will propagate. 

6. A circular waveguide has an internal diameter of 5 cm. Calculate the cutoff.frequencies in it for the fol
lowing modes: (a) TE1•1 (b) TM0•1 (c) TE0•1• 

7. A 4-GHz signal, propagating in the dominant mode, is fed to a WR28 waveguide. What length of this 
guide will be required to produce an attenuation of 120 dB? 

Review Questions 
1. What arc waveguides? What is the fundamental difference between propagation in waveguides and 

propagation in transmission lines or free space? 

2. Compare waveguides and transmission lines from the point of view of frequency limitations, attenuation, 
spmious radiation and power-handling capacity. 

3. Draw a sketch of electromagnetic wavefronts incident at an angle on a perfectly conducting plane surface. 
Use th.is sketch to derive the concept of parallel and normal wavelengths. 

4. Define, and fully explain the meaning and consequences of, the cutoff wavelength of a waveguide. Apart 
from the waJI separation, what else determines the actual value of the cutoff wavelength for a signal of a 
given frequency? 

5. Di.fferentinte between the concepts of grollp velocity and phase velocity as applied to waveguides. Derive 
the universal fonnula for the group velocity. 

6. Tbe TE, .o mode is described as the dominant mode in rectangular waveguides. What property docs it have 
which makes it dominant? Show the electric field distribution at the mouth of a rectall{,,'Ular waveguide 
carrying this mode, and explain bow the designation TE

1
•
0 

comes about. 

7. Why is the Z0 of waveguides called the characteristic wave impedance, and not just simply the character
istic impedance? 

8. What talces place in a waveguide if the wavelength of the applied signal is greater than the cutoff wave
length? Why? 

9. What are the differences, in the propagation and general behavior, between TE and TM modes in rectan
gl1lar waveguides? 

10. Compare the practical advantages and disadvantages of circular waveguides with those of rectangular 
waveguides. W.hat is a particular advantage of the former, with broadband communications applica-
~~ . 
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11 . Describe ridged and flexible waveguides briC'fly, and outline their applications. Why are they not used 
more often than rectangular waveguides? 

12. With the aid of appropriate sketches, show how probes may he used to lauucb various modes in wave
guides. What determines the number and placement of the probes? 

13. Sketch the paths of current flow in a rectangular waveguide carrying the dominant mode, and use the 
sketch to explain how a slot in a common wall may be used to couple the signals in hvo waveguides. 

14. Describe briefly the various methods of exciting waveguides, and explain under what circumstances each 
is most Jikely to be used. 

15. Explain the operation of a choke join. Under what circumstances would this join be preferred to a plain 
flange coupling? 

16. Draw the cross section of a waveguide rotating join, and describe it and its operation. 

17. When would a waveguide bend be preforre,d to a corner? Why is an E-plane comer likely to be double
mitered? TI!ustrate your answer with appropriate sketches. 

18. With the aid of a suitable diagram, explain the operation of the hybrid T junction (magic tee). What are 
its applications? What is done to avoid reflections within such a junction? 

19. Show a pictorial view of a hybrid ring, and label it to show the various dimensions. Explain the operation 
of this rat race. When might it be preferred to the magic tee? 

20. How do the methods of impedance matching in waveguides compare with those used with transmission 
li.nes? List some of the on~s in waveguides. 

21. Show a waveguide with a cylindrical post, and briefly describe the behavior of th.is obstacle. What can it 
be used for when it is inserted halfway into a waveguide? What advantage does such a post have over an 
iris? 

22. Draw and title the diagram of the waveguide tuner which is the analog of a transmission-line stub matcher. 
What else might be used with waveguides for this purpose? 

23. With sketches, describe waveguide matchi.ng tcnninations and attenuators. fnclude one sketch ofa vari-
able attenuator. 

24. Discuss the applications of waveguides operated beyond cutoff. 

25. What an: cavity resonators? What applications do they have? Why do they normally have odd shapes'? 

26. Starting with a rectangular waveguide carrying the TE1•0 mode, evolve the concept ofa cavity resonator 
oscillating in the TE,.0•2 mode. 

27. Describe briefly various methods of coupling to cavity resonators. With the aid of a sketch, explain spe-
cifically how a cavity may be coupled to an electron beam. · 

28. ~y what methods may cavity resonators be tuned? Explain the effect oftuni~g on cavity Q. 
29. With the aid of a diagram, explain/itl/y the operation ofa two-hole waveguide directional coupler; also 

state its uses. 

30. What are ferrites? What properties do they have which distinguish them from urdina,-y conductors or 
insulators'? Wliat is YIG'? 

31. Explain Lhe results of an interaction oi' de and RF magnetic fields in a ferrite; what is the gyromagnetic 
resonance interaction that may occur? 

32. What are the three niain I.imitations offerrites? 
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33. With the aid of a suitable diagram, explain the operation of a Faraday rotation ferrite isol.1tor. List its 
applications and typical performance figures. 

34. Use sketches to help explain the operation of a Faraday rotation circulator and a Y circulator. What ap
plications and typical performance figures do these devices have? 

35. List the requirements that a diode mount must fulfill if the diode is to be used as a detector or mixer mounted 
in a waveguide. Show a typical practical diode mount, and explain how it satisfies these requirements. 



13 
MICROWAVE TUBES AND CIRCUITS 

The precediJ1g chapter discussed passive microwave devices. ft is now necessary to study active ones. This 
chapter deals with microwave tubes and circuits, and the next one discusses microwave semkonductor devices 
and associated circuitry. The order of selection is mainly historical, in that rubes preceded semiconductors 
by some 20 years. 

The limitation for tuhes on the one hand, and transistors and diodes on the other, is one of size at microwave 
frequencies. As frequency is raised, devices must become snrnller. The powers handled fall , and noise rises. 
The overall result at m icrowavc frequencies is Lhat tubes have the higher output powers, while semiconductor 
devices are smaller, requi1·e simpler power supplies and, more often than not, have lower noise and greater 
reliabilities. 

There are three general types of microwave lubes. The nr:,l is the ordinary gridded tube, invariably a triode 
at the highest frequencies, which has evolved and been refined to its utmost. Then there is the clas~ of devices 
in which brief, though sometimes repeated, interaction takes place between an electron beam and an RF volt
age. The klystron exemplifies this type of device. 

The third category of device is one in which the interaction between an electron beam and an RF field is 
continuous. This is divided into two subgroups. In the first, an electric field is used to ensure that Lhc interac
tion between the electron beam and the RF field is continuous. Tbe traveli11g-111ave tube ([WT) is the prime 
example of this inlcractiou. It is an amplifier whose oscillator counterpart is called a backward-wave oscillator 
(B WO). The second subgroup consists of tubes in which a magnetic fie ld ensures a constant electron beam- RF 
field interaction. The 111agnetron, an oscillator, uses this interaction and is complemented hy the cross-field 
amplifier (CFA). which evolved from it. 

Each type of microwave tube will now he discussed in turn, and in each case state-of-the-art performance 
figures will be given. Also, comparisons will be drawn showing the relative advantages and applications of 
competing devices. 

Objectives Upon completing the material in Chapter 13, the student will be able to: 

;:. U oderstand limitations of conventional electronic devices at microwave frequencies. 
};> Describe tube requirements at UHF. 
)' Draw a picture and explain the operation of the multicavity klystron. 
};> Compare the reflex and multicavity klystron amplifiers. 
;:. Explain the operation of a cavity magnetron. 
};> Discuss the traveling-wave tube (TWT) and its applications. 
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13.1 LIMITATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES 
Conventional electronic devices are useless at microwave frequencies, because of a number of limitations which 
will now be explained. It should be noted that such limitations (I/so afflict transistors at U!-IF and above, and 
they, too, are exl)tic v<.:rsions of the lowcrwfrcquency devices. These Hm.itations cannot be completely overcome. 
However, it is possible to extend the useful range to well over IO GHz, as will be seen. 

As frequency is raised, vacuum tubes suffer from two general kinds of problems. The first is concerned with 
interclcctrodc capacitances and inductances, and the second is caused by the finite time that electrons take to 
travel from one electrode to another in a tube. Noise tends to increase with .frequency, and thus microwave 
tubes are invariably triodes, these being the least noisy tubes. 

The skin effect causes very significant increase in series resistance and inductance at UHF, unle~s tubes 
bave been designed to minim.ize the effect. Also, dielectric losses increase with frequency. Accordingly, un
less tubes and their bases are made of the lowest- loss dielectrics, efficiencies arc reduced so much that proper 
amplification cannot be provided. 

At low frequencies, it is possible to assume that electrons Leave the cathode and arrive at the anode of n 
tube ins/(lntaneously. This can most certainly not be assumed at microwave frequencies. That is to say, the 
transit lime becomes an appreciable fraction of the RF cycle. Several awkward effects result from this situ
ation. One of them is that the grid and anode signals are no longer 180" out of phc:1sc, thus causing design 
problems, especially with feedback in osci llators. Another important effect-possibly the most important- is 
that the grid begins to take power from the driving source. The power is absorbed (and dissipated) even when 
the grid is negatively biased. 

Finally, the increased input conductance increases input noise. Long before 1 GHz is reached, ordinary RF 
tubes have a noise figure very much in excess of 25 dB. As a conclusion, it is true to say that when any tube 
(or transistor) eventually fails at high frequencies, transit time is the "ki/le,; "in one way or another. 

13.2 MULTICAVITY KLYSTRON 
The design of the multicavity klystron, together with all the ren,aining tubes described in this chapter, relies 
on the fact that transit time will sooner or later tcnninatc the usefulness of any orthodox vacuum tube. They 
therefore usc the transit time, instead of fighting it. The klystron was invented just before World War 11 by the 
Varian brothers as a somce and amplifier of microwaves. 1t provided much h.igh<.:r powers than had previously 
been obtainable at these frequencies. 

13.2.1 Operation 

Figure 13. 1 schematically shows the principal features of a two"cavity amplifier klystron. Tt is seen that a 
high-velocity electron beam is formed, focused (external, magnetic focusing is omitted for simpli~city) and 
sent down a long glass tube to a collector electrode which is at a high positive potential with respect to the 
cathode. The beam passes gap A in the huncher cavity, to which the RF signal to be amplified is applied, and 
it is then allowed to drift freely, without any influence from RF fields, until it reaches gap B in the output or 
catcher cavity. If all goes well, oscillations will be excited in the second cavity wh.ich are of a power much 
higher than those in the buncher cavity, so that a large output can be achieved. The beam is then collected by 
the collector electrode. 

The cavities are reentrant and are also tunable (although this is not shown). They may be integral or 
demountable. In the latter case, the wire grid meshes are connected to rings external to the glass envelope, 
and cavities may be attached to the rings. The drift space is quite long, and the transit time in it is put to use. 
The gaps must be short so that the voltage across them docs not change significantly during the passage of a 
particular bunch of electrons; having a high collector voltage helps in this regard. 
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Cathode 

Focusing 
electrodes 

Catcher cavity 

Fig. 13,1 KlysJ-ro11 t:wtplifier schematic diagram. 

It is apparent that the electron beam, which has a constant velocity as it approaches gap A, will be affected 
by the presence ofan RF voltage across the gap. The extent of this effect on any one electron will depend on 
the voltage across the gap when the electron passes this gap. It is thus necessary to investigate the effect of 
the gap voltage upon individual electrons. 

Consider the Situation when there is no voltage across the gap. Electrons passing it are unaffected and 
continue on the collector with the same constant velocities they had before approaching the gap (this is shown 
at the left of Fig. 13.2). After an input has been fed to the buncl1er cavity, an electron will pass gap A at the 
time when the voltage across this gap is zero and goi_ng positive. Let this be the reference electron y . It is of 
course unaffected by the gap, and thus it is shown with the same slope on the Applegate diagram of Fig. 13.2 
as electrons passing the gap before any signal was applied. 
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Fig. 13.2 Applegate diagram for klystron amplifier, 
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Another electron, z. passes gap A slightly later than y . Had there been no gap voltage. both electrons would 
have continued past the gap with unchanged velocity, and therefore neither could have caught up with the 
other. Here, electron z is slightly accelerated' by the now positive voltage across gap A, nnd given enough 
time, it will catch up with the reference electron. As shown in Fig. 13.2, it has enough time to catch clectrnn 
y easily before gap Bis approached. Electron x passes gnp A slightly before the reference electron. Although 
it passed gap A before electron y, it was retarded somewhat by the negative voltage then present across the 
gap. Since l~lectron y was not so retarded, it has an excellent chance of catching electron x before gap B (this 
it does, as shown in Fig. 13.2). 

As electrons pass the buncher gap, they are velocity-modulated by the RF voltage existing across this gap. 
Such velocity modulation would not be suffic ient, in itself~ to allow amplification by the klystron. Electrons 
have the opportunity of catching up with other electrons in the drift space. When an electron c<1tchcs up with 
another one, it may simply pass it and forge ahead. It may exchange energy with the slower electron. giving 
it some of its excess velocity, and the two bunch log ether and mo.ve on with the average velocity of the beam. 
As the beam progresses farther down the drift t-ube, so the bunching becomes more complete, as more and 
more of the faster electrons catch up with bunches ahead. Evt:ntually, the current passes the catcher gap in 
quite pronounced bunches and therefore varies cyclically with time. This variation in current density is known 
as current modulation, and this is what enables the klystron to have significant gain. 

It will be noted from the Applegate diagram that bunching can occur once per cycle, centering on the refer
ence electron. The limits of bunching are also shown. Electrons arriving slightly after the second limit clearly 
are not accelerated sufficiently to catch the reference electron, and the reference electron cannot catch any 
electron passing gap A just before the firs t limit. Bunches thus also arrive at the catcher gap once per cycle and 
deliver energy to this cavity. ln ordinary vacuum tubes, a little RF power applied to the grid can cause large 
variations in the anode current, thus controlling large amounts of de anode power. Similarly in the klystron; a 
little Rf power applied to the buncl1er cavicy results in large beam current pulses being applied to the catcher 
cavity, with a considerable power gain as the result. Needless to say, the catcher cavity is excited into oscil
lations at its resonant frequency (which is equal to the input frequency). and a large sinusoidal output can be 
obtained because of the.flywheel e,ffed of the output resonator. 

13.2.2 Practical Considerations 

The constrnction of the klystron lends itself to two practical microwave applications- Ma multicavity power 
amplifier or as a two-cavity power oscil.lator. 

MulticavihJ Klystron Amplifier The bunching process in a· two-cavity klystron is by 110 means com
plete, since there are large numbers of out-of-phase electrons arrivi ng al the catcher cavity between bunches. 
Consequently, more than two cavities are always employed in practical klystron amplifiers. Four cavi ties arc 
shown in the klystron amplifier schematic diagram of Fig. 13.3 and up to seven cavities have been used in 
practice. Partially bunched current pulses wil l now also excite oscillations in the intermediate cavirics. and 
these cavities in turn set up gap voltages which help to produce more complete bunching. Having the extra 
cavities helps to improve the efficiency and power gain considerably. TI1e cavities may all be tuned to thl: 
same frequency, such .\y11chronous wning being employed for narrowband operation. For broadband work . 
for example with UHF klystrons used as TV transmitter output tubes, or 6-GHz tubes used as power ampli· 
fiers in some satellite station transmitters, stagger tuning is used. Here. the intem1edia1c cavities are tuned Lo 

either side of the center frequency, improving the bandwidth very significantly. It shouid be noted chat cavity 
Q is so high that stagger tuning is a "must .. for bandwidths n,uch over I percent. 
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Fig. 13.3 Four-cavity klystro11 mnplifier sche11111tic rlingrmn. (Courtesy of V11ri1111 Associates, /11c.) 

Two-cavity I<.lystro11 Oscillator If a portion of the signal in the catcher cavity is coupled back to the 
buncher cavity, oscillation::; will take place. As with other oscillators, the feedback must have the correct 
polarity and sufl'icient amplitude. The schematic <liagram of such an oscillator is as shown in Fig. 13. l , except 
for the addition ofa (permanent) feedback loop. Oscillations in the two-cavity klystron behave as in any other 
feedback oscillator. Having been started by a switching tnmsient or noise impulse, they continue as long as 
de power is present. 

Performance and Applications The multicavity klystron is used as a medium-. high~ and very high
power amplifier in the UHF and microwave ranges, for either continuous or pulsed opet'ation. The frequency 
range covered is from about 250 MHz to over 95 GHz. 

Table 13.1 summarizes the power rcqu.irements of the major applications for klystron amplifiers and shows 
how the devices are able to meet them. Tbe gain of klystrons is also adequate. It ranges from 30-35 dB at 
UHF to 60--65 dB in the microwave range. Such high gain figures mean that the klystron is generally the only 
nonsemicondw.:tor device in high-power amplifiers. 
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TABLE 13.1 Klystron Antplifie,· Perfor111a11ce and Applicn/'ions 

APPLICATION AND TYt>ll: OF FREQ. RANGE, Gm: Nl<:.EDED roW!l':~ max. AVAILA BLE 
REQIJTRE~TE!ST POWER max. 

UHf TV transmitters (CW) 0.5-0.9 55 kW IOOkW 

Long-rnnge radar (pulsed) 1.0-12 IOMW 20MW 

Linear particle accelerator (pulsed) 2.0-3.0 25MW 4.0MW . 

Troposd11ter links (CW) 1.5- 12 250 kW 1000 kW 

Earth station transmitter (CW) 5.9-14 8 kW 25 kW 

Developments in Klystron are aimed at improving efficiency, providing longer lives, aud reducing size; 
typical efficiency is 35 to 50 percent. To improve reliability and MTBF (mean time between failures), 
tungsten-iridium cathodes are now being used to reduce cathode temperature and ~hus provide longer life. As 
regards size, a typical SO-kW UHF klystron, as shown in Fig. 13.3, may be over 2 m long, with a weight of 
nearly 250 kg. As may be gathered from Fig. 13.3, a large proportion of the bulk is due to the magnet, often 
as much as two-thirds. A I 00-kW peak (2.5-kW average) X~band k.lystTon may be 50 cm long and may weigh 
about 30 kg, if it uses permanent-magnet focusing. rt is possil;ilc to reduce thi s weight to one-third by using 
periodic permanent-magnet (PPM) focusing. In this system (see Section 13.5.2), the beam is focused by so
called magnetic lenses, which arc small , strong magnets along the beam path. In between Lhc!ll, the beam is 
allowed to defocus a little. The use of grids for modulation purposus (see Fig. 13.4) has been rediscovered 
and evolved ftuther. 

The two-cavity klystron oscillator has fa llen out of favor, having been displaced by CW magnetrons, 
semiconductor devices and the high gain of klystron and TWT amplifiers. 
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Fig. 13.4 Three-cavity klystron pulsed amplifier wif/1 modulating grid. (Beck and Deering, "A Three-cavity L-ba11d 
Pulsed Klystron Amplifier," Proc. IEE (London), vol. 105BJ 

Further Practical Aspects Multicavity klystron amplifiers suffer from the noise caused because bunching 
·is never complete, and so electrons arrive at random at the catcher cavity. This makes them too noisy for use 
in receivers, but their typically 35adB noise figures are more than adequate for transmitters. 

Since th~ timi i!aken by a given electron b1,111ch -to pass through the drift tube of a klystron is obviously 
influehced by the collector voltage, this voltage must be r~gulatcd. Indeed, the power supplies for klystrons 
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are quite elaborate, with a regulated 9 kV at 750-mA collector current required for a typical coum,unications 
klystron. Similarly, when a klystron amplifier is pulsed1 such pulses are often applied to the collector. They 
should be flat. or else frequency drift (within limits imposed by cavity bandwidth) will take place during the 
pulse. As an alternative to this, and also because collector pulsing takes a loL of power, modulation ofa special 
grid has been developed, as shown in Fig. 13.4. A typical "gain" of 20 is available between this electrode 
and the collector, thus reducing the modulating power requirements twenty fold. Amplitude modulation of 
the klystron can also be applied via this grid. However, if amplitude linearity jg required. it should be noted 
that the klysh·on amplifier begins to saturate at about 70 percent of maximum power output. Beyond this 
point, output still increases with input but no longer linearly. This saturation is not a s_ignificant problem, all 
in all , because most of the CW applications of the multicavity klystron involve frequency modulation. Under 
such conditions, e.g., in a troposcatter link, the klystron merely amplifies a signal that is already frequency
modulated and at a constant amplitude. 

13.3 REFLEX KLYSTRON 

lt is possible to produce oscillations in a klystron device which has only one cavity, through which electrons 
pass twice. This is the reflex klystron, which will now be described. 

13.3.1 Fundamentals 

The reflex klysn·on is a low-power, low•efficiency microwave oscillator, illustrated schematically in Fig. 13.5. 
It has an electron gun similar to that of the multicavity klystron but sma.ller. Because the device is short, the 
beam does not require focusing. Having been fanned, the beam is accelerated toward lhe cavity, which has 
a high positive voltage applied to it and, as shown, acts as the anode. The electrons overshoot the gap in this 
cavity and continue on to the next electrode, which they never reach. 

Cathode 

fig. 13.5 Reflex klystron schematic. 

This repel/er electrode has a fairly high negative voltage applied to it, and precautions are taken to ensure 
that it is not bombarded by the electrons. Accordingly, electrons in the beam reacb some point in the repeller 
space and are then turned back, eventually to be dissipated i.n the anode cavity. If the voltages are properly 
adjusted, the returning electrons given more energy to the gap than they took from it on Lhe outward journey, 
and continuing oscillations take place. 

Operation As with the multicavity klystron, the operating mechanism is best understood by considering 
Lhc behavior of individual electrons. This time, however, the reference electron is taken as one that passes 
the gap on its way to the repeller at the time when the gap voltage is zero and going negative. This electron 
is of course unaffected, overshoots the gap, and is .ultimately returned to it, having penetrated some distance 
mio the repeller space. An electron passing the. gap slightly earlier would have encountered a slightly posi· 
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tive voltage at the gap. The resulting acceleration would have propelled this electron slightly farther into the 
repellcr space, and the electron would thus have taken a slightly longer time than the reference electron to 
return to the gap. Similarly, an electron passing the gap a little after the reference electron will encounter a 
slightly negative voltage. The resulting retardation will shorten its stay in the repeller space. lt is seen that, 
around the reference electron, earlier electrons lake longer to return to the gap than later electrons, and so the 
conditions are right for bunching to take place. The situation can be verified experimentally by throwing a 
series of stones upward. If the earlier stones are thrown harder, i.e., acclerated more than the Inter ones. it i:s 
possible for all of them to come ba~k to earth simultaneously, i.e., in a bunch. 

It is thus seen that, as in the multicavity klystron, velocity modulation is converted to current modulation 
in the repellcr space, and one bunch is fonned per cycle of oscillations. It should be mentioned that bunching 
is not nearly as complete in thili case, and so the reflex klystron is much less efficient than thl! multicavity 
klystron. 

Tra11sit Time As usual with oscillators, it is assumed thot oscillations are started by noise or switching 
transients. Accordingly, what must now be shown is that the operation of the reflex klystron is such as to 
maintain these oscillations. For oscillations to be maintained, the transit time in the repeller space, or the time 
taken for the reference electron from the instant it leaves the gap to the instant of its return, must have the 
correct value. This is detcnnined by investigating the best possible time for electrons to leave the gap and the 
best possibJe time for them to rerum. 

The most suitable departure time is obviously centered on the reference electron, at the J 80° point of the 
sine-wave voltage across the resonator gap. It is also interesting to note that, ideally, no energy at all goes into 
velocity-modulating the electron beam. It admittedly takes some energy to accelerate electrons, but just as 
much energy is gained from retarding electrons. Since just as many electron!.'> are retarded as accelerated by 
the gap voltage, the total energy outlay is nil. Thi(r actually raises a most important point: e11ergy is spent in 
accelerating bodies (electrons in this case), but energy is gained from retarding them. The firs t part of the point 
is obvious, and the second may be observed by means of a very simple experiment, for which the apparatus 
consists of a swing and a small member of the family. Once the child is swinging freely, retard the swing with 
some part of the body and measure the amount of energy absorbed (i f still standing!). 

It is thus evident that the best possible time for electrons to return to tbe gap is when the voltage then exist
ing across the gap will apply maximum retardation to them. This is the time when the gap voltage is maximum 
posi tive (on the right side of the gap in Fig. 13.5). Electrons then fall through the maximum negative voltage 
between the gap grids, thus giving the maximum amount of energy to the gap. The best time for electrons to 
return to thc ·gap is at the 90° point of the sine-wave gap voltage. Returning after Pl. cycles obviously satisfies 
these requirements, it may be state::~ that 

where 

T =n+ Y.i 

T = transit time of electrons in rcpeller space, cycles 

n = any integer 

Modes The transit time obviously depends on the repeller and ,111odc voltages, so that both must he care
fu lly adjusted and regulated. Once the cavity hos been tuned to the correct frequency, both the anode and 
repeller voltages are adjusted to give the correct value of T from data supplied by the manufacturer. Each 
combination of acceptable anode-rcpeller voltages will provide conditions permitting oscillations for a par
ticular value of n. Tn turn, each value of 11 is said to correspond to a different reflex klystron mode, practical 
transit times corresponding to the range from I 3/.. to 6% cycles of gap voltage. Modes corresponding to 11 = 2 
or n ,_ 3 arc the ones used most often in practical klystron oscillators. 
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13.3.2 Practical Considerations 

Performance Reflex klystr<>n:- with integral cavities are available for frequencies ranging from under 4 10 

over 200 Gllz. A typical power output is I 00 mW, buL overall maximum powers range from 3 W in the X 
band to IO mW at 220 GHz. Typical efficiencies ore under JO percent, restricting the oscillator to low-power 
applications. 

Ttt11it1g The frequency of resonance is 111echanieally adjustable, with the adjusrnble screw, bellows or 
dielectric insert the most popular. Such mechanical tuning of reflex klystrons may give a frequency variation 
which rnnges in practice from :t20 MHz at X bru:1d Lo ±4 GHz at 200 GHz. Electrunic tuning is also pos
sible. by adjusLn1ent of the rcpeller voltage. The tuning range is about ±8 MHz at X band an<l ±80 MHz for 
submillimeter klystrons. The device is also very easy Lo frequency-modulate, simply by the application of the 
modulating voltage to the repcller. 

Repelle,· Pl'otcction It is essential to make sure that tbe repeller of a klystron never draws current by 
becoming positive with respect to the cathode. Otherwise, it will ve1y rapidly be destroyed by the impact 
of high-velocity electrons as well as overheating. A cathode ,-esistor is often used to ensw·e Lhal the repellcr 
cannot be more positive than Lhe cathode, even if the repeUer voltage foils. Other precnutions may include a 
protective diode across the klystron or an arrangement in which the repeller voltage is nlways applied before 
the cathode voltage. Manufacturers' specifications generally list the appropriate precautions. 

Applications The klystron oscillator has been replaced by various semiconductor oscillators in a large 
number of its previous applications, in new equipment. It will be found in a lot of existing equipment, as a: 

I. Signal source in microwave generators 

2. Local osci llator in microwave receivers 

3. Frequency-modulated oscillator in po1table microwave links 

4. Pump oscillator for parametric amplifiers 

The reflex klystron is sti ll a very useful millimeter and submillimeter oscillator, producing n1orc power at 
the highest frequencies than most semiconductor devices, witb very low AM aud FM noise. 

13.4 MAGNETRON 
The cavity ( or traveling wave) magnetron high-power microwave oscillator was invented in Great Britain by 
Randall and Boot. It is a diode which uses the interaction of magnetic and electric fields in a complex cavity 
to provide oscillations of very high peak power (the original one gave in excess of I 00 kW at 3 GHz). It is 
true to say that without the cavity magnetron. microwave radar would have been greatly delayed and would 
have come too late to have been the factor it was in World War IL 

The cavity magnetron, which will be referred to as the magnetron, is a diode, usually of cylindrical con
struction. It employs a radial electric field, an axial magnetic.field and an anode structure with pem1anent 
cavities. As shown in Fig. 13.6, the cylindrical cathode is surrounded by the anode with cavities, and thus a 
radial de electric field wi ll exist. The magnetic field, is axial. i.e., has lines of magnetic force passing through 
the cathode and the sunounding interaction space. The lines nre thus at right angles to the structure cross sec
tion of Fig. 13.6. The magnetic field is also de, and since it is perpendicular to the plane of the radial electric 
field, the magnetron is called a.crossed:fteld device. 

Tbe output is taken from one of the cavities, by means of a coaxial line as indicated in both Fig. 13.6, 
or through a wavehruide, depending on the power and frequency. The output coupling loop leads Lo a cavity 
resonator to which a waveguide is connected, and the overall output from this magnetron is via waveguide. 
The rings interconnecting the anode poles are used for strapping, and the reason for their presence will be 
explained. Finally, the anode is nom1ally \nade of copper, regardless of its actual shape. 
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Fig. 13.6 Cross section of /role-and-slat 111agmdto'11. 

The magnetron has a number ofresonant cavities and must therefore have a number of resonant frequencies 
and/or modes of oscillation. Whatever mode is used, it must be self-consistent~For example, it is not possible 
for the eight-cavity magnetron (which is ~ften used in practice) to employ a mode in which the phase difference 
between the adjacenl anode_pieces is 30°. If this were done, the total phase shift arou1Jd the anode would be 
8 x 30° = 240°, which means that the first pole piece would be 120° out of phase with itself1 Simple inv~s
tigation shows that the smallest practical phase difference that.can exist here between adjoining anode polt:?s 
is 45°, or rd4 rad, giving a self-consistent overall phaisc shift of360° or 27t'rad. This -,c/4 mode is seldom used 
in practice because it does not yield suitable characteristics, and the tc mode is preferred for rather complex 
reasons. 1n tl1is mode of operation, the phase difference between adjacent anode poles is 1t rad or 180°. 

Effect of Magnetic Field Since any electrons emitted by the rn'agnetron cathode will be l!llder the in~u
ence of the de ma&,'lletic field, as well as an electric field, the behavior of electrons in a magnetic field must 
first be investigated. 

A moving electron represents a current, and therefore a magnetic field exerts a force upon it, just as it 
exens ·a force on a wire carrying a current. The force thus exerted has a magnitude proportional to the product 
Bev, where e and v are the charge and veloeity of the electron, respectively, and B is the component of the 
magnetic field in a plane perpendiculm· to the direction of travel of the electron. This force exerted on the 
electron is perpendicular to the other two directions. If the electron is moving forward horizontnlly, and the 
magnetic field acts vertically downward; the path of the electron will be curved to the left. Since the magnetic 
field in the magnetron is constantj the force of the magnetic field Qn the elecu·on (and therefore the radius of 
curvature) will depend solely on the forward (radial) velocity of the electron. 

Effect of Magnetic and Electric Fields When magnetic and electric fields act simultaneously upon the 
electron, its path can have any of a number of shapes dictated by the relative strengths of the i11utual ly per
pendicular electric and magnetic fields. Some of these electron paths are shown in Fig. 13. 7 in the absence 
of oscillations in a maf,rnctron, in which the electric field is constant and radial, and the axial magnetic field 
can have any number of values. 

Cathode 

Fig. 13.7 Electron paths i11 mag1ielro11 without oscillations, showing effect of increasing 111ng11etic field. 
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When the magnetic field is zero, the electron goes straight from the cathode to the anode, accelerating 
all the time under the force of the radial electric field. This is indicated by path .x in Fig. 13. 7, When the 
magnetic field bas a small but definite strength, it will exert a lateral force on the electron, bending its path 
to the left (here). Note, as shown by pathy of Fig. 13.7, that the.electron's motion is no longer rectilinear. As 
the electron approaches the anode, its velocity continues to increase radially as it is accelerating .. The effect 
of the magnetic field upon it increases also, so that the path curvature becomes sharper as the electron 
approaches the anode. 

It is possible to make the magnetic field so strong that electrons will not reach the anode at all. The magnetic 
field required to return electrons to the cathode after they have just grazed the anode is called the cutoff.field. 
The resulting path is z in Fig. 13.7. Knowing the value of the required magnetic field strength is important 
because this cutoff field just reduces the anode current to zero in the absence of oscillations. If the maE,'Tletic 
field is stronger still, the electron paths as shown will be more curved still , and the electrons will retum to the 
cathode even sooner ( only to· be reemitted). All these paths are naturally changed by the presence of ~my RF 
field due to oscillations, but the state of affairs without the RF field must still be appreciated, for two reasons. 
First, it leads to the understanding of the oscillating magnetron. Second, it draws attention to the fact that 
unless a magnetron is oscillating1 all the electrons will be retumed to the cathode, which will overheat and.ruin 
the tube. This ~appe11s because in practice the applied magnetic field is greatly in excess of the cutoff field. 

13.4.1 Operation 

Once again it will be assumed that oscillations are capable of starting in a device having high-Q cavity resona
tors, and the mechanism whereby these oscill_ations are maintained will he explained. 

1t-mode OscillaHotts As explained in the preceding section, self-consistent oscillations can exist only if 
the phase difference between adjoining anode poles is nrr/4, where n is an integer. For best results, n = 4 is 
used in practice. The resulting n:-mode oscillations a.re, shown in Fig. 13.8 at an instant of time when the RF 
voltage on the top left-hand anode pole is maximum positive. It must be realized that these ate oscillations. A 
time will thus come, later i:n the cycle, when this pole is instantaneously maxi.mum negative, while at another 
instant the RF voltage between that pole and the next will be zero. 

Fig. 13.8 Pat/ts traversed by e/ectro11s in a magnetron 1mder tr-mo,le oscillations. (From. F. E. Tennmr, 
Electronic and Radio Engineering, McGraw-Hi/I, New York.) · 
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In the absence of the RF electric field. electrons a and b would have followed the paths shown by the 
doned lines a and b, respectively, but the RF field naturally modifies these paths. This RF field. incidentally. 
exists inside the individual resonators also. but it is ontitted here for simplicity. The important fact is that 
each cavity acts in the same way as a short-circuited quarter-wave transmission line. Each gap corresponds 
to a maximum voltage point in the resulting standing-wave pattcm, with the electric field extending into thi: 
anode interaction space, as shown in Fig. 13.8. 

Effect of Combined Fields 011 Electrons The presence of oscillations in the magnetron brings in a 
tangential (RF) component of electric field. When electron a is situated (at this instant of time) at point I. 
the tangential component of the RF electric field opposes the tangential velocity of the electron. The electron 
is retarded by the field and gives energy to it (as happened in the reflex klystron). Electron b is so placed as 
to extract an equal amount of energy from the RF field, by virtue of being accelerated by it. For oscillations 
to be maintained, more energy must be given to the electric field than is taken from it. Yet, on the face of it, 
this is unlikely to be the case here because there are just as many electrons of type a as of type b. Note that 
electron a spends much more time in the RF field than electron b. The fo1mer is retarded, and therefore the 
force of the de magnetic field on it is diminished; as a result, it can now move closer to the anode. If condi
tions arc arranged so that by the time electron a arrives at point 2 the field has reversed polarity, this electron 
will once again be in a position to give energy to the RF field (though being retarded by it). The magnetic 
force on electron a diminishes once more, and another interaction of this type occurs (this time at point 3 ). 
This assumes that at all times the electric field has reversed polarity each lime this electron arrives at a suit
able interaction position. In this manner, "favored" electrons spend a considerable time in the interaction 
space and are capable of orbiting the cathode several times before eventually arriving at the anode. 

However, an electron of type b undergoes a totally different experience. lt is immediately accelerated 
by the RF field, and therefore t11e force exerted on it by the de magnetic field increases. This electron thus 
returns to the cathode even sooner than it would have in the absence of the RF field. 1l consequently SP,ends 
a much shorter time in the interaction space than the other electron. Hence, although its interaction with the 
RF field takes as much energy from it as was supplied by electron a, tliere are far fewer interactions of the 
b type because such electrons are always returned to the cathode after one, or possibly two, interactions. On 
the other hand, type a electrons give up energy repeatedly. It therefore appears that more energy is given to 
the RF oscillations than is taken from them, so that oscillations in the magnetron are sustained. The qn\y.,teal 
effect of the "unfavorable" electrons is that they return to the cathode and tend to heat it, thus giving it a di,s; 
sipation of the order of 5 percent of the anode dissipation. This is known as back-heating and is not actually 
a total loss, because it is often possible in a magnetron to shut off the filament supply after a few minutes and 
just rely on the back-heating to maintain the correct cathode temperature. 

Btmcl1i11g lt may be shown tbat the cavity magnetron, like the klystrons, causes electrons to bunch; but 
here this is known as the phase-focusing effect. This effect is rather important. Without it, favored electrons 
would fall behind the phase change of the electric field across the gaps, since such electrons are retarded at 
each interaction with the RF field. To see how this effect.operates, it is most convenient to consider another 
electron, such as c of Fig. 13.8. 

Electron c contributes some energy to the RF field. However, it does not give up as much as electron a. 
because the tangential component of the field is not as strong at this point. As a result, this electron appears to 
be somewhat less useful than electron a, but this is so only at first. Electron., encounters not on ly a diminished 
tangential RF field but also a component of the radial RF field, as shown. This bas the effect of accelerating the 
electron radially outward. As soon as this happens, the de magnetic field exerts a stronger force on electron c, 
tending to bend it back to the cathode but also accelerating it somewhat in a counterclockwise direction. This, 
in tum, gives this electron a very good chance of catching up with electron a. In a similar ma!Jner, electron d 
(shown in Fig. I 3.8) will be r~tarded tangentially by the de magnetic field. It will therefore be caughc up by 
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the favored electron; thus, a bunch takes shape. ln fact, it is seen that being in the favored position means (to 
the electron) being in a position of equilibrium. ~fan electron slips back or forward, it will quickly be returned 
to the correct position witb respect to the RF field, by the phase-focusing effect just described. 

Figure 13.9 shows the wheel-spoke bunches in the cavity magnetron. These bunches rotate counterclock
wise with the correct velocity to keep up with RF phase changes between adjoining anode poles. In this way 
a continued interchange of energy takes place, with tbe RF field receiving much more than it gives. The RF 
field changes polarity. Each favored electron, by the time it arrives opposite the next gap, meets the same 
situation of there being a positive anode pole above it and to the left, and a negative anode pole above it and 
to I.he right. It is not difficult to imagine that the electric field itself is rotating counterclockwise at the same 
speed as the electron bunches. The cavity magnetron is called the travellrig-wave magnetron precisely because 
of these rotating fields. 

Fig. 13.9 Bunched electron clouds rotating nround magnetron catltode (individual electron pat/is not s110w11). 

13.4:2 Practical Considerations 

The operating principles of a device are important but do not give the entire picture of that particular device. 
A number of other significant aspects of magnetron operation will now by considered. 

Strapping Because the magnetron has eight (or more) coupled cavity resonators, several different modes 
of oscillation are possible. The osc:illating frequencies corresponding to the different modes are not the same. 
Some are quite close t6 one another, so that, through modejuniping, a 3-cfu Jt-mode qscillation which is nor. 
mnl for a particular magnetron could, spuriously; become a 3.05,cm 3/4 ,r~mode oscillation. The de electric 
and magnetic fields, adjusted to be correct for the tr mode, would still support the spurious mode to a certain 
extent, since its frequency is not too far distant. The result might well be oscillations of reduced power, at the 
wrong frequency. 

(a) 
(b) 

) ' 
Fig. 13.10 (a) Hole-n11d-slo.t mngnctro11 witfi strapping; (/,) rising-smi 111ng11etio11 anode block." 
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Magnetrons using identical cavities in the anode block normally employ strapping to prevent mode jumping. 
Such strapping is seen in Fig. 13.1 Oa for the hole-and~slot cavity arrangement. Sb·apping consists of two rings of 
heavy-gauge wire connecting alternate anode poles. These are the poles that should be in phase with each other 
for the n mode. The reason for the effectiveness of sb·apping in preventing mode jumping may be simplified by 
pointing out that, since the phase difference between altemate anode poles is other than 2n rad in other modes, 
these modes will quite obviously be prevented. The actual situation is somewhat more complex. 

Strapping may bec(lmc unsatisfactory because of losses in the straps in very high-power magnetrons or 
because of strapping difficulties al very high frequencies. In the latter case, the cavities are small, and there 
are generally a lot of them ( 16 and 32 are com.rnon numbers), to ensme that a suitable RF field is maintained 
in the interaction space. This being so, so many modes are possible that even strapping may not prevent mode 
jumping. A very good cure consists in having an anode block with a pair of cavity systems of quite dissimilar 
shape and resonant frequency. Such a rising-sun anode strncture is shown in Fig. 13.lOb and has the effect 
of isolating then-mode frequency from the others. Consequently the magnetron is now unlikely to osci llate 
at any of the other modes, because the de fields would not support them. Note that strapping is not required 
with the rising-sun magnetron. 

Frequency Pulling a11d Pushilig ft should be recognized that the resonant frequency of magnetrons can 
be altered somewhat by changing the anode voltage. Suchfi·equency pushing is due to the fact that the change 
in anode voltage has the effect of altering the orb.ital veloci ty of the electron clouds of Fig. 13.9. This in 
turn alters the rate at which energy is given up to the anode resonators and therefore changes the oscillating 
frequency, cavity bandwidth permitting. The effect of all this is that power changes wi ll result from inadvertent 
changes of anode voltage, but voltage tuning of magnetrons is quite feasible. 

Like any other oscillator, the magnetron is susceptible to frequency variations due to changes of load 
impedance. This will happen regardless of whether such load variations are purely resistive or involve 
load reactance variations, but it is natura.lly more severe for the latter. The frequency variations, known as 
frequency pulling, are caused by changes in the load impedance reflected into the cavity resonators. They 
must be prevented, all the more so because the magnetron is a power osci Ila tor. Unlike most other osci I la tors, 
it is not followed by a buffer. 

The various characteristics of a magnetron, including the optimum combinations of anode voltage and 
magnetic flux, are normally plotted on pe1:formance charts and Rieke diagrams. F'roro these the best operat
ing conditions are selected. 

13.4.3 Types, Performance and Applications 

Magnetron 'I'IJpes The magnetron, perhaps more than any other mi.crowave tube, lends itself to a variety of 
types, designs and anangements. Magnetrons using hole-and-slot, vane and rising-sun cavities have already 
been discussed. A very high-power (5 MW pulsed at 3 GHz) magnetron is shown in Fig. 13. 11. It features 
an anode that is about three times normal length and thus has the required volume and external area to allow 
high dissipation and therefore output power. A magnetron such as this may stand over 2 m high, and have a 
weight in excess of 60 kg without the magnet. 

A most interesting fean1re of Fig. 13.11 is that it shows a coaxial magnetron. The cross section of a 
coaxial magnetron structure, similar to the one of Fig. 13.11, is shown in Fig. 13.12. lt is seen that there is 
an integral coaxial cavity present in this magnetron. The tube is built so that the Q of this cavity is much 

· high'er than the Q's of the various resonators, so that it is the coaxial cavity which detenuines the operating 
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Pig. 13,11 Pulsed 1rlagnefron construction (magnets omitted); 5-MW "long-anode" coaxial magnetron. 
(Courtesy of English Electric Valve Co. Ltd.) · 

frequency. Oscillations in this cavity are in the coaxial TE
0
. , mode, in which the electric neld is circular. It 

is possible to attenuate the resonator modes without interfering with the coaxial mode, so that moqe jufllp· 
ing is all but eliminated. Frequency pushing and pulling are both significamly reduced, while the enJllfged 
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anode area, as compared with a conventional magnetron, pennits better dissipation of heat and consequent(:-, 
smaller size for a given output power. The MTBF of coaxial magnetrons is also·considerably longer than that 
of conventional ones. 

Anode 

Interaction 
space 

Cathode 
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Coupllng slot 

Fig. 13.12 Cross section of coaxial magnetron; the magnetic field (now show11) is perpendicular to flte page. 

Frequency-agile (or dither-tuned) magnetrons are also available. They may be conventional or coaxial, the 
earlier ones having a piston which can be made to descend into the cavity, increasing or decreasing its volume 
and therefore its operating frequency. The piston is operated by a processor-controlled servomotor, permitting 
very large frequency changes to be made quickly. This is of advantage in radar, where it may be required to 
send a series of pulses each of which is at a different radio frequency. The benefits of doing this are improved 
resolution anci more difficulty (for the enemy) in trying lo jam the radar. Dither tuning by electronic methods, 
yielding very rapid frequency changes, during the transmission ofone pulse, if required, with a range typically 
1 percent of the center frequency. The methods used have included extra cathodes, electron injection and the 
placing of PIN diodes inside the cavity. 

Voltage~tunable magnetrons (VT Ms) are also available for CW operation, though they are not very efficient. 
For this and other rea.sons they are not suited to pulsed radar work. These use low-Q cavities, cold cathodes 
(and hence back-heating) and an extra injection elech·ode to help bunching. The result is a magnetron whose 
operating frequency may be varied over an octave range by adjusting the anode voltage. Very fast sweep rates, 
and indeed frequency modulation, are possible. 

Performance and Applications The traditional applications of the magnetron have been for pulse work 
in radar and linear particle accelerators. The duty cycle (fraction of

1
total time during which the magnetron 

is actually ON) is typically 0.1 percent. The powers required range from 10 kW to 5 MW, depending on the 
application and the operating frequency. the maximum available powers range from IO MW in the UHF 
band, through 2 MW in the X band, to IO kW at 100 GHz. Current efficiencies are of the order of 50 percent; 
a significant size reduction is being achieved, especially for larger tubes, with the aid of two advancements. 
One is the development of modem permanent magnet materials, which has resulted in reduced electromagnet 
bulk. The other advance is in cathode materials. By the use of such substances as thoriated tungsten, much 
higher cathode temperantres ( l 800°C compared with I 000°C) are being achieved. This helps greatly in over
coming the limitation set by cathode heating from back bombardment. 

VTMs are available for the frequency range from 200 MHz to X band, with CW powers up to 1000 W (10 
W is typi~al). Efficiencjes are higher, up to 75 percent. Such tubes are used in sweep oscillators, in telemetry 
and in missile applications. ' 
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fixed-frequency CW ruagnetrons are also available; they arc used extensively for industrial heating and 
microwave ovens. The operating frequencies nre around 900 MHz and 2.5 GHz, although typical powers range 
from 300 W to 10 kW. Efficiencies are typically in excess of 70 percent. 

13.5 TRAVELING-WAVE TUBE (TWT) 

Like the rnulticavity klystron, the TWT is a linear-beam tube used as a microwave amplifier. Unlike the klys
tron, however, it is a device in which the interaction between the beam and the RF field is co11tinuo11s. The 
TWT was invented independently by Kompfner in Britain and then Pierce in the United States, shortly after 
World War I 1. Each of them was dissatisfied with the very brief interaction iJ1 the multicavity klystron, and 
each invented a slow-wave stmclure in which extended interaction took place. Because of its construction 
and operating principles, as will be seen, the TWT is capable of enom,ous bandwidths. Its main application 
is as a medium- or high-power amplifer, either CW or pulsed. 

13.5.1 TWT Fundamentals 

In order to prolong the interaction between an electron beam and an RF field, it is necessary to ensure that 
both are moving in Lhe same direction with approximately the same velocity. This relation is quite diffarent 
from the multicavity klystron, in which the electron beam travels but the RF field is stationary. The problem 
that must be solved is that an RF field Lravels with the velocity of light, while the electron beam's velocity is 
unlikely to exceed IO percent of that, even with a very high anode voltage. The solution is to retard the RF 
field with a slow-wave structure. Several such stn1ctures are in use, the helix and a waveguide coupled-cavity 
arrangement being tbe most common. 

Description A typical TWT using a helix is shown in Fig. 13. 13. An elecLron gun is employed to produce a 
very narrow electron beam, which is then sent through the center ofa long axial helix. The helix is made posi
tive with respect to the cathode, and the collector even more so. Thus the beam is attracted to the collector and 
acquires a high velocity. ft is kept from spreading, as in the multicavity klystron, by a de axial magnetic field, 
whose presence is indicated in Fig. 13. 13 though the magnet itself is not shown. The beam must be narrow 
and correctly focused, so lhat it will pass thr9ugh the center of the helix without touching the helix itself. 
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Fig. 13.13 Hclix-f:lJpe trnve/ing-wnvc t11be; propngntion n/011g the helix is from left to right. (f. Harvey, Microwave · 
E11gi11eeri11g, Academic Press Ille. (l..o11do11) Ltd.) 

Signal is applied to the input end of the helix, via a waveguide as indicated, or through· a coaxial line. This 
field propagates a.round the h_elix with a speed that is hardly different from the velocity of light in free space. 
However, the speed with which the elecn·ic fiol.d advances axially is equa! to the velocity of light multiplied 
by the ratio of helix pitch to helix circumference. This can be made (relatively) quite slow and approximately 
equal to the electron beam velocity. The axial RF field and the beam can now interact continuously, with the 
beam bunching and giving energy to the field. Almost complete bunching is the resuJt. and so is high gain. 
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Operation The TWT may be considered as the limiting case of the multicavity klystron, one that has a 
very large number of closely spaced gaps, with a pha::ie change that progresses at approximately the velocity 
of the electron beam. This also means that there is a lot of similarity bere to tbc magnetron, in which much 
the same process takes place, but around a closed circular path rather than in a straight line. 

Bunching takes piace in the TWT through a process that is a cross between those of the multicavity klystron 
and the magnetron. 

Electrons leaving the cathode at random quickly encounter the weak axial RF field at the input end of the 
helix, which is due to the itlput signal. As with the passage of electrons across a gap, velocity modulation takes 
place and with it, between adjacent turns, some bunching. Once again it takes theoretically no power to provide 
velocity modulation, since there are equal numbers of accelerated and retarded electrons. By the time this initial 
bunch arrives at the next tllrn of the helix, the signal there is of such phase.as to retatd the bw1ch slightly and 
also to help the bunching process a little more. Thus, the next bunch to arrive at this point will encounter a 
somewhat higher RF electric field than would have existed if the first bunch had not made its mark. 

The process continues as the wave and electron beam both travel toward the output end ofthe helix. Bunch
ing becomes more and more pronounced utltil it is almost complete at the output end. Siruultancoµsly the RF 
wave on the.helix grows (exponentially, as it happens) and also reaches its maximum at the output end. This 
situation is shown in Fig. 13.14. 
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Fig; 13,14 Growth of signal and b1111chi11g along t-raveli11g-wave tube. (Reich, Sknlnik, Ordung, and Ktauss, 
Microwave Pri11ciples, D. Vtm !"ostrand Compal!y, Ille., Pri11_ceton1 N.f.) 

The interaction between the beam and the R.F field is very similar to that of the magnetron. In both devices 
electrons are made to give some of their energy to the RF field, through being slowed down by the field, and 
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in botb devices a phase-focusing mechanism operates. rt will be recalled thaL this tends to ensure that electrons 
bunch and that the bunches tend to keep arriving in tbe mosL favored position for giving up energy. There is at 
least one significant difference between the devices, and it deals with the methods of keeping the velocity of 
the beam much the same as that of the RF field, even though electrons in the beam are continually retarded. In 
the magnetron this is done by the de magnetic field, but since there is no such field hem (no component of it 
at right angles to the direction of motion of the electrons, at any rate), the axial de electric field must provide 
the energy. A method of doing this is to g ive the electron beam an i11irial velocity that is slightly greater than 
that of the axial RF field. The extra initial velocity of electrons in the beam balances the retardation due to 
energy being given to the RF field. 

13.5.2 Practical Considerations 

Among the points to be considered now are the various types of slow-wave structures in use, prevention of 
oscillations, and focusing methods. 

Slow-wave Stmctures Although the helix is a common type of slow-wave stmcture in use with TWTs, it 
does have limitations as well as good points. The best of the latter is thaL it is in11erently a nonresonant struc
ture, so that enormous bandwidths can be obtained from tubes usmg it. On the other hand, the helix turns are 
in close proximity, and so oscillations caused by feedback may occur at high frequencies. The helix may also 
be prevented from working at the highe:st frequencies because its diameter must be reduced with frequency 
to allow a high RF field at its center. In turn, this presents focusing difficulties, especially under operating 
conditions where vibration is possible. Care must be taken to prevent high power from being intercepted by 
the (by now very small-diameter) helix; otherwise the helix tends to melt. 

Fig. 13.15 Cross section of high-power traveling-wave tube, 11si11g a co11pled-a1vit1J slow-wave slrucf11re and periodic 
permanent-magnet focusing. (Courtesy of Electron Dynamics Division, Hughes Airrraft Company.) 

A suitable structure for high-power and/or high-frequency operation is the coupled"cavity circuit, used 
by the TWT of Fig. 13.15. It consists of a large number of coupled (actually, overcoupleq) cavities and is 
remini_scent of a klystron wi~h a very large number of intermediate cavities. Essentially, there is a continuous 
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phase shift progressing along the adjoining cavities. Because these are overcoupled, it may be shown that the 
system behaves as a bandpass fi lter. This gives it a good bandwidth in practice but not as good as the excep
tional bandwidth provided by heHx TWTs. This type ofslow,wave structure tends to be limited to frequencies 
below 100 GHz, above which ring-bar and other structures may bo employed. 

Prevention of Oscillations Figure 13.14 shows the exponential signal growth along the traveling-wave 
tube, but it is not to scale-the actual gain could easily exceed 80 dB. Oscillations are thus possible in 
such a high-gain device, especially if poor load matching causes significant reflections along the slow-wave 
stmcture. The problem is aggravated by the very close ·coupling of the slow-wave circuits. Thus all practi
cal tubes use some form of anenuator (which has the subsidiary effect of somewhat reducing gain). Both 
forward and reverse waves are attenuated, but the forward wave is able to continue and· to grow past the 
attenuator, because bunching is unaffected. With helix tubes, the attenuator may be a lossy metallic coating 
(such as aquadag or Kanthal) on ·the surfac_e of the glass tube. As shown in Fig. 13.15, with a coupled-cavity 
slow-wave structure there are really several (three. in this case) loosely coupled, self-contained structures, 
between which attenuation takes place. It should be noted that Fig. 13. 14 shows a simplified picture of signal 
and bunching growth, correspondi.ng to a TWT without an attenuator. 

Focusing Because of the length of the TWT, focusing by means ofa permanent magnet is somewhat awk
ward, and focusing with an electromagnet is bulky and wasteful of power. On the other hand, the solenoid 
does provide an excellent focusing magnetic field, so that it is often employed in high-power (ground-based) 
radars. The latest technique in this field is the integral solenoid, a development that makes the assembly light 
enough for airborne use. Fig. 13. l 6 shows the cross section of a TWT with this type of focusing. 
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Fig. 13.16 Cross section of complete 9-kW pulsed X-ba11d traveling-wave lube, with n three-sectio11 coupled-cavihJ 
slow-wave structure and i11tegrnl solenoid focusing. (Courtesy of Electron Dy11nmics Division, 

Httgh~'S Aircraft Co111pm1y.) 
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To reduce bulk, periodic permanent-magnet (PPM) focusing is very often used. This PPM focusing was 
mentioned in connection with klystron amplifiers and is now illustrated in Fig. 13.15. PPM is seen to be a 
system in which a serius of small magnets are located right along the tube, with spaces between adjoining 
magnets. The.; beam defocuses slightly past each pole piece but is refocused by the next magnet. Note that the 
indjvidual magnets are interconnected. The system illustrated is the so-called radial magnet (as opposed to 
axial magnet) PPM. 

13.5.3 Types, Performance and Applications 

The TWT is the most versatile and most frequently used microwave tube. There are broadly four types, each 
with particular applications and pcrfom1ance requirements. These are now described. 

TWT Types The most fruitful method of categorizing traveling-wave tubes seems to be according to size, 
power levels and type of operation. Within each category, various slow-wave structures and focusing meth
ods may be used. 

The first TWTs were broadband, low-noise, low-level amplifiers used mainly for receivers. That is now a 
much-diminished application, because transistor amplifiers have much better noise figures, much lower bulk 
and comparable bandwidths. They are not as radiation-immune as the TWT and not as suitable for bazard
ous environments. The.; TWX! 9, whose performance is given in Table 13.2, is cypical of such tubes. It comes 
all enclosed with its power supply and draws just a few watts from the mains. The package measures about 
30 X 5 x 5 cm and weighs about I Y2 kg. 

TABLE 13.2 Typicnl Trave/il1g-Wave Tubes 

MAKKAND FREQUENCY POWER DUTY NOTSE POWER FOCUSING 
MODEL RANGE,Gl,fz OUT, max. CYCLE FIGURE, GAJN, d.B 

dB 

EEV•N t047M 2.7- 3.2 1.5 mW cw 4.0 24 Solenoid 

M-0VtTWX19 7-12 JmW CW 11.0 38 PPM 

TMEq M9346 26.5-40 5mW CW 17.0 40 ? 

EEV* NI073 3.55-5 16W cw 41 PPM 

Hughes 677H 5.9 6.4 125W cw 45 PPM 

Hugh1:s 55lH 2-4 !kW cw 30 Solenoid 

Hughes 6 14H 5.9-6.4 8kW cw 40 Solenoid 

Hughes 876H 14.0-14.5 700W cw 43 PPM 

Hughes 87011 14.0- 14.5 SkW cw 35 Integral solenoid 

Hughes 8191-1 54.5- 55.5 SkW cw 20 Solenoid 

Hughes 985H 84-86 200W cw 47 PPM 

Ferranti LY70 2.7- 3.7 JO kW 2.5% 48 PPM 

Hughes 8754H 9- 18 1.5 kW 8.0% 45 PPM 

Hughes 8351 1 16- 16.5 200kW 1.0% 60 PPM 

EEV* NI06 1 9- 9.45 900kW 0.5% 33 Solenoid 

Hughes 562H§ 2-4 200 W/lkW CW/5% 30/30 .PPM 

EEV* NIOOll§ 9-10.5 210/820W CW/50% 29/49 PPM 

• English Electric Valve Company. t M-0 Valve Company. + Teledyne MEC. § Dual-mode tubes. 
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The sec;ond type is the CW power n·aveling-wave ntbe. It is represent~d by several of the entries in Table 13.2 
(all those that produce watts or kilowatts of CW), The 677H is typical, weighing just under 2%A kg and mea
sming 7 X 7 X 41 cm. The major application for this type ofTWT is in satellite communications, either in 
satellite earth statio.as (types 614H and 87QH in Table 13.2) or aboard the satellites themselves (type 677H). 
This type is also incre~siJ1gly used in CW radar and electronic counter- measures (ECM); indeed, tubes such 
as type 8191-i in Table 13.2 are designed for this application. 

Pulsed TWTs are representative of the third category, and several are shown in Table 13.2. They are con
siderably bigger and more powerful than the preceding two types. A representative tube is the Hughes 797H, 
illustrated in fig. 13. 16. This TWT produces 9 kW in the X band, with a duty cycle of 50 percent. It weighs 
just over 20 kg, draws 2.5 A at 8 kV de and measures 53 X 15 .X 20 cm. 

The fourth type is tht: 11cwest, stilt under active development. lt comprises dual-mode TWTs, These are 
types with military aP,Plications, capable of being used as either CW or pulsed amplifiers. They are comparable 
in size, power, weight and mains requirements to the medium-power communications TWTs. The type 562H 
tube in Table 13.2 weighs 4.5 kg and is 45 cm long. Although the TWT in general represents a fairly mature 
technqlogy, the dual-mode tube does not. 

Performance Low-level, low-noise TWTs are available in the 2- to 40-GHz range, and three are shown 
iu Table 13.2. Such tubes generally use hclixcs and have octave bandwidths or sometimes even more. Their 
gains range from 25 to 45 dB and noise figures from 4 to 17 dB, while typical power output is l to I 00 mW. 
They tend now to be used mostly for replacement purposes, having been displaced by L1"ansistor (FET or 
bipolar) amplifiers in most new equipment except in specialized applications. 

By virtue of their applications, CW power tubes are made essentially in two power ranges-up to about 
I 00 Wand over about 500 W. Several of them are featured in Table 13.2. The frequency range covered is from 
under 1 to over I 00 GHz, with typically 2 to 15 percent bandwidths. Available output powers exceed IO kW 
with gains that may be over 50 kB, and efficiencies are in the 25 to 35 percent range with nonnal techniques, 
with a so-ca.lied depressed collector efficiencies can exceed 50 percent. This is a system in ,vhich the col
lector potential is made lower than the catho~e potential to reduce dissipation and improve efficiency, The 
tube of Fig. 13.16 uses the d~pressed collector technique. TWTs of this type employ the helix when octave 
bandwidths are required and the coupled-cavity stmcture for narrower band-widths. Focusing is PPM most 
often, and a noise figure of30 dB is typical. For space applications, reliabilities of the order of 50;000 hours 
(nearly 6 years) mean time between failures are now available. 

Over the frequency range of approximately 2 to I 00 GHz; pulsed TWTs are available with peak outputs from 
I to about 250 kW typically. However, powers in the megawatt range are also possible. Bandwidths range from 
narrow (5 percent) to three octaves with helix tubes at the lower end of the power range. All manners of focus
ing and slow-wave structures are empJoyed. Duty cycles C[!n be much higher tlian for rna1:,,netrons or klystrons, 
IO percent or higher being not uncommon. All other perfom1ance figures are as for CW power TWTs. 

Dual.mode.TWTs are currently available for the 2- to 18-GHz spectrum. Power outputs range up to 3 kW 
pul~ed and 600 W CW, with a maximum I 0: 1 pulse-up ratio (peak pulse power to CW ratio for the same 
tube), which should be raised even more in the near future. The remaining data are as for single-mode pulsed 
TWTs, and two dual-mode tubes arc shown in Table 13.2. 

Applications As has been stated, traveling-wave hibes are very versatile indeed. The low-power, low
noise ones have been used in radar and other microwave receivers, in laboratory instmments and as drivers 
for more powerful tubes. Their hold on these applications is much more tenuous than it was, because of 
semiconductor advances. As will be seen next transistor ampliners, tunnel diodes and Schottky diodes can 
handle a lot of this work, while the 1'WT never could challenge parametric amplifiers and masers for the 
lowest-noise applications. 
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Medium- and high·power CW TWTs are used for communi.cations and radar, including ECM. The vast 
majority of space-borne power output amplifiers ever employed have been TWTs because of the high 
reliability, high gain, large bandwidths and constant perfom1ance in space. The majority of satellite earth sta
tions use TWTs as output tubes, and so do quite a number of tropospheric scatter links. Broadband microwave 
links also u::;e TWTs, generally employing tubes in the under I 00-W range. CW traveling-wave tubes are also 
used in some kinds of radar, and also in radar jamming, which is a form ofECM. In this application, the TWT 
is fed from a broadband noise source, and its output is transmitted to confuse enemy radar. 

CW tubes will of course handle FM and may be used either to amplify AM signals or to generate them. 
For AM generation, the modulating signal is fod to the previously meati.oned special grid. However, it must 
be noted that the TWT, like the klystron amplifier, begins to saturate at about 70 percent of maximum output 
and ceases to be linear thereafter. Although this does not matter when amplifying FM signals, it most certainly 
does matter when AM signals are.being amplified or generated, and in this case the tube cannot be used for 
power outputs exceeding 70 percent of maximum. 

Pulsed tubes find applications in airborne and ship-borne radar, as well as in high~power ground~based 
radars. They are capable of much ~1igher duty cycles than klystrons or magnetrons and are thus used in 
applications where this feature is re9uired. 

13.6 OTHER MICROWAVE TUBES 

Various other microwave tubes will now be introduced and briefly discussed. They are the crossed-field amplifier 
(CFA), bachvard-wave oscillator. 

13.6.l Crossed-Field Amplifier 

The CFA is a microwave power amplifier based on the magnetron and looking very much like it. rt is a cross 
between the TWT and the magnetron in its operation. It uses an essentially magnetron structure to provide 
an interaction between crossed de electric and magnetic fields and an RF field. It uses a slow-wave structure 
similar to that of the TWT to provide a continuo11s interaction between the electron beam and a moving RF 
field. (It will be noted that in the ruaglletron, interaction is with a sta,tiona1y RF field.) 

Operal'ioi1 The cross section ofa typical CFA is shown in Fig. 13.17; the similarity to a coaxial magnetron 
is striking in its appearance. It would bave been even more striking if. as used in practice, a vane slow-wave 
structure had been shown, with waveguide connections. The helix is illustrated here purely to simplify the 
explanation. Practical CFAs and magnetrons are very difficult to tell apart by mere· looks, except for one 
unmistakable giveaway: unlike magnetrons, CFAs have RF input connections. 

As in the magnetron, the interaction of the various fields results in the formation of bunched electron clouds. 
An input signal is supplied and receives energy from elecn·on clouds traveling in the same direction as the 
RF field. In the TWT, signal strength grows along the slow-wave structure, and gain results. It will be seen 
in Fig. 13.17 that there is an area free of tile slow-wave structure. This provides a space in which electrons 
drift freely, isolating the input from the output to prevent feedbac.k and hence oscillations. An attenuator is 
sometimes used also, similar to the TWT arrangement. 

ln the tube shown, the direction of tJ1e RF field and the electron bunches is the same; this is aforward
wave CFA. Backward-wave CFAs also exist, in which the two directions are opposed. There are also CFAs 
which have a grid located near the cathode in the drift&space area, with an accelerating anode nearby. They 
are known as injected-beam CFAs. 
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Fig. 13.17 Simplified cross section of co11ti11uo11s-catl1ode, forward-wave crossed-field amplifier. 

Practical Considerations The majority of crossed-field amplifiers are pulsed devices. CW and dual
mode CFAs are also available, although their perfonnance and other details tend to be shrou d in military 
secrecy. However, dual-mode operation is easier for CFAs than for TWTs because here both the electric and 
the magnetic fields can be switched to alter power output. Thus 10: I or higher power ratios for dual-mode 
operations are feasible. 

Pulsed CFAs are available for the frequency range from I to SO GHz, but the upper frequency is a limit of 
existing requirements rather than tube design. CFAs are quite small for the power they produce (like magne· 
trons), and that is a significant advantage for airbome radars. The maximum powers available are well over 
10 MW in the UHF range (with an excellent efficiency of up to 70 percent), 1 MW at IO GHz (efficiency 
up to 55 percent) and 400 kW CW in the S~bnnd. The excellent efficiency contributes to the small relative 
size of this device and of course to its use. Duty cycles are up to about S percent, bcner than magnetrons but 
not as high as TWTs. Bandwidths are quite good at up to 25 percent of center frequency (and one octave for 
some injectednbeam CFAs). The relatively low gains available, typically 10 to 20 dB, are a disadvantage, in 
that Lbe small size oflhe tube is offset by the size of the driver, which the klystron or TWT, with their much 
higher gains, would not have required. 

A typical forward-wave CFA is the Varian SFD257. It operates over lhe range 5.4 to 5.9 GHz, producing 
a peak power of I MW with a duty cycle of 0.1 percent. The efficiency is 50 percent, gain 13 dB, and noise 
figure approximately 36 dB, a little higher than for a corresponding klystron. The anode voltage is 30 kV de. 
and the peak anode current is 70 A. The tube, like a number of magnetrons, uses back-heating for the eatl1ode, 
and indeed both it and the anode are liquid-cooled. The whole package, with magnet, weighs 95 kg and looks 
just like a high-power magnetron with an extra set of RF tenninals. Crossed-field amplifiers are used almost 
entirely for radar and electronic countem1easures. 

13.6.2 Backward~Wave Oscillator 

A backwarJ-wave oscillator (BWO) is a microwave CW oscillator with an enom1ous tuning and overa.ll fre
quency coverage range. It operates on TWT principles of electron beam-RF field interaction, generally using 
a helix slow-wave structure. rn general appearance the BWO looks like a shorter, thicker TWT. 
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Operation I fthe presence of starting oscillations may be assumed, rhe operation of the BWO becomes very 
similar to that of the TWT. Electrons are ejected from the electron-gun cathode, focu:.ed by an axinl magnetic 
field and col lected at the far end of the glass n1be. They have meanwhile traveled through a helix slow-wave 
structure. and bunching has taken place, with bunches increasing in completeness from the cnthode to the 
collector. An interchange of energy occurs, exactly as in the TWT, with RF along the helix growing as signal 
progresses toward the collector end of the helix. Ut1like the TWT, the BWO does not have an auenuator along 
the tube. As a simplification, osciUations may be thought ofas occurring simply because of reflections from 
an imperfoctly te1111i11ated collector end of the helix. There is feedback , and the output is collected from the 
cathode end of the helix, toward which reflection took place. Because the helix is essentially a nonresonant 
structure, bandwidth (i f one mny use such a tenn with an oscillator) is very high, and the operating frequency 
is detennined by the collector voltage together with the associated cavity system. 

Bandwidth is limited by the interaction between the beam and the slow-wave strncture. To increase this 
interaction, the BWO haii a ring cathode which sends out a hollow beam, with maximum intensity near the 
helix. 

Practical Aspects Backward-wave oscillators arc used as signal sources in instruments and transmitters. 
They can also be made broadband noise sources, whose output, amplified by an equally wideband TWT, is 
transmitted as a means or enemy radar confusion. The frequency spectrum over which BWOs can be made to 
operate is vast, stretching from I to well over 1000 GHz. The Thomson-CSF CO 08 provides about 50 mW 
CW over the range 320 to 400 GHz, while 0.8 mW CW has been reported, from another BWO, at 2000 GHz. 
The nonnal output range of BWOs is IO lo I 00 rn W CW, but Lubes with outputs over 20 W, at quite high 
frequencies, have also been produced. The nrning range of a BWO i!i an octave typically, up to about 40 GHz. 
At higher frequencies multiple helixcs or coupled cavities are used, with a consequent bandwidth reduction 
to typically a half-octave. At the lower end of the spectnun, frequency ranges over 3; I nre possible from the 
one tube. The ITT F-2513 produces an average of25 mW over the range 1.3 to 4.0 GHz. The rate at which 
the BWO frequency may be changed is very high, being measured in gigahertz per microsecond. 

Pennanent magnets are nom1ally used for focusing, since this results in simplest magnets nnd smallest tubes. 
Solenoids arc used at the highest frequencies, since it has been found that they give the best penetration and 
distribution for the axial magnetic field. A recent development in this respect has been the use of samarium· 
cobaJt permanent magnets to reduce weight and size. 

The Siemens RWO 170 is a typical BWO and produces an average power output of IO mW. It is electroni
cally tunable over the range from 60 GHz (at which the collector voltage is 500 °V) to 110 GHz (collector 
voltage 2500 V). The average collector current is J 2 to 15 m A and dissipation about 30 W Together with its 
power supply and magnet, it weighs 2 kg. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the .following multiple-choice questions 
consists of an incomplete statement jollowed by four 
choices (a. b, c, and d). Circle the lelterpreceding the 
line that correctly completes each sentence. 

I. A microwave tube amplifier uses an axial mag
netic field and a radial electric field. This is the 
a. reflex klystron 
b. coaxial magnetron 

c. traveling-wave magnetron 
d. CFA . 

2. One of .the following is unlikely to be used as a 
pulsed device. Tt is the 
a. multicavity klystron 
b. BWO 
c. CFA 
d. TWT 



3. One of the reasons why vacuum tubes eventually 
fail at microwave frequencies is Lhal their 
a. noise figure increases 
b. transit Lime becomes too short 
c. shunt capacitive reactances become too large 
d. series inductive reaclances become too small 

4. fndicate the false statement. Tr-ansit time it1 mi
crowave tubes wiU be reduced if 
a. the electrodes are brought closer together 
b. a higher anode current is used 
e. multiple or coaxial leads arc used 
d. the anode voltage is made larger 

5. The multicavity klystron 
a. is not a good low~level amplifier because of 

noise 
b. has a high repeller v~ltage to ensure a rapid 

transit time 
c. is not sui~ble for pulsed operati~n 
d. needs a long transit time through the buncher 

cavity to ensure current modulation 

6. Indicate the false statement Klystron amplifiers 
may ~1se intermediate cavities to 
a. prevent the oscillations that occur in two-

cavity klystrons 
b. increat;c the bandwidth of the device 
c. improve the power gain 
d. increase the efficiency of the klysu·on 

7. The TWT is sometimes preferre-d to the multicav
ity klystron amplifier, because it 
a. is more efficient 
b. has a greater bandwidth 
c. has a higher number of modes 
d. produces a higher output power 

8. The transit time in the repeller space of a reflex 
klystron must be n + 3/4 cycles to ensure that 
a. electrons are accelerated by the gap voltage 

on their retum 
b. returning electrons give energy to the gap 

osciUations 
c. it is equal to the period of the cavity oscilla-

tions _ 
.d. the repeller is not damaged by st-riking elec

trons 

9. The cavity magnetron uses strapping to 
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a. prevent mode jumping 
b. prevent cathode back-heating 
c. ensure bunching 
d. improve the phase-focusing effect 

l 0. A magnetic neld is used in the cavity magnetron to 
a. prevent anode current in the absence of oscil· 

lations 
b. ensure that the oscillations are pulsed 
c. help in focusing the electron beam, thus pre

venting spreading 
d. ensure that the electrons will orbit around the 

cathode 

11 . To avoid difficulties with strapping at high fre
quencies, the type of cavity srrncturc used in the 
magnetron is the 
a. hole-and-slot 
b. slot 
c. vane 
d. rising-sun 

12. The primary purpose of the helix in a traveli.ng
wave tube is to 
a. prevent the electron beam from spreading in 

the long tube 
b. reduce the axial velocity of the RF field 
c. ensure broadband operation 
d. reduce the noise figure 

13. The attenuator is used in the traveling-wave n1be to 
a. help bunching 
b. prevent oscillations 
c. pn.;vent saturation 
d. increase gain 

14. Periodic permanent-magnet focusing is used with 
TWTs to 
a. allow pulsed operntion 
b. improve electron bunching 
c. avoid the bulk of an electromagnet 
d. allow coupled-cavity 9.peration at the highest 

frequencies ·' 

l 5. The TWT is sometimes preferred to the magnetron 
as ·a radar transmitter output tube because it is 
a. capable of a longer duty cycle 
b. a more efficient amplifier 
c. more broadband 
d. le-ss noisy 
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16. A magnetron whose oscillating frequency is elec
tronically adjustable over a wide range is called a 
a. coaxial magnetron 
b. dither4uned magnetron 
c. frequency-agile magnetron 
d. VTM 

17. Indicate which of the following is not a TWT 
slow-wave structure: 
a. Periodic-pem1anent magnet 
b. Coupled cavity 
c. Helix 
d. Ring-bar 

18. The glass tube of a TWT may be coated with 
aquadag to 
a. help focusing 
b. provide attenuation 
c. improve bunching 
d. increase gain 

19. A back ward-wave oscillator is based on the 
a. rising-sun magnetron 
b. crossed-field amplifier 
c. coax.in! magnetron 
d. traveling-wave tube 

Review Questions 

I. Explain the transit-time effect as it affects high-frequency amplifying devices (hot-cathode or semicon
ductor) of orthodox constrnction. 

2. Describe the two-cavity klystron atnplifiur, with the aid ofa schematic diagram which shows the essential 
-;:omponents of this tube as well as the voltages applied to the electrodes. 

3. Explain how bunching takes place in the kJystron amplifier around the electron which passes the buncher 
cavity gap when the gap voltage is zero and becoming positive. · · 

4. Make a clear distinction between velocity modulation and current modulation. Show how each occurs in 
the klystron amplifier, and explain how current modulation is necessary if the tube is to have significant 
power gain. 

5. Why do practical klystron amplifiers generally have more than two cavities? How can broadband opera
tion be achieved in rnulticavity klystrons? 

6. Discuss the applications and perfomrnnce of the multicavity klystron amplifier, and draw up a performance 
table. Why should the collector voltage be kept constant for this tube? 

7. Describe the reflex klystron oscillator with the aid of a suitable schematic diagram; indicate the polarity 
of the voltages applied to the various electrodes. 

8. Explain the operation of the reflex klystron oscillator. W11y is the transit time so important in this 
device? 

9. List and discuss the applications and limitations of the reflex klystron and two·cavity klystron oscilla
tors. 

I 0. Describe fully the effect of a de axial field on the electrons traveling from the cathode to the anode of a 

magnetron, and then describe the combined effect of the axiaJ magnetic field and the radial de field. Define 
the cutoff field. 

11 . Explain how oscillations are sustained in the cavity magnetron, with suitable sketches, assuming that the 
1t-mode oscillations already exist. Make clear why more cner1,ry is given to the RF field than is taken from 
it. 

l2. With the aid of Figure l3.8, explain the phase-focusing effect in the cavity magnetron, and show how 
it allows electron bunching to take place and prevents favored electrons from slipping away from their 
relative position. 
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13. What is the purpose of strapping in a magnetron? What arc the disadvantages of strapping under certain 
conditions? Show the cross section of a magnetron anode cavity system that does not require strapping. 

14. With the aid of a cross-sectional sketch of a coaxial magnetron, explain the operation of this device. What 
are its advantages over the standard magnerron'! What is done to ensure that the coaxial cavity is the om.: 
that determines the frequency of operation'? 

15. Describe biicfly what is meant by coaxial, ji'<:tq11ency-agile and voltage-tunable magnctrons. 

16. Discuss the performance of magnetrons and the applications to which this perfonnance suits them. 

17. With the aid of a schematic diagram, describe the traveling-wave tube. What is a slow-wave structure? 
Why does the TWT need such a structure'? 

18. How does the function of the magnetic field in a TWT differ from its function in a magnetron? What is 
the fundamental difference between the beam-Rf field interaction in the two devices? 

19. Discuss briefly the three methods of beam focusing in TWTs. 

20. What arc the power capabilities and practical applications of the various types of traveling-wave n1bes?· 
What are the major advantages of CW and pulsed TWTs? 

21. With the aid of a schematic sketch, briefly describe the operation of the crossed~ficld amplifier. 

22. Compare the multi cavi ty klystron, traveling-wave n1be and crosserl-ficld amplifier from the point of view 
of basic construction, performance and applications. 

23. Briefly compare the applications of the multicavity klystron, TWT, magnetron and CFA. What are the 
most significant advantages and disadvantages of each tube? · 
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SEMICONDUCTOR MICROWAVE 

DEVICES AND CIRCUITS 

In this chapter we will explain the basic principles of each type of semiconductor microwave device and 
circuit, to discuss its practical aspects and applicHLions. to describe and show its appearance. and lo indicate 
its state-of-the-art perfonnance figures. Different devicos U1at may be used for similar purposes will be com
pared from a practical point of view. A number ofexplanations wil l be deliberately simplified becHuse of the 
complex natme of the material. 

The chHpler begins with un explanation of certain passive microwave circu its, 11oll1h~i1111icmstrip, sltipline 
and surface acoustic wave (SAW) components. They are not semiconductor devices themselves, but since they 
are often used in conjunction with solid-state microwave devices, this is a convenient place to review them. 

We then continue with a presentation of microwave transistors, both bipolar and field-uffect. We will discuss 
what makes microwave transistors different in constrnction and behavior from lower-frequency ones. Th'e
section concludes wi th an introduct ion to microwave integrated circu its. 

The next section Is devoted to varactor diodes. These are diodes whose capacitance is linearly variable 
wi th the change in applied bias. This property makes the diodes ideal for electrnnic nming of oscillators aod 
for low-loss frequency multiplication . Another important application of varnctors is in parametric amplifiers, 
which fonn the next major portion of t.hc chapler. Extremely low-noise amplification of (microwave) signals 
can be obtained by a suitable variation of a reactive parameter of an RLC circuit. Yarnctor diodes nt the bill, 
since their capacitance parameter is easily variable. 

Tulinel diodes and their applications arc the next topic studied. They are diodes which, under certain 
circumstances, exhib.it a negative resistance. It wi ll be shown that this results in their use as amplifiers and 
oscillators. Tunnel diodes wi ll be used as au example of how amplification is possible with a device that has 
negative resistance. 

The Gwm effect and Gunn diodes, so- called after their inventor. are discus:;ed next. These are devices in 
which negative resistance is obtained a5 a hulk property of the material used, rather than a junction property. 
Gunn diodes are now very common medium-power oscillators for microwave freq uencies, with a host of 
applications that wi ll be covered. 

Another class of power devices depends on con/rolled avalanrhe 10 produce microwave oscillations or 
amplification. The !MPATT.ind TRAPA7T diodes aJ'e the most commonly used, and both are discussed in the 
next section ofLhe chapter. They are followed by an explanation of the SchouAy barrier and PIN diodes, used 
for mixing/detection and limitinghiwitching, respectively. 

The final topic covered is the amplification of microwaves or light by meaus of the quantum-mechanical 
effect of stimulated emission of radiation. The topic covers masers. lasers and a number of other optoelec
tronic devices. 
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Objectives Upon completing the material in Chapter 14, the student will be able tu: 

,,. Understand the theory and application of stripline and microstrip circuits m1d SAW devices. 
~ Explain the consh11ction, I imitation, and perfonnancc characteristics of microwave integrated circuits, 

transistors, and diodes. 
r Define the term maser. 
» Discuss the differences between masers and lasers. 

14.1 PASSIVE MICROWAVE CIRCUITS 

14.1.1 Stripline and Microstrip Circuits 

Stripline and microstrip are physically related to transmission lines but are covered here because they are 
microwave circuits used in conjunction with semiconductor microwave devices. As illustrated in Fig. 14.1, 
stripline consists offlat metallic ground planes, separated by a thickness of dielectric in the middle of which a 
thin metallic strip bas been buried. The conducting strip in microsrrip is on top of a layer of dielectric resting 
on a single ground plane. Typical dielectric thicknesses vary from 0.1 to 1.5 mm, although the metallic strip 
may be as thin as IO pm. 

Dielectric 

(a) 

Conducting 
strip - -~-

Dielectric 

(b) 

Dielectric 

~' -~smm 
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Fig. 14.1 (n) Stripli111:; (b) microstrip cross sectio11; (c) microstrip LC circuit. 

Striplioe and microstrip were developed as an alternative conducting medium to waveguides and are now 
used very frequently in a host ofmicrowave applications in which minianll'ization has been found advantageous. 
Such applications include receiver front ends, low-power stages of transmitters and low-power microwave 
circuitry in general. 

Stripline is evolved from the coaxial transmission line. It may be thought ofas flattened-out coaxial line in 
which the edges have been cut away. Propagation is similarly by means of the TEM (transverse electromag
netic) mode as a reasonable approximation. Microstrip is analogous to a parallel~wire line, consisting of the 
top strip and its image below the ground plane. The dielectric is often Teflon, alumina or silicon. lt is possible 
to use several independent strips with the same ground planes and dielectric, for both types of circuits. Senli
conductor microwave devices are often packaged for direct connection to stripline or microstrip. 
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As was shown in Chapter 12, waveguides are used not only for inLcrconnection but also as circuit components. 
The same applies Lo stripline and micmstrip (and indeed to coaxial lines). Fig. 14.lc shows a microstrip LC 
circt1it-typical capacitances possible are up to I pF, and typical inductances up to S 11H. The stripline version 
would be very similar, with just a covering of dielectric and a second ground plane. Transfom1ers can be made 
similar Lo the single-tum coil shown, and passive filters and couplers may also be fabricated. Resistances arc 
obtained by using a patch of high-resistance metal such as Nichrome, instead of the copper conductof. Ferrite 
may be readily blended into such circuits. and so isolators, circulators and duplexcrs are quite feasible. 

Microstrip has the advantage over stripline in being of simpler construction and easier integration with 
semiconductor devices. lending itself well to printed-circuit and thin~film tcdmiques On the other hand, 
there is a far greater tendency with microstrip to radiate from irregularities and sharp comers. Thus there is a 
lower isolation between adjoining circuits in microstrip than in stripline. Finally, both Q and power-handling 
ability are lower with mkrostrip. 

In comparison with waveguides (and coaxial lines), stripline bas two significant advantages; reduced bu lk 
and greater bandwidth. The first of these gties without saying, while the second is due to a restrict-ion in wave
guides. In practice, these are used over the 1.5: I rrequency range, limited by cutoff wavelength at the lower 
end and the frequency at which higher modes may propagate at the upper end . There is no such restriction 
with stripline, and so bandwidths greater than 2: I are entirely practicable. A further advantage of stripline, 
as compared with waveguides, is greater compatibility for integration with microwave devices, especially 
semiconductor ones. On the debit side, stripline has greater losses, lower Q and much lower power-handling 
capacity than waveguides. Circuit isolation, although quite good, is not i.t1 the waveguide class. The final disad
vantage of strip line (and consequently of micros trip) is that components made of it are not readily adjustable, 
unlike their waveguide counterparts. 

Above about 100 GHz, stripline and microstrip costs and losses rise significantly. l lowever, al frequencies 
lower than that, these circuits are very widely used, pa1iicularly at low and medium powers. 

14.1.2 SAW Devices 

Surface acoustic waves (SAW) may be propagated on the surfaces of solid piezoelectric materials, at frequen
cies in the VHF and UHF regions. 

The application of an ac voltage to a plate of quartz crystal will cause it to vibrate and, if the frequency of 
the applied voltage is equal to a mechanical resonance frequency of the crystal, the vibrations will be intense. 
Because quartz is piezoelectric. all mechanical vibrations wil l be accompanied by electric oscillations at the 
same frequency. The mechanical vibrations can be made very stable in frequency, and consequently piczo· 
electric crystals find many applications in stable oscillators and filters. As the desired frequency of operation is 
raised, so quartz plates must be made thinner and thus more fragile, so that crystal oscillators are not normally 
likely to operate at fundamontal frequencies much in excess of 50 MHz. [tis possible to multiply the output 
frequency of an oscillator almost indefinitely. but inconvenience would be avoided if multiplication were 
unnecossacy. This may be done with SAW resonators, which employ thin lines etched on a metallic surface 
electrode-posited on a piezoelectric substrate. The etching is performed by using photo I ithography or electron 
beam teclmiqucs, while the most commonly used piezoelectric materials are quartz and lithium niobate. 

A simplified sketch of a typical interdigitated SAW resonator is shown in Fig. 14.2. Traveling waves in both 
directions result from the application of an RF voltage between the two electrodes, but the resulting standing 
wave is maintained adequately only at the frequency at" which the distance between adjoining "fingers" is 
equal to an (acoustic) wavelength, or a multiple of a wavelength along the surface of the material. As with 
other piezoelectric processes, an electric oscillation accompanies the mechanical surface oscillation. 
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Fig. 14.2 Bnsic surface acoustic wave (SAW) reso1111tor. 

Ifthc device is used as a filter, only Lhose frequencies that are close to the resonant frequency of the SAW 
resonator will be passed. Because the mechanical Q is high (though not quite as high as that of a quartz crystal 
being used as a standard resonator), the SAW device is a narrowband bandpass filter. To use the SAW resonator 
to produce oscillations, one need merely place it, in series with a phase-shift network, between the input and 
output of an amplifier. The phase shift is then adjusted so as to provide positive feedback, and the amplifier 
will produce osyillations as the frequency pennitted by the SAW resonator. 

There is no obvious lower limit to the operating frequency of a SAW resonator, except that it is unlikely to 
be used below about SO Ml-fz, because at such frequencies straightforward crystal oscillators can be used. The 
upper frequency limit is governed by photoetching accuracy. Because wavelength '- vifand the velocity of the 
acoustic wave is approximately 3000 mis, it is easy to calculate that the finger separation at 5 GHz should be 
0.6 µm, and the fingers themselves must be thinner still. In consequence, 5 GHz represents the current upper 
limit of SAW resonator operation. 

14.2 TRANSISTORS AND INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

14.2.1 High-Frequency Limitations 

The capacitances between electrodes play an important part in detennining high-frequency response. Both cur
rent gains, a and {3, eventually acquire reactive components which make both complex at first and eventually 
unusable. lnterelectrode capacitances in bipolar transistors depend also on the width of the depletion layers at 
the junctions, which in tum depend on bias. The situation is somewhat more complex than with tubes, whose 
interelectrode capacitances arc not so bias-dependent. The difficulty here is not that the transistor has a poorer 
high.frequency response; quite the opposite. ft is simply a greater difficulty in finding parameters with which 
to describe the behavior so as to give a meaningful picture to the circuit designer. A liUitable geometry and 
use oflow inductance helps in reducing effects of bad inductance. 

The smaller distances traveled in transistors are counterbalanced by the slower velocities of current carriers, 
but overall the maximum attainable frequencies are somewhat higher than for tubes. In traveling across a 
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bipolar transistor, the holes or electrons drift across with velocities dctem1incd by the ion mobility [basically 
higher for germanium (Ge) and gallium arsenide (GaAs) than silicon (Si)) the bias voltages and the transis
tor construction. We first find majority carriers suffering an emitter delay time, and then the injected carriers 
encounter the base transit time, which is governed by the base thickness and impurity distTibution. Tlie col
lector depletion-layer transit time comes next. This is governed mainly by the l.imiting drift velocity of the 
carriers (if a higher voltage were applied, damage might result) and the width of the depletion layer (which 
is heavily dependent on the collector voltage). Finally, electrons or holes take some finite time to cross the 
collector, as they did with the emitter. 

Specification of Performance Several methods are used to describe and specify the overall high-frequency 
behavior of RF transistors. Older specifications showed the alpha and beta cutoff frequencies, respectively 
/w, and /CC<'. The first is the frequency at which a., the common-base CWTtmt gain, falls by 3 dB, and the second 
applies similarly to {3, the common-emiller current gain. The two figures are simply interconnected. Since 
we know that 

(J, 

/3 =- 1- a 
it follows thut, for the usual values of fl, 

j . = fa.b 
U< /3 

(14.1) 

( 14.2) 

These frequencies are no longer commonly in use. They have been replaced by J.,., the ( current) gain-band
width frequency. TI1is may simply be used as a gain-bandwidlh product al low frequcncie~ or, alternatively, 
us the frequency at which /3 falls to unity, i.e., tbe highest frequency at which current gain may be obtained. 
It is very nearly equal Lo/".v, in most cases, although it is differently defined. 

Up to a point./~ is proportional to bolh collector voltage and collector current and reaches its maxjmum 
for typical bipolar RF transistors at V Cl' "' 15 to 30 V and l)n excess of about 20 mA. This situation is brought 
about by the higher drift velocities and therefore shorter transit times corresponding to the higher collector 
voltage and current. 

Finally, there is one last frequency of interest to the user of microwave transistors. This is Lhe maximum pos
sible frequency ofoscillation,.f.

11
nx. It is higher than Frbecause, although /3has fallen to unity at Lhis frequency, 

power gain has not. ln other words, at /3 = l output impedance is higher than input impedance, voltage gain 
exists, and botb rcgenerntion and oscillation are possible. Although the use of transistors above the beta cutoff 
frequency is certai.nly possible and very often used in practice, the various calculations are not as easy as at 
lower frequencies. The transistor behaves as both an ampli£er and a low-pa~s filter, with n 6 dB per octave 
gain drop above a frequency whose precise value depends on the bias conditions. 

To help with design of transistor circuits at microwave frequencies, scattering-($) parameters have been 
evolved. These consider the transistor as a two-port, four-tenninal Detwork under matched conditions. The 
parameters themselves are the forward and reverse transmission gains, and the forward and reverse reflection 
coefficients. Tb_eir advantage is relatively easy measurement and plotting on the Smith chart. 

14.2.2 Microwave Transistors and Integrated Circuits 

Silicon bipolar transistors were first on the microwave scene, followed by GaAs field- effect transistors (FET). 
Lndecd, FETs now have noticeably lower noise figures, and in the C band and above they yield noticeably 
higher powers. A description of microwave transistor constructions and a discussion of their pcrfonnancc 
now follow. · 
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Transistor Cottstructio11 The various factors thal contribute to a maximum high- frequency performance 
of microwave transistors are complex. They include the already mentioned requirement for high voltages 
and currents, ru1d two other conditions. The first of these is a small electrode area to reduce interelectrode 
capacitance. The second is very narrow active regions to reduce transit time. 

For bipolar transistors. these requirements h·,mslatc themselves into the need for a very small em itter junc
tion and a very thin base. Silicon planar transistors offer the best bipolar microwave pcrfonnance. Fabrication 
difficulties, together with the excellent performance of Ga As FETs, have prevented the rmmufacnire of GaAs 
bipolars. Epitaxial diffused structures are used. giving a combination of small emitter area and large emincr 
edge. The first property gives a short transit time through the emitter, and the second a large current capac
ity. The interdigirated transistor, shown in Pig. 14.3, is by far the most common bipolar in pruduction. The 
transistor shown bas a base and emiller layout that is similar to two hands with interlocking fingers, hence its 
name. The chip illustrated has overall dimensions (less contacts) of about 70 x 70 µm; the emitter contact 
is on the left, the base on the right and Lhe collector underneath. The thickness of each emitter (and base) 
"fihger" in the transistor shov,n is 0.5 J.lln. This yields values off=• in excess of20 GHz; 0.25-J.Llll geometries 
have been proposed. 

Fig. l4,3 Geometry 0/1111 ittterdigilat-ed p/1111ar 111icl'owave transistor. (Courtesy ofTexflS l11sfru111e11ts , /11c. ) 
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fig. 14.4 Co11str11ctio11 of microwave mesa field-effect lmnsistor (MESFET) chip with a single SchottJ..:1-/Jarrier gnte. 
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The most common microwave FET uses a Schottky -bw·rier gale (i.e., a metal- semiconductor one; see also 
Section 14.8.2). Figure 14.4 demonstrates why this device is also known as a MESFET. The cross-section 
shows it to be of mesa construction. The top metallic layer has been etched away, as has a portion of then-type 
GaAs semiconductor underneath. The metallic Schottky-barrier gate stripe is deposited in the resulting groove. 
It has a typical length of I µm (the norma.l range i:,i 0.5-3 µm). The width of the gate is not shown in the cross 
section: 300-2400 ;1m is a typical range. Dual-gate GaAs FETs are also available, in which the second gate 
may be used for the application of AGC in receiver RF amplifiers. IL should be mentioned that values offmA~ 
in excess of I 00 GHz are cun-ently achievable. 

14.2.3 Microwave Integrated Circuits 

Because of the inherent difficulties ofoperation at the highest frequencies, MTCs took longer to develop than 
integrated circuits at lower frequencies. However, by the mid- 1970s, hyhridMICs had become commercially 
available, at firs t with sapphire substrates and subsequently with (insulator) galli um arsenide substrates. In 
these circuits, thick or th in rnctallic ti lm was deposited onto the substrate, and the passive components were 
etched onto the fi lm, while the active CtJmponents, such as transistors and diodes, were subsequently soldered 
or bonded onto each chip. ln the early l980s, however, monolithic MlCs became commercially available. [n 
these circuits, all the components are fabricated on each chip, using metallic films as appropriate for passive 
components and injection doping ufthi:: GaAs substrate to produce the requisite diodes and FETs . .In view of 
the size reduction initial ly available from monolithic MICs, it appeared at Brst that they wuuld completely 
take over the field, but significant improvements were made in hybrid circuits, with a consequent resurgence 
of their use. It would appear that the two types wi ll be used side by side for the foreseeable future. 
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Fig. 14.5 l-lybl'id GaAs FET MJC amplifier. Nole: Hermetically se,1/ed cover removed. (Courlcsy of Ava11tek, Inc.) 

A typical hyb1id MIC ampLi.fier is illustrated in Fig. 14.5. This is an Avantek miniature GaAs FET hybrid 
MIC, with overall dimensions (including connectors an<l de power feedthrough) of about 40 x 20 X 4 mm
its volume is thus under 0.2 in3. The two-stage amplifier produces an output of 10 mW, with a gain of9 dB 
and a noise figure of 8 dB, over the very wide frequency range of6 to 18 GHz. It is seen that the two modules 
on either side of center are identical balanced amplifiers; with the two transistors located above each other in 
the middle ofeac,b module as indicated. In a working amplifier, a lid is welded on, dry nitrogen is pumped in, 
and the amplifier is hermetically s~a.lcd. 
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A Texas Instruments monolithic MIC chip is shown in Fig. 14.6. This is a high-gain four-stage GaAs FET 
power amplifier developed for satellite communicalioos. Although the chip measures only I X 5.25 X 0.15 
mm, it produces an output of l.3 Wat 7.5 GHz, with a good frequency response from 6.5 to 8 GHz and an 
efficiency of 30 percent; the gain is 32 dB. The gate widths range from 300 µm for the input FET to 2400µm 
for the output FET. Silicon nitride capacitors are used, and a fair amount of gold plating is used to reduce 
resistance. 

Input 

Output 

Fig. 14.6 GnAs FET 1110110/itltic MIC/our-stage high-gain power 11111plifier. (Courtesy o/Te:rns /11sll'llme11ts, /11c.) 

14.2.4 Performance and Applications of Microwave Transistors and MICs 

Bipolar transistors are available for frequencies up to about 8 GHz, where power devices pl'oduce up to about 
150 mW output, while low-noise transistors have noise figures of the order of 14 dB. Neither is as good as 
the corresponding figure for OaAs FETs. However, bipolnrs do very well at lower microwave frequencies: 
transistors produce noise figures as low as 2.8 dB at 4 GHz and I .8 dB at 2 GHz, and power bi polars can 
produce over I W per transistor at 4 GHz. 

GaAs FETs are available, as discrete transistorS and/or MICs, right through the Ka band (26.5 to 40 GHz) 
and are becoming available for higher-freq uencies. Powers of several watts per transistor are available up to 
15 GHz, and hundreds of milliwatts to 30 GHz. Noise figures below I dB are attainable at 4 GHz and are still 
only about 2 dB at 20 GHz. The noise figures of amplifiers, be they bipolar or FET, are not as good as those 
of individual transistors. The major re<1son for this is the low gain per stage, typically 5 to 8 dB at X band 
(8 to 12.5 GHz). 

As has been mentioned, FETs have the advantage over bipolars at the highest frequencies because they arc 
able to use GaAs, which has a higher ion n1obility than silicon. They also have higher peak electron velocities, 
tbe two advantages providing n faster transit time and lower dissipation. FETs arc thus able to work at higher 
frequencies, with higher gain, lower noise aacl better efficiency. Other semiconductor materials currently 
being investigated as potentially useful at microwave frequencies, because of possible advantages in electron 
mobility and drift velocity over gallium arsenide, include gallium-indium arsenide (GalnAs). 
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With such excellent performauce, transistor amplifiers (and osci llators) have found many microwave 
applications. The advantages of transistors over other microwave devices include long shelf and working lives, 
small size and electrode voltages, and low power dissipation together with good efficiencies, of the order of 40 
percent. The noise figures and bandwidths are also excellent. Computer control of design and manufacture has 
resulted in good reliability and repeatability of characteristics for both field-effect and bipolar transistors. 

Low-noise transistor amplifiers are employed in the front ends of all kinds of microwave receivers, for both 
radar and communications. That is, unless the requirement is for extremely low noise, in which case trnnsis
tors arc used to amplify the output of more exotic RF amplifiers (treated later in this chapter). The application 
for microwave power transistors is as power· amplifiers or oscillators in a variety of situations. For example, 
they serve as output stages in microwave links, driver amplifiers in a wide range of high-power transmitters 
(including radar ones), aud as output stages in broadband generators and phased array radars. 

14.3 VARACTOR AND STEP·RECOVERY DIODES AND MULTIPLIERS 
Step-recove1y diodes are junction diodes which can store energy in their capacitance and then generate har
monics by releasing a pulse of current. They are very useful as microwave frequency mul tipliers. sometimes 
by very high factors. The varactor, or variable capacitance diode, is also a junction diode. JI has the very use
ful property that its junction c~pacitance is easily varied electronically. This is done simply by changing the 
reverse bias on the <liode. This single pmperty makes this diode one of the most useful and widely employed 
of all microwave semiconductor devices. 

14.3.1 Varactor Diodes 

Operation When reverse-biased. almost any semiconductor diode has a junction capacitance which varies 
with the applied back bias. [f such a diode is manufactured so as to have suitable microwave characteristics, 
it is then usually called a varactor diode: Fig. 14. 7 shows its essential characteristics. Apart from the fact 
that the capacitance variation must be appreciable in a varactor diode, it must be capable of being varied at 
a microwave rate, so that high-li-equency ll)sses must be kept low. The basic way in which such losses are 
reduced is the reduction in the size of the active parts of the diode itself. 
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Fig. 14.7 Varnctor diode diaracterisHcs., (n) C11mml vs. voltage; (b) jtt11ctio11 (depletion layer) capacit,111ce vs. voltage. 

ln a diffused-junction dio<le, the junction is depicted when reverse bias is applied, a11d the diode then 
behaves as a capacitance, with the junction itself acting as a dielectric between the two conducting materi
als. The width of the depletion layer depends on the applied bias, and the capacitance is naturally inversely 
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proportional to the width of this layer; it may thus be varied with changes in the bias. This is shown in Fig. 
14.8, where C0 represents the junction capacitance for zero bias voltage. Finally, as with all other diodes, 
avalanche occurs with very high reverse bias. Since this is likely to be destructive, it forms a natural limit for 
the useful operating range of the diode. 

Materials and Co11structio11 Figure 14.8 shows a varactor diode made of gallium arsertide. GaAs has 
such advantages as a higher maximum operating frequency (up to nearly I 000 GHz) and better functioning 
at the lowest temperantres (of the order of-269°C, as in parametric amplifier applications). Both advantages 
are due mainly to the higher mobility of charge carriers exhibited by gallium arsenide. 
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Fig. 14.8 Varactor di()de construction 

Fig. 14.9 Varactor diode cq11i1.mle11t circ11il. 

Characteristics and Requirements Above all, the varactor diode (no matter how it is made or what it is 
mad~ from) is a iliodc, i.e., a rectifier. The diode conducts nom1ally in the forward direction, but the reverse 
current saturates at a relatively low voltage (as Fig. 14.9 shows) and then remains constant, eventually ris
ing rapidly at the avalanche poi11t. For varactor applications, the region of interest lies between the reverse 
saturation point, which gives the maximum junction capacitance, and a point just above avalanche, at which 
the minimum. diode capacitance is obtained'. Conduction and avalanche arc thus seen to be the two conditions 
which limit the reverse voltage sw~g and therefore the capacitance variation. 

Within the useful operating region, the varactor diode at high-frequencies behaves as a capacitance in 
series with a resistance. At higher frequencies still, the stray lead inductance becomes noticeable, an<l so does 
the stray fixed capacitance between tbe cathode and anode connections. The equivalent circuit diagram of 
Fig. 14.10 then applies. For a typical silicon varactor, C

0 
• 25 pF, C

111111
"" 5 pF, R

6 
= l.3 11, C, = 1.4 pF, and 

l s= 0.0 13 µH. 
To be suitable for parametric amplifier service, as will be seen in Section 14.4, a varactor diode should 

have a large capacitance variation, a small value of minimum junction capacitance and the lowest possible 
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value of series resistance R,, (to give low noise). For hannonic generation, much the same requirements apply 
(although possibly the low value of Rb is a little less impo1tant), but now power.handling ability assumes a 
greater sig1tlficance. Base resistance aud minimumju11ction capacitance are largely tied to each other, so that 
these two requirements can be satisfied only in a compromise fashion. The resistive cuto.fl fi'equency is often 
used as a figure of merit; it is given by 

. I 
J = (14.3) 

< 2nRhCmin 
Values off., well over I 000 GHz-are available from gallium arsenide varnctors. However, this does not mean 
that varactors may be operated at such high frequencies. The.I; is measured at a relatively low frequency (e.g., 
SO or 500 MHz). [t is figure or merit, a convenient way of relating base resistance and minimum junction 
capacitance. Operation at frequencies much abovei/1 O is inadvisable, be-cause at such frequencies there is a 
gradual increase in base resistance. pattly through the skin effect. Consequently the diode Q drops, and the 
result is increased noise in parametric amplifiers or increased dissipation (lowered efficiency) in frequency 
multipliers. 

freque1tC1J Multiplication Mechanism The output current resul ting from the application of an ac volt· 
age to a non-linear resistance is not merely propo1iiot1al to this voltage. In fact, coefficients of non-linearity 
exist, and the output current is thus in part dependent on the square, cube and higher powers of the input 
voltage. The square tern, is taken into consideration, the output voltage contains the second harmonic of the 
input current. Had higher non.linearity terms been included in the expansion. third and higher ham10nics of 
the input would have been shown to be present in the output of such a nonlinear resistance. 

Unfortunately, this type of frequency multiplication process is not very efficient, because the coefficient 
of nonKlinearity is not usually very large. However, if it is applied to a nona/inear impedance, the result still 
holds. Moreover, if this impedance is a pure rear.lance, the frequency multiplication process may be 100 
percent efficient in theory. 

Since the capacitance of a varactor diode varies with the applied reverse bias, the diode acts as a nonalinear 
capacitance (i.e_, a non-linear capacitive reactancc). The varactor diode is consequently a very useful device; 
especially since it wi ll operate at rrequencies much higher than the highest operating frequencies ofn·ansistor 
osci Ila tors. 

14.3.2 StepMRecovery Diodes 

A step.recovery diode, also known as a snap ·uff varactor, is a silicon or gallium arsenide p-n junction diq_de, 
of a construction similar to that of the varactor diode. ft is an epitaxial diffused junction diode, designed to 
store charge when it is conducting with a forward bias. When reverse bias is applied, the diode very briefly 
discharges this stored energy, in the form ofa sharp pulse very rich in harmonics. The duration of this pulse is 
typically 100 to 1000 ps, depending on the diode design. Th!s snap time must in practice be shorter than the 
reciprocal of the output frequency; for example, for an output frequeucy of 8 GHz, snap time should be less 
than T = 1/8 X I Q-9 = 1.25 X I 0-10 "' I 25 ps. 

As will be shown in the next :section, a step-recovery diode is biased so that it conducts for a portion of the 
input cycle. The depletion layer of the Junction is charged during this period. When tbe input signal cba"nges 
polarity and the diode is biased off, it tlien produces this sharp pulse, which is very rich iii harmonics. All 
that is then needed in the output is a tuned circuit operating at the wanted harmonic, be it the second or the 
twentieth. lf the circuit is correctly designed, efficiencies well in excess of 1/n are possible, where n is the 
frequency multiplication factor. This meaps that feedii:ig 12 Wat 0.5 GHz to a snap-off varactor may result 
in decidedly more than 1.2 W out at 5 GHz. , 1 -· ; • _ 
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It is also possihlc to use these diodes without a tuned output circuit, to produce multiple harmonics in so
called ''comb generators." Also possible is the stacking of two or more step-recovery (or varactor) diodes in 
the one package. to provide a higher power-handling capacity. 

14.3.3 Frequency Multipliers 

Practical Circuits A typical multiplier chain is shown in Fig. 14. 10. The first stage is a transistor crystal 
oscillator, operating in the VHF region, and th is is the only circuit in the chain to which de power is applied. 
The next stage is a step-recovery multiplier by l 0, bringing the output into the low-GHz range. This multi
plier is likely to have lumped input circuitry and striplinc or coaxial output. With I O X multiplication, the 
efficiency will be of the order of 20 percent, as shown in Fig. 14.10. Another snap-off 5 x multiplier now 
brings the output into the X bond. with comparable efficiency. Normal varactors are used from this point 
onward. The reason is an increasing difficulty, beyond the X band, in constructing step-recovery diodes with 
snap-times sufficient ly short to meet tbe 1/j~"' criterion. 

Lumped Stripline Waveguide 

48 
160 Recovery 16 Recovery 8 24 GHz 

Transistor MHz diode GHz diode GHz Varactor GHz Varactor out 
crystal --- x 10 - x 5 I-- lripler 1-- doubler 

,-----
oscillator 35 1.5 /00 300 

w multiplier 7W Multiplier w mW mW 

fig. 14 .. 10 Step-recoverylvarnctor diode frcq11e11cy 11111/liplier with hjpical powe1·s a11rl frequencies show11. 

The circuit of Fig. 14.l I shows a simple frequency tripler, which cou.ld be varactor or step.recovery. It 
can also be taken as the equivalent of a higher frequency strip line or cavity trip I er. Note tlmt the diode bias is 
provided by resistor in a leak-type arrangement. For correct operation of a snap-off varaclor multiplier, the 
value of the resistance is normally between 100 and 500 kfl. No circulator is necessary to isolate input from 
output, because the two operate at dilTerent frequencies, and the filters provide all the isolation required. Note 
finally that the triplcr is provided with an idler circuit, which is a tuned circuit operating at the frequency of 

f ~ul - fin• 

Input 
matcher 

Fig. 14.11 Diode trip/er circuit. 

Perfonnance, Comparison and Applications Snap-off varactors mulciply by high factors with better 
efficiency than ordinary varactor chains, and so they arc used by preference where possible. Varactors 
produce higher output powers from about 10 GHz, and step-recovery diodes are not available for fi-equencies 
above 20 GHz, while varactors can be used well above I 00 GHz. Snap-off devices are suitable for comb 
generators, whereas the others are not. Jt has been found that varactor diodes are preferable to step-recov
ery diodes for broadband frequency multipliers. These are circuits in which the input frequency may occur 
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anywhere within a bandwidth of up to 20 percent, and any such frequency must be multiplied by a given 
factor. 

Step-recovery diodes are available fr,r power outputs in excess of 50 W at 300 MHz, through lO W at 
2 Gllz to I Wat IO GHz. Multiplication ratios up to 12 arc commonly available, and figures as higb as 32 
have been reported. Efficiency can be in excess of80 percent for nipiers at frequencies up to l GHz. With an 
output frequency of 12 GHz, 5 X multiplier efficiency drops to 15 percent. 

For varactor diodes, the maximum power output ranges from more than IO Wat 2 GHz to about 25 mW at 
100 GHz; most varactors at frequencies above IO GHz are gallium arsenide. Tripi er efficiencies range from 
70 pcrct:nt at 2 GHz to just undel' 40 percent at 36 GHz, and a GaAs varactor doubler efficiency of54 percent 
at 60 GHz has also been reported. 

For many years, trequency multiplier chains provided the highest microwave powers available from semi· 
conductors, but other developments have overtaken them. At tbe lower end of the microwave i:pectmrn. GaAs 
FETs are capable of higher powers, as arc Gunn and lMPATf diodes (see following sections) from about 20 
to at least I 00 GHz. Unless the highest-frequency stabiljties are required (note that it is the output ofa crystal 
oscillator that is multlplied), it is more likely that a transistor Gunn or IMPATT oscillator will he used up to 
about I 00 GHz. One of the current applications of multiplier chains is to provide a low-power signal used to 
phase-lock a Gunn or IMPATT oscillator. 

Varactors are used widely for t11ning, for frequency-modulating microwave oscillators, and as the active 
devices in parnmetric amplifiers, as will be shown in the next section. They are produced by a mature, well
established manufacturing technique, with consequent good reliability and comparatively low prices. 

14.4 PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIERS 

14.4.1 Basic Principles 

The parametric amplifier uses a device whose reactance is varied io such a manner that amplification results. 
It is low-uoise because no rnsistance need be involved in Lhc amplifying process. A varacror diode is now 
always used as the acti ve element. Amplification is obtained when the reactancc (capacitive here) is varied 
electronically in some predetermined fashion at some frequency higher than the frequency of the signal being 
amplified. The name of the amplifier stems from the fact that capacitance is a parameter of a tuned circuit. 

F1111dame11tals To understand the OJJeration of one of the forms of the parametric amplifier, consider an 
LC circuit oscillating at its natural frequency. lf the capacitor plates are physically pulled apart at the instant 
of time when the voltage between them is at its positive maximum, then work is done on the capacitor since 
a force niust he applied to separate the plates. This work, or eneq,ry addition, appears as an increase in the 
voltage;: across the capacitor. Since V = q/C and the charge q remains co11stant, voltage is inversely propor
tional to capr1citanc1::. Since the capacitance has been reduced by the pulling apart oftbc plates, voltage across 
tbem has increased proportionately. The plates are now returned to their initiaJ separation just as the voltage 
between them passes through zero, which involves no work. As the voltage passes through the negative maxi
mum, the plates arc pushed apart, and voltage increases once again. The process is repeated regularly, so that 
energy is taken from the "pump" source and added to tbe signal, at the signal }i'equency; amplification will 
take place if an input circuit and a load are connccLCd. In practice, the capacitance is varied electronicaUy (as 
could be the inductance). Thus the reactance variation can be made nt a much faster rate than by mechanical 
n1eans. and it is also sinusoidal rather than a square wave. 

Comparing the principles oflheparametric amplifier with those of more conventional amplifiers we sec that 
the basic difference lies in 11se ofa variable reactance (and an ac power-supply) by the fom1cr, and a variable 
resistance (and a de power supply) by the latter. As an example, in an ordinar transistor amplifier, changes in 
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base current cause changes in collector curr-ent when the collector supply voltage is constant; it may be said 
that the collector resistance is being changed. 

The basic parametric amplifier just described requires the capacitance variation to occur at a pump frequency 
that is exactly twice the resonant frequency of tbe tuned circuit, and hence lwice the signal frequency. It is 
thus phase-sensitive; th.is is a property that sometimes limits its usefulness. This mode of operation is called 
the degenerate mode, and it may also be shown that the amplifier is a negative-resistance one. 

Amplification Mechanism The introduction laid down the basis of parametric amplification, and Fig. 
14.12 illustrates the process graphically. It will be seen that (as outlined) the voltage across the capacitor is 
increased by pumping at each signal voltage peak. ::urthermore, the energy thus g iven to the circuit is not re
moved when the plates are restored to their initial position (i .e., when the capacitance of the diode is restored 
to its original value) because this is done when the voltage across the capacitance is instantaneously zero. 

0-vv 
(a) 

+ n n n D Plates together 

O U LJ LJ LJ Plates ai;art 

(b) 

Fig. t4.12 ParametriG amplijicatiun with square-wave pump,ing in degenerate mode. (a) Signal input voltage; 
(?) pumping voltage; (c) 0111p111 volta¥e buildup. 

The process of signal buildup is shown in Fig. 14. J 2c. Note that it requires more energy in each 
successive step to increase the voltage across the capacitance, because the peak charge is greater each time. 
The capacitor voltage 1would tend to increase indefinitely, except that the driving power is finite. Thus· in 
practice the buildup progresses until the energy added at each peak equals the maxfomm energy available 
from the pump source. 

If the pump frequency is other than twice the signal frequency, beating between the two will occur, and 
a difference signal, called the idler frequency, will appear. The amplitude of this idler signal is equal to the 
amplitude of the output signal, and its presence is an automatic con·sequence of using a pump fr:equency such 
that!,, f. 21,. This means that if the idler signal is Sllppressed, the amplifier will have no gain. 

Figu.re 14.13 shows two simple parametric amplifier circui ts. In the basic 'diagram (Fig. 14.13a) degenerate 
operation takes place, whereas for Fig. 14.13b f,, i:- 21;. and the pumping is called non-degenerate. An idler 
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circuit is necessary for amplification to take place, and one is provided. The pump frequency tuned _circuit 
has been left out in each case for the sake of simplicity. Note that nothiug prevents us from taking the output 
at the idler frequency, and in fact there are a number of advantages in doing th.is. 

Li 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 14.13 B<Jsic parametric amp./[fiers, (a) Dege11erate: (b) twn-degenerativc, showing idler circuit. 

The non-degenerate parametric amplifier, like the degenerate one, produces gain, with the pump source 
being a net supplier of energy to the tank circuit. This can only be proved mathematically, with the aid of the 
Manley-Rowe relations. These show that substantial gain is available from this parametric amplifier, in which 
the pump frequency has no special relationship to the signal frequency (except to be higher, as a general rule). 
This sti ll holds if sine-wave pumping is used. and it also applies if the output is at the idler frequency. 

In the non-degenerate paramen·ic amplifier, the energy taken from the pumping source is transfonned into 
added signal-frequency and idler-frequency energy and divides equally between the two tllned circuits. An 
amplified output may thus be obtained at either frequency, raising the possibility of frequency conversion 
with gain. In fact. two different types of converters are possible. If the pump frequency is much higher than 
the signal frequency, then the idler frequency J, which is given by J; ~ J,, - }~will be much higher than/;, and 
the circ.uit is called an up-converter. If the pump frequency is only slightly higher,.(, will be less than_(,, and a 
down~converter, which is rather similar to the mixer in an ordinary radio receiver, will result. These aspects 
of parametric umpllfication will be discussed in detail in the next section. 

Note finally that there is no compulsion whatever for the pump frequency to be a multiple of the signal 
frequency in the non-degenerate amplifier, in fact, it seldom is a multiple in practice. 

14.4.2 Amplifier CircuHs 

The basic types of parametric amplifiers have already heen discussed in detail, but several others also exist. 
They differ from one another in the variable reactance used, the bandwidth required and the output frequency 
(Sib'llal or idler). Various other characteristics of parametric amplifiers must also now be discussed, such as 
practical circuits, their perfom1ance and advantages, and lastly tbe impo1tant noise performance. 

Amplifier Types When classifying parametric amplifiers, the :first thing to decide is the device whose 
paramtltcr wiU be varied. This is now always a varactor, whc:,se capacitance is varied, but a variable inductance 
can also be used. Indeed, the first parametric amplifiers were ofd1is type; using an RF magnetic field to pmnp 
a small fenite disk. $uch amplifiers are no longer used, mainly because their noise figures do not compare 
with those available from varactor amplifiers. 

Parametric amplifiers, (or paramps) may be.divided iI1to two main groups; negative-resistance and positive. 
resistance. The upperMsideband up-conve,=ter is the only useful. member of the second group. Its output is taken 
at the idler 9:equency J, = J,, + I, and the pump frequency is less than signal frequency. The resulting.amplifier 
has low gain, but a high pumping frequency is not required. This amplifier is most useful at the highest 
frequencies, for which it was developed. 

•' 
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Negative-resistance pa ramps are either straight-out amp liners <J;, =.IJ or lower-sideband converters. If the 
output is taken at the idler frequency, we have the two-port lower-side band up-conven er. Such a circuit is 
shown in Fig. 14.14. The lower-sideband dow11-co11verter is in the same category. The output is still taken at the 
idler frequency, but this is now lower than the signal frequency. Both these ampl ifiers are nondegenerate. 

p~ 

~ -

~alout 
~mpllfier) 

~rout 
~onverter) 

Fig. 14.14 Paramcl ric amplifier or co11verler. 

The (straight-out) amplifier may be degenerate or not, depending on whether pump frequency is twice 
signal frequency. The two types share the disadvantage of being one-port (two-terminal) amplif1ers. The non
degenerate amplifier is the one in which the pump frequency is (much) higher than tbe signal frequency but 
is quite unrelated to it. Tbe circuit of Fig. 14.14 also applies here. 

Any paramp can belong to one of two broad classes. First there are narrowband amplifiers using a varactor 
diode that is part of a tuned circuit. Paramps can be wideband, in whicb case a number of diodes are used as 
part of a traveling-wave structure. 

Narrowband Amplifiers The negative-resistance parametric amplifier is the type almost always used in 
practice. The most commonly used types are the non-degenerate one-port ampli fier and the two-port lower
sideband up-converter, in that order. The circuit of Fig. 14.14 could be either type, depending on whcrc the 
output is taken. The one-port amplifier may suffer from a lack of stability and low gain due mainly to the fact 
that the output is taken at the input frequency. On the other hand, the pump power is low and so is noise, and 
the amplifier can be made small, rngged and inexpensive. 

Undoubtedly the fundamental drawback of this amplifier, as it stands, is that the input and output 
tenninals arc il1 parallel, as shown in Fig. 14.14. This applies to all two-terminal amplifiers. lf such an amplifier 
is followed by a relatively noisy stage such as a mixer, then the noise from the mixer, present at the output of 
the parametric amplifier, will find its way to the amplifier's input. It will therefore be reamplified, and the noise 
perfonnancc will suffer. In order to overcome this difficul ty, n circulator is used. The output of the antenna 
fec.::ds tbe parametric amplifier, whose output can go only to U1e mixer. Any noise present at the input of the 
mixer can be coupled neither to the paramp nor to the antenna; it goes only to the matched tennination. The 
circulator itself can generate some noise, but this may be reduced with proper techniques (such as cooling). 

lfthe output is taken at the idler frequency (in Fig. 14.14), a two-port lower- sideband up-converter results, 
for which a circulator is not required. It has been shown that this type of amplifier is capable of a very low 
noise figure if J/fs is in excess of about I 0. ln fact, as this ratio increases, noise figure is lowered, but there 
are two limitations. The first is the complexity and/or lack of suitably powerful pump sources at millimeter 
wavelengths, which means that this amplifier is unlikely to be used above X band. The second limitation is tbe 
very narrow hand width available for minimum noise conditions. The result of all these considerations is that 
the non-degenerate one- port amplifier (with circu.lator) is most likely Lo be used for low-noise narrowband 
applications. 
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Traveling-wave Diode Amplifiers All the paramcLTic amplifiers so far described use cavity or coaxial 
resonators as tuned circuits. Since such resonators have high Q's and therefore narrow band widths, para
metric amplifiers using them arc anything but broadband; the available li terantre does not describe any such 
amplifier exceeding a bandwidth of IO percent. However, it is possible to use traveling-wave structures for 
parametric amplifiers to provide bandwidths as large as 50 percent of the center frequency, with other proper
ties comparable to lhuse of narrowband amplifiers. 

As shown in Fig. 14.15, a typical travding-wave ampli fier employs a multistage low-pass filter, consisting 
of either a transmission line or lumped inducta11ccs, with suitably pumped shunt varactor diodes providing the 
shunt capacitances. The signal and pump frequencies are applied at the input end of the circuit, and the required 
output is taken from the other end. If the filter is correctly terminated at the desired output frequency, this 
will not be reflected back Lo the input, and thus unilateral operation is obtained, even for a negative-resistance 
amplifier without a circul.1tor. The only real disadvantage is a lower gain than with narrowband amplifiers. 

Signal and 
pump in c, Signal and idler 

out to filter 

Fig. 14.15 Basic /raveling-wave parametric amplifier. 

In order to obtain useful amplification, the pump, signal and idler frequencies must aJI fall within the band
pass of the filter, whereas the sum of the signal and the pump frequencies must fa ll outside the bandpass. This 
suggests that the pump frequency must not be very much higher than the signal frequency, or -filtering will be 
difficult. As the wave progresses along the fi lter (lumped or transmission-line), the signal and idler voltages 
grow at the expense of the pumping signaJ. Although this power conversion becomes more complete as the 
IengLh of the line is increased, the growth rate reduces. Maximwn gain is achieyed for a certain optimum length 
of line (or number of lumped sections), particularly as ohmic losses increase with the length. 

Noise Cooling The noise figures of practical parametric amplifiers a.re extremely low. The reason for such 
low noise is that the variable transconductance used in the amplifying process i~ reactive, rather than resistive 
as in the more orthodox amplifiers. Once noise contributions due to associated circuitry (such as the circula
tor) have been minimiz~r:I. the only noise source in the parametric amplifier is the base resistance, sometimes 
called the spreading resistance. This being the case, it seems that cooling the paramp and associated circuitry 
should have thu effect of lowering its noise considerably. 

Those parnmps that are not operated at room temperature (290 K. or I 7°C, is considered standard) may be 
cooled to about 230 K by using Peltier thermoelectric cooling. The next step is to use cryogenic cooling with 
liquid nitrogen (to 77 K) or with liquid helium (4.2 K). 

It must be emphasized that cooling is used with some pa.rametric amplifiers in an attempt to improve their 
perfonnance; it is neither compulsory nor always employed. As a matter of fact, although the noise tempera
ture improvement which results from cooling is significant, it is not as great as might be expected. It would 
appear that the spreading resistance is increased as temperature is lowered, perhaps because of a decrease 
in the mobility of the varactor's charge carriers. The point is uncertain, however, because measurements at 
extremely low temperatures are rather difficult to make. ~ 

Cryogenic cooling tends to be bulky and expensive, and consequently the current trend is away from 
cryogenically cooled amplifiers, except for the most exacting applications, as in radiotelcscopes, some satel
lite earth stations, and space communication terminals. Thus applications requiring very good but not critical 
noise figures, including portable earth stations, arc likely to use Peltier cooled or uncooled paramps. The other 
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current design feature is the use of solid-state ( especially Gunn) oscillators for pumps, al though a lot of exist
ing parametric amplifier$ sti ll use klystrons or even varactor chains. 

Perfomumce comparisons There are so many different types of parametric amplifiers and temperatures 
at which they may be used that tabular comparison is considered the most convenient. Accordingly; Table 
14. l compares a number of typical paramps; note the degradation in no.ise figure with increased temperature 
and/or operating frequency. Note also the lower ba11dwidth of converters as compared with non-degenerate 
one-port amplifiers, while the traveling~wave amplifier has by far the greatest percentage bandwidth. 

The-comparison in Table 14.2 is bctwcon paramps and other low-noise amplifiers. Note that the best, rather 
than typical, perfonnanccs arc 'included in Table 14.2. 

TABLE 14.1 [3e1fon1ia11ce Co111p11riso11 of Vnrious Pnra111etric /\111plifier '11;pes 

AMPLIFmR WORK.ING fin> L~ J:1ur' POWER BAND NOISE 
TYPE TEMPERA- GHz GHz GAlN,dB WIDTH, f71GURE, TEMPERA~ 

TURE, K MKz dB 'fURE,K 

Dcgcncraic* 4.2 6.00 12.0 6.00 14 10 0.3 21 

Degenerate• 290 5.85 l 1.7 5.85 18 8 3.0 300 

Non-degenerate"' 4.2 4.2· 23.0 4.2 22 40 0.2 14 

Non-degenerate* 77 4.1 23.0 4.1 20 60 0.6 45 

Non-degenerate* 290 3.95 6 1.0 3.95 60 500 1.0 80 

(Nol known)* 235 3.95 '? 3.95 60 500 0.75 55 

Non-degenerate• 290 60.0 105.0 60.0 14 670 6.0 865 

LSB up· 290 0.9 26.5 25.6 (<, 2.5 1.0 80 

converter 

USB up- 77 1.0 20.0 21.0 10 0.1 0.4 29 
converter 

Traveling-wave 290 3.4 8.5 3.4 10 720 3.5 370 

• Al.l these amplifiers are one-port and hence require circulators. 

TABLE 14.2 Co111pnriso11 of Vflrio11s Low-Noise Amplifiers* 

TYPE Fout. POWERGACN, BANDWlDTH, NOISETEM- COOUNC 
GHz dB MHz PERATURE, 

K 

Parametric amplifier 4.00 19 40 8 Very helpful 

Traveling-wave paramp 4.10 12 500 16 

Three-level ruby maser 8.00 10 5 6 Compulsory 

Traveling-wave maser 5.80 20 25 II (with liquid 
helium) 

Tunnel-diode ampl.ifier 4.00 30 75 400 I le lps (but de-

Tunnel-diode amplifier 3.00 10 2,000 500 SiTOYS simplicity) 

GaAs FET amplifier 3.00 32 2,000 200 As abovi.: 

Low-noise TWT 3.00 25 2,000 600 Noi practicable 
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'''The figures shown are for the besl available commercial amplifiers, of which the paramps ond masers arc cooled down 
to 4.2 K. Typicul noise leinperaturcs for mixers, which mny be used instead, arc approximately 700 K.. 

Parametric amplifiers find use in microwave receivers which require extremely low-noise temperatures. 
At the lowc:,t point, in radiotelescopcs and satell ite and space probe tracking stations, they compete with 
masers. They arc used in earth stations, sometimes in communications satellites and, increasingly, in radar 
receiver:,. 

14.5 TUNNEL DIODES AND NEGATIVE-RESISTANCE AMPLIFIERS 
The lunnel, or Esaki, diode is a thin-junction diode which, under low fotward-hias conditions, exhibits negative 
resistance. This makes lhe tunnel diode, useful for oscillation or amplification. Because of the thin junction 
and short transit time, it lends itself well to microwave applications. 

14.5.1 Principles of Tunnel Diodes 

The equivalem circuit of the tunnel diode, when biased in the negative-resistance region, is shown in Fig. 
14.16. Al all except the highest frequencies, the series resistance and inductance can be ignored. The result
ing diode equivalent circuit is thus reduced to the parallel combi.nation of the junction capacitance C., and 
the negative resistance - R. Typical values of the cfrcuit components of Fig. 14.16 are r, = 6 n,L, = o.'i nH, 
C

1 
= 0.6 pF and R "" -75.0.. 

- R 

Fig. 14,16 Ti11111el-diode equivalent circuit. 

The junction capacitance of the L,1111,el diode is highly dependent on the bias voltage and temperature. 
Connecting a nrned circuit directly across it will undoubtedly yield an unstable oscillator, pa1ticularly since 
the effective Q of the circuit is relatively low. However, if a high-Q cavity is loosely coupled to the diode, 
a highly stable oscillator is obtained, with a relative independence of temperature, bias voltage or c.liode pa
rameter variation. 

Description of Behavior The tLumcl diode is a semiconductor p-n junction diode. It differs from the usual 
recti:fier-typll diodes in that the semiconductor materials arc very heavily doped, perhaps as much as 1000 
times more than in ordinary diodes. This heavy doping results in a junction which has a dcplctiun layer that 
(with a typical thickness of 0.01 pm) is so thin as lo prevent t1111neling to occur. In addition, the thinness of 
the junction al lows microwave operation of the diode because it considerably shortens the time taken by the 
carriers to cross the junction. A current-voltage characteristic fqr a typical germanium tunnel diuqe is shown 
i'.1 Fig. 14. 17. It is seen. that at. first foiward current ~is7s ~barplr as voltage is _applied, where it would ha~e 
nsen slowly for an ordmary diode (whose characterisuc is shown for comparison). Also, reverse current 1s 
much larger for comparable back bias than in other diodes, owing to the thinness of the junction. 

The interesting portion of the characteristic begins at the point A on the curve of Fig. 14.17; this is the volt
age peak. As the forward bias is increased past this point, the forward current drops and continues to drop until 
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point B is reached; this is the valley voltage. At B the current starts to increase once again and docs so very 
rapidly as bias is increased further. From this point the characteristic resembles that of an ordinary diode. Apart 
from the vol tage peak and val Icy, the other two parameters normally used to specify the diode behavior arc the 
peak current and the peak-to-valley current ratio, which here are 2 m A and I 0, respectively, as shown. 

Ordinary 
diode 

2 mA __ • _ 

-i 

A 

300mV 

Figures shown 
for germanium 

f ig. 14.17 Tw111el-diorle vo/tnge-wn·ent characteristic. 

The diode voltage-current characteristic illustrates two important properties of the tunnel diode. First it 
shows that the diode exhibits dynamic negative resistance between A and Band is therefore useful for oscil
lator (and amplifier) applications. Second since this negative resistance occurs when both the applied voltage 
and the resulting current a.re low, the tunnel diode is a relatively low-power device. A quick calculation shows 
that in order to stay within the ncgative-resi~tance region, the voltage variation must be restricted to 300 -
50 ,_ 250 mV (peak-to-peak)= 88.4 mV rrns, whereas the cw-rent range is similarly 1.8 mA (peak-to-peak) 
= 0.63 mA. The load power is very roughly 88.4 x 0.635 '"' 56 µW. Other factors have been neglected, but 
the figure is of the right order. 

Diode Theory Unless energy is imparted to electrons from some external source, the energy poss1;ssed by 
the electrons on the n side of the junction is insufficient to pennit them to climb over the junction barrier to 
reach the p side. Quantum mechanics shows that there is a small bUL finite probability that an elcen·on which 
has insufficient energy to climb the barrier can, nevertheless, find itself on the other side of it if this barriel' is 
thin enough, without any loss of energy on the part of the electron. This is the tunneling phenomenon which 
is responsible for the behavior of the diode over the region of interest. 

Figure 14.18 shows energy-level diagrams for the tunnel diode for three interesting bias levels. The cross
hatched regions represent energy states in Lhc conduction band occupied by electrons, whereas the shaded 
areas show the energy states occupied by electrons in the valence bands. The levels to which energy states 
arc occupied by electrons on either side of the ju.nction are shown by dotted lines. When the bias vol tage is 
zero, these lines are at the same height. Electrons can now turmel from one side of the j unction to the other 
because of its thinness, but the tunneling cun·ents in the two directions are the same. No effective overall 
current flows. This is shown in Fig. 14.18a. 
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Fig. 14.18 f. 11ergy-levd diagrams for t111111cl-diode j11nctio11 al (n) zero bias voltage; (b) penk volta,~e; 
(c) valley voltage. (Co11rtesy of RCA.) 

When a small forward bias is applied to the junction, the energy level t)fthe p side is lowered (as compared 
with the n side). As shown in Fig. 14. 18b, electrons arc able to runnel through from the II side. This is pos
sible because the electrons in the conduction band there find themselves opposite vaca11t states on the p-side. 
Tunneling in the other direction is not possible, because the valence-band electrons on the p side are now 
opposite the forbidden energy gap on the 11 side. This gap, shown here at its maximum, represents the peak 
of the diode characteristic. 

When the forward bias is raised beyond this point, tunneling wiU decrease, as may be seen with the aid 
of Fig. 14. 18c. The energy level on the p side is now depressed further, with the result that fewer n-side free 
electrons are opposite unoccupied p -sidc energy levels. As the bias is raised, forward current drops; this cor
responds to the negative-resistance region of the diode characteristic. As Fig. 14.18c shows, a forward bias is 
reached at which there arc no conduction-band electrons opposite valence.band vacant states, and tW'lneling 
stops altogether. The point at which this happens is the valley ofFig. 14.17, to which the energy-level diagram 
of Fig. 14.18c corresponds. When forward voltage is increased even further, "nonnal" forward current flows 
and increases, as with ordinary rectifier diodes. 

It is thus seen that the curious phenomenon in tunnel diodes is not only the negative-resistance region but 
also the forward current peak that precedes it. As a result of tunneling across the narrow junction, fmward 
current flows initially in much greater quantities than in a rectifier diode. As the forward bias is raised, tun
neling becomes more difficult, the tunneling current is reduced and the negative-resistance region results. As 
the increase in forward voltage continues, tunneling stops completely, and the normal operation takes over. 
The valley is the point at which this "return to normalcy" begins. 

Materials and Co1tstructio11 Although tunnel .diodes could be made from any semiconductor material , 
initially germanium and then gallium antimonide and gallium arsenide have been preferred in practice. All 
have srnall forbidden energy gaps and high ion mobilities, which arc characteristics leading to good high
frequency or high-speed operation. These materials are preferable to silicon and other semiconductors in this 
regard. 

As the cross-section of Fig. 14.19 shows. the construction of a cwmel diode is remarkably simple. This 
is yet another advantage of the device, particularly since the fabrication is also simple. A very small tin dot. 
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about 50 µm in diameter. is soldered or alloyed to a heavily doped pellet (about 0.5 mm square) of n-type 
Ge, GaSb or GaAs. The pellet is then soldered to a Kovar pedestal, used for heat dissipation, wh ich forrns the 
anode contact. The cathode contact is also Kovar, being connected to the tin dot via a me~h screen used to 
reduce inductance. The diode has a ccramk body and a hermetically sealing lid on top. Note the tiny dimen
sions of the pill package. 

f4--- ----- 3 mrn - - ---
Tin dot 

connector 

Kovar 
Contact (anode) -...,,,,,.,...,.,.,.,,,.......,..,._,_,.,._,._,_""""',._,,_,.,.,,. 

Height - 1.5 mm 

fig. 14.19 Co11stmctio11 of typical t111mel diode. 

14.5.2 Negative-Resistance Amplifiers 
It is important to realize that the tunnel diode is a fully fledged active device, like the transistor, so that ampli
fication may be performed with it. If will now be used as a vehicle to intruduce negative-resistance amplifiers 
in general. These arc common at microwaves, and indeed negative-resistance parametric amplifiers have 
already bee~ met. 

TlteortJ of Negative-resistcmce Amplifiers It can be shown that a circuit incorporating a negative resis
tance is capable of significant power gain. This is obvious, since negative-resistance oscillators arc able to 
oscillate, it is clear that the negative resistance must he making up all the oi-rcuit losses. It feeds power into 
the circuit, which dissipates some and puts out the rest. This is similar to the feedback oscillator situation, in 
which /JA must at least equal unity, and therefore gain certainly exists. The proof for the tunnel diode now 
follows, but it is really independent of the particular device used to provide the negative resistance. 

Fig. 14.20 Bnsic 11egative-resista11ce a111plifier. 

Consider the basic negative-resistance amplifier of Fig. 14.20. It consists or an input cmTent source i,. 
together with the somce conductance g,, connected to a negative couductancc-g. Across this tbe load conduc~ 
tance gL is also connected. The current source and pat_allel circuit are used for ease of pn;>of. If the frequency is 
not so high that,. an<l l of the tunnel-diode equivalent circuit must be taken into accotlllt, and if the junction 
capacitance(,~ is tuned ~ut, the -g is a suitable representation of the tunnel diode. In the. absenc:e of the diode, 
the maximum power available from the generator will be when g,. = g,, i.e. , 
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·2 
p = i_ 

ht:lx 4g,. 
(14.4) 

With the diode present, the load voltage is 

i. 
\1 = ... 

L gs-g +gl 
The power delivered to the load is 

( 14.5) 

,2 
p "' v2g = gt,!,;; 

i /. /. ( )2 g,. - g+g1. 
(14.6) 

lf the presence of the diode has permitted power gain, the ratio of Equation ( 14.5) to Equation ( 14.4) is 
greater than unity. Then 

A = ..!l_ ,_ ~;g1_ /(gs - g+gi,)i 

p ~ 11il~ i; / 4g_f 

= 4g,.gl. 
(g, - g + g,y (14.7) 

For maximum power transfer, lhc load and generator conductances are made equal as before. With this 
new condition we have 

A = 4gf 
p (2g,. -g)2 

4g2 = /, 
4gz - 4g,.g + g2 

"" 4gl 
4gz + g(g-4giJ 

(14.8) 

Equation ( 14.8) can obviously be gri;:ater than I, provided that the second term in its denominator is nega
tive, i.e., provided that 4 gL is greater than g. If this applies; A exceeds unity, real power gain is available, 
and the circuit may be used as an amplifier. Care must be takeri to ensure that the denominator of Equati.on 
( 14.8) is not reduced to zero, which would happen for a value of g such that the last term of Equation ( 14.8) 
is equal to - 1. Simple algebra shows that this would occur when 

g = 2g, (if gL "" g_, as before) (14.9) 

It is seeL1 that an amplifier containing a negative resistance is capable not only of power gain but also of 
infinite gain (and therefore oscillation). This occurs when Equation (14.9) holds, and it gives the lower limit 
for the value of g, and hence the upper limit for the value of the negative resistance. (Note that the lower limit 
of the negative resistance is governed by the requirement that 4gL must be greater than g.) We have thus proved 
that the negative~resistance amplifier is capable of power gain if lhc negative resistance has a value between 
the limits just described. If it strays outside these I imits, either Equation (14.8) exceeds unity, and therefore 
power gain is less than 1, or else it becomes negative, and oscillations take place. 

Tumiel-diode Amplifier Theory For frequencies below self~resonnnce, Equation ( 14. 7) must be enlarged 
to include the junction capacitance of the diode. This capacitance is tuned out in an amplifier, but including 
it yields a useful result. Therefore 
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A "" 4g.fg l. (14.10) 
,, (gs + gl - g + J@C1)2 

This, in turn, gives a resistive cutoff frequency, or figure of merit, for such a diode, which corresponds to 
the frequency at which the magnitude of wC

1 
equals the magnitude of -g. Past this frequency, the negative 

resistance oftbe Lunnel diode disappears. This frequency is given by 

g = w C. 
r J 

I 
Rs --

torCJ 

I 
(Q = --

r RC1 

.//= 
2
n~c. (14.11) 

J 

The series cliode loss resistance r, of Fig. 14.16 has been neglected in this derivation, because it is much 
smaller than the negative resistance (generally being no more than one-tenth of the negative resistance) and 
thus its effect is very small. An alternative interpretation of Equation ( 14.11 ) is that it represents the gain
bandwidth product ofa tunnel-diode amplifier. 

14.5.3 Tunnel-Diode Applications 

In all its applications, the nmnel diode should be loosely coupled to its nmed circuit. With lumped components, 
this is done by means of a capacitive divider, wi th the diode connected to a tapping point, while the divider 
is across the tuned circuit itself. In a cavity, the diode is placed at a point of significant, but not maximum, 
coupling. The other point of significance is tJ1e application of de bias. This must be connected to the diode 
without interfering with the tuned circuit. The simplest way of doing this is with a filter, as shown in Fig. 
14.2 1. Basically, this filter prevents the cl.iode from being short-circuited by the supply source, while ensuring 
that no positive resistance is added to interfere with the negative resistance of the diode. Also, the addition 
of capacitance across the diode is avoided. Care must be taken to ensure that the bias inductance does not 
introduce spurious frequencies in the bandpass. 

Termination 

Signal --- --1 
in 

Signal 
out 

Fig. 14.21 Tunnel-diode amplifier with circ11/ntor. (Based 011 n figure from ''T1111nd Diodes/Jy co11rtcs.1J uf RCA.) 
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Ampliffe;•s J\s shown in Fig. 14.21, the tunnel-diode amplifier (TOA), like lhe parametric amplifier. re
quires a circulator ro separate the input from the output. Their layouts are very similar, with the very signifi
cant difference that no pump source is required for the TDA. 

Tables 14.1 and 14.2 show a number of low-noise microwave amplifier performance figmes, including 
those of tunnel-diode amplifiers. lt is seen that the tunnel diode is a low-noise device. The twin reasons for 
this are the low value ol'the parasitic resistance r (producing low thermal noise) and the low operating current 
(producing low shot noise). In such low-noise ~ompany, TDAs arc as broadband as any, are very small and 
simple and have outpur levels on a par with paramps and masers. The available gains are high, and operating 
frequencies in excess of 50 GHz have been reported. 

Ampl~fier Applicatiuns Tunnel-diode amplifiers may be used throughout the microwave range as mod
erate-to-low-noise preamplifiers in al l kinds of receivers. GaAs FET amplifiers are more likely to be used in 
current equipment up to 18 GHz. Large bandwidths and high gains are available ftom multistage amplifiers, 
the circuits and power requirements are very simple (typically a few milliamperes at IO V.dc), and noise 
figures below 5 dB are possible well above X band. It is worth noting that TDAs are immune to the ambient 
radiation encountered in interplanetary space, and so are practicable for space work. 

Other Applications Tunnel diodes are diodes that may be used as mixers. Being also capable of n_ctive 
oscillation, tbey may be used as self-excited mixers, in a manner similar to the transistor mixer. Being high
speed devices, runnel diodes also lend themselves to high-speed switching and logic operations, as flip-flops 
and gates. They ore used as low-power oscillators up to about 100 GHz, because of their simplicity, frequency 
stability and immunity lo radiation. 

14.6 GUNN EFFECT AND DIODES 

14.6.1 Gunn Effect 

In 1963, Gunn discovered the transferred electron effect which now bears his name. This effect is instrnmenta.l 
in the generation of microwave oscillations in bulk semiconductor materials. The effect was found by Gu1rn to 
be exhibited by gallium arsenide and inclium phosphide, but cadmi11111 telturide and i11di11m arsenide have also 
sub$equently been found to possess it. Gunn 's discovery was a breakt11rough of great importance. It marked 
the first instance of useful semiconductor device operation depending on the bulk properties of a material. 

n• substrate 

Heal sink 

Anode 

f 
.. 15 µm 

t 

Cathode 

Fig. 14.22 Epitaxial GnAs C,11111 slice. 

Introduction ff a relatively small de voltage is placed across a thin slice t>f gallium arsenide, such as the 
one shown in Fig. 14.22, then negative resistance will manifest itself under certain conditions. These consist 
merely of ensuring that the voltage gradient across the slice is in excess of about 3300 V /cm. Oscillations 
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will then occur if the slice is connected to a suitably tuned circuit. It is seen that Lhc voltage gr-adient across 
the slice of GaAs is very high. The electron velocity is also high, so thnt oscillations will occur at microwave 
frequencies. 
It must be reiteratec.l that the Gunn effect is a bulk property of semiconductors and does not depend, as do 
other semiconductor e!Tecrs, on either junction or contact properties. As established painstakingly by Gunn, 
the effect is indepcnc.lent of total voltage or current anc.l is not affected by magnetic fields or different types 
of contacts. It occurs in ,Hype materials 011/y, so that it must be associated with electrons rather than holes. 
Having detem,ined that the voltage required was proportional to the snmple length. the inventor concluded 
that the electric field, in volts per centimeter, was the factor determining the presence or absence of oscil la
tions. He also found Lhat a threshold value of3.3 kV/cm must be exceeded ifoscillations are co take place. He 
found thnt the frequency of the oscillations produced corresponded closely to the time that electrons would 
take to traverse such a slice of 11-lype materinl ns a re~ult of the voltage applied. This suggests U1nt a bunch of 
electrons, here called a domain, is formed somehow, occurs once per cycle ru1d arrives al the positive end of 
the slice to excite oscillations in the associated tuned circuit. 

Negative R esistance Although the device itself is very simple, its operaLion (as might be suspected) is 
not quite so simple. Gall ium arsenide is one of a fa irly small number of semiconductor materials which, in an 
n-doped sample, have an empty energy band higher in energy than the highest fi lled (or partly filled) band. 
The size of the forbidden gap between Lhese two is relatively small. This docs not apply lo some other semi
conductor materials, such as si licon and germanium. The situation for gallium arsenide is illustrated in Fig. 
14.23, in which the highest levels shown also have the highest energies. 

When a vc1llage is applied across a slice of GaAs which is doped so as to have excess electrons (i.e., 
11-type), these electrons flow as a current toward the positive end of the slice. The greater the potential across 
the slice, the higher the veloci ty with which the electrons move toward the positive end, and therefore the 
greater the current. The device is behaving as a normal positive resistance. Tn other diodes, the component 
of velocity toward the positive end, imparted to the electrons by the applied voltage, is quite small compared 
to the random thenual velocity Lhat these electrons possess. In this case, so much energy is imparted to the 
electrons by the extremely high voltage gradient that instead of traveling faster and therefore constituting a 
larger current, their flow actually slows down. This is because such electrons have acquired enough energy to 
be transferred to the higher energy band, which is normally empty, as shown in Fig. 14.23. This gives rise to 
the n.ime fram,ferred-e/ecrron effect, which is often given to this phenomenon. Electrons have been transferred 
from the co11d11c:fio11 band to a higher-energy band in which they arc much less 1110hile. and the currenr has 
been reduced as a result of a volrage rise. Note that in a sense, gallium arsenide is a member of a group of 
unusual semiconductor substances. In a Jot of others, the energy required for this transfer of electrons would 
be so high, because of a higher fot'bidden energy gap, that the complete crystal structure might be c.listorted or 
even destroyed by the high potential gradient before any transfer of clecu·ons could take place. 

Narrow forbidden 
energy gap 

Forbidden energy 
gap 

Other energy bands 
and gaps below 

Empty energy 
band 

Partly Oiled 
energy band 

Filled energy 
band 

Pig. 14.23 lmport1111t energy levels i11 g11/l i11111 nrse11ide. 
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His seen that as the applied voltage rises past the 1hreshold negatlve-resislance value, current falls, and the 
classical case of negative resistance is exhibited. Eventually the voltage across the slice becomes sufficient 
to remove electrons from the higher-energy, lower-mobility band, so that current will im:rcase with voltage 
once again. The voltage-current characteristic or such a slice of gallium arsenide is seen to be very similar to 
that of a tunne.l diode. but for vastly different reasons. 

G1mn Domains It was stated in the preceding section that the oscillations observed in the initial GaAs 
slice were compatible with the formation and transit time of electron bunches. It follows, therefore, that the 
negative resistance just described is not the only effect taking place. The other phenomenon is the fom1ation 
of domains, the reasons for which may nQw be conside,red. 

Lt is reasonable to expect that the density of the doping material is not completely uniform throughout our 
sample of gallium arsenide. Hence it is entirely possible that there will be a region, perhaps somewhere near 
tbe negative end, where the impurity concentration is loss than average. J.n such an area there are fewer free 
electrons than in other areas, and therefore this region is less conductive than the others. As a result of this, 
there will be a greater than average potential across it. Thus, as the total applied voltage is increased, this 
region will be the first to have a voltage across it large enough to induce transfer of electrons to the higher 
energy band. ln fact, such a region will have become a negative-resistance domain. 

A domain like this is obviously unstable. Electrons are being taken out of circulation at a fast rate within it, 
the ones behind bunch up and the ones in front travel forward rapidly. In fact, the whole domain move-s across 
the slice toward the positive end with the same average velocity as th.e electrons befo(e and after it, about IO' 
cm/s in practice. Note that such a domai.n is self.perpetuating. As soon as :mm~ electrons in a region have 
been transferred to the le_ss conductive energy band, fewer free electrons are left behind. Thus this particular 
region becomes less conductive, arid therefore the potential gradient across it increases. The domain is quite 
capable of traveling and may be thought of as a low-conductivity, high-electron-transfer region, correspond
ing to a negative pulse of voltage. When it a1Tives at the positive end oftbe slice, a pulse is received by the 
associated tank circuit and shocks it illlo oscillations. lt is actually this aITival of pulses at the anode, rather 

1 
than the negative resistance proper, wl1icb is responsible for oscillations in Gunn diodes. (The tenn diode is 
a misnomer for Gunn devices since there is no junction, nor is rectification involved. The device is called a 
diode because it has two tem1inals, and the name is also convenient because it allows the use of anode for 
the "positive end of the slice.'') 

With the usual applied voltages, once a domain fonns, insufficient potential is 11:dt across the rest of the 
slice to permit another domain to fonn. This assumes that the sample is fairly short; otherwise the situation can 
become very complex , with the possibility that other domains may fonn . The domain described is sometimes 
ca!led a dipole domain. An t1cc:umulaH011 domain may also occur (particularly in .a longer sample), where a 
more highly doped region is involved, and a current accumulation travels toward the anode, When the domain 
in a short sample arrives al the anode, there is once again sufficient potential to pem1it tbe formation of another 
domain somewhere near the cathode. It is seen that only one domain, or pulse, is formed per cycle of RF oscil.
lations, and so energy is received by the tank circuit in correct phase to pem1it the oscillations to continue. 

14.6.2 Gunn Diodes and Applications 

Gmm Diodes A practical Gunn diode consists of a slice like the one shown in Fig. 14.22, sometimes 
with a buffer layer between the active layer and the substrate, mounted in any of a number of packages, 
depending on the manufacturer, the frequency and tho power level. Encapsu.lation identical to that shown for 
varactor diodes in Fig. 14.8 is common. Tbe power that must be dissipated is quite comparable. 

Gunn diodes are grown epitaxially· out of GaAs or lnP doped with silicon, tellurium or selenium. The 
substrate, used here as an ohmic contact, is highly doped for good conductivity, while the thin active layer is 
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less heavi ly doped. The gold alloy contacts are electrodepositcd and used for good ohmic contact and heat 
transfer for subsequent dissipation. Diodes have been made with active layers varying in thickness from 40 
to about I µm at the highest frequencies. The actual stmcture is normally square, and so far GaAs <liodes 
predominate commercially. 

Diode Pe1formancc As a good approximation, the equivalent circuit ofa GaAs X-hand Gunn diode con
sists of a negative resistance of about I 00 oluus ( I 00 fl) in parallel with a capacitance of about 0.6 pF. Such a 
commercial diode will require a 9-V de bias, and, with an operating current of950 mA, the dissipation in its 
(cathode) heat sink will be 8.55 W. Given that the output (anywhere in the range 8 to 12.4 GHz) is 300 mW, 
the efficiency is seen to be 3 .5 percent. A higher-frequency Gunn <liode, operating over the range of 26.5 to 
40 GHz, might produce an output of250 mW witb an efficiency of2.5 percent. 

Overall, GaAs Gunn diodes are available commercially for frequencies from 4 GHz ( I to 2 W CW maximtun) 
to about I 00 GHz (50 mW CW maximum). Over that range, the maxi.mum claimed efficiencies drop from 20 
to about I percent, but for most commercial diodes 2.5 to 5 percent is nom1al, InP diodes, not yet as advanced 
commercially, have a performance that ranges from 500 mW CW at 45 GHz ( efficiency of 6 percent) to l 00 
mW CW at 90 GHz (efficiency of 4.5 percent); higher powers and operating frequencies are expected. Other 
options available include two or more diodes in one oscillator package for highc1· CW outputs, and diodes for 
pulsed outputs. In the latter case. commercial diodes produce up to a fow dozen watts pulsed, with l percent 
duty cycles and efficiencies somewhat better than for CW diodes. 

Gwm Oscillators Since the Gunn diode consists basically of a negative resistance, all that is required in 
principle to make it into rm oscillator is an inductance to tune out the capacitance, and a shunt load resistance 
not greater than the negative resistance. Thjs has already been discussed in cmtjunction with the tunnel di
ode. Jn practice, a coaxial cavity operating in the TEM mode has been found the most convenient for fixed 
frequency (but wi th some mechanical tuning) operation. A typical coaxial Gunn oscillator is shown in Fig. 
14.24. If some electrical tuning is required as wel~ a varactor may be placed in the cavity, at the opposite end 
to the Gmrn diode. The dimensions shown in Fig. 14.24 are selected to provide suitable diode mounting and 
dissipation, as well as freedom from spurious mode oscillations. 

VIG-tuned Gunn VCOs are available for instmment applications, featuring frequency ranges as large as 
2 octaves, much greater than is possible with varactors. The 300-g, 50 X 50 mm package contains a Gunn 
slice on a heat sink, and a cavity with a small YlG sphere. There is a heater for the YlG sphere, to keep it at a 
constant temperature, and a coil for altering the magnetic field. The instantaneous frequency of oscillation is 
governed by the cavity frequency, which in tum depends on the YrG sphere and the magnetic field by which 
it is surrounded. It is the Gunn diode, rather than the tuning mechanism, tbat detcnnines the frequency limits. 
When the frequency ofthe resonator is changed, the diode itselfresponds by generating its domain at a distance 
from the anode such that the transit time of the domain corresponds to a cycle of oscillations. As frequency is 
raised, the formation poi.nt ofthe domain moves closer to the anode. The oscillations eventually stop when this 
point is more than halfway across the slice. Frequency modulation is also possible, via the terminals provided, 
and in all very rapid frequency changes can be made. Such VCOs are designed as backward-wave oscillator 
replacements, certainty at the lowur end of the BWO's operating spectrum. Typical power outputs range up 
to 50 mW, and total power consumption may be 5 W, including power for the YlG sphere. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the noise performance of Gunn oscillators is quite acceptable. Spurious 
AM lloise is on par with that of the klystron (which itself is very good), while spurious FM noise is worse, 
but not too high for normal applications. Injection tocking with a low-amplitude, high-stability signal helps 
to reduce FM noise quite significantly. 
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Fig. 14.24 Cmss scclion of typiC11l G111m coaxial oscillalor cavity. (Courtesy of Microwave Associates lntemational.) 

Gmm Diode Amplifiers As was shown in connection with the tunnel diode, a device exhibiting nega. 
tive resistance may be used as an amplifier, and of course tile Gmrn diode qualifies in this respect. However, 
Gunn diode amplifiers are not used nearly as much a~ Gunn oscillators. The reasons are many. On the one 
hand, Gunn diode amplifiers cannot compete for power output and low noise with GaAs FET amplifiers at 
frequencies below about 30 GHz, ruid at higbcr frequencies they catmot compete with the power output or 
efficiency of electron tube or IMPATT (see next section) amplifiers. Accordingly, the niche which is left for 
them is as low-to medium-power medium-noise amplifiers in the 30- to I 00-GHz frequency range. Over that 
range, they are capable of amp Ii fying with noise figures of the order of 20 to 30 dB, relatively low efficiency 
and power gain pe::r stage, and an output power that is perhaps two to four times as h.igh would be expected 
from a single-diode oscillator (this is achieved by combit1ing the output of several diodes in the final stage). 
One avenue of approach for improvement is to use a hybrid tunnel diode-Gunn diode amplifier, in which the 
tunuel diode input stages significantly reduce the noise figure. Noting that the foregoing applies to galliutn 
arsenide diodes, another avenue of approach is to use indium phosphide devices. The early results with lnP 
Gunn diodes are most encouraging, with noise figures as low as 12 dB reported for amplifiers in the 50· to 
60-GHz range. 

For reasons identical to those applying to YlG-tuned Gunn oscillators, Gunn amplifiers, be they GaAs or 
lnP, are capable of broad.band .operation, 2: I bandwidth ranges being not unusual. They are I,,'Teatly superior 
to IMPATT amplifiers in this respect 

Gwm Diode Applications Having taken the rnicrowaye world more or less by stonn. Gunn diode oscilla
tors are widely u~cd and also intensely researched and developed. They are employed frequently as low- and 
medium~power oscillators in rnicrnwave receivers and instmments. The majority of parametric amplifiers 
now use Gunn diodes as pump sources. They have the advantage over lMPATT diodes of having much lower 
noise, this being an important criterion in the selection ofa pump oscillator. W11ere very high pump frequencies 
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are required, the technique of using a lower-frequency Gunn oscillator and doubling the frequency with a 
varactor multiplier is often used. 

The higher-power Gunn osci llators (250 to 2000 mW) arc used as power output oscillators, generally 
frequency-modul ated, in a wide variety of low-power transmitter applications. These currently include police 
radar, CW Doppler radar, burglar alarms and aircraft rate-of-climb indicators. 

14.7 AVALANCHE EFFECTS AND DIODES 
In 1958, Read at Bell Telephone Laboratories proposed that the delay between voltage and current in an 
avalanche, together with transit time through the material, could make a microwave diode exhibit negative 
resistance. Because of fabrication difficulties and the large amOLmts of heat that would have to be dissipated, 
such a diode was not produced until 1965, by Johnston and associates at the same laboratories. The diode 
was subsequently called the llv!Pact Avalanche and Transit Time (!MPATI) diode. Two years later, at RCA 
Laboratories this time, a method of operating Lhc lMPATT diode that seemed anomalous at the time was 
diseovured by Prager and others. This device, now called the TRltpped Plasma Avalanche Triggered Transit 
(TRAPATT) diode, also exhibi ts negative resistance and holds out a promise of high pulsed powers al the 
lower microwave frequencies. 

14.7.1 IMPATT Diodes 

lntroductio11 It was shown in Section 14.3.1 Lhat the tunnel diode has a dynamic de negative resistance. 
This meant that, over a certain range, current decreased with an increase in voltage, and vice versa. No device 
has a static negative resistance, i.e., with voltage applied one way, and current flowing the other way. This 
particular point was putsued no further, it being taken for granted that any device which exhibits a dynamic 
negative resistance for direct cun ent will also exhibit it for alternating current. If an altemating voltage is 
applied, current will rise when voltage falls, al an ac rate. We may now redefine negative resistance as that 
property of a device which causes the current through ii to be I 80° out o.f phase with the vnltage across it. The 
point is important here, because this is rhe only ki nd of negative resistance exhibited by the rMPATT diode. 
One hastens to add that such a negative resistance is quite sufficient. It would uot have mattered if the tunnel 
diode had on ly this kind of negative resistance (without exhibiting it for de voltage or cu.rrent variations}
after all, the oscil lations are ac. To summarize; if it can be shown that the voltage cun·enr in tlle IMPATT 
diode are 180° out of phase, negative resistance in this device wi U have been proved. 

IMPATT Diode A combination of delay involved i.n generating avalanche current multiplication, together 
with delay due to transit time through a drift space, provides the necessary 180° phase difference between 
applied voltage and the resulting current in an IMPATT diode. The cross-section of the active region of this 
device is shown in Fig. 14.25. Note that it is a diode, the junction being between the p ~ and the n layers. 

An extremely high~voltage gra<lionl is applied to the IMPATT diode, of the order of 400 kV/cm, eventu
ally resul ting in a very bigb current. A normal diode would very quickly break down under these conditions, 
but the IMPA.IT diode is constructed so as to be able Lo withstand such conditions repeatedly. For example, a 
normal diode breaks down under avalanche conditions because of the enom1ous powers generated. Consider 
that the thickness of an I MPATT diode's active region is a few micrometers, to ensure the correct transit time 
for microwave operation. Tts cross-sectional area i!'l similarly tiny, to ensure a small capacitance. With the high
voltage gradient and resulting high current, the power being generated is of the order of J 00 MWfc,n·i. 'rhe 
delay between the proposal for the IMPATT diode and its first realization was duo in no small measure to the 
problems involved in dissipating sucll vast amounts of heal. This had to be done, to ensure a satisfactori ly low 
operating temperan1re for the fMPATT diode, so that it would not be destroyed by melting. Typical operating 
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temperatures of commercial diodes are of the order of 250°C. Such a high potential gradient, back-biasing 
the diode, causes a flow ofminorily carriers across the junction. lfit is now assumed that oscillations exist, 
we may consider the effect ofa positive swing of the RF voltage superimposed on top of the high de voltage. 
Electron and hole velocity has now become so bigh that lhcsc carriers fonu additional holes and electrons by 
knocking them out of the crystal structure, by so"called impact ionization. These additional caniers continue 
the process at the junction, and it now snowballs into an avalanche. If the original de field was just at the 
threshold of al lowing this situation to develop, this voltage will be exceeded during the whole of the positive 
RF cycle, and avalanche current multiplication will be taking place during this entire time. Since it is a 
multiplication process, avalanche is not instantaneous. As shown in Fig. 14.25, the process takes a time such 
that the current pulse maxjmum, at the junction, occurs at lhe instant when the RF voltage across the diode is 
zero and going negative. A 90° phase difference between voltage and currcnl has been obtained. 

+ + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + 

Anode p+ ~Junction n+ Cathode 
(avalanche region) Drift region 

-11 + 

Fig. 14.25 JMPATT diode (single-drift) schematic diagrnr11. 

The current pulse in the IMPATT diode is situated al the junction. However, it does not stay there. Because 
of the reverse bias, the current pulse flows to the cathode, at a drift velocity dependent on the presence of the 
high de field. The ti.me taken by the pulse to reach the cathode depends on this velocity and of course on the 
thickness of the highly doped (n+) layer. The thickness of the drift region is cunningly selected so that the time 
taken for the current pulse to arrive at the cathode corresponds to a further 90° phase difference. As shown 
in F ig. 14.26, when the current pulse actually arrives at the cathode terminal, the RF voltage there is at its 
negative peak. Voltage and cmTent in the lMPATT diode are 180° out of phase, mid a dynamic RF negative 
resistance has been proved to exist. Such a negative resistance lends itself to use in oscillators or amplifiers. 
Because of the short times involved, these can be microwave. Note that the device thickness detem1ines 
the transit time, to which the IMPATT diode is very sensitive. Unlike the Gunn diode, the IMPATT diode is 
essentiaUy a narrowband device (especially when used in an amplifier). 

Practical Co11sidel'ations Commercial IMPATT diodes have been available for quite some time. Jhey 
are made of either silicon, gallium arsenide or even indium phosphide. The diodes are mostly mesa, and 
epitaxial growth is used for at least part of tbe cbjp; some have Schottky barrier junctions. GalliUL1:1 arsenide 
is theoretically preferable and should give lower noise, higher efficiencies and higher maximum operating 
frequencies. However, silicon is cheaper and easier to fabricate. Accordingly, silicon [MPATT diodes, which 
came first, are even now preferred for many applications; indeed, it is silicon diodes that currently provide 
the highest output powers at the highest operating frequencies (in excess of200 GHz). 
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Fig. 14.26 IM PATT diode bc7iaviori (a) Applied and t<F volfnge; (b) res11lti11g c11rrent pulse and ifs drift across diode. 
(Note: Relatiue size of RF uoltage exaggerated.) 

The II.V1PATT diode show1.1 in Fig. 14.27 is a typical commercial diode for use below about 50 GHz and 
could house either a GaAs or an Sj chip. At higher frequencies, beam-lead packages tend to be preferred. The 
construction is deceptively simple. However, a lot of thought and development has gone into its ma~ufac
ture, particularly the contacts, which must have extremely low ohmic and thermal resistance. Additionally, 
in a practical circuit, the IMPATT diode is generally embedded in the wall of a cavity, which then nets as an 
external hent sink. 

Until a few years ago, practical IMPATT diodes were unlike Read's original proposal. This called for a 
double-drift region, whereas Figs. 14.25 and 14.27 show diodes with single- (if'") drift regions. The reason for 
the initial departure from what was theoretically a higher-efficiency structure was difficulty in fabrication, 
but this problem has now been solved. For some years IlvtPATT diodes with two drift regions (one n+ and the 
other Ji") have been made commercially. In U1e manufacturing process an n layer is epitaxially grown on an 
,,~ substrate. The p layer is then grown epitaxially or by ion implantation, and finally the p+ layer is fonned 
by diffusion. These p ' -p-n-n~ devices were at first known as RIMPATT (Rcad-IMPATT) diodes, but they are 
now commonly known as double-drin IMPATT diodes. They are undoubtedly the versions used at the highest 
frequencies and for the highest output powers. 

/ 
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Fig. 14.27 Typical lMPt1TT diode. 

14.7.2 TRAPATT Diodes 

The TRAPATT diode is derived from and closely related to the IM PATT diode. fndeed, as pointed out near 
the beginning of this section, at first it was merely a different, "anomalous," method ofoperating the IM PATT 
diode. A greatly silllplified operation will now be described. 

Basic Opem tiort Consider a.n IMPATI diode mounted in a coaxial cavity, so arranged that there is a short 
circuit a half-wavelength away from the diod1.: at the lMPATT operating frequency. When oscillations begin, 
most of the power will be ref'lceted across the diode, and thus the RF field across it will be many times the 
normal value for IMPATT operation. This will rapidly eau::;e tbe total voltage across the diode to rise well 
above the breakdown thresbold value used in IMPATT operation. As avalanche now takes place, a plasma 
of electrons and holes is generated, placing a large potential across the junction, which opposes the applied 
de voltage. The total voltage is thereby reduced, and the current pulse is trapped hehind it. When this pulse 
travels across the n~ dritl region of the semiconductor chip, the voltage across it is thus much lower than it1 
IlvfPATi operation. This has two effects. The first is a much slower drift velocity, and consequently longer 
transit time, so that for a given thickness the operating frequency is several times lower than for correspond
ing lMPATI operation. The second point of great interest is tbat, when the current pulse does arrive at the 
cathodcj the diode voltage is much lower thm1 in an lMPATT diode. Thu::; dissipation is also much lower, and 
efficiency much higher. The operation is similar to class C, and indeed the TRAPATT diode lends itself to 
pulsed instead of CW operation. 

Prt1:_ctical Considerations Tlrny tend to be planar silicon diodes, with structures corresponding to those 
ofIMPATT diode·s but with gradual, rather than abrupt, changes in doping level between theju11ction and the 
anode. Furthem1ore, they are likely to use complementary 11• -p-p+ structures as shown in Fig. 14.28, instead 
of the p' -n-n- JMPATT chip of Fig. 14.25, for reasons of better dissipation. The rwo figures should be exam
ined in conjunction with each other. 

Because the drift velocity in a TRAPATT diode is much less than in an IMPATT diode, either operating 
frequencies must be lower or the active regions must be made thinner. ln fact, both these considerations are 
borne out by results obtained. On the one hand, most good experimental TRAPATT results have 'b~en for 
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frequencies under IO GH,z, and on the other hand, it has been found that hy the time 5 GHz is reached, the width 
of the depletion layer is only 2 tun. Since the TRAPATT pulse is rich in ham1011ics, amplifiers or oscillators 
can be designed Lo tune to these harmonics, and operation above X band in this manner is possible. 

To cathode 
heat sink 

and positive -
potential 

~-........._ 
" '-.... Note gradual increase 

Junction (trapped in doping level, rather 
avalanche region) than abrupt change here 

Fig.14.28 TRAP/\IT diode sche111ntic. 

14.7.3 Performance and Applications of Avalanche DiodE:s 
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IMPATT Diode Perfon11ance Commercial diodes are produced over the frequency range from 4 to about 
200 GHz, over which range the maximum output power per diode varies from nearly 20 W to about 50 mW. 
This means that, above about 20 GHz, the IMPATT diode produces a higher CW power output per unit 
lhan -any other semiconductor device. Typical efficiency is about l0-20 percent up to 40 GHz, reducing to 
l percent as frequency is raised to 200 GHz. Several diodes' outputs may be combined, giving a significantly 
greater output. Pulsed powers are generally one magnitude higher. Note that the above figures, for the rnost 
part, are for single-drift diodes. 

Laboratory devices have produced as much as 30 W CW at 12 GHz, 300 mW at 140 GHz and 75 mW at 
220 GHz, with one laboratory rcpo11ing l mW CW at over 300 GHz. Pulsed powers similarly range from about 
50 Wat 10 GHz to 3 Wat 140 GHz. However, experimental results should be taken with a grain of salt. Wlrnt 
is often reported is the best result obtained from several specially made diodes. What is often not reported 
is that maximum efficiency need not coincide with maximum output power or that a diode died of thermal 
nmmvay soon after the experiment. It should be noted that results being currently obtained from double-drift 
fMPATT diode!-! augur well for the device, especially as regards efficiency, for which figures in excess of20 
percent arc being consistently reported, together with higher powers al the highest frequencies. 

The biggest problem oflMPATT operation is noise. Avalanche is a very noisy process, and the high operating 
current helps the generation of shot noise. Thus lMPATT diode oscillators are not as good as either klystrons 
or Gunn diodes for spurious AM or FM noise, by quite a significant margin. When used as an1pli fiers, I MPATI 
diodes produce noise figures of the order of30 dB, not as good as TWT amplifiers. 

IMPATT Oscillators and Amplifiers The dynamic impedance of an IMPATT diode is - IO 11 in parallel 
with I pF, as a good approximation. Like the Gunn diode, therefore, it has a negative resistance which 
must be placed in a low-impedance environment Figure 14.29 shows a suitable arrangement. The lMPATI 
diode is located at the end of the center conductor in a low-impedance coaxial resonator, and a quarter-wave 
transfonner is used to step up the impedance seen at its point of connection. Oscillations are basically at the 
frequency at which the length of the coaxial resonator is a half-wave, but this is influenced by the capacitance 
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of the varactor diode. This diode is used for tuning, with its capacitance varied by a change in the applied 
bias. Frequency modulation could be achieved in exactly the same manner. Typical frequency variation is 
a few hundred megahertz at 10 GHz. Because of their close dependence on transit time through the entire 
drift space, lMPATT diodes do aot lend themselves to tuning over nearly as wide a frequency range as Gunn 
diodes. Consequently YTG tuning is not used, since varactors match rMPATTs in that regard. 

IMPATT diode amplifiers are available with outputs similar to those ofoscillators at about the same frequency 
r-ange. They are comparable to Gunn diode amplifiers in that they also require circulators, but efficiencies for 
Gunn amplifiers (up to IO percent) and power outputs are much higher. Gain is similarly 6 to IO dB per stage, 
and bandwidths are up to about IO percent of the center frequency. Higher frequencies of operation, to over 
I 00 GHz, are another attract!on, but noise is still a problem. 

Cou ling 
antenna 

Fig. 14.29 JMPATT diode oscillator with varnctor eh:ct-ro11ic tuning. 

Performance of TRAPAIT Oscillato;·s and Amplifiers As was explained in a preceding section, 
TRAPATT operation requires a large RF voltage swing, the kind unl ikely to be obtained from switching 
transients. It seems that TRAPATT oscillators most probably start in the rMPATT mode, then switch over 
when oscillations have built up sufficiently. The circuit must thus be arranged to permit this to happen. 
However, no such difficulties are encountered with TRAPATT amplifiers, where an adequately large signal is 
present, being the input. Another practical point which must be taken into account is the extreme TRAPATT 
sensitivity to harmonics. Thus, when operating in the fundamental mode, care must be taken to ensure that 
the second, third and even fourth harmonics cannot be maintained in the tuned circui t. 

Applicatious of Avalanche Diodes IMPATT diodes are more efficient and more p6werful than Gunn 
diodes. However, they have not replaced Gunn diodes, and the reason is mainly their noise and the higher supply 
voltages needed. It also happens that the majority of low-power microwave oscillator applications can be 
adequately covered by Gunn diodes, except at the highest frequencies, where they are no match for f.MPATTS. 
However, with the cmrent development in lMPATT and TRAPATT diodes proceeding apace, their use in 
practical systems is wide and increasing, but they are taking over from low- and medium~power tubes, rather 
than Gunn diodes. For example, most parametric amplifier designers do not want LMPATTS, because of 
noise. However, long-distance communications carriers are replacing many of their TWT transmitters with 
[MPAIT ones in microwave links in the large field covered by powers under IO W. fMPATTs can also even
tually replace BWOs and low-power CW magnetrons in several types of CW radar and electronic counter
measures. Finally; when commercial TRAPATT osci llators and amplifiers can produce several hundred wans 
pulsed; with efficiencies in excess of 30 percent and duty cycles close to I percent, a very wide pulsed radar 
field will be open to them. The urst applications here are likely to be in airborne and marine radars. 
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14.8 OTHER MICROWAVE DIODES 
Having discussed in detai l Lhc microwave "active" diodes, we are now left with some "passive" microwave 
diodes to consider. They are passive only to lhc extent that they are not used in power generation or ampli
fication; apart from that, they are very active indeed in mixers, detectors and power control. The devices in 
question are the PIN, Sc/wttky-bar;-ier and backward diodes. 

14.8.1 PIN Diodes 

The PIN diode consists of a narrow layer of p-type semiconductor separated from an equally narrow layer 
of n-typc material by a somewhat thicker region of intrinsic material. The intrinsic layer is a lightly doped 
n-type semiconductor. The name of the diode is derived from the constrnction (p-inhinsic-n). Although gallium 
arsenide is used in the construction of PTN diodes, silicon tends to be the main material. The reasons for this 
are easier fabrication, higher powers handled and higher resistivity of intrinsic region. The PIN diode is used 
for microwave power switching, limjting and modulation. 

Co11structio11 The construction of the PIN diode is shown in Fig. 14.30. The advantage of the planar con. 
stmction is the lower series resistance while conducting. Encapsulation for such a cbip takes any of the forms 
already shown for other microwave diodes. The in-line construction has a number of advantages, including 
reduced diode shunt capacitance. Also, as shown in Fig. 14.30c and d, it lends itself ideally to beam-lead 
encapsulation, thus interworking excellently with stripline circuits. This construction is often preferred in 
practice, except perhaps for the highest powers. When fairly large dissipations are involved, the planar con~ 
struction is better adapted Lo mow1ting on a heat sink . 
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Fig. 14.30 PIN diode, (a) Schematic diagrnm; (b) planar diode; (c) pln,wr diode with in-line orientation; (d) bcnm
Jeac/ mounting of i11-li11e diode. 

Operatiott The PIN diode acts as a more or less ordinary diode at frequencies up to about I 00 M;Hz. 
However, above this frequency it ceases to be a rectifier. because of the can·ier storage in. and the transit time 
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across, the intrinsic region. At microwave frequencies the:: diode acts as a variable resistance, with a simplified 
equivalent circuit as in Fig. 14.3 1 o and a resistance-voltage characteristic as in Fig. 14.31 b. 

Ro 

- ---- 0----+ V 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 14.31 PfN diode ltigh~frequency belwvio;; (n) Equivalent circuit; (b) resistnnce v11ri11tio11 with bias. 

When the bias is varied on a PIN diode, its microwave resistance changes from a typical value of 5 to IO kfi 
under negative bias to the vicinity of I to 10 n when the bias is positive. Thus, if the diode is mounted across 
a 50-D. coaxial line, it will not significantly load the line when it is back-biased, so that power flow wlll be 
unaffected. When th~ diode is forward-biased, however, iL5 resistance becomes very low, so that most of the 
power is r-eflected and har9ly any is transmitted. The diode is acting as a switch. Jn a similar fashion, it may 
be used as a (pulse) modulator. Several diodes may be used in series or in parallel in a waveguide or coaxial 
line, to increase the pm,ver handled or to reduce the transmitted power in the OFF condition. 

Performance a.nd Applications Diodes are available with resistive cutoff frequencies up to about 700 
GHz:. As for varf!.ctor diodes, the operating frequencies do not exceed one-tenth of the above :figure. At 
least one instance of operation at 150 GHz, with specially constructed diodes, has been reported. Individual 
diodes may handle up to about 200 kW peak (or 200 W average), although typical levels are one magnitude 
lower. Several diodes may be combined to handle as much as I MW peak. Actual switching times vary from 
approximately 40 ns for high-power limiters Lo as little as I ns at lower powers. 

14.8.2 Schottky-Barrier Diode 

Schottky junctions have been sh()wn and described throughout this chapter, in conjunction with various de
vi.ces that use them in their construction (for instance, see Fig. 14.4 and its description). Accordingly il will 
be realized that the Schottky-barrier diode is an extension of the oldest semiconductor device of them all-the 
point-contact diode. Here the metal-semiconductor interface is a snrfacc-the Schottky barrier- rather than 
a point contact. It shares the advantage of the point-contact diode in that there are no minority carriers in the 
reverse-bias condition; that is, there is no significant current from the metal to the semiconductor with back bias. 
Thus the delay present in junction diodes, due to hole-electron recombination time, is absent here. However, 
because of a larger contact area (barrier) between the metal and semiconductor than in the point contact diode, 
the forward resistance is lower, and so is noise. 

The most co11unonly used semiconductors are "the old faithful," silicon and gallium arsenide. As usual, GaAs 
has the lower noise and higher operating frequency limits; silicon is easier to fabricate and is consequently 
used at X band and below, in preference to GaAs, N-type epitaxial materials arc used, and the metal is often 
a thin layer of titanium surrounded by gold for protection and low ohmic resistance. The device sometimes 
bears the name ESBAR (acronym for epitaxial Schottky-barrier) diode and may also be called the hot-electron 
diode. The latter name is given because electrons flowing from the semiconductor to the metal have a higher 
energy level than electrons in the metal itself, just as the metal would if it were at a higher temperature. 
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Schottky-barrier diodes are available for microwave frequencies up to at least I 00 GHz. Like point-contact 
diodes, they are used as detectors and mixers. The noise figures of mixers using Schottky-barrier diodes are 
excellent, rising for as low as 4 dB at 2 GHz to 15 dB near I 0.0 GHz. At frequencies much above X ban~ 
GaAs diodes are preferred, since they have lower- noise. At the hjghest frequencies, point- contnct diodes are 
preforrcd, since they have lower shunt capacitances. For a comparison of Schottky-barrier diode performance 
with that of other low noise front ends, see Table 14.2. 

14.8.3 Backward Diodes 

lt is possible to remove the negative~resistancepeak and valley region from the tunnel diode of Section 14.5.1 , 
by suitable doping and etching during manufacture. When this is done, the voltage-current characteristic of 
Fig. 14.32 results. This shows the rather unusual situation in which, for small applied voltages, the forward 
current is actually much smaller than the reverse current. The reverse current.is large, it will be recalled, be
cause of the very high doping. On the other hand, forward current is low at first because tunneling has been 
stopped. This diode can therefore be used as a small- sii;,'llaJ rectifier. 1t has the.advantage Mt only of a narrow 
junction, and therefore a high operating speed and frequency, but also of a.current ratio (reverse to for.ward!) 
which is much higher than in conventional rectifiers. 
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Fig. 14.32 Backward diode voltage-current chnracteristic. 

When GaAs is used, a maximum signal of about 0.9 V may be applied to the diode before it begins fo 
conduct heavily in the forward direction. This value, although highec than for germanium (silicon is an un~uit
~ble material), is nevertheless qui tr low. This naturally means that the backward diode ,is limited, just like the 
tunnel diode, to lower operating levels. Despite.th.is, the backward diode, or tunnel rectifier as it is sometimes 
called, is in quite common use. Aside from having a high current ratio in the two directions, the backward 
diode is a low-noi.se device. It is used in such applications as video ~etection and low.Jevel mixing, as in 
qoppier radar., Anotlier of its attractions is that it requires a local oscillator signal up to 10 dB lower than that 
n.ceded by a point~contact <;liode. · 

ST1Ml.JLATED-El\1IS$i_ON (QUANTUM-MECHANICAL) 
.AND ASSOCIATED DEVICES . 

11 

The first really low-noise microwave amplifier produced Microwave Amplification by Stimulatecl Emission 
of Radiation; hence the acronym mase1: This brand new principle was developed to fruition by Townes and 
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his colleagues in 1954 and provided extremely low-noise amplification of microwave signals by a quantum
medmnic:ul process. The lase,: or optical maser(/ stands for light), is a development of this idea, which permits 
the generation or amplification of coherent light. In this instance, coherent means single-frequency, in-phas.e, 
polarized and directional- just like microwave radio waves. This was also put forward by Professor Townes, 
in 1958. The overall work was of sufficient impo1tance to make him the 1964 corecipient of the Nobel Prize 
for physics. The first practical laser was demonstrated by Maiman in 1960. 

14.9.1 Fundamentals of Masers 

Certain materials have atomic systems that can be made to resonate magnetically at frequencies dependent 
on the•atomic structure of the material and the strength of the applied magnetic field . When such a resonance 
is stimulated by the application of a signal at that frequency. absorption wil l take pl.ace, as in the resonant 
absorption ferrite isolator. Alternatively, emission will occur, if the material is suitably excited, or pumped, 
frorn another' source. It is upon this behavior that the maser is ba~ed. 

The material itself may be gaseous, such as ammonia, or solid-state, such as ruby. Ammonia was the original 
material used, and it is still used for some applications, notably in tbe so-called atomic clock frequency 
standards. Extreme is the correct word to use in describing the stability of such an oscillator. The atomic 
clock built at Harvard University in 1960 has a cumulative-error which would cause it to be incorrect by only 
I second after more than 30,000 years! From the point of view of microwave amplification, ammonia gas 
suffered from the disadvantage of yielding amplifiers that worked at only one frequency and whose bandwidth 
was very narrow. This description will therefore be aimed mainly at the ruby maser. 

Futtdamcntals of Operation The electrons belonging to the atoms of a substance can exist in various 
energy levels, corresponding to different orbit shells for the individual atoms. At a very low temperature; 
most of the electrons exist in the lowest energy level, but they may be raised by the addition of specific 
amounts of energy. Quantum the(}Jy shows that a quantum, or bundle of energy, may provide the required 
energy to raise the level of an electron, provided that ' 

where 
E=l!l 

E = energy difference, joules 
/ 0 photon frequency, Hz 
h = Planck's constant= 6.626 x I 0-34 joule · s 

( 14. 12) 

Having been excited by the absorption ofa quantum, the atom may remain in the excited state, but this is 
most unlikely to last for more than perhaps a microsecond. It is for more I ikely that the photon of energy ~ill 
he reeinitted, at the same frequency at which it was received, and_ the atom will thus return to its original, or 
gr'ouiid, state. The foregoing ·nssumcs, in'cidental1y, that the reemission of cnctgy has b·een stimulated at the 
expense of absorption. This may be done by such measures as the provision of a st-rucn1re resonant" at-the 
desired frequency and the removal of absorbin'.g atoms, as was done in the original gas 'maser. 

It is also possible to supply energy to these atoms in such quantities and at such a frequency that they are 
raised to an energy level which is much higher than the ground state. rather than immediately above it. This 
being the ca:se, it is then-possible to make the atoms emu energy at a frequency corresponding to the difference 
between th.e top level and a level intem,ediate between the top level and the ground state. Tnis is achieved by 
the combination of the previously mentioned techniques (the cavity no:w resonates at this new frequency) and 
the application ofan input signal at the desired frequency. Pumping thus occurs at the frequency corresponding 
to the energy difference between the 1:,rround and the top energy levels. Reemission of energy is stimulated at 
the desired frequency, and the signal at this frequency is thus amplified. Pt·actically no noise is added lo_ the 
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amplified signal. This is because there is no resistance involved and no electron stream to produc~ shot nois~. 
The material that is being stimulated has been cooled to a temp~rature only a few c;tegrees above absolute zero. 
It now only remains to find a substance capable of being stimulated into radiating at the frequency which it 
is required t.o amplify, and low.noise amplification will be obtained. 

The original substance was the gas ammonia, while hydrogen and cesium featured prominently among 
the rnatl:lrials used subsequently. The gaseous substance had the advantage of allowing absorbing atoms 
to be removed easily. Since the operating frequency was determined ve.ry rigidly by the enerb'Y levels in 
ammonia, the range offrequencie.s over which the system operated, i.e., its bandwidth, was extremely narrow 
(of the order of 3 kHz at a frequency of approximately 24 GH~). There was no method whatsoever of tuning 
the maser, so that signals at other frequencies just could not be amplified. To overcome1these difficultie;s, the 
traveling-wave ruby mase~ was invented. This explanation was greatly simplified, especially that.of the solid
state maser. Also, some slight liberties with the truth had to be taken in order to present an overall picture that 
is essentially correct and undqrstandable. 

The R11by Maser A gaseous material is inconvenient in a maser amplifier, as can be appreciated. The 
search for more suitable materials revealed mby, which is a crystalline fonn of silica (A I p 3) with a slight 
natural doping of chromium. Ruby has the advantages of being solid, having suitably arranged energy levels. 
and being paramagnelic, which virtually means "slightly magnetic." This last property is due to the pres
ence or chromium atoms. which have unpaired electron spins. These are capable of being aligned with a:dc 
magnetic fleld, and this permits not only reradiation of energy from atoms in the desired direction but also 
some ttming facilities. 

Figure 14.33 shows the energy-level situation in a three-level maser, introduced in the previous section. 
Energy at the correct pump frequency is added to the atoms in the crystal lattice of ruby, ·raising them to the 
uppermost of Lhe levels shown (there are many other levels, but they are of no interest here). Nom1ally, the 
number of electrons in the third energy level is smaller than the number in the ground level. However, as 
pumping is continued, the number of electrons ia level 3 increases until ii is about equal to the number in the· 
first level. At this point the crystal saturates, and so-called population inversion has beeti accomplished. · 

Since conditions have been made suitable for reradiation (rather than absorption) of this excess energy, 
electrons in the third level may give off energy at the original pump frequency and thus. return to the ground 
level. On the other hand, rhey may give off sma+Jcr energy quanta a_t the frequency corresponding to the 
difference between the third and second levels and thus retum to the ·1..nte1111ediate level. A large number of 
them take the latter course, which is stimulated by the presence of.the cavity surrounding the ruby, which is 
resonant at this frequency. This course is further aided by the presence-of the input signal at this frequency. 
Since the amount of energy radiated or emitted by the excited ruby•atorrts _at the signal frequency exceeds the 
energy applied at the input (it does not, of-course, exceed the pumping energ~). amplifkation results. 

E3 Top level 

f slgnai 
lnterm~diate 

E2 lave~ 
f pump 

E1 ., Ground level 

Fig. 14.33 Energy level.sin ruby relevm1/ lo 111aser opera/ion. 

The presence of the strong magnetic; field (typically about 4 kA/111) has the effec-t of providing a difference 
between the three qesi_red.energy level!! that corresponds to tht:: required output frequency. Any adjustment of 
this magnetic field will alter the energy levels of the ferrous chromium atoms and therefore provide a form 
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of tuning. This is similar to the situation in ferrites, where it was found that a change in the de magnetic field 
changed the frequency of paramC1gnetic resonance. This field strength can be f-lltered to permit the rnby maser 
to be operated over a frequency range, from below I to above 6 GHz. For frequencies as high as IO GHz and 
above, other materials are often used. Ruti/e is a very common alternative; this is titanium oxide (Ti02) with 
a Ligl1t doping by iron. At the higher frequencies, the required magnetic fields tend to be rather strong, so that 
the magn-et is very often cooled also, to take advantage of superconductivity and therefore to give a reduction 
i.n the power required to maintain the magnetic·field. 

rn order to consider the effect of cooling the ruby witb liquid helium (which is almost invariably done) it 
is helpful to consider Fig. 14.34. Figure 14.34a shows the situation at room temperature. Cooling with liquid 
nitrogen ddwn to only 77 K can also oe used, but it rc·sults in an i11crease in noise and a reduction in gain. It is 

1 seen that because of the relatively high energy posseirsed by the electrons at this temperature, quite a number 
ofolectrons normally exist in the fourth level, apart from the three so far mentioned. This bas the undesirable 
effect of reducing the number of electrons in the ground level. There are fewer electrons whose energy· level 
c.an be raised from the first to the third, and consequently fewer electrons that can reradiate their excess energy 
at_ the correct frequency. The high temperature is said to mask the maser effect. lf cooling is applied, the overall 
energy possessed by the electrons is reduced, as is the number of electrons at the fourth level. As seen in Fig. 
14,34b there are now an adequate number of electrons that can be jumped from the i;,rround to the third Level 
and then down again to the intermediate level. Maser action is maintained. Note that no maser ha::; operated 
sa~isfactorily ~t room temperature. Even ifsuch operation were possible, the noise level would be raised suf~ 
ficiently to make the noise figure of the maser a very poor second to that of the parametric amplifier. 

The noise figure of the cooled mby maser is governed by the :same factors as that of the ammonia maser and 
is therefore equally low. There is the slight noise due to the random motion of electrons i.n tbe ruby (c_aused 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 14.34: Energy level populations in suitably. pumped ruby, (a) At room tcmpc.ralure; (b) at liquid ltelium 
temperature. (Note tlte reduction in tire fourth-level populatio,1 i11 tlte latter case and the 

accomprmyi;ig significant pop1tlaliou inversion i11 levels 2 and 1.) 

by the fact that the temperature of the crystal is above absolute·zero). However; most of the noise is due to the 
associated components, such as the waveguide leading from the antenna, and the noise created at the input to 
the following amplifier. The first of these problems may be reduced by making the waveguide run as short as 
possible. This involves mounting the maser at the prime focus of the antenna. Such a solution is practicable 
only if a Cassegrain or folded horn antenna is used, and in fact that is done in practice. The problem of noise 
from succeeding stages is alleviated in a number of ways. One involves cooling the circulator (whicb must 
sometimes be used), in the same way as in a parametric amplifier. It is also possible to increase the gain of 
-the ma..'ser, thereby reducing noise reflected frbm succeeding stages, by making it a two-stage amplifier.- The 
amplifier following the maser c.an be made a relatively low-noise one, by tl1e use of tunnel diodes· or FETs. 

I 
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14.9.2 Practical Masers and their Applications 

Practical solid-state Masers The tenn solid-state is used deliberately here; it does not mean "semicon
ductor." In terms of the somewhat older maser parlance. it means the opposite of gaseous, i.e., ruby. 

The cross section of a ruby cavity maser is shown in Fig. 14.35. It is seen to be a single-port amplifier, so 
that a circulator is needed, just as in so many other microwave amplifiers. In the parametric amplifier, a tuned 
circuit must be prov1dedfor the pump signal as well as for tho signal to be amplified. This is not difficult to 
achieve, but it should be realized that the cavity must be able to oscillate at both frequencies. 

Waveguide 

Pump input 
window -1'--i--t 

Cavity 
resonator 

In from 
antenna 

Out to 
mixer 

Circulator 

Coaxial line 

-----t---t- Signal coupling 
probe 

Liquid nitrogen 
at77 K 

Fig. 14.35 Scltenu11ic dingrnm of cryoge11icnl/y cooled n1l1y 11111scr cnvihJ 11111p/ifier (111ng11et not shown). 

From a communications point of view, a disadvantage of the cavity maser is that ·its bandwidth is very 
narrow, being governed to a large extent by the cavity itself. It may be typically 1.5 MHz al 1.5 GHz, but 
some compromise at the expense of gain is possible, noting that the gain-bandwidth product is about 35 MHz. 
Increasing the bandwidth to even 25 MHz is not practicable, however, since gain by then would not be much 
in excess of unity. 

The solution to the problem is one that has already been encountered a number of times in this chapter; the 
use of a trnveling-wave structure. The resulting operating system is then virtually identical to the one used in 
the TW paramp~ The signal to be amplified now trnvels along the ruby via a slow-wave structure and grows 
at the expense of the pump signal. The traveling-wave maser has not only an increased bandwidth but also 
effectively four tenninals, so that a circulator is no ·ionger ::eeded. Such TW masers are used in some older 
satellite earth stations, built before the subsequent paramp developments. 

Perfonnance and Applicatio11s A typical TW maser operating at l.6 GHz may have a 25-dB gain, a 
bandwidth of25 MHz and a 48-GHz pump requiring 140 mW of CW power. The last two figures are also 
applicable to the cavity maser, and both types are capable of a nolse temperatur;e better than 20 K, i.e., a noise 
figure better than 0.3 dB. A glance at Table 14.2 will serve as a reminder that the noise perfonnance of masers 
is unsurpassed. 

A disadvantage of the maser is that it is a very low-level amplifier and may saturate for input levels well 
over I µW. While this makes it suitable for radioastronomy and other forms of extraterrestrial communica
tions, radar is a typical application in which a maser could not be used. Not only can much larger radar signals 
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be received in the course of duty, but so can jatrnning. This would certainly overload a maser RF ampli:fier, 
though fortunately without permanent damage. The maser would take about I s to recover, during which it 
would be mrnsable. Care must be taken nol to point the antenna at the ground when a maser amplifier is used, 
or the ground temperature will create sufficient noise to overload the maser once again. 

The parametric amplifier has undergone many improvements in the last decade; therefore the maser is not 
used as frequently as it once was. Compared to the paramp it is bulkier and more rragile. though somewhat less 
affected by pump noise or frequency fluctuations. It is narrower in bandwidth and easier to overload, which 
also means that its dynamic range is not as large. The parametric amplifier has approached the maser's noise 
perfonuance. T he main application for the maser now is in radiotelescopcs and receivers used for commu
nications with space probes. Its applications lie where the lowest possible noise is of the utmost importance. 

14.9.3 Fundamen.tal of Lasers 

As already indicated, the laser is a source of coherent electromagnetic waves at infrared and light frequencies. 
It operates on principles similar to those of the maser, and indeed an understanding of the maser is virtually 
a prerequisite to the understanding of its more spectacular stablemate. However, the frequencies are much 
higher; for visible light, these range from 430 to 750 terahertz (THz) (i.e.;430,000 to 750,000 GHz!). [t can 
thus be seen that the scope and information-carrying capacity of lasers is immense. 

Ruby Lase1· The ruby laser is similar to the ruby cavity maser, to some extent, in that stimulation is applied 
to raise the chromium atoms to a higher energy level to secur'c a population inversion once again. However, 
this time pumping is with light, rather than with microwave, energy. Also, no magnetic field is required to 
modify the existing energy levels because these are already suitable for laser action. The cavity is also dif
ferent, as can be seen from Fig. 14.36. This shows that two parallel miITors are used, one fully silvered and 
the other partly so, to enable the coherent light radiation to be emitted through that end. The mirrors must. 
be parallel to a high degree of accuracy and must be separated by a distance that is an exact number of 
half-wavelengths apart (in the ruby, at the desired frequency). Such an arrangement is called a Fabry-Perot 
resonator. The spiral flash tube pumps· light energy into the ruby in pulses, which are generated by the charge 
and discharge of a capacitor. Cooling is used to keep the ruby at a constant temperature, since quite a lot of 
the energy pumped into it is dissipated into heat, instead o(being radiated as coherent light. Although this 
cooling also helps laser action, as it did with the maser, room temperature operation is normal. 

Pumping raises the electrons to a high energy level, difterent from that which operated in the maser, since 
the photon energy is now much higher, because of the higher frequency [this is in accord with Equation ( 14.2)]. 
Electrons so raised in energy may fall back either to the ground state, emitting uncoordinated radiation, or 
else to an intennediatc level, as a large number of them do. The energy they lose in the process appears in the 
fonn of heat and/or fluorescence. The intermediate level is quasi-stable; electrons remain at it for a few mil
liseconds, which COITeSponds to the pumping period. Then their energy rapidly falls to the ground level, with 
ensuing radiation at the desired frequency. The energy discharge from some of the chromium atoms triggers 
end coordinates the discharge frorn the others, with a resulting correct phase relationship of all the photons 
radiated ."A large number of these may not escape through the cylind~cal sidewalls of the ruby. However, the 
ph~tons traveling longitudinally are reflected from the silvered end walls and travel back and forth, trigger
ing off other atoms. In th.is fashion energy builds up, until it is sufficient to escape through the partly silvered 
end well, in the fom, of a very intense short pulse of coherent light that is almost completely monochromatic 
(i.e., single-frequency). The ruby crystal is now in its original state, ready for the next pumping pulse from 
the flash tube. 
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Fig. 14.36 Basic ruby pulsed laser. 

The beam of light leaving the rnby crystal is very narrow and almost parallel, with a divergence of less 
than 0.1 °. The frequency spread, or line width, is also very small. of the order of about I GHz at a center 
frequency that is roughly 500,000 GHz (or 500 THz). However, the efficiency is poor (in the vicinity of I 
percent), so that pulsed operation is preferable, in order to pennit the dissipated heat to be removed before 
the next pulse. Cooling also helps, and liquid nitrogen is sometimes used for this. If the chromium doping of 
the rnby is increased, CW operation becomes possible. The output level is then only milliwntts instead of the 
megawatts of peak power available with pulsed operation. 

It is possible to shorten the pulse duration, without altering the average power ou11Jllt of the ruby laser, 
by the process of Q-spoiling, whose effect is to intensify the peak radiated pulse power. fn this process, also 
kµown .as Q-switching, one of the ends of the mby rod is made transparent, and the other is left partly silvered. 
A mirror is situated behind the unsilvered end, with a shutter placed in front of it. The shutter is close.d during 
p~mping, thus preventing laser action and ''spoiling" the Q of the Fabry-Perot resonator. This has the effect 
of greatly helping the population inversion and permits an even larger number of electrons to be situated at 
the intermediate level. The shutter is opened at the end of.the pumping period. With the second mirror now in 
place, oscillations build up extremely quickly and produce a most intense flash of very short duration: peak 
powers in excess of I 000 MW are possible. 

Two other points should now be raised in connection with solid-state lasers. The first is simply that the laser 
is an oscillator, unlike the maser. The second is that solid-state lasers arc not restricted to using ruby, and other 
materials have been used to produce other wavelengths. These substances include neodymium, glass doped 
with gadolinium and the plastic polymethyl methacrylate doped with europium. The last requires ultraviolet 
pumping and produces a deep crimson light. 

14.9.4 CW Lasers and their Communications Applications 

We shall concentrate in this section on those applications of lasers which involve conveying information at 
a distance. Although it is not essential co have a continuous-wave las~r for such work, it does help, and so 
CW lasers will be the only ones now discu!':scd. Before they are, together with a mention of modulation and 
detection, it is worth sugge~ting where they are likely to be used. In fact, it is unlikely that laser links will ever 
be used in the same way as microwave links or satellite links. As has often been pointed out, too many things 
interfere with light in the atmosphere: fog, dust, rain and clouds can all interfere, and so can flying pigeons. ll 
seems that the most spectacular application oflaser communication:,; will be in space, while the most frequent 
workaday one is to send information along optical fibers. 
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Gas Lasers The first CW laser, in 1961 , was a gas laser using a mixture of heJjum and neon gases. These 
are still used, and a simplified He-Ne laser is shown in Fig. 14.37. ft operates in a manner similar to that of 
the ruby laser, with the following differences. 

I. The mirrors must be as close as possible to being ideally parallel : hence the bellows of Fig. 14.37 which 
are used for fine adjustment. 

2. The mirrors must be optically flat, to better than a wavelength, if proper laser action is to take place. This 
is not as exacting as might at first appe.ir- amateur reflector telescope mirrors are normally ground to an 
accuracy of one-eighth of a wavelength or better. 

3. RF pumping is now required, at a frequency of about 28 MHz for helium-neon. Energy is discharged into 
the gas mixture via the ring contacts shown. 

4. Emission is not at one frequency but at several so-called lines. This hehavior is due in part to the atomic 
structure of the gases. 

5. Each of the emission lines is extremely pure, having a line width of only a few hertz, each emitted fre
quency is extremely close to being monochromatic. In practical lasers, gas mixtures provide tbe narrowest 
lines, those of solid-state lasers arn oni.: magnitude wider and the lines of semiconductor lasers are one 
magnitude wider still. 

6. The beam divergence from parallel is similarly less than in a ruby laser. 

7. Such multifrequency oscillation is possible because the dimensions of the resonator (i.e., the distance 
between the mirrors) are very much greater than a wavelength. The behavior is exactly llie same e.1s in a 
simple oversized cavity resonator, capable of supporting a large riumber of modes. 

Because pumping is continuous, unlike in the.solid-state laser, contittuous operation is possible. The e~rly 
gas lasers operate~ ~n tlie infrared region and prod~ced a fe"". mil~iwatt~ _':Vith low effici~ncy .. ~ubseqt1~n_t .i_rn
provements have included the use of much shorter tubes to give single rather than multiple lmes, laser action 
with greater efficiency and in the visible spectrum arid, more recently, thc'use ofa mixture ofcarbon·dioxiqe, 
nitrogen and heliun, gases. This last device operates in the far infrared spectrum at a wavelength of 10.6 µm, 
corresponding to a frequency of28,300 GHz. The pro~ess has an efficiency of the order of20 percent or more, 
and CW powers as h.igh as I 000 Ware possible. 
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Fig. 14.~7 Scl,emntic dingrnm of simple CW gn$
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laser. (Note bellows for mirror qrlj1,tst111e11t; 

this ifl the equivalent of ~vihJ t1.111i11s.) 
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Semiconductor Lasets It was discovered in 1962 that a gallium arsenide diode, such as the one shown in 
Fig. 14.38, is capable of producing laser action. This occurs when the diode is forward-biased, so .that effec
tive de pumping is needed (a very convenient state of affairs). Depending on its precise chemical composi
tion, the GaAs laser is capaqle of producing an output within the range of 0.75 to 0.9 pm, i.e., in the near 
infrared region (light occupies the 0.39 to 0.77 tlln range). 
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Briefly, the device is an injection laser, in which electrons and holes originating in the GnAlAs layers cross 
the hetervjunclions (between dissimilar semiconductor materials, GaAJAs and GqAs in this case) and give off 
their excess recombination energy in the form of light. The heterojunctions are opaque, and the active region 
is constrainl:)d by them to the p-lnyer of GaAs, which is a few micrometer,; thick, as shown. The two ends or 
the slice are very highly polished, so that reinforcing reflection takes place between them as in uther lasers. 
and a continuous beam is emitted in the direction shown. The laser is capable of powers in excess of I W. 
which is far higher than the I mW, or so, necessary to send along optic fibt: rs. 
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Fig. 14.38 Double heterajunct/011 sei1irico,;ditctor laser. The 111aferials outside the pare11theses are for a gallium 
arsenide la$er operating i11 the 0.75- ta 0.9-pm wnt1ele11gt/1 m11ge; those inside parentheses are for 

an indium ga11it1111 arsenide phosphide laser operati11g over the rn11ge of 1.2 to 1.6 µ111 . 

The indium gallium arsenide phosphide laser, also illustrated in Fig. 14.38, is a much more recent 
development than the GaAs device, having been evolved during the late 1970s. The motive force was a desire 
to produce laser outputs at wavelengths longer than those which the GaAs laser is capable of producing. to 
take advantage of"windows" in the transmission spectrum ofoptic fibers-these are di~cussed in more detail 
in Chapter 17. Consequently, the lnGaAsP lasers arc less well developed at the time of writing. and so many 
of the world's optic fiber com.lllu.nications systems still operate at wavelengths of about 0.85 jlm, whereas, 
transmissions at wavelengths of 1.3 or 1.55 µm incur significantly less attenuation than at 0.85 µm in optic 
fibers . By the early to mid-l 980s, the teething problems with the new laser ma!erials were being solved, and 
all new lightwave systems were being designed for wavelengths of 1.3 µm or greater. 

14.9.5 Other Optoelectronic Devices 

A I though light-emitting diodes and photodiodes are not quantum-mechanical devices, they are semiconductor 
devices closely associated with lasers. It is most convenient to cover them here. 
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U gltt-emi tting Diodes (LEDs) The construction of::111 LED ii:: similar to that of a laser diode, as indeed 
is the operational mechanism. Once again electrons and holes are injected across heterojunctions, and light 
energy is given off during recombination. The materials used are the same as for the corresponding laser 
diodes, but the structure is simpler, there are no polished ends and laser action does not take place. Conse
quently, power output is lower (perhaps one-twentieth) than for the laser, a much wider beam of light results 
and the light itself is no longer monochromatic. A small lens is often used to couple the output of the LED 
to the optic fiber. 

Despite the foregoing. the LED does have a number of advantages over the laser. For example, it is a good 
deal cheaper and tends to be more reliable. Moreover, the LED, unlike the laser, is not temperature~sensitive, 
so that it can operate over a large temperature range without the need for elaborate temperature control circuits 
which the laser may require. In practice, losers tend to be used in a fairly large proportion of practical sy:;tems, 
especially the more exacting ones. noting that pulse modulation is normally used, and the light output of lasers 
can be pulsed at much higher rates than thaL or LEDs. 

Photodiodes A Pl N tliodc, such as any of the ones shown in Fig. 14.30, is capable of acting as a photo
diode. If a large reverse bias, of the order of 20 V or more. is applied to such a diode, no current will flow. 
However, if the diode absorbs light qi1anta through a window on the p side, each quantum will cause an 
electron-hole pair to be ereatetl in the i.ntrinsic depiction layer, and a corresponding current will flow in the 
external circuit. Within limits, this current will be proportional to the intensity of the impinging light, so that 
photodetection is taking place. 

The original phototliode semiconductor was gennanium, and it is still used fur wavelengths in excess of 
about I. I JJm: for shorter wavelengths silicon is preferred. Because of the well-known sensitivi ty of gem,anium 
lo temperature, research is currently taking place among the newer semiconductor materials. such as GaAIAs 
and lnGaAs, to find a replacement for the gcrmaniwn PIN pbotodctcctor. 

Avn.lanche Photodiodes (APDs) A problem with the PIN photodiodc is that it is not overly sensitive: 
no gain takes place in the device, in that a single photon cannot create more than one hole-electron pair. This 
problem is overcome by the use of the avalanche photodiode, which, in some respects, operates in a manner 
similar to the IMPATT tliti<lc. 

An APD, such as the one shown in Fig. 14.39, is operated with a reverse voltage close to break-down. 
Like the IMP/\TT, the APD is capable of withstanding sustained break-down. As in the PIN pholodetector, a 
light quant1im impinging on the diode will cause a hole-electron pai r to be created, but this time. avalanche 
multiplication can take place, as in the !MPATT. so that the initial electron-hole pair will cause several others 
to be created, with consequently increased current flowing through the eternal circuit. The extent of s.valanche 
multiplication can be gauged from the fact that a typical APO is l O to 150 Limes more sensitive than a PIN 
photodetectm:. 

The materials used for APDs are the same as for the corresponding PfN diodes. Because the voltage gradi
ent across lhe APD is so high. electron and hole drift is higher than for the PIN diode, and the response time 
is similarly faster, typically 2 nS compared with 5 nS for the PIN diode. lt follows that the APD can be used 
for higher pulse modularion rates than the PrN. There is 1i fairly close correlation between light transmitters 
and receivers in fiber·optic systems. Those less exacting systems which use LEDs for transmission ~re also 
likely to use PIN photodiodes for reception. The systems requiring higher sensitivities and higher modulation 
bit rates are likely to use lasers for transmission and avalanche photodiodes for reception. 
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Fig. 14.39 Avnln11che photoriiode constr11c/io11 and schematic. (Note similarity 
to IMPAIT diode schematic in Fig. 14.25.J 

Multiple-Choice Questions 

Each of the following multiple·choic·e ques tions 
consists of an incomplete statement followed by.four 
choice.~ (a, b, c, and d). Ci,·de the letter preceding the 
line that correctly complete each sentence. 

I. A parnmetric amplifier must be cooled 
a. because parametric amplification generates lot 

of heat 
b. to increase bandwidth 
c. because it cannot operate at room tempera

ture 
d. to improve the noise perfom1ance 

2. A ruby maser amplifier must be cooled 
a. because maser amplification generates a lot of 

heat 
b. to increase bandwidth 

c. because it cannot operate at room tempera
ture 

d. to improve the noise performance 

3. A disadvantage of microstrip compared with 
stripline is that microstrip 
a. does not readily lend itself to printed circuit 

techniques 
b. is more likely to radiate 
c. is bulkier 
d. is more expensive and complex to manufac· 

hire 

4. The transmission system using two ground planes 
IS 

a. microstrip 
b. elliptical waveguide 
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c. parn llcl-wi rc line 
cl. stripline 

5. Indicate the false statement. An advantage of 
striplinc over waveguides is its 
a. smaller bulk 
b, greater bandwidth 
c. higher power-handling capability 
d. greater compatibility with sol id-state devices 

6. Indicate the ja/se statement. An advantage of 
stripline over microslTip is its 
a. eas ie r integra ti on with semiconductor 

devices 
b. lower tendency to radiate 
c. higher isolation between adjacent circuits 
d. higher Q 

7. Surface acoustic waves propagate in 
a. gallium arsenide 
b. indium phosphide 
c. stripline 
d. quartz crystal 

8. SJ\ W devices may be used as 
a. transmission media like stripline 
b. filters 
c. UHF amplifiers 
cl. oscillators at millimeter frequencies 

9. Indicate thefalse statetnent. FETs arc preferred 
to bipolar transistors at the highest frequencies 
because they 
a. arc less noisy 
b. lend themselves more easily to integration 
c. are capable of higher efficiencies 
d. can provide higher gains 

I 0. For best low-level noise performance in the 
X-band, an amplifier should use 
a. a bipolar transistor 
b. a Gunn diode 
c. a step-recovery diode 
d. an IMPATT diode 

11. The biggest advantage of the TRAPATT diode 
over the IM PATT diode is its 
a. lower noise 
b. higher efficiency 
e. ability to operate at higher frequencies 
d. lesser sensitivity to harmonics 

12. Indicate which of the following diodes will pro
duce the highest pulsed power output: 
a. Varactor 
b. Gunn 
c. Schottky barrier 
d. RJMPATT 

13. Indicate which of the following diodes does not 
use negative resistance in its operation: 
a. Backward 
b. Gum1 
c. IMPATT 
d. Tunnel 

14. One of the following is not used as a microwave 
mixer or detector: 
a. Crystal diode 
b. Sc honky-barrier diode 
c. Backward diode 
d. PIN diode 

15. One of the following microwave diodes is suitable 
for very low-power oscillators only: 
a. Tunnel 
b. avalanche 
c. Gunn 
d. IMPATT 

l 6. The transferred-clcct,on bulk effect occurs in 
a. genmmtum 
b. gallium arsenide 
c. silicon 
d. metal semiconductor junctions 

17. The gain-bandwidth frequency of a microwave 
transistor,}~ is the frequency at which the 
a. alpha of the transistor falls by. 3 dB 
b. beta of the transistor fall s by 3 dB 
c. power gain of the transistor falls to unity 
d. beta of the transistor falls to unity 

18. For a microwave transistor to operate at the high
est frequencies, the (indicate the false answer) 
a. collector voltage must be large 
b. collector current must be high 
c. base should be thit1 
d. emitter area must be large 

19. A varactor diode may be useful at microwave 
frequencies (indicate the.false rumver) 
a. lbr electronic tuning 



b. for frequency multiplication 
c. as an oscillator 
d. as a parametric amplifier 

20. lfhigh-order frequency multiplication is requm:d 
from u diode multiplier. 
a. the resistive cutoff frequency must be high 
h. a small value of base resistance is required 
c. a step-recovery diode must be used 
d. a large range of capacitance variation is 

needed 

21. A paramelric amplifier has an input and output 
frequency of2.25 GH.z, and is pumped at4.5 G[(z. 
It is a 
n. traveling-wave amplifier 
b. degenerate amplifier 
c. lower-sideband up-converter 
d. upper-sideband up-converter 

22. A nondegenerate parametric amplifier has an input 
frequency .f, and a pump frequency f~- The idler 
frequency is 
a. J; 
b. 21, 
C. _f; -.r,, 
d r _J' • Jp I 

23. Traveling-wave parametric amplifiers arc used 
to 
a. provide a greater gain 
b. reduce the number ofvaractor diodes required 
c. avoid the need for cooling 
d. provide a greater bandwidth 

24. A parametric amplifier sometimes uses a circulator 
to 
a. prevent noise feedback 
b. allow the antenna to be used simultane()usly 

for transmission and reception 
c. separate the signal and idler frequencies 
d. pem1it more efficient pumping 

25 . The nondcgenerate one-port parametric ampli
fier should have a high ratio of pump to signal 
frequency because this 
a. pem1its satisfactory high-frequency operation 
b. yields a low noise figure 
c. reduces the pump power required 
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d. permits satisfactory low-frequency operation 

26. The tunnel diode 
a. has a tiny hole through its center to fac ilitate 

nmneling 
b. is a point-contact diode wi th a very high 

reverse resistance 
c . uses a high doping level to provide a narrow 

junction 
d. works by quantum tunneling exhibited by 

gallium arsenide only 

27. A tunnel diode is loosely coupled to its cavity in 
order 10 

a. increase the frequency stability 
b. increase the available negative resistance 
c. faci li tate tuning 
d. allow operation at the highest Frequencies 

28. The negative resistance in a tunnel <l iodc 
a. is maximum at the peak point of the charnc-

teristic 
b. is available between the peak and valley points 
c. is maximum at Lhc valley point 
d. may be improved by the use of reverse bias 

29. The biggest advantage of gall ium antimonide over 
gern-1anium for tunnel-diode use is that the former 
has a 
a. lower noi:;c 
b. higher ion mobility 
c. larger voltage swing 
d. simpler fabrication process 

30. Negative resistance is obtained with a Gunn diode 
because of 
a. electron tnmsf'cr to a less mobile energy level 
b. avalanche breakdown with the high-voltage 

gmdient 
c. tunneling acrnss the junction 
d. olectron domains forming nt the junction 

31. For Gunn diodes, gallium arsenide is preferred lo 
silicon because the fo 11ner 
a. has a suitable empty energy band. which 

silicon docs not have 
b. has a higher ion mobility 
c. has a lower noise at the highest frequencies 
d. is capable of handling higher power densities 
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32. The biggest disadvantage of the [MPATT diode 
is its 
a. lower efficiency than that of the other micro-

wave diodes 
b. high noise 
c. inability to provide pulsed operation 
d. low power-handling ability 

33. The magnetic field is used with a rnby maser to 
a. provide sharp focusing for the electron beam 
b. increase the population inversion 
c. allow room-temperature operation 
d. provide frequency adjustment 

34. The ruby maser has been preferred to the ammonia 
maser for microwave amplification, because the 
fonner has 
a. a much greater bandwidth 
b. a better frequency stability 
c. a lower noise figure 
d. no need for a circulator 

35. Parametric amplifiers and masers are similar to 
each other i.n that both (indicate/a/se statement) 
a. must have pumping 
b. are extremely low-noise amplifiers 
c. must be cooled down to a few kelvins 
d. generally require circulators, since they are 

one.port devices 

36. A maser Rf amplifier is not really suitable for 
a. radioastronomy 
b. satellite communications 
c. radar 

d. troposcatter receivers 

37. The ruby laser differs from the ruby maser in that 
the former 
a. does nor require purnping 
b. needs no resonator 
c. is an oscillator 
d. produces much lower powers 

38. The outpu1 from a laser is monochromatic; this 
means that it is 
a. infrared 
b. polarized 
c. narrow-beam 
d. single-frequency 

39. For a given average power, the peak output power 
of a ruby laser may be increased by 
a. using cooling 
b. using Q spoiling 
c. increasing the rnagnetic field 
d. dispensing with the Fabry-Perot resonator 

40. Communications lasers arc used with optical 
fibers, rather than in open links. to 
a. ensure that the beam does not spread 
b. prevent atmC)spheric interference 
c. prevent interference by other lasers 
1.L ensure that people are not blinded by then 

41. Indicate the false statement. The advantages of 
semiconductor lasers over LEDs include 
a. monochromatic output 
b. higher power output 
c. lower cost 
d. abi lity to be pulsed at higher rates 

Review Problems 

I. A microwave signal has a purely resistive output impedance of 500 fl, and its load is matched for 
· maximum power transfer. A negative resistance is now placed across the circuit, turning it iuto an amplifier. 
If the value of this negative resistance is - 200 n, what will be the power gain of the amplifier? 

2. If. in Problcrn 14.1 . the load and source resist1mce are now both I 000 n. what must be the value of the 
negative resistance to give a power gain of23 dB? 
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Review Questions 

l. With the aid of appropriate sketches. describe basic stripline and microstrip circuits. From what previously 
sn1died transm, ,ion media are they derived? 

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of stripline and microstrip with respect to waveguides 
and coaxial transmission lines'! What are the conditions under which waveguides and coax would he 
preferred? 

3. What arc Lhe applications of microstrip and stripline circuits? Wl1ich is the more convenient to use in 
hybrid M £Cs? Why? 

4. Discuss the construction and applications of surface acoustic wave devices. il lustrating the answer with 
a sketch of a typical SAW component. 

5. Discuss the high-frequency limitations of transistors, comparing nnd contrasti ng them with those of 
vacuum tubes. 

6. Illustrating your answer with sketches. describe the construction of microwave bipolar and lield-clfcct 
transistors. 

7. Compare the performance and general construction of hybrid and monolithic M!Cs. 

8. Discuss the performance and applications of microwave transistors and MI Cs, illustrnting your answer 
with graphs of power output and noise versus frequency. 

9. With the aid of suitable sketches, discuss the materials. construction and characteristics or micn)wave 
varactors. 

l 0. Discuss briefly the basic theory of varactor frequency mu ltipliers. Define the term nonlinear capc1ciw11ce. 

11. Discuss the capabilities and applications of vnractor an<l snap-recovery diode frequency multipliers. 

12. What is n parametric amplifier'? Discuss its fundamentals i11 f i1/I, and state the ways in which it differs 
from an orthodox amplifier. 

13 . Describe the nondegencrare negative-resistance parametric amplifier. Show a simple circuit ofth1s device. 
and explain the function of the idler circuit. 

14. What is the most common type of very low-noise parametric amplifier'' Show the block diagram of such 
a device, explaining carefolly the function of the circulator. Doe::; the ur-e of the circulator have any drnw
backs? Can its use be avoided? 

15. Draw the circuit diagram of a representative TW parametric amplifier. and briefly explain how it works. 
Why must the pump frequency he not 100 much higher than the signal frequency in this type of ampli
fkr? 

16. Discuss the noise performance of parametric amplifiers and the factors influencing it. Why is c·1To(!c11ic 

cooling sometimes used'/ Is it compulsory? What are the advantages of 1101 cooling c1yoge111cally? 

17. Discuss the advantages and list the applications of parametric amplifiers. Contrast the applications of 
paramps cooled by various means wi rh those or uncooled ones. 

18. Using energy-band (Fermi level) diagrams, explain the ntrn1el-diode characteristic ( voltage-cun-cnt curve ) 
point by point. Take it for granted that quantum-mechanical tunneling will take pince under favorable 
cun<litions. 

\ 
19. 01scuss the problems connected with rhe biasing of a t1tnnel diode an<l their solution. lllusrrate the discus-

sion with a practical nmnel-diode circuit. 
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20. Explain why it is possible to obtain amplification by using a device which exhibits negative resistance. 

21. Discuss the performance. advantages and applications of tunnel-diode amplifiers. and then compare them. 
in turn. with each of the other microwave low-noise amplifiers. 

22. What is the significant and very important difTerence between the Gunn c1]i:cr and all the other properties 
of semiconductors? 

23. Explain fu lly the Gunn effect. whereby negative resistance. and therefore oscillalions. are obtainable under 
certain conditions ti-om bulk gallium arsenide and similar semiconductors. Why arc Gunn devices called 
diodes'! 

24. Sketch a Gunn diode construction, and describe it h1iefly. What are some of the performance figures of 
which Gunn diodes are capabl e? 

25. What are Gunn domains? How are they formed? What do they do? 

26. How does the domain formation in ,1 Gunn diude respond LO tJ1e n111ing of the cavity to which the diode 
is connected'? Sketch a cavity Gunn oscillator. 

27. Describe the construction. fabrication and encapsulation of Gunn diodes. 

28. Discuss the perfonnance and operation of (a) YlG-tunc<l Gunn oscillators: (b) Gunn diode amplifiers. 

29. What do the acronyms IMPATTand TRAPATTstand for? 

30. What are the applications of Gunn oscillators and amplifiers? 

31. Draw the schematic diagrnm ofan IMPATT diode. and fully explain the two effects that combine to pro
duce n l 80u phase difference between the applied voltage and the resulting current pulse. 

32 . Show an encapsulated IMPATT diode, and discuss some of the practical considerations involved. What 
is <1 double-drift IM PATT diode'! 

13. Briefly describe the basic operating mechanism ofTRAPATT diodes. using a suitable sketch. Why is the 
drift through this diode much slower than through a comparable IMPATT di0de? What implications does 
th is have for the operational frequency range of the TRAPATT diode? 

.14. Compare the performance of IMPATTand TRAPATT oscillaLors with that of Gunn oscillators and ampli
fiers. Consider alsu their relative applications. 

35. What is the major drawback of avalanche devices? What lim itaLions does thjs place on their applica- . 
tions'? 

36. With the aid of a suitable sketch, describe the construction of a PIN diode. What does PIN stand for? 
Briefly explain the operation of this diode. 

37. Discuss the performance and applications of Schottky-barrier diodes. and list the competitors for those 
applications. 

~X. Write a survey of semiconductor diode and hulk effect microwave generators. describing briefly the 
construction, operation, performance a11d applications of each. 

39. How does the backward diode differ from the tunnel diode? What is this device used for'! 

40. What 1s a maser'! What does its name signify'! Whm appl icntion does it hnve'! 

41 . Discuss the fundamentals of the maser. and explain the various levels at which electrons may be found, 
the connection hctween the pumping frequency and these levels and finally what is done to make the 
~lectrons recmit the energy they receive from the pump source. instead ot' absorbing it. Why is the maser 
such a low-noise device? 
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42. Show the energy levels in a rnby crystal relevam to maser operation. What is meant by the terms pop11/a
tion inversion and SC/ft/l'atinn'! How does the presence of the magnetic field affect the situation'? Whal 
else can the magnetic lteld be used for'? 

43 . From wh,1t point of view is cooling of a ruby maser with liquid helium preferable lo cooling with liquid 
ni trogen? Discuss the causes of noise in a maser amplifier. and describe some of the steps taken in practice 
to reduce it. 

44. What are the capabilities and performance of the maser'! 

45. Discuss fully the operation of the ruby laser. Show a basic sketch ofone. 

46. What are the outstanding characteristics of the ruby laser? Describe the process of Q-spoiling and its 
function. What is the big disadvantage of this laser from a communications point of view? 

4 7. Compare and contrast the operation and applications of the gas laser with those of the ruby laser. 

48. Briefly explain the operation of a semiconductor laser. using a sketch showing the constrnction or this 
device. 

49. What is the major application of semiconductor lasers? How do GaAs and InGaAsP devices compare in 
this regard? 

50. How does the performance of light-emitting diodes compare with thnt of semiconductor lasers? What arc 
their respective applications? 



15 
RADAR SYSTEMS 

Radar is basically a meaus of gathering infornrntion about distant objects, or targets, by sending elcctr()rnagnetic 
waves al them and analyzing the echoes. IL was evolved during the years just before World Wnr LI , indepen
dently and more or less simultaneously in Great Britain, the United States, Germ,;1ny and France. At first, it 
was used as au all- weather method of detecting approaching aircraft, alld In ter for many olher purposes. The 
word itself is an acronym, coined in I 942 by the U.S. Navy, from the words rctdio detec:tion and i"anging. 

It was radar lhal gave birth to microwave technology, as early workers quickly found that the highest fre
quencies gave the most accurate results. Since the majority of components which it use.shave been described 
in preceding chapters, radar will be discussed here mainly from the point of view of general methods and 
systems. 

The chapter begins wi th a basic description and then a historical introduction, followed by a discussion of 
fundamentals and performance factors. The hasic version ofthc radarrange equation is derived at this point. 
Pulsed systems a.re then covered, including antenna scanning and the various data display methods. The 
specific requirements of th~ several different types or pulsed radars are discussed next, and this is followed 
by more advanced rndn.r concepcs, such as moving-target indication (MTJ) radars and radar beacons. The 
chapter concludes with a description of CW radars, which may use the Doppler f#tfect. and finally with the 
relatively recent deve!oprnent of phased array rada,: 

Objectives Upon completing the material in Chapter 15. the student will be able to: 

~ Understand radar theory. 
~ Calculate minimum usable signal and maximum usable range of a radar signal. 
~ Determine bandwidth requirements of radar receivers. 
~ Recognize antenna scanning and tracing processes. 
~ Define MTl and Doppler effect and explain their u:ses. 
}> Discuss the term plwsed array and its uses. 

15.1 BASIC PRINCIPLES 

In essence, a radar consists ofa transmitter and a receiver, each connected to a directional antenna. The trans
mitter is capable of sending out a large UHF or microwave power through the antenna. The receiver collect~ ,h 

much energy as possible from the echoes reflected in its direction by the target and then processes and disphrv~ 
this infonnation in n suitable way. The receiving antenna is very often the same as the transmitting antrlina. 
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This is accomplished through a kind of time-division multiplexing arrangement, since the radio energy is very 
often sent out in the fo1111 of pulses. 

15.1.1 Fundamentals 

Basic Radar System The operation of a radar system can be quite complex. but the basic princtplei. arc 
somewhat easy for the sh1dent to comprehend. Covered here are some fundamentals which wi ll make the 
follow-up material easier to digest. 

Transmitter'----- Antenna 

Duplexer .......,.,___..._.... 

Receiver 1-----' 
Fig. 15.1 Block dingrnm of nu e/e111e11tnr_111111/sL'd mrlar. 

Pulse 

I 
Receive time~ 

width!---
Pulse repetition time (PRT) 

(a) 
Pulse 1 Pulse 2 

'""'"';, 1 
1-- - ---740 µs - ---

Target 1 

i---~ ----PRR-~ ------,~ 
or 

PRF 

(b) 

Fig. 15,2 Timing diagrnm. 

Refer to Fig. 15.1 and the timing diagram (Fig. 15.2). A master timer controls the pulse repetition frequency 
(PRF) or pulse repetition rate (PRR) (Fig. 15.2.). These pulses are transmitted by a highly directional parabolic 
antenna at the target, which can reflect (echo) some of the energy back to the same antenna. This antenna has 
been switched from a transmit mode to a receive mode by a duplexer (explained in detail later). The reflected 
energy is received, and time measurements are made, to detem1ine the distance to the target. 

The pulse energy traveh; at 186,000 statute miles per second (162,000 nautical miles per second). For 
convenience, a radar mile (2000 yd or 6000 ft) is often used, with as little as I percent error being introduced 
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hy thi~ measun::ment. The transmitted signal takes 6.16 ~ts to travel I radar mile: therefore the-round trip for 
I 1111 , ._ equ<1I to I 2J6 ~ts. With this information . the range can he calculated by applying. Fquation (I" . I). 

Range J.t 

12.36 
~' time from transmitter to receiver in microseconc..ls 
Fur higher accuracy and sho11er range!.. h1uation ( I 'i :?) can be utilized. 

Rangc(yards) J2!< ~t I 1 --= 64 .J./ 
2 

( 15. 1) 

( 15.2) 

A her the radar pulse has been transmitted. r1 suffi cient rest time (Fig. I ~.2u) (receiver time) must he 
allowed for the echo lo rcwrn sn as not w imcrfore with the next transmit pulse. This Pu lse Reritition 
r11ne (PRTJ. or r ulse repetition limt:. d!!h:nrnnes the ma.xi mum distance to the target to be measured. Any 

,;tgnal anwmg a tier the transmtsstun of' the ,t:eond rulsc ,~ cH llcc.l a .1·e(·ond ,wum echo and would give: un 
ambiguous indication. 

The range beyond which objects uprear as second return echoes is ca lled lhL: maximum unambiguott~ 
range (mur) and can hi! l'.alcul<1 ted a:- shown in Equ.ition ( 15.3) 

PRT 
mur = - -

12.2 
Range in miles: PRT in µs 

( 15.3 ) 

Refer to the timing diagram ( Fig. 15.2). By ca lculution, maximum unambiguous distance between transmit 
pulse I anc.l transmit pulse 2 is 50 mi. Any rentrn pulse related to transmit pulse I vutside this framework will 
uppear as weak close-range pulses related to transmit pulse 2. The distance between pulse I and pulse 2 is 
called the maxilnum range. 

Radar 1 Radar 2 

~'LJL ~ 
True echo False echo 

Fig. 15.3 D01ib/e-rn11se echoes. 

ff a large reflective object is very close, the echo may ret-um before the complete pulse can be transmitted. 
To eliminate ambiguity, the receive.r is blocked, or turned off. Blocking of the receiver during the transmit 
cycle is common in most radar systems. 

A second problem arises with large objects at close range. Tile transmitted pulse may be reflected by the 
target for one complete round trip (see Fig. 15.3 ). ft may then, because of its high energy level, be reflected 
by tbe transmitter antenna and bounced back to the target for a scct)nd round trip. This condition is called 
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douh/e range echoes. To overcome this fom1 of ambiguity, Equation ( 15.4) is used to detem1inc the minimum 
dTcc1ive rnnge. 

Minimum range = 164 PW 

Range = yards 

PW ,,, pulse width in µs 

( 15.4) 

Other term!> sometimes di:,cusscd in conjunction with the radar transmitter arc duty C\lcle. peak power. and 
avem•:e po ,ver. To calculate duty cycle the fo llowing equaLion may be employed. 

PW 
Duty cycle - -

PRT 

Example 15.1 

Whnt is the d11ty cyc/,:1 c(f n mdar «•ith rt PW if J µs a11d a PRT of 6 ms? 

Solution 

Duty cycle = 
PW 

PRT 

3 x IO '' = 0.5 x 10 1 = 0.0005 
6 X 10 1 

The ratio of peak power and average may also be expressed in tem1s or··duty cycle." 

Example 15.2 

( 15.5) 

Cnlc11/ntc the nvemge pvwer whe11 penk poH 1<:r =1 kW. PW ~ 3 µ:- n11d re,,f lime "" 1997 s, 11s1116 tfte followi11:,: 
expression: 
Average power • penk power x dllty cycle 

Solution 

Average power • peak power X duty cycle 

Peak power = J 00 kW 

Duty cycle = 0.0005 

Average power = 50 W 

To complete this section on fundamentals, we can conclude that in order to produce a strong echo over a 
1110:dmum range, high peak power is required. In some situations, size and heat arc important factors (radar 
in aircraft) and low average power is a requirement. We can easily see how low duty cycle is an important 
consideration. 

Commenting briefly on the other aspects of the radar set. we find that pulse-modulated magnetrons. klys
trons, TWTs or CF As are nonnally used as transmitter output nibes. and the first stage of the receiver is otlen 
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a diode mixer. The antenna generally uses a parabolic reflector of some funn, as will be mentioned in Section 
15.2 .2. 

The frequencies employed by radar lie in the upper UHF and microwave ranges. As a result of wartune 
security, names grew up for the various frequency ranges, or bands, and these are sti ll being used. One such 
tem1 has already been discussed (the X band), and the others will now be identified. Since there is not a 
worldwide agreement on radar band nomenclature, the names used in Table 15.1 are the common American 
designations. 

TABLE 15.1 Rndnr Bands" 

BAND NAME FREQUENCY RANGE, GHz MAXIMUM AVAILABLE PEAK 
POWERtMW 

UHF 0.3- 1.0 5.0 

L 1.0- 1.5 30.0 

s 1.5- 3.9 25.0 

C 3.9-8.0 15.0 

X 8.0-12.5 10.0 

Ku 12.5-18.0 2.0 

K IX.0- 26.5 0.6 

Kn 26.5-40.0 0.25 

V 40.0-80.0 0.12 

N 80.0-170.0 0.()1 

A Above 170 -
*Note that the frequency rnngcs corresponding to 1he band names ar.e not quite as widely accepted as the frequency 
spectrum bum! 
t This column shows the maximum available power per tube. Nothing prevents the use of several iubes in a transmilter 
to obtain a higher output pc)Wer. 

15.1.2 Radar Performance Factors 

Quite apart from being lim ited by the curvature of the earth, the maximum range of a radar set depends on a 
number of other factors. These can now be discussed, beginning with the classical radar range equation. 

Radar Range Equation To determine the maximum range of a radar set, it is necessary to determine the 
power of i-he received echoes. and to compare it with the minimum power that the receiver can handle and 
display satisfai:1orily. If the transmitted pulsed power is P, (peak value) and the antenna is isotropic, then the 
power density al ,i t.li...iancc ; from lhl' .mtenna will be as given b~ 

' P, ) . ~---
47r ,- l 

( 15.6) 

However, antennas used iD rndar are direcuunal. rather than isotropic. If 11
1
, is the maximum power gain of 

the anteuna used for transmission. so the power density at the 1arge1 will be 

.4,/, 
-J' ; 

41r,.l 
(IS . 7) 
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The power intercepted by the target depends on its rudar ,·m.u -section. or effective area (discussed later). 
If this area is S. the power impinging on the target will be 

A P.S 
P = J)S = _P_,_ ( 15.8) 

4,rr2 

The target is not an antenna. Its radiation may be thought of as being omnidi rectional. The power density 
of its radiation at the rece iving antenna will be 

1
,, = _!__ = APP,S 

4rrr1 (4,rr~)2 
( 15. 9) 

Like the target, the receiving antenna intercepts a portion of the rcra<liated power. which is rrnponional 
to the cross·sectional area of the receiving antenna. Howen~r. it is the ('(Ip/lire· ,11·c•a of the receiving antenna 
that is used here. The received power is 

1
, . A1, P,SA0 

P' "" 1 .. 11) , , 
(4nr-i-

t 15. 10) 

where A
11 

= capture area of the receiving antenna. 
lf (as is usually the case) the sarne antenna is used for buth reception and 1ra11smiss1on. that the maximum 

power gain is given by 

A • 4,rAo 
I' il l ( 15.11) 

Substituting Equation ( 15. 11 ) into ( 15. 1 OJ gives 

p• ., 47r A0 P,SA0 = P,/IJ.S 
it 2 I 61t2 ,-J 4xr~ A 2 

( 15.12) 

The maximum range rm•• will be obtained when the recci\'cd power is e41ml 10 the 111in1111um rcccivublc 
power of the receiver. P,..

111
• Substituting this into Equation ( 15.12), and making ,. the subject nf thi: c4ua1ion. 

we have 

,- _ ( P, A,; S )1 ~ t 15. 13) 
"'"-' 4,ril2P. mm 

Alternatively. if Equation ( 15.11) is turned around so that A = A ,Fl4Jr is suhstitutcd into Ec1uaticm ( 15.13 ). II (J .. I 

we have 

[ l
t/ 4 

- 2, 2s ,. = P,Ap11. 
m,x 3 

( 4;,r) pmon 
( 15. 13a) 

Equations ( 15. 13) and ( 15.1 3a) represent t\vo convenient fonns of the ruciar range eq1w1ion, simplified 
to the extent that the minimum receivable power P""" has not yet been denned. It should also be pointed out 
that idealized co11ditio11s /,ave been employed Since neither the ctlects of the ground nor other absorption and 
interference have been taken into account, the maximum range in practice is often less than that indicated by 
the radar range equation. 

Factors Inf111e1tci11.g Maximum Range A number of very significant and interesting conclusions may be 
made if the radar range equation is examined carefully. The first and most obvious is that the 1110xi111um rnnge 
is prupurtiunal 10 the fourth root of /he peak transmilfed pulse power. The peak power must be increased 
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sixteen fold, all else being constant, if a given maximum range is to be doubled. Eventually. such a power 
increase obviously becomes uneconomical in any pa1ticular radar system. 

Equally obviously, a decrease in the minimum receivable power will have the same effect as raisi11g the 
transmitting power and is thus a very attractive alternative lo it. However, a number of other factors are 
invol ved here. Since P~"'' is governed by the sensitivity of the receiver (which in turn depends on the noise 
figure), the minimum receivable power may be reduced by a gain increase of the receiver, accompanied by 
a reduction in the noise flt its input. Unfortunately, this may make the receiver more susceptible lo jamming 
and iuterfcrcnce, because it now relies more on its ability to amplify weak signals (which could include the 
interference), a11d less (lli the sheer power of the transmitted and received pulses. In practice, sorne optimum 
between transmitted power and minimum received p~wer must always be reached. 

The reason that the range is inversely proportionul to the fourth power of the transmitted peak power is 
simply thflt the signals are subjected twice to the operation of the inverse square law. once on the outward 
journey and once on the return trip. By the same token. any property of the radar system that is used twice, 
i.e., for both reception und transmission, will show a double beneiit if it is improved. Equation ( 15.13) shows 
that the maximum range is proportiotrnl to the square root of the capture area of the antenna, and is therefore 
directly propottional to its diameter i r the wavelength remains constant. It is thus apparent that possibly the 
most eftectivc means of doubling a given maximum radar system range is to double the effective diameter 
of the antenna. This is equivalent to doubling its rc11I diameter if a parabolic reflector is used. Alternatively. 
a reduction in the wavelength used, i.e .. an increase in the frequency, is almost flS effective. There is a limit 
here also. Thi: heamwiclth of an flntenna is proportional to the ratio of the wavelength to the diameter of the 
ante1111a. Consequently, any increase in the diameter-to-wavelength ratio will reduce the beamwidth. This is 
very useful in some radar applications, in which good discrimination between adjoining targets is required, 
but it is a disadvantage in some search radars. It is their function to sweep a certain portion of the sky, which 
will naturally take longer as the bemnwidth of the antenna is reduced. 

Finally, Equation ( l 5.13) shows that the maximum radar range depends on the target arefl, as might be 
expected. The presence of a conducting ground, it will be recalled, has the effect of creating an interference 
pattern such that the lowest lobe of the antenna is some degrees above the horizontal. A distant target may 
thus be si tuated in one of the interference zones, and will therefore not he sighted until it is quite close to !he 
rndflr set. This explains the development and cmphasi:; of"ground-bopping" military aircraft. which are able 
to fly fast find clo~e to the ground .ind thus remain undetectable for most of their journey. 

Effects of Noise The previous section showed that noise affects the maximwn -radar range insofar as it 
determines the minimum power that the receiver can handle. The extent of this can now be calculated exactly. 
From the definition of noise figure, it is possible to calculate the equivalent noise power generated at the input 
of the receiver, N,. This is the power required at the input of an ideal receiver having the same noise figure as 
the practical receiver. We then have 

where 

F = (S I N)1 : S1N,, ::::: .J.L G(N; + N,. ) 
(S I N)0 S0 N; GS1 N1 

"" I+ N, 
N, 

S,"" input signal power 
N, • input noise power 
S0 = output signal power 
N~ "" output noise power 
G "" power gain of the receiver 

( lS.14) 



We have 

Nr = F - I 
N; 

N,= Nr=(P-l)N;=kT08f(F - I) 

where kT
0 

8/= noise input power of receiver 
k = Hollmann'~ constant - 1.38 x 10-2

.1 J/K 
T

0 
"" standard ambient temperature == 17°C ~ 290 K 

8f = bandwidth ofrcceiver 
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(15.15) 

It has been assumed that the antenna temperature is equal to the standard ambient temperature, which may 
or may not be true, but the actual antenna temperature is of importance only if a very low-noise amplifier is 
used. 

The minimum receivable signal for the receiver, under ·so-called threshold detection conditions, is equal 
to the equivalent noise power at the input of the receiver, as just obtained in Equation ( 15.15). This may 
seem a little harsh, especiatly since much higher ratios of signal to noise are used in continuous modulation 
systems. However, it must be realized that the echoes Jmm the ta,get are repetitive, whereas noise impulses are 
random. An integrating procedure thus takes place in the receiver, and meaningful echo pulses may be obtained 
although their amplitude is no greater than that of the noise impulses. This may be understood by considering 
briefly the dii,iplay of the received pulses on the cathode_ ray ~ube screen. The sigrtal pulses will keep recur
ring at the same spot ifthe target is stationary, so thaf the brightness at this point of the screen ismaintained 
(where.as the impulses due to noise are quite random and therefore not additive). If the target itself is in rapid 
motion, i.e., moves significantly between successive scan:s., a system of moving-target indication (see Section 
15.3) may be used. Substituting these findings into Equation (15.13), we have 

[ 
~AJs ]''4 

r,.,,,, - 41'?..ZkTc,6,f(F - 1) 
(15.16) 

Equation ( 15. 16) is reasonably accurate in predicting maximum range, provided that a number of factors 
are taken into account when it is used. Among these are system losses, antenna i:mperfe~tion, receiver non
linearities, anomalous propagation, proximity of other noise sources (including deliberate jamming) and 
operator errors and/or fatigue (if there is an operator). It would be safe to call the result obtained with the 
aid of this equation the maximum theoretical rpnge, and to realize that the maximum practical range varies 
between IO and 100 percent of th.is value. However, range is sometimes capable of exceeding the theoretical 
maximum under unusual propagating conditions, such as superrefiaction. 

lt is possible to simplify Equation (15.16), which. is rather cumbersome as it sta.nds. s·ubstituting for the 
capture area in terms of the antenna diameter (A

0 
= 0.657,rD2/4) and for

1

the various constants, and expressing 
the· maximum range in kilometers allows simplification to · 

where 

r = 48[ P,D4S ]114 
""" 8f1r2(F-1) 

r'""" = maximum radar range, km 
P

1 
"" peak pulse power, W 

D =- antenna diameter, m 
S = effective cro~s-sectional area of target, m2 

(15.17) 
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!).j ""'- receiver bandwidth, Hz 
.,l "" wavelength, m 
F = noise figure ( expressed as a ratio) 

Example 15.3 

Calculate the minimum receivable signal in a radar receiver which has an. 1Fbnndwidth of 1.5 MHz and a 
9-dB noise figure 

·solution 

F = &ntilog -2._ = 7 .943 
IO 

P1111n = kT01!/(F - 1) =1.J8 X 10-23 X290 X 1.5 X 106 (7.943 - 1) 

= 1.38 X 2.9 X 1.5 X 6.943 X I 0- 15 - 4.17 X 10-14 W 

Example 15.4 

Calculate the maximum range of a radar system which operates at _3 cm with a peak pulse power of 500 kW, if 
its minimt{m re~cfoable powel'is 10·13 W, the capture area of ~ts ante11na is 5 m2, and t~e radar cross-sectional 
area of the target is 20 m2 

Solution 

. - ( Pil/JS )1/4.::::[ Sx1osx5Zx 20 ]l/4= (~x1024)1/4 
1 

!l\Al! - 41tA. 2 Pmin 4tt X (0.03)2 XI o-l l 3.67t 

= 105 x ~2,210 -6.86 x 105 m 1 

= 686 km(= 370 nmi) 

Example 15.5 

A low-power, short-range radar is solid~state thro,.,ghout, including a low-noise RF amplifier which gives it · 
a~ overall noise figure of 4.77 dB. If the antenna diaineter is 1 m, the IF bandwidth is 500 kHz, the operating 
frequency is 8 GHz and the radar set is supposed to be capable of detecting targets of 5-m2 cross-sectional .area 
at a maximum distance of 12 km, what must be tlte peak transmitted pulse power? · 

Solution 

From Equation 15.17 we have 

( ,m4
--~
8
-" )

4 

f>iD
4 
S ( 12 )

4 

1 
ofJ..2(F - 1) = 48 _, 256 



Thus, the power required here is 

Where 

p = 8f')}(F - 1) 
. 

1 256D4 S 

A= 
3
_
0 = 3.75cm"" 3.75 x 10-2 m 
8 

' l 
4

·77 3 0 F = anti og ~· - = . 
10 

Substituting these givi::s 

p = 5 X I 05 (3. 7 5 X 1 0-2 )2 X (3 - I) = 1. l W 
' 2.56 X 102 X 14 X 5 
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It will be noted that this power is well within the ability of Gunn effect or lMPATT oscillators. Even if the 
vagaries of the system reduce this range to half of its value, as may well happen, the resulting sixteen fold 
increase of the peak pulse power to 17.5 W (required to restore the maximum range to its original value) is 
still quite feasible with those devices. 

15.2 PULSED SYSTEMS 
Pulsed systems can now be described in some detail, starting with a block diagram of a typical pulsed radar 
set and its cie!i.cription, followed by a discussion of scanning and display methods. Pulsed radars can then be 
divided broadly into search radars on the one hand and tracking radars on the other. Finally, some mention 
can be made of auxiliary· systems, such as beacons and lranspanders. 

15.2.1 Basic Pulsed Radar System 

A very elementary block diagram of a pulsed radar set was shown in Fig. 15.l. A mpre detailed block 
diagram will now be given, and it will then be possible to compare some of the circuits used.with those tre~ted 
in other contexts and to discuss in detail those circuits peculiar to radar. 

Block Diagram and Description The block diagram of Fig. 15.4 shows the arrangement of a ty!)ical 
high-power pulsed radar set. The trigger source provides pulses for the modulator. The modulator provides 
rectangular voltage pulses used as' the supply voltage for the output tube, switching it on and offas required. 
This tube may be a magnetron oscillator or an amplifier such as the klystron, traveling-wave tube or crossed~ 
field aniplifier, depending on specific requirements. If art amplifier is used,' a source of microwaves is also 
required. While an amplifier may be modulated at a special grid, the magnetron catinot. If the radar is a 
low-powered one, it may use lMPATT or Gunn oscillators, or TRAPATT amplifiers. Below C band, power 
transistor amplifiers or oscillators may also be usetl. Finally, the transmitti:r portion of the radar is tennlna.ted 
with the duplexer, which passes the output' pulse to the antenna for transmission. 

The receiver is connected to the antenna at suitable times (i.e., when no transmission is instantaneously 
taking place). As previously explained, this is also done by the duplexer. As shown here, a (semiconductor 
diode) mixer is the most likely first stag~ in the receiver, since it has a fairly low noise figure, but of course it 
shows a conversion loss. An RF ampJifier can also be used, and this would most likely be a transistor or IC, 
or perhaps a tunnel diode or paraillP· A better noise figure is thus obtained, and the RF amplifier may have 
the further advantage (?f saturating for large signals, thus acting as a limiter that prevents mixer diode burn 
out from strong echoes produced by nearby targets. The main receiver gain is provided at an intenncdiate 
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frequency that is typically 30 or 60 MHz. However, it may take two or more down conversions to reach that 
IF from the initial microwave RF, to ensure adequate image frequency suppression. 

Trigger 
source 

Detector 

ATR switch 

Antenna 

TR switch --( 

Indicator 1-----+------
Angle data 

IF amplifier Mixer 

Local 
oscillator 

from antenna 

Fig. l~.4 Pulsed mdnr block rlingrnm. 

If a diode mixer is the fi.rst stage, the (first) IF amplifier m(!st be designed as a low-noise stage to ensure 
that the overall noise figure ofth~ receiver does not de_teriorate. A noisy IF amplifier would play havoc with 
the overall receiver perfom1ance, e-specially when it is noted that the "gain" of a ctiode mixer is in fact a con
ver{sion loss, typicall~ 4 lo 7 dB. A cascode connecti?n i~ quite co~mon f~r the tr~asistor amplifiers used in 
the IF stage, because 1t removes the need for neutra/1zatio11 to avoid the Miller effect. 

Another source of noise in the receiver of Fig. 15.4 may be the local oscillator, especially for microwave 
radar receivers. One of the methpds of reducing si1ch noise is to use a varaetor or step"recovery diode multiplier. 
Anolher method involves the conn·ection of a narrowband filter between the local o~cillator and the mixer to 
reduce the noise bandwidth of the mixer. However, in receivers emp.loying automatic frequency correction 
this may be m1satisfactory. The solution of the oscillator noise problem may then lie in using a balanced mixer 
and/or a cavity-stabilized oscillator. If used, AFC may simply consist of a phase discriminator w)1ich takes part 
of the output from the [F amplifier ~nd produces a de correcting voltage if the intermectiate frequency. drifts_. 
The voltage may then be applied directly to a varactqr it1 a diode oscillator cavity. 

The IF amplifier is broadband, to pennit the use of fairly narrow pulses. This means that cascadco rather 
than single-stage an1plifiers are used. These can be synchronous, that is, aU tuned to the same frequency and 
having identical bandpass characteristi~s. If a really large bandwidth is needed, the iudividual·IF amplifiers 
-may be slagger-tunec/. Tbe overall response is achieved by overlapping the re~ponses of the individual am
plifiers, which are tuned to nearby frequencies on either side of the. center frequency. The detector is often a 
Schottky-barrier diode, whose output is am_plified by a video amplifier haying the same bandwidth as the IF 
amplifier. Its output is then fed _to a display unit, directly or via computer pruccss(ng and enh~ncing. 

Modttlators Ina radar transmitter, the modulator is a circuit or group of circuits whose function it is to switch 
the output tube ON and OFF as required. There are two main types in common use: line-pulsing modulators 
and active-switch modulators. The latter are also known as driver•po11ier-ainplifier modulaiors and were 
called hard·tube modulatots until the ·advent of semiconductor devices capable of handling some modulator 
~~ I 
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The line-pulsing modulator corresponds broadly to the high-level modulutor. Here the anode of the output 
tube ( or its collector, depending on the n1be used) is modulated directly by a system that generates and provides 
large pulses of supply voltage. The advantages of the line modulator are that it is simple, compact, reliable 
and efficient. However, it bas the disadvantage that the Pulse Forn,ing Network must be changed if a differ
ent pulse length is required. Consequently, line modulators are not used at all in radars from which variable 
pulse widths are required. but they are oficn used otherwise. The pulses that are produced have adequately 
steep sides and flat tops. 

The active-switch modulator is one that can also provide high-level modulation of the output tube. but 
this time the pulses are generated at a low power level and then amplified. The driver is often a hlocking 
oscilla101-, triggered by a timing source and driving 011 amplifier. Depending on the power level, this may be a 
transistor amplifier or a powerful tube such as a shielded-grid triode. The amplifier-then controls the de power 
supply for the output RF tube. This type of modulator is less efficient, more complex and bulkier than the 
line modulator. but it does have the advantage of easily variable pulse length. repetition rate or even shape. 
LL is often used in practice. · 

Receiver Btt11dwidtl, Reqnirements Based on what we learned i~ Chapter I, the bandwidth of the rec~iver 
corresponds to the bandwidth of the transmitter and its pulse width. The narrower the pulses, the greater is 
the IF (and v_ideo) bandwidth required, whereas the RF bandwidth is normally greater than these, as in other 
receivers. With a given pulse duration T, the receiver bandwidth may still vary, depending on how many 
harmonics of the pulse repetitic,,n frequency are necde<;I to provide a received pulse having a suitable shape. If 
vertical sides are required for the pul::;cs in order to give a good resolution (as will be seen), a large bandwidth 
is required. II is seen that the bandwidth must be increased if more i11/orm~tion about the target is required, 
but too large a bandwidth will reduce the maximum range by admitting more noise, as shown by Equation 
(15. 16). 

The IF bandwidth of a radar receiver is made n/T, where Tis the pulse duration and II is a number whose 
value ranges from under I to over I 0, depending on the circumstances. Values (1 1' 11 from I to about 1.4 arc 
the most common. Because pulse widths normally range from 0.1 to IO µs, it is seen that the radar receiv_cr 
bandwidth may lie in the range from about 200 kHz to over IO MHz. Bandwidths from I to 2 MRz are the 
most common. 

Factors Goveming Pulse Characteristics We may now consider why flat-topped rectangular pulses arc 
preferred in radar and what it is that governs their amplitude, duration and repetition rate. These factors are 
of the greatest importance in specifying and detennining the performance of a radar system. 

There arc several reasons why radar pulses ideally should have vertical sides and flat tops. The leading edge 
of the transmitted pulse must be vertical to ensure that the leading edge of the received pulse is also close to 

vertical. Otherwise, ambiguity will exist as to the precise instant at which the puh;e has been returned. and 
thcI"efore inaccuracies will creep into the exact measurement of the target range. This requirement is of special 
importance in fire-control radars. A flat top is required for the voltage pulse applied to the magnetron anode: 
otherwise itsi:rcq'uency will be altered. It also is needed because the efficiency of the magnetron. multicavity 
klystron or other amplifier drops significantly if the supply voltage is reduced. Finally, a steep trail ing edge 1s 
needed for the transmitted pulse, so that the duplexer can switch the receiver over to the ahtenna as soon as 
the body of the pulse bas passed. This will not happen iftbe pulse decays slowly, since there will be sufficient 
puls<: power present to keep the TR switch ionized. We see that a pulse trailing edge which is not steep has 
the effect of lengthening the period of time which the receiver is disconnected from the antenna. Therefore it 
limits the.! 111i11i11111m range of the radar. This will be discussed in connection with pulse width. 

The pulse repetition frequency, or PRF, is governed mainly by two conflicting factors. The first is the maxi
mum range required, since it is necessary not only to be able to detect pulses returning from distant targets 
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but also to allow them time to return before the next pulse is transmitted. ffa given radar is to have a range of 
50 nmi (92.6 km), at least 620 µs must be allowed hetween successive pulses; thi:s period is called tht! pulse 
interval. Ambiguities will result ifthis is not done. lfonly 500 µsis used as the pulse .interval, an echo received 
120 µs after the transmission of a pulse couJd mean either that the target is 120/ 12.4 .., 9.7 nmi (18 km) away 
or else that the puJse received is a reflection of the previously sent pulse, so that the target is ( 120 + 500)/12.4 
; 50 nmi away. From this point of view, it is seen that the pulse interval should be as large as possible. The 
greater the number of pulses reflected from a target, the greater the probabiLity of distinguishing this target 
from noise. An integrating effect tal<l!s place if echoes repeatedly come from the same target, whereas noise 
is random. Since the antenna moves at a significant speed in many radars, and yet it is necessary to receive 
several pulses ft-om a given target, a lower limit on the pulse repetition frequency clearly exists. Values of PRF 
from 200 to 10,000/s are commonly used in practice, cotTesponding to pulse intervals of 5000 to I 00 µ sand 
therefore to ma)(imwn ranges from 400 to 8 nmi (740 to 15 km). When the targets are very distant (satellites 
and space probes, for example), lower PRfs may have to be used (as low as 30 pps). 

lfa short minimum range is required, then short pulses must be transmitted. This is really a continuation of 
the argument in favor ofa vertical trailing edge for the transmitted pulse. Since the receiver is disco1mected 
from the antenna for the duration of the pulse being transmitted (in all radars using duplexers). it follows 
that echoes returned during this period cannot be rel!eived. If the total pulse duration is 2 µs, then no pulses 
can be received during this period. No echoes can be received from targets closer than 300 in away, and this 
is the minimum range of the radar. Another argument in favor of short pulses is that they improve the range 
resolution, which is the ability to separate targets whose distance from the transmitter differs only slightly. 
Angular resolution, as the name implies, is dictated by the beamwidth of the antenna. Ifthc bbamwidth is 2°, 
then two separate targets that arc less tl1an 2° apart will appear as one target and will therefore not be resolved. 
If a pulse duration of I µs is used. this means that echoes retuming from separate targets that are I 11s apart 
in till1e, (i.e., about 300 m in distance) will merge into one returned pulse and will not be separated. It is seen 
that the range resolution in this case is no bencr than 300 m. 

It is now necessary to consider some arguments in favor of long pulse durntions. The main one is simply 
that the receiver bandwidths must be increased as pulses arc made narrower, and Equation ( 15.16) shows that 
this tends to reduce the maximum range by admitting more noise into the system. This may, of course, be 
counteracted by increasing the peak pulse power, but only at the expense of cost, size and power consumption. 
A careful look at the situation reveals that the maximum range depertds on the pulse.energy rather tha11 on its 
peak power. Since one of the tenns of Equation ( 15.16) is P ;&; and the bandwidth Q/is inversely proportional 
to the pulse duration, we are entitled to say that range depends on the product of P, .and T, and this product is 
equal to the pulse energy. We must keep in mind that increasing the pulse width while keeping a constant PRF 
has the effect of incrensing the duty cycle of the output tube, and therefore its average power. As the name 
implies, the duty cycle is the fraction of time during which the output tube is on. J f the PRF is 1200 and the 
pulse width is 1.5 µs , the period of timl! actually occupied by the transmission of pulses is 1200 x I .5 "" 1800 
µsis, or 0.0018 (0.18 percent). Increasing the duty cycle thus increases the dissipation of the output tube. It 
may also have the effect of forcing a reduction in the peak power, because the peak and average powers are 
closely related for any type of tube. If large duty cycles are required, it is worth considering a traveling-wave 
tube or a crossed-field amplifier as.the output tube, since both are capable of duty cycles in excess of 0.02. 

15.2.2 Antennas and Scanrung 

The majority of radar antennas use dipole or born-fed paraboloid reflectors, or at least reflectors of a basically 
paraboloid shape. In each of the latter, the beamwidth in the ve1tical direction (the angular resolution) will be 
much wor~e thnn ill the horizontal direction, but this is immaterial in ground-to-ground or even air-to-ground 
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radars. It has the advantages of allowing a significantly reduced antenna size and weight, reduced wind load
ing and smaller drive motors. 

Antenna Scanning Radar antennas are often made to scan a given area of the surrounding space, but the 
actual scanning pattem depends on the application. Fig. 15.5 shows some typical scanning patterns. 

The first of these is the simplest but has the disadvantage of scanning in the horizontal plane only. However, 
there are many applications for this type of scan in searching the horizon, e.g., in ship-to-ship radar. The nod. 
ding scan of Fig. 15.5b is an extension of this; the antenna is now rocked rapidly in elevation while it rotates 
more slowly in azimuth, and scanning in both planes is obtained. The syi:tem can be used to scan a limited 
sec~or or else it can be extended to cover the complete hemisphere. Another system capable of search over 
the complete hemisphere is the helical scanning system of Fig. 15.5c, in which the elevation of the antenna 
is raised slowly while it rotates more rapidly in azimuth. The antenna is returned to its starting point at the 
completion of the scanning cycle and typical speeds are a rotation of6 rpm accompanied by a rise rate of20°/ 
minute (World War II SCR-584 radar). Finally, if a limited area of more or less circular shape is to be covered, 
spiral scan may be used, as shown in Fig. 15.5d. 

Maln lob~ 

I Axis of 
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(a) 

~ Scanning 

~~ pattern 

=:=> 
(c) 

/WVW 
Scanning pattern 

Main lobe 

(b) 

Axis of 
rotation 

(d) 

Scanning 
pattern 

Fig. 15.5 Representative ante111111 scr11111 i11g pnttems, (a) Horizontal; (b) nodding; (c) helical; (d) spiral. 

Atztemia Tracking Having acquired a target through a scanning method as just described, it may then be 
necessary to locate it very accurately, perhaps in order to bring weapons to bear upon it. Having an antenna 
with a narrow, pencil-shaped beam helps in this regard, but the accuracy of even this type of antenna is gen
erally insufficient in itself. An error of only 1 ° seems slight, until one realizes that a weapon so aimed would 
miss a nearby target, only IO km away, by 175 m, (i.e., completely!). Auxiliary methods of tracking or precise 
location must be employed. The simplest of these is the lobe.switching technique illustrated in Fig. 15.6a, 
which is also called seque111iaf lobing. The direction of the antenna beam is rapidly switched between two 
positions in this system, as shown, so that the strength of the echo from the target will fluctuate at the switch
ing rate, unless the target is exactly midway between the two directions. In this case, the echo strength will be 
the same for both antenna positions, and the target will have been tracked with much greater accuracy than 
would be achieved by merely pointing the antenna at it. 

Conical scanning is a logical extension of lobe switching and is shown in Fig. 15 .6h. It is achieved 
by mounting the·parabolic antenna slightly off center and then rotating it about the axis of the parabola, the 
rotation is slow compared to the PRF. The name conical scan is derived from the surface described in space 
by the pencil radiation pattern of the antenna, as the tip of the pattern moves in a circle. The same argument 
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applies with regard to target positioning as for sequential lobing, ex.cept that the conical scanning system is 
just as accurate in '!levation as in azimuth, whereas sequential lobing is accurate in one plane only. 

There are two disadvantages of the use of either sequential lobing or co11ical scanning. The first and most 
obvious is that the motion of the antenna is now more complex·, and aclditionaf servOll]echanisms arc reqWrcd. 
The second drawback is due to tht; fact that more than one retumed pulse is req"uired to locate a "target accu
rately (a niil)lmuin offour are req_uired with conical _scan, one for each extremeaisplacenient of the an"tenna) . 
The difficulty here is that ifthe target cross-section is changi'ng, because of its change in altitude or for other 
reasons, the ·~cho power will be chan·ging also. Hence lhe effect of conical scanning ( or sequential lobing. fo'r 
that matter) will be largely nullified. From this point of view, the ideal system would be one in which all the 
infonnation obtained by conical scanning could be achieved with just one p,ul$e. Such a system fortunately 
exists and is called monopulse. ' 

~ EE . • • - • • • • • • • - - Target 
~ direction - ... 

Alternate lobe positions Lobe 

{a) (b) 

Fig. 15.6 A11len11a·lracking1 (a) Lobe switching; (b) co11ical sca1rni11g. 

In an amplitude-comparison monopulse system, four feeds are used with the one paraboloid reflector. 
A system using four horn antennas displaced aboµt the central focus of the reflector is shuwn in Fig. 15.7. The 
transmitter feeds the horns simultaneously, so that a sum signal is transmitted which is little different from the 
usual pulse transmitted by a single horn. In reception, a duplexer using a rat race, is employed to provide the 
following three signals: the sum A+ B + C + D, the vertical difference (A + C) - (B + D) and the horizontal 
di Fference (A + B) - ( C + D). 

Focus of paraboloid 

Outline of 
paraboloid reflector 

Fig. 15.7 Feed 111Tn11geme11ts for. 111Q11op"lse trncki11g. I , 

Each of the four feeds produces a slightly1difforent· beam from the one reflector, so that in transmission 
four,individual beams "stab out'' into space, being centered on .the direction a beam would have had fro111 a 
single feed placed at the focus of the.reflector. As in conical scanning and sequential lobing, no difference!-. 
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will be recorded if the target is precisely in the axial direction of the antenna. However, once the target has 
been acquired, any deviation from the central position will be shown by the presence ofa vertical difference 
signal, a horizontal difference signal, or both. The receiver has three separate input channels ( one for each 
of the three signals) consisting of three mixers with a common local oscillator, three lF amplifiers and three 
detectors. The output of the sum channel is used to provide the data generally obtained from a radar receiver, 
while each of the difference or error signals feeds a servoamplifier and motor, driving the antenna so as to 
keep it pointed exactly at the target. Once this has been done, the output of the sum channel can be used for 
1he automatic control of gunnery if that is the function of the radar. 

The advantage of monopulsc, as previously mentioned, is that it obtains with one pulse the information 
which required several pulses in conical scanning. Monopulse is not subject to errors due to the variation in 
larget cross-section. It requires two extra receiving channels and a more complex duplexer and feeding ar
rangemenL and will be bulkier and more expensive. 

15.2.3 Display Methods 

The output of a radar receiver may be displayed in any of a number of ways, the following three being the 
most common: deflection modulation of a cathode-ray-tube screen as in the A scope, intensity modulation of 
a CRT as in the plan position indicator (PPI) or direct feeding to a computer. Additional information, such as 
height, speed or velocity, may be shown on separate displays. 

Reference 
pulse Nearby 

objects clutter 

h Target 

Range 

Fig. 15.8 A scope display. 

A Scope As can be seen from Fig. 15.8, the operation of this display system is rather similar to that ofnn 
ordinary oscilloscope. A sweep waveform is applied to the horizontal deflection plates oftbe CRT and moves 
the beam slowly from left to right across the face of the tube, and then back to the starting point. Thefiyback 
period is rapid and occurs with the beam blanked out. In the absence of any received signal, the display is 
simply a horizontal straight line, as with oscilloscopes. The demodulated receiver output is applied to the 
vertical deflection plates and causes the departures from the horizontal line, as seen in Fig. I 5.8. The horizon
tal deflection sawtooth waveform is synchronized with the transmitted pulses, so that the width of the CRT 
screen corresponds to the time interval between successive pulses. Displacement from the left-hand side of 
the CRT corresponds to the range of the target. The first "blip" is due to the transmitted pulse, part of which 
is deliberately applied to the CRT for reference. Then come various strong blips due to reflections from the 
ground and nearby objects, followed by noise, whi9h is here called ground clutter (the name is very descrip
tive, although the pips due to noise are not constant in amplitude or position). The various targets then show 
up as (ideally) large blips, again interspersed with grass. The height of each blip corresponds to the strength 
of the returned echo, while its distance from the reference blip is a measure of its range. This is why the blips 
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on the right of the screen have been shown· smaller than those nearer to the left. It would take a very large 
target indeed at a range of 40 km to produce the same sh:e of echo as a norrnal target only 5 km away! 

Of the various indications and controls for the A scope, perhaps the most important is the range calibration, 
shown horizontally across the tube. Tn some rndars only one may be shown, corresponding to a fixed value of 
L km per cm of screen deflection, although in others several scales may be available, with suitable switching 
for more accurate range determination of closer targets. ft is possible to expand any section of the scan to 
allow more accurate indication of that particular area (this is rather simil ar to bandspread in communications 
receivers). It is also often possible to introduce pips derived from the transmitted pulse, which have been 
passed through a time-delay network. The delay is adjustable, so that the marker blip can be made to coincide 
with the target The distance reading provided by the marker control is more accurate than could have been 
estimated from a direct reading of the CRT. A gain control for vertical deflection is provided, which allows the 
sensitivity to be increased for weak echoes or reduced for strong ones. ln the case of strong signals, reducing 
the sensitivity will reduce the amplitude of the ground clutter. 

By its very nature, the A scope presentation is more suitable for use with tTacking than with search antennas, 
since the echoes returned from one direction only are displayed; che antenna direction is generally indicated 
elsewhere. 

Fig. 15.9 PP/ display, (n) Uar.Jar map of lo11r.Jo11 ~ fl1;:<:1llm>w Ai171ort (British lnfor11111tion Services (B[S) Pictures); 
(b) Porta~le modern marine radar sel. (Courtesy of AWA Austrnlia.) 

Plan-position Indicator As shown in Fig. 15.9, the PPI display shows a map oftbe target area. The CRT 
is now intensity-modulated, so that the signal from the receiver after -demodulation is applied to th'e grid 
of the cathode ray tube. The CRT is·biased slightly beyond cutoft~ and only blips corresponding to tnrgets 
pcnnit beam ctment and therefore screen brightness. The scmming waveform is now applied to a pair of 
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coils on opposite sides of the neck of the tube, so that magnetic deflection is used, and a sawtooth current is 
required. The coils. situated in a yoke similar in appearance to that around the neck of a television picture 
tube, are rotated mechanically at the same angul.ar velocity as the antenna. Hence the beam is not only 
deflected radially outward from the center and then back again rapidly but also rotates continuously around 
the tube. The brightness at any point on the screen indicates the presence of an object there, with its position 
corresponding to its actual physical position and its range being measured radially out from the center. 

Long~persistence phosphors are nonnally used to ensure that the face of the PPJ screen does not flicker. 
It rnust be remembered that the scanning speed is rather low compared to the 60 fields per second used with 
television, so that various portions of the screen could go dim between successive scans. The resolution on 
the screen depends on the beamwidth of the antenna, the pulse length, the transmitted frequency, and even 
on the dialneter of the CRT beam. Circular screens ·are used with diameters ranging up to 40 cm, but 30 cm 

is most often used. 
The PPI display iends itself to use with search radars and is partic.ularly suitable when conical scanning is 

employed. Note should also be taken of the fact that distortion of true map posi_tions will take place if PPI is 
used on an aircraft, and its antenna does not point straight down. The range then seen on the screen is called 
the slant range. Lf the antenna of a mapping radar poi.nts straight down from the aircraft body, but the aircraft 
is climbing, the te1Tain behind will appear sho"rtened, while the area ahead is distorted by being lengthened. lf 
required, computer processing may be used to correct for radar attitude, therefore converting slant range into 
true range. It should be noted that the mechanics of generatering the apprnpriate wavefonns and scanning the 
radar CRT are similar to thosev1.1nctions in TV receivers. 

Automatic Target Detection\ The perforn1ance of radar operators may be erratic or inaccurate (people 
staring at screens for long hours do get tired); therefore the output of the radar receiver may be used in a 
number of ways that do not involve. human operators. One such system may involve computer processing and 
simplification of the received data prior to display on the radar screen. Other systems use analog computers 
for the reception and interpretation of the received data, together with automatic tracking and gun laying ( or 
missile pointing) . Some of the more sophisticated radar systems are discussed later in this chapter. 

15.2.4 Pulsed Radar Systems 

A radar system is gen er-ally required to perfom1 one of two tasks: It must either search for targets or else track 
them once they have been acquired. Sometimes the same radar perfonns both functions, whereas in other 
installations separate radars are used. Within each broad group, further sub-divisions are possible, depending 
on the specific application. The rnost common of these will now be described. 

Search Radar Sys tents The general discussion of radar so far in this chapter has revealed the basic fcature-s 
of search radars, including block diagrams, antenna scanning methods and display systems. It has been seen 
that such a radar system must acquire a target in a large volume of space, regardless of whether its presence is 
known. To do this, the radar must be capable of scanning its region rapidly. The narrow beam is not the best 
antenna pattern for this purpose, because scanning a given region would take too long. Once the approximate 
position ofa target has been obtained with a broad beam, the information can be passed on to a tracking radar, 
which quickly acquires and then follows the targ~t. Another solution to the problem consists in using tw o fan
shaped beams (from a pair of connected cut -paraboloids), oriented so that one is directional in azimuth and 
the other in elevation. The two rotate together, using helical sc_an, so that while one se.arches in azimuth, the 
other anten.na acts as a height finder, and a larg~ area is covered rapidly. Perhaps the most common applica
tion of this type is the air-traffic-control radar used at both military and civilian airports. 

lfthe area to be scanned is relatively small, a i:iencil beam and spiral scanning_can be used to advantage, 
together with a PPI display unit. Weather avoidance and airbome navigation radars are two examples of this 
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type. Marine navigation and ship-to-ship radars are of a similar type, except that here the scan is simply 
horizontal , with a fan-shaped beam. · 

Early-warning and aircraft surveillance radars are also acquisition radars with a limited search region, but 
they differ frorn the other types in that they use UHF wavelengths to reduce atmospheric and rain interference. 
They thus arc characterized not only by huge powers, but also by equally large antennas. The antennas are 
stationary, so that scanning is achieved by moving-feed or similar methods. 

Tracking Radar Systems Once a target has been acquired, it may then be tracked, as discussed in the 
section dealing with antennas and scanning. The most common tracking methods used purely for tracking are 
the conical scan and monopulse systems described previously. A system that gives the angular position ofa 
target accurately is said to be tracking in angle. If range information is also continuously obtained, tracking 
in range (as well as in angle) is said to be taking place. while a tracker that continuously monitors the relative 
target velocity by Doppler shift is said to be tracking in Doppler as well . Ifa radar is used purely for tracking, 
then a search radar must be present also. Because the two together are obviously rather bull-y, they are often 
limited to ground or shipborne use and are employed for tracking hostile aircraft and missiles. They may also 
be used for fire control, in which case infonnation is fed to a computer as well as being displayed. The com
puter directs the antiaircraft batteries or missiles, keeping them pointed not at the target, but at the position in 
space where the targd will be intercepted by the dispatched salvo (if all goes well) some seconds later. 

Airborne tracking~radars differ from those just described in that there is usually not enough space for two 
radars, so that the one system must perform both functions. One of the ways of doing this is to have a radar 
system, capable of being used in the search mode and then switched over to the tracking mode, once a target 
has been acquired. The difficulty, however, is that the antenna beam must be a compromise, to ensure rapid 
search on the one hand and accurate tracking on the other. After the switchover to the tracking mode, no further 
targets can be acquired, and the radar is "blind" in all directions except one. 

1}·ack-while-scan (TWS) radar is a partial solution to the problem, especially if the area to be searched 
is qot too .large, as often happens with airborne interception. Here a small region is searched by using spiral 
scanning and PPI display. A pencil beam can be used, since the targets arrive from a general direction that 
can be predicted. Blips can be marked on the face of the CRT by the operator, and thus, the path of the target 
can be reconstructed and even extrapolated, for use in fire control. The advantage of this method, apart from 
its use of only the one radar, is that it can acquire some targets whil.e tracking others, thus providing a good 
deal of information simultaneously. If this becomes too much for an operator, automatic computer process
ing can be employed, as in the semiatltomatic ground environment (SAGE) system used for. air defense. The 
disadvantage of the system, as compared with the pure tracking radar, is that although search is continuous, 
tracking is not, so that the accuracy is less than that obtained with monopulse or conical scan. 

Tracking of extraterrestrial objects, such as satellites or spacecraft, is another specialized form of tracking. 
Because the position of the target is usually predictable, only the tracker is required. The difficulty Hes in the 
small size and great distance of the targets. This does not necessarily apply to satellites in low orbits up to 
600 km, but it ce1tainly is true of satellites in synchronous orbits 36,000 km up, and also of space vehicles. 
Huge transmitting powers, extremely sensitive receivers and enormous fully steerable antennas are required, 
as may be illustrated with the following example. • 

Example 15.6 

Calculate the maximum range of a deep~space radar operating at 2.5 GHz and using a peak pulse power of 25 
MW The antenna diameter is 64 m, the target cross-section 1 m2 and, because a maser amplifier is used, the 
receiver noise figure is orzly 1.1 . Furthermore, because of the low PRF to allow the pulses to return from long 
distances (and thus, the wide pulses used), tire- receiver bandwidth is only 5 kHz. 
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Solution 

We have A.= 30/2.5 cm = 0.12 m, which gives 

_ 48 P, D S = 48 2.5 x IO x 64 x I 
[ 

4 ]1/4 [ 7 4 ]·1/4 
r"""- ajAf(F - 1) 5xl03 x0.122 x(l.J-l) 

:a 4S 2.5xlO x t.68><10 ,,,,,_ 48~58.Jxlo12 
[ 

7 7 ll/4 
5 X 103 X J.44 X 10-3 X JO-I 

= 48 X 2.76 X 103 = 132, 700km 

In connection with deep-space tracking, it should be mentioned that not all radars are monosratic (transmit
ting and receiving antenna~ located at the same point), although the vast majority of them arc. Some radars 
may for convenience be bistatic, with the transmitter and receiver separated by quite large distances. The 
example described may perhaps be the principal use ofbistatic radar. 

15.2.5 Moving-Target Indication (MTI) 

It is possible to remove from the radar display the majority of c/utler, that is, echoes corresponding to stationary 
targets, showing only the moving targets. This is often required, although of course not in such applications 
as radar used in mapping or navigational applications. One of the methods of eliminating clutter is the use of 
MTI, which employs the Doppler effect in its operation. 

Doppler Effect The apparent frequency of electromagnetic or sound waves depends on the relative radial 
motion of the source and lhe observer. If source and observer are moving away from each other, the apparent 
frequency will decrease, while if they are moving toward each other, the apparent frequency will increase. 
This was postulated in 1842 by Christian Doppler and put on a finn mathematkal basis by Annand Fizeau in 
1848. The Doppler effect is observable for light and is responsible for the so-called red shift of the spectral 
lines from stellar objects moving away from the solar system. It is equally noticeable for sound, being the 
cause of the change in the pitch ofa whistle from a passin~ train. It can also be used to advantage in several 
fonns of radar. t 

Consider an observer situated on a platform approaching a fixed source of radiation, with a relative velocit) 
+v,. A stationary observer would note.t; wave crests ( or troughs) per second if the transmitting frequency were 
J, Because the observer is moving toward the source, that person of course encounters more than./, crests per 
second. The number observed under these conditions is given by 

!, = f'd"" !,(') 
Ve 

Consequently, 

f'd - f,v, 
Ve 

where J, + f' d "" new observed frequency 

f' d "" Doppler frequency difference 

(15.18) 

(15.19) 
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Note that the foregoing holds if the relative velocity, v,,, is less than about IO percent of the velocity oflight, 
v

0
• If the relative velocity is higher lhan that (most unlikely in practical cases), relativistic effects must be taken 

into account, and a somewhat more complex formula must be applied. The principle still holds under those 
conditions, and it holds equally well if the observer is stationary and the somce is in motion. Equation ( 15.19) 
was calculated for a positive radial velocity, but if v, is negative,./' din Equation ( 15.J 9) merely acquires a 
negative sign. 1 n radar involving a moving target, the signal undergoes lhc Doppler shift when impinging upon 
the target. This target becomes the "source" of the reflected waves, so that we-now have a moving source and a 
stationary observer (the radar receiver). The two are still approaching each other, and so the Doppler effect is 
encountered a second time, and the overall effect is thus double. Hence the Doppler frequency for radar is 

(15.20) 

since/ /v, = 1/1.,, where A is the transmitted wavelength. 
The same magnitude of Doppler shift is observed regardless of whelhcr a target is moving toward the 

radar or away from it, with a given velocity. However, it will represent an increase in frequency in the former 
case and a reduction in the latter. Note also that the Doppkr effect is observed only for radial motion, not 
for tangential motion. Thus no Doppler effect will be noticed if a target moves across the field of view of 
a radar. However, a Doppler shift will be apparent if the target is rotating, and the resolution of the radar is 
sufficient to distinguish its leading edge from its trailing edge. One example where this has be~n employed is 
the measurement of the rotation of the planet Venus (whose rotation cannot be observed by optical telescope 
because of the very dense cloud cover). 

On the basis of this frequency change, it is possible to determine the relative velocity of the target; with 
either pulsed or CW radar, as will be shown. One can also distinguish between stationary and moving targets 
and eliminate the blips due to stationary targets. This may be done with pulsed radar by using moving-target 
indication. 

Fu11dame11tals of MTI Basically, the moving-target indicator system compares a set of received echoes 
with those received during the previous sweep. Those echoes whose phase has remained constant are then 
canceled out. This applies to echoes due to stationary objects, but those due to moving targe.ts do show a 
phase change; they are thus not canceled- nor is nOi:ie, for obvious reasons. The fact that clutter due to sta
tionary targets is removed makes it much easier to determine which targets are moving and reduces the time 
taken by an operator to "take in" the display. It also allows the detection of moving targets whose echoes 
are hundreds of times smaller than those of nearby stationary targets and which would otherwise have been 
completely masked. MTl can be used with a radar using a power oscillator (magnetron) output, but it is easier 
with one whose output tube is a power amplifier. only the latter will be considered here. 

The transmitted frequency in the MT! system of Fig, I 5. 10 is the sum of the outputs of two oscillators, 
produced in mixer 2. The first is the sta/o, or stable local oscillator (note that a good case can be made for 
using a varactor chain here), The second is the coho, or coherent oscillator, operating at the same frequency 
as the intermediate frequency and providing the coherent signal, which is used as will be explained. Mixers 
I and 2 arc identical, and both use the same lot:al oscillator (the sta1o); thus phase rclalions existing in their 
inputs are preserved iu their outputs. This makes it possible to use the Doppler shift at the LF, instead of the 
less convenient radio frequency/~+ f... The output of the IF amplifier and a reference signal from the coho arc 
fed to the phase-sensitive detector, a circuit very similar to the pha:se discriminator. 
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The coho is used for the generation of the Rf signal, as well MS for reforcnct: 111 the plm:;c detector, and 
the mixers do not introduce differing phase shi fts. The transmitted and reference signals are locked in phase 
and are said to be coherent; hence the name of the coho. Since the output of this detector is phase-sensitive, 
an output will be obtained for all fixed or moving targets. The phase difference between the transmitted and 
received signals will be constant for fixed targets. whereas it wi ll vary for moving targets. This variation for 
moving t<1rgets is due to the Doppler frequency shift, which is naturally accompanied by a phase shift. but 
this shift is not constant if the target h<1s a radial component of velocity. Jf the Doppler frequency is 2000 Hz 
and the ren1rn time for a pulse is 124 JLS (IO nmi), the phase di f'ference between the transmined and received 
signals will be some value 1/) (the same as fur stationary t<1rget at that point) plus 2000/124 • 16.12 complete 
cycles, or 16.12 X 2tt = 101.4 rad. When the next pu lse is returned from the moving target, the latter will 
now be closer, perhaps only 123 µs away, giving a phase shift of101.4 x 12J/124 == 100.7 rad. The phase shift 
is definitely not constant for moving targets. The situation is illustrated graphically. for a number of succes
sive pulses, Fig. IS. I I. 

It is seen from Fig. 15.11 that those renims ofc<1ch pulse th<1t correspond to stationary targets are identical 
with each pulse, but those portions cotTesponding to moving targets keep changing in phase. It is thus pos· 
sible to subtract the output for each pubic from the preceding one, by delaying the earlier output by a time 
equal to the pulse interval, or I /PR.F. Since the delay line also attenuates heavily and since signals must be of 
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the same amplitude if permanent echoes are to cancel, an amplifier follows the delay line. To ensure that this 
does not introduce a spurious phase shift, an amplifier is placed in the undelayed line, which has exactly the 
same response characteristics (but a much lower gain) than amplifier I . The delayed and undelayed signals 
arc compared in the subtractor (adder with one input polarity reversed), whose output is shown in Fig. 15.11 d. 
This can now be rectified and displayed in the usual manner. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

, , , , , , , , 
: ! 

I 

; : 
I , 

Fig. 15.11 Operaf/011 of MI'/ radar. (a), (b), (c) Phase detector 011tp1.1t f or three successive pulses; 
(d) subtractor olllplll. 

B1i1id Speeds When showing how phase shift varies if the target has relative motion, a fictitious situa. 
tion, which gave a phase difference of l O 1.4 - I 00.7 "" 0. 7 rad between successive pulses on the target, was 
described in a previous section. If the target happens to have a velocity whose radial component results in 
a phase difference of exactly 21t rad between successive pulses, this is the same as having no phase shift at 
alL The target thus appears stationary, and echoes from it are canceled by the MTI action. A radial velocity 
corresponding to this situation is known as a blind speed, as are any integral multiples of it. It is readily seen 
that if a target moves a half:-w~velength between successive pulses, the change in phase shift will be precisely 
21t rad. 
We may state that 

where 

v = PRF 11
;\. 

b 2 

vb = blind speed 
A = wavelength of transmitted signal 
11 "' any integer (including O!) 

Example 15.7 

(15.21) 

An MTT radar operates at 5 GHz, with a pulse repetition frequency of 800 pps. Calculate tlte 101.vest th,:ee 
blind speeds of this radar. 1 

· 
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Solution 

A= ~ = 3 x 108 = 0.06m 
f 5 X 109 

The lowest blind speed corresponds ton= I. Therefore 

vh = 800 x 0.06"" 48m/s 

= 48 X 60 X 60 X J0-3:: 172.8 km/h 

Consequently the lowest three blind speeds will be 172.8, 345.6 and 51 8.4 km/h (for 11 = 1, 2, and 3). 

The fact that blind speeds exist need not be a serious problem and does not normally persist beyond a small 
number of successive pulses. This could be caused by a target flying directly toward the radar set at a constant 
velocity, but it would be sheer coincidence, and a far-fetched one at that. for a target to do this accidentally. 
We do live in a world that produces sophisticated electronic countermeasures, and it is not beyond the realm of 
possibility that a target may be flying at a blind speed on purpose. A wideband receiver and microprocessor on 
board the target aircraft or missi le could analyze the transmitted frequency and PRF and adjust radial velocity 
accordingly. 'The solution to that problem is to have a variable PRF. That presents no difficulty, but varying 
the delay in the MT! radar does. It can be done by having two delay lines and compensating amplifiers. One 
of these can be a small delay line, having a delay that is IO percent of the main delay. This second Line will 
then be switched in and out on alternate pulses, changing the blind speed by 10 percent each time. 

15.2.6 Radar Beacons 

A radar beacon is a small radar set consisting of a receiver, a separate transmitter and an antenna which is 
often omnidirectional. When another radar transmits a coded set of pulses at the beacon, i.e., interrogates 
it, the beacon responds by sending back its specilic pulse code. The pulses from the beacon, or transponder 
as it is often called, may be at the same frequency as those from the interrogating radar, in which case they 
are received by the main station together with its echo pulses. They may altcmatively be at a :;;pecial beacon 
frequency, in which case a separate receiver is required by the interrogating radar. Note that the beacon does 
not transmit pulses continuously in the same way as a search or tracking radar but only responds to the cor
rect interrogation. 

Applications One of the functions of a beacon may be to identify itself. The beacon may be installed on a 
target, such as an aircraft, and will transmit a specific pulse code when interrogated. These pulses then appear 
on the PPI of the interrogating radar and infonn it of the identity of the target. The system is in use in airport 
traffic control and also for military purposes, where it is called identification, friend or foe (IFF). 

Another use of radar beacons is rather sim.i lar to that of lighthouses, except that radar beacons can operate 
over much larger distances. An aircraft or ship, having interrogated a number of beacons of whose exact loca
tions it may be unaware (on account of being slightly lost), can calculate its position from the coded replies 
accurately and automatically. 

The presence ofa be.aeon on a target increases enormously the distance over which a target may be tracked. 
Such active tracking gives much greater range than the pass ive tracking so far described, because the power 
transmitted by the beacon (modest though it normally is) is far in excess of the power that this target would 
have reflected had it not carried a beacon. This is best demonstrated quantitatively, as in the next section. 

Beacon Range Equation Following the reasoning used to derive the general radar range equation, we may 
change Eq. 15.18 slightly to show that the power intercepted by the beacon antenna is given by 
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p = A,,rPirAoo ( [5.22) 
B 4m•.Z 

where all symbols have their previously defined meanings, except that the subscript T is now used for quanti
ties pertaining to the tran::m,itter of the main radar, and B is used for the beacon functions. A,,

11 
is the capture 

area of the beacon 's antenna. 
If P,,1111•11 is tht: minimum power receivable by the beacon, the maximum range for the intermgation link 

will be 

I' ; 
nmx, / (15.23) 

4,r Pi11l11,/I 

Substituting into Equation ( 15.22) for the power gain of the tratismitter antenna from Equation ( 15. 11 ), 
and for the minimum power receivable by the beacon from Equation ( 15.15), and then cancel ing, we obtain 
the final form of the maximum range for the interrogation link. This is 

(15.24) 

It hali been assumed in Equation ( 15.24) that the bandwidth and antenna temperah1re of the beacon are 
the same as those of the main radar. By an almost identical process of reasoning, the maximum range for the 
reply link is 

r . = Li,P,o ilor (15:25) 
mox. H V~f(Fr - 1) 

To calculate the maximum (theoretica l) range for active tracking, both Equations ( 15.24) and ( 15.25) are 
solved, and the lnwer of the two values obtained is used. 

Example 15.8 

Calculate the 111aximwn 11ctive tracking range of a deep space radar operating at 2.5 GHz and using a peak 
pulse power of0.5 MW, with an t11Lten.na diameter of 64 m, a noise figure of 1,1 and a 5-kHz bn11dwidth, if the 
bencu11 antenna diameter is 111·1, its noise figure is 13 dB and it h"ctnsmits a peak pulse power of 50 W (Note 
the reduced trans111ilti11g power as cowpared with Example 15.6, as well as the very low beacon power.) 

Solution 

Preliminary calculations reveal that tbe 13 .dB noise figure of the beacon receiver is equal to a ratio of 20, 
and applyingA0 = 0.65mD1/4 gives capture areas of2090 m2 for the ground radar and 0.51 m1 for the beacon. 
Substituting the-relevant data into Equation (15 .24) gives 

,. = 
111.L~., . 

2.09 x I 03 x 5 x 10 x 5. Ix I o-1 

1.2z x 10-2 x 1.38 x 10-23 x 29 x 102 xsx 103(20-1) 

..-9.87 X 1012 m 

.. 9870 million km (""5330 million nmi) 

Sinc·e this is almost one and a half times the diameter of tbe solar system (outto Pluto), there should be 
no difficul ty in tracking the .beacon over die relatively :ihort distance to the moon. For the reply link, the 
maximum range is 
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r- 5.1 x l0-3 x5x 10 x2.09 x 103 

r=.R = ~~ x 1.38 x 10-23 x2.9 x 10z x5 x l0:1 (1.1-1) 

= 1.36 X 1011 m 

.= 136 million km (= 73 .4 miUion nmi) 

Being the shorter of the two, 136 million km is the maximum tracking range here. ' 

The results of Example 15.8 should be taken with a grain of salt, because system losses, clutter and other 
vagaries of m1t-ure can reduce this range by as much as tenfold. To compensate for this, thL: range could be 
tripled if the dfameter of the beacon antenna is a'iso tripled. A fold-out, metallized umbrella spacecraft an
tenna with a 3-m (10-ft) diameter is certainly feasible. Again, the 13-dB noise figure for the beacon receiver 
is conservative, and reducing it to IO dB (still fairly conservative) would further increase the range. A slower 
PRF and less insistence 011 pulses with steep sides would penuit a tenfold bandwidth reduction and a similar 
pulse power increase from the beacon. A total range for the reply link could comfortably exceed 1000 mill ion 
km, even allowing for the degradations mentioned above. That distance puts within range all the planets up 
to and including Satum. 

15.3 OTHER RADAR SYSTEMS 
A number of radar systems are sufficiently unlike those treated so far to be dealt with separately. They include 
first of aJI CW radar which makes extensive use of the Doppler effect for target speed measurements. Another 
type of CW radar is frequency- lllodulated to provide range as well as velocity. Finally, phased array and 
planar array radars will be discussed ill this "separate'' category, Here, the transmitted (and receiving) beam 
is steered not by moving an antenna but by changing the phase relationship in the feeds for a vast array of 
small individual antennas. These systems will now be described il1 n1rn. 

15.3.1 CW Doppler Radar 

A simple Doppler radar, such as the one shown in Fig. 15. [2, sends out continuous sine waves rather than 
pulses. ft uses the Doppler effect to detect the frequency change caused by a moving target and displays this 
as a relative velocity. 

Example 15.9 

With a (CW) transmit .frequency of 5 GHz, calculate the Doppler freque1tC1J seen by a stationary radar when 
the target radial velocity is 100 km/h (62.5 mph). 

Solution 

. Before using Equation ( 15 .20), it is necessary to calculate the wave.length, and also the t.irget speed in meters 
per second. 

A= 3 
x 

108 
= 0.06 m 

5 X 109 . 

v-= 1oo x 103 
_ 27_8 . / · 

' 60 x60 m s 
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j . = 2111• _ 2 x27.8 : n?Hz 
'
1 .:l 0.06 

Jt is seen that, with C~band radar frequencies, the speeds which motorists may be tickedted for exceeding give 
Doppler lrequ1::ncics in the audio range. 

Since transmission here is continuous, the circulator of Fig. 1S.12 is used to provide isolation between the 
transmitter and the receiver. Sin~c transmission is continuous, it would be pointless to use a duplexe·r. The 
isolation of o typical circulotor is of the order of 30 dB, so that sornc of the transmitted signal leaks i:'to the 
receiver. The signal can be mixed in the detector with rctums from the target, and the difference is the Dop
pler frequency. Being generally in the audio range in most Doppler applications, the detector output can be 
arnpli.fied with an audio arnplifier before being appljed to a frequency counter. The counter is a nom1al one, 
except that its output is shown as kilometers or miles per hour, rather than the acnial frequency in hertz. The 
main disa'dvantagc of a system as simple os this is its lack of sensitivity. The type of diode detector that is 
used to accommodate the high i.ncoming frequency is not a very go,ld device at the audio output frequency, 
because of the modulation noise which it exhibit$ at low frequencies. The receiver whose block diagram is 
shown in Fig. 15. 13 is an improvement in ihat regard. 
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Fig. 15.12 Sitnplc Doppler CW radar. 
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Fig. 15,13 CW Doppler radar with IF amplificntion. 
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A small portion of the transmitter output is mixed with the output at a local oscillator, and the sum is fed 
to the receiver mixer. This also receives the Doppler- shifted signal From its antenna and produces an output 
difference frequency that is typically 30 MHz, plus or minus the Doppler frequency. The output of this mixer 
is amplified and demodulated again, and the signal from the second detector is just the Doppler frequency. Its 
sign is Jost, so that it is not possible to tell whether the target is approaching or receding. The overall receiver 
system is rather similar to the superhcterodyne. Extra sensitivity is provided by the lowered noise, because 
the output oftbe diode mixer is now in the vicinity of30 MHz, at which FM noise has disappeared. 

Separate receiving and transmitting antennas have been shown, although this arrangement is not compulsory. 
A circulator could be used, as in the simpler set of Fig. 15.12. Separate antennas are used to increase the isola
tion between the transmitter and receiver sections of the radar, especially since there is no longer any need for 
a small portion oftbe transmitter output to leak into the receiver mixer, as there was in the simpler set. To the 
contrary, such leakage is highly undesirable, because it brings with it the hum and noise from the transmitter 
and thus degrades the receiver performance. The problem of isolation is the main determining factor, rather 
than any other single consideration in the limiting of the transmitter output power. As a consequence, Lhc CW 
power from such a radar seldom exceeds I 00 Wand is often very much less. Gunn or rMPATT diodes or, for 
the highest powers, CW magnctrons are used as power oscillators in Lhe transmitter. They operate at much 
the same frequencies as in pulsed radar. 

Advantages, Applications and Limitations CW Doppler radar is capable of giving accurate measure
ments of relative velocities, using low transmitting powers, simple circuitry, low power consumption and 
equipment whose size is much smaller than Lhat of comparable pulsed equipment. It is unaffected by the 
presence of stationary targets, which it disregards in much the same manner as MTI pulsed radar (it also has 
blind speeds, for the same reason as MTI). It can operate (theoretically) down to zero range because, unlike 
in the pulsed system, the receiver is on at al l times. It is also capable of measuring a large range of target 
speeds quickly and accurately. With some additional circuitry. CW radar can even measure the direction of 
the target, in addition to its speed. 

Before the reader begins to wonder why pulsed radar is still used in the majority of equipment, it must be 
pointed out tHat CW Doppler radar has some disadvantages also. In the first place, it is limited in the maximum 
power it transmits, and this naturally places a limit on its maximum range. Second. it is rather easily confused 
by the presence of a large number of targets (although it is capable of dealing with more than one if special 
filters are included). Finally (and this is its greatest drawback), Doppler radar is incapable of indicating !he 
range of ll1e 1arge1. It can oLtly show its velocity, because the transmitted signal is unmodulated. The receiver 
cannot sense which particular cycle ofoscillations is being received at the moment, and therefore cannot tell 
how long ago this particular cycle was transmitted, so that range cannot be measured. 

As a result of its characteristics and despite its limitations, Lhe CW Doppler radar systc111 has quite a num
ber of applications. One of t11ese is in aircraft: navigation for speed measurement. Another application is in a 
rate.of-climb meter for vertical-takeoff planes, such as the "Harrier," which in 1969 became the first jct ever 
to land on Manhattan Ts land, in New York City. Finally, perhaps its most commonly encountered application 
is in the radar speed meters used by police. 

15.3.2 Frequency-Modulated CW Radar 

The greatest limitation of Doppler radar, i.e., its inability to measure range, may be overcome iftbe transmit
ted carrier is frequency-modulated. If this is done, it should be possible to eliminate the main difficulty with 
CW radar in this respect, namely, its inability to distinguish one cycle from another. Using FM will require 
an increase in the bandwidth of the system, and once again it is seen that a bandwidth increase in o system is 
reg~ired if more infom111tion is to be conveyed (in this case, information with regard to range). 
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Figure 15.14 shows the block diagram ofa common application of the FM CW radar system, the airborne 
altimeter. Sawtooth frequency modulation is used for simplicity, although in theory any modulating waveform 
might be adequate. If the target (in this case, the Earth) is stationary with respect to the plane, a frequency 
difference proportional to the height of the plane will exist between the received and the transmitted signals. 
It is due to the fact that the signal now being received was sent at a time when the instantaneous frequency 
was different. U' thb rate of change of frequency with time due to the FM process is known, the time difference 
between the sent and received signals may be readily calculated, as can the height of the aircraft. The output 
of the mixer in Fig. 15.14, which produces the frequency difference, can be amplified, fed to a frequency 
counter and then to an indicator whose output is calibrated in meters or feet. 

Mixer 

Receiving 
antenna 

Transmitting 
antenna 

cw 
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generator 

Limiter Frequency 
counter Indicator 

Fig. 15.14 Block ding ram of simple FM CW rarlal' altimeter. 

If the relative velocity of the radar and the target is not zero, another frequency difference, or beat, will 
superimpose itself on top of the frequency difference just discussed, because of the Doppler frequency shift. 
However, the average frequency difference will be constant and due to the time difference between the send
ing and return of a particular cycle of the signal. Thus correct height measurements can still be made on the 
basis of the average frequency difference. The beat superimposed on this difference can now be used, as with 
ordinary Doppler radar, to measure the velocity of (in this case) the aircraft, when due allowance bas been 
made for the slant range. 

The altimeter is a major application of FM CW radar. It is used in preference to pulsed radar because of 
the short ranges (i.e., heights) involved, since CW radar has no limit on the minimum range, whereas pulsed 
radar does have such a limit. Fairly simple low-power equipment can be used, as with CW Doppler radar. 
Because of the size and proximity of the Earth, small antennas can also be used, reducing the bulk of the 
equipment even further. A typical altimeter operates in the C band, uses a transminer power typically from l 
to 2 W, easily obtained from an IMPATT or a Gunn diode, and has a range ofup to 10,000 m or more, with a 
corresponding accuracy of about 5 percent. 

15.3.3 Phased Array Radars 

Introd11ctio11 With some notable exceptions, the vast majority of radars have to cover an area in searching 
and/or tracking, rather than always being pointed i.n the same direction. TI1is implies that the antenna will 
have to move, although it was seen in Sect'ion 15.2.2 that some limited beam movement can be produced 
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by multiple feeds or by a moving fued antenna. As long as antenna motion is involved in moving the beam, 
limitations caused by inertia will always exist. A limit on the maximum scanning speed will be imposed by 
antenna mechanics. 

The problem encountered with a single antenna ofnxed shape is that the shape of the beam it produces is 
also constant, unless some rat.her complex modifications are introduced. There is the difficulty caused by the 
fact that a single antenna can point in cmly one direction at a time, therefore sending out only one beam at a 
time. This makes it rather difficu.lt to track a large number of targets simultaneously am.l accurately. A similar 
difficulty is encountered when tryi11g to track some targets while acquiring others. Such problems could be 
overcome, and a very significant improvement in versatility would result, ifa moving beam CC)Uld be produced 
by a stationary antenna. Although this cannot be done readily with a single antenna, it c~ln be done with an 
array consisting of a large number of individual radiators. Beam steering can be achieved by the introduction 
of variable phase differences in the individual antenna fee-ders, and electronic variation of the phase shitls. 

Possibilities It was shown that a collinear dipole array can have either broadside or end-fire action . It will 
be recalled that the direction of the beam will be at right angles to the plane of the array if all the di.poles are 
fed in phase, whereas feeding them with a progressive phase difference results in a beam that is in the plane 
of the array, along the line joining the dipole centers. It will thus be appreciated that if the phase differences 
between the dipole feeds are varied between these two extremes, the direction or the beam will also change 
accordingly. Extending this principle one step fu11her, it can be appreciated that a plane dipole array, with 
variable phase shift to the feeders, will permit moving the directic,n of the radiated beam in a plane rather 
than a line. Nor do the individual radiators have to be dipoles. Slots in waveguides and other arrangements of 
small omnidirectional antennas will do as well. It is possible to anange four such antenna arrays, obtaining 
a full hemispherical coverage. 

Each plane array would, for hemispherical coverage, point 45° upward. The beam issuing from each face 
would have to move ±45° in elevation and ±45° in azimuth in order to cover its quadrant. In practical systems, 
vast numbers or individual radiators arc involved. One tactical radar has, in fact, 4096 (212

) radiating slots 
per face. 

Types There are broadly two different types of phased arrays possible. In tho first, one high-power tube 
feeds the whole array; the array is split into a small number of subarrays, and a separate tube reeds each of 
these. The feeding is done through high-level power dividers (hybrids) and high-power phase shifter:;:. The 
phase shifters are often feITite. Indeed, most of the advances in ferrite technology in the 1960s were spin-offs 
from phased array military contracts. It will be recalled that the phase shift introduced by a suitable piece of 
ferrite depends cm the magnetic field to which the ferrite is subjected. By adjusting this magnetic field, a foll 
360" phase change is possible. 

Digital phase shifters arn also available, using PIN diodes in distributed circuits. A particular section will 
give a phase shift that has either of two values, depending on whether the diode is on or off A typical "4-bit" 
digital phase shifter may consist nf four PIN phase shifters in series. The first will produce a shift of 1c:ither 0 
or 22!4°, depending on the diode bias. The second offers the alternatives of O or 45°. the third O or 90° and the 
fourth O or 180°. By using various combinations, a phase shift anywhere between O and 360° (in 22W steps) 
may he provided. The ferrite phase shifters have the advantages of continuous phase shift variation and the 
ability to handle higher powers. PIN diode phase shifters, although they cannot handle quite sucl, high powers, 
are able to provide much faster variations in phase shift and therefore beam movement. As a good guide, the 
phase variations that take a few milliseconds with ferrite shi ftcrs can be accomplished in the same number of 
microseconds with digital shifters. 

A second broad type of phased array radar uses many RF generators, each of which drives a single radiat
ing element or bank of radiating elements. Semiconductor diode generators are normally used, with phase 
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relationships closely controlled by means of phase shifters. The use ofYIG and microwave integrated circuit 
(MlC) phase shifters has enhanced several aspects of the phased aTTay radar. The YlG phase shifter, when 
coupled with irises for matching purposes, results in a radiating element which is compact, easy to assemble 
and relatively inexpensive. The MIC phase shifter greatly reduces the size of an-ays, since it is itself small 
and integrated into the radiating element. 
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Fig. 15.15 A phased array a1tte1111n tltat provides for clt>v11tio11 scanning by feeding each horizontal 
row of elements with n separate phase shift.er. (RCA E11giim:1; courtesy of RCA.) 
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Fig, 15.16 A phased array a1tte1111a that provides for bath azimuth and e/ev11tio11 scauning. 
A srrparate phase shifter feeds each radiating element. (RCA Engineer, courtesy of RCA.) 
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These multigenerator arrays provide wide-angle scanning over an appreciable frequency range. Scanning 
may be accomplished through a combination of mechanical and electrnnic means, or through electronic 
means alone. The array shown in Fig. 15.15 employs RF generators to drive each horizontal bank of radiators. 
Elevation scanning can therefore be accomplished electronically, although horizontal scaru1jng uses trndjtional 
mechanical techniques. The array :shown in Fig. 15.16 provides one generator for each radiating clement, and 
this makes electr(lnic scanning for both horizontal and vertical planes possible, although rhe cost for this type 
of array ii- of course significantly higher. The number of phaser/generator elements increases from 70 for a 
typical array of the first type to 4900 for an array of the second type. 

Arrays using multiple semiconductor diode generators have several advantages. The generator~ operate at 
much lower power Levels and arc therefore cheaper and more reliable. With so many independent RF genera
tors, any failures that occur will be individual rather than total, and their effect wi ll thus be merely a gradual 
deterioration, not a catastrophic failure. The disadvantages of the second system include the high cost of so 
many Gunn or [MPATT or even iRAPATT oscillators. The lower available powers at higher frequencies are 
yet another problem: even 4096 osci llators producing I 00-W pulses each give out only a little over 400 kW, 
much less than u medium-large tube. The power dissipation is more of u probleri1 than with tubes. since cf. 
ficiencies of diode RF generators are noticeably lower. 

Practicalities In a sense, phased array radars have been the "glamour" systems, in tem1s of development 
money spent and space devoted in learned journals. Cer1ainly, there is no doubt that they can work and cur
rently do so in quite a number of establishments. They can be astonishingly versatile. F()r example, the one 
array can rapidly locate targets by sending out two fan-shaped beams simultaneously. One is vertical and 
moves horizontally, while the other is horizontal an<l moves vertically. Once a target has been located, it can 
then be tracked with a narrow beam, while other wide beams meanwhile acquire more targets. The phased ar
ray radar utilizing electronic techniques benefits from inertia less scanning. Since the beam can be redirected 
and reconfigured in microseconds, one array can be programmed to direct pulses to various locations in rapid 
succession. The result is that the array can simultaneously undertake .icquisition and tracking operations for 
multiple targets. The possibilities are almost endless. 

Related Technology Signal processing is one aspect of radar technology which has resulted in a sil:,rnifi
cant improvement in radar capabilities. Signal processing systems currently in use with rad.ir systems depend 
heavily on computer and microchip technology. These systems perfonn the fu nctions oranaly:.:ing, evaluat
ing and displaying radar data, as well as controlling the subsequent pulse emissions. 

Signal processing used with radar systems includes filtering operations of the full bandwidth signal to separate 
signal waveforms from noise and interfering background signals. This accommodation to the electrnmagnetic 
environment in which the radar system operates is further eulrnnced by the ability to utilize computer algo
rithms to alter pulse frequency and other characteristics, in response to the h·ansmissions of other systems. By 
varying the transmitted si1:,'Tlals, it is possible for the system to anain significant immunity from interference 
(from other signals). Computer evaluation and control prevent inturference to d1e system since the interfering 
signal cannot track the frequency changes and the subpulses generated by the system at the dfrection of the 
signal-processing computer. Usable images can be obtained even in adverse or very active electromagnetic 
environments. This enhancement of the radar system capability is of particular value to military and other 
systems which must operate in close proximity to other radars. The improvement of displays resulting from 
the use of computer recognition of moving targets within ground cluUcr was discussed in broad terms in 
Section 15.2.5. With sophisticated computer systems av.ii i able to the rndur, additional display m<mipLilations 
and improvements can be achieved. 
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Radar systems benefit from large scale integration in the same way as other electronic fields. As a signal 
processor on a chip'' becomes a reality, the cost, complexity and size of even a complex rudar system will 
decrease. Di1:,rital simulation of ana log fi lters and other devices will also contribute to reduction of system costs. 
Because real-time radar signal processing needs to execute instructions rates exceeding 2 X I 07 operations 
per second, the cU1Tent digital switching speed has become a limiting factor. As digital tecbnolo&,ry improves 
in speed, signal processing will become even more important for radar systems. 

15.3.4 Planar Array Radars 

The p lanar array radar uses a high-gain planar array antenna. A fixed delay is established between horizontal 
arrays in the elevation plane. As the frequency is changed, the phase front across the aperture tends to tilt, 
with the result that the beam is moved in elevation. 

Transmitter 

F1 F2 F3 F4 FS 

Five subpulses each at a different frequency 

Fig. 15.17 Frequency scanning as used by planar nrrny n:rrlar cn11ses radar beams 
lo be elevated sliglttly above one another. 

\ 
27-5° Elevation 

300 km Range 

Fig. 15.18 Planar array radar showing five separate groups of fine /1emns which permit sc111111i11g of 27.s~ of elevation. 
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Figun:: 15. 17 shows a planar antenna array to which a burst of five subpulses, each at a different frequency, 
is applied. The differing frequencies cause each successive beam to be elevated slightly more than the previous 
beams. A 27.5° elevation is scanned by the radar illustrated in Fig. 15. IX with five or the five beam groups 
used. The planar array system has several advantages in that each beam group has full transmitter peak power, 
full antenna gain and full antemrn sidelobe performance. The use of frequency changes provides economical, 
simple and reliable inertia less elevation scanning. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the following multiple-choice questions 
consists of an incomplete statement followed by.four 
choices (a, b, c, and d). Circle the letter preceding the 
line that correctly completes each sentence. 

l. Lfthe peak transmitted power in a radar system is 
increased by a factor of 16, the maximum range 
will be increased by a factor of 
a. 2 
b. 4 
c. 8 
d. 16 

2. If the antenna diameter in a radar system is in
creased by a factor of 4, the maximum range will 
be increased by a factor of 
a. .Ji. 
b. 2 
e. 4 
d. 8 

3. lfthe ratio of the antenna diameter to the wave
length in a radar system is high, this will result 
in (indicate the false statement) 
a. large maximum range 
b. good target discrimination 
c. difficult target acquisition 
d. inc-reased capture area 

4, The radar cross"section of a target (indicate the 
false statement) 
a. depends on the frequency used 
b. may be reduced by spe-eial coating of the tar

get 
c. depends on the aspect of a target, if this is 

nonspherical 
d. is equal to the actual cross-sectional area for 

small targets 

5. Flat-topped rectangular pulses must be n·ansmitted 
in radar to (indicate the false statement) 
a. allow a good minimum range 
b. make the retumed echoes easier to distinguish 

from noise 
c. prevent frequency changes in the magnetron 
d. allow accurate range measurements 

6. A high PRF will (indicate the false statement) 
a. make the returned echoes easier to distinguish 

from noise 
b. make target tracking easier with conical scan

ning 
c. increase the maximum range 
d. have no effect on the range resolution 

7. The IF bandwidth of a radar receiver is invcniely 
proportional to the 
a. pulse widt11 
b. pulse repetition frequency 
c. pulse interval 
d. square root of the peak transmitted power 

8. lf a return echo arrives after the allocated pulse 
interval, 
a. it wi ll inte1fere with the operation of the trans~ 

rnitter 
b. the receiver might be overloaded 
c. it will not be received 
cl. the target wi ll appear closer than it really is 

9. After a target has been acquired, the best scanning 
system for tracking is 
a. nodding 
b. spiral 
c. conical 
d. helical 
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I 0. If the target cross~scction is changing, the best 
system for accurate tracking is 
a. lobe switching 
b. sequential lobing 
c. conical scanning 
d. monopulse 

11 . The biggest disadvantage of CW Doppler radar 
is that 
a. it does not give the target velocity 
b. it does not give the target range 
c. a transponder is requfred al the target 
d. it does not give the target position 

12. The A scope displays 
a. the target position and range 
b. the target range, but not position 
C. the target position; but not range 
d. neither range nor position, but only velocity 

13. The Doppler effect is used in (indicate the.false 
statement) 
a. m(lving-target plotting on the PPI 
b. the MTT system 
c. FM radar 
d. CW radar 

14. The coho in MTI radar operates at the 
a. intennediate frequency 
b. transmitted frequency 
c. received frequency 
d. pulse repetition frequency 

15. The function of the quartz delay line in an MTI 
radar is to 
a. help in subtracting a complcti; scan from the 

previous scan 
b. match the phase of the coho and the stalo 
c. match the phase of the coho and the output 

oscillator 
d. delay a sweep so that the next sweep can be 

subtracted from it 

16. A solution to the "blind speed'' problem is 
a. to change the Doppler frequency 
b. to vary the PRF 
c. to use monopulse 
d. to use MTI 

17. Indicate which one of the following applications 
or advantages of radar beacons is false: 
a. Target identification 
b, Navigation 
c. Very significant extension of the maximum 

range 
d. More accurate tracking of enemy targets 

18. Compared with other types ofradar, phased array 
radar has the following advantage~ (indicate the 
fa lse statement) 
a. very fast scanning 
b. ability Lo track and scan simultaneously 
c. circuit simplicity 
d. ability Lo track many targets simultaneously 

Review Problems 

1. A radar is to have a maximum range of 60 km. What is the maximum at towabie pulse repetition frequency 
for unambiguous reception? , 

2. An L-band radar operating at 1.25 GHz uses a peak pulse power of 3 MW and must have a range of l 00 
runi ( 185.2 km) for objects whose radar cross-section is I ml. If the minimum receivable power of the 
receiver is 2 X I 0-13 W, what is the smallest diameter the antenna reflector could have, assuming it to be 
a full paraboloid with k = 0.65'! 

3. The noise figure of a radar receiver is 12 dB, and its bandwidth is 2.5 MHz. What is the value of P mm for 
th.is radar? 

4. The AN/FPS- I 6 guided-missile tracking radar operates at 5 GHz, with a I-MW peak power output. If 
the antenna ~ia.meter i~ 3.66 111 ( I 2. ft), and the recei~er has a_ bandwidth of 1 .6 MHz and an 11 ·dB{1oise 
figure, what 1s Its maximum detectlc)n range for l-m-targets'l 
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5. A radar transmitter has a peak pulse power of 400 kW, a PRF of 1500 pps and a pulse width of 0.8 µs . 
Calculate (a) the maximum unambiguous range. (b) the duty cycle, (c) the average transmitted power 
(d) a suitable bandwidth. 

6. An 8-GHz police radar measures a Doppler frequency of 1788 1-lz, from a car approaching the stationary 
police vehicle, in an 80-km/h (50-mph) speed limit zone. What should the police officer do? 

7. An MTI radaroperates at 10 GHz with a PRF of3000 pps. Calculate its lowest blind speed. 

8. Repeat Prob. 15.7 for a frequency of 3 GHz and a PRF of 500 pps. 

Review Questions 

I . Draw the block diagram of a basic radar set, and explain the essentials of its operation. 

2. What are the basic functions of radar? In indicating lhe position ofa target, what is the difference between 
azimuth and elevation? 

3. Whal is the difference between the pulse interval and the PRF? Whal arc the factors that govcm the selec
, tion of the PRF for a particular radar? 

4. Derive the basic radar range equation. as governed by the minimum receivable echo power Pmin· 

5. Describe briefly some of the factors governing the relation between the radar cross section of a target and 
its true cross-section. 

6. Draw a functional block diagram of a pulsed radar set, and describe the function of each block. 

7. Describe the operation of a line-pulsing radar modulator. Why is a line never used? What is used instead? 
What arc lhe advantages of this modulator? What is its mosl significant drawback? 

8. Wlrnt arc the factors influencing the bandwidth of a radar receiver? Whal are the advantages and disad
vantages of a very large bandwidth? 

9. By what focturs is the pulse repetition frequency governed? What is meant by ambiguous reception? Give 
a numerical example of this. 

10. With diagrams, describe the mulion of the antenna beam in some of the more common antenna !icanning 
patterns. 

11. Describe the method of lobe switching, as used to Lrack a targel after it has been acquired. In whal way 
is lobe switching an improvement over merely pointing an antenna accurately at the target? 

12. Describe, with the aid of a sketch, the conical scanning method of tracking an acquired target. How is 
this an improvement over lobe switching? 

13. Wilh the aid ofa sketch, describe the equipment and technique used in the monopulse method of target 
tracking. 

14. Describe Lhe functions of the more impo11ant controls that may be prcivided with an A scope radar dis
play. 

15. With the aid of a sketch showing a typical display, explain fully the Pf>I radar indicator. Why is this method 
called intensity modulation? 

16. Describe lhe essential characteristics, functkms and major applications of search radar systems. 

17. l=low docs track-while-scan radar operate? In what ways is it a compromise? 
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18. What is the Doppler ejfect? What are some of the ways in which it manifests itself? What are its radar 
applications? 

19. With the aid ofa block diagram, explain fully the operation of an MTl system using a power amplifier in 
the transnlitter. 

20. What does an MTI radar actually do? Give instances of situations where it is indispensable. Give at least 
one instance of a radar application for which MT! cannot be used. 

21. Describe briefly the various analog MTI systems. 

22. Explain \Vhat is meant by the term blind speed in MT! radar. Under what conditions could this be an 
embarrassment? What is a method of overcoming the problems of btind speed in analog radars? 

23. What is the major problem with analog MTI systems? How can digital MTI overcome it? 

24. Why are very much greater ranges possible with active radar tracking than with passive tracking? Derive 
the equation for the maximum range for the reply line when a radar beacon is present on a target. 

25. Draw the block diagram and explain the operation of a CW Doppler-radar using an intennediate frequency 
in the receiver. How have the drawbacks of the basic CW radar been overcome? 

26. With the aid of a block diagram explain the operation of an FM CW radar altimeter. 

27. List the major difficulties occasioned by the use of moving radar antennas. How can phased arrays over
come these difficulties? 

28. Describe briefly the two different types of phased array radars, and compare their relative merit. 

29. List some of the functions that phased array radars could perfonn with ease, but which moving-antenna 
radars could perfonn with difficulty, or not at aJI. On the other hand, what are the main problems with 
phased arrdy radars? 

• 



16 
BROADBAND 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

ln our world of diTect intercontinental telephone subscriber dialing and instant world-wide telecasts, it is 
perhaps hard to realize how recent broadband long-distance communications are. Some form of transoceanic 
com1m1n icatio11 has been going on for quite a long time, ever since the hrs! transatlantic telegraph cabk in 
the 1850s. The next milestone was 1901-Marconi 's first tnin:;atlanlic radJo trausmjssion. The bandwidths of 
these systems were very low, and information transmission painfuUy slow. 

The first real development in broadba11d ( I kHz to 500 M}lz) communications came in 1915, when vacuum
tube repeaters were first used, together with carrier telephony, to provide a coast-to-coast telephone service 
in the United State:,., foaturing a few channels. By 1941, a coaxial cable system with 480 channels was in 
operation over a distance of 320 km trom Minneapolis to Stevens Point, Wisconsin. 

Transcontinental communications became broadband and "took off'' i.n 1956, the year in which the TAT- I 
cable was laitl from Scotlai1d to Newfoundland. This was really two cables, one for each direction of LTanS

mission, and had a capacity for 48 simulcancous telephone conversations. By I 984, there were nine major 
transatlantic cables, with the two biggest each having a capacity of 4000 two-way circuits. 

Communications satellites came next on the scene but have taken giant strides and currently provide a large 
proportion of imernational circuits, as well as being the only means of transmitting intercontinental televi
sion. The first transatlantic transmission involved the Te/star ~a Lei lite, in 1962. T11is satellite was placed in an 
elliptical orbit, which was designed to bring it down relatively low (950 km al it'l lowest) over the Atlantic. It 
lai;ted for 6 months and during that time was used for communications between the United States and Oreat 
Britain, France and ltaly. 

The first geostationary satellite was Early Bird, launched i.n 1965, again over the Atlantic. It bad a capacity 
of66 telephone cbannels and one television bearer. I twas subsequently replaced by INTELSAT fl (International 
Telecommu11ica fio11s Satellite Consortimn) and rNTBLSAT Ill and expanded to cover the three oceans. Cur~ 
rently JNTELSAT V-A satellites are in servic,e, with capacities in excess of5000 telephone circuits (depending 
on the configuration) as well as several simultaneous TV n·1msmissions. Meanwhile, sho1t - and medium-haul 
broadband systems have become lm1ger, more wide-spread, more reliable and much more capacious. lt will 
be seen in this chapter that systems witl1 capacities in excess of I 00,000 circuits are now in service. 

Fiber optics are the most recent development lc:1r long-distance comnwnicati(Jns, and it is the cunent "growth 
industry" in the field. The topic will be discussed in depth in Chapter 17, 

Growth in trunk and international telephony has been no less spectacular. Indeed, a little reflection shows 
that all these high-capacity systems would not be in service unless they were needed! Signaling systems, too, 
havt: improved. At first, tnmk calls were operator-connected, but., as volume grew, trunk telephone exchanges 
were provided and enabled subscribers to dial their own trunk calls. Th:is, of course, increased tbe volume of 
tnmk calls, because of increased convenience. Nowadays, trnnk and international telephone and telex com-
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munications would grind to n hal t if exchanges suddenly failed. As an illustration, it is worth pointing out that 
the volume of'lrunk telephone cal ls in the United States reached a milestone in the early 1960s. [ndeed, the 
level was then such that, if the call:,; hac.l. to be connected nrnnunlly. the number of' operators required would 
have been in excess of the total population or the United States! The same ludicrous sin1ation might soon 
have been reached with internt1tional communications, not111g that international telephone call:,; grew at least 
50afo ld from 1960 to I 980, except that nowadays intern11tion.ll subscriber dialing is in widespread use, and 
its use is continually expanding. It is wortl1 pointing o LLl that new trunk and international telepho11e and telex 
exchanges are computer-controlled, and most of them a.re digital. 

This chapter deals with each of Lhc systems whose historical introduction was given above. Jt begins with 
mulLiplexing, which is n technique of combining channels to ensure that a large a umber of them caa be car
ried 011 the one bearnr wi thout intelierence. "Continenta l" (as opposed to intercontinental) broadhand systems 
are then discussed, fo llowed by coaxial cables, fiber-optic cables, microwave li11 ks an<l trnposcatter systems. 
The next major section covers submarine cable (both coaxi.11 and fiber·optic ) and satellite communications. 
FinaUy, long-disllmc<:: tulephony is covered briefly, in a section wh.ich introduces signaling systems, telephone 
exchanges and traffic engineering. 

Objectives Upon completing the material in Chapter I 61 the student will be able to: 

> Define the term multiple.xing and name the different types used in broadband communications. 
)- Explain and compare the different long-haul (interconneeLing) systems used throughoul the world. 
})- Understand. tbc basic routing process used for long-distance telephony. 

16.1 MULTIPLEXING 
Multiplexing is the sending of a number of separate signals together, over the same cable or bearer, simultane
ously and without interference. There are generally two classifications. Time-division multiplexing, or TDM, 
is a method of separating, in the time domain, pulses belonging to different transmissions. Use is made of 
the fact that pulses are generally narrow, and separation between successive pulses is rather wide. It is pos
sible, provided that both ends of a link are synchronized, lo use the wide spaces for pulses belonging to other 
transmissions. 

On the other hancl, fi'eq11e11cy-division nwltiple.xing, or PDM, concerns itself with combining continuous 
(or analog) signals. Tt may be thought of as an outgrowth of independent-sideband transmission, on a much
enlarged scale; i.e., 12 or l 6 channels are combined into n group, S groups into a supergroup, and so on, us
ing frequencies and arrangements that are standard on a worldwide scale. Each group, supergroup or larger 
aggregate is then sent as a whole unit on one microwave link, cable or other broadband system. 

16.1.1 Frequency-Division Multiplexing 

It is often necessary to send a large number of independent tel~phone or telegraph channels from on~ point 
to another. Between any two major cities in advanced countries, there may be requirements for thousands or 
even tens oftbous811ds of simultanaous telephone, telex and data transmissions. Clearly, it would be unthink
ably e>Cpensive to devote a separate cable or radio link to each transmissicm, and thus some kind of combi· 
nation of ehanpels (without mutual interference) is indicated. This is done iI1 FDM by taking a bandwidth 
adequate for the number of channels required and allocating each channel to a.frequency "s l.ot" adjacent to the 
previous chnnnel. However, for reasons oft'lexibility, economy and simplici.ty, such frequency translations are 
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not performed in one step. Instead, standardized groupings of channels arc used, and several steps of frequency 
translation take place before all the channels have been placed in their locations in the frequency spectrum 
that is transmitted in a particular link. 

Group Formation The basic group is the smallest standard agglomeration of channels. It generally con· 
sists of 12 adjacent 4-kHz channels, occupying the frequency range from 60 to 108 kHz. A low-level pilot 
is transmitted at I 04.08 kHz, for regulating and monitoring purpose-s. Narrower channels are used in many 
submarine cables, and so here a basic group consists of sixteen 3~k.Hz channels, occupying the same 48-kHz 
range as the 12-channel basic group. Figure 16.1 shows the channel arrangement for a basic group Bin each 
case and also makes it apparent why the pilot in a 16-channcl basic group cam1ot be at 104.08 kHz-84 kHz 
is used instead. Note that the basic group A occupies the frequency range of 12 to 60 kHz but is not nom1ally 

used. 

Chaaa,iao. ~ 
Frequency (kHz) 60 64 68 72 76 80 84 BB 92 96 100 104 108 

Channel no. 

Frequency 
(kHz) 

84-kHz pilot 

&21\/1\lr\/t\A/J\ffi/1 
60 63 66 69 72 75 78 81 84 87 90 93 96 99 102 105 108 

Fig. 16.1 Cliam1el arrangement in basic group B: (n) for 12-cltnnne/ group; (b) far 16-chnnnel group. 

It is seen that all the channels in the basic 12-channel group Bare inverted (and the group is therefore also 
said to be inverted). The lowest frequencies in each channel are at the upper end of the allocated frequency 
"slot" for that channel. As shown in Fig. 16.l, the method of producing the basic group is a process of exten
sion from single-sideband. suppressed carrier. It may be said that all 12 channels in the basic group are lower 
sidebands. The basic l 6-channel group is a mixture of inverted and erect channels. The reasons for such ar
rangements are partly practical and partly historical. 

Figure 16.2 is a simplified block diagram of channel translating equipment (CTE) and shows how a 
basic group is assembled. It is seen that the process is a repetitive one of producing adjacent lower sidebands, 
with a frequency separation of 900 Hz between adjoining channels. It should be noted that Fig. 16.2 is 11 

simplification, in that practical CTEs generally have four pregroup modulators, in which sub-groups of three 
channels arc produced and tl1en combined into II group. A 16-channel group is produced in a similar fashion, 
in a 16-channel CTE. 

Formation of Higher-order Groupings The next step up from a group is the basic supergroup, consisting 
offive groups, and occupying the frequency range of312 to 552 kHz, i.e., a bandwidth of 240 kHz, as might 
be expected. Fig. 16.3 shows the location of channels and groups in the basic supergroup; Note that th~ basic 
supergroup is erect and that, now that they have been translated higher up into the frequency spectrum, the 
groups are no longer called "basic." The basic supcrgroup is formed in a group translating equipment (GTE), 
in a process similar to group formation. The super-group pilot is injected at 54 7 .94 kHz. Supergroups may be 
combined to form mastergroups, supermastergroups, and so on. 
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Channel 1 in 
300 to 3400 Hz 

Amplifier 

Channel 2 In 
300 to 3400 Hz 

Balanced 
modulator 

108 kHz 

Crystal 
oscillator 

LSB Filter 

and buffer 100.6 to 103.7 kHz ....._ ___ _, 

104.6 lo 107.7 kHz 

Basic 
, group oul 

r 
Amplifier Balanced 

modulator LSB fllter t-\---'--- o-l Adder 
and 

group 
filter 

104 kHz 

Crystal 
oscillator 
and buffer 

104.08-kHz 
pilot Inject 

····· ··· · · ···· ·---- ... ·· -······· ... ------ -

Ampliner 

Channel 121n 
300 lo 3400 Hz 

Balanced 
modulator 

64 kHz 

Crystal 
oscillator 
and buffer 

LSB filter 

. 
Crystal 

oscillator 
and buffer 

60.6 to 63. 7 kHz 

Fig. 16,2 Channel lranslating eqtiipment (CTE) showing the for111atio11 of n /lasic 12-channe/ group B. 

547.92-kHz 
pilot 

Group no. 2 

Channel no. 12 1 

Frequency (kHz) 312 360 408 456 504 552 

Fig. 16.3 Gro11p 1111d cha1111e/ arrangement in basic s11pergrot1p. 
(Note: The s11pergroup pilol lies between chnn11e/s 11 and 12 in group 5.) 

It will be noted Lhat all the descriptions so far have been related to only one direction of transmission, at 
least by default. What happens in a practical system, of course, is that the supergroup, etc., assembly for the 
reverse direction of transmission is performed in precisely the same fashion. l-1.owever, supergroups belonging 
to opposite directions of transmission are allocated differing .frequencies in the spectrum, different coaxial 
tubes. or different optic fiber pairs, so that no confusion or interference will take place. For example, in a system 
where only one supergroup is-required, the supergroup in one direction is al located the frequency range from 
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12 to 252 kHz, and the Sllpergrmip in the other direction occupies 312 to 552 kHz, the latter corresponding to 
the frequency range of the basic supcrgroup. The next assemblage up in the hierarchy is the mastergroup (five 
supergroups) and then the supe11nastergroup (three mastergroup:;). The supennastergroup, or 15·snpergroup 
assembly, is thus seen to consist of 900 channels, and about 4 MHz in each direction of transmission . Al I that 
now remains to be done is to transmit and receive the assemblage of channels, and the normal methods or 
doing this are discussed in Sections 16.2 and 16.3. 

16.1.2 Time-Division Multiplexing 

The topic ofTDM is an extension of pulse modulation; discussed in Chapter 5. It is covered here to pem1it 
the two major multiplexing methods to be compared. Tn time-division multiplexing, Ltse is made of the fact 
that narrow pulses with wide spaces between them are generated in any of the pulse modulation systems, so 
that the spaces can be used by signals from other sources. Moreover. although the spaces arc relatively fixed 
in width, pulses may be made as narrow as desired, thus pem1itting the generation of high-level hieratchics. 

The method of achieving TDM is best illustrated by describing the makeup of an actual system, and so a 
practical basic PCM system used in North America has been selected as the example. In somewhat simplified 
fashion, this may be described as a 24-channel system. having a sampling rate of 8000 samples per second, 
8 bits (i.e., 256 sampling levels) per sample, and a pulse width of approximately 0.625 11s. This means that 
the sampling intetval is 1/8000 - 0.000125 s = 125 ps, and the period required for each pulse group is 8 x 

0.625 "' S ,,s. lf there were no multiplexing and only one chatmel were sent, the transmission would consist 
of 8000 frames per second, each made up of furious activity during the first 5 JIS and nothing at all during the 
remaining 120 ps. This would clearly be wasteful and would represent an unnecessarily complicated method 
of encoding a single channel, and so this system exploits the large spaces between the pulse groups. In fact, 
each 125-µs frame is used to provide 24 adjacent channel time slots, with the twenty·fifth slot assigned for 
synchronization. Each frame consists of 193 bits-24 x 8 for each channel, plus I. for sync, and since there 
are 8000 frames per second, the bit rate is 1.544 Mbit/s. 

Slow-speed TOM; as often used in radiotelemetry, is produced simply with rotating mechanical switches. 
A number of channels are fed simultaneously to the switch in the transmitter- one channel to each switch 
contact-while the output is taken from the moving rotor. This rotates slowly and remains in contact with 
each channel for a predetermined period, during which time the output ofthat channel is the only one passed 
on for transmission. There is a corresponding rotating switch in the receiver, synchronized to the one in the 
transmitter, which reverses the process to separate the received channels. 

The high-speed TOM described here uses electronic switching and delay lines to accomplish the same result. 
Each sampling circuit, one per channel, simultaneously receives a trigger pulse which causes it to sample its 
signal, and each channel outJJUt is then fed to an adder. However, whereas the output of the first sampler goes 
straight to the adder, that of the second is delayed by 511s, with a delay line or delay circuit. The output of the 
third sampling circuit is similarly delayed but by IO ps, and so on. until the twenty-fourth channel is delayed 
by 115 ps. 1n this way, each successive interval duting the 125-,,s frame is occupied by the transmission of a 
different channel, and the process is repeated 8000 times per second. 

In the receiver, the output of the main detector is fed simultaneously to 24 AND gates. An AND gate, or 
coincidence circuit, is a simple device having one output and two or more input termfoals, so arra1rged that an 
output is obtained only if all (in this case both) input signals arc present. Tn this case each gate has two input 
terminals, and the second input to each gate is provided from a clock-synchroniz:ecl gating generator, which is 
a monostable multivibrator providing rectanga.lar pulses of 5 ps duration; 8000 times per second. Delay lines 
or circuits are used once again, with the gating pulse to the first gate not delayed at all, that to the second gate 
delayed by 5 µsand so forth . In this fashion each gate is open only during the appropriate tim~ intervals, and 
the 24 channels are duly separated. 
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If transmission is by wire, the 1.544-Mbit/s pulse train is the signal sent, but if cable or radio communica· 
tion is used, the pulse train either modulates the carrier or else is further multiplexed, with sim.ilar pulse trains; 
all combined together into a higher TDM hierarchical level. 

Higlier-order Digi.ta.l Mu.ltiplexing The two TDM systems thus far described are generally called "pri
mary PCM'' and represent the lowest order of multiplexing, similar to the group in FDM. As in FDM, higher 
orders of multiplexing have been defined and arc in use, corresponding to supergroups, mastergroups and so on. 
They are in use between places which have sufficient mutual traffic to warrant using such large groupings. 

The secondary multiplex level, in both systems, is obtained from combining four primary-level signals. It 
provides 96 channels in the p-law system and 120 channels in the A-law system. The bit rates are, respectively, 
6.312 Mbit/s and 8.448 Mbit/s. Note that each of these rates is somewhat more than four times the correspond
ing prima.ry bit rate-the additional bits are necessary for synchronization and other ''housekeeping" duties. 
The method of obtaining secondary multiplex levels consists essentially in dividing by 4 the pulse widths in 
the primary level signal and using the slots thus vacated lo combine four primary streams, using delay lines 
or circuits in much the same way as was applied when the prima.ry multiplex level was being produced. Still
higher TDM levels are obtained by the extension of this process, and Table 16.1 shows the levels in common 
use in both systems. 

TABLE 16.1 Digital Multiplex 1-Jiernrchies 

µ-LAW 
MULTIPLEX 

ORDER BIT RATE NO. OF TELEPHONE 
(MbiUs) CHANNELS 

1st 1.544 24 

2nd 6.312 96 

3rd 44.736* 672 
4th 9It 1344 

5th 274t 4032 

*32.064 Mb.it/s ("' 384 channels) available as an alternative. 
t Rounded to the nearest rnogabit. 
i An intennc-diate level of280 Mbit/s ('" 3840 channels) is also in use. 

A-LAW 

BIT RATE NO. OF TELEPHONE 
{Mbit/s) CHANNELS 

2.048 30 

8.448 120 
34.368 480 

140t 1920 

S6Stt 7680 

The methods of transmitting and receiving digitally multiplexed signals are discussed in Sections 16.2 
and 16.3. 

16.2 SHORT~AND MEDIUM-HAUL SYSTEMS 
To provide the required large number of telephone a~d other channels in national trunk routes, broadband 
systems are unjversally employed, consisting of coaxial cables, fiber-optic cables, microwave links, domestic 
satellites or occasionally tropospheric scatter links. , 

Coaxial cable is prefex:red to wire pairs in these circumstances, for its much greater available bandwidth, 
lower losses and much lower crosstalk. Fiber-optic cable, or "lightguide" is a logical extcQsion of coaxial 
cable, to higher (infrared) frequencies and even greater bandwidths. Microwave links, in turn, are preferred to 
lower-frequency links for a variety ofreasons, the major ones being the requirement for large bahdwidtbs and 
highly directional antennas of manageable ~ize. Such antennas reduce interference to and by,tbe system. as 
well as providing high effective radiated powers in ~ e wanted directions. Taking all factors into con\ iderl).~on, 

I 
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there is not too much to choose between microwave Jinks and coaxial cables (except that generally cables are 
more expensive), so that the national grids of developed countries generally consist of a mixture of the two 
transmission media. Fiber optics came on the scene more recently and are expanding rapidly because of lower 
costs, as well as when very large bandwidths are needed. 

Domestic satellite systems are in use in a great number of physically large countries, and regional satellites 
are employed by groups of closely connected neighboring cowltries, such as those in Western Europe and 
the Arab world. They have the advantage of great flexibility, being independent of difficult terrain, and lower 
costs for greater distances, because costs are essentially independent of distance, whereas they are proportional 
to distance for terrestrial systems. Finally, tropospheric scatter links are used in sparsely populated, difficult 
terrain, to interconnect islands or oil rigs, or in situations where territorial or political considerations prevent 
the use of the other terrestrial systems. 

Each of the media described provides good-quality broadband communications, and each will now be 
discussed in turn, and for convenience, domestic satellites will be covered with international satellites in 
Section 16.3. 

16.2.1 Coaxial Cables 

A coaxial cable system consists of a tube carrying a number of coaxial cables of the type covered in Chapter 9, 
together witb repeaters and other ancillary equipment. Separate cables are used for the two directions of trans
mission, and a pair of spare cables is also provided for protection in case of failure. The number of cables per 
tube may be as low as four in smaller systems or as high a,;; 22 in major systems, as illustrated in Fig. 16.4. The 
typical number of channels per cable varies from 600 in a 3-MHz system to 3600 in an 18-MHz system. 

Since signals are attenuated as they travel along the cable (sec Section 9-1.3), amplifying repeaters must 
be placed at suitable intervals along the route. The distance varies, being roughly inversely proportional to 
the bandwidth of the system. It may be as much as 10 km between repeaters for a small system, but in the 
L5 system of Fig. 16.4, where bandwidths for all cables are nearly 58 MHz, repeaters are placed at 1.6-km 
intervals. Since there are repeaters, a de supply must be fed to the cable to power them. In the LS system, de 
power-feeding stations are located 120 km apart, i.e., 75 repeaters apart. Assuming an 18-V drop across each 
repeater, and noting that repeaters are in series for direct current since otherwise the required currents would 
be too high, this means thal the de voltage applied at each station must be 1350 V. To minimize insulation 
problems, what is done in practice is to apply voltages of half that value, but ofopposite polarities, at the two 
adjoining de feed stations. A station at one end may thus feed +675 V to the cable, while the next station along 
feeds - 675 V toward the first station and +675 V toward the next station down the cable. 

Broadband systems must have excellent frequency and phase-delay responses to be of use. This cannot be 
achieved by cables and repeaters unaided, so that equalizers are also located along the cable, 60 km apart in 
the LS system. lt should be noted that there is need for two kinds of equalizers. The fixed type compensates 
for constant, known deviations in frequency and phase response which are inherent in each particular system. 
Adjustable equalizers, generally provided at the two ends of the system, are used to compensate for the vari
ables and the unpredictable variations. Where adjustable equalizers are located in underground stations along 
the cable, they are normally adjustable in steps rather than continuously. In modern systems these adjustments 
may be made from the control stations at the ends, by sending appropriate signals down the cable. Finally, 
to ensure constant gain along the system, thus preventing excessive noise and intennodulation distortion, the 
gain of repeaters is regulated. This may be done by having adjustable-gain repeaters at intervals along the 
cable and altering their gain as required with suitable control signals. 
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Fig. 16.4 Conxinl cable used in tlzc L5 system for carrying up to 108,UOO si111ullaneo11s two-way 
telephone co11vcrsatio11s. (By pcr111issio11 of AT&T Long Lines.) 

Multiplexing and demultiplexing bays form the major portion of the terminal equipment. fl is in these 
bays that FDM, as described in Section 16. I, takes place. De power feed equipment is also located at the 
tenninals, as are interconnections to other systems, be they local or trunk. Surveillance equipment is also 
provided at terminal stations. IL is here that system pilots are applied, and those that were applied at the other 
end are extracted. A distinction should be made between a supergroup-or even supemia~tergroup-pi lot, as 
described in Section 16. 1. 1, and a sys tern pi lot. The latter belongs to lhe system and is used for end-to-end 
system regulation and monitoring. The supergroup pilot is applied at the point at which the supergroup is 
formed and extracted ut the point at which it is broken up. It is U$ed for regulating and monitoring that par
ticular supergroup, which may traverse many different links. Although each is regulated, small, in-tolerance 
departures from correct response in the various links may be additive, resulting in a supcrgroup that is out of 
tolerance end to end. Finally, each tem1inal is provided with equipment which, should there be a cable failure, 
permits it to interrogate the repeaters in the link, so as to allow quick localization oflhe foult. Furtbennorc, to 
minimize the effects of outages. tenninal stations may be provided with redundant and/or duplicated systems, 
allowing their staff to patch rapidly uround any breaks. 

Some students may wonder why communication systems tend to have more and more capacity. The answer 
is that long-distance telephony, telex and television transmissions in most countries have been increasing at high 
rates, for over two decades. while data transmission in developed countries is growing at very high annual rates 
of close to 50 percent. Coupled to this demand growth is the fact that a l 0,800- channel system is decidedly 
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cheaper to install and maintain than three 3600-channel systems. Such broadband links are manufactured by 
some ofthc world's most modem, efficient and reliable companies. 

16.2.2 Fiber~Optic Links 

It wus shown earlier how coherent waves at light and infrared frequencies may be generated (with lasers 
or light-emitting diodes) and how they may be detected (with photodiodes). It now remains LO discuss the 
intervening medium, which unfortunately cannot be open space-at le;ist not on the earth's surface. This is 
because light or infrared is subject to far too much absorption in open space, be it by the moisture content 
and dust in the air or, worse still, fog or rain. Similarly, plenty of interference can be expected from the many 
light sources in constant use. Accordjngly, optical fibers are used for light and infrared transmissions, in a 
manner virtually identical to waveguides at microwave frequencies. Because of the importance of this fonn 
of communication system and its relevance to today's communication industry, this topic will be discussed 
in detail in Chapter 17. 

16.2.3 Microwave Links 

A microwave link perfo1ms the same functions as a copper or optic fiber cable, but in a different manner, 
by using point-lo-point microwave transmission between repeaters. Many links operate in the 4- and 6-GHz 
region, but some links operate at frequencies as low as 2 GHz and others at frequencies as high as 13 GHz. 
Propagation is of course by means of the space wave and therefore limited to line of sight. Typical repeater 
spacings are close to 50 km, unless a city repeater is located on top of a special tower, or a country one on 
a hill. Even then, much larger repeater spacings cannot be u~ed because of the very high attenuation with 
distance to which radio waves are subject. 

A microwave link terminal has a number of similarities to a coaxial cable terminal. The multiplex equipment 
will be very simjlar, if not identical, as will be the channel capacity. Where a cable system uses a number of 
coaxial cable puirs, a microwave link will use a number of carriers at various frequencies within the bandwidth 
allocated to the system. The effect is much the same, and once again a spure carrier is used as a "protection" 
bearer in case one of the working bearers fails. Finally, there are interconnections at the terminal to other 
microwave or cable systems, local or trunk. 

'The similarities are in what is done, and the differences lie in the specific detail of how it is done. To 
illustrate the latter point, the simplified block diab'Tam ofa typical microwave repeater is shown in Fig. 16.5. 
Essentially, the repeater receives a modulated microwave signal from one repeater and transmits to the next 
one, and an jdcntical chain is provided for working in the other direction. The only difference here is that the 
transmjssions in the two directions are somewhat different in frequency to avoid interference; the frequency 
difference is typically a few hundred m1,;gahertz at the 4- or 6-GHz operating :frequencies. 

The block diagram in Fig. 16.5 shows no amplification of the received signal at the radio frequency. Rather, 
there is conversion down to an IF which is almost invariably 70 MHz. and thjs is the frequency at which 
the bulk of amplification takes place in the link shown. Indeed, low-power links bave a modulated output 
oscillator rather than a power output amplifier, and in those links all of the amplification will take place at 70 
MHz. The reason for this frequency conversion in existing link,:,i is noise reduction : until recently. it has been 
a lot easier to produce a very low-noise amplifier at 70 MHz than 4 GHz or above. A typical microwave link . 
consists of several repeaters between the end points, and of course noise is additive for analog systems. The 
latest developments in microwave transistors have dramatically reduced their noise figures, and so microwave 
links (especially digital ones) arc beginning to appear with RF preamplifiers. 
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Fig. 16.5 Simplified Mock diagram of microwave link carrier chain, shown receiving from 
A directio11 and transmitting in B direction. 

One must not lose sight of the fact that having a low-noise, sensitive receiver allows the desi1,'Tler to reduce 
transmit power in proportion; if receiver noise figure can be halved, so can the required link output power. [n 

tum, this allows cost and size reductions in every repeater of what might be a very long chain. 
The antennas most frequently used are those with parabolic reflectors. Hoghorn antennas are preferred for 

high-density links, since they are broadband and low-noise. They also lend themselves to so-called frequen~y 
reuse, by means of separation of signals through vertical and horizontal polarization. Hoghorns are widely 
used in the very common United States microwave links in the TD-2C and TD-3C series. 

The circulator, ensures a connection between the adjoining ports in the direction of the arrow but not be
tween any other ports. [n Fig. 16.5, this means that the transmitter is connected to the antenna and the antenna 
to the receiver, but the transmitter has no direct connection to the receiver input. If this were not ensured, the 
receiver mix.er would be burned out with remarkable rapidity. The mixer is further safeguarded by protection 
circuits from overloads caused by any transmission, often but not always generated by transmitters connected 
to the same antenna. I 

The receiver mixer is nowadays almost exclusively a Schottky-barrier diode, since this is a very low
noise device. Indeed, other mixer diodes in older systems have generally been replaced through retrofitting 
with Schottky diodes. The mixer is followed by a bandpass filter, usually operating at 70 MHz and having a 
bandwidth in the vicinity of 12 MHz. The filter provides the selectivity of the system, ensuring that" signals 
belonging to the other carriers in the system are rejected adequately. The IF amplifier comes next and; as 
mentioned, provides most of the gain of the repeater. Jt is almost invariably a low-noise, ultra-linear, very 
broadband transistor amplifier, which .consists of several stages and has AGC applied to it. 

The amplitude limiter follows the IF amplifier, to prevent spurious amplitude modulation. [n modem links 
a carrier is injected at this point if the preceding link has failed and no signal is being received. If this were 
not done, a lot of noise would be transmitted by the link, since AGC would disappear and IF amplifier gain 
would rise to a maximum. 
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Varactor diodes are most often used in the transmitter mixer, whose function is to bring the If' output up 
to the transmitting microwave frequency. This mixer is followed by a bandpass filter to _prevent any straying 
into unauthorized portions of'the frequency spectnun or interference to other carriers in the link. 

The output power of a link varies, depending 011 the bandwidth and therefore the number of circuits per 
carrier, and on the distance to the next repeater. In most cases powers between 0.25 and 10 W are transmitted, 
with 2 to 5 W most common. For powers of 0.5 W or less, a power amplifier is not required, and a power 
oscillator is used instead. This is most likely to be a reflex klystron in older equipment, a Gunn diode or an 
IMPATT diode in more modem equipment. The semiconductor device-s are preferred for their greater reliability, 
lower power consumption and simpler power supply requirements. For powers of I to 5 W, at frequencies 
not exceeding 6 GHz, output amplifiers are used, being most commonly push-pull metal-ceramic disk-seal 
triodes or single-ended TWT amplifiers. Equipment installed during the 1980s is most likely to use FET power 
amplifiers. For powers in excess of about 5 W, and certainly at frequencies above 6 GHz, tuvcling-wave tubes 
are almost universal as power amplifie~. They arc then preferred to semiconductor devices because of their 
much higher available output powers. 

The microwave source was a klystron up to the 1960s, and a Gunn oscillator with AFC iJ.1 the 1970s, but 
it is nowadays most likely to be a VHF transistor crystal oscillator, with a varactor mulLiplier. Multiplication 
factors are of the order of20 to 40, and the power output is iu the vicinity of200 mW. The power splitter sends 
approximately 75 percent of the power to the transmitter mixer, and the rest to the mixer which is also fed by 
the shift oscillator. The function of this circuit is to ensure that the receiver mixer is fed with a frequency 70 
MHz higher than the incoming signal , so as to provide the 70-MHz frequency difference for the ff amplifier. 
This assumes that the receive and transmit frequencies are the same and implies that the receive and transmit 
frequencies in the A direction in Fig. 16.5 are a few hundred megahertz bigher or lower than in the B 
direction for which the figure is drawn. Some links operate slightly differently, and their receive and transmit 
frequencies in a given direction are somewhat different. The shift oscillator provides the appropri_ately different 
frequency, to ensure still that an IF or 70 MHz is available. The function of the bandpass filter is to remove 
the unwanted frequencies from the output of the balanced mixer which precedes it. 

The typical number of carriers (in each direction) in a microwave link is at least four, and sornctimcs as 
many as 12. There are nonnally 600 to 2700 channels per carrier. In difficult locations, diversity may b·e used, 
in which case it is most likely to be space diversity incorporating pairs of antennas for the same direction. Also, 
it must be reiterated that the repeaters are not directly involved in the modulation process. This is because 
they are simply repeate,~<,·; their function is to receive, amplify and retransmit. The fact that frequency chang. 
ing takes place is extraneous to their function and should certainly not be confused with IF amplification in 
ordinary receivers (where IF amplifiers are followed by demodulators). Modulation does of course take place, 
as does demodulation, but only at the terminals, not at repeaters. 

The towers used for microwave links range in height up to about 25 m, depending 011 the terrain, length 
of that particular link and location of the tower itself. Such link repeaters are unattended, and, unlike coaxial 
cables where direct current is fed down the cable, repeaters must have their own power supplies. The 200 to 
300 W of de power required by a link is generally provided by a battery. 1n turn, the power is replenished by 
a generator, which may be diesel, wind-driven or, in some (especially desert) locations, solar. The antennas 
themselves. are mounted nea~ the top of the tower, a. few meters apart in the case of space diversity. They must 
be accurately aligned to the next repeater in the link, because beamwidths are Jess than 2°, and ariy misalign
ment causes a power loss. Alignment is one of the many items checked at each periodical maintenance visit 
to a repeater. 

It was stated at the beginning of this section that microwave links and coaxial cables perform essentially the 
same functions. Given that, it may be thought that the two media are in competition. So they are, up to a point, 
but not to the extent that any one system is likely to oust the other. Basically, microwave links are cheaper 
and have better properties for TV transmission, although coaxial cable is much less prone to interference. 
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(Coaxial cables are more prone to the kind of industrial interference caused by people using bulldozers and 
other digging appliances wi thout first checking a map!) The preference for microwave links in transmitting 
TV programs to distant stations for rebroadcasting is di.1e to the lesser number ofrepeaters for a given distance, 
as compared with a coaxial cable. In turn, this reduces the cumulative phase and ampli tude disto11ion over the 
large bandwidth occupied by TV: On the other ha11d, a microwave link is far more subject to impulse noise; or 
"hits," than the cable, which is protected and a closed-circuit system. The overall result of these co11siderntions 
is that the two media are complementary over the "backbone" routes in most developed countries, although 
microwave links predominate over the lesser routes. 

16.2.4 Tropospheric Scattel' Links 

A troposcatter link terminal is rather similar ton micrnwave link terminal. and indeed a typical block diagram 
is sufficiently like Fig. 16.5 that a separate block is not shown. The main differences lie in the very much 
higher output powers and lowt:r receiver noise figures in troposcatter links. Typical output powers arc I to 
IO kW, but powers as high as I 00 kW have been used for broadband links, although as little as 5 W may be 
sufficient for a shmi link designed to carry only eight voice channels. Powers of l to 5 kW are achieved with 
either high-power TWTs or multicavity klystrons, and klystrons are used to provide the higher powers. At 790 
to 960 MHz, perhaps the most common frequency range, receivers have low-noise transistor RF amplifiers. 
In the 2- and 5-GHz ranges, tunnel-diode or paramehic amplifiers arc common: receiver· noise figures under 
2 dB are the norm. The attenuation over a troposcatter path is fearful; hence the high transmitting powers 
used. Everything else being equal, H 3-dB improvement in receiver noise figure may pennit a 3-dB reduction 
in the transmitted power. 

Diversity is always used in trnposcattcr links. It may be space, polarization, or frequency diversity, or 
quadruple diversity-a combination of any two of those- where fading is particularly severe, i.e., on most 
longer links. This causes added tem1inal complexity, but it result~ in greatly improved reliability. For example, 
most modem systems arc unavailable, because of fad ing, for an average of less than 0. 1 percent of the time 
during the worst month of the year. · 

A high proportion oftroposcatter links is single-span, although others may have up to 20 spans. This depends 
on circumstances. A point-to-point link over inaccessible rerrain is likely to be single-span , wi th a length of 
300 to I 000 km. A link designed to provide communications for a group of islands, such as in the Caribbean, 
l~doncsia or the Philippines, wi ll have seve,ral spans, with baseband access at each point. Antenna diameters 
vary correspondingly, with typical diameters of 15 m for broadband links. Longer paths may require parabolic 
reflectors wi th diameters as large as 40 m, making them even larger than satellite earth station ante1rnas. 

A typical broadband link may carry 192 two-way voice channels, i.e., three supergroups plus one group. 
Capacities in excess of five supcrgroups arc, however, available, and indeed some shorter links can even 
carry TV. 

Finally, it should be noted that the capital cost of tToposcattcr links, in dollars per circuit-kilometer, is per
haps (our times that of coaxial cable, making it about 12 times that of microwave links. Operating costs are 
roughly in the same proporti,on, being high fortroposcatter because of the high powers requ.ircd. Accordingly, 
troposcatter links are used where special considerations so dictate, rather than interchangeably with the other 
two broadband transmission media. 

16.3 LONG-HAUL SYSTEMS 
Submarine cables and satellites are the two available means of intercontinental broadband communication. 
They bear the same competitive and complementary relationship to each other as coaxial cables and microwave 
links on land. Being historically -first, by a dozen or so years, submarine cables are discussed first. 
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16.3.1 Submarine Cables 

Submarine cables use principles very much like tht)se of coaxial cables. Thus they are coaxial, have repeat
ers and equalizers and have de power fed to them, with opposite polarities fed from opposite ends to reduce 
insulation problems. However, submarine cables use a single coaxia l tube for both directions of transmission, 
with frequency techniques :similar to those of microwave links to separate the two directions. The extent to 
which cables have spread out around the world, since TAT-I in 1956, is shown in Fig. 16.6 . 
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Fig. 16.6 The world's major submarine cal1/es and satellite earth stalir>ns. The curved lines indicqle the. 
coverage nrea limits of the satellite.s shown along tlte equator, (Map colltinues on next page.) 

(Courtesy of Overseas Telecomnwnicntions Co111missio11, Australia.) 
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Fig. 16.6 (map co11f i1111.ed front previous page) 

Cables such as the 48-circuit TAT-I und the 80-circuit CANTAT-1 ( 1961 ) are often refetTed to as "first
generation" cables. They featur~ vacuum-rube repeaters, at intervals of50 to 60 km. Second-generation cables, 
such as the SAT-I (1968) cable from Portugal to South Africa, have up to 360 circuits, with vacuum-tube 
repeaters at 18-km intervals. Vacuum tube.s were used as late as J 968 because of their proven reliability. Sub
merged cable or repeater repair is perfectly feasible, but is a complex and costly process.Jt involves sending 
cableships to the affected area und dragging tbc sea bottom for the cable, while the interrupted circuits are 
restored via another cable or a satellite (at no small cost). It can therefore be appreciated that reliability is the 
keynote, and vacuum .tubes had certainly established a reputation for that in submarine systems. 

However, increased bandwidths mean reduced repeater gains and increased cable losst:~, and so repeaters 
must be placed closer together. For long cable segments, this-results in unduly high de voltages required at the 
two ends to accommodate the 70-V drop per vucuum n1be repeater. Thus the third- and subsequent-generation 
cables have used transistor repeaters exclusively, with voltage drops ofon ly 12 V per repeater. Tbc TASMAN 
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cabl.e (1974, 480 circuits from Australia to New Zealand) and the TAT-5 cable (I 970, 845 circuits from the 
United States to Spain), both shown on Fig. 16.6, are typical examples oHbird-generation cables. 

CANTAT 2 is typical of fourth-generation cables. It was laid in 1974 and provides 1840 circuits between 
Canada and Great Britain.Figure 16. 7 shows the cable, both lightweight and armored, used in CA NTAT2, and 
a repeater from the system is shown in Fig. 16.8. The repeaters are, of course, all solid-state, with separntions 
of about 11 km in practice. This is a very successful design, first used in 1971 for a cable between Spain and 
the Canary Islands and subsequently employed iu the Mediterranean (several cables), the Atlantic (COLUM
BUS, southern segment of ATLANTIS, in l 982) and the Pacific (ANZCAN, 1984), as well as several shorter 
cables in Europe and southeast Asia. All these are shown in Fig. 16.6, except the many Mediterranean cables, 
which are omitted for lack of space. 
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Fig. 16.7 Display of sllbmm;ine cnble used i11 CANTAT 2; the overall diameter of each cable is 44.5 111m. 
(Courtesy of Standard Telephones and Ca/Jles; PLC, London.) 

Cable is laid by cableships operating from the two euds separately and sometimes simultaneously,.moving at 
typical speeds of about 8 knots (abopt 15 km/h)-the Anal splice is thus the midocean one. Lightweight cable 
is used for most of the length, including al l deep sea portions. Sometimes> ..yhere great depths arc involved, the 
cable is laid with sen parachutes, to, slow its descent and therefore the rate of temperature change undergone by 
the cable and electronic components. The repeaters are rigid, and ingenious methods of bypassing shipboard 
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sheaves have been developed. Am10re.d cable is used for the shore ends as protection against trawlers, ships ' 
anchors and tidal movements. In well-known fishing areas, particularly if they are shallow, the technique of 
ploughing-in is used if the sea bottom pemlits. As the cable is paid out. from the ship, a specially designed 
submarine, towed by a wire, cuts a 60-cm-doep trench for the cable to fall into; the trench is then covered. 
This was in tact done for the first 220 km of the CANT/1T 2 cable off the Canadian continental shelf, except 
for the repeaters; which were too thick to be buried. 
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Fig. 16.8 Co11structio1,. of CANT AT 2 submerged n11enter. (By courteB!f of Sfa11dard 'lelepho11es and Cal,/es, PLC Londo11.) 

The CANTAT 2 repeater::;, typical in this regard, are 25 cm in diameter and nearly 3 m long. Their func
tion, as might be gathered, is simply to amplify. This mu:,;t be done for both directions. The function of the 
power-separating and the directional filters in Fig. 16.8 is to help in this regard. Jn the CANTAT2 cable, the 23 
supergroups are accommodated in the frequency band 312 to 6012 kHz in one direction, and 8000 to 1\700 
kHz in the other direction. Inquisitive students who perform the appropriate calculations will realize that 
the above figures correspond to 3-kHz circuits and 80-oircuit supergroups. It will be recalled that submarine 
cables are expensive, and 3-kHz voice circuits arc often used. Supervisory tones and cable and system pilots 
are assigned various portions of the nearly 14-MHz spectrum, leaving 940 kHz for separation between the 
two directions; this is quite adequate in practice. 

Reliability is the keynote of a submarine cable project. This point cannot be stressed enough. Whether it is 
the cable itself, repeaters, equalizers, cable station tenninal equipment or power feed equipment, everything 
is engineered for a long life and slight, predictable aging. All cable and repeater welding is done by specially 
trained personnel, and all welds are check~d by x-ray. The electronic components arc assembled and tested 
under dustfree, laboratory condi tions. All the components are used at well below their maximum ratings, and 
key components are duplicated. The perfonnance of the system is monitored by the cableship during laying, 
and from the terminals for the rest of the cable life. Power feed arrangements are complex, with main sup
plies rectified and regulated at the tem1inals a·nd then used to float-charge the banks of batteries which feed 
dc/ac converters whose rectified output is actually fe\:I to the cable at constant current. Duplicate batteries and 
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standby diesel generators arc provided, as are complicated interlock arrangements. All this is done to prevent 
the worst crime that can be perpetrated on a submarine cable: Lhc sudden removal of the de power feed. 

The precautions as outlined are severe, but they have cerrainly paid off. The majotiry of the submarine 
cables that have been laid since 1956 are still operating, "delivering thei1· circuits." This is not to say that 
outages have never ()CCurred. They certainly have, but almost always through accidents rather thun malfunc
tions. The most common causes of failure have been fouling by ships· anchors or trawlers. with occasional 
turbidity currents (undersea avalanches caused by nearby earthquakes) also 111aking a contribution. However. 
since satellite stations are now widespread. restoration of the affected portions of damaged t:ables is relatively 
straightforward. For example, i !'the Sl l T-1 cable foi Is bet ween Ascension Island and South Africa. tlrnt portion 
of the cable can be restored by being sent via an INTELSAT Atlantic Ocean satellite. The cable then remains 
configured with one or its legs going via satellite lllltil repairs are effected, so tlrnt most of the users suffer a 
minor interruption instead of a major outage. There arc always contingency plans for the restoration of each 
leg of every cable. 

Cables larger than Lhe J 4-M Hz, 23-supergroup CANTAT 2 type are also ava ilable. They include a 43-super
group French cable, a 45-supcrgroup Japanese cable, a 50.8-supergroup American cable and a 69-supergroup 
British cable (capable of providing 5520 telephone circuits). They are used f'or a number or high-density 
applications, but only the American cable is used in intercontinental systems, for example. TAT-f> and TAT-7. 
It is almost as though users were awaiting the advent of fiber optics. 

16.3.2 Satellite Communication 

A communication satellite is essentially a microwave link repeater. It receives the energy beamed up at it by 
an earth station and amplifies and ren1rns it to canh at a frequency of about 2 gigahertz away: this prevents 
interference between the uplink and the downlink. Communication satellites appear to hover over given spots 
above the equator. This docs not make them stationary, but rather geostationary. They have the same angular 
velocity as the Earth (i.e., one complete cycle per 24 hours), and so they appear to be stationed over one spot 
on the globe. Celestial mechanics shows that a satellite orbiting the Earth will do so at a velocity that depends 
on its distance from the Earth, and on whether the satellite is in a circular or an elliptical orbit. A satellite in a 
low circular orbit, as was Sputnik I, will orbit the Earth in 90 minutes. The moon. which is nearly 385.000 km 
away, orbits in 28 days. A satellite in circular orbit 35,800 km away from the Earth will complete a revolution 
in 24 hours, as does the Earth below it., and this is why it appears stationary. The actual orbital velocity of a 
geostationary satellite is 11,000 km/per hour. or nearly 2 mi per second. 

Whether to use a stationary satellite or a succession or satellites in low. elliptical orbits for -global commu
nications is a question that exercised the minds of communication engineers in the enrly 1960s. It was really a 
case of convenience versus distance, and convenience won. Satellites in close elliptical orbits require relatively 
low n-aosmitting powers and receiver sensitivities but must be tracked by the antennas of the ground stations. 
Stationary satellites present no tracking problems but are so far away that large antennas. high powers and 
high receiver sensitivities are essential. With the sole exception of the USS R's Molniya satellite system, all 
other communications satellites use the synchronous orbits which all but eliminate satellite tracking. 

The major communications satellite systems include those operated by INTELSAT, whose satelli tes are 
used for global point-to-point communications; INMARSAT, which serves a similar role for ships at sea; 
and finally the various regional and domestic satellite systems being operated in a number of regions or by 
individual countries. Fig. 16. 9 shows the geostationary sate II ites in orbit or planned in late 1982. 

INTELSAT Satellites COMSAT (Communicati<..>n Satellite Corporation) or the United States, the 
Overseas Telecommunications Commission (Australia) and nine other world communication agencies met 
in Washington, D.C., in 1964, to sign a document that made them founder members of the I ntemational 
Telecommuni ..... «ion Satellite Consorti-um (i.e .. TNTELSAT). When JNTELSAT I better knoWJl as Early Bird, 
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was launched over the Atlantic in 1965, there were just five earth stations to make use of the 66 telephone 
circuits it offered. Today. there are over one dozen INTELSAT 11{ 1 V-A, /I and VA satellites in the Atlantic, In
dian and Pacific Ocean regions, offering capacities up to 12,500 two-way telephone circuits and two one-way 
TV channels per satellite. The INTELSAT VI satellites. launched in the late 1980s, is capable of providing up 
to 20,000 telephone circuits each. Over 500 earth stations in nearly 150 countries make use oftbe INTELSAT 
satellites in tbe three ocean regions, to provide over 25,000 circuits and TV :.ervices for international and 
domestic use. 
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Fig. 16.9 Sntellil,•s in geostntio11nry orbit. Com1111111icntio11s: /lttrrrrntio11nl co1111111111icntio11s sntellite; Experi111e11ts: 
Experimentnl satellite; Mnrilime: Maritime co11wwnicntions satellite; DomcsLic: Domestic co1111111wicntio11s satellite;_ 

Meteorology: Meteorological observation satellite; Special: Satellite for specinl regions; TV: Direct TV broadcast. 
(Courtesy of Kokusai Denslri11 Demva Ltd. (KD D)1 Tokyo.) 
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Fig. 16.10 INTELSAT V satellite. (Courtesy of INT£LSAT.) 

Figure 16. 10 shows a photograph of INT£ M,,'AT V, the most advanced satellite in current use, and 
Fig. 16. 11 shows an exploded vie~ of the satelli , · !NTELSAT Vis 15.9 m (52 ft) long with the solar panels 
deployed as shown, and its overall height is 6.4 m (2 1 ft). When the satell ite is in orbit, all the antennas naturally 
point downward to earth. The satellite was first launched in I 980, and modifications currently being performed 
on its electronics will result in the capacity being increased to 15,000 circuits. The resulting INTELSAT V-A 
satellites began to be launched in 1984. 

The satell ite is a microwave repeater ~eceiving signals from earth stations, amplifying them at RF, and 
retransmitting them to earth. All the prec1·r,ing satellites utilized the 5.925- to 6.425-GHz frequency range for 
the uplink nnd the 3. 7- to 4.2-GHz range for the dow11.li11k. /NTELSAT V does this also, but additionally uses 
the 4.0· to 14.5-CiHz range for a second upli'nk and the ranges 10.95- to 11 .20-GHz and 11.45- to 11 .70-GHz 
for the corresponding downlink. The use of the 14/ I J .Gl-lz range significantly increases the available system 
capacity. 

An INTELSAT V :satelUte has L l low-noise 6-GHz receivers, consisting of a fou.r-stage silicon bipolar 
transistor amplifier and a low-noiS!! mixer. Five of these receivers are operational at any given time, with the 
remainder on standby. The output of each operational receiver, at 4 GHz, is fed to another four-stage bipolar 
transistor amplifier, and the11 to n·aveling-wave t11be, whose output of 4.5 to 8.5 W (depending on application) 
is fed to one of the antennas for retransmission to earth. Much the same arrangement is used at 14/U GHz, 
except that this time there are four receivers. The front end in each case consists of a germanium tunnel-diode 
amplifier, followed by a Schottky-diode mixer, nnd a five-stage I I-GHz bipolar transistor amplifier feeding 
a TWT. 

With its multiple receivers and antennas, the INTELSAT V satellite employs a complex operational pattern 
of hemispherical, zone and spot beams. For example, in the lnd.ian Ocean Region (!OR), the western hemi 
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beam covers Etu·ope and most of Africa and the Middle East, and its eastern counterpart covers Asia east of 
Pakistan, and a large portion of Australia- the whole lOR is also covered by a global beam. In the Atlantic 
Ocean Region (AOR), the western zone is the east coast of Canada, the United States, Mexico and the Carib
bean, while the eastern zone consists of Western Europe, North Africa and the Middle East. Finally. the IOR 
western spot covers a portion of Western Europe, and the eastern spot covers Japan and some surrounding 
areas. This beam arrrrngernent perrnitsji-eqzumcy reuse with INTELSAT Vand ~ignificantly boosts its channel 
capacity. As an example of frequency re-use, it is possible, using different antennas; receivers and transmit
ters, to use the same frequency for transmitting to the eastern zone aild the western bemi area. Although a 
large proportion of the INTELSAT V frequency spectrum uses frequency modulation and frequency. division 
lilultiplex ing, facilities are also provided for time-division multiplexing and even digital speech interpolation 
at the earth statfon.'Speech interpolario11 is a complox scheme for sensing silent periods between the speech 
bursts in a channel and filling them with speech bursts from otber channels. 
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Fig. 16.11 Exploded view of INTELSAT V sate/life. (Courtesy of TNTELSAT.) 

An earth station is related to a liatellitc in inllch the same way as a terminal is related to a microwave 
repeater; even the frequencies used are very similar. However. there is one significant role reversal. Where a 
link tem1inul may be connected to several links and a repeater works in just one chain, so here it is the earth 
station that works just the one satellite (although colocatcd earth stations, each working a different satellite, 
are common) and the satellite "repeater" works wi th any number of earth "tem1inal'' stations. That is to say, 
any entity having an approved earth starionfacing ,1 particular satellite may communicate ivith any (or eve1y) 
earth station in the same satellite region. This 11111/tiple access ability is a distinct advantage of satellites over 
submarine cables. 

Ea1th stations must be acceptable to INTELSAT before being allowed to work a given satellite and must 
undergo exhaustive tests prior to commercial operation. Standard A stations have antenna diameters in the 
range of27.5 to 30 m and are nowadays invariably parabolic reflectors with Cassegrain feeds. They need be 
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steerable only to the extent of being able to follow, automatically, the 20-km figure eight performed daily by 
the satellite (for complex reasons the satellite is not quite geostationary, but a 20-kni movement at a distance 
of 36,000 km is not very significant). However, most antennas are capable of considerably greater motion 
than that. This applies particularly to antennas in tropical regions, which must be capable of stowage verti· 
cally upward when cyclone winds exceed predcte1mi.ned velocities. Also, they must be made with minimum 
dJstortions, both in still air and in high winds. For example, the Goonhilly AOS antenna is designed so that its 
maximum deviation from a true paraboloidal shape docs not exceed 5 mm at any point on the dish in a 120-
km/h wind. Standard B antennas have diameters of ll m. The same restrictions apply to them as to standard 
A stations. In addition, however, they are restricted in other respects since they place a greater requirement 
for gain and power from the satellite. They are generally in use at locations where communications require
ments arc relatively slight, for example, in Gibraltar, Mauritius or American Samoa. They can also be portable 
(acnially, transportable) and thus useful for emergencies. 

Standard C earth stat.ions a.re designed to operate at the new 14/ 11-GHz frequency range and have antenna 
diameters between 14 and 19 m. ,[NTELSAT has also authorized the use of a number of nonstandard earth 
stations for special purposes such as domestic leases. 

The max imum power output of a standard A earth station is up to 8 kW over the total band allocated to 
satellite communications. However, that would be only if the station transmitted over the complete spectrum 
of a satellite. 111 practice, each station is allocated a portion or the total bandwidth for its tn1nsmission, in 
proportion to its requirements and overall availability. It may typically transmit a number of 132-. 252- or 
972-channel carriers, together with special TDMA and TV carriers, and so the transmitted power is a good 
deal less than the 8-kW possible maxi.mum. The station high-power amplifier (HPA), of which a standard A 
station will have at least two, is generally a water-cooled traveling-wave tube of multicavity klystron, with 
a saturated maximttm output power of about 3 kW. This is often dri ven by a lower-power TWT, anc.l all the 
preceding amplifiers are solid-:,tatc. 

The station receivers arc superheterodyne, with low-noise parametric preamplifiers k11ow11 as low-noise 
amplifiers (LNAs). The LNA is located close to the waveguide in the center of the antenna and is as a rule 
a multistage traveling-wave amplifier. Tn older earth stations, the paramp wJII be c1yogenically cooled to a 
temperature of about 4 K, with a reflex klystron or varactor chain pump. Tts output is likely to be fed to a 
tunnel-diode amplifier, and then perhaps a low-noise TWT amplifier. In newer stations, the paramp will be 
thennoelectrically cooled to about 230 K (- 43°C), and its output will be fed to a multistage FET amplifier; 
the pump for the paramp is likely to be a transistor oscillator with crystal frequency stabilization (see Chapter 
12 for descriptions of the various solid-state devices). 

The foregoing amplifiers produce an overall gain of about 60 lo 70 dB at1d are all located close to the an
tenna receiving point. The signal is fed to the main station below via waveguide. After still further amplifica
tion, the signal goes to a power divider and a series of filters. Whereas a station must be capable of receiving 
signals anywhere within the 500-MHz bandpass of the downlink transmission, it does not have to receive all 
the signals. Rather, it must be capable of receiving only the transmissions corresponding to the carriers which 
communicate with this particular station. 

Just as a station is allocated carriers which it transmits, so a station allocates receive chaiL1s for the ca.rriers 
which it must receive. Thus the output of the above- mentioned power divider is fed to a series of bandpass 
filters, each of which is ofa bandwidth sufficient to pass the wanted carrier. Each filter is followed by a mixer 
which downconverts the signal from the wanted carrier to an IF of70 MHz, where the signal is further ampli
fied and then demodulated. 

The output of the receive chain is the baseband of that particular carrier, from which the wanted channels 
(ifa so-called multiuser group was transmitted, with different channels to different counh·ies) are extracted. 
Sometimes the whole group is destined for this particular station, and often a supergroup or more. Either 
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way, the signal::; are suitably assembled into supergroups for sending via the terrestrial broadband link to the 
international tenninal fa the appropriate gateway city. Most of the critic.i i gear on a station is duplicated. A 
number of other transmitting, receiving and monitoring functions are performed at an earth station. 

A comparison ()fthe prope1ties and advantages of submarine cables and satellite communications reveals 
that. while each has its own advantages, the tW() systems are essentially complementary. For example, satel
lites may be accessed by any earth station within a given region, whereas cables are of primary use only to 
the areas bet\veen which they are connected. This is an oversimplification but holds tn1e in general. Again, all 
intercontinental television (in practice, thousands of hours per monlh) goes via satellite, although the advent 
of fiber-optic cables is changing this. 

Reliability is similar, in that the high reliability of satellites is marred somewhat by station outages for causes 
such as cyclones and maintenance or failure of terrestrial links. Conversely, cables are more prone to damage, 
whi le cable stations have an excellent record. Finally, the shorter pmpagatron times (typically 20 to 150 ms) 
on cables, as compared with 300 ms via satellite, form•a significant advantage for cables. Some people find it 
difficult to adjust, in an international telephone call, to the fact that a total of 600 ms will cfopse from the time 
they have fin ished speaking on a satellite circuit, to the time when the reply begins to be heard. 

The reason for the clelay is of course lhe distance involved, a round trip of 72,000 km. Thus !anden, satel
lite hops are avoided. where possible, for interregional calls. For example, New Zea land and Great Britain do 
not face a common satellite. Thus a double-satellite hop could be involved in their mutual telephone circuits. 
This is avoided by having these circuits go from Auckland to Sydney via the Tc1s111an cable (propagation time 
14 ms), and then to London via the Australian and British /OS earth stations, Cedw1a and Madley. 

Current economic forecasts indicate that fiber optic submarine cables a.re likely to provide cheaper circuits 
than satellites during the mid- I 990s, for al I but the longest distances. If this eventuates, we can expect a sig
nificant rebalancing of utilization in favor of cable.s. 

INMARSAT Satellites Until 1976, all communications with ships at sea went via HF radio. While this is 
still 11sed a lot for maritime colil.lilunications, 1976 saw the inauguration of ship-to-shore and shore~to-ship 
communications via a dedicated geostationary satellite system, providing high-quality telephony, data and 
telex/telegraphy circuits. This was the MAR.ISAT system, operated by COMSAT and initially intended for 
use by the U.S. Navy, but wi th son,e capacity for commercial use. There were eventually three MARISAT 
satell ites, one i11 each ocean region, operating at 1.5/ 1.6 GHz for the uplink and 6/4 GHz for the.downlink. 

There were initially three MARlSAT earth stations, one for each ocean region; Southbury, Connecticut 
(Atlantic), Santa Paula, California (Pacific), and lbaraki, Japan (lndian). A ship wishing to make a caU would 
dial the operator at the appropriate earth station via its shipboard te1minal, if the relatively few MARISAT 
chatu'1cls in its region were free, and the operator would complete the call to its destination, anywhere in the 
world. A call in the reverse directim1 was completed similarly. By early 1981, over 500 ships of the world's 
merchilnt fleet were equipped for MARJ SAT commm1ications, and congestion was being .felt. 

Around the time when INTELSATwas fo1111e<l, tbe Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization 
((MCO), commissioned a group of experts to consider the introduction or satellite communication to the 
maritime sphere, with the aim or improving communication with ships, particularly for safety and distress 
purposes. The panel of experts completed its deliberations and made its recommendations just as the MARlSAT 
system was introduced. The recommendation was for the es.tabLisbment of a maritime snt~llite organization 
akin to INTELSAT, and so in July 1979, the International Maritime SatelLite Organization (lNMA.RSAT) was 
bom, very much along the INTELSAT lines, with COMSAT (on behalf of the United States) once again the 
largest shareholder. 

Over 20 INMARSAT earth stations are now in service, in a majority of the developed nations. The space 
segment consists of capacity leased from MARJSAT, additional capacity leased from the European Space 
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Agency in two of their Marecs satellites, and final ly more capacity leased from INTELSA1', in the three IN
TELSAT V satellites equ ipped with maritime communications subsystems (MCS). The shore s1ations have 
antennas with diameters of the order of 13 m, and the shipboard antennas are 1.2 111 in diameter and generally 
contained in raclomes. 

Regional and Domestic Satellites As the name suggests, a regional satellite system is a kind of n1ini
fNTELSAT designed to serve a region with community interests, especiully in communications. The world's 
first regional satellite system was the fndonesian Palapa network, inaugurated in the mid- 1970s, initially for 
domestic services (f ndonesia consists of over 3000 islands, with some 1800 or Lhcm inhabited), but by the 
late 1970s it had expanded to neighboring countries such as the Philippines. The Conference of European 
Post and Telegraph Administrations (CEPT) was next on the scene, with EUTELSAT created in the early 
1980s. under the auspices of the European Space Agency (ESA), whose other main ftinction is the develop
ment and operation of the llriane :satellite launcher (used by a number of organizations, including lNTEL
SAT). EUTELSAT provides and maintains the space segment for the European Communication Satellite 
(ECS), and individual countries provide their own earth stations, as with JNTELSAT. 

The ECS system came into service in 1983, operating in the 14/ 12-GHz band, with ground antennas very 
much I ike the INTELSAT standard C antennas, but with lower ground and sate II ite transmit powers, for reasons 
which arc outlined below. The system is used for it1tra-Emopean telephone, data and telex/telegraph services, 
and also by the Eurnpean Broadcasting Union, for the distribution CJf its EURO VISION progran,.,;, 

The next regional satellite network to go into service is likely to be the ARAB- SAT system in the Middle 
East, but some problems need to be ironed out before it goes on air. 

There is conceptually not a. great deal of difference between a regional satellite system used by a group 
of neighboring countries and a domestic system used by a large or dispersed country. Indeed, they share a 
common characteristic which makes them quite different from the global INTELSAT system, in requiring a 
much smaller covering area. Each INTELSAT satellite must have a beam accessible to roughly one-third of 
the globe, resulting in a coverage of almost exactly 170 million km2• On tbe other han<l, a circular beam could 
cover the whoh~ of India, for example, if it had a radius on the ground of 1450 km. The resulting 6.6-million
km2 coverage aJea .represents a 26-fold reduction when compared with the global beam. All else being equal, 
it means that the satellite antenna gain can. iJJ thi:; case, be increased by a factor of 26. The result is a very 
significant gain increase compared with the global system, and consequently much smal ler receiving antennas 
and simpler receivers on the ground. 

Although the conceptual difference between a regional and a domestic satellite system is not great, the 
political difference is enormous! No international conferences are needed; there are no language barriers, no 
requirements to correlate different national technical standards (making the usual compromises), no necessity 
to make allowances for the least developed entity in the group, and so on (students will gather from all this 
that the author speaks from long personal experience!). Moreover, in al I the world's countries except one (the 
United States) there is just one satellite organization, normally government-owned, so that even domestic 
friction is avoided. It should come as no surprise, therefore, that domestic satellite systems preceded regional 
ones by several years and, as might be expected, North America led the field. 

Tclesat Canada was established in 1969 and in January 1973 inaugurated the Canadian domestic satellite 
system, using ANIKA/ satellites for the space segment. The United States followed soon afterward, with the 
launching of the Westar system in 1974, and lhcn the competing Comstar, Satc()m, SBS, STC and Te/star 
networks. The orbital locations of the various No11h Am.erican and other domestic satellites are shown in Fig. 
16.9. The Comstar series is jointly owned by AT&T and GTE and operated on their behalf by COMSAT. 

Many other countries now have domestic satellite systems using their own satellites: notably the Rµssia, 
Chiml; Indonesia, India, the Scandinavian countries and Colombia; Australia's domestic system ·s inaugura-
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tion dare is 1985. In addition, nearly 20 countries operate domestic services by means of leasing spacecraft 
capacity from INTELSAT, among them Algeria, Austrn lie, Brazil, Nigeria and Saudi Arabia. 

Domestic satellite systems generally use the same frequency ranges as lNTELSAT satellites, viz., 6/4 and 
14/12 GHz, with simi lar parameters. In the earth segment, there are usually two sets of emih stations; ones 
with 5- to 15-m diameters, owned and operated by the provider or the satellite system, and simpler stations 
with smaller antennas, owned and operated by customers. The resulting network provides point-to-point 
telephone, duta and other services, in a fashion complementary to terrestrial services. Additionally, radio 
and TV broadcasting are available, by means of a signal originated at a major station and rebroadcast by the 
satell ite to a large number of fairly small and simple, receive-only stations located throughout a country. The 
rest of the system then work:, in the same way as community antenna TV, with receivers connected by cable 
to the receiving station. lt is also possible for individual receivers to have their own satellite ante1rnas and 
downconverters, as is done in the Australian outback and elsewhere. 

It can be seen that a parallel exists between domestic and international services, in that ench can be achieved 
by means of competing and yet complementary terrestrial and satellite systems. ln each case the tel'l'estrial 
systems cnme fi rst, to be followed by mushrooming satellite systems which provided many additional services, 
as well as access to remote communities. Finally, in ench case the terrestrial systems have "hit back'' with 
fiber-optic technology, and the competition remains intense while facilities available LO the customeJ· expand 
and improve-this is clearly a very healthy situation. 

16.4 ELEMENTS OF LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONY 
It has been pos:,;ible since World War I to make a continental telephone call (via an open-wire system) or an 
intercontinental one (via H.F radio). However, long-distance telephony did not take off until after World War 
ll, when it became possible to dial such calls without having to go thrnugh every operator enroute. Some 
aspects of long-distance telephony will now be discussed. 

16.4.1 Routhlg Codes and Signaling Systems 
When dialing a subscriber in another part of the world, it is essential to identify the wanted telephone number 
uniquely, so that the international telephone network selects that number and no other. ll simply would not do 
if a subscriber dialed tho number 2345678 in New York from Boston nnd got the number 2345678 in Antwerp, 
Belgium, instead. Thus each country (or continent, in the case of North America) has a numbering scheme 
with unique area codes. For example, the area code for New York is 212, that for Montreal, Canada, is 514, 
and so on. Again, countTies must also have their unique codes, and these have been allocated in the CCITT 
World Plan. For example, North America has the country code I, Austr-alia 61 and Israel 972. An Australian 
subscriber must dial the digit sequence 0011 when making an international telephone call; different access 
digiLS are required in other countries, often consisting of fewer numbers. A subscriber in Sydney dialing a 
counterpart in New York would dial: 

001 1 

access digits country code 

212 

NPA number 

921 

Central office code 

ABCD 

Sub's code 

And, needless to say. the number is dialed smoothly and continuously, such as: 001112 I 2921 ABCD. The 
access digits arc Lo tell the outgoing national network that this will be an international cal I, and Lhe country 
code states where the call is going. The rest of the number is the same as would be dialed by a subscriber in 
North America residing outside the New York local zone. · 

ln order for the wanted subscribers in the ca ll described above to be i1iterconnected, s ignaling systems 
mu~t exist to send on the appropriate digits, ensuring that correct routing is achieved. A number of signal-
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ing systems arc in use around the world. The most common ones for national signaling ore the dccadic and 
mult{frequenc:y coding (MFC). while for international signaling CClTT No. 5 and No. 6 are internationally 
agreed. In the decadic system, which is on tho way out in most countries, de pulses are sent on the signaling 
circuit connected to the telephone, with a number of pulses equal to the digit dialed. In MFC, combinations of 
two tones out of 700, 900. 1100, 1300, 1500 and 1700 Hz are used to define each digit. and such supervisory 
signals as subscriber busy or no circuits available. The signaling system is cumpelfed, in that the receiving 
office acknowledges each digit sent. Such a system is not practicable for international dialing because of the 
propagation delays mentioned previously, which would tie up signaling and common equipment of telephone 
exchanges far t<)o long. Thus the CCITT No. 5 system is used instead. This is also an MFC system, but here 
only the control signals arc compelled, not the actual digits sent. 

All the systems so far descrihe<l use the actual telephone circuits for the signaling functions, before and 
after the telephone call. CCITI No. 6 is the first international signaling system which uses common,charmel 
signaling. Here signaling circuits are established between the computers controlling each pnir of interworking 
telephone exchanges. These comrnon channels are used exclusively for signaling, and telephone circuits 
themselves are used only for voice (or data). The international use of CCTTT No. 6 was pioneered by the 
United States, Australia and Japan, during the late 1970s; CCITT is currently evolving a new commo1Hhannel 
signalirtg system, No. 7. Finally, it should be noted that the foregoing remarks generally apply also Lo te lex, 
although the signaling systems themselves arc somewhat different from those used for telephony. 

16.4.2 Telephone Exchanges (Switches) and Routing 

The function ofa telephone exchange (switch) is to interconnect foLLr-wire lines, so as to permit a call to be 
established correctly. I fbotb the calling and the called subscriber are connected to the same exchange, it merely 
has to interconnect them. If the wanted subscriber is connected to some other exchange, the call from calling 
subscriber must be routed con·ectly, so that it will reach the wanted number. 

There have been basically three generations of exchanges. The first was the step-by-step, or Strowger type, 
which had an incredible numhcr of relays that made interconnections step by step, i.e., after each digit was 
received. The second generation was the crossbar exchange, which had even more relays but miniaturized and 
arranged so that up to 20 connections were made ~imultaneously by the crossbar switch, after all the digits were 
received. The processor-co11tro/led exchange represents the third generation. Here. all the interconnections 
are made by the exchange processor or computer, and as a resull the space occupied is very much smaller. It 
is worth pointing out that a telephone (or telex) exchange is an incredibly complex piece or equipment, and 
a 2000-line crossbar exchange may occupy the whole floor of a rather large building. In countries such as 
the United States and Australia, there arc very few Strowger exchanges left, processor-controlled exchange 
capacities have outs~rippcd those of crossbar exchanges, and most of the latest exchanges arc digital. 

ff the originating and wanted subscribers arc not connected to the same exchange, the originating exchange 
must participate in the correct routing of the call. This is done by analyzing the called number and examining 
the paths available through and outside the exchange to route the call. The local exchange must establish the 
group offirst-choicc trunks to which the call is routed, and which of tbc:;e is free. If all arc occupied, the call 
is routed to the second-choice trunks. and so on. If no trunks are available, the appropriate signal must be sent 
to the calling subscriber, in this case perhaps a "plant engage" tone. The same process is performed in each 
exchange in the hierarchy of exchanges, which is essentially local office-toll center- primary or regional 
center- international center, and then the same chain in reverse. 

As an example, let us examine the routing that may be taken by a call from the small town of Daylesford 
in Victoria (Australia) to New York. The call will be routed Lo the toll office in Ballarat, directly or via some 
intennediate point, and then to the regional center ia Melbourne. From there it is routed via any one of a 
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number of paths to its opposite number in Sydney, whence it is sent to one of the two international exchanges 
in Sydney. A Denver-Sydney satellite or cable circuit is then selected, and in Denver the call is routed from 
the intemational exchange to a regional one, then perhaps to the New York No. 6 regional office, then to a 
toll center, the corrccL local office and finally to the wanted subscriber. Had aU the Denver-Sydney circuits 
been busy, the Sydney exchange wottld have selected a Sacramento-Sydney circuit, and the consequent trunk 
routing to New York won.Id have been different. ll is worth noting that the process just described should not 
take more than a few seconds. 

These, then, are some of Lhe functions of telephone exchanges. Others include self-monitoring, the provi
sion of statisLical data on traffic and perfommncc, and even customer charging. 

16.4.3 Miscellaneous Practical Aspects 

I1ttenrntioual Gateways An international gateway is the center at which the international exchange, 
multiplex equipment and ancillary equipment for international telephony and/or telegraphy, telex, data, tele
vision and facsimile are located. There are, for example, six such gateways in London, two in Sydney and 
Tokyo, and only one in lesser centers; in the United States the gateways arc geO!,rraphically separate, with 
major intercontinental telephone ones being located at Sacramento, Denver, Pinsburgh, New York City and 
White Plains, New York. lt is here that the various International Maintenance, Switching and Coordination 
centers are located, and from here new circuits, groups and supcrgroups are lined up, while existing ones are 
maintained. Such centers are quite often stations for submarine cables. 

Echo and Ec1,o Suppressors ll was shown in Section 9.1 that reflections will take place from an imperfect 
tcnnination on a transmission line. In a telephone system, any imperfect matching bet\veen the speaking sub
scriber and the distant telephone will resu It in the reflection, to the earpiece of this subscriber, of an attenuated 
version of what the speaker is saying. TI1is is known as ecbo. Unless great round-trip delays are involved, 
this echo is actually beneficial, since it ensures that the earpiece does not sound "dead"; sidetone is used for 
the same purpose. However, in long-distance call$, pa1ticularly those involving satellite bops, hearing a loud 
echo several hundred milliseconds after one bas spoken is enervating. It may even be a total impediment to 
the conversation. 

To combat this, international circuits (and long cross-continental ones) are fitted with echo suppressors. 
These devices are connected at each end of the circuit, sense the dit'ection of speech and place of the order 
of 50 dB of anenuation in the listening leg, thus ensuring that echo is thoroughly attenuated. Lf both parties 
speak a l once, 6 dB of attenuation is placed in each direction. Although wanted speech is thus attenuated by 
6 dB, the unwanted echo is attenuated by 12 dB, and so its nuisance value is somewhat reduced. 

Echo cancelers arc beco[lling available. These are complex electronic devices which analyze the outgoing 
speech and the incoming echo and try to cancel the ecl10 by feeding into the circuit a suitably diminished signal 
from the speaking end, 180n oul of phase with the received echo. Their advantage over echo suppressors is 
that they function as well when both ends are speaking, unlike the suppressors. 

16.4.4 Introduction to Traffic Engineering 

Traffic 1::ngineering is a most fascinating and complex topic, just as applicable to telephone traffic as to any 
other kind oftTaffic. It is related to measuring such traffic and its fluctuations and growth, as well as optimum 
Lraffic routing arrangements. lt wi ll be briefly introduced here. 

Measurement of Traffic To find out how many circuits are needed on a given route, it is first necessary 
to know how much traffic there is. To do tbat, one must be able to measure traffic. The unit of measurement 
is the erlang1 which is a dirnensionlcsstquantity (actually, it is minutes per minute). Suppose that four tele-
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phone circuits exist between a pair of places, and it is found that, in a pa1ticular half-hour period, the circuits 
carried respectively 25, 15, 5 and 24 minutes of traffic. That is to say, each circuit was busy for the period 
indicated, and so the total occupied time was 25 + 15 + 5 + 24 "' 69 minutes. The average occupancy during 
the half-hour was thus 69/30 = 2.3 erlangs. Needless to say, the traffic may have fluctuated during this p<!riod. 
At instants when all four circttits were busy, the carried traffic was 4 crlangs, and there may have also been 
instants of no occupancy at all, i.e., 0 erlangs. 

Grade of Service The expression "carried traffic'' was carefully used above. This is not the same as offered 
traffic. For example, 20 erlangs may be offered to IO circuits, in which case a lot of the offered traffic will fail 
to secure a circuit, and congestion will result. It is possible to calculate statistically the degree of congestion, 
or grade nfservice, as it is known, given the amount of traffic in erlangs and the number of circuits and their 
arrangernent. However, it is a lot easier to look up the information in erlang tables. Such tables are used to 
calculate the grade of service for a particular number of erlangs on a given group of circuits, or to calculate 
the number of circuits required for a particula.r traffic level and design grade of service. To provide enough 
circuits to ensure zero grade of service is virt11ally impossible, prohibitively expensive and unnecessary. 
Jt would be rather like providing an eight-lane highway between two small towns, because of the small but 
finite probability that all four lanes in one direction might one day have parallel cars in them, and a fifth 
vehicle will want to pass them. The internationally accepted worst grade::; of service are 3 percent if a route 
carries no subscriber-dialed traffic, and I percent otherwise. On the lO busiest days of the year (not count
ing special occasions such as Christmas, or catastrophes) the grade of service may approach, but should not 
exceed, the design figure. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the following multiple-choice questions 
consists of an incomplete statement followed by four 
choices (a, h, c, and d). Circle the letter preceding the 
line that correctly completes eac:h sente11c:e. 

I. Broadband lo11g-distance commw,ications were 
made possible by the advent of 
a. telegraph cables 
b. repeater amplifiers 
c. HF radio 
d. geostationary satellites 

2. A scheme in which several channels are inter
leaved and then transmitted together is known 
as 
a. :frequency-division multiplexing 
b. time-division multiplexfog 
c. a group 
d. supergroup 

3. A basic group B 
a. occupies the frequency range from 60 to I 08 

kHz 
b. consists of erect channels only 

c. is. fum1ed at the group translating equipment 
d. consists of five supcrgroups 

4. Time-division multiplex 
a. can be used with PCM only 
b. combines five groups into a i:;upergroup 
c. stacks 24 cha,rnels in adjacent frequency 

slots 
d. interleaves pulses belonging to different trans. 

1111.SSIOHS 

5. The number of repeaters along a coaxial cable 
link depends on 
a. whether separate tubes are used for the two 

directions of transmission 
b. the bandwidth of the system 
c. the number of coaxial cables in the tube 
d. the separation of the equalizers 

6. A supergroup pilot is 
a. applied al each multiplexing bay 
b. used to regulate the gain of Individual repeaters 
c. applied at each adjustable equalizer 
d. fed in. at a GTE 
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7. Microwave link repeaters are typically 50 km 
apart 
a. bec1n1se of atmospheric attenuation 
b. because of output tube power limitations 
c. because of the Earth's curvature 
d. to ensme that the applied de voltage is not 

excessive 

8. Microwave links are generally preferred to coaxial 
cable for television transmission because 
a. they have less overall phase distortion 
b. they are cheaper 
c. of their greater bandwidths 
d. of their relative immunity to impulse noise 

9. ArrnoTed submarine cable is used 
a. to protect the cable at great depths 
b. to prevent inadvertent ploughing-in of the 

cable 
c. for the shallow shore ends of the cable 
d. to prevent insulation breakdown from the high 

feed voltages 

l O. A submarine cable repeater contains, among other 
equipment, 
a. a de power supply and regulator 
b. filte-rs for the two directions of transmission 
c. multiplexing and demultiplexing equipment 
d. pilot inject and pilot extract equipment 

11 . A geostationary satellite 
a. is 111otionless in space (except for its spin) 
b. is not really stationary at all; but orbits the 

Eaith within a 24-hr period 
c. appears stationary ewer the Earth's magnetic 

pole 
d. is located at a height of 35,800 km to ensure 

global coverage 

12. Indicate the correct statement regarding satellite 
communications. 
a. If two earth stations do not face a common 

satellite, they should communicute via a 
double-satellite hop. · 

b. Satellites are allocated so that it is impossible 
for two earth stations not to face the same 
satellite. 

c. Colocated earth stations are used for frequency 
diversity. 

d. A satellite earth station must have as many 

receive chains as there arc carriers transmitted 
to it. 

13. Satellites used for intercontinental co111111unica
tions arc known ru,; 

a. Comsat 
b. Domsat 
c. Marisat 
d. Intelsat 

14. Identical telephone numbers i.n different parts of 
a country are di$tingui~hed by their 
a. language digits 
b. access digits 
e. area codes 
d. central office codes 

15. Telephone traffic is measured 
a.. with echo cancelers 
b. by the relative congestion 
c. in terms of the grade of service 
d. in crlangs 

I 6. [n order to separate channels in a TDM receiver, 
it is necessary to use 
a. AND gates 
b. bandpass filters 
c. differentiation 
d. integration 

l 7. To separate channels in an FDM receiver, it is 
necessary to use 
a. AND gates 
b. bandpass niters 
c. differentiation 
d. cintegration 

I 8. Higher order TOM levels are obtained by 
a. dJvid ing pulse widths 
b. using the a- law 
c. ~•s ing the µ-law 
d. form ing superrnastergroups 

19. Losses in optical fibers can be caused by (indicate 
the false statement) 
a. impurities 
b. mierobcnding 
c. attenuation in the glass 
d. stepped index operation 

20. The 1.55 µm "window" is not yet in use with fiber 
optic systems because 



a. the attenuation is higher than at 0.85 µm 
b. the attenuation is higher than at 1.3 µm 
c. suitable laser devices have not yet been devel

oped 
cl. it does not lead itself to WHVC)ength multiplexing 

21. Indicate which of the following is not a submarine 
cable. 
a . TAT-7 
b. INTELSAT V 
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c. ATLANTIS 
d. CANTAT2 

22. Indicate which of the following is an American 
domsat system. 
a. INTELSAT 
b. COMSAT 
c. TELSTA R 
d. lNMARSAT 

Review Questions 

I . What is 11111/fiplexing'! Why is it needed'? Whal arc its rwo basic fonns? 

2. Show, diagrammatically and with an explanation, how channels a.re combined into groups, and groups 
into supergroups, and so on, when FDM is generated in a practical system. 

3. What are lhc major advantages of the piecemeal method of generating FDM. as in Question 2, compared 
with a method of directly translating each channel, in one step, into its final position in the baseband? 

4. Explain the principles of time-division multiplexing, with a sketch to show how the interleaving of 
channels takes place. 

5. Show how first-order TOM signals may be generated and then demultiplexed in the receiver. 

6. Explain briefly how higher-ordcl' TDM multiplexing is achieved. Draw up a table comparing the channel 
capacities of the first four orders ofTDM and FDM. 

7. Describe a typical terrestrial coaxial cable system. Why arc separate cables in the one tube used for the 
two directions of transmission? 

8. Sketch the supergroup distribution spectrum of a coaxial cable carrying 900 circuits. 

9. What are the typicul operating frequencies, bandwidths and repeater gains and spacings in a coaxial cable 
system? 

I 0. Sketch an attenuation-versus-wavelength diagram for optical fibers, hrieny explaining the factors govern
ing its appearnnce: label the "windows." 

11 . Briefly describe optical fibers and the factors goveming losses in fibers. 

12. What are the advantages of optical fibers over coaxial cables? Why do most existing systems operate at 
a wavelength of 0.85 ~m1, whereas all new systems operate at I .311m? Why is the 1.55-pm wavelength 
not used? 

13. Explain in detail why changing down to an intem1ediate frequency takes place in a microwave link 
repeater. What part does the link play in the modulation process? 

14. Draw the block diagram of a microwave link repeater, indicating the function of each block. 

l5. What is the purpose of the circulator found in a microwave link repeater? 

16. A microwave link repeater has a number of bandpass filters. Describe the function 6f each one. 

17. What is the difference between coaxial cable and microwave link repeaters from the point of view of 
supplying tbe necessary de power? 
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I 8. Compare and contrast the performance and advantages of coaxial cable and microwave links as broadband 
''continental" transmission media. Explain why microwave tin.ks tend to be preferred for long-distance 
television transmissions. Is it a question of capacity; i.e., bandwidth? 

19. Where and why are troposcaner links used in preference to the other two medium- distance broadband 
transmission media? 

20. Draw a very basic block diagram of a tropospheric scatter link, showing the interconnections required to 
provide quadruple diversity. 

21. With the aid of outside references as required, draw up a tabular history of submarine cables since 1956, 
stressing cable capacitie:s, bandwidths, repeater types and spacings. 

22. Describe the method of laying a submarine cable. What are the rc~pective functions of lightweight and 
armored cables? 

23. Compare the salient operating methods of submarine cables with those of land-based coaxial cables. What 
are the reasons for some of the differences? 

24. With reliability being so important for submarine cables, describe some of the methods used to achieve 
it, during both ma.nufacture and laying. 

25. Discuss the major practical aspects of fiber-optic submarine cables, especially the advantages they might 
have over conventional copper cables. 

26. Explain what is meant by saying that a satellite is "stationary." WJ1y are such satellites used for worldwide 
communications, in preference to any olher kind? 

27. How do the functions of a communications satellite compare with those of a microwave lin_k repeater? 
What is the most significant difference in their functions? 

28. What arc the ''cmTiers" allocated to a particular earth station? Correspondingly, what are the functions 
of receive chains? Sketch the block diagram of a receive chain, from the power divider to the terrestrial 
multiplex equipment. 

29. Describe some of the circuits likely to be found aboard an INTELSAT satell ite. 

30. Wlrnt devices and circuits are likely to be used as the HPAs and LNAs of a satellite earth station? 

31 . How do the three major types of INTELSAT satellite earth stations differ from each other, in general 
appearance and applications? 

32. Describe the maritime satellite facilities.currently avai lable, stressing the INMARSAT organization. 

33. Under what circumstances are regional or domestic satellite systems likely to be used? Ln what ways do 
they differ from worldwide satellite systems? How do their app.lications compare with those of domestic 
terrestrial systems? 

34. Compare the advantages and disadvantages ofsuhmarine cables and communications satellites for inter· 
continental telephony and television. Show bow the two media may be complementary. 

35. What is done to ensure that international telephone (or telex) calls are not misrouted? Explain in some 
detail. 

36. With a line sketch showing the appropriate exchange hierarchy, show how a telephone call may be routed 
from a city in the United States to one in another cou.ntry, indicating how alternative routings play a part 
in determining the overall path of the call. 

37. What is the difference in basic philosophy between an echo canceler and a suppressor'? 
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38. In a given I-hour period, the five circuits connecting two small towns carry respectively 55, 45 , 35, 20 and 
IO minutes of traffic. What can you say about the method used by the exchange to select these circuits, 
and the erlangs carried? 

39. Relate offered traffic and carried traffic, and define grade o_/service. 



17 
INTRODUCTION TO FIBER 

OPTIC TECHNOLOGY 

This chapter intrnduces a re!Htively new topic Lo the field of communication- fiber optics. The importance and 
impact of th is technology will become apparent as the student studies this chnpter. After readi ng this material, 
the student will understand the history and theory of using guided light as a conmnrnication medium. as well 
as the basic ()ptical fiber and iu; applicatforn;. 

The topic of optoelectronics was discussed in previous chapter!-., hut here we wi ll cover the specialized 
applications of optoelectronic devices, along with splicing techniques and testing procedures for fiber cables. 
We will also briefly discuss some system applications and cost considerations when desig11ing systems. 

Because of the rapid expansion of fiber technology in today's communications field, we have chosen to 
devote an entire chapter to this topic. instead of treating it as n subtopic in another part of the book. 

A lot of the mate!'iRI covered wi ll be of a practica l instead of a theoretical nature, to provide the student 
with an insight into the "working·' world of fiber optic com1mmications. 

Objectives Upon completing the material in Chapter 17, the student will be able to 

}}- Understand the basic operation of the fiber as a communications link 
~ Recognize the Advantages of the optical fiber compared to copper wire 
~ ldcnttry the visible and nnnvisible light spectra and their uses in fiber tecbnolof,ry 
}> Define the term incident ray as it relates to rellcction and refraction · 
»- Cakulutc the refractive index of a transparent material 
'.,- Analyze and compute fiber power losses 
>" Use terms related to the manufacture of fiber and describe the manufacniring process 
};, Draw nnd list the parts of a typical fiber cross section 
>-- Recognize the difference between single-mode and muhimode fibers 
);;, Define and understand the terms graded index, step index, and modal disper:,;ion 
l,> Calculate the bandwidth ofa fiber and its associated -devices 
);o- List and describe the various components incorporated into the fiber link 
', Name and discuss the different types of splices used for the repair or installation of fibers 
)" Understand Lhc term optic.:al time domain rejlectomeler and its applications for testing fiber cables and 

associated components 
>'" Analyze an opticnl system loss and compute a system budget to meet minimum power requirements 

*Many of the illustralions in Chapter 17 were provided courtesy of AMP Corporation 
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17. 1 HISTORY OF FIBER OPTICS 
In 1870 John Tyndall , a nahm1l philosopher living in England, demonstrated one of the ilrst guided lighl sys
terns to the Royal Society. His experiment involved using water as a medium Lo prove that light mys bend. He 
filled a container with water and allowed the water to escape through a horizontal orifice at the bottom. The 
water escaping from the bottom formed u natural curve (parabolic) as it descended to a container located some 
distance below the first (see Fig. 17.1 ). During the movement of the water from one container to the other, 
Tyndall directed a beam of light into the orifice through which Lhe water was escaping. The light fo llowed a 
zigzag path in the water and then followed the curve to the container below. This experiment established some 
of the fundamental rules we wi ll study later in this chapter. 

During the uarly 1950s researchers experimented with flexible glass rods to examine the inside of the hu
man body. By 1958 Charles Townes and Arthm Schawlow of Bell Laboratories had theorized the use or the 
laser as an intense light source. ln 1960 Theodore Maiman of Hughes Research Laboratory operated the first 
laser. In 1962 the fi rst semiconductor laser was in its infancy. 

Glass container of water ~ 

Guided light 

Glass 
receptacle 

~ 
Focusing lens 

Fig. 17.1 Tltc 115e of wafer to g11idc light-based 011 Jo/111 Ty11dr1/I':; 1870 e>:pcri111e11f. 

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s m~jor advances were made in the quality an<l efficiency of optical fibers 
and semiconductor light sources. Today this emerging field of communication competes with its more esta
blished wire conductor counterpart. One notable achievement was an experiment carried out by the U.S. Air 
Force. In I 973 the Airbome Light Optical Fiber Technology {ALOFT) program replaced 302 cables which 
weighed 40 kg by a fiber system which weighed only 1.7 kg ( I kg = 2.2046 lb). 

By the late 1970s and early 1980s every mujor telephone communications company was rapidly installing 
new and more efficient fiher systems. 

17.2 WHY OPTICAL FIBERS? 
Because of rapidly incrensing demands for telephone communication throughout the world, multiconductor 
copper cables have become not only very expensive but also an inefficient way to meet these information 
requi rements. The frequency limitations inherent in the copper conductor system (approximately 1 MH:t) make 
a conducting medium for high-speed communication necessary. The optical fiber, with its low weight and high· 
frequency characterist i<.:s (approximately 40 GHz) and its imperviousness to interference from electromagnetic 
radiation, has become the choice for all heavy-demand long-line telephone comrnunication systems. 

The following examples illustrate and emphasize the reasons for using optical fibers. 

1. The light weight and noncorrosivcness of the fiber make it very practical for aircraft and automotive 
applications. 
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2. A single fiber can handle as many voice channels as a 1500-pair cable can. 

3. The spacing of repeaters from 35 to 80 km for fibers, as opposed to from I to l 1 /2 km for wire, is a great 
advantage. 

4. Fiber is immune to interference from lightning, cross tnlk, and electromagnetic radiation. 

17.3 INTRODUCTION TO LIGHT 
fn everyday terms, light can be defined ns the part of the visible spectrum that has a wavelength range between 
0.4 µm (micrometer) and 0.7 pm (rofcr to Fig. 17.2 to locate the color spectrum). This definition must be 
broadened somewhat for use in the optical (guided-light) communication,field because of the variety of light 
sources used to transmit this information (700 to 1600 nm). Devices used in optical communications will be 
discussed at length later in this chapter. 

Wavelengths oflight are extremely short. Their distances are measured in units called angstroms, after the 
Swedish physicist Anders J. Angstrom. A single angstrom is 1 ten-billionth or a meter. In the fiber industry, 
the tenns used more frequently to measure wavelengths of light are the micrometer and the 11a110111eter. Since 
nil light waves travel at the same speed in air or in a vacuum, and since each color has n di ffcrcnt wavelength, 
it may be assumed that each color has a discrete frequency. 

0.7 11m 0.6 µm 0.5 µm 0.4 µm 

I I I I I I 
Frequencies Hz x 1014 1.87 2.14 2.50 3.00 

I I I I 
3.75 5.00 

I I 
Nanometers (nm) 1,7001 ,6001 ,5001,4001 ,3001 ,2001 , 100 1,000 900 800 700 600 500 400 300 

I I I I I I I I I 
Micrometers (.um) 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1, 1 1.0 0.9 

I. I I I 
0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 

~ Fiber 
light wave 
spectrum 

Visible I 
light-- - - - -~ 

Fig. 17.2 Light wnue speclrt1111 - t1isible 1111d 110,ivisiblc. 

17.3.1 Reflection and Refraction 

We are all familiar with light that is reflected from a flat, smooth surface such as a mirror. These reflections 
(sec Fig. 17.3) are the result of an incident ray and the reflected ray. The angle ofreflection is <lctennined by 
the angle of incidence. 

Reflection:j in many directions arc called diffuse reflection and are the result of light being reflected by an 
irregular surface (see Fig. 17.4). The result of this process can be easily illustrated by using the page you are 
now reading as an example. White light, which includes all colors, is reflected by the rough surface of this page 
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because the roughness is random. The reflected light is random (that is, it reflects in all directions), and because 
the paper does not absorb much of the light, the light seems to radiate equally from all parts of the page. 

Incident ray 

Incident 
ray 

Air 

Glass 

Air 

I 

Angle ______.: 
of incidence :---Angle of 

' reOectlon 

Fig. 17.3 Rejlectio11 

Diffused light pattern 

Fig. 17.4 Diffused reflection. 

' ' ' 

Normal 

Fig. 17.5 Rejlectio11 

Reflected ray 

-·-

Transient 
ray 
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Another property of light is refraction. Tb:is is caused by a change u.1 the speed of light ns it passes through 
different mediums such as air, water, glass, and other transparent substances (see Fig. 17.5). This phenom
enon is commonly evident when objecti:; arc viewed through a glass of water, for example (see Fig. 17.6). The 
refractive index can be stated as: 

C 
n""-

v 
where c = velocity of light in space 
v "" velocity of light in specific material 
Each transparent substance has its own refractive index number (see Table 17.1 ). 

Refraction 

Apparent 
position 

Fig.17.6 Object suspended in a glass of water. 

17.3.2 Dispersion, Diffraction, Absorption, and Scattering 

(17.1) 

Dispersion is the process of separating light into each of iti:; component frequencies. It is commonly recognizable 
when sunlight is dispersed into a rainbow of colors by a prism (see Fig. 17.7a). Diffraction is the bending of 
light as it passes through an opening in an obstacle (see Fig. 17.7b). Absorption takes place when light strikes 
a surface (fl.at black) and is converted into heat through an ex.change of eneq;ry with the atoms of the surface; 
in this case there is little ,)r no reflection. Scatlerlng occurs when light strikes a substance which in turn emits 
light of its own at the same wavelength as the incident light (see Fig. 17 .8). If the substance emits light of a 
wavelength longer than that of the incident light, this is called luminescence. Examples of luminescence are 
watch dia.ls that glow in the dark because of the absorption of light during the day and the emission of light 
(as the atoms return to their normal state) at night. The amotmt of energy contained in light is detem1ined to 
some extent by wavelength or frequency. As an example, ultraviolet light has I 00 times the energy level as 
red visible light. The energy in a photon (a particle of light) can be calculated by Equation ( 17.2). 

E = If (joules per photon) (17.2) 

where h = 6.63 x I 0-14 (Planck;s constant) 
f = frequency (wavelength) 
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MATERIAL 

Vacuum 

Air 

Water 

Fused quartz 

Glass 

Diamond 

Silicon 

Gallium arsenide 

White 
light Prism 

Slot 

Incident 
light ray 

(a) 

(b) 
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INDl~X, 11 

1.0 

1.0003 (l) 

1.33 
1.46 

1.5 

2.0 

3.4 

3.6 

Diffracted 
light rays 

Orange 

Yellow 

Green 

Blue 

Violet 

Fig. 17.7 (a) Dispersion nllfl (b) diffraction. 

Light ray 

Imperfection 

Fig. 17.8 'light scattering. 
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The angle of retraction of light tr-aveling from one medium to another depends on the index of the two media 
(see Table 17.1 ). As shown in Fig. 17.9, the vertical line, which is referred to as the normal, is an imaginary 
line perpendicular to the junction between the two media. The angle of incidence is the angle between the 
incident rny and the normal. The angle of refraction is the angle between the refracted ray and the normal. 

Light passing from a lower refractive index (as shown in Fig. J 7.10) to a higher one is bent toward the 
nomml, and vice versa. I fthe angle of incidence moves away from the nonnal to a point 90° from it, it is called 
the critical angle. At this point, light has gone from the refractive mode to the reflective mode. 

Total internal 
reflection 
<:lo - 81 

Critical ray 
Sin Be = n2m1 

Refraction 
n1 Sin 8 = n2 Sin ¢ 

Fig. 17.9 Refmclio11 n11d reflectia11. 

Angle of 
Incidence 

Angle of 
refraction 

Light ls bent away 
from normal 

n, 

Critical 
angle 

Light does not enter 
second material 

n1 Is greeter than n2 

Fig. 17,10 Reflection. 

Angle of ,,, Angle of 
incidence reflection 

When the angle of 
incidence is more than 
the critical, light Is 
renected 

Independent of the index of the two media, a small portion of light will always be reflected wheu light 
passes from one index to another, this is called Fre.snel reflection (p) and can be calculated by using Equation 
(17.3). 

( 
n - t)' p - -
11 + I 

(17.3) 

where p = the boundary between air and some other material. 
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The importance of this equation becomes apparent when we relate this information to Equation ( I 7.4 ). 

dB "' 10 log
10
{l-p) (17.4) 

We can establish fiber losses in decibels by understanding these two relationships (the average los:,; in a 
fiber splice is 0.15 dB). 

When light passes through fiber, another situation, which ls governed by Snell slaw, arises. This law states 
the relationship between the incident and refracted rays as Equation ( 17.5). 

( 17.5) 

This law shows that the angles depend on the refractive indices of the two materials. The critical angle of 
incidence ((I, where 02 = 90°, is: 

(17.6) 

Example 17.1 
Calculate the critical angle of incidence between two substances with different refractive indices w!!ere n1 "" 

1.5 and n
2

"' 1.46 (refer tu Table 17.1). / .-

Solution 

8 =arcsm --. ( 1.46112) 
(' 1.5111 

= arcsin (0.973333) 

= 76.7° 

Light striking the boundary of n
1 

and n
2 

at an angle greater than 76.7° will be reflected back to its source at 
that same angle (see Fig. 17.11 ). 

17.4 THE OPTICAL FIBER AND FIBER CABLES 
The manufacture anc.1 construction of the basic fiber are somewhat complicated. ln simple terms, a highJy 
refined quartz tube that will eventually be filled with a combination of gases (sil1con, tetrachloride, gennanium 
tetrachloride, phosphoms oxychloridc) is selected to start the process. Tliis tube, about 4 ft long and about I 
in. in diameter, is placed in a lathe and the gases are injected into the hollow tube. The tube is rotated over 
a flame and subjected to temperatures of about 1600°F_ The buming of the gases produces a deposit on the 
inside of the tube. This prefom1 (quartz tube with gas deposit) is then heated to about 21 OQ0

t:', melting and 
collapsing the tube to about 13 mm. The prefonned quartz is now ready to be placed in the vertical drawing 
tower (see Fig_ 17 .12). 

The quartz rod, having undergone the modified chemical vapor deposition (MCVD) process, is now placed 
vertically in a drawing tower where it is· further heated (2200°F) and drawn downward by means of a com
puter-controlled melting and drawing process which produces a fine, high-quality fiber thread approximately 
125 µm in diameter and about 6.25 km in length. ·Tne optically pure center, called thl;l ,·ore (as small as 8 µm 
in diameter) is surrounded by'less optkally,pu:re quartz called the cladding. The cladding is approximately 
l l 7 pm of boundary material fonn-ed during MCVD process. 
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n 

Fig. 17.11 Snc//'s law. 

MVD O r I rtz 
gas input connections / p ,ca qua 

,Pt------------------.--,,9 
1 

L® -M,magto,ch ~ 

Preform 
melting 

oven 

Preform 
centering 

stage 

Thread 
drawing _ 
cooling 
section 

(a) 

Chemical 
1--- -.-- -r,V cleaner and flber coating 

input connections 

(b) 

Fig. 17.12 (a) Preform manufacturing lathe; (b) optical fiber dmwi11g tower. 

All data concerning the fiber is then measured (bandwidth, refractive index, cladding thickness, timed 
reflectometer response, and so on) and recorded. This data is stored with the spool of fiber as a pennanent 
record. The fiber is coated during the drawing process with polyethylene or epoxy for protection, and in some 
instances color coding is applied, according to the users' needs. 
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1~~)~H@,~ _10'-0-",,--""--" 

Core Cladding 

Fig. 17.13 Fiber cross section. 

A typical cross section of a single-strand fiber is shown in Fig. 17.13. The optical fiber basically consists 
of two concentric layers, the light-carrying core (50 ~lm) and the cladding. The cladding acts as a refractive 
index medium (light bending) and allows the light to be transmitted through the core and to the other end 
with very little distortion or attenuation. Figure 17 .14 illustrates this action: light is introduced into the fiber, 
and the cladding refracts or reflects the light in a zigzag pattern throughout the entire length of the core. This 
process is possible because the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection are equal. Light introduced at 
such a sharp angle will strike the cladding (at a less than critical angle) and will be lost in the cladding material 
(sec Section 17.3.2, where Snell's law is discussed). The finished fiber construction is shown in Fig. 17.13 
nnd consists of the following: 

I. The core 11
1 

2. The cladding 112 
3. The polymer jacket (applietl by the fiber manufacturer to protect the core and cladding) 

Fig. 17 .14 Ligltt /ravel iii fiber core. 

The fiber is now ready for the next processes, which will incorporate it into a single-fib~r cable or a mul
ifiber cable (see Fig. 17 .15). The basic single-fiber cable consists of the following: 

1. Core-quattz 
2. Cladding- silica 
3. Jacket- acrylic 
4. Buffer jacket 
5. Strength member 
6. Outer jacket 
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Polyurethane 

Outer Jacket ~ --.,/~ 

Silicone coating 

Cladding (silica) 

Core (Quartz) 

Fig. 17.15 Single-fiber cable. 

.... 

\ 
' 

Depending on their application, multi.fiber cables are manufactured iu many fonns, from round cables of 
loose tight bundles, to specialized cables for use underwater, to Aat overcarpet or undercarpet applications 
for business offices (see Fig. 17 .1 6). 

Optical Fiber 

Fig."17.16 llndercnrpet or office fibet cable assembly. 

1'7.4.1 Fiber Characteristics and Classification 

The characteristics of light transmission through a glass fiber depend on many factors, for example: 

I. The composition of the fiber 
2. The amount and type oflight introduced into the fiber 
3. The diameter and length of the fiber 
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The composition of the Abllr deterntines the refractive index. By a process cal1ed doping, other materials 
are introduced into the material that alter its index number. This process produces R single fiber with a core 
index n1 and a surface index (cladding) nl (typically n1 = 1.48 and n2 = 1.46). 

Another characteristic of the fiber, which depends on its size, is its mode o.f operation. The term "mode'' as 
used here refers to mathematical and physical descriptions of the propagation of energy through a medium. 
The number of modes supported by a single fiber can be as low as I or as high as I 00,000; that is, a fiber can 
provide a path for one light ray or for hundreds of thousands of light rays. From this characteristic come the 
tenns single mode and multimode. These fibers are illustrated in Fig. 17 .17. For long-haul communications only 
single-made fiber cables are used, and therefore they will be the main topic of discussion in this chapter. 

Input Output 
Pulse Pulse 

~ I\ 

_JL 
PULSE IN 

Refractive 

High-Order Dispersion ~r~fiie 
Mode 

Multimode Step Index Low-Order 
Mode 

Single-Mode Step Index 

Dispersion 

Multimode Graded Index 

(a) 

_/\l 
PULSE OUT 

(b) 

Fig. 17.17 (a) Mode and refractive i1tdex profile comparison; (b) fiber propagation and modal dispersion. 
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Another tenn which should be mentioned here is the refractive index profile: It describes the relationship 
between the multiple indices which exist in the core and the cladding of the particular fiber. This relationship 
can be expressed in simple terms by the statement "Light changes speed when it passes from one medium to 
another." There are two major indlccs in this relationship: 

I . Step index 
2. Graded. index 

The step index describes an abrupt index change (see Table 17.1) from the core to the claddi.ng, for example, 
a core with a unifom, index (1.48) and a cladding with a uniform index (1.46). With graded-index fiber, the 
highest index is at the center ( 1.48). This nwnber decreases gradually until it reaches the index number of the 
cladding (1.46), that is, near the surface. 

From these terms come three classifications of fibers: 

I . Multimode step-index fiber 
2. Multimode graded-index fiber 
3. Single-mode step-index fiber 

The multinwde step~index fiber has a core diameter of from 100 to 970 µm . With this large core diameter, 
there are many paths through which light can travel (multimode). Therefore, the light ray traveling the straight 
path through the center reaches the end before the other rays, which follow a zigzag path. The difference in 
the length of Lime it takes the various light rays to exit the fiber is called modal dispersion. This is fonn of a 
signal distortion which limits the bandwidth of the fiber. 

The 11111/timode graded~index fiber is an improvement on the multimode step~indcx fiber. Because light rays 
travel faster through the lower index of refraction, the light at the fiber core travels more slowly than the light 
nearer the surface. Therefore, both light rays arrive at the exit point at almost the same time, thus redue-ing 
modal dispersion (an example of these losses can be seen in Fig. 17.17). A typical graded- index fiber has core 
diameters ranging from 50 to 85 µm and a cladding diameter of 125 µm. 

Fiber 
Outside Diameter 

µm 

8oA=1 25 11m t 
650 

t C A ___ _.___ B. t 600 

C _ _ _.t ____ 

B ~ -m----,~~8-.-

t 
•with lacquer removed, the fiber OD ls125 µ.m 

A- fiber core B - cladding C - plastic coating 

Fig. 17,18 Typicnl fiber care and cladding diameters. 
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As previously mentioned, single-mode step-index fibers are the most widely used i11 today's wideband 
communication arena. With this fiber a light ray can travel on only one path; therefore modal dispersion is 
zero. The core diameters of this fiber range from 5 µm to 10 µm (standard cladding diameter is 125 µm) . The 
extra cladding lhickness tends to set an overall fiber size standard and makes the fiber less fragile (refer to 
Fig. 17 .18 for composition). Some specifications for a si.ngle-mude fiber are: 

L The bandwidth is from 50 to 100 GHz/km. 
2. The digital communication~ rate is in excess of2000 Mbyte/s. 
3. More than 100,000 voice channels are av,tilable. 
4. Light wavelengths approach core diameter; therefore, higher frequency capabilities are achieved. 
5. The mode.field diameter (MFD; spot size) is larger than the c9rc diameter. 

Numerical aperture (NA) relates to the light~gathering capabilities of a fiber. Only light tbat strikes the (iber 
at an angle greater than the critical angle ( @) will be propagated. The NA relates to the indices of both the 
core and the cladding; that is, 

(]7.7) 

From Equation (17.7) we can develop another relationship which also describes the maximum light propa
gation angl.e; it is commonly called the cone of acceptance (see Fig. 17 .19). 

(J = arcsin (NA) 

NA= sin{) (17.8) 

In general, fibers with high bandwidths have low NA and thus fewer modes and less modal dispersion. 
NAs range from 0.50 for plastic to 0.21 for graded-index fibers. 

17.4.2 Fiber Losses 

Acceptance 
cone 

Fig. 17.19 

Input Output 

>k>§R<>k 
Low NA 

)@><zjtzx&K 
High NA 

Cone of acceptance. 

Energy losses and signal degradation in fiber can.be attributed to a variety of causes, some of which have been 
mentioned previously. To add to this list: 

I. Light scattering (Rayleigh scattering) is caused by imperfections in the fiber. It affects each wavelength 
diffcre,ntly and can be stated as !4A. This scattering results in the following losses: 

2.5 dB at 820 nm 

0.24 dB at l300 nm 

0.01 2 dB at 1550 nm 
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2. Absorption of light ener!:,,Y due to the heating of ion impurities results in a dimming of light at the end of 
the fiber. 

3. Microbend loss, due to small surface irregularities in the cladding, causes light to be reflected at angles 
where there is no further reflection. 

4. Macrobend is a bend in the entire cable which causes certain modes not to be reflected and therefore 
causes lo:,s to the cladding (see Fig. 17.20). 

5. Attenuation is the loss of optical energy as it travels through the fiber. This loss is measured in decibels 
per kilometer. The attenuation losses vary from 300 dB/km for inexpensive fiber to as low as 0.21 dB/ 
km for high-quality single-mode fibers. Attenuation values also vary from one wavelength to another. In 
certain wavelengths, almost no attenuation occurs; these wavelengths are ·called windows. 

Proper use offibers as light transmitters requires an in-depth understanding of the fiber material being used. 
A reference chart (see Fig. 17 .2) supplied by the fiber manufacturer is a necessity. To ensure the most efficient 
use of a fiber, the light source must emit light in the low-loss regions of the fiber chosen. 

/: Microbend 

>::;-?: s;: ~ . 

Fig. 17.20 Power lass due la 111icrobe11d and macrobcnd. 

17.5 FIBER OPTIC COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS 
The fiber optics system can be divided into subgroups, the so1wce, the link, and the detectors, We will now 
explore th<:: makeup and role of each of these groups. 

17.5.1 The Source 

The source usually consists of a light-emitting element which is triggered or actuated by an electronic or 
electrical signal, for example, PIN photodiodcs, light-emHting diodes (LEDs), avalanche photodiodes, and 
semiconductor lasers. These devices were discussed in Chapter 14 and therefore will not be covered in detail 
here, except for this point: When a source to match a fiber link is seJected, particular attention must be paid 
to the wavelength specifications, the bandwidth, and the power output of the source so that efficient coupljng 
and maximum power transfer can be achieved (see Fig. 17 .21 ). 
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17.5.2 Noise 

Glass 
window 

Ions 
300-µm 
diameter 

/ 
9 - Epoxy resin 

NA= Sin a 

c:::.i.~-~::i T0-46 header 

LED chip 

~Junction 
63.5 µm diameter (typical) 

Fig. 17.21 The light soiirce. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, noi~e also has an effect on optoelectronic systems, just as it does on electronic 
systems. As a quick refresher, some of the tenns we learned were: 

1. Shot noise (noise created by uneven streams of electron flow) 
2. Thermal noise (noise generated in resistive elements) 

The term dark current noise should be added to the above. It is thermal noise generated by minute current 
flow in diodes. Later in this chapter, we will see how this noise factor is used. 

17.5.3 Response Time 

As with noise, response time should be considered a limiting factor when an optical source is chosen. Response 
(rise) time is define.d as the time between the 10 and 90 percent points. lt is the time a device takes to convert 
electronic enerI:,'Y to light energy or vice versa (5 to 10 ns). 

Response time affects the overall bandwidth of the device and can be approximated by Equation (I 7.9). 

(17.9) 
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where B W = bandwidth 
t, = response lime 
As with other devices, the RC lime constants affect the bandwidth of the device and can be calculated as 
shown in Equation (17 .10). 

BW=---
21tRlCd 

where Rl "' load resistance 
Cd = diode capacilance 

( 17.10) 

Example 17.2 

A practical example of rise-time bandwidth characteristics for a pltotodiode with a rise time of 2 ns and a 
capacitance o/3 pAwould be: 

Solution 

BW = 0.35 
2trRiCd 

= 0.175 GHz- 175 MHz 
To determine the R1 for lhis diode (so as not to lower the bandwidth), we must calculate the highest value 

possible, for example: 

BW=---
2-rrR;_ Cci 

R - I 
J, - (175 X 106 Hz)(628)2 X 10-l2f 

RL = 455.fl 

In practice, a value approximately 25 percent of this calculated value will be used. ln general, the main charac
teristic difference between a source and a detector is the spectral width {source has narrow width) and output 
power (source has greater output power). 

17.514 The Optical Link 

The optical link (the fiber and its physical characteristics were discussed at length at the beginning of this 
chapter) is the connection between the source and the detector. This part of the system usually consists of 
more than just the fiber cable. Some other devices in the syslern are (see Fig. 17 .22): 

1. Fused tapered couplers 
2. Beam-splitting couplers 
3. Reflective star couplers 
4. Optical multiplexers 
5. .:>ptical demultiplexers 
6. Dichroic filters 
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Fig. 17.22 Passive optical mnnectors. (Continues on 11ext page) 
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Fig. 17.22 Passive optical co1111eclors. (Continued.) 

Fused couplers are constructed of a group of fibers fused by heat to fonn a single large fiber at the junction. 
Light introduced into any one of the fibers will appear at the ends of all the others. 

Beam-splitting coupl.ers are composed of a series of lenses and a (beam-splitting) partly reflective surface. ' 
The diffused light reflected and refracted by the reflecting surface would be useless without the collimating 
and focusing lenses. 

A reflective star coupler, as shown in Fig. 17.22, is a multiport reflective devise used to network computers 
and so forth. 

So far the devices discussed have been u::ied for dividing a light signal source into multiple outputs. Each 
time a signal is divided, its output power is dimini::ihed and coupling losses occur (approximately 0.5 dB per 
coupling). Therefore, ifthere is one input and two outputs, the power is split between outputs (3 dB per output 
port). Add to this the cc1011ector loss, and the sum oflosses becomes a somewhat limiting factor (3.5 dB per 
output) often determined by the sensitivity oflhc detector. 

17.5.5 Light Wave 

Light wave receivers or detectors are the final device in our basic optical communications system. These 
detectors are usually low-power, low-noise PIN diodes coupled to a FET amplifier. 

The main consideration in the choice of detectors should be responsivity. This term describes the ratio of 
the diode's output current to the input optical power and can be expressed as shown in Equation ( 17. 11 ). 

R = µA + µW ( 17 .11) 

where R"" responsivity (NW) 
µW = incident light 
µA "' diode current 
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Example 17.3 

if ll ttJpical light detector produces 40 µ W of current far 80 µ W of incident light, what is the responsivity? 

Solution 

R=µa + 80µW 

R ,::; O.SAIW 

The noise characteristics and response time (BW) should be considered but can be approached the same way 
as the light source (discussed earlier). 

Many other optical devices perform various specific functions and are too numerous to be mentioned here. 
The last one we will discuss is the wavelenbrth-division multiplexing (WDM). As shown in block form in Fig. 
17.22 the WDM uses a passive optical filtering system to solve the problem of multiplexing and demultiplex
ing. WDM is similar in concept and action to frequency-division multiplexing (FDM), discussed al length 
in Chapter 16. 

This task is accomplished in the optical environment by using a combination of diffraction grating (as shown 
in Fig. I 7 .20) and dichroic filtering. The action of reflection and refraction off and through the series-parallel 
surfaces combines the frequencies n

1
, n2, and to become 11

1 
+ n2 + n

3
• The reverse is accomplished by using 

a dichroic (a coating substance which separates different wavelengths) coating on a special type of splice on 
the fibers themselves. Tltis action is similar in function to that of a prism. 

17.5.6 The System 

The complete system is a combination of all the components and processes so far discussed in this chapter 
and previous chapters. The incredible infonnation-handling capabilities of the single-mode fiber make it 
highly suitable to the field of digital communication ( discussed at length in Chapter 6), where it has become 
the primary carrier of thi's type of information, not only in the broadband communication arena but also the 
digital computer field. 

In simple terms, the system consists of the optical interface devices, the optical link, and the electronic 
transmitters and receivers. We can think of the transmitters and receivers as either broadband voice commu
nications devices or digital computers (refer to Fig. 17.23). To accomplish the interface portion of the system, 
the fiber industry has manufactured devices which can be retrofitted to most (computer or communications) 
existing equipment. A complete listing of this equipment and its specifications is available to the de:,ign en
gineer from the AMP Corporation, the Tektronix Corporation, or any other major manufacturer of fiber optic 
interface devices or test equipment. 

A list of optical components used to interconnect a digital voice or data system might include: 

I. Transceivers-for either simplex or duplex operation 
2. Receivers-for digital data or voice communication 
3. Transmitters- for digital data or voice communication 
4. Channel multiplexcrs- WDM 
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5. Optical switching modules- FDDI 
6. Single-mode fiber cable- low-loss voice communication 
7. Mul timode fiber cable- local area networks (Lt\Ns), and so forth 

Add to this list the multitude of couplers, connectors, junction boxes, test equipment, and fiber-splicing 
devices available, and the system becomes a simple process of matching requirement-. and the available 
hardware. 

Some design considerations include lhe following. 

I . The le:.gth of fiber cabling- anenuatfon, and so forth 
2. The source wavelength-type of fiber to be selected 
3. Interconnect losses- power budgeting 
4. Data rate-bandwidth oftiber and optoelectronic interface equipment 
5. Type offibcr- high-density, single-mode I 00 Mbyte/s 
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Fig. 17.23(a) A typical system block. (Conti1111es 011 11exl page.) 
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Fig. 17.23(b) Data inter~onnect system 
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Fig. 17.23(c) Physical layout. 

17.6 INSTALLATION, TESTING, AND REPAIR 
This section will be devoted to the installµtion, testing, and repair of fiber cables and li'ber support equip· 
ment. 

Because of thei r light weight and flexibility, fiber cables are in most cases easier to install than their copper 
counterparts. There are some concerns, however, that must be faced by the individuals involved in design-
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ing the installations, for example, minimum bend radius and maximum tensile strength. The specifications 
for minimum bend and tensi le strength are provided by manufacturers in their specifications and should be 
adhered to strictly. 

First, some tenns used in the fiber industry should fee defined. A splice is a device or a process used to 
permanently connect fibers . A connector is a device used to allow cables to be joined and disjoined. 

The basic and common requirements for splices and connectors are low loss (attenuation) and accurate 
alignment. A splice can be used to extend cable length or repair a break. A connector is used to connect the 
fiber cable to equipment, a junction box, and so forth . 

17.6.1 Splices 

There are two basic types of splices-fusion and mechanical. The fusion splice requires expensive equipment 
and controlled conditions. Because of adverse conditions, field service repair ~licing is more suited for the 
mechanical splicing process (see Fig. 17.24). The fusion splice requires expensive equiprnenf (thousands of 
dollars) and is not suited for use under field conditions, for example, in trenches, manholes, or cables suspended 
from poles. i'he small power loss of the fusion splice (0.01 dB or less) and its overall reliability make it the 
choice for new indoor installations. The steps involved in making this :.;plice are as follows:. 

I. By mechanical or chemical methods, clean all coatings from fiber (except for the cladding). 
2. Scratch the fiber with a diamond scribe to induce a clean square break (this process is called cleaving). 
3. Place the fibers to be spliced into the alignment assembly; inspect them with a microscope for accurate 

alignment; fuse the fibers with an electric arc; and reinspect the fibers with a microscope. 
4. Reinstall protective coatings according to the manufacturer's specifications. 
5. Test the splice optically for attenuation losses. 

The mechanical splice is more suited for field service repair where conditions arc unfavorable for using 
expensive bulky equipment. IL is accomplished as follows: 

I. Disassemble the mechanical connector assembly. 
2. Insert the fiber, coated with indexing gel, into the hoJder alignment assembly. 
3. Reassemble and test for attenuation (see Fig. l 7 .24). 

This type of splice will introduce an attenuation loss of 0.1 dB or less, which is reasonable. 
The process of preparing an optical fiber connector is almost as simple as that used for the mechanical 

splice, but it requires more elaborate equipment for polishing the fiber end and curing the epoxy protective 
coating. The steps are as follows: 

l. Cleave the fiber witb the cutting tool recommended by the manufacturer (see Fig. 17.25). 
2. Polish the end of the fiber in the connector assembly. 
3. Place the fiber in the connector assembly (see Fig. 17 .25). 
4. Reasserrlbte with epoxy protective coating if necessary and place in the curing oven for the recommended 

time period (see Fig.' 17 .26). 
Because of the variety of situations encountered in the installation of fiber-linked -communications and 

data handl ing systems, there arc many different types of connectors and associated assemblies (see Exhibits 
l 7;] and 17 .2 at the end of this chapter). 
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Fig. 17.24 Self-aligning elastomer splices. 

17.6.2 Fiber Optic Testing 

This section, devoted to fiber optic testing, focuses prin1arily on the processes and equipment used during 
and after the installation of fiber optic cables and their associated equipment. The testing is performed by the 
engineer or technician to guarantee acceptable performance standards. 

Splices must be tested for optical clarity. They must not exceed certain loss values. Tests must be made on 
each splice as it is completed; a failure requires respiting. One way to test a splice is to use an optical power 
meter. 
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The optical power meter is similar to the voltohmroeter in application but measures the optical resistance 
(losses measured in dBm or dBM) of a cable before and after installation and provides a comparative analysis 
of the splices. 

The range of the meter is adjustable. Sensors from 400 to 1800 nm and attenuation levels from -80 dBm 
(IO p W) to + 33 dBm (2 W) with resolutions from O.OJ dB to 0. J dB are available. One of the problems encoun
tered with the optical power meter is mode control." To achieve usable and accurate results, equilibrium mode 

Epoxy Curing Oven 

Fig. 17.26 Epoxy curing oven for fiber co1111ectors. 

distribution (EMD) must be attained in accordance with the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) sta?dards 
(70/70 launch); that is, 70 percent of the core diameter and 70 percent of the fiber N A should be fillef v,,ith 
light. / ' 
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Because of the problems encountered with the power meter, another testing device which achieves higher 
reliability is used. This is Lhe optical time-domain re.flectomete,; or OTDR. The OTDR uses the reflective light 
backscattered (Rayleigh scattering) from the fiber. The reflective light is compared to a 110111101 decaying light 
pulse from a light source focused through a beam splitter (see Fig. 17.22) to produce a visual display on a 
CRT (see Fig. 17.27) to detcnnine splice and connector losses. As the light pulse is reflected back to the beam 
splitter, the time for complete pulse decay (5 ns/m) is displayed as a diagonal line starting at the top left and 
proceeding down to the lower right of the screen. Any change,._ in Lhc bac.kscattering process (splices, broken 
fiber, connector attenuation) appear as abrupt changes in the display. This evaluation method can analyze the 
following conditions: 

1. Loss penmit length (measu.re before and after i11stallatio11 to detennine stress bends, and so fo!th) 
2. Splice and connector qualiry 
3. Stress bends, bad splices, or faulty connectors 

Slop0 of curve. t:,. db//:;. length 
Is flbar's loss in db/km 

Random backscatter 
produced t;,y materlal 

imperfections 

Distance into fiber 

Theoretically 
perfect fiber 

(Exponential decay) 

End-of.fiber 
reflection 

Fig. 17.27 CRT displuy OTDR. 

With the infonnation gained from the OTDR, the engineer can determine whether the system budget 
requirements have been achieved; that is, does the power input minus the power losses equal the engineering 
requirements? (This topic is discussed in Section 17 .6.3.) Power lo:sscs in fibers can be me.:isured and calcu
lated in two ways by the optical power meter. The first method is to measure the light attenuation of the uncut 
fiber, make the cut, install the connector, and remeasure using Equation (J 7. l2). 

A-A, Loss=-~- -
L 

where P
1 

is the first measurement 
P

2 
is the second measurement 

(17.12) 

L is the difference between the two cable lengths 
The second method is to use a standard length of fiber as a reference and compare it to the cable being 

ins:tatled, us.ing the power meter measurements in a matmer similar to lhat described above. 
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17.6.3 Power Budgeting 

As mentioned earlier, the term power budget is the relationship bet\veen tbe power losses in fiber links and 
associated equipment a11d the available input power to the system. The available power budget for a set of 
equipment is usually given by the manufacnirer. In some cases, the transmitted power and receiver sensitivity 
are specified instead. In this case the power budget is determined by subtracting the receiver sensitivity from 
the transmit power. 

Available power '"' P,(dBm)- P,(dBm) (17.13) 

Remember that both transmit power and receive sensitivity are usually Jess than I mW; thus both numbers 
are likely to be negative. For example, assume: 

P, =0.1 mW=-IOdBm 

P = 0.002 mW= -2 dBm r 

Budget= (-10) - (-27) = +17 dB (not dBm) 

Power budget calculations can be performed in two ways- worst-case or statistically. With the worst-case 
approach, the values for launch power, receiver sensitivity, connector and fiber loss, and so forth, are the ones 
the manufacturer wi 11 never exceed. The statistical alternative uses mean nr typical values to predict what will 
nonnally be seen in service. Standard deviation data is then used to predict the worst- case perfonnance. The 
worst-case approach is described here. 

Another term in the power budget is the margin for degradation of the optical components throughout their 
service life. The LED is the main factor, since there are conunon mechanisms which cause its light output to 
decrease over time. Because the light output falls gradually, the point at which it is "too low" is rather arbitrary. 
Typical values run from I to 3 dB. Consult the manufacturer of the equipment for the appropriate value to use. 
The aging margin may be built into the manufacturer's specification for launch power. 

Launch power is detennined by measuring the power coupled into a short piece of fiber. It is important to 
dctennine the size of fiber that was used to rate the transmit power of a particular piece of equipment. In many 
cases the optical fiber receptacle on a piece of equipment houses the light source. When the cable is connected 
to the LED. more power wi ll be launched into large core fibers tban into small ones. Table I 7.2 indicates how 
this varies for common short-wavelength LEDs like the ones used in AMP data links. This docs not apply to 
equipment which uses an internal fiber pigtail. 

17.6.4 Passive Components 

Passive components are not perfect. Therefore, some of the optical energy traveling from transmitter to re
ceiver is lust. A decrease in power levels also occurs in splitting devices. such as star couplers, as the energy 
arriving oo one fiber is divided among several output fibers. Loss occu.rring in connectors and switches is 
proportional and is expressed in decibels. Typical values for connectors 1w1 from a few tenths of a decibel 
for a high-precision connector to several decibels for lower-cost varieties. Switch loss also ·ranges from less 
than I decibel to several decibels. 

The theoretical splitting loss and the excess loss ofa star coupler are usually combined to yield a maximum 
insertion loss. This is accommodated in the power budget in the same way as a connector or switch. Specified 
values for switches, couplers, or WDMs may or may not include the associated connectors. They should be 
added to the overall connector count if the loss is not included with the device. 
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TABLE 17.2 'ry/Jicnl Ln1111cl, Power fm· Various Filw Sizes for S11rft1cc:-£111iHi11g LED:; 

FTBER SIZE/N.A. TYPICAL LAUNCH POWER (dBm, PEAK) 

I 00/140/0.3 - 12 

85/125/0.275 - 14 

62.5/125/0.275 - 16 

50/125/0.2 - 20 

Loss in a fiber optic cable is distributed over its length; therefore, the attenuation is expressed ii1 decibels 
per kilometer (dB/km). The loss for a specific length ofcable is found by multiplying its attenuation in decibels 
per kilometer by its length (a lso expressed in kilomet~rs). 

17.6.5 Receivers 

The detectors in optical receivers are typically larger than the common Lelecommunicalion fibers. Therefore, 
their sensitivity, unlike that of transmitters, does not usually vary with fiber size. As with transmitters, the loss 
at the connector attached to the receiver is u:mally included in the sensitivity rating. Receiver sensitivity is 
degraded by pulse spreading due to dispersion. This may be iJ1cluded in the specified sensi tivity or described 
separately as a dispersion penalty. Consult the equipment manufacturer for guidance. 
The basic equation for the available power (known as gain) is: 

G=P - P - P -M - M 
I r d (I .f 

where P,"" transmitter launch power, dBm (average or peak) 
P,. = receiver sensitivity, dBm (average or peak but same as transmitter) 
P,1 • dispersion penalty, dB 
M

0 
= margin for LED aging (typically 1-3 dB) 

M, = margi n for safety (typically 1-3 dB) 
The loss must be less than. or equal to, the gain. 

L = (I L ) + (N L 1 + (N + N)(L) + L (· { rm, COIi/ .,, (H' 

where: Ir "" length of cable, km 
L" = maximum attenuation of cable, dB/km al the wavelength of interest 
N can • number of connectors 
l c

0 11 
= maximum connector loss, dB 

N, = number of installation splices 
N, = number of repair splices 
L, = maximwn splice loss, dB 
Lf)C • passive component loss, dB (couplers, switches, WDMs etc.) 

The unused margin, which should not be less than zero, is (see Fig. 17 .29): 

M=G - l 

(17.14) 

(17. 15) 

( 17 .16) 

Installations with tosses that exceed the power budget by a small amount wi ll stil l work. However, they 
do so by eating into the margin allocated for repair, safety, and aging. Power budget analysis is typically 
not performed for each and every link in an installation. Rather, the most demanding links (longest cable, 
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mo:.:;t connectors) are analyzed. Figure 17.28 shows a typical power budgeL worksheet. Obviously, electronic 
spreadsheets are useful tools. 

Successful installations require proper planning. With any installation, proper planning includes site surveys, 
detailed floor plans, bills of material, aud attention to details. One detail that should not be overlooked is the 
power budget analysis. It can pinpoint trouble spots, indicating the need for premium cable, added repeaters, 
or low-lo:ss splices instead of connectors. lt can also identify opportunities for co:st savings through the use 
of higher-attenuation cable and can show when enough power is available to add reconfiguration panels for 
flexibility, maintenance, and growth. 

Power Budget Worksheet 

(Couriesy of AMP Incorporated) 

Supplier Provloed Information 

Equlpmenl Symbol Value Units 

Transmilled (launch) Power 

Receiver Sensi11v11y 

Dispersion Pen.illy 

Maximum distance 
(dispersion limit) 

Aging margin 

Passive Components 

Cable Attenuation 

Connector Loss 

Splice loss 

Switch loss-lhru mode 

Switch loss-bypass mode 

Coupler insertion loss · 

WDM insertion loss 

System Integrator Provided Information 

Safety Margin 

Cable length 

Number ot Connectors 

Number of Installation Splices 

Number of Repair Splices 

Loss due 10 passive components 
(switch, coupler. 11ndfor WDM) 

Gain • P1 - P, - Pa • M1 - M, = 
Loss ~ lclc + NcanLcon -t (N, + N,)L, + Loe -

Unused Margin .. G - L = 

· Couple, ,nson,on 1oss ,nc1uae, 5pl1llm9 10,, eiceu 10,s.. and porMo-por1 oev,tn-on 

Fig. 17.28 Simple worksheet. 

1='1 -/6 dBm 

P,-...:..~dBm 
P

0 
_ __,_ _ _ dBA 

_ _ _ L_km 

M. dB 

~ _ _ 4....__ dB/km 

Leon _ _,_,,,......._ dB 
L, __ _ ._5.,..--- di3 

Lpc ' NA dB 

Lpc' NA dB 

Lcw~b__ da 
Loe NA dB 

M, ~ _dB 
le _ _ ......_ _ _ km 

Lpc NA dB 
-18+31)-1-1-~~ 1Ja 

4 t2. +2.=~ dB 

-9-~dB 
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17.7 SUMMARY 
The technology of fiber optics will change the communications and 1;omputer industries dramatically in the 
future. Fiber conununication links already exist across the Atlantic and Pacific basins. Computer LAN~ are 
optically linked for increased speed and expanded data flow. 

In the land-based communication industry, growth rates from $774 million to more than $2.9 billion dur
ing the 1990s and a 200 percent increase in fiber miles have been predicted by major manufacturing sources. 
AT&T's Light wave system can handle more than 25,000 telephone calls on a single pair of fibers, ond it is 
predicted that this number will double as technology develops. 

Newly announced splicing teclmiques and devices which reduce fusion splicing time to about 2 minutes 
instead of 6 to IO minutes make fiber systems more and more appealing from an installation and maintenance 
perspective. 

The undersea-based fiber communications industry estimates that by 1996 between $8.6 and $11 billion 
will have been invesLcd in six Trans-Atlantic networks, three Trans-Pacific networks, and at least two major 
networks linking Hawaii and Australia. 

The major growth in the data communications industry (approaching $5.76 billion by 1992) was aided by 
the acceptance of the fiber distributed data i/1/e({ace (FDDI) standard, which promoted the change toward 
fiber optic networks all the way to the desktop computer installation. 

As fiber systems become more standardized, growth will become dramatic in the cable television (CATV), 
medical, automobi le, and aviation industries, to mention just some examples. The need for trained technicians 
and engineers will become more and more critical. This major impact on the electronics industry prompted 
the inclusion in' this book of an entire chapter devoted to the topic of fiber optics. 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the .following multiple-choice questions 
consists of an incomplete statement followed by.four 
choices (a, h, c, and d). Circle the lellerpreceding the 
line that c9rrectly completes each sentence. 

I . What is the frequency limit of copper wire? 
a. Approximately 0.5 MHz 
b. Approximately 1.0 MHz 
c. Approximately 40 GHz 
d. None of the above 

2. Approximately what is the frequency limit of the 
optical fiber? 
a. 20 GHz 
b. l MHz 
c. 100 MHz 
d. 40 MHz 

3. A single fiber can handle as many voice chmrnels 
as 
a. a pair of copper conductors 
b. a 1500-pair cable 

c. a 500-pai.r cable 
d. a I 000-pair cable 

4. An incident ray can be defined as 
a. a light ray reflected from a flat surface 
b. a light my directed toward a surface 
c. a diffused light ray 
d. a light ray that happens periodically 

5. The term dispersion describes the process of 
a. separating light into its component frequen· 

c1es 
b. reflecting light from a smooth surface 
c. the process by which light is absorbed by an 

uneven rough surface 
d. light scattering 

6. Which of the following terms best describes the 
reason that light is refracted at different angles? 
a. Photon energy changes with wavelength 
b. Light is refracted as a function of surface 

smoothness 
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c. The angle is determined partly by a and h 

d. The .ingle is detcm,ined by the index of the 
materials 

7. The term critical .ingle describes 
a. the point at which light is refracted 
b. the point at which light becomes invisible 
c. the point at which light has gone from the 

refractive mode Lo the reflective mode 
d. the point at which light has crossed the bound

ary layers from oue index to another 

8. The cladding which surrouJ1ds the fiber core 
a. is used to reduce optical interference 
b. is used to protect tho fiber 
c. acts to help guide the light in the core 
d. ensures that the refractive index remains 

constant 

9. The refractive index number is 
a. a number which compares the lTansparency of 

a material with that of air 
b. a number assigned by the manufacturer to the 

fiber in question 
c. a number which determines the core diam

eter 
d. a term for describing core elasticity 

10. The ten11S single mode and multimode are best 
described as 
a. the number of fibers placed into a fibcroptic 

cable 
b. the number of voice channels each fiber can 

support 
c. the number of wavelengths each fiber t:an 

support 
d. the index number 

11. The higher the index number 
a. the higher the speed of light 
b. the lower the speed oflight 
c. has ao effect on the speed of light 
d. the shorter tbe wavelength propagation 

12. The tl1ree major groups in the optical system 
are 
a. the romponents, the data rate, and response 

time 
b. the source, the link, and the receiver 
c. the transmitter, the cable, and the receiver 

tl. the sourt:e, the link. and the detector 

13. As light is coupled in a multipor1 reflective device, 
the powt:r is reduced by 
a. 1.5 dB 
b. 0.1 dB 
c. 0.5 dB 
d. 0.001 dB 

14. When connector losses, split:e losses, and cou
pler losses are added, what is the final limiting 
factor? 
a. Source power 
b. Fiber attenuation 
c. Connector and splice losses 
d. Detector sensitivity 

15. The tern, responsiviry as it applies to a light detec
tor is best described as 
a. the time required for the signal to go from l 0 

to 90 percent of maximum amplitude 
b. the ratio of the diode output current to optical 

input power 
c. the ratio of the input power to output power 
d. the ratio of output current to input current 

16. Loss comparisons between fusion splices and 
mechanical splices are 
a. 1:10 
b. 10:1 
C. 20:1 
d. 1:20 

17. The mechanical splice is best suited for 
a. quicker installation under ideal conditions 
b. m inimurn attenuation losses 
c. field service conditions 
d. situations in which cost of equipment is not a 

factor 

18. EMO is best described by which statement? 
a. 70 percent of the core diameter and 70% of 

the fiber NA should be filled with light 
b. 70 percent of the fiber diameter and 70% of 

the cone of acceptance should be filled with 
light 

c. 70 percent of input light should be measured 
at the output 

d. 70 percent of the unwanted wavelengths 
should be attenuated by the fiber 



19. Which of the following cables will have the high
est launch power capability? 
a. 50/125/0.2 
b. 85/ 125/0.275 
C. 62.5/ 125/0.275 
d. I 00/140/0.3 

20. The term power budgeting refers Lo 
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a. the cost of cable, connectors, equipment, and 
installation 

b. the loss of power due to dtfoctive compo· 
nents 

e. the total power available minus the attenuation 
losses 

d. the comparative costs of fiber and copper 
installations 

Review Problems 

I. Assuming the woraL-case sceuario, what is the ratio of repeater rcquiremetlts for fiber cable compared to 
copper cable? 

2. Detennine the system bandwidth that has a source reaction time of 6.25 ns. 



18 
INFORMATION THEORY9 CODING 

AND DATA COMMUNICATION 

A majority oftbe informal.ion transmitted in present-day communication use digital mode. This sharp i110rease 
in digital communication, increasingly at the expense ofanalog communication, is caused by two interworking 
factors. The first is the fact that a lot of information to be transmitted is in digital form to start wi th, and so 
sending it in tbat form is clearly the simplest teclrn ique. The socond factor has been the advent of large-scale 
integration which has permitted the use of complex coding systems that lake the hest advantage of channel 
capacities. Accordingly, it is very important lo have foel of the fundamentals of information theory, coding 
and data communication. 

To achieve the above aim, th.is chapter 11' divided in to three major parts. The first part deals with informa
tion theu,y. This is a discussion of what is sent through a communication system, rather than the system itself 
Until the excellent pioneering etforts of Shannon and his cnlleagues, which culminated ill the late 1940s, 
hardly any such work had been carried oul, but now ii is commonplace lo talk about binary systems, bits, and 
channel capaci ties. These topics wi ll be covered lo familiarize students with tbe mcasuremont of information 
rates and capacities. 

The second pait of the cbaplel' is on basics of coding. fnformation is coded prior to transmission . lt can be 
appreciated that null)erous codes are i11 use for the same. Some ru·e specific to particular applicaLion, such as 
the Hollerith code for punched cards, and others are universal, such as ASCTI code for general data process~ 
ing, The chapter does not attempt lo <liscuss all of the data codes, but a large and representative sample is 
presented, illusln1ting the major codes and their strnnglhs nnd Li.111.i.tations. 

Digital communication must be very accurate becaW;c the redundancy available with analog signals is 
not present with digital signali;;. Errors can, therefore, be catastrophic. To limit the extent of the deterioration 
wbich errors impose, much bas been done to develop error detection and correction mechanisms, and several 
of these will be discussed. 

The third part of the chapter is on data communication. Data communication became important with the 
~xpansion of the use of computers and <lata processing, and have continued to develop into a major industry 
providing the interconnection of computer peripherals and lTansmission of data between distinct sites. The 
terminology, equipment and procedures for data communication colllprise the scope of description in this 
chapter. 

At the heart of data conummication is the transmission channel, the medium of data transfer. The channel 
has inherent limitations which determines its suitability for data communication. This chapter wi ll discuss 
channel limitations and characteristics, and it wi ll demonstrate the impact which these have on data transmis" 
sion. Bandwidth, frequency. t1oise, distortion, transmission speed and other chrumol considerations are the 
daily fare of the data communication engineer. 

The data set is the basic equipment of data communication, since it transforms the digital datali1to signals 
compatible with transmission circuits. The various types and capabilities of data sets will be illustrated. 
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The chapter concludes with a discussion of network lt?clmique:.. Networking. using point-lo-point or fixed 
circuits for transmission, has become importa.111 as a method of improving data communication efficiency and 
econo111y. Accl)rdingly, the variou:rnelwork systems and the popular protocols are covered in some detail. 

Objectives Upon completing the material i11 Chapter 18, the student ·will be able to: 

» Explain the basics of information theotJ' 
)> Recognize tho use of various types of digital codes 
);,- Understand the concept of data communication 
~ Define the tem1 modem and become familiar with its uses 
)> Explain the tcnn nefi11ork protocols and understand its impmian~e in data communication 

18.1 INFORMATION THEORY 
Infom1ation theory is a quantitative body of knowledge which has been established about "information," to 
enable systems designers and users to use the channels allocated to them as efficiently as possible. It is neces
sary tq assign " information" a precise value if one is to deal scientifically with it. For trnnsmiss ion systems, 
"infom1ation" means exactly the same as it does in other situations, as long as it is realized that "meaning" 
is quite unimportant_ when it comes to measuring the quantity of information. This may come as a shock, 
witil one considers the fact that " information" here is a physical guantil-y, such as mass. Accordingly, one 
detennines the mass of a given object in kilograms, and such mass is not in the least determined by the type 
of material weighed. 

rnformation theory is thus seen to be the scientific study of information and of the communication systems 
designed to handle it. These systems include telegraphy. (which just.about gave birth to information theory), 
radio communication, computers and many other systems conceming themselves witb the processing or storage 
of signals, including even molecular biology. The theory is used to establish, precisely and mathematically, 
the rate of information issuing from any source, the information capacity of any channel, system or storage 
device, and the efficiency of codes by means of which this infomrntion is sent. The type of code used in 
any one case will depend on the fonn and type of information sent and also, most importantly, on the noise 
·prevailing in the communication system. 

18.1.1 Information in a Communication System 

Corttttnmicatio1t System The general communication system has already been described in detail in the 
first chapter. It is Shannon's familiar information source.- trcmsmitte1: channel, receive,; destination system 
of Fig. 1.1. However, the subject was al the time covered as an introduction to communication systems in 
general, rather than from the point of view of information theory. 

The most fimdamental idea of infom1ation theory is that information is a measurable phys ical quantity, 
such as mass, heat or any other fom1 of energy. This may be made quite clear with an analogy. 

For example, we can imagine an information source to be like a lumber mill producing lumber at a certain 
point. The channel ... might correspond to a conveyor system for transporting the lumber to a second point. 
In such a situation, there are two i.J.nportant quantities: the rate R (in cubic feet per second) at w hich lumber 
i.s produced at the mill, and the capacity C (in cubic feet per second) of the conveyor. These two quantities 
determine whether or not the conveyor system will be adequate for the lumber mill . If the rate of production 
R is greater than the conveyor capacity C, it will certainly be impossible to transport the full output of the 
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mill; there will not be sufficient space available. If R is less than or equal to C, it may or may not be possible, 
depending on whether the lumber can be packed efficiently in the conveyor. Suppose, however, that we allow 
ourselves a sawmiU at the source. This corresponds in our analogy to the encoder or transmitter. Then the 
lumber can be cut up into small pieces in such a way as to fill out the available capacity of the conveyor with 
I 00% efficiency. Naturally, in this case we should provide a carpenter shop al the receiving point to fasten 
the pieces together in their original form before passing them on to the consumer. (Courtesy of Encyclopedia 
Britannica, lnc.) 

The analogy is very apt and sound; both the rate of production of information by the source and the carrying 
capacity ofa channel can be measured to determine compatibility. The fact that infonnation can be measured 
was one of the earliest and most important results of in fonnation theory, and on this important basis most of 
the other work is established. 

Measurement of Information Having said what information is not (it is not meaning), we now state 
specifically what information is. Accordingly, information is defined as the choice of one message out of a 
finite set of messages. Meaning is iounatcrial, in tllis sense, a table of random numbers may well contain as 
much infonnation as a table of world track-and-field records. Indeed, it may well be tbnt n cheap ficLion book 
contains more information thnn this textbook, if it happens to contain a larger number of choices from a set 
of possible messages (the set being the complete English language in tbis case). Also, when measuring infor
mation, it must be taken into account that some choices are more likely than others and therefore contain less 
information. Any choice that hns a probability of 1, i.e., is completely unavoidable, is fully redundant and, 
therefore, contains no information. An example is the letter "u" in English when it follows the letter "q." 

The Bi1tary System This system can be illustrated in its simplest form as a series of lights and switches. 
Each condition is represented by a one or a zero (see Fig. 18.1 ). 

Each light represents a numerical weight (bit) as indicated. Tbis group represents a 5-bit system which, if 
all the switches were in the off position, would equal O (zero). The total decimal number represented by the 
four-switch light combinations is equal to the decirnal number 3 I (the sum of the bit weights). This method of 
on/off can be represented by voltage levels, with a I equal to 5 V and a O equal to O V. This method provides 
a sharp (high) signal-to-noise ratio (noise usually being measured in millivolt levels) and helps maintain 
accurate data transmission. The simplicity, speed, and accuracy of tllis system give it many advantages over 
its analog counterpart. 

ON~OFF ON~OFF ON~OFF ON~OFF ON~ OFF 

, 1 / /i~ , 1 / /i, '- I / /i~ ,1/ /i~ , 1 / 

/j/ 
.24 23 22 21 20 -16+8 +4+2+ 1 

Fig.18.1 Basic binary system. 

18.1.2 Coding 

In measuring the amount of information, we have so far concentrated on a choice of one from 2n eguiprobable 
events, using the binary system, thus the number of bits involved has always been an integer. fn fact, if we 
do use the bi11aty system for signaling, the number of bits required will always be an integer. For example, 
it is not possible to choose one from a set of 13 equiprobable events in the binary system by giving 3.7 bits 
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(log
2 
I 3 = 3. 7). It is necessary to give 4 bits of information, which con-esponds to having the switching system 

of Fig. 18.1 with the last three places never used. The efficiency of using a binary system for the selection of 
one of 13 cquiprobable events is 

3.7 
17 = - X 100"" 92.5 percent 

4 
which is considored a high efficiency. The situation is that a choice of one from 13 conveys 3.7 bits of 
information, but ifwe are going to use a binary syster1;1 of selection or signaling, 4 bits must be given and the 
resulting inefficiency accepted. 

At this point, it is worth noting that the binary system is used widely but not exclusively. The dcci.mal 
system is also used, and here the unit of infom1ation is the decimal digit, or dil. A choice of one from a set of 
l O equiprobable events involves I dit of information and may be made, in the decimal system, with a rotary 
switch. It is simple to calculate that since we have log2 IO = 3.32, 

I dit = 3.32 bits (18. I) 

Just as a matter of interest, it is possible to compare the efficiency of the two systems by noting that 
log

10 
13 "' 1.11, and thus the choice of one out of 13 equiprobable events involves I. I I dits. Following the 

reasoning of Fig. 18.1, 100 switching positions must be provided in the decimal switching system, so that 
2 dits of infonnation will be given to indicate the choice. Efficiency is thus 17= 1.11 /2 x ·100 = 55.5 percent, 
decidedly lower than in the binary system. Although this is only an isolated instance, it is still tme to say that 
in general a binary switching or coding system is more efficient than a decimal system. 

Baudot Code If words (not speech- this is a telegraph system) are to be sent by a ccimrnunication system, 
some form of coding must be used. If the total number of words or ideas is relatively small , a different symbol 
may be used for each word or object. The Egyptians did th.is for words with hieroglyphs, or picture writing, 
and we do it for objects with circuit symbols. However, since the English language contains at least 800,000 
words and is still growing, this method is out of the question. Alternatively, a different pulse, perhaps having 
a different width or amplitude, may be used for each letter and symbol. Since there are 26 letters in English 
atrd roughly the same number of other symbols, this gives a total of about 50 different pulses. Such a system 
could be used, but it never is, because it would be very vulnerable to distortion by noise. 

[f we consider pulse-amplitude variation and amplitude modulation, then each symbol in such a system 
would differ by 2 percent of modulation from the previous, this being ottly one·fiftieth of the total amplitude 
range. Thus the word "stop' ' might be transmitted as /38/40/30/32/, each figUre being the appropriate per
centage modulation. Suppose a very small noise pulse, hnving an amplitude of only one-fiftieth of the peak 
modulation amplitude, happens to superimpose itself on the transmitted signal at that instant. This signal will 
be transformed into /40/42/32/34/, which reads " tupq" in this system and is quite meaningless. 1t is obvious 
that a better system must be found. As a result of this, almost all the systems in use are binary systems, in 
which the sending device sends fully modulated pulses ("marks'') or no-pulses ("spaces"). Noise now has to 
compete with the full power of the transmitter, and it will be a very large noise pulse indeed that wilt convert 
a transmitted mark into a space, or vice versa. 

Siuce info1111ation in English is drawn from 26 choices (letter:s), there must be on the average more than I bit 
per letter. In fact, since logi 26 - 4. 7 and a binary sending system is to be used, each letter must be represented 
by 5 bits. If all symbols ·are included, the total number of different signals nears 60. The system is in use with 
tele-typewriters, whose keyboards are similar to those of ordinary typewriters. It is thus convenient to retain 5 
bits per symbol and to have carriage-shift signals for changing over from letters to numerals, or vice versa. 

The CCITT No. 2 code shown in Fig. 18.2a is an example of how a series of five binary signals can 
indicate any one from up to 60 letters and other symbols. The code is based on an earlier one proposed by 
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J. M. E. Baudot, the only difference being an altered allocation of code symbols to various letters. 111 the middle 
ofa message, a word of n letters is indicated by n + I bits; the last bit is used for the space. For example, the 
center poi1ion of the message "I have caught 25 fish today" would read as in Fig. 18.3 . 

A telegraphic code known as the ARQ code (automatic request for repetition) was developed from the 
Baudot code by H. C. A. Van Duuren in the late 1940s, and is an example of an error•detecting code widely 
used in radio telegraphy. As shown, 7 bits are used for each symbol, but of the 128 possible combinations that 
exist. only those containing 3 marks a.nd 4 spaces are used. There are 35 of these, and 32 of them are used as 
shown in Fig. 18.26. The advantage of this system is that it offers protection against single errurs. If a signal 
arrives so mutilated that some of the code groups contain a mark-to-space proportion other than 3:4, an ARQ 
signal is sent, and the mutilated information is retransmitted. There is no such provision for the detection 
of errors in the Baudot-based codes, but they do have the advantage of requiring only 5 bits per symbol, as 
opposed to 7 here. 

CCJTT-2 code ARO code 

Figures Letters 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- A • • • • • 
? a • • • • • • 
: C • • • • • • 

Who are you? D • • • • • 
3 E • • • • 
% F • • • • • • 
@ G • • • • • • 
£ H • • • • • 
8 I • • • • • .. 

Bell J • • • • • • .. 

( K • • • • • • • 
) L • • • • • 

M • • • • • • 
' N • • • • • 
9 0 • • • • • 
e p • • • • • • 
1 Q • • • • • • • 
4 R • • • • • 
' s • • • • • 
5 T • • • • 
7 u • • • • • • 
C V • • • • • • • 
2 w • • • • • • 
7 X • • • • • • • 
6 y • • • • • • 
+ z • • • • • 

Carriage return • • • • 
Line feed • • • • 

Figures shift • • • • • • • 
Letters snm • • • • • • • • 

Space • • • • 
Unperforated tape • • • 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 18.2 Telegraphic codrs, (a) CCIIT·2; (fl) ARQ. 
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Fig. 18.3 Example of use of CC/TT No. 2 code. 

The Hartley Law The Baudot code was shown as an example of a simple and widely used binary code, 
but it may also be employed as a vehicle for providing a very fundamental and important law of infonnation 
theory. This is the Hartley law and may be demonstrated by logic. 

A quick glance at the CCITT-2 code ofFig. 18.2a reveals that, on the averagc,just as many bits ofinfom,a
tion are indicated by pulses as by no-pulses. This means of counie, that the signaling rate in pulses per second 
depends on the infonnation rate in bits per second at that instant. Now the pulse rate is by no means constant. 
If the letters " Y" and "R" arc sent one after the other, the pulse rate will be at its maximum and exactly equal 
to half the bit rate. At the other end of the scale, the letter "E," followed by "T," would provide a period of time 
during which no pulses are sent. Accordingly, it is seen that when infonnatfon is sent in a binary code al a rate 
of b bits per second, the instantaneous pulse rate varies randomly between b/2 pulses per second and zero. IL 
follows that a band of frequencies, rather than just a single frequency, is required to transmit information at a 
certain rate with a particular system. It will be recalled from Chapter I that pulses consist of the fundamental 
frequency and harmonics, in certain proportions. However, if the harmonics are filtered out at the source, and 
only fundamentals are sent, the original pulses can be re-created at the destination (with multivibrators). This 
being the case, the highest frequency required to pass b bits per second in tl1is system is b/2 Hz (the lowest 
frequency is still 0). It may thus be said that, if a binary coding system is used, the channel capacity in bits 
per second is equal to twice the bandwidth in hertz. This is a special case of the Hartley law and is expanded 
in Section 18.4.2. The general case states that, in the total absence of noise, 

C '- 2 6flog2 N (18.2) 

where C ~ channel capacity, bits per second 
4f = channel bandwidth, Hz 
N = number of coding levels 

When the binary coding system is used. the above general case is reduced to C ca 26/, since log2 2 "' l. The 
Hartley law shows that the bandwidth required to transmit infonnation at a given rate is propo11ional to the 
infonnation rate. Also, in the absence of noise, the Hartley law shows ti1at the i;,rreater the number of levels in 
the coding system, the 1:,rrcater the information rate that may be sent through a channel. What happens when 
noise is present was indicated in the preceding section, (i.e., 'tupq" for "stop") and will be enlarged upon in 
the next section. Meanwhile, extending the Hartley law to its logical conclusion, as was done by the origina
tor, we ~~ve 

where 

H=Ct 

= 2 6ft log2 N 

H = total information sent iu a time t. bite; 
I = time, seconds. 

(18.3) 
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The foregoing assumes, of course, that an information source of sufficient capacity is connected to the 
channel. 

18.1.3 Noise in an Information-Carrying Channel 

Noise has an influence on the infonnation·carrying capacity of a channel. This idea will now be explored 
further, as will means of combating noise. 

Effects of Noise That noise has some harmful effect has already been demonstralcd. To quantify the effect, 
consider again the earlier suggestion Lhat each letter in the alphabet could be represented by a different signal 
amplitude, using 32-scale code. lfthis were done, lhe infom1ation flow would be greatly speeded (according 
to the Hartley law), since each letter would now be represented by one symbol instead of five. Unless trans
mining power were raised tremendously, noise would cause so many errors as to make lhe mullilevel system 
useless. The truth oflhis may be shown by considering the power required for lhe binary coding system and 
for any other system under the same noise conditions. 

For a given transmission and coding system, lhere is such a thing as a lhreshold noise level; as long as 
noise does not exceed it, practically no errors occur. When a binary cude is used, noise must compete with the 
full power of the transmitter to affect the signal, and practical results show that a signal-to-noise ratio of 30 
dB ensures virn,ally error-free reception. This corresponds to a noise power of I/ l 000 of signal power, i.e., 
an rms noise voltage of 1/31.6 of the nns signal voltage maximum. Let us tal<e this SIN ratio as a practical 
requirement aml coasiuer the effect of th is condition on increased signaling levels. 

If it is now decided to double signaling speed by doubling the number of amplitude levels to four, the 
transmitted power will have to be increased to retain tbe 30-dB SIN ratio at the receiver. In tenns of the 
maximum permitted amplitude, the new levels will be 0, 1/3, 2/3 and I, where they were O and J in the binary 
system. This means that the diJTcrence in voltage levels is now one-third of what it was. the difference in 
power levels is one~ninlh, and therefore transmitted power must be multiplied ninefold when the signaling 
speed is doubled. Similarly, if an eight-level code is used, eacb amplitude level difference is one-seventh of 
the original, necessitating a 49-fold increase in transmitting power to return to the original 30-dB SIN ratio. 
Finally, if the proposed 32-level code were used, the power transmitted would have to be increased by a factor 
of 31 2 "' 961 . It is easy to deduce thnt this power increase is lugarithmic and is given by 

p 
--1!... = (11 - 1 )2 
Pi 

(18.4) 

where n "' number of levels in the code 
P,, =: power rcqu.ired in the n-lcvel code 
P2 = power level required in the binary code 

Ln noise-luuited conditions, the advantage of a binary system is such as to outweigh almost all other consid-
eraLfons. 

Capacity of a. Noisy Cltaunel The preceding section showed that transmitted power must be raised con
siderably, if a constant signal-to-noise ratio is to be kept when the number of coding levels is increased to 
raise the signaling speed. The Shatrnon-Hartley theorem gives a formula for the capacity of a channel when 
its bandwidth and noise level arc known. This capacity is 

where 

C = ..1f logiC I + S/N) 

C = channel capacity, bits per second 
IJ.f= bandwidth, Hz 

(18.5) 
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SIN = ratio of total signal power to total random noise power at the input to the receiver, within the 
frequency limits of this channel, i.e., over the bandwidth 4(. 

Example 18.1 

Calculate the capacity of a standard 4-kHz telephone chllnnel with a 32-dB signal-to-noise ratio. 

Solution 

Standard telephone channels occupy the frequency range of300 to 3400 Hz. The actual signal-to~noise ratio 
is antilog (32/10) =- antilog (3.2) "' 1585. We have 

C = .6jlo~ (l +SIN) = 3100 X log2 (l + 1585) 

=3.100 X log
2

1586 ""3 100 X 10.63 

= 323.953 bits per second 

The Shannon-Hartley theorem shows a limit that cannot be exceeded by the signaling speed in a channel 
in which the noise is purely random. Jt may be used as a very good approximation for the ultimate channel 
capacity of most transmission channels, although practical noisu distributions are never perfectly random. 
Example 18.1 shows the limiting chatmel speed for a typical telephone channel to be approximately 33 kilo
bits per second. Speeds used in practice over such channels do not normally exceed l0.8 kilobits per second 
(I 0.8 kbps). If the answer to Example 18.1 is equated with Equation (18.2), it will be seen that 39.8 code 
levels would be required to reach the Shannon speed limit for this chaLU1el, resulting in a system that is too 
complex in practice. 

It would be incorrect to assume that doubting the bandwidth of a noise-limited channel wiJt automatically 
double its capacity, that would be misinterpreting Equation (18.S).Consider the following 

Example 18.2 

A system has a bandwidth of 4 kHz and a signal-to-noise ratio of 28 dB at the input to the receiver. Calcu
late 
(a) f ts information.-cam;ing capacity 
(b) the capacity of the channel if its bandwidth is doubled, while the transmitted signal power remains con-
stant. 

Solution 

(a) SIN = antilog (28/10) "" antilog (2.8) = 031 

C
1 

= 4000 X (og
2 

(1 + 631) = 4000 X 9.304 

= 37,2 16 bits per secon<l 

(b) lf the signal-to-noise raliO in the 4-kHz channel is 631: l, this can be interpreted as a noise powtr of 
1 mW at some poinL in the channel where the signal power is 631 mW. The signal power is unchanged 
here when the bandwidth is doubled, but Equation (2. l) showed that the noise power in a system is doubled 
when the bandwidth of the system is doubled. We thus have. 
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Cl = 8000 X log2 ( I + 631/2) = 8000 X log~ {l + 315.5) 

"' 8000 x 8.306 = 66,448 bits per second 
As a matter of interest, taking a ratio of the two capacities gives C/ C

1 
= 66,488/37,2 I 6 "" 1.785 

It is seen from the above example that capacity was increased, but certainly not doubled, when the bandwidth 
was doubled. This implies that useful possibilities of trading bandwidth for signal-to-noise ratio exist. Indeed, 
such tradeol'fs are often made i.n system design, especially in power-limited situations. ff channel capacity 
seems low in a given si tuation, this does not mean that a wanted amount of information cannot be sent over 
a given channel. As Equation ( 18.3) amply shows, it merely means that sending this amount of infom1ation 
takes longer. -

Finally, it must be emphasized that the Shannon- Hartley theorem represents a fundamental limitation. 
The only consequence of hy ing to exceed the Shannon limit would be an unacceptable error rate. In practical 
transmission systen~s. error rates greater than I error in 1 os are generally considered not good enough. 

Redundancy The preceding has assumed, although this was not stated explicitly at the time, that all mes
·sages send through the noise-limited channel were unpredictable. That is) they were assumed to be random, 
without any redundancy whatever. ff redundant messages were sent, it is generally possible to work out from 
context the con:ect version of an erroneous message. E1T0r rates can be very significantly reduced. 

Redundancy is that which is not essential-it can be removed from a signal and yet leave the remainder 
intelligible. All those who have sent telegrams which contain only the key words, leaving out all the articles 
and simple verbs, for instance, will have taken advantage of the redundancy in the language to save money. 
The letter "u" always follows the letter "q" in English, and so it is fully redundant. Anyone with an 01mce ·of 
imagination could work out the correct spelling of long words if they were transmitted with a couple of non
key letters missing. By sending a message over a noise-limited channel, from which most redundancy had 
.been eliminated> it would be possible to i!lcrease the effective signaling speed quite substantially. 

IL is also possible to go the other way, deliberately introducing redundancy because the error rate ofa chan
nel is too high. The ARQ 7-bit Code of Section 18. l .2 can obviously, because of its deliberate redundancy, be 
used in noise condition::; where the CCITT-2 5-bit code would be useless. The following chapter will discuss 
several data transmission codes which deliberately introduce rndundant bits to pennil their use. Similarly, 
when sending numbers over a noisy channel , it would be possible to introduce redundancy by sending each 
number as a triplet. For example, the number 195 could be sent as I 11999555, in the hopes that in marginal 
noise conditions such redundancy would be sufficient to cancel out auy errors. 

Redundancy is seen as a means of reducing error rates, sometimes very k'Teatly, in noisy conditions. How. 
ever, because more information is being sent, either it will take longer to send, or it will require a greater 
bandwidth to send in a given time. If the two telegraphic codes are taken as examples, it is seen that., with a 
given bandwidth, a message in ARQ (7 bits per letter) wi ll take 1.4 times as long to send as the same message 
in CCITT-2 (5 bits per letter). Lf the difference is between a slower, intel ligible rnessage, and a faster, u·seless 
one, the price is worth paying. 

18.2 DIGITAL CODES 
Various types of equipment are used in computer systems to send and receive data: keyboards, video terminals, 
printers. paper tape punches and readers. paper card punches and readers, and magnetic storage devices. Each 
of these LYPes of equipment generates and receives data in the form of codes. The fact that all use encoded 
data, however, does not mean that all use the same code. Indeed, several codes ex-ist and are common among 
digital data systems. The reasons for more than one encoding system are several. 
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<. odes evolved during the development of data systems. Some of these codes replaced ex.istillG ,·odes, but 
as new encoding systems developed, the previous systems continued alongside the new codes. 

S1c111dardiza1io11 is not ea.<..y lo accomplish. It is difficult to convert all users to a single coding scheme, 
since some codes are advantageous for one use although others are better for di Fferent applications. Adopting 
nationwide and especially worldwide standards is normally a lengthy and sometimes frustrating process. As 
in many other areas, the marketplace and politics make the ultimate decision. 

Tho capability of modern data systems has reduced the necessity of establishing a single encoding scheme. 
Modern computers can easily deal with different codes by simply conve1ting them to the code used by the 
computer. With speeds of several million operations per second for many cuJTent computers, the time invested 
in code translation is negligible. The result is that several encoding systems are in use within data systems 
and can be expected lo continue in use for some time. It is necessary. therefore, that these major encoding 
systems be given due consideration. 

Tltc Bandot Code Named for the tclci;,JTaph pioneer, J.M. E. Baudot, the Baudot code is a 5-bit code which 
has been used in telegraphy and paper-tape systems. With only 5 bits avai lable, the basic code is limited to 
32 different code combinations (52 = 32). Shift codes bave beea incorporated into tbe Baudot code to indicate 
whether a code is 11pper- or lowercase. Th.is increases the number of code combinations to 64, of which 6 arc 
used for function codes, leaving only 58 available codes. The alphabet, numbers and functions require 42 of 
these 58. This limits the ability of the Baudot code to provide extra punctuation and comput-ing codes. Fig. 
18.4 shows the Baudot encoding sehcmt Another limitation of the Baudot code is evident in the figure: the 
code is not s~quential, limiting its ability to be used fc)r computation. 

Early teletypewriter machines used the Baudot code for intercommunications. Many of these 1m1chines 
incorporated a paper tape punch and reader mechanism in their systems. Fig. l 8.5 illustrates the use of a 
Baudot code with paper tape. The use of shift characters to indicate that succeeding characters are letters or 
figures is also shown. 

A 

B 

C 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

t 

-
-
A 
X 
X 

I / I I I i 

l:B 0 )' 3 - \. ! 8 ,I .... ' • JC 9 0 1 4 e., , 5 7 (D 2 I 6 + -j / I I I I 

5/a 1/a $ 3 1/4 & 8 1 1/2 1/4 • 7/e 9 0 1 4 e,,,, 5 7 3/a 2 I 6 
,, I 

? $ 3 ! & # 8 1 ( ) • 9 0 1 4 e.i,, 5 7 2 I 6 " ll ! t O< -' ' 
B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 p Q R s T u V w X y z TAPE S\'MBOLS ONL '/ 

--

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - . 

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

Fig. 18.4 The Brmdot code. This 5-elcmenl code 11ses letter shift mid figure shift symbols to expand 
11-ie number of combi11atio1ts it can provide. Line A, weather syllibol~; line B, 

ttsed for Jractimr.s: line C. used for co111111w1icatio,1s. 
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• • • • • • • • • • 
• G • • • • 

• • 
• • • 

• • 1 

2 

· • • · • • · · .. • · • • · • · · • .. · • · • • · -• • • • • • - · • • - - • --- - - - -- -- -- - -- -- - - -- - - · -· - • - Sprocket feed holes 
• • • • • • • • 3 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 4 

• • • • • • • • • 5 

tB A u D 0 Tt ? 7 ( 3 t C 0 D E 

Letter Figure Letter 
shift shift shift 

Fig.18.5 Baudot code as punched int.a paper tape. 

The Binary Code Binary encoding fom1S the basis of several coding schemes. If straight binary encod· 
ing is used, 256 different combinations are possible for an 8-bit character. Binary encoding is not used 
unmodified in many situations, however, for several reasons. Although 256 combinations are available, this 
is inadequate for representation of large numbers. Also, it was learned early that errors can occur during 
transmission of data, but the use of an unmodified 8-bit binary code did not permit any means of error detec
tion. The most useful code would incorporate an error-detecting bit, called a parity /:.,it. For use with numbers, 
the binary code was modified so that only the lower 4 bits were needed. This system, call.ed bina,y-coded~ 
decimal (BCD), counts binarily from Oto 9, as shown in Fig. 18.6a. The sequence uses a second 8-bit word 
lo represent each successive decimal column. As one binary word reaches decimal 10, it returns to zeros and 
a carry is added into the next binary word. The use of BCD encoding to represent a four-digit decimal number 
1s shown in Fig. 18.6b. 

One of lhe uses for BCD encoding is for data represeniation on magnetic tape. Data is recorded on magnetic 
lape in much the same way as audio; a recording head creates a magnetic pattern on the tape which represents 
lhc infom1atiou. For data recording, the recording is made on several tracks. A I results in a magnetized spot 
being recorded, while a O leaves the spot unmagnetized. For recording BCD, four tracks are used, with each 
character being represented by a pattern of magnetized spots on the track, similar to the holes in a punched 
lapo (see Fig. 18. 7). 
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0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 O O 0 1 0 0 
4 

0 O O 0 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
O O O O = O 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fig. 18.6(a) Bi11ary coded decimal. 
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0 1 "' 1 

1 0 =2 
1 1 "'3 

0 0 '- 4 

0 =5 

0 c6 

1 1 ;;. 7 

0 0 "'8 
0 1 cg 

0 0 .. 10 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 

Fig. 18.6(b) Derimr'll 4983 represented in BCD. 
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Fig. 18.7 BCD code recorded 011 111ng11etic tape. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z & , O _ $ , I . % #@ 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Fig. 18.8 The a/pilnnumeric code; eve11-bit parihJ is used. 

An extension of the BCD code is the 7-bit alphanumeric code. This code uses BCD for representation of 
numbers, but adds two extra bits to represent letters and punctuation marks (see Fig. 18.8). A seventh bit is used 
to provide parity for error detection. These 7 bits are recorded on seven parallel tracks on the magnetic tape. 

lk 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 

~ 
0 1 1 0 1 1 bs 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

b4b3b2b1~ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ttttRow 
0 0 0 0 0 NULL OLE SP 0 @ p ' 0 

0 0 0 1 1 SOH DC1 ! 1 A a a Q 

0 0 1 0 2 STX DC2 . 2 B R b r 
0 0 1 1 3 ETX DC3 # 3 C s C s 
0 1 0 0 4 EOT DC4 $ 4 D T d t 
0 1 0 1 5 ENO NAK % 5 E u e u 
0 1 1 0 6 ACK SYN & 6 F V f V 

0 1 1 1 7 BEL ETB ' 7 G w g w 
1 0 0 0 8 BS CAN ( 8 H X h X 
1 0 0 1 9 HT EM ) 9 I y i 'I 
1 0 1 0 10 LF SUB • J z J z 
1 0 1 1 11 VT ESC + ' K I k { 

1 1 0 0 12 FF FS ' < L \ I I 
1 1 0 1 13 CR GS - = M 1 m } 

1 1 1 0 14 so RS > N I\ n -
1 1 1 1 15 SI us I ? 0 - 0 DEL 

Fig. 18.9 A111ericn11 Stn11dnrrl Code for hifor111ntio11 Jnferclznnge (ASCIT). Tltree most signiftc1111t bits nt tlw 1, ,,, 
of fl,e chart; .four least significant· bits at the left side of the chart. Tlte 1111inbet 6 wo11ld 

ltnve Oil from tile top of fire chart n11d 0110 fro111 the side: 6-011 0110. 
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ASCIT 2ode One of the more universal codes is the American Standard Code for Information lntcrchangi.: 
(ASCII). ASCII is based on a binary progression, as demonstrated in Fig. 18.9. It should be noted that the 
code is arranged so that the numbers are represented by a standard HCD progression witbin the last bits 
shown on the left of the chart, while the preceding 3 bits, shown at the top of the chart, specify whether 11 

number. lener or charncter is being represented by the lasl 4 bits. For example, the ta bk shows that an ASCII 
code of O 11000 I represents the number I, w!,ile I 000001 represents a capital "A," and the code I 1()000 I 
reprcsenrs a lowercase "a." By using a standard binary progression. ASCII makes pQssible mathematical 
operations with numbers. Since the letters are also in a binary progression, alphabt:tizing can be accom
plished by using simple binary mathematical procedures. 

Most modem computers use hexadecimal notation internally. Hexadecimal notation represents a 4-bit 
binary word with one of 16 symbols (0, l ,2,3 ,4,5 ,6,7,8, 9,A,B,C,D,E,F). An 8-bit word is easily acconunodated 
in these co111puters. Since ASCII is a 7Kbit code, it is nrnmally converted into 8-bit words by using the most 
significant bit as a parity for error detection. Typically, the parity bit is given the value ( I or 0) which will 
result in the sum of the Is in the ASCn data word being even. When checked after transmission, if the parity 
bil docs not result in an even sum, an error is assurned and the data is retransmitted. Error detection is covered 
in more detail in Section 18.4.4. 

£BCD IC Another popular code is cal led the Extended Bi nary Coded Decimal f nterchange Code (EBCDIC). 
EBCDIC is also based on the binary-coded decimal fom1at. as its name implies, but it differs from the ASCII 
code in several respects. As shown in Fig. 18. l 0, EBCDIC uses all 8 bits lot information, so that no parity bit 
is avai lable. Also, although EBCDIC follows a BCD progression for the numbers, the numbers follow the let
ters rather.than preceding them as they do in ASCll. Approved by the International Telephone and Telegraph 
Consultative Committee (CClTT), EBCDIC has similarities to the Baudot code. It was mentioned in earlier 
sections under the name ··cc1n· No. 2.'; 

b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
b, 0 0 0 0 1 ·1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
bi 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 

b, l)(i t,~ ~ 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 NULL sOH Sl X ETX PF HT LC DEL SMM VT EF CR so SI 

0 0 0 1 OLE OC1 DC2 OC-3 Rl:S NL BS IL CAN EM cc CU1 FS GS RS us 
0 0 1 0 OS sos I'S BYP LF EOB PRE SM ClJ2 ENO ACK BEL 

0 0 1 1 SYN PN RS UC EQT CU3 OC4 NAK SUB 

0 1 0 0 SPACE d < ( + I 

0 1 0 1 & I s . ) -
0 1 1 0 ~ ' % > ? 

0 1 1 1 : # @ . 
1 0 0 0 a b C d " I g h i 

1 0 0 1 j k I m t1 0 p q r 

1 0 1 0 8 t u V \V • y ~ 

1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 A B C D E F G H I 

1 1 0 1 J K L M N 0 p 0 R 

1 1 1 0 s T LI V w X y z 
1 1 1 1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 J:l 

Fig.18.10 Exte11ded Hi11nry Codi:d Deri111al /11lac/1m1xc Cud£' (EBCDIC). 
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Holleritll Code Severn! codes are in use for punched c.iids, many of them specitic to pa1iicular 11,a11t1 

facturers. One of the r.iorc universal punched-card codes is the Hollerith code . This code is used with 1111 

80-column card, as shown in Fig. 18.11 . lt is seen that the code for a number. letter, punctuation or i:0111n 11 
character is punched into the card as a pattern of rectangular slots using variations of 12 horizontal rows. Thl' 
logical arrangement of the Hollerith code makes it convenient for sorting and computing applications. 

0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY Z 

I I I I 
111111111 

o o o o O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O I I I I I I I I 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Ii i2 i3 14 iS 1G 17 18 i9 20 21 22 23 24 2~ 26 27 28 W 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
11 111 111111111 1111 1 1111111111111111 

2 2 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 I 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 I 3 3 3 ~ 3 3 3 3 I 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 I 3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 I 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 I 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 I 4 4 4 4 4 ~ 4 I 4 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 I 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 I 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 I 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 6 I 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 I 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 I 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 I 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 I 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 I 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 I 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 I 7 7 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 I 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 I 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 I 8 
9 9 9 9 9 9 ~ 9 9 I ~ 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 I 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 I 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1~ 11 :2 13 14 1S 16 11 18 19 20 21 22 ~3 24 2S 26 21 28 29 JU 31 32 33 34 35 36 

Fig. 18.ll The Hollerith r.:odc. 

18.3 ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION 

# ' $ 

0 I 0 
78 79 60 

1 1 1 
2 2 2 

3 I I I 
4 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 

6 6 6 
7 7 7 
I I I 
9 9 9 
78 79 8 

Errors enter the data stream during transmission and arc caused by llUisc and transmission system impairments 
Because errors compromise the data and in some cases render it useless, procedmes have been developed 
to detect and correct transmission errors. The processes involved with en-or correction nonually result in 
an increase in the number of bits per second which arc transmitted, and naturally this increases the cost or 
transmission. Procedures which permit error con·ection at the receiver location are complicated. and so it is 
necessary for data users to determine the importance of the transmitted data and to decide what level of error 
detection and correction is suitable for thai data. The tolerance the data user has for errors will decide which 
error coi1trol system is appropriate for the transmission circuit being used for the user's data. 

Error Detectio1t The 5-bit Haudot code provides no error detection at all. because il uses all 5 bits to rep
resent characters. If only I bit is translated (by error) to its opposite value, a totally different character will be 
received and the change will not be apparent to the receiver. The inability of such coucs lo _detect errors ha!s 
led to the development of other codes which provide for error control. 

Constant-Ratio Codes A few codes bave been developed which provide iltherem error detection when 
used in ARQ (automatic request for repeat) systems. The 2-out-o.f-5 code follows o pattern which rcsuli-. 
in every code group having two I s and three (k When the group is received. the receiver will be able io 

determine that an error has occurred i r the rntio of ls ,tp Os has been al tered. If an error is detected. a NA K 
(do not acknowledge) response is se11t and t he data word is repeated. This testing procedure continues word 
for word. 

This code has .some I.imitations. An ll<l<.l numbcr .of errors will always be dc:tcctcd, but an even number ol 
e-tTors may go undetected. Even more limiting is the problem that this code wi ll severely reduce t h i: number 
of available code combinations. The fonnula 
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T! 
Number of combination= -----

! • Factorial M!(T- M)! 
( 18.6) 

T = Total bits 
M = Number of Is 

expresses the nwnber of combinations possible for any code of this type. For the 2-out-of.5 code the fom1ula is: 
Number of combinations • 5!/2!(5 - 2)! 5! "" S X 4 x 3 X 2 x I -= 120 

= 120/ 12 2! =2 X I "" 2 
= 10 (5 - 2)! = 3 X 2 X I c6 

Ten combinations would prevent the code from being used for anything other than numbers. 
Another code, the 4-0111-of-8, is based on the same principle as the 2-clut-of-5 code. The larger number 

of bits provides a larger number of combinations, 70, and the code also provides improved error detection. 
Owing to the redundancy of the code, its efficiency for transmission i$ reduced. The application of Equation 
( 18.8) shows that, ifthere were no re.striction of the number of Is in a code group, 8 bits would provide 40,320 
combinations, 576 ti mes as many as are provided by the 4-out-of:.g code. Codes such as the 2-out-of-5 and 
4-out-of~8, which depend on the ratio of l s to Os in each code group to indicate that errors have occurred, are 
called co11sta11t-ratio codes. 

Redundant Codes Most error-detection systems use some form of reduncfancy to check whether the re
ceived data contains errors. This means that information additional to the basic data is sent. In the simplest 
sy$tem to visualize, the redundancy takes the form of trnnsmitting the infom1ation twice and comparing the 
two sets of data to see that they are the same. Statistically, it is very unlikely that a random error will occur 
a second time at the same place it1 the data. If a discrepancy is noted between the two sets of data, an error 
is assumed and the data ii:; caused to be retransmitted. When two sets of data agree, error-free transmission 
is assumed. 

Retransmission of the entire message is very inefficient, because the second transmission of a message is 
l 00 percent redundant. In this case as in all cases, redundant bits ofinfonnation are urmecessary to the meaning 
of the original message. It is possible to determine transmission efficiency by using the following fommla: 

Efficiency= lnfonnation bits/total bits (18.7) 

In the above case of complete retransmission, the number of iTifomiation bits is equal to one-half the 
number of total bits. The transmissi'on efficiency is therefore equal to 0.5, or 50 percent. In a ~ystem with no 
redundancy, infonnation bits equal total bits and the transmission efficiency is 100 percent. Most systems of 
error detection fa ll between these two extremes, efficiency is sacrificed to obtain varying degrees of security 
againsl errors which would otherwise be undetected. 

Parity-Check Codes A popular form of error detection employing redundancy is the use of a parity-check 
hit added to each character code group. Codes of this type are called parity-check codes. The parity bit is 
added to the end of the character code block according to some logical process. The most common parity~ 
check codes add the Is in each character block code and append a 1 or Oas required to obtain an.odd or even 
total, depending on the code system. Odd parity system~ will add a/ if addition of the Ls in the block sum is 
odd. At the receiver, the block addition is accomplisJ1ed with the parity bit intact, and appropriate addition is 
111ade. If the sum provides the wrong parity1 an error during transmission wi ll be assumed and the data will 
bl: rctramm1itted. 

Parity bi ts added to each character block provide what is· called vertical parity, which is illustrated in Fig. 
I 8.12. The designation ve1tical parity is explained by the figure which shows the parity bit at the top of each 

L'.Olu111n on the punched tape. 
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Fig. 18,12 Vertical a;;d horizontal parity used with a paper tape code. 

Parity bits can also be added to rows of code bits. This is called horizontal parity and is also illustrated by 
Fig. I 8.12. The code bits are associated into blocks of specific length with the horizontal parity bits followii1g 
each block. By using the two parity schemes concurrently, it becomes possible to detennine which bit is in error. 
This is explained in Fig. 18.13, where even parity is expected for both horizontal and vertical parity. Note that 
here one column and one row each display improper parity. By finding the intersection of the row and column. 
the bit in error can be identified. Simply changing the bit to the opposite value wil I restore proper parity both 
horizontally and vertically. These types of parity arrangements are sometimes called geometric codes. 

clncorrect vertical parity 
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Fig. 18.13 Error detection using vertical a11d hurizo11tal parity. 

Another group of parity.check codes are referred to as cyclic: codes. These use shift registers with feedback 
to create parity bits based on polynomial representations of the data bits. The process is somewhat invol ved 
and will not be fully described here, but basically it involves processing both transmitted and received data 
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with the same polynomial. The remainder after the receive processing will be zero ifno errors ha.,.e U(;turrcd . 

Cyclic codes provide the highest level of error detection for the same degree of redun<lancy of any parity-d1cl·k 
code. The Motorola MC8503 is an LSI chip which has been developed for use in cyclic redundancy sys1c111s. 
The chip provides for use in systems which utilize any of four more common polynomials. The polynomial 
to be used is selected by a three-digit code which is applied to tile chip. The MC8503 is typical of the crmr
dctection and correction sophistication which is possible with microchip technology. 

One additional type of parity-check encoding scheme differs from those described prl.'viously in that it do1:s 
not require the data to be grouped into blocks. Instead. the data is treated as a stream of information bits imo 
which parity birs arc interspersed according to standard mies of encoding. The process is more involved tJ1an 
some of the other schemes and is typically reserved for higher-data-speed applications. Co11vol11Jio11a/ codes, 
as these are called. nre particularly well suited to systems which utilize fonvard errnr-correcting procedures 
as described below. 

Erm,· Correction Detecting errors is clearly of lillle use unless methods are avai lable for the cort·ection of 
the detected errors. Correction is thus an imponant aspect or data transmission. 

Retra11smissio11 The most popular method of error correction is retransmission of the erroneous infor
mation. For the retransmission to occur in the most expeditious manner, some form of automatic system is 
needed. A system which has been developed and is in use is called the automatic request for repeat (ARQ). 
also called the positive acknowledgment/negative acknowledgment (ACK/NAK) method. The request for 
repeat system transmits data as blocks. The parity for each block is checked upon receipt, and if no parity 
<liscrepaucy is noted, a positive acknowledgment (ACK) is sent to the u·ansmit station and the next block is 
rransmirted. Jf, however. a pnrity error is detected, a negative acknowledgment (NAK) is made to the trans
mit station which will repeat the block of data. The parity check is again made and transmission continues 
according to the result of the parity check. Tbe value of this kind of system stems from its ability to detect 
errors after a small amount of data has been sent. Tf retransmission is neerled, the redundant transmission time 
is held to a minimum. This is much more efficient than retransmission ot I.he total message ifonly one or two 
data etTors have occu1Ted. 

Forward En·or-Correcting Codes For transmission efficiency, error correction at the receiver withou1 
retransmission of erroneous data is naturally preferred, and a number of methods or accompl ishing this arc 
available. Codes which pem,it col'!'ection of errors by the receive station without retransmission are called 
forward error-correcting code.,·. The basic requirement of such codes is than sufficient redundancy be in
cluded in the transmiucd data for error correction to be properly accomplished by the receiver without further 
input from the transmitter. 

011e forward error-con·ecting code is the matrix wm, shown in Fig. 18.14, which illustrates the use of a 
three-level matrix sum system. Note that the sum of llie rows is equal to the sum of the colunuJs: this is im
portant for the encoding scheme's ability tu find and correct errors. The transmjtted me!;sagc consists of rhe 
infonnation bit:; plus the letters representing the sum of each column and row and the total. When received. the 
mal:!ix is reconstructed and the sums are checked to detem,ine whether they agree with the original sums. If 
they agree, error-free transmission is assumed, but if they disagree, errors must be present. The value of using 
this method is that it makes it possible for the receiver not only to determine which sums are incorrect but also 
to correct the erroneous values. ln Fig. 18. 14a, note that the row and column discrepancies id~ntify the matrix 
cell that is incorrect. By replacing the incorrect number with the value which agrees with the check sums, the 
message can be restored to the co1Tect form. Such error con·ection requires intervention by a computer or by 
a smart terminal or some kind. The transmission efficiency also su.rers when this kind of code is used. 
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Fig. 18.14 Tilree-leuel matrix sum forward error conecting code, (a ) Message i11 triplets; (b) triplt!fs as trn,nbers 
with cltec.k swns; (c) received dntn with error; (d) error clteck and correction. 

Ifretr-ansmission is used instead, the redundancy it requires can easily offset the inefficiency of the matrix 
sum code. Forward error correction is particularly well suited to applications which place a high value on the 
timeliness of data reception . 

A three-level matrix sum code will provide for approximately 90 percent error-correction confidence. Larger 
matrices will increase th is confidence level significantly, and it may be shown that a nine-level matrix will 
provide a 99. 9 percent confidence level. The larger matrix has the additional benefit of increasing the ratio of 
information bits to error check bits. ihe result of this is increased transmission efficiency, 81 percent for the 
nine-level matrix versus 56 percent for the three-level matrix. 

An interesting error-detecting code is the hamming code, named for R. W. Hamming, an error-correction 
pioneer. This code adds several parity-check bits to a data word. Consider the data word 110 I. The hamming 
code adds three parity bits to tJ1e data bits as shown below: 

P
1 

P
2 

l P3 o 1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Bit Location 

The first parity bit, P
1
, provides even parity from a check of bit locations 3, 5; and 7. which are I, I, and I, 

respectively. P
1 
will therefore be I to achieve even parity. P2 checks locations 3, 6, and 7 and is therefore a 0 

in this case. Finally, P3 checks locations 5, 6; and 7 and is a O here. The resulting 7-bit word is: 

I. 0 I. 0 l O I 

P p D P D D D 
If the data word is altered dming transmission, so that location five changes from a I to a 0, the parity will 

no longer be correct. The hamming encoding permits evaluation of the parity bits to dctcnninc where errors 
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occur. This is accomplished by assigning a I to any parity bit which is incorrect and a Oto one which is cor
rect. lfLhc three parity bits are all correct, 0 0 0 results and no errors can be assurned. In the case of the above 
described error, the code has the fonn: 

0 0 0 
P1 (which checks location 3, 5, and 7) should now be a I and is therefore incorrect. It will be given a J. P2 

checks 3, 6, and 7 and is therefore still correct. It receives a value of 0. Pl checks 5, 6, and 7 and should be a 
I, but it is \vrong here, and so it receives a value of I. The three values result in the hi nary word I O 1, which 
has a decimal value or 5. This mean::, thut the location containing the e1;or is five, and the receiver bas been 
able to pinpoint the error without retransmission of data. 

The hamming code is therefore capable of locating a single error, but it fails if multiple errors occur in the 
one data block. 

Codes such as the lwgelbarger and hose-chaudhuri are capable of detecting and correcting multiple errors, 
by increasing the number of parity bits to accomplish their error correction. In the case of the hagelbarger 
code, one parity bit is :sent after each data bit. This represents I 00 percent redundancy. It may be shown that 
the code can correct up to six consecutive errors, but error bursts must be separated by large blocks of correct 
data bits. The bose-chaudburi code can be implemented in several fonns with different ratios of parity bits to 
data bits. The code was first implemented with 10 parity bits per 21 data bits. Redundancy ngnin approaches 
I 00 percent. 
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Fig. 18.15 l-lngelb11rger code, (a) E11coder; (b) decoder. 
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Figure 18.15 illustrates the use of shift registers and logic devices to implement the hagelbarger code. The 
increased complexity and decreased transmission efficiency are offset by improved immunity to transmission 
errors for data requiring high degrees of accuracy. 

18.4 FUNDAMENTALS OF DATA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 
Data conununication became iimportant when the rapid transfer of data became both necess11ry and feasible. 
Data communications emerged as a natural result of the development of sophisticated computer systems. The 
milestones in this development are now outlined. 

18.4.1 The Emergence of Data Communication System 

Computer Systems History The early history of the development of computing machines is replete with 
impressive names. The French scientist Blaise Pascal is credited with the invention of the first adding ma
chine in 1642. His machine was mechanical in mature, using gears to store numbers. 

The mechanical model was followed up in 1822 by Charles Babbage, professor of mathematics at Cambridge 
University in England. Babbage. used gears and punched cards to produce the first general purpose digital 
computer, which he called the analytic engine, but it was never completed or put into use. 

Census taking provided the incentive for Herman Hollerith to use punched cards in the first data processing 
operation. Their successful application to the 1890 U.S. National Census demonstrnted the value to be realized 
from automatic data processing systems. The laborious, time-consuming task of sorting census data by hand 
was reduced in both time required and c!Tort expended, because punched cards were put into the machine 
which automatically sorted them. 

Howard Aiken of Harvard University combined the mechanical processes of Babbage with the punched
card techniques of Hollerith to develop an electromccbanical computer. The Harvard Mark I, as it was called, 
was capable of multiplying and dividing at rates significantly faster than previously possible. The electrome
chanical nature of the device, which used punched cards and punched tape for dnta and control, limited its 
speed and capability. 

The first fully electronic computer was develq_ped at the Universicy of Pennsylvnni~ by Dr. Jo~n Mauchly 
and J. Presper Eckert, Jr. TI1e computer used 18,000 elccn·on tubes to make and store tts calculat10ns. Called 
the Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator (ENTAC), this device could, in 1946. multiply 300 num
bers per second {approximately 1000 times as fast as Aiken's computer): As fast ns EN LAC was, the lack 
of external control and the bulk and power consumption resulting from the use of vacuum tubes precluded 
large-scale production. 

The milestone which marked the beginning of the modern age of computers was the development of the 
transistor. This device was significantly smaller than the electron rube, required much less electrical power to 
operate, and generated very much less heat. With the subsequent development of integrated circuits, it became 
possible to design equipment consisting of hundreds and thousands of transistors by requiring minimal space. 
This advance has made computers with amazing speed and impressive capability commonplace. Concurrently 
with the development of smaller, faster, and more sophisticated computers, developments in storage devices 
were also made. 

Computer systems have been classed into rhree generations. The first generation consisted of vacuum
tubc-based machines. They used magnetic drums for internal storage and magnetic Lape for external storage. 
These computers were sl()W compared to modem machines and, owing to their bulk, they required data to be 
brought to them. 

Second-generation computers using transistors began to appear in l 959. The internal storage used magnetic 
cores, with small doughnuts of magnetic material wired into frames that were stacked into large cores. This fonn 
of storage represented a tremendous increase in speed and reduction in bulk over previous storage methods. 
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The extemal storage in second-generation computers used magnetic disks. This fonn of storage also added to 
increased speed and greater "online" storage capability as compared to magnetic tape systems. 

Beginning in 1964, a third generation of computers began to emerge. These computers utilized integrated 
circuits to increase capability and decrease size, while integrated technology also provided improved intemal 
storage capability. Solid-state memory, being totally electronic, greatly increased the speed and capacity of 
the internal memory while decreasing its cost and complexity. External memory continued to use magnetic 
disks, which became larger and faster. 

It was stated that early computers required data to be brought to them. This data was usualJy prepared by 
using punch cards or magnetic Lape. The cards or tapes would then be carried Lo the computer where they 
would be processed. The transfer of data in this fashion was called batch processing. Transport might be no 
farther than from the next room, or again, it might be from the other side of the world. As each batch of data 
was received, iL was placed into line with other batches of data which were processed one after another. Re
ports were generated, files were updated, new tapes were made, and the revised data was routed to approp1iate 
locations in the form of punched cards or magnetic tape. The inefficiency of such a system is easily seen in 
retrospect. 

Later-model computers are provided with the capability ofhandling numerous input devices directly. These 
multitask computers treat the incoming data in much the same way as the earlier computers did. Incoming 
data is received from the various input devices and is lined up, or "queued," by the computer. The computer 
will then pr9cess the incoming data according to intemal procedures. I fthe computer reaches a place with one 
batch of data where it can link the data to storage, printers or other devices, the computer will begin to process 
another batch. The modem computers are so fast in their operation that they can handle many users without the 
users even being aware that others are on the system. This capability has made it necessary for computer data 
to be transported in ways other than by punch cards or magnetic Lape. The ability of the computer to service 
many input-output devices simultaneously has made data communications essential. 

The Rise of Data Systems It was the ability to handle multiple tasks and numerous remote tem1inals 
which promoted the rise of the data transmission industry. Initially, standardization was sought for the inter
connections needed bet\vecn the computer and the various peripheral devices. This standardization took the 
form of standard connectors, signaling fonnats and signal levels. As these standards became recognized by 
the .industry, it became desirable to extend them to the transmission media used for medium and long-haul 
transmission of data. 

The need for transmission standards became really acute when computer facilities began to use the tele
phone system for their transmission requirements. The pervasiveness of the telephone system made it ideal 
for interconnection of computers with remote sites, but one major problem was encountered: because the 
telephone system was designed for voice communication, some modifications were required for data trans
mission. Indeed, much of the ctment body of data transmission engineering infom1ation is the product of 
telephone system engineers. lnitially, data utilized dedicated circuits which could be specifically adapted for 
data transmisdpn. As the need for data transmission increased, however, it became advantageous for data uses 
tb be accommodated over standard voice-grade cban11els. Modifications to telephone circuit equipment were 
made, and new devices such as acoustic couplers, which made the telephone system accessible for widespread 
data transmission, were designed. Data commtmication now has its own lanbruage, equipment and standards. 
It is an industry iu itself and is certainly an iotebrral part of the current computerized society. 

18.4.2 Characteristics of Data Transmission Circuits 
Ba11dwidth Requirements Data in most instances consists of pulse-type energy. The data stream is simi~ 
tar to a square~wave signal with rapid transitions frorh one voltage level to another. with the repetition rate 
depending on the binary representation ofthe data wof. For instance, ifan 8-bitword has the value O I 010101, 
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the resulting voltage graph would appear as a series of four square waves with each negative half-cycle equal 
to each positive half-cycle. If, however, the data word has the form 00001111, the voltage graph would ap
pear as a single square wave with negative and positive half-cycles equal but longer than the first example. 
Figure 18.16 shows the vo ltage graphs for these and other binary woTdS. It can be seen that data circuits must 
provide a bandwidth for the data transmissions they carry. This will be governed by the pulse rate variations 
just explained, and by the fact, indicated in Chapter l , that even a single square wave occupies a frequency 
range because of the harmonics present. 

Since many data transmjssions utilize telephone channels, rhc bandwidth of the telephone is an appropriate 
consideration. The internationally accepted standard telephone channel occupies the frequency range of300 to 
3400 Hz, this referred to within the industry as a 4-k.Hz channel. In certain difficult or expensive applications, 
such as HF radio or some subma1-ine cables, 3-kHz circuits, -in which the frequency range is'300 to 2800 Ht., 
are used. Neither channel will encompass all the audible spectnun, but each will covor the range into which 
speech foils and convey enough of the components of speech to ensure intelligibility and voice recognition. 
The signals which fall outside the channel bandwidth are attenuated by filters so that they will not interfere 
with other signals. 

:f D D D C 
Code - 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 Code " O O O O 1 1 1 1 

:h 
Code "' 1 O o 1 1 o o o Code - 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

Fig. 18.16 Digital code waveforms showing Jreq11enC1J variations fo·r differc11 I codes. 

When data is sent over telephone channels, the speed must be limited to ensure that the bandwidth required 
by the data transmission will not exceed the telephone channel bandwidth. The faster the data is transmitted., 
the greater the bandwidth will need to be to accommodate it. 

Data Transmission Speeds The rate of data transfer depends on several aspects of the transmission chan
nel, of which signaling speed is very important. Transmission engineers often refer to the transmission speed 
ofa communications channel as the channel's baud rate_ The baud is an important unit of signaling speed- In 
a system in which all pulses have equal duration, the speed in bauds is equal to the maximum rate at which 
signal pulses are transmitted. This should be recognized as different from information bit rate. Tn a system 
which uses only one iufom,ation bit per signaling pulse, i.e., a binary system, the baud rate and the bit rate 
happen to be the same_ In systems which encode the data in such a way that more than one information bit 
can be placed on each signaling pulse, the information bit rate will exceed the baud rate. 

To relate baud rate to bandwidth; the observations of the twent-ieth-cenru.ry electrical engineer Nyquist are 
used. Nyquist determined that one cycle of a transmission can contain a maximum oftw6 bauds. This relation 
was derived in Section 18. l .2, in a slightly different context. The result is that the maximum signaling speed 
in bauds is equal to twice the bandwidth of the channel. This is theoretical and could be achieved only in an 
ideal channel which had no noise or distortion. 
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As indicated above, the baud is a unit of si.!,,rnaling speed, but information transfer can occur at a rate equal 
to or diA-erent from the baud rate. Multilevel and encoded data elements can be used Lo provide information 
transfer rates at speeds greater than the baud rate. In the Bel I system 20 I A and 201 B data sets, for example, 
data streams are converted to 2-bit pairs. Each 2-bit pair can have only one of four values, 00, 0 I, 10 or 11. 
Each of the 2-bit pairs is converted to a phase value in the data set, 00 being represented by 90 degrees, 01 
by 180 degrce:i, IO by 270 degrees, and 11 by O degrees. Each of the 2-bit elements is called a dibit. This is, 
therefore, a four-level code. Dibit-encodcd data can be transmitted by using half the nu.mb~r ofbauds required 
for the nonencoded data. 

Multilevel encoding is used to increase information transfer, but it has drawbacks. lt compromises the abi,lity 
to detect code values reliably, since there are multiple values for each signaling element, which previously had 
only two: ON or OFF. Even with this limitation; given a relatively noiseless and distortionless transmission 
channel, multilevel coding can provide valuable transmission-efficiency improvements. 

Equation ( 18.4) gave the formula for the maximum capacity for a noisy channel with a given nOi:ie level. This 
formula provides the ideal expectations, which are not realizable in practice. Nonetheless, the Shannon-Hartley 
law does set the upper limit for a channel and encourages continued coding improvements to increase channel 
capacity. For instance, if Example 18.2 is recalculated for a voice-grade chmrnel with a 3100-Hz bandwidth 
and a signal-to-noise ratio of30 dB, the Shannon-Hartley maximum bit rate of30,800 bps is obtained for this 
standard channel. The data rates of common systems are limited to a maximum rate of about I 0,800 bps for 
a voice-grade channel. Faster data rates are prevented by noise other than random in the channel and other 
chatrnel limitations. The advantages of faster data rates over voice-grade channels must. be weighed against 
the design and implementation cost of advanced data communications systems. 

Noise The Shannon- Hartley law is related to random noise, but impulse noise can also be harmful to sig
nals. The sampling theorem (see Section 18.2. 1) shows that all values of a signal can be determined by sam~ 
piing the signal at a rate equal to at least twice the bandwidth. Noise affects this sampling process because the 
noise pulse will be interpreted as a data bit (see Fig. 18.17), if the noise impulse occurs at the time a sample 
is taken, and has an amplitude equal to or exceeding the minimum level recognized by the system 8:i a mark. 
The porcntial for impulse noise to become a source of errors increases with the number of levels of each code 
element. lo achieve the 30,880-bps rate mentioned in the above example, it may be shown that five levels 
would be required for each code element. A noise-free channel would be necessary to preclude noise-induced 
data errors, but noise-free channels do not exist in practice. It is noise, among other impainnents, which tends 
to limit the actual 4-kHz channel data speeds to I 0,800 bps or less. 

O
J'----'---,--------'----+-'-N ..... /,__._is-1e1-p-u-ls_e..._s __ [ I_ ,M, C 

Fig. 18.17 Data stream U!ith noise pulse. 

The effect of noise on the data channel can be reduced by h1creasing the signal-to-noise ratio. For an ideal 
3-kHz channel, the Nyquist rate (twice the bandwidth, as discussed) would be 6000 bps. A binary system us
ing this c~annel would require a minimum signal-to-noise ratio of3: 1, or 4.8 dB. This ·is calculated by using 
Equation ( 18. 7)1 as follows: 

SIN = 2NRIM - 1 (18.8) 



where SIN = Signal-to-noise ratio 
NR = Nyquist rate· 
M a Channel bandwidth 

For the ideal 3-k.Hz channel, 

SIN "' 26000/3000 - I 
=3 or 3:1 

To obtain the decibel value, 

dB= 10 log SIN 
= 10 log 3 
... 4.8 
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It can be shown that a system using a three-level code must have a signal-to-noise ratio of8.5 dB, or 3.7 dB 
greater, for equal performance in the same channel. A four-level code requires a signal-to-noise perfonnancc 
of 11. 7 dB. Improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio makes use of multi.level encoding feasib le. 

Crosstalk Any transmission system which conveys more than one signal simultaneously can experience 
crosstalk, which is interference due to the reception of portions of a signal from one channel in another 
channel. This is common in multiptexcd systems in which inadequate procedures are employed to ensure 
that ovc1modulation of the various carriers of the multiplexed groups is prevented. In modem transmission 
systems which convey many channels of voice and data simultaneously, the systems will become "loaded," 
or heavily utilized, so that the control of levels of the individual channels and the group levels becomes very 
important in order to preclude crosstalk. Data transmission engineers have developed specific level-setting 
parameters to ensure that as the circuit loading increases, crosstalk will not become a problem. 

Crosstalk interference can also occur through electromagnetic interaction between adjacent wires. If the 
wires of two signal-carrying circuits run parallel with each other, it is possible for the signal from one circuit to 
be induced by electromagnetic radiation into the second circuit. This phenomenon becomes more pronounced 
when the length of parallel circuits is extensive. This type of crosstalk is reduced by using twisted pair cables 
and balanced circuits along with shielding. 

ln a balanced circuit, a transfom1er is placed at each end of the circuit. The transformers are carefully 
constructed to provide a center tap which is at the exact e lectrical center of the winding which connects to the 
transmission circuit. The center taps at each end are grounded. As shown in Fig. 18. 18, if twisted pair cables 
are used for the transmission circuit, noise or signals from other circuits will be induced into both wires at 
equal levels. When the crosstalk or noise reaches the transformer, it enters as out-of-phase signals from the 
two wires and cancels out in the transfonner windings. The circuit signal, however, enters the transformer in 
phase. Each side of the transfonner forms a circuit with brround and the signal transfers through the transformer 
intact. The crosstalk and noise are reduced, but the signal is unaffected. 

Fig. 18.18 A balanced transmission circuit using transformers and twisted-pair cable. Solid arrows indicate 
in-phase signals; dashed arrows depict out-of-phase noise or crosstalk. 
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Another way to reduce crosstalk is to use shielded cables. rf the twisted pairs are placed inside a braided 
or metal foil shield, the induction between pairs cannot take place as easi ly. The shields are grounded to drain 
off the induced signals and nuise. 

Echo Suppressors Echo suppressors or echo cancellers are used on long-distance circuits, in an effort to 
overcome echoes caused by circuit imbalances. This is of significance to data transmission because a lot of it 
occurs over the public switched telephone network, nationally and internationally. . 

Although the use of echo suppressors improves voice communications, it is incompatible with data trans
mission. Because a lot of data transmissions are bothway, or quickly alternating from one direction to the 
other, they require the capability of bidirectional transmission at standard levels, or at least rapid response 
and interrupt capability. For this type of operation to be accomplished, it is necessary to disable ·the echo sup
pressor. In fact, so-called "tone-disablable'' echo suppressors have been designed to accommodate the needs 
of data users. lf a 2025-Hz tone is applied to the line for approximately 300 ms prior to the start of transmis
sion, sucb an echo suppressor will be disabled an<l bidirectional communication can proceed. If a gap i.11 the 
transmission greater than 100 ms occurs, the echo suppressor will be reactivated. 

Distortion Communication channels tend to react ro signals of different speeds within their bandpass 
in different ways. Specifically, signa ls of different frequencies can be passed by the channel with diffare11t 
values of amplitude attenuation and <1t different propagation speeds. The resu.lt is distortion. 

Of great importance to systems usi_ng phase modulation is phase delay (or envelope .delay) distortion., 
Phase delay distortion occurs in a channel when signals of one frequency are passed through the circuit at 
a different speed than other signals. The resulting distortion can take the form of intersymbol interference. 
Since characters whi.ch have lower-frequency components pass at a different speed than data characters with 
high-frequency components, it is possible in higher-speed circuits for portions of one character to enter or 
remain in the time slot allocated to other characters. 

Equalizers Phase delay distortion can be reduced to accept_able levels by using equalization on the chan
nel. As shown in Fig. 18.19, it is possible to plot the delay characteristics of the channel and insert an equal
izer which can be adjusted to compensate for the delay abnonnalities. The result is a chanJ:1el re latively free 
of phase delay. 

Q) ',, ,, ••• - · - ····.,, // ... ~,, _.,,,·· ·- ····.,, //' 

~ oi--~~~,',,f-~~~-r.-~~~~~~-,,..,-
-'_1 , ', // ' ..,,·,, ... ~" \ ....... _..... .. ...... ... ,.. 
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Frequency 

- - - - Actual circuit response 

•• •• - • Equalization 
-- Resultant rnsponse 

Fig. 18.19 Cirwit eq1u1/ization. 
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Equal izers can be obtained which arc automatic in nature. These equalizers precede data transmission with 
a short "training period" during which test pulses arc used to determine the delay characteristics of the channel. 
The equalizer automatically varies its delay characteristics while sarnpling the return signal to determine when 
the channel delay plus equalizer delay reach proper tolerances. At that time, data transmission commences. 
Tbe data is thereafter sampled during transmission to ensure that equalization settings are appropriate, with 
modifications made as required. This type of equalization is called adaptive equalizarion. 

Preset equalization or conditioning follows the same processes as adaptive e4ualization except that the 
equalization is set prior to transmission and then updated only during breaks in transmission, using special 
test sequences. This is not as flexible as adaptive equalization, s ince the transmission ruust be interrupted to 
pe-m1it transmission oftest data sequences whenever the channel characteristics alter. However, it is quite ac~ 
ceptable for dedicated circuits with fixed terminations. It is possible to lease national or international nircuits 
that have been conditioned to domestic or intcmational standards. Understandably, though, such circuits are 
more expensive than w1equalized circuits. 

18.5 DATA SETS AND INTERCONNECTION REQUffiEMENTS 
Data sets or modems arc used to interface digital source and sink equipment to interconnecting circuits. The 
modem at the transmitting station changes the digital output from a computer or business machine t<i a form 
which can be easily sent via a commlU.lication circuit, while the receiving modem reverses the process. Modems 
differ in rate of data transmission, modulation me-thods and bandwidth, and standards have been developed to 
provide compatibility between various manufacturers' equipment and systems. 

Business 
machine 

Modem Modem 

Modulator 
section 

Demodulator i----- - -----l 
section CommunlcaUons 

circuit 4-wire 

Demodulator 

Modulator 

Fig. 18.20 Co111muificafio11s circuit using modems. 

18.5.1 Modem Classification 

Computer 

The name modem is a contraction of the term MOdulator and DEModulator. As the narne implies, both func~ 
tions are included in a modem. When used in tbe tran::;mitting mode, the modem accepts digital data and 
converts it to analog signals for use in modulating a carrier signal. At-the receive end of the system, the carrier 
is demodulated to recover the data. · 

Modems are placed at both ends of the communications circuit, as shown in Fig. 18.20. 

Modes of Modem Operation Modems are described in several ways, one distinction between rnodems 
being the mode of operation. A data set which provides transmission in only one direction is referred to as 
operating fo the simplex mode. This type of data set uses only one transmission channel, so that no signaling 
is a\!ailaBle' in the direction from the receiver to the transmitter. This is an economical method of data trans
fer, but it ~s cry limited in its application. It clearly does not accomniodate error correction and requests for -
retTanSmissibn. . 
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Some modems provide for data transfer in both directions, but the data flow takes tums, with flow in one 
direction at one ti.me and in the opposite direction at a second time. This type of modern operation is referred 
to as halfduple.-r:. It requires only one transmission channel, but the channel must be bidirectional. Some 
economies resuJt from half-duplex operation, but speed of transmission is reduced because of the necessity 
of sharing the same circuit and waiting while the transmission circuit components accomplish turnaround. 

Full-duplex operation permits transmission in both directions at the same time. Two circuits arc required, 
two, 2-wire circuits or one 4-wire circuit, one for each direction of transmission. Modems are placed at each 
end of the circuits to provide moduJation and demodulation. 

Modem I11tercon11ectiott Modems differ according to the method of interfacing with the communications 
circuits. If the circuit is a short and dedicated line, a limited distance modem can be used. This type of modem 
can be relatively simple in its circuitry since it does not have to drive a line which utilizes switching systems 
and line control devices such as echo suppressors. 

The majority of data circuits utilize telephone cbmrnels provided by public carriers. These channels generally 
pass through switching facilities and are provided with equipment designed to enhance the use of the channel 
for voice applications. This type of equipment is not designed spccificaUy for data transmission, so that the 
modems must be desjgned to compensate for any inadequacies of the voice-grade channel. Two broad types of 
modems are available for this type of service, the hard~wired modem and the acoustically coupled data set 

A bard~wired modem connects directly to the communication circuit in a semi-pennanent way. Such 
modems may be self-contained devices which connect to tenuinals and business machines, or they may be 
incorporated in the business machine. Connected to the communications circuit at all times, the hard-wired 
units can be polled (automatically contacted by the computer) and interrogated at any time. If associated with 
proper business machines and computers, these modems can send and receive data without human interven
tion. The one limitation of the hard. wired modem is that it precludes mobility since, being hard-wired, the 
equipment must remain connected to the circuit terminals. 

The acoustically coupled modem solves the mobility problem. A standard telephone handset can be placed 
in the foam cups ofan acoustic-coupler, and the transmitter and receiver sounds wiU be conveyed to and from 
the telephone channel by transmit and receive elements of the acoustic coupler. The modem components of the 
acoustic coupler fonu an interface with the business machine. Using this device, a person is able to interconnect 
with any computer system which bas dial-up interconnect capability. Acoustic couplers arc often built into 
briefcase-sized units which include a typewriterlike terminal and a printer, providing the ability to access and 
manipulate data from any telephone. The portability and ease of connection afforded by the acoustic coupler 
are obtained at the expense of other capabilities. Since standard telephone circuits are typically used, speed of 
transmission is limited. The ability to have the system ''on line" continuously is obviously not possible. 

Modem Data Transmission Speed Modems are generally classified according to the important charac
teristic of transmission speed as follows: 

MODEM CLASSIFICATION DATA RATE HANDLED (BPS) 

Low-speed 
Medium-speed 

High-speed 

Up to 600 

600 to 2400 

2400 to about 10,800 

All of the above moderns can operate within a single 300- to 3400-Hz (4-kHz) telephone channel. As 
speed increases beyond approximately 19,000 bps, a wiqeband modem is needed, as is a wideband channel. 
Wideband circuits are available, generally in multiples of 4-kHz circuits, but the cost is significantly greater 
than for voice-grade circuits. 
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Modem Modulation Methods Modems utilize various types of modulation methods. the most common 
being frequency-shift keying (FSK), which shifts a carrier frequency to indicate a mark or a space. Encoded 
data can be transferred through communication systems designed for voice transmission because the fre. 
quency shifting is limited to the 4-k.Hz bandwidth of the voice-grade channel. The FSK signal is also analog 
in nature, enl1ancing its compatibility with communications circuits. 

TABLE 18.1 Modem Specificnlio11s 

M0DEM1'YPE 

103A 

11 3A 

202C 

2020 

202E 

203NB/C 

208NB 

209A 

JOIU 

3038 

303C 

303D 

*FSK = frequency-shift keying. 
tYSCB .. vestigial sideband. 
tPSK ~ phase-shift keying. 
§QAM = quadrature amplitude modulation. 
Note: This is not on exhaustive list. 

DATA TRANSFER RATE MODULATfON TYPE 

300 bps FSK* 

300 bps FSK 

1200/1800 bps FSK 
1800 bps FSK 

1200/ I 800 bps FSK 

3600/7200 bps VSBt 

9800 bps 8-phase PSKt 

9600 bps QAM§ 

40.8 kbps PSK 

19.2 kbps VSB 

50.0 kbps VSCB 

230.4 kbps VSB 

Other types of modulation schemes are used, such as phase-shift-keying (PSK), four-phase PSK and eight
phase PSK, quadrature AM (QAM) and vestigial sideband AM. Table 18.1 lists some of the various types of 
modems in use in the United States, according to their Bell System designations, showing data transfer rates 
and modulation methods. 

\ 

18.5.2 Modem Interfacing 

RS-232 lllterface ln the United States, a standard interconnection between business machine and modem 
is supplied by the RS-232 interface. The RS-232 interface has been defined by the Electronic Industries 
Association (EIA) to ensure compatibility between data ~ets and terminal equipment. The interface uses a 

/ 
25~pin Cannon or Cinch plug, where each of the 25,Q.ins"J,as been given a specific function by EIA, as shown 
in Table 18.2. The United States military data communications system uses a similar interface designated as 
MlL-188C, and an international interface similar to the RS-232 is also available. 

lihc RS-232 interface specifications limit the interconnecting cable to a length of SO ft ( 15 m) or, if this 
length is exceeded, the load capacitance at the interface point must not be greater than 2500 pf'~ This li~itation 
insures that signals will operate at appropriate standards of quality. 
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The interface also specifies the voltage levels with which data and control signals arc exchanged between 
data sets and business machines. Each pin in the 25-pin connector will carry either a binary O or a 1 to indicate 
activation or deactivation of control functions or data values. A binary 1 is used for making and signifies OFF, 
while the O is used for spacing and signifies ON. 

TABLE 18.2 RS-232 Pi11 /\ssig11111ent 

PIN ASSIGNMENT EIADESIGNA1'IONS 

01 Frame ground AA 

02 Transmitted data BA 

03 Received data BB 
04 Request to send (RTS) CA 

05 Clear to send (CT$) CB 

06 Data set ready (DSR) cc 
07 Signal ground AB 
08 Received line signal detector (LSD) Cr 

09 Test 

10 Test 

II Not assigned 

12 Secondary LSD SCF 

13 Secondary CTS SCB 

14 Secondary transmitted data SCA 

15 Transmitter signal element timing (modem to tenninal) DB 

16 Secondary received data SBB 

17 Receiver signal element timing DD 
18 Not assigned 

19 Secondary RTS SCA 

20 Pata terminal ready CD 
21 Signal quality detector co 
22 Ring indicator (R) CE 

23 Data signal rate selector CA/CI 

24 Transmit signal element timing (terminal tu modern) DA 

25 Not assigned . 
The RS-232 interface can accommodate several different types of data circuit operation, using different 

combinations qf circuit lines. For example, point-to-point dedicated system will require a minimum number of 
control lines in the interface, while for circuits which operate in a half-duplex mode, Line-turnaround must be 
provided since the same pair of wires is used for both send and receive. Control circuits which.will accomplish 
these functions are included in the RS-232 interface. In the case of another type of operation, systems which 
involve several remote Lem1inals connected to a data circuit follow particular sequences of oper,ation. The 
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terminal wishing to send data wiU signal with a request-to-send (circuit CA. desibrnated in Table 18.2, will 
change state), and the data set responds to the request-to-send by conducting procedures whjch will inform tbe 
receive station modem 01the request-to-send and will conduct such tests and system set-up sequences as may 
be required. When the start-up procedures arc completed, the receive modem will send a clear-to-send to the 
transmit modem, whereupon the transmit modem will cnuse circuit BA to change states, and transmission of 
data will begin. Data will be sent as alternating binary states of circuit BA, and thus data will be transferred in 
a serial mode. At the receive station, circuit BB will reflect the binary status of the data and will be interpreted 
hy the business machine for processing. 

Other Jnte1faces Several new interface standards have also been developed. Listed as RS-422, RS-423 
and RS-449, these interfaces expand the flexibility of the RS-232. ·1\vo connectors replace the 25-pin connec
tor of RS-232 with a 37-pin connector providing all interchange circuits except secondary channel circuit,;, 
which are provided by a separate 9-pin connector. The new standards extend the 15-m (50-ft) range ofRS-
232 lo 60 m (200 ft). The maximum signaling rate increases under the new standards from the 20,000 bps of 
RS-232 to 2.048 Mbps. Ten additional exchange circuits not inclu<led under RS-232C are provided in RS· 
449, while three circuits provided by RS-232 have been deleted. Balanced and unbalanced circuits have been 
provided by the new standards, and integrated circuit technology has been considered in the definit ion of the 
electrical characteristics of the interface. The new standards have been devised to facilitate interconnection 
with RS-232 equipment with minimal modification. 

18.5.3 Interconnection of Data Circuits to Telephone Loops 

ln the United States, a recent FCC ruling, in part 68 of the Rules and Regulations, pem1its for the first time 
non-telephone company interconnection to telephone company circuits. This ruling has placed the responsi
bility for mucb ofthe necessary interconnection circuitry on the manufacturer of data equipment, which must 
be registered with the FCC. Three types of customer equipment have been identified by the new rnles: the 
permissive data set, d1efi.xed-loss loop data set, and the programmed data set. Each of these data sets interfaces 
with telephone company supplied jacks, whose type is determined by the type of data set to be connected. 

The Pennissive Data Set The pcnnissive data set provides a maximum output level of-9 dBm, while the 
guideline is that the circuit signal level must not exceed - 12 dBm. Since the standard line loss of a business 
loop is 3 dB. the permissive data set can b1.: used with any of three jacks supplied by U.S. telephone compa
nies, including the standard voice jack, RJ l l C, which includes no provision for signal attenuation. 

The Fixed-Loss-Loop Data Set The fixed-loss-loop data set can have a maximum of - 4 dBm signal 
level. This type of data set requires connection to a universal jack, RJ4 IS, which includes an adjustable re
sistive pad to limit output to the required - 12 dBm as measlU'ed at the time of installation. Measurement of 
signal level will include loop losses. 

The Programmed Data Set The thi rd type of data set, the programmed data set, can use either the uni~ 
versa! jack or the programmed jack, RJ45S. The telephone company installs a resistor in the jack at the lime 
of installation which is used by tile programmed data set to detennine its signal output level. The value of 
the programming resistor is selected on the basis of measurements of loop loss made when the data set is 
installed. 

A nonregistered data set can be connected to a telephone circuit in the United Sta1cs, but it must employ a 
registered protective device to interface with one of the standard j ~cks de:-;cribed above (see Fig. 18.21 ). 
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Fig. 18.21 Standard U.S. Telephone Company jacks showing data set compntibility. 

18.6 NETWORK AND CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS 
Connecting the vast numbers of data facilities which are in existence today requires careful design and 
organization of transmission networks. Systems now involve many users and remote facilities; large 
networks interconnect several large computers with networking and essential requirement. The technologies to 
accomplish these new modes of interconnection have been developed and re.fined to satisfy the ever increasing 
demands of a data-hungry society. · 

18.6.1 Network Organization 

As data systems have increased in number and complexity, it has become increasingly important to provide 
for their proper and orderly interconnection. Small, simple systems could dedicate individual lines for each 
piece of equipment which was connected in the system. For intraplant connections; this was a practical rnethod; 
the lines were short and could be installed by the data system user. Leasing was not involved and installation 
costs were relatively low. 

Oedfcated lines for each user become less feasible for out-of-plant operations. Such systems nonnalty 
lease capacity in existing transmission facilities of telephone carriers. Using many full-time dedicated lines 
for extended periods would result in unacceptable costs, since few remote locations require full-time inter
connection with other sites. More t-ypically, connections between sites are established for short periods to 
obtain and convey data, while the rest of the time is spent interpreting, updating or otherwise processing the 
data locally. Modem data systems depend on network techniques of interconnection to reduce the expense 
of data transfer. 

The efficiency of networking for data users wbo do not require full-time interconnection can be illustrated 
by a simple example. A system consisting of eight data user sites which require interconnection at various 
ti~es would, as shown in Fig. 18.22, require 28 dedicated lines to connect each user site with every other 
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one. This may also be calculated from a simple formula. Noting that the first user must bt.: connecll!d Lo seven 
others, the second one to six (he or she already has a connection to the first one), the third one to five, and so 
on, we deduce that: 

U-1 

N= LA 
I 

where N = number oflines 
U • number of sites 

Herc, U"" 8, so that: 

N = 7 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + I= 28 

It may also be shown that: 

U-1 

LA = (U 2
- U)/2 

1 

Fig. 18.22 fllferco1111ectio11 of an eight-user dedicated line nehuork. 

Checking, we get: 

N = (82 - 8)12 = (64 - 8)/2 = 28 

(18.9) 

Centralized Switchfog A better way to provide the required interconnections is to use a central switch
ing system, which will havt.: one line connected to each remote site. Interconnections will be made between 
remote sites by the central system on a demand basis. If each remote site can handle only one interconnection 
at a time, this system will provide the same capabilities as the previous system but will require only eight 
dedicated lines. 

Data systems which depend on central switching facilities are referred to as centralized networks. Telephone 
networks in small towns are typically centralized networks. Each customer has a line to the central office, 
where automated switching equipment interconnects one user with another as required. Central offices are 
interconnected by means of trunk Lines, and in this fashion each centralized network now becomes part of a 
larger r.etwork which can make interconnection betwt.:en individual users from different centralized networks. 
Figure I 8.23 shows this type of network. 
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Since the central switch of each centralized network distributes the data between that network and other 
networks, this type of systcn, is called a distributed network. For computer systems, the central ized facilities 
may consist of large computers which interconnect to permit users access to any of the computers. This type 
of arrangement cnn greatly improve the efficiency oftbe computers by making a computer which is underused 
by its local subscribers available to subscribers from computer centers which arc in heavy demand at that time. 
The routes which interconnect the centers arc normally capable of rapid transfer of large quantities of data, 
whereas the lines from users to the central offices do not need to convey these large amounts of data and can 
therefore be less expensive lines. Data flow within networks is carefully controlled through system protocols 
to ensure maximum efficiency and minimum interference between users. Network switching systems, line 
types and network protocols are important considerations for data transmission. 

Community 1 ___ _._ _ _,, 
Central 

switching 
system 

Trunl<. line 
~-....._ _ _,, Community 2 

Central 
switching 
system 

Truhk 
line 

Central 
switching Community 3 
system 

Fig. 18.23 Telephone network 11si11g ce11tmlizcd switrhi11g. 

18.6.2 Switching Systems 

If only two sites arc to be connected, switching is not re4uired. The two facilities are interconnected on a 
point-to-point basis, as shown in Fig. 18.24. However, switching is likely to be required where three or more 
sites need to be intercotrnected. The various types of systems described earlier can all be used for data trans
mission over networks. 

Circuit Types A single pair of wires (two-wire circuit) can be used for a unidirectional transfer of data 
in the simplex mode. In a half-duplex mode. for data to pass in both di rections on a two-wi re circuit, it is 
necessary for the two sites to take n1rns in transmitting over the circuit. A full-duplex system will use a four
wire circuit with one pair of wires for each direction of transmission. The best type of system for a particular 
application will depend on the nature of the data requirements-and the operation of t.he equipment. 

Network Interco1111ectiot1 ln addition to the ty pe of circuit, the type of connection must be chosen. Tf the 
site has continuous or very frc4uent interconnection requirements, a dedicated line is appropriate. Many users . 
find that their usage is not continuous, and they are able to realize significant savings by using a !!witched or 
dial-up system, be it in the public switched network or a private network. This method of operation can be 
very economical and efficient for users who need access to the computer or other data si tes on an infrequent 
basis or from changing locations. 

An extension of the point-to-point system is the polled multipoint .,ystcm, which interconnects a common 
source such as a computer with a remote location having several users. A simple polled system (Fig. 18.24) is 
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seen to be similar to the two-i:;tation system, except that each of the several users now connect~ to the common 
circuit through a modem. The computer checks (polls) each user in tum to determine wheLhcr one of them 
is requesting intorconnection. When the request is received by the computer, the requesting user's modem 
is given control of the circuit and data is transferred. If the source has data to transfer to one or the users, it 
seizes control of the circuit and sends the appropriate command to interconnect the desired user to the line. 
The pol.ling process and the transfer of data follow specific procedures called protocols. 
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Fig. 18.24 Polled 11111/tipoi11t co1111111111icatio11 network, 
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Fig. 18.25 Network switching showing User A switclted tltrough cirwit 3 to User 7. 

Networks can be used to interconnect a large number of users through on ly a few transmission circuits. 
While only a few users on either end of the network are com1ected at any one time, the switching capability 
contributes to si1:,111ificant economics. A typical switching system of this type is shown in Fig. 18.25. 

Modem switching systems benefit from microprocessor technology and can be termed "smart switchers." 
In large networks, multiple-trunk interconnections and intcruser circuits are available. The switching system 
not only interconnects users but aliso detennjnes the best and quickest routing to be used lor connecting one 
particular user to a second one. Most data interchange utilizes public telephone networks, the switching being 
accomplished by telephone switching equipment. 

ft will be seen that processor-controlled switches arc beginning to predominate in advanced countries, to 
the great benefit of switched data systems. Being microprocessor-based and therefore "sma,t," the electronic 
switching system can provide services such as redial if busy, automatic dial forward, conferencing, and 
·'camp-on" if busy. 
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18.6.3 Network Protocols 

··Intelligent" (microprocessor-controlled) switching systems have become the hubs of intelligent networks. 
Tennioa1 devices and line connection equipment have also been given microprocessor "brains," and thus the 
introduction of intelligent devices into the data communications field has brought a sophistication to the inter
connection possibilities. With terminals capable of establishing circuit connections and communicating with 
computers and other sites, the need for rules governing the interchange of data bec.ime essential. These rules, 
developed over .i number of years, fall into several categories. Procedures were needed to define interchanges 
between computers and remote site::,. These rules, or protocols, were called "handshaking." As tho systems 
grew, procedures became necessary to detennine standard methods of communicating within data channels, 
and so protocols for integration of control signals with data in standard fonnats and sequences were developed. 
Also, the expansion of network complexity pennitted numerous stations access to transmission circuits. To 
prevent interference between users, protocols were devised which established communications priorities and 
control sequences to be used to initiate and t~m1inatc switched interconnections. 

Protocol Phases Data communications protocols typically have three phases: establishment, message 
tram.fer aod termi11atio11. The contents of these phases differ for different system arrangements and equip
ment types. In point-to-point systems which involve a master station and one or more slave stations, th~ flow 
of data is determined by the ma::;ter station. The master station has direct control of each slave station. It 
establishes the connection, controls the transfer of data and terminates the connection. 

Polling Protocols Systems which interconnect several stations on a shared basis can use either polling 
protocol or conte111ion protocol. ln polling systems, one station is designated the master station, and queries, 
or polls, the other stations to detcm1ine which interconnections are to be established. This type of polling is 
referred to as roll cafling. The master station remains at the center of the system. It polls each remote station 
in turn, retains control of the circuit and directs the other stations to send or receive data as required. 

Contention Protocols Contention sy~tems do not designate a master station, Instead, the interconnected 
stations contend for the role of master station. Whichever station seizes control of the communication chan
nel fi.rst directs the flow of data until it terminates the communication. The channel will remain vacant unti l 
the next station with data to transmit seizes the line and establishes communication. The protocol must pro
vide for instances of simultaneous line seizure attempts by several stations as well as establishing priority 
schemes among the users. 

Swi!ehed or dial-up systems must have protocols which direct the establishment of communication via 
dial-in requests. These systems are very popular and often involve the use of automatic circuits at both send 
and receive stations to effect the dial-up interconnection. This requires that protocols be standardized so that 
equipment from different systems can communicate without intervention. 

Some networks interconnect the stations in th~ form of a loop, with each station connecting to the next 
station. Data to be transferred to a station around the loop must pass through each intem1ediate station. The 
loop arrangement has the benefit of reducing the number and length of data circuits required as compared to 
a central master station network. Protocols for the loop system must provide for data direction and system 
control. Polling can be u.~ed in loop systems. When used, it is referred to as forward polJing, in that each sta
tion polls the next station in line. 

Character fosertion Lt was indicated earlier that protocols must provide for integration of control 
characters within the data stream. Control characters are indicated by specific bit patterns, but it is possible 
that these patterns could accidentally occur in the data stream at places where control characters are not 
intended. This is paI1icularly true when the data represents digitization of an analog function or some similar 
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situation in which the data is not alphanumeric in nanire. To prevent this problem, a data transmission proto
col called character insertion (also referred to as character sw.ffing) is sometimes used. Under this protocol, 
the transmitting equipment checks the data stream as it is transmitting, to determine whether character pat
tems identical to control characters exist in the data. If these patterns are encountered, the cont1ol character 
pattern is inserted into the data stream after the data pattern. The result is to have the control character pattern 
occur twice. At the receive site the data is evaluated two characters at a time. !fa control character is detected, 
the receiver checks the following character to see whether it duplicates the control character. If it does, the 
control character pattern is recognized as false, and the second character is removed from the data stream. If 
the pattern occurs only once, it is a valid control character, and the appropriate action is taken. This method 
of control character recognition is called tmnsparency . 

Multiple-Choice Questions 
Each of the f'ollowir1g multiple4 choic:e questions 
consists of an incomplete statement followed by four 
choices (a, b, c, and d). Cz'rcle the letter preceding the 
fine that con·ect/y completes each sentence. 

I . lndicate which of the following is nut a binary 
code. 
a. Morse 
b. Baudot 
c. CCITT-2 
d. ARQ 

2. To pem1it the selection of I out of 16 equlprobable 
events, the number of bits required is 
a. 2 
b. log

10 
)6 

C. 8 
d. 4 

3. A signaling system in which each letter of the 
alphabet is represented by a different symbol is 
not used because 
a. it would be too difficult for an operator to 

memorize 
h. it is redundant 
c. noise would introduce too many errors 
d. too many pulses per letter are required 

4. The Hartley law states that 
a. the maximum rate of information transmission 

depends on the charu1el bandwidth 
b. the maximum rate of information transmission 

depends on the depth of modulation 
c. redundancy is essential 
d. only binary codes may be used 

5. Indicate the false statement. In order to combat 
noise, 
a. the channel bandwidth may be increased 
b. redundancy may be used 
u. the transmitted power may be increased 
d. the signaling rate may be reduced 

6. The event which marked the start of the modern 
computer age was 
a. design of the ENIAC computer 
b. development of the Hollerit11 code 
c. development of the transistor 
d. development of disk drives for data storage 

7. The baud rate 
a. is always equal to the bit transfer rate 
b. is equal to twice the bandwidth of an ideal 

channel 
c. is not equal to the signaling rate 
cl. is equal to one-half the bandwidth of an ideal 

channel 

8. The Shannon- Hartley law 
a. refers to distortion 
b. defines bandwidth 
c. describes signaling rates 
d. refers to noise 

9. The code which provides for parity checks is 
a. Baudot 
c. EBCDIC 
b. ASCll 
d. GCITT-2 

IO. A forward error-correctig code corrects errors 
by 
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a. requiring panial retransmisi:;ion of the signal 
b. requiring retransmission of the 1::ntire signal 
c. requiring no part of the signal to be retransmit

ted 
d. usiug parity to correct the errors in all cases 

11 . Full duplex operation 
a. requires two pairs of cables 
b. can transfer data in both directions at once 
c. requires modems at hoth ends of the circuit 
d. all of the above 

12. The RS-232 interface 
a. interconnects data sets and transmission cir

cuits 
b. uses several different connectors 

c. permits custom wiring of signal lines to the 
connector pins as desired 

d. all of the above 

13. Switching systems 
a. improve the efficiency of data transfer 
h. are not used in data systems 
c. require additional lines 
d. are limited to small data networks 

14. The data transmission rate of a modem is mca
su.red in 
a. bytes per second 
b. baud rate 
c. bjts per second 
d. megahertz 

Review Problems 

I. Calculate the minimum number of bits of information which must be given to permit the correct selection 
of one event out of (a) 32, and (b) 47 equiprol.mble events. 

2. What is the number of bits of infom1ation required to indicate the correct selection of 3 independent, 
consecutive events out of 75 equipl'Obahle events? 

3. Whal is the maximum capacity ofa perfectly noiseless channel whose width is 120 Hz, in which the value 
of the data transmitted may be indicated by any one of 10 different amplitudes? 

4. An HF radio system is used to transmit information by means of a binary code. The transmitting power 
is 50 W, and the noise level at the receiver input is such that the consequent error rate is just acceptable. 
The operator now decides to double the information flow rate by using a four-level code instead of the 
binary code. To what level must the transmitting power be raised to retain the same error rate? 

5. At the input to the receive!' of a standard telephone channel, the noise power is 50 µWand the signal to 
power is 20 mW. Calculate the Shannon limit for the capacity of the above channel under these conditions, 
and then when the signal power is halved. 

6. A 2-kllz channel has a signal-to-noise ratio of24 <lB. (a) Calculate the maximum capacity of this channel. 
(b) Assuming constant transmitting power, calculate the maximum capacity when the channel bandwidth 
is (i) halved, (ii) reduced to a quarter of the original va lue. 

7. Calculule the signal-to-noise ratio in dB which would be required for an ideal channel with a bandwidth 
of4000 Hz? 

Review Questions 

I. Define and explain information and il,jormalion theory. What are the aims of information theory? Why 
is mea11i11g divorced from inf<Jrmation? 

2. What is the mathematical definition of information? What is the difference between possibility and pmb
ability? 
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3. Define the bit of infom,ation. What are cquiprnbable events? Give in full the fonnula used to calculate 
the number of bits of infonm1tion required in a given situation. 

4. Why must a code of the Baudot lonn be used to send words by telegraph? Why cannot a different symbol 
be used or each separate word or perhaps each letter? 

5. Derive Lhe 1 Imtley law (verbally) for binary codes, using Lhc CCITT-2 code lo prove the relation. 

6. Explain why any binary-type code is noise-resistant, and explain why an enormous power increase is 
required when a more complex code is used. 

7. Quote the Shannon- Hartley theorem, defining each term in the formula. What is the fundamental impor
tance of this theorem? 

8. WiLh the aid of the Shannon- Hartley theorem, explain why doubling the bandwidth ofa channel, while 
keeping a constant transmitting power, will not automatically double the channel capacity. 

9. When a system is referred to as being "bus-oriented,'' what does it mean? 

10. Describe the evolution of the computer and indicate what advances served as the it~po1tant milestones in 
this development. 

11. What events served to spur the advancement of LJ,e data communications field? 

12. Explain baud rate and describe how it may differ from infom1ation bit rate. 

13. What is multilevel encoding, and what arc its benefits and limitations? 

14. What aspect of the transmission channel is defined by the Shannon-Hartley law? 

15. How does noise affect channel capacity? 

16. Describe crosstalk and give some possibi lities for reducing its effect. 

17. Explain how an echo suppressor may interfere with data transmission. What steps arc normally taken to 
prevetll this inte1ference? 

18. What is phase-delay distortion and how does it affect data transmission? 

I 9. Describe how equalization can improve the ability of a transmission channel to carry data. 

20. Describe four different codes used for data transmission and discuss their strengths and weaknesses. 

21. Describe three kinds of error-detection codes and explain how they detect data errors. 

22. What penalty is paid when an error-detection code is used? How may circuit efficiency be defined? What 
is the efficiency of a completely nonredundant code? 

23. Explain parity and discuss its use for data transmission systems. 

24. What is a forward error-correcting code? How do such codes function? 

25. What is a data set? Where is it used in a data transmission system? 

26. Discu:,is the differences between various modems, aud explain the significance of the differences. 

27. Describe the RS-232 interface and explain its value for data transmission. 

28. Discuss the interconnection requirements for data sets when they are connected to telephone company 
circuits. 
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